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INTRODUCTION TO THE
AMERICAN EDITION

SruonNrs of history as well as the general reading public in recent
years have given greatly increased attention to the history of World
War I, the war that ushered in the age in which we live. The war
started over European conflicts and for the first three years was
fought chiefly by European powers, although Russia was more than
a European power and the British overseas dominions early came to
the assistance ol the mother country. Moreover, final victory or de-
feat even in the years l914-16 would have decided the fate not only
of Europe but of the Middle East and Africa as well.

By rglT the European powers found themselves incapable of
breaking the military stalemate that had lasted since the fall of rgr4.
Only the entry of the United States, which turned the war into a
global war, made the full defeat of Germany possible. In the same
yea., r9r7, the Bolsheviks seized power in itussia and at the very
moment when democracy seemed about to become the universal
form of government the foundations of the first totalitarian state
were laid. Ever since the struggle between democracy and totalitari-
anism has been the major conflict of our time.

Another significant aspect of World War I was the transformation
of war itself. Whereas the European wars of the nineteenth century
had been fought only by armies, all the human and material re-
sources of the belligerent nations were mobilized in the long war of
I9I4-IB. It became what Ludendorff first called a 'total war'.
Owing to the blockade and the limitation of her reserves this process
went farthest in Germany. The German economy ultimately was
converted into a government-directed economy which could be
characterized as either war socialism or state capitalism. At the same
time Germany, which after the summer of r9r 7 was under a virtual
military dictatorship,'went further than any other nation in the con-
trol of public opinion and individual expression. This wartime sys-
tem of economic and ideological control was easily revived and ex-
tended by National Socialism. Thus World War I created a model
for the fascist version of totalitarianism as well.

With this book on German war aims policy in World War I Pro-
fessor Fritz Fischer has made a significant contribution to the under-
standing of the events of World War I which left a deep mark on the
history of the subsequent thirty years. Through long labor he has
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INTRODUCTION
collected from archives in West and East Germany and Austria a tremen-

dous range of mostly unpublished material' which serves as the solid
basis of his work. It does not seem likely that future students of the

German war aims will be able to cull any important additional in-
formation from official records. New material may appear from
private sources and some actually has come to light since thc Ger-
man edition of this book was published in I96r, but it has dnly con-
firmed some of Fischer's judgments.

Fischer's historical studies of German war aims policy in rgr4-I8
have brought him into conflict with ideas still rampant in Germany
after the collrpt. of I945. While the Nazi period and Hitler's guilt
for starting World War II have generally been condemned by Ger-

man histoiians, the rise of National Socialism has been declared by
many of them an ephemeral event within German history, chiefly
caused by the Versailles Treaty, the run-away inflation of the early
rgeos, and the great depression after I93o. In their view imperial
G.r-..ry conduited legitimate policies: Emperor William II's big
words meant very little, since he always wished for peace at heart
and his ministers disregarded his annexationist schemes. Besides

World War I was started by a series of errors for which not only Ger-

many but all the great Powers were to be criticized.
These opinioni were almost universally held in Germany befole

rg33, andih.y *... expressed again after I945, particularly by the

ol-d=.i g..r.tution. Fritz Fischer was the first German historian who
recognired the need for a critical review of German history during
World War I, when the official sources became available. In a sober

and solidly documented narrative he relates the history of Germany's
wartime policies. Although he does not intend to write the history
of Germany's part in the origins of the war, he gives at the beginning
a brief and piobably somewhat oversimplified glimpse of the fo-rces

behind German imperialism before I9r4. He then treats more fully
the policies of the German government in the July crisis of r9r4,
p.o.ri.g beyond any reasonable doubt that the chancellor, Bethmann
i{otlweg, was determined to use the Ausffo-serbian conflict to break

the 'enJirclement' of Germany-by which he meant the cohesion of
the Triple Entente-at any price, even that of a great war. Fischcr

places tire chief responsibility for the start of the war squarely on the

shoulders of the imperial German government.
Outside of Germany this has been the predominant view among

historians for some time. First presented by Bernadotte Schmitt and
Pierre Renouvin it originally had to contend with opinions which
came closer to the German position that all the great powers or at
least Russia, Austria-Hungary and Germany-in that order-were



INTRODUCTION
to blame for the conflict. The two-volume work of the Italian Luigi
Albertini on the origins of World War I, translated into English in
rg5z, did much to crystallize the judgrnent of the non-German his-
torians around the conviction that the chief responsibility for plung-
ing Europe into war rested with the German government. Fritz
Fischer's treaturent, while adding some interesting new details, con-
forms in general to Albertini's narrative.

The real theme of Professor Fischer's book, however, is the war
aims policy of imperial Germany. While it has been customary to
describe the civilian government as relatively moderate and the mili-
tary men as the proponents of a wild annexationism, with the popu-
lar forces standing on either side, Fischer offers a very different pic-
ture. He shows how the civilian government, and that meant in the
first place Chancellor von Bethmann Hollweg, was in deep sympathy
with the general intent to fight the war in order to make Germany a
'world power', equal to Britain and Russia. Bethmann Hollweg
never questioned the need for drastic changes of the political map
of Europe and the Europe-dominated Africa. In the days when com-
plete victory in France seemed within the grasp of the German army
he put together the first systematic program of German war aims.
This program of September g, IgI4, remained the archetypal plan
of all German policies till the end of the war. Temporary adjust-
ments were made when the prospects of victory dimmed. But it was
characteristic of the German government leaders that, even in IgI5,
when they ried hard to make a separate peace with Russia, they
were not prepared to give up all conquest made in the east.

The war aims included the creation of a big Mitteleuropa under the
full military and economic control of the German Empire and made
unassailable by annexations in the west and east as well as the estab-

lishment of a ring of satellite states. In the west, Belgium was to be
made a German dependency and the iron-rich French Lorraine to
be annexed. In the east, Lithuania and Courland were to be brought
under German dominion, a large section of Central Poland was to be
annexed, and the remainder of Poland, together with Austrian Gali-
cia, was to form a Polish state that, in spite of some political ties with
Austria-Hungary, would be economically and militarily dominated
by Germany. Rumania, too, was to be held in economic servitude.
It was assumed that the Netherlands and the Scandinavian countries
would feel compelled to join the mighty trade bloc that would arise
from the war. In addition the German government intended to ac-
quire most of Central Africa from coast to coast.

Critics of Fischer's book have questioned that Bethmann Hollweg
considered the September program a realistic or even desirable poli-
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INTRODUCTION
tical goal. And it is true that in private the chancellor occasionally
expressed his doubts whether such extravagant aims could be reached
with the means at Germany's disposal and even whether the German
people would not morally suffer were they to wield such great power.
Yet he was not only convinced that by historic circumstances Ger-
many was forced to expand but he also believed that he had no
choice as chancellor but to conduct a policy that represented the
ideas and longings of the ruling powers in Germany. He himself
called it the 'policy of the diagonal' between the competing political
forces. These forces, however, were very uneven in strength. The
military, which already in peacetime had had an overweening influ-
ence on the state created by Bismarck, gained in the war a firm hold
on all war policies, particularly the formulation of war aims. But the
generals did not have to impose their policies on an unwilling people.
On the contrary, in some respects they were led on by the propa-
ganda of the big interest groups, among which the iron and coal in-
dustrialists became the most active and rabid proponents of annexa-
tionist demands. Yet annexations were desired also by the liberals,
not excluding those who in l9r8-rg were among the leading build-
ers of the Weimar Republic. Even the Social Democratic party,
which was the largest German party after r9lz, did not prove al-
together immune to the temptation of imperialism. Although the
Social Democrats had always espoused anti-militarism and pacifism-
without rejecting national defense-some of the minor leaders and
functionaries of the party became ardent annexationists. What was
still more serious, the official party leadership conspicuously failed
to fight the annexationism of the government. This led to the split
of the Social Democratic party, and although the secessionist In-
dependent Socialists represented only a minority of the old party,
on the issue of war aims the mass of party followers in the country
was probably in sympathy with the Independents.

Thus the great majority of the German people, led by its ruling
classes, indulged in wild dreams about the overwhelming strength
that Germany had to acquire as the result of the war. Wisely pro-
fessor Fischer does not confine his narrative to the policies of the
German government, which in r9r7 practically fell into the hands
of the army, but also deals with the powerful desires for conquest held
by the non-proletarian classes. Particularly the role of the industria-
lists and bankers, whose counsel the government liked to follow and
who more than any other group fomented the domestic propagancla
for expansionist war aims, has never before been so ciearly iluci-
dated.

In their war aims policies, as set forth in Professor Fischer,s book,

xll



INTRODUCTION
the Germans displayed a shocking disregard for the rights of other
nations, especially of the small states, Even the contemptuous treat-
ment that Germany's major ally, Austria-Hungary, received was
completely motivated by the sentiment that Germany as the strong-
est power on the Continent could claim immunity from the laws
which would prevent her from firmly establishing herself as a world
power like Britain, Russia or the United States. Social Darwinism
served as the justification for this untrammeled pursuit of power
politics. The superiority of the German race over the Slav and Latin
races was generally declared to be a proven fact ofhistory.

Professor Fischer also shows us the full scope of the German activi-
ties launched at the beginning of the war with the intention of sub-
verting the enemy governments. The attempts to make the Moham-
medans rise against their British, French and Italian colonial masters
failed, as did the support of the Irish revolution. The greatest result
this German policy of subversion achieved was in Russia. Originally
directed upon making the non-Russian nationalities revolt against
the Russian Tsardom the German operations did not produce a
strong response. But when the Germans proceeded to back social
revolution as well, the effect was world-shaking. By transporting
Lenin from Switzerland to Russia and by giving further help to the
Bolsheviks Germany was able to end the war in the east and to re-
alize her maximum program of conquest through the peace treaties
of Brest-Litovsk with the Ukraine and the Soviet Union as well as

through the subsequent treaty with Rumania at Bucharest. Conquest
it must be called, since none of the new states was to be free to de-
velop its own national statehood, The Baltic states were to become
German satellites; Rumania was reduced to an economic colony;
and the future fate of Poland was supposed to follow similar lines.

The eastern peace treaties of r9I8 refute the assertions of some
German critics of Fischer who argue that the governmental memo-
randa used by him were only meant as material for internal discus-
sion and that the aims sketched out in the documents were never
absolute demands but rather starting points for bargaining and com-
promise. With relentless zeal the maximum aims were pressed by the
Germans at the conference of Brest-Litovsk in spite of the fact that
the imposition of such an oppressive peace necessitated the retention
of one million German soldiers in the east. If at least a substantial
part of these troops had been transferred to the west, the spring
offensive of rgr8, Ludendorff's greatest venture, would have stood
a better chance ofsuccess.

There is nothing to support another assertion occasionally made
by German writers. They suggest that the treaties of Brest-Litovsk

xlll



INTRODUCTION
and Bucharest were products of the war emergency and would have
been modified if all the powers together had drafted the final peace
settlement. Yet assuming for a moment that Germany had won the
war in the west, why should we expect the German rulers thereafter
to have cut their cherished gains in the east ? Clearly, they simply
would have added western acquisitions to their eastern grabs. For
no other reason did Ludendorff take the big gamble to attack in the
west, although he knew that in the case of failure the strength of the
Allied armies, steadily growing through the arrival of American
troops, would become overwhelming. Thus the political war aims
of Germany contributed to her ultimate military defeat.

While Professor Fischer demonstrates the continuity of the Ger-
man war aims program during World War I, he abstains from rais-
ing the question to what extent was there a continuity between Ger-
man war aims of World War I and World War II. Yet any reader
will ask this question. And there can be no doubt that the events of
lgr4-r8 had a profound influence on Adolf Hitler. His program of
conquest in the east stemmed directly from World War I. His aims
in the west were a revised version of those in \A/orld War I. When
England refused to make peace in rg4o, the World War I plan for a
German Central-African empire was revived.

At the same time, there were also great differences. Although in
discussing the annexation of a 'Polish frontier strip' some officials
advocated the removal of the Polish and Jewish population, such
advice did not prevail in the councils of imperial Germany. The
project of settling many Germans in the eastern territories was popu-
lar within the government and among the public, but was to be ac-
complished by peaceful means. Hitler's extermination of the Jews,
the annihilation of the intelligentsia of the subjugated peoples and
the expulsion of indigenous population from regions earmarked for
German settlement had no precedents in the plans of the older Ger-
man nationalists. The leaders in World War I were made overbold
by their greatly exaggerated belief in German might, and in their
thirst for power and riches they began to disregard Christian and
humane sentiments. But they were unprepared to part with all re-
straining moral values of the past. Hitler for that reason scorned the
nationalism of the old ruling classes. His was a Social Darwinism
stripped of all cultural connotations and moral inhibitions. Bar-
barism was to him the desired, since most effective, method of achiev-
ing German domination.

Yet although a distinction must be drawn between the German
leaders of World War I and World War II, it is clear that the old-type
German nationalists were not people who would uncompromisingly
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INTRODUCTION
stand up against National Socialism. On the contrary, they were
easily susceptible to persuasion, the more so since in the period
of his rise to power Hitler gave them the impression that his policies
would broadly conform to the old ideals. We have Hitler's testimony
that in the first years after the end of World War I Germans were
willing to look back on German war policies with critical eyes. In
Mein Kampf he reports that when he began his public speaking and
directed his thunder against the shameful Treaty of Versailles people
in the audience would interject 'and Brest-Litovsk?' But German
nationalists of all persuasions soon made the German people forget
the calamitous history of World War I. They even succeeded in con-
vincing many Germans that Germany would have won the war or
at least come out of it unharmed if she had not been 'stabbed in the
back' by the leftist revolutionaries at home and had not trusted
Wilson's promises of a just peace.

The suppression of critical appraisals of German history during
World War I greatly assisted the spread of the nationalist legends
and lies on which National Socialism fed. Hegel was wrong when he
said that if a historical tragedy was repeated at all it would go on
stage as a coinedy. World War II was an even greater tragedy than
World War I, and the two wars were closely related. It is one of the
great merits of Professor Fischer's book to have brought this connec-
tion clearly to light. I believe that his main thesis will eventually be
generally accepted also in Germany, though over some subordinate
questions the historians on both sides of the Atlantic may conduct
learned debates. For a long time to come Professor Fischer's massive
presentation will not only be the chief source on German foreign
policy in World War I but also an invaluable introduction to the
history of our own age.

Helo HolaonN
Yale University





INTRODUCTION TO THE ENGLISH
EDITION

Ar-rnouon the period since r945 has been dominated by the prob-
lems left by the Second World War, more and more people, both
among historians and the general public, have come to see the First
World War as the crucial event in the first half of the twentieth
century. The searing experience of the trenches, the mood of the
belligerents-so different from that of the Second World lVar-and
above all the political consequences-the Russian Revolution,
America's emergence as a world power, the break-up of the Haps-
burg Monarchy, the establishment of the Weimar Republic-all
contributed to the circumstances in which the Second World War
had its origins.

In the years between the wars, research into the origins of the
First World War was dominated by the desire to establish where the
responsibility for its outbreak lay. The insertion by the Allies in the
Treaty of Versailles of the notorious Article 23I, by which Germany
was made to accept responsibility for the 'war imposed . . . by the
aggression of Germany and her allies', caused the German govern-
ment to publish a large collection of documents from the archives
of the Foreign Minisry in order to rebut the charge. Other govern-
ments followed their example, and historians of all nationalities con-
tributed to the discussion of 'war guilt', putting forward rival inter-
pretations, some accusing the Germans, some the Austrians, some
blaming France's desire to avenge the defeat of r87o or Russia's
desire to expand in the Balkans, while others pointed to the harm
done by Britain's hesitation to commit herself, and others again
simply saw the war as a result of international anarchy' or of an un-
restricted arms race.

However, most of these studies stop short with the actual outbreak
of war in August, t9r4, and it is typical of the preoccupation with
war guilt that the great collections of published documents on
foreign policy-the German Grosse Politik der Europtiischen Cabinette,
the Documents diplomatiques frangais and the Documents on British
Foreign Poliqt-all stop in r9I4; and where the series have been con-
tinued for the inter-war years, they have started again in Igr9,
so that we have been without much first-hand archival material
for the war years themselves. Consequently, the diplomacy of the
war and the ends of wartime policy, as opposed to the military
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INTRODUCTION
history of the war, have been somewhat neglected. The German
defeat of Ig45, however, and the capture by the Allies of much of
the German government archives, led to these becoming available
for study, although they are scattered between various centres in
west and east Germany, while some still remain in the United
States. Professor Fischer's book is a pioneering attempt to utilise this
material for the period of the First World War, and he has under-
taken a major piece of research both in the west and east German
archives in order to produce Germany's Aims in the First World
War.

It is an important book for several reasons. First of all, it links the
development of German war aims during the war with the general

climate of opinion among Germany's rulers in the years before the

war, and shows how the hopes of annexing territory on both Ger-
many's western and eastern frontiers were the logical result of ideas
which had been widely discussed for some years before I9I4, ideas
which the initial victories of August and September, r9r4, seemed
to be about to enable the German government to put into practice.
Secondly, the book shows the tenacity with which the German
leaders clung to these initial aims, so that in spite of a growing demand

by some sections of German opinion for a 'peace without annexa-

tions', it was impossible for Germany to envisage a Peace based on a
return to the status quo of rgr4. This in turn leads to a re-assessment

of the character of Theobald von Bethmann Hollweg, the Imperial
Chancellor until the summer of I9r 7. Professor Fischer's demonstra-
tion that Bethmann was, as early as September, r9r4, committed to
a programme of widespread annexation has come as a shock to
many people, for whom the Chancellor seemed to be a moderate
and liberal figure attempting to stand out against the extreme de-
mands of the militarists and ultra-nationalists. There is, no doubt,
still room for argument about Fischer's interpretation, but the very
fact ofchallenging a hitherto accepted view has already led to the
production of much new evidence about the personality and actions
of Bethmann Hollweg. This is only one example of the way in which
the book has opened up a new and fruitful discussion.

In general, indeed, the great merit of Professor Fischer's work has

been to re-open questions which many had regarded as closed, by the
discovery ofa vast quantity ofnew evidence and by using it to sug-
gest an interpretation of German policies which raises once more-
though this was doubtless not the author's original intention-the
whole question of German responsibility for the war. As a result, the
book has been in Germany the centre of one of the most violent aca-
demic controversies of recent years. In Britain, perhaps, the evidence

xvlll



INTRODUCTION
which Fischer produces of the extent and intransigence of Ger-
many's annexationist aims in east and west will seem less surprising
and shocking than it did to many Germans; but there is enough in
this book to suggest that the time has come for a re-assessment of the
nature of the war aims of all the belligerent counries and not of
Germany alone.

Some of Professor Fischer's German critics have accused him of
producing an indictment of Germany, without indicting the other
belligerent governments, who were, it is alleged, as much affected by
the spirit of the age ofimperialism as the Germans, and whose aims in
the First World War were as aggressive and insatiable as those of
Germany. This is an unfair charge against Fischer, who has already,
by the volume and depth of his work in the German archives, done
all the research that a single historian could humanly be expected
to do; and he has placed us all in his debt. But the charge does sug-
gest one way in which his book may be as influential, even if not as

controversial, in Britain as it has been in Germany. The British
government has recently opened all the British archives down to the
fall of the coalition government in October, I922, so the way is now
open for a detailed account of the development of the war aims ofat
least one of the major belligerent powers besides Germany. It is to
be hoped that British historians will be fired by Professor Fischer's
scholarly example to undertake in comparable detail a study of
Britain's aims in the First World War.

That the subject of war aims in the First World War is still a sensi-
tive one is shown by the controversy and even personal hostility
aroused in Germany by this book. One can understand why those
Germans who are prepared to accept Hitler's responsibility for the
Second World War and even, to some extent, the Germans'respon-
sibility for Hitler, find it hard to reopen the whole question of war
guilt in the First World War and resent any suggestion that the aims
of the Kaiser's government differed little from those of Hitler a
quarter of a century later. It may be that such a suggestion is implicit
in Fischer's work, even though it is not his main theme. Would a
study of British war aims raise equally embarrassing questions ?

Perhaps not, if only because we already know what was actually
done by the Allies in the peace settlement of rglg and therefore
presumably know the worst. Yet, in some recent historical work,
based on private papers-on the origins of British intervention rn
Russia or on the political ideas of Lord Milner, for example-ma'ry
of the high moral attitudes of the wartime British government lJok
somewhat hollow. Even if Fischer's work reinforces the beliel that
the German leaders bear the greatest weight of responsibilitl'for the
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INTRODUCTION
outbreak and prolongation of the First World War, it therefore im-
poses all the more strongly on British historians the duty of looking
again at the record of the British government.

German2's Aims in the First World War suggests a new way of study-
ing the period r9r4-r8, and its reception in Germany suggests that
we all have still much to learn about looking at the history of the
first quarter of the twentieth century through fresh eyes and with-
out the prejudices of a generation ago. It also suggests that statesmen
often base their decisions less on long-term plans than on the in-
stinctive promptings of ideas and beliefs already current in the
society which formed them, that they have a stock of reactions on
which they fall back and to which they cling stubbornly when faced
with political or strategical emergencies. Professor Fischer has studied
in detail how German policy in the First World War was formed
and how, once formulated, it destroyed the freedom of action of
those such as Bethmann Hollweg, who had originally decided on
it. The attention and controversy which Fischer's book has aroused
is based on more than a discussion of his specific evidence and con-
clusions, for it raises questions about the nature of international
politics and of the causes of war as well as about the way in which
political and strategic aims are decided. Thus this work of detailed
and specialised scholarship acquires a more general interest and rele-
vance.

London School of Economics
and Political Science

Jerrars Jor,l



AUTHOR'S FOREWORD

IN the Igzos the theme of this book was the subject of acute political
controversy in Germany. Today, in the perspective created by the
Second World War and in the completely different political condi-
tions prevailing in Europe, it has become history and can be made
the object of dispassionate consideration. This book is therefore
neither an indictment nor a defence. It is not for the historian to
accuse or defend. His duty is to establish facts and to marshal them
in the sequence of cause and effect. In so far as this leads him to
recognise ideas, ambitions and decisions of individuals as factors in
the formation of political causation, he must seek to explain and
'understand' them, without reprobation or excuse. He must avoid
over-simplifying and thus distorting his picture by placing on a
single 'scapegoat' the blame for some development which later
turned out to be disastrous, It would, for example, be too simple to
represent the German Emperor as solely responsible for German
policy before the First World War, or Ludendorff during it, just as
Hitler is now commonly charged with the sole responsibility for 'the
doom of Germany'in the I93os and t94os. The truth is that ideolo-
gical motives, religious or traditional, institutions and social struc-
tures, old and new and (not least) material factors, produce a com-
plex of forces among which the role of the individual can be import-
ant, but only as one of a multitude of other factors which condition
it and without which it could not act at all. This is no less true of the
moderating elements, than of the active. For example: Bethmann
Hollweg's freedom of action was so limited by the structure of the
Reich, especially by the position occupied by the armed forces and
by the great power enjoyed by the crown, that in spite of his position
as Chancellor, he was not able to put through the policy which he
held to be necessary, either at home or abroad. Yet the traditional
picture of 'the philosopher in the Chancellor's chair' is quite mis-
taken, since it denies to Bethmann's policy its own power-political
aims.

The material on the theme of this book is so enormous that the
introductory chapter cannot attempt to do more than sketch in brief
outline how a consciousness ofstrength, an urge for expansion and a
need for security combined to mould the policy of Wilhelm II's
Germany; an exhaustive description of Germany's policy before the
war would require a book in itself. In the other direction this book
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contains pointers to fields wider than its own, for it indicates certain
mental attitudes and aspirations which were active in German policy
during the First World War and remained operative later. Seen
from this angle, it may serve as a contribution towards the problem
of the continuity of German policy from the First World War to the
Second.

Some may regret the absence of continued reference to the war
aims of Germany's enemies. But, firstly, the British, FrencL and
Russian archives have not yet been opened to the public for the
period after rgr4; secondly, the war aims of each of these states
would require a separate book. Investigation of certain special
aspects, such as 'annexationism' (all great powers had'annexationist'
policies in the age of imperialism) would not contribute much to an
understanding of the motives and aims of that German imperialism
whose late start and thrustfulness and insistent moral claims to a
'place in the sun' made it specially vexatious in the eyes of other
powers and so shook Europe, and the world, to their foundations.
But the meaning and purpose of this book is to show that the age of
imperialism did not end, as most historians make out, in I9I4, but
reached its first climax in Germany's colossal effort to weld contin-
ental 'Mitteleuropa' into a force which would place Germany on
equal terms with the established and the potential world powers: the
British Empire, Russia and the United States.

This book grew, in the first instance, out of seminars held in
r955-6 on the history of the First World War. Adequate examina-
tion of the source-material became possible only when the German
archives, confiscated by the Allies at the end of the last war, were
made available to researchers, first in microfilm and then in the
original after their return to Germany. From Ig57 to 196o I carried
out extensive studies in the archives in Bonn (the political archives
of the Auswtirtiges Amt), Coblenz (Bundesarchia), Potsdam (German
central archives, including the material of the former Reichsarchia,
especially of the Imperial Chancellery, the Imperial'offices'and the
Commercial Department of the Auswdrtiges Amt, Merseburg (German
central archives, including the material of the former Prussian
secret state archives), and Vienna (Austrian state archives and
Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchia). Other information and assistance has
come from the state archives in Munich and Stuttgart, and the
Public Record Office in London. I have therefore been able to base
most of this work on archival material (I hope soon to be able to
supplement the narrative with a volume of documents). I wish to
express my thanks to the directors and staffs of these bodies for their
generous collaboration and friendly assistance. I am particularly
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indebted to the Joachim-Jungius Society of Hamburg and, especi-
ally, to the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft for material assistance
afforded me from rg57, which has made these studies possible and,
most of all, secured for me the help of Friiulein Dr. Lilli Lewerenz.

Dr. Lewerenz and Dr. Imanuel Geiss, who have dealt with par-
ticular aspects of German war aims policy in the First World War in
their dissertations, have helped me to examine the archives and
assess the extensive material in them. I owe especial thanks to my
Assistent, Herr Helmut Bohme, for his untiring and selfless support,
both in preparing economic-historical preliminary studies and in my
seminar, and to Herr Joachim Pragal for help in checking notes and
reading proofs.

Hamburg, October r, 196r Fnrrz Frscnrn

FOREWORD TO THE SECOND (GERMAN)
ED ITION

Tnrs second edition of my book was quickly called for, and contains
no changes apart from the correction ofcertain slips. I am obliged
to the readers who have been kind enough to point these out. The
fruits of further research must wait till they can be included in the
form of a supplement.

Some critics have complained that this book treats German policy
before the war, at its outbreak and during its course too much in
isolation: that it does not set it sufficiently in the general context of
the age of imperialism, and so fails to bring out its true relationship
to the trends and objectives followed by the other European and
world powers. I must recall and emphasise what I wrote on this
point in the foreword to the first edition. I must also point out that
my whole purpose has been to establish the bases for an understand-
ing of German policy in the war, for which it was necessary to con-
centrate on the special conditions of Germany's political, social and
economic life. Essentially, German war aims were not merely an
answer to the enemy's war aims, as made known in the course of the
war, nor the product of the war situation created by the 'beleaguered
fortress' and the blockade; they are explicable only in the light of
factors operating since rBgo or even earlier-naval policy, the 'policy
of bases', colonial, eastern, Balkan and European economic policies,
and the general political situation which-primarily as an effect of
Germany's own policy-produced after rgo4 and r9o7 the attempt
to overthrow Germany by 'encircling' her.
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It may further be recalled that the Entente's war aims (the roots

of which themselves go back to the pre-war situations of the respect-
ive powers and to their permanent policy objectives) were made
known in broad outline before the end of the war in the answer of
the Entente powers to Wilson's offer of mediation, and through the
Soviets' action in publishing the Allied secret treaties after Lenin's
seizure of power. Furthermore these aims, reduced in some direc-
tions, extended in others, were transmuted into historic reality in the
peace treaties which concluded the war. It will be for scholars of the
future, when the archives of these powers are opened, to trace the
origin and development of their war aims. Viewed in this light, the
present book is simply a contribution towards a general appreciation
of the war aims policies of all the belligerents.

Hamburg, May r, 196z

FOREWORD TO THE THrRD (GERMAN)
EDITION

Fon this edition Chapters r and z have been re-written and sub-
stantially enlarged on the basis of new material which has become
available since this book was first written. The remainder of the
book has been revised and enlarged in places.

Hamburg,June zB, r964 F. F.

FOREWORD TO THIS EDITION
Tnr' text here presented has been reduced, by the author himselll
by about one third, in order to make it easier for an English-speaking
audience. The structure and substance ofthe original have not been
altered. The book is based almost exclusively on documentary
material from various archives. To save space about eight hundred
source references have been omitted, as has the catalogue, twenty-
two pages long, of the archival files used; the archives themselves
are, however, listed. Readers in need of the detailed references can
obtain them from the German edition.

F. F.

F. F.
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GERMAN IMPERIALISM
FROM GREAT POWER POLICY TO WORLD POWER

POLICY

Tne German Empire created by Bismarck in r87I was a partner-
ship between the Prussian military and authoritarian state and the
leading circles of the new industrial and commercial liberal bour-
geoisie. It is true that, as a new nation state, it was one of a whole
series of such entities which came into existence between r 7Bg and
our own day; yet it occupied a position of special importance in the
history of nations. The Germans were the only people who did not
create their state from below by invoking the forces of democracy
against the old ruling groups, but 'accepted it gratefully' at the
hands of those groups in a defensive struggle against democracy. The
Prussian state, the power and prestige of the Prussian crown, the con-
stitution which made the Prussian king German Emperor and the
Prussian Prime Minister Chancellor of the Reich, the composition of
the Prussian Diet (a Lower House elected on a restricted franchise
and an overwhelmingly feudal Upper House), the bureaucracy, the
schools, the universities, the established Protestant churches and not
least the armed forces, directly subordinated as they were to the
kings of Prussia, Bavaria, Saxony, etc.-all these were factors which
guaranteed the predominance of the conservative elements against
the pressure of the rising forces of democratic liberalism and later of
democratic socialism.

Prussia and the Reich
The'Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation'which succumb-

ed to Napoleon in 18o6 consisted of more than three hundred
principalities and Free Cities. In the German Confederation (Deuts-

clw Bunl.) created to succeed it by the Congress of Vienna, and pre-
sided over by the new Austrian Empire, this number was reduced to
about thirty, amalgamating the smaller units into 'secondary states'.
This federation never satisfied the German people, who tried in the
revolution of 1848 to create 'unity and liberty' from below under the
inspiration of west European ideas and on the model of the American
federal constitution. But the liberal bourgeoisie was defeated by its
own weaknesses and by its own dread of red revolution, which drove
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it into alliance with the princes. Another reason for the failure to
achieve national unification lay in the rivalry between the two lead-
ing states in the federation, the Austrian Empire which sought to de-
fend its position by the'Grossdeutsch solution', and the rising economic
and military power of the kingdom of Prussia, with its 'Kleindtutsch
solution'. The struggle for hegemony in Germany between the
Catholic Hapsburgs and the Protestant Hohenzollers was won by
Prussia, under Bismarck's guidance, in the war of 1866 against a
majority of the German states. Prussia then broke up the federation,
excluded Austria from the future Germany, and extended its own
power position by annexing the duchy of Schleswig-Holstein (dt-
tached from Denmark in an enterprise conducted jointly with Aus-
tria as recently as 1864), the kingdom of Hanover, the electoral
principality of Hesse-tassel, the duchy of Hesse-Nassau and the Free
City of Frankfurt-am-Main, and by founding the North German
Federation (Norddeutscher Bund) in 1867. This unification was thus
created from above, but it was accepted by the majority of the liberal
bourgeoisie, even though it meant the renunciation of democracy
and parliamentary life in the Western sense.

Our description of Germany's war aims policy between r9r4 and
rgr8 will show that the efforts to create a 'Mitteleuropa' (like the
Dual Alliance between the new German Empire and Austria-
Hungary, which was formed in rB79 and lasted until rgIB) were in a
certain sense attempts to undo the decision of 1866 (subject, in-
deed, to Prussia's retaining hegemony over Austria). After breaking
France's resistance to the incorporation of south Germany and an-
nexing Alsace-Lorraine in l87o-r, Bismarck took advantage of the
power position achieved in 1866 to incorporate south Germany in
the new Reich, with the king of Prussia as German Emperor.
This empire was a federation, composed of twenty-four member
states: four kingdoms (Prussia-with five-eighths of'the total area,
Bavaria, Wilrttemburg and Saxony), five grand duchies, six
duchies, six principalities and three Free Cities (Hamburg,
Bremen and Ltibeck).

The federal element, which Bismarck utilised in order to attract
the south German states of Bavaria, Wiirttemburg, Baden and Hesse

to Pnrssia and north Germany, undoubtedly helped the survival and
development of the variety of German cultural life, as evidenced for
example by the operas, theatres, concert halls, academies and mu-
seums of Munich, Stuttgart, Dresden, Weimar and Hamburg; but
politically federalism counted for little in the decisions which were
taken by the German Empire under Prussian leadership with Berlin,
itself a cultural centre of the fint rank, as capital both of Prussia and
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of the Reich. The representation of the federal states in the Federal
Council (Bundesrat) -in which Prussia was the most strongly repre-
sented state-had little effect on the policies of the Imperial Chan-
cellor.

Under the imperial constitution the Emperor appointed and dis-
missed the Chancellor at his discretion. The Chancellor, who was
the only imperial official, was politically'responsible' to the Reich-
stag, before which he had to defend imperial policy; it had, however,
no influence over his appointment, and he could not be a member of
it. The Reichstag, as the national representative body, had the power
to accept or reject the budget, and a voice in imperial legislation.
The Chancellor had therefore to collect enough support among the
parties to give him a majority; if he failed to do so, he had to dissolve
the Reichstag and seek his majority at the polls. Foreign and military
policy and decisions over war and peace were expressly reserved as
prerogatives of the crown, which exercised them through the Chan-
cellor. There was no imperial ministry responsible to the Reichstag,
which could neither appoint a ministry, nor force it to resign by out-
voting it, nor was there any collective Cabinet responsibility; the
heads of the imperial ministries or 'offices' (Amter),who were known
as Secretaries of State, were subordinate to the Chancellor, and were
appointed and dismissed by the Emperor on his advice.

Another factor which strengthened the position of the crown and
was calculated to restrict the Chancellor's power to determine policy
was that the Prussian army (in time of war, also the armies of the
other federal states) and the imperial navy were under the direct
authority of the monarch. He exercised this authority through his
military and naval cabinets (for questions of personnel) and through
the general and naval staffs; the Chancellor had no voice in these
questions, nor was there any co-ordinating machinery (the person
of the monarch excepted) whereby the political aspects of military
decisions could be given their proper weight. The Prussian Minister
of War (who also represented the armies of the other federal states
ois-d-uis the Reichstag) and the Secretary of State of the imperial
Naval Office were concerned only with the recruiting and equipment
of the armed forces, and with sponsoring the vote for them in the
Reichstag; that body's influence over the army and the navy was
limited to the indirect control which it enjoyed through its right to
be consulted over the budget, but this right was restricted by the fact
the vote was not annual, but was given for seven years at a time from
t874to r8g3 and for five years after l8g3.

Another factor limiting the Chancellor's freedom of action was
that (as a rule) he doubled his office with that of Prussian Prime
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Minister. In the latter capacity, however, he was only prhnus inter
parcs among the Prussian Ministers of State, who, like himself were
appointed and dismissed by the king, independently of parliament.
This gave the Prussian state ministry considerable influence over the
formation of Reich policy; the more so, since the restricted franchise
ensured the preponderance of the conservative element in both
Chambers of the Prussian Diet, while in the Reich the franchise was
general, direct, secret and equal. The effects ofthe industrial revo-
lution thus showed themselves in the growth of social democracy and
of democratic and liberal groups, and this in turn widened the breach
between political sentiment in the Reich and in its biggest individual
state, Prussia.

Bismarck had expressly set himself to keep west European parlia-
mentarism from establishing itself in the Reich or in its comPonent
states, and he was very successful in doing so. From 1867 to lB78 he

conducted his internal and economic policy in partnership with the
moderate, or'National', Liberals, known as 'the Party of the Foun-
ders of the Empire'. A radical change took place in 1878-9. Firstly,
Bismarck abandoned free trade in favour of a 'national' policy of
protective tariffs on the American-Russo-French model for heavy
industry and large-scale agriculture. Secondly, he began to relax the
Kuhurkampf which he had conducted since r87t against the Catholic
church and the Catholic party or Zettrum, and to draw that party
over to support of the Prusso-German state by an accommodation
with Pope Leo XIII and a new economic policy. Thirdly, in rB78
he opened his campaign against the Social Democrats (described by
him as 'the party of subversion') by emergency legislation directed
against them, a course which he maintained until his fall in March,
r89o. Under the policy of protection the old ideological parties-
Conservatives, Liberals, Catholics - changed increasingly into bodies
representing economic interestsl the old landed aristocracy allied
itsilf with the new industrial 'aristocracy' against the opposition
camp of Liberals and Social Democrats.

After the liquidation of the Kulturkampf the three parties of the
right (German Conservatives, Free Conservatives and National
Liberals) and the Zentrum, while not formally combining in a cartel,
jointly represented the dominant forces, economic, political and
iocial, in the new Germany, although it was not the Reichstag which
made them dominant. The pull of this concentration of power, com-
bined with an economic prosperity which had been steadily in-
creasing since r8go and the international nimbus and the growing
power of the Empire, was so powerful inside Germany that by th-e

llose of the epoch even the two parties which had originally consti-
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tuted the opposition, the left-wing Liberals and the Social Demo-
crats, had come to accept the cxisting order, as August 4, r9r4, and
and even November g, rgr8, were to prove beyond cavil.

Frorn Bismarck to Wilhelm II
The foundation of the German Empire greatly enhanced the

national consciousness of the Germans. This new German self-con-
sciousness was, in contrast to that of rB4B, conservative and dynastic.
After 1878 the liberal element in the German national movement
was overshadowed by the dynastic and military elements. The popu-
lar consciousness regarded the foundation of the Empire itself, almost
exclusively, as the fruit of three 'victorious wars'. The national festi-
vals, the anniversary of Sedan symbolising victory over France, and
the Emperor's birthday (he was born on January 27, r85g) were
living expressions of this unreserved acceptance of the Empire.

One other factor, beside the military, coloured the nature of the
new German national consciousness. In the '7os the campaign
against liberalism and socialism led to the mobilisation of the petita
bourgeoisie under the slogan (an old one, but re-furbished) of'throne
and altar'. This was the class which had been hardest hit by the new
industrial developments, and was now hoping for help, especially
help from the state, in its struggle to compete with the new big busi-
ness. This mass feeling linked up with an anti-Semitism which was at
first religious, then racial, and the fusion brought into being an en-
tirely new kind of nationalism, which from rSgo onwards gave a
wishful and emotional content to aiilkisch and racial conceptions
which did not stop at the frontiers of the Prusso-German dynastic
state. In r88r the Union of German Students came into being as a
part of this anti-Semitic movement, of which it soon became the most
important mouthpiece. Founded with the purpose of providing the
students' associations with an overall organisation and firing aca-
demic youth with the new German nationalism, and exerting con-
siderable influence on the older rival student associations, corps and
fraternities, it soon became a big factor in inclining the students'
mentality towards the new dynastic-military, conservative and udl-
kisch n.atronalism. The de-liberalisation of the Prussian bureaucracy
and the nationalist spirit of the German Lutheran church are trace-
able to the same source.

The men of this generation which grew up in the late Bismarckian
era were also convinced devotees of the 'world policy' devoted to
securing for Germany a 'place in the sun', which the young Emperor
had been quick to announce as his programme. It was the accession
of Wilhelm II inJuly, I888, that really unleashed the conservative-
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dynastic forces at home; those calling for pushful expansion abroad
got their heads after the dismissal of Bismarck in March, r89o. This
is not the place for yet another appreciation of the Emperor's charac-
ter, but he was beyond question in many ways a typical product of
his age. While entirely imbued with the concept that Monarchy
came of Divine Grace, he was a 'modern' king who sought contact
with savants, merchants and technicians and, like the British Prince
of Wales (afterwards King Edward VII), 'covered' the world as'the
first commercial traveller'of his people. Wilhelm II's insistence that
Germany must not yield place to England coloured both his own
political creed and the ideas of the great majority of his ministers
and Secretaries of State.

In the centre ofhis political plans stood the construction ofa great
fleet. This, it seemed, was the only way of catching up with Britain
as a world power and getting recognised by the other world powers
as an equal. The fleet, combined with economic power, was to fur-
nish the basis to support Germany's claim for a revision of the colo-
nial status quo; for her late entry into the colonial race having left her
with what was, in her view, less than her fair share of its prizes, she
proposed to use these means to obtain a position consonant with her
claims and appropriate to her economic, military and cultural po-
tential. From the IBTos on a redistribution of territory was going on
in Africa and fuia which led to an extension of the colonial empires,
and in this redistribution Germany participated ever more actively
as the transformation of her own structure proceeded. When the
Sino-Japanese War of 1895, the Spanish-American of r8g8 and the
Boer War of IBgg-r9oz seemed to prove beyond all question the im-
portance ofsea-power as a sine qua non ofworld polver, the goal ofthe
creation of a strong navy as the expression of Germany's claims was
adopted by industry and popularised by new forms of mass propa-
ganda until it became axiomatic for the whole German people.

In the course of discussions on the navy estimates leading repre-
sentatives of Germany's intellectual life-its university professors-
shaped the conscious new German nationalism. The most prominent
representatives of German academic thought, Gustav Schmoller,
Hans Delbriick, Max Sering, Dietrich Schefer, Max Lenz, Otto
Hintze, Erich Marcks, Alfred Hettner, Friedrich Ratzel-to name
only a few-announced in unison that the age of apparently peace-
ful competition between states was gone for ever; equally dead was
the limitation of the great powers to the European state system. Yet
they were only the mouthpieces of the decisive forces in the German
Reich who saw in 'neo-mercantilism' and 'imperialism' the govern-
ing forces ofthe new age.
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FROM BISMARCK TO WILHELM II
As early as r8go, when Caprivi, Bismarck's successor in the chan-

cellorship from r89o to I894, was working for the establishment of
a central European economic system linking the German Reich
closely with its neighbours, Schmoller had written an article in sup-
port of this policy, in which these new ideas found expression. He
drew a picture of the new system of world states and the role of Ger-
many in it, in words which anticipated one of the main aims of
German policy in r9l4:

He who is perceptive enough to realise that the course of world history in
the twentieth century will be determined by the competition between the
Russian, English, American, and perhaps the Chinese world empires, and
by their aspirations to reduce all the other, smaller, states to dependence on
them, will also see in a central European customs federation the nucleus of
something which may save from destruction not only the political independ-
ence of those states, but Europe's higher, ancient culture itself.r

What Schmoller, at whose feet a whole generation of future econo-
mists, administrators and diplomats had sat, taught primarily in
respect of economics was repeated by no less prominent historians
in respect of Germany's power position and cultural heritage. They
saw the expansion of national states into world states as determined,
not only by economic interests, but most of all by the 'will to power'.
They saw Germany fulfilling her 'world mission' by virtue of that
'fitting share of the world power which human nature and higher
Providence assign to the civilised peoples' which her army and navy
would ensure for her. Against the 'cultural monopoly of the Anglo-
Saxons' (Britain and America) and the'Russo-Muscovite world' the
German professors called for a policy which should make Germany's
special cultural and political heritage safe and thereby guarantee
at once the multiplicity and individuality of all peoples and the
balance of power in a new world system ofstates.2

A second, basic element operated at an early stage alongside these
innermost 'motive forces' of German world expansion. Only ten
years after the launching of Germany's claim to world power status,
Paul Rohrbach, in his widely-read book Deutschland unter den Weltaiil-
kern raised the question whether the new German world power's
European basis was broad enough and secure enough to achieve and
hold an overseas empire (the objective taking shape was a German

r G. Schmoller, Ges. Adsdtzc, p. zo ff.
2 HansDelbriick,Prcuss.Jahbiithcr,Yol. r49,Augustrgrz,cit.AnneliseThimme,

Hans Delbriick als Krit*er der Willulminkcfun Epoclu (Diisseldorf, 1935), pp. r r r ff.;
Otto Hintze, Der Sinn des Krizges in Deutschland und dcr Weltkricg (Leipzig and
Berlin, rgr5), p. 68S; cf. id., Dalschland und das Wchmachtsy*em (Leipzig and
Berlin), pp.g ff.
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Central Africa). European objectives were added to the colonial.
Rudolf Kjell6n, whose geo-political-biological picture of Die Gross-

mtichte der Erden was to exercise so powerful an influence on German
thought, called for a federation of Europe under German leadership
as a basis for Germany's colonial empire, and this idea was fully en-
dorsed by wide circles in the political and academic worlds before
I9I4.

But the emergence of such ideas from the world of theory into the
world of practice also antedates the war. Attempts to counteract the
high American protective tariffs led to the formation of economic
associations which attempted to lay the foundations of an economic
unification of Central Europe,l The conferences of the Central Euro-
pean Economic Union (Mitteleuropdischer Wirtschaftsoerein) were at
first limited to Germany and Austria-Hungary. It was, however,
intended from the first to bring in similar associations and schools in
France, Holland, Belgium, Switzerland and (Hungary indeed ob-
jecting) Rumania, and up to a point this was done. Special import-
ance was given to this movement in Germany by the participation
of all important groups of German industry, both heavy industry and
finishing industries, and of the leading banking, shipping and agri-
cultural interests. The object as defined by Max Schinkel, director
of Germany's second biggest bank, the Disconto-Gesellschaft, was to
secure for Germany that 'broader basis in Europe' which was recog-
nised to be 'necessary for laying the economic foundations of Ger-
man world policy'.

The German-Austrian Economic Association (Deutsch-Oesterrei-

chisclur Wirtschaftsaerband) found.ed shortly before the war marked in
one respect a retreat from the European objectives of the Central
European Economic IJnion, but in another it marked an advance,
urging as it did, much more intensively, the 'concentration' of the
German and Austro-Hungarian markets. Influential German per-
sonalities were represented in this body.z

In rgrz Walther Rathenau,s the leading personality in the Allge-
meine Elektrizitiitsgesellschaft (A.E.G.), told Bethmann Hollweg
that German policy should be directed towards the creation of a
central European customs union, and secured the Chancellor's

r Cf. Henry Cord Meyer, Mittzleillopa in German Thought and Action r8r5-t945
(The Hague, ig55), extersive bibliography. Meyer, who was not able to utilise the
German archiv* for the war period, seriously underestimates the importance of
these movements.

I Paasche (Vice-President of the Reichstag), Stresemann, Friedrichs (President
of the Bund tlcr Industritlhn), Lehmann (President of tt,e Verband der sdcluisclun
Industrit in the Bund der Industriellcn), Steinthal (Director of the Deutsche Bank).

! See below pp. ro-r t, 16, z8-g, roI l cf. also'Mitteleuropa', pP. 249 ff.
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FROM BISMARCK TO WILHELM II
agreement. In r9r3 Rathenau again set out these ideas in a memo-
randum to the Chancellor. On August t, rgt6, the day Germany
declared war on Russia, he again formulated his ideas in a memo-
randum which was destined to have a decisive effect on the policy of
the German government during the World War. What made this
possible had been, not least, the radical transformation which had
taken place in the social, economic and political structure of Ger-
many in the previous generation. The fundamental changes in eco-
nomic conditions, the wide-spread prosperity, the rapid growth of
the population, the swift expansion in all branches of economic life,
combined to create a general conviction, which was reinforced by
nation-wide propaganda, that Germany's frontiers had become too
narrow for her, but that the ring ofpowers round her would never
consent to their extension. The diplomatic campaign to 'split the
Entente' by peaceful means cannot be understood without a glance
at these structural changes.

Economic Expansiou and World Power Aspirations

Germany's claim to world power was based on her consciousness
of being a'young', growing and rising nation. Her population had
risen from about 4r millions in r87r to about 68 millions in I9t5,
while that of France, with a larger area, had remained almost sta-
tionary, reaching only 4o millions in rgI5. Moreover, more than one-
third of the population of Germany was under fifteen years of age,
and this gave the national consciousness a dynamic element which
further reinforced the demand for l*bensraun, markets and industrial
expansion. Although emigration had been high (t'3 million persons
emigrated between r88I and r89o), the population figures for IgIo
were nevertheless far more favourable than, for example, those of
France: an excess of births over deaths of Soo,ooo (8.9 per I,ooo
against 3.4 per t,ooo in France),while the expectation of life was in-
creasing and infant mortality on the decline. With increasing indus-
trialisation, internal migration was beginning to replace migration
ovemeas and immigrants were beginning to come in from Austria,
Italy, Russian Poland and other European countries. Germany was
developing more and more into a highly industrialised exporting
country, and the problem of finding markets and raw materials to
support her population was growing increasingly urgent. Industriali-
sation had concentrated the population in certain areas-the Ruhr,
Saxony, Silesia, Berlin, the Rhine-Main area-and had within a
few years totally transformed the face of the country: the numbers
living in large towns had doubled and the occupational distribution

II
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of the population had changed radically.l This industrialisation and
concentration of the population in a few centres had been accom-
panied by a shift from east to west, the results of which included a
severe and growing shortage of agricultural labour in eastern Ger-
many.

Wage and price levels were generally stable; slumps occurred, but
the long-term economic trend was upward, and in spite of a chronic
shortage of capital the national income was rising, as evidenced by
rising real incomes and increased savings and investment.2

The increased wealth of all classes of society, combined with the
stability ofthe currency, generated a feeling ofsecurity and strength-
ened the popular belief that continued growth would develop in
an expansion rvhich seemed almost predetermined by the laws of
economics. Contemporaries pointed proudly to the national figures
for imports and exports as proof of Germany's industrial develop-
ment: between IBBT and rgIz the former had risen by z4.3'B per cent
(from3,roo to lo,ooo million marks), the latter by 185'4 per cent
(from 3,roo to 8,9oo million).

The balance of trade had thus become unfavourable, and the
restoration of a favourable balance had consequently become one
of the essential tasls of German economic policy. No other country
could show an increase in imports over this period comparable to
Germany's 2+Z per cent. Britain's figure was IoB'7 per cent, Ameri-
ca's 136.9 per cent, France's only 95 per cent. On the other hand,
the increase in American exports during the quarter century (zo8'6
per cent) had exceeded Germany's. The total increase in foreign
trade had, however, been far the highest in Germany (r3,4oo million
marks, or 2r+'7 per cent)1 America's figure was 173'3 per cent,
Britain's r r 3.r per cent, France's 98. I per cent.

There was, however, another factor of importance for Germany's
world trading policy. In I9r3 she was still leading in exchanges with
the European states, but the direction ofher trade had undergone a
disquieting change since I88o. In that year 8o per cent ofher ex-
ports had gone to Britain, France and south-east Europe, and 77
per cent had come from European countries. In I9r3 the share of
Europe in her imports and exports had gone down by 30 per cent;
overseas countries, the tropics and above all South America, were
supplying an increasing proportion ofher raw materials.

The world-wide activities of Germany's entrepreneurs were

r In rBTo 50 per cent of the population was employed in agriculture; in rgr3
only 33 per cent, against over 50 per cent employed in commerce and industry.

r 2r,5oo million irt 1896;4o,ooo million in rgIa. See the calculations in KarI
Helfferith, Deutschlands Volkswohktand rBBB-rgr3 (Berlin, r9r3), pp. 92 ff.
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strongly supported by an official policy aptly described as one of
'neo-mercantilism'.r It had become axiomatic that the state should
support economic enterprise, both at home and abroad; in nationa-
lising the postal, telegraphic and railway services the state had al-
ready made itself into an important factor in Germany's economic
life, and its social legislation, its protective tariff policy and its sys-
tem of export premiums had laid the foundations of Germany's
economic expansion, and therewith of the transfiormation of her eco-
nomic structure. The foundation of a Reichsbank to act as a central
clearing house for the German money market had made it possible
for the state to collaborate with the private banks in supplying the
country, short of capital as it was, with such ample resources that
it was able to venture on big, politically important enterprises.

This advance was based on the expansion of the interlinked com-
plex of the great iron, steel and mining industries. The production
ofcoal, iron and steel in the great centres ofthe Ruhr, Lorraine and
Upper Silesia had increased since the r87os with a rapidity unpar-
alleled elsewhere in Europe. The 5,ooo million marks of the French
war indemnity (which had begun the process), large orders for arma-
ments, and above all the big expansion of communications within
and beyond Germany's frontiers had enabled the Reich to increase
its coal production by 8oo per cent, while England's had only
doubled. At the same time German enterprise had entered the conti-
nental market in a big way; the mining industry, protected by the
r879 tariff, had now found secure outlets for its products in France,
Belgium, Holland, Switzerland, Italy and Austria-Hungary. The
growth of Germany's coal production, which was exceeded only by
that of America (which rose in the quarter century before rgre by
336'6 per cent against Germany's zr8.r per cent and Britain's 72.6
per cent), was accompanied by an even more spectacular growth in
her iron and steel production: the production ofraw iron rose from
4.o million tons in rBBT to r5.5, an increase of 387 per cent. The
figure for America was comparable (368.5 per cent), but Britain-
and that was the decisive thing in German eyes-was able in that
time to raise her production of iron ore only by 3o.6 per cent (from
7.6 to ro million tons). The development of Germany's steel pro-
duction was unparalleled anywhere in the world. Tomas's new pro-
cesses and Siemens' and Martin's inventions enabled the production
ofsteel to rise by r,335 per cent, from o'9 million tons in r886 to r3.6
millions. The estimated value of the production of Germany's mines

I Cf. Wilhelm Treue, Wirtschafts und Sozialgesehiehte Deutschlands im rg. Jahr-
hundert, in Bruno Gebhard,t, Handbuch d.er deutschen Gcsehichte, Bth ed. (Stuttgart,
r 96o), pp. 4o3 ff., headin g' Ncunerkantilismus'.
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coal, ores and salt) rose from 7oo million marks in 1886 to z,ooomil-
lion in r9rz. At the same time Germany was becoming incpeasingly
dependent on imports for her raw materialsl these rose from 5'7
million marls in IBTe to l6I'3 millions in I9to.

While the expansion of her heavy industry was the foundation on
which the economic transformation of Germany rested, a number of
entirely new industries also came into being: the chemical, electrical
and optical industries and others. The new discoveries in aniline
chemistry enabled the chemical industry, within a few decades, to
outdistance all its European competitorsl its exports in r9I3 were of
the value of some Iz5 million marks-an important item in Ger-
many's trading figures. With its l5o,ooo employees, concentrated in
a few mammoth enterprises, whose leading firms-Bayer, Iloechst
and Ludwigshafen-had formed a cartel in r9o4 (followed in 1916

by their fusion in I. G. Farben), the chemical industry was a typical
example of the new, highly concentrated form of enterprise. The
electrical industry was also concentrated in a few hands. Its connec-
tions with the big banks were particularly close. Equipped with
patented inventions, less localised ofits nature than heavy industry,
it was by rgro exporting to the tune of over rz5 million marks and
had a payroll of over IoT,ooo persons, most of them in Berlin. The
optical industry, with 6o million marks, was smaller, but hardly in-
ferior in the value ofits production.

The textile industry, the only one to escape such high concentra-
tion, had maintained a steady growth since rB7o. Its chief centres
were Saxony, northern Bavaria, Wiirttemberg and the lower Rhine-
land. The tendency towards intensification and mcchanisation,
characteristic of all German industry, was here particularly marked.
While the number of persons employed in it hardly altered, its pro-
duction rose tenfold in the quarter century: from 37,5oo tons in t878
to 37o,ooo in I9o5.

The advance of the heavy and electrical industries would, however,
not have been possible without the simultaneous devilopment of
communications and the rationalisation of trade and business, of
which the concentration of the banks is the most striking example.
In r87o the German capital market was entirely in the hands of the
private merchant bankers. By rgr3 a complete change had come
about; the world of German credit was dominated by the four 'D
Banks'-the Deutsche Bank, the Disconto-Gesellschaft, the Dresdner
Bank and the Bank fiir Handel and Industrie, commonly called the
Darmst?idter Bank. On the eve of the World War these huge insti-
tutions, each of which was represented on the boards of the main in-
dustries, controlled 65 per cent of the capital resources of all
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Germany's credit institutions, thus typifying the advanced degree
of concentration which the German economy had achieved.l

Amalgamations, foundation of subsidiary branches and so on,
had enabled the joint-stock banks, in partnership with the old pri-
vate banking houses of Rothschild, Bleichrdder, Warburg, etc., to go
into business abroad. The Deutsche Bank, for example, financed the
construction of the Anatolian Railway and the St. Gotthard road,
and floated a number of issues in both North and South America.
The great banks succeeded in establishing themselves securely in the
main bourses and the chief centres of world trade-London, Paris,
Brussels, New York,Vienna, and Madrid. By founding foreign subsid-
iaries, such as the Banca Generale Romana, the Brasilian Bank, the
German East African Bank, the German-Asiatic Bank, etc., they
secured the financing of the Otavi Mining and Railway company
in South-West Africa, the Baghdad Railway in Asia Minor, the
Shantung Railroad and Mining Company in China, the New
Guinea Company, oil enterprises in Rumania and Iraq, the Tient-
sin-Puckow Railway and the Venezuela Railway. Combination
between the banks enabled them to act as issuing houses for a large
number of loans in Germany, both Reich and Federal, and also in
Austria-Hungary, Turkey, Russia, Finland, Norway, Sweden, Italy,
Switzerland, the Argentine, Brazil and China.

To free herself from dependence on British ships for moving the
increasing volume of her merchandise, and to enable her to bring
her exports, financed by her own capital, to their markets abroad
without British middle-men, Germany had to have her own mer-
chant marine. Its construction was accompanied by the expansion
of the great ports of Bremen and Hamburg. Here, too, the trend to-
wards concentration was apparent: in the Hapag and the Nord-
deutscher Lloyd, the biggest of many shipping companies which
sprang into existence within a few years, Germany possessed for the
first time merchant lines of international calibre.2 They began their
careers, and first grew rich, by carrying emigrants; when this traffic
ebbed away, they turned their interest to regular passeng;r and
freight services, for which the demand was growing as Germany's
exports increasingly took the form of specialised finished products.
Movement through the German ports had grown by 3oo per cent in
25 years, from 9.8 to z9.6 million tons incoming, and from 7.8 to 2 r'r
millions outgoing-figures which, it is true, still lagged far behind the

1 W, Strauss, Dit Konzcntrationsbcwcgung im Dcutsclun Bankgewerbe (Berlin, r9z8),
p. t8; H. Weber, Dar Bankplatz Bcrlin (Cologne, rg57), pp.47 tr.
_. 

I r8pr, registered tonnage 1.8 million (nearly all sailing vessels); 19r3, g.r mil-
lion (all steam)
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British. The banks were also closely involved in the construction of
the merchant fleet, as was a swiftly developing German dock indus-
try (Howald, Blohm and Voss, Bremen Vulkan, Schichau-Danzig),
which in its turn made possible the construction of a German navy.

The introduction of the rB79 tariffmarked also the real beginning
of the cartels I it was the protection of the new tariffs which made
possible the creation of cartels capable of resisting both domestic and
foreign competition. So the door was opened to a new type of entre-
preneur, like Emil Kirdorl, who did not own the business managed
by him, but was usually the 'employee' of a new combine founded
by one of the big banks. The ideal of these men was the systematic
expansion of the giant concern as the most efficient economic form,
and they therefore took advantage of every opportunity to combine
the small mines and furnaces into productive, solid and profitable
mixed enterprises, whose products were marketed by arrangement
through syndicates. Men like Hugo Stinnes and August Thyssen,
personally more ruthless and more familiar with the niceties of capital
management than the older generation represented by Krupp,
Stumm, V<igler and Rochling, built up their great combines on the
'vertical' plan. The leading positions alike in heavy industry, in
banking and in commerce came to be filled by men of essentially
'pariotic' outlook. This new class, which largely moulded public
opinion and exercised an increasing influence on government policy,
was a characteristic phenomenon of the new Germany. The more it
succeeded in introducing the principles of neo-mercantilism into
German policy, the greater its influence became. Bankers such as

Gwinner, Helfferich and Stauss (Deutsche Bank), Solmssen (Dis-
conto-Gesellschaft), Nathan and Gutmann (Dresdner Bank), Rath-
enau (Berliner Handelsgesellschaft), Schinckel (Norddeutsche Bank)
or Dernburg (Darmstddter Bank, afterwards Secretary of State in
the Reich Colonial Office) ; industrialists such as Carl Friedrich von
Siemens, Emil and Walther Rathenau (electric industry), Carl
Duisberg (chemical industry), and the heavy industrialists mentioned
above; the leading dock-owners, etc., etc., formed a grouP of entre-
preneurs characteristic of the Germany of the day, whose assimila-
tion with the older leading classes of society was facilitated by the
ennoblement of many of them. The close relationship in which
Ballin and Warburg stood to the Emperor is well known; no less

significant was the position of a Gwinner, made a member of the
Herrenhaus at the Emperor's own wish in recognition of his services
in connection with the Baghdad Railway, or the intimate relation-
ship in which, for example, Gwinner, Rathenau and Helfferich
stood to Bethmann Hollweg.
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ECONOMIC AND WORLD POWER ASPIRATIONS
Besides using their personal influence on many domestic issues-

not least against the workers' associations-the employers combined
in new pressure groups to influence foreign policy. Bueck and Roet-
ger, the Secretaries of the heavy industrialists' powerful association,
the Centralverband Deutscher Industrieller (General Federation of
German Industrialists), Stresemann as a 'syndic' of the Bund der
Industriellen (Industrialists' Association), Voss as Secretary of the
Verein der Deutschen Berg und, Eisenhilttenleute (Union of Ger-
man Mining and Ironworks Owners), Riesser as President of the
Bankers' Association-to name only a few-exemplify the close con-
nection which existed between business interests and government
policy. A glance at the list of deputies in the Reichstag-even more,
in the Prussian House of Deputies-belonging to the Conservative,
Free Conservative, National Liberal and Zentrum parties will show
how high a percentage of them were so intimately connected by busi-
ness interest with agriculture, industry, commerce, etc., as to make
a distinction between business and politics almost unreal (the officers
of the business associations, for example, nearly always sat in parlia-
ment, usually as National Liberals).

The link'betvyeen business and politics grew progressively closer
in the opening years of the new century, as the basic political out-
look of the leading industrialists, bankers and officers of the em-
ployers' associations came to conform more closely with that of the
intellectual bourgeoisie, the higher bureaucracy and army and navy
officers. The spiritual'nationalisation' of the German employer class,
however, tended to aggravate political crises. Furthermore, Ger-
many began to measure power by the yardstick of steel production,
to regard Britain as an'ageing state', and to expect that the moulding
of the future economic and political shape of the world would lie
with the U.S.A. and Germany alone.

As early as Igoo George von Siemens, senior director of Germany's
biggest bank, the Deutsche Bank, published in the Nation an article
'On the National Importance of the Bourse', the significance of
which as a programme was at once recognised, and its ideas endorsed,
by leading bankers and industrialists. Arguing from the experience
of the German money market on the London and Paris exchanges,
Siemens pleaded for the establishment of a strong German bourse.
Should war break out, as he thought only too probable in view of the
existing tension, Germany would need to place her economy on a
footing of self-sufficiency, for which purpose a bourse was essential.

Economic calculation, emotions and straining after world power
interacted mutually in a crescendo ofcrises and in controversies over
Germany's claims and over what were felt to be the rights usurped
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by Britain, France or Russia in the Near or the Far East. Their out-
ward and visible sign was the widespread support given to the Em-
peror's and Tirpitz's naval programme. The chorus was led by the
Navy T.e6gge (Flottenoerein).In its origin a purely business creation,
founded by the Centraluerband Dcutscher Industrieller, whose first re-
action to a naval programme was the thought that it would provide
them with safe orders for years ahead, the League developed into the
first great example of state-controlled propaganda.l The presidents
of the Prussian provinces and the princes of the non-Prussian states
were its patrons; its members included the senior bureaucracy and
junior civil servants, such as teachers. Provincial and local school
councils carried its ideas into every village; public opinion in return
influenced the political parties. At least up to I9o8 it was thus a
'state association' which united industry and state service in devo-
tion to the same patriotic cause. The retirement of the agitator in
chief, General Keim, who had overstepped the limits envisaged by
Tirpitz and given the campaign too much of an anti-government
flavour, did not alter the League's character. The only result was
that it now came under state control, being placed under the direc-
tion of the Reich Naval Office. General Keim became co-founder,
with General Litzmann, and agitator in chief of the Wehruerein

(Defence Association), a body founded in rgrz to call for expansion
ofthe long neglected land forces on a scale equal to that now planned
for the navy. The popular appeal of the Wehroerein soon exceeded
that of the Navy League itself.

A German navy would, as the Navy League convinced the nation,
protect German shipping, force Britain to regard Germany as an
equal, a desirable ally and a friend, and thus become a symbol of
Germany's claim to world power. At the same time it was one of the
reasons for the hostility between Britain and Germany, although it
would be an over-simplification to regard it as the only decisive fac-
tor in the relationship between the two countries. For the navy itself
was unimaginable without the backing of Germany's economic
power and without the pressure exercised by wide economic circles
for a status of recognised partnership overseas and leadership in
Europe. Often as the possibilities of worldwide expansion were dis-
cussed, they did not at that time really exist. And mutual consulta-
tion on plans-even governmental plans-relating to trade and busi-
ness penetration was becoming regular: the discussions over Near
and Far Eastern ores, oil and railways provide examples.

As the volume of Germany's production grew, the narrowness of
the basis of her raw materials market became increasingly apparent,

r Cf.Jonathan Sternberg.
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and as she penetrated more deeply into world markets, this narrow-
ness became increasingly irksome. Devices such as the purchase of
mines, obtaining concessions or shares in them, undercutting, and
squeezing foreign rivals out of markets, enabled German interests
to penetrate and establish themselves in the great minette field of
Longwy-Briey and the iron ore deposits of Normandy. German in-
dustry reached out from Saxony across Bohemia and linked up the
main industrial centre of Austria-Hungary with that of central Ger-
many, At the same time, this penetration of German commerce into
the still mainly agricultural economy of the Dual Monarchy made
the latter increasingly dependent on German capital. And Austria-
Hungary herself was only a bridge to south-eastern Europe, where
German 'commercialisation', as Conrad called it, steadily won
ground against its Austro-Hungarian, French, British and Belgian
competitors. The biggest of all the enterprises in this field was the
Steaua Romana: here the big banks, led by the Disconto-Gesellschaft,
succeeded in establishing an oil company, almost entirely financed
by German capital, whose production was to go exclusively to conti-
nental consumers. This enterprise was to be linked with a consumers'
organisation covering France, Belgium, Holland, Russia, Austria-
Hungary and Germany, and to form a counterweight to the giant
Standard Oil and Royal Dutch Shell companies. German industry,
under the state-encouraged patronage ofthe great banks, participated
in the construction of the Anatolian and Baghdad Railways and so

paved the way to increasing investment in Turkey itself. In eastern
and south-eastern Europe the chief advances were those made by the
industry of Upper Silesia, which concentrated on these markets, as

it could not venture overseas. At the same time, lack of native steel
refineries drove heavy industry to penetrate the deposits of Krivoi
Rog and Tchiaturi in the Ukraine and the Caucasus, and the banks
tried to finance these plans through links with Russian banks-the
more so since, in spite of French competition, big profits could be
made out of Russia's need for armaments.

An economy organised on the most modern lines, regularly intro-
ducing every modern innovation and invention, fed by a network of
technical academies organised exclusively to serve it, and manned by
a disciplined, industrious and thrifty population-this was one side of
the picture. In contrast to it, the organisation of the army, with a
conservative leadership and methods which retarded not only
democratisation but even the technical modernisation of its own
weapons, constituted a glaring anachronism.l

1 The strength of the army was hardly raised up to lgr2; machine guns were in-
troduced late and in insufficient numbers, the intelligence service was too small; the
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Economic expansion rvas the basis of Germany's political world
diplomacy, which vacillated in its methods between rapprochment
and conciliation at one moment, aggressive insistence on Germany's
claims the next, but never wavered in its ultimate objective, the ex-
pansion of Germany's power.

The Diplornacy of \trorld Policy
Even in Bismarck's day, for all his elaborate system of alliances,

there were signs that Germany's policy was leading her into isola-
tion. She took the first step along this path when in I87g she opted
for alliance with that great question-mark, Austria-Hungary. In the
r 88os it proved impossible to establish close relations with any one
of the three other great powers, notwithstanding the achievement of
a tolerable modus aiaendi with Britain under Disraeli and Salisbury
in spite of differences over colonial questions, and notwithstanding
the reinsurance treaties which, in the days of Gorchakov ( I856-8z)
and Giers (r88z-g5), preserved a contractual relationship with
Russia which, though rendered fragile by the increasing hostility of
Russian public opinion, survived successive Balkan crises. This de-
velopment was accentuated by the 'new course' of the I8gos. First
Russia was estranged, then Britain, and the Russo-French military
alliance of r8g3 wrought a radical change in Germany's position in
Europe. From 1897 onward, the year in which Biilow became
Foreign Secretary (from rgoo to Igog he was Chancellor) and Tir-
pitz Secretary of State in the Reich Naval Office, Germany's pur-
suit of a 'world policy' led straight to an isolation which was made
inevitable by her over-insistence on the principle ofa'free hand' and
her over-assessment of her own strength.

The very first steps taken by her in the Far East, the lease of Kiao-
chow in rBgT and the attempt made in tBgB, after first acquiring
some of the Samoan islands, to establish a fortified base in the Philip-
pines, led to sharp clashes with Britain, Russia,Japan and the U.S.A.
Her Middle Eastern policy of these years was even more disquieting
to Russia and Britain. Wilhelm II's tour and his speech in Damascus
in November, r8g8, in which he assumed the role of protector of
three hundred million Mohammedans, were bound to sound like
challenges to both Russia and Britain, with their numerous Moham-
medan subjects; and they were in fact so taken, much more seriously

air arm (unlike that of France) was neglected, even for reconnaisance purposes;
motorisation was insufficient; the cavalry arm was too large; cavalry regiments
were brigaded together with insufficient artillery, development of tanks and anti-
tank weapons in the war was belated.
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than they had been meant. Similarly, the Baghdad Railway oro-
ject, the concession for which was renewed in r8gg, could not fail to
rouse the mistrust of Britain and Russia. This mistrust was enhanced
by Germany's attempts to establish coaling and trading stations in
Aden, Yemen and on the south Persian coast, on the sea-route to
India. Similarly, her efforts to secure concessions for borings for oil
and irrigation works in Iraq trespassed on a zone ofBritish interests.
The threat to British and Russian interests presented by Germany's
economic invasion of the Middle East seemed the more serious be-
cause in the same years Germany undertook the task of propping up
Ottoman power, first delegating von der Goltz to reorganise the
Turkish army (r886-95 and rgog-r3) and then sending Liman von
Sanders in the crisis of r 9 r 3.

The advance of German economic interests in the shipping, rail-
ways, ports and mines of East and South-West Africa, and particu-
larly in the Boer Republic in the r89os, led to friction with Britain:
the 'Kruger telegram' of 1896 was peculiarly resented. This world-
wide search for acquisitions could not but lead to friction between
Germany and the established powers of the world, but the immediate
cause of her clash with Britain was her claim to possess her own
battle fleet. The construction of this fleet cut across the feelers for an
alliance which were put out between rBgB and rgor, and was one of
the factors-Germany's over-rigid attitude towards the alliance being
another (she believed that the differences between Britain and Rus-
sia were irreconcilable, and thought that she could steer a course
between the two) -which made Britain decide finally after rgol to
seek other partners, Britain's immediate reaction was to assure her-
selfofJapan through the alliance of r9oz, proceeding to approaches
to France in rgo3 and the establishment of the Entente in r9o4.

In this situation of growing isolation, the counter-moves under-
taken by Germany showed that at least Holstein, the most influen-
tial member of the Foreign Ministry, and Schlieffen, Chief of the
General Stafffrom rBgz to r9o6, were ready, if necessary, to detach
France from the Entente by force. When the Emperor and Bi.ilow
renounced the appeal to arms on which the Schlieffen Plan was
based, they did so chiefly in the hope of being able to establish a con-
tinental bloc, consisting of Germany, Russia and France, by peace-
ful means; when the Emperor met the Tsar at Bjoerko€ inJuly, r9o5,
he believed that he had achieved this aim. The measure of the excitc-
ment engendered in Germany by the Russian revolution, particu-
larly the bloody repression of the workers' rising in Moscow in De-
cember, r9o5, and by the war scare of that year, may be judged from
the Emperor's famous New Year letter to Btilow, written in a sort of
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attempt to clear himself after his 'flabby' attitude during the crisis.

Making a characteristic nexus between domestic and foreign events,

he instiucted the Chancellor, 'now that the Christmas candles have

been re-lit': 'Shoot down, behead and eliminate the Socialists first,
ifneed be, by a blood-bath, then war abroad. But not before, and
not i tempo.'l

In thisletter the Emperor was expressing what had been his pet
idea since the end of the I8gos, that if she engaged in a major war,
Germany must first conclude an alliance with Turkey and then revo-

lutionise the Islamic world.
Disappointment over the course and results of the Alge-ciras Con-

ference, which Germany had engineered in the hope of obtaining
American support, caused her to determine never again to accePt

a conference as a method of resolving an international dispute. She

had hoped to be able to play Britain and America off against one

anothei at Algeciras. This hope proved illusory. Yet thereafter, uP

to the World War, German policy held fast to its old dogmas, en-

tirely misinterpreting the effects of the events in the Philippines in
r8gti (the clash between the American fleet and a German naval
squadron); of the Venezuelan incident of r9oz, when Britain and

Germany carried through a joint blockade in defence of their inter-
ests (which American opinion resented more from Germany than
Britain) ; and above all, of Britain's retreat from the West Indies in
rgor, thanks to which America was able to make Colombia her
rit.llit. and to undertake the construction of the Panama Canal
single-handed.

fhe Algeciras Conference revealed not only how few Germaly's
friends were, but how unreliable. Italy ranged herself on the side of
the Entente, Austria's supPort was lukewarm. And just at this junc-
ture 'encirclement' became a reality. Defeated by Japan in the war
of rgo4-5 and shaken by revolution, Russia switched her attention
from the Far East back to Europe. She was thereby brought in-
creasingly into conflict with Austria-Hungary, and also with Ger-
many, wirile at the same time an understanding between Britain and
Russia became possible. A delimitation of their respective spheres

of influence in Afghanistan, Tibet and Persia (this last amounting
to a diplomatic partition of that country) led to the Anglo-Russian
Entenie of rgo7, after which the Russo-French military alliance and
the Anglo-French Entente hardened into the Triple Entente. One
of the factors which attracted Russia to this rapprochement was the
fear of German designs on the Baltic coast (which were in fact partly
realised during the First World War), while for Britain it was another

r Cf. BiiLlow, Dmkwbttigkcihn, Col. II (Berlin, r93o), p. r9B.
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answer to Germany's attempts to gain a footing in Persia and India
via Turkey.

The 'encirclement' in turn brought Germany into increased de-
pendence on the policy of her ally, Austria-Hungary. This depen-
dence became evident in her reactions to Austria's policy in the
Bosnian annexation crisis of r9o8. Both the Chancellor, Btilow, and
thg Emperor (whom he had purposely kept in the dark until the last
moment) at first disapproved strongly. The Emperor felt that ,the

Eastern policy which he had been following for twenty years' had
been completely ruined, and that Britain had outbid him in support
of Turkey. Btilow hoped that a strong and demonstrative stand by
Germany would at once cover her Austrian ally and keep the link
with Turkey from snapping, and this hope proved justified, partly
owing to Russia's reasonableness (although she drew closer than ever
to her partners in the Entente), partly owing to the retreat of
the Young Turk leaders, especially those in the army. Britain's
popularity in Turkey soon passed, and the young German-trained
officers accepted Germany's proposal of a financial indemnity for the
cession of Bosnia-Herzegovina and responded again to Germany's
advances.

Germany had been prepared-or so she had asserted-to enforce
with arms a solution in the Balkans favourable to Austria-Hungary,
rather than expose her ally to the danger of a humiliation i la Alge-
ciras.

At the same time, Germany was trying to expand her continental
power by diplomatic action, using Austria-Hungary as a bridge to
Turkey. With the conclusion of the Franco-German colonial agree-
ment of February 9, r9o9, and the visit of the Tsar and Sazonov
(Izvolski's successor as Foreign Minister) to Potsdam on November
3-4, rgro, her old goal of a constitutional bloc seemed on the point
of realisation: the Tsar promised to loosen his ties with the Entente
on the basis that Germany would similarly relax her links with Aus-
tria, and to withdraw the opposition which Russia had so long main-
tained to the construction of the Baghdad Railway; Germany in
return recognised northern Persia as a Russian zone ofinfluence and
agreed to pay for the construction ofbranch lines running from the
Baghdad Railway into Persia. The German-French agreement,
which buried the Algeciras controversy in many respects, cleared
Germany's path towards her goal of a large and continuous colonial
empire.r But hopes of a continental understanding in east and west

1 France received a free hand in North Morocco; Germany was left confined to
South Morocco, but was to leceive French help for the consiruction of a railway
line from the Cameroons to East Africa across the French and Belgian Congos.
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perished at Agadir in t9r r in the second Moroccan crisis, although
Germany attempted to use the problems raised by France's advance
in Morocco to bring about a continental bloc via the colonial prob-
lem.

The negotiations carried on in the summer of rgrI between
Kiderlen-Wiichter, Secretary of State in the Foreign Ministry, and
the French Ambassador in Berlin, Jules Cambon' were at first direct-
ed towards reaching a delimitation of interests in Morocco itself;
later, however, Kiderlen-Wiichter's demand for the cession of the
whole of the French Congo as 'compensation' for Getmany's disin-
tiressement in Morocco, revealed one of the essential objectives of
Germany's diplomacy: to acquire a continuous colonial empire in
central Africa. Behind this stood the even more f,ar-reaching ambi-
tion of breaking-up, or at least weakening, the Entente Cordiale by
means of a Franco-German'settlement'. Britain parried this danger
by a public intervention in favour of France in the shape of Lloyd
George's famous Mansion House speech, and by initiating with
F'rance military conversations of great importance; whereupon, in
the autumn, Germany yielded and contented herself with the
'prestige success'of an addition (of small intrinsic value) to her pos-
sessions in the Cameroons. Britain had saved France from the humili
ation of a 'settlement' with Germany involving French sacrifice
which had threatened to undermine the solidarity of the Triple
Entente and to replace the British policy of balance by a German
hegemony in Europe.

The strong reactions of public opinion to the crisis, the sharpness
of the language used by statesmen, and above all the new prominence
of the part played by the military, differentiated these later ex-
changes markedly from the transactions of the first years of German
r.vorld policy. The German policy of 'compensation', of those abrupt
and seemingly endless demands which had so irritated all the Powers
except Germany's own allies and had done so much to draw them
together against her-this was now at an end. Up to I9I I Germany
had not succeeded in adopting Britain's policy of concluding com-
promises with her competitors, for she had equated moderation with
an inferiority incompatible with the world Power status which was
her aim. Such a policy was inevitably rejected by a generation of
politicians who had grown up in revolt against Bismarck's doctrine
that Germany was a 'saturated power', regarded the expansion of
Germany as the supreme object of their policy, and were now occu-
pying the leading positions in the imperial Chancellery, the Foreign
Ministry and the Prussian ministries.
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England the Enerny
The second Morocco crisis was worked up by propaganda and

press campaigns by the Foreign Ministry, in a quiet way from the
crises of r905-6 and rgo8-9, which were more purely diplomatic;
a much wider appcal was made to the national feelings of the masses.
The effect on German opinion was therefore even greater. All the
deeper was the disappointment at the results of the negotiations,
when instead of receiving the French Congo as the corner-stone of
the future great, continuous colonial empire in Africa, Germany was
fobbed offwith the meagre strips of land on the Congo and Ubangi.
Germany had felt confident of worsting France, and her wrath at
this failure was directed primarily against Britain, whose support had
alone saved France from defeat. Both sides were ready to fight. A
jotting by the Chief of the German General Staff, which is instinct
equally with excitement and disappointment, shows how feeling was
running in Germany after the interruption of the diplomatic negotia-
tions in mid-August, r 9 r r (when, on the other side, military conversa-
tions were going on between the British, French and Russians).
Moltke, Chief of the German General Stafffrom r9o6 to r9r4, wrote:

I am thoroughly fed up with this wretched Morocco business. If we slink
out of this affair again, as in r9o6, with our tail between our legs, if we cannot
pluck up the courage to make an energetic demand which we are prepared
to edorce uith the sword, then I despair of the future of the German Reich.
Then I shall go.r

Germany's leading economic and political circles were no less
embittered against France and Britain. They feared that the threat
of a war on three fronts would find them unprepared, militarily and
financially, and that weakness would force them to give way.

All this disappointment-from which the Emperor, who was openly
attacked in the Pan-German Press for his weakness, was not exempt,
and which actually led to proceedings being started against Kiderlen-
Wiichter-vented itself in the stormy Reichstag debates of Novem-
ber, I9r r. The Conservative leader, von Heydebrand und der Lasa,
said in open debate:'Now we know where to find our enemy.'
Germany experienced a sort of national revolution, an'awakening',
fanned by the 'pressure groups' of the Navy League, the Colonial
League, the Alldeutscher Verband (Pan-German Association), and the
latest and very effective recruit to their numbers, the Wehruerein. The
state had failed to give a'strong answer' in July; then, said the

r Hellmuth von Moltke, Erinnerungcn, p. 3o3, cit. Flermann Oncken, Deutschland
und_diz Vorgesehichtt dcs Wcltkrbges, Vol. z, p. 7o5 (Leipzig, r933) ; italics the present
author's.
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Reichstag, that answershall come from us: Germanyshall be stronger
than before; she shall arm at sea against Britain, and on land against
France and Russia. Compared with this emotion-born cry for more
armaments everywhere, Bethmann Hollweg's merely tactical man-
oeuvre has Iittle significance. Tirpitz promptly answered the Reich-
stag's demand by bringing forward a supplementary naval estimate,
the Chancellor got the Ministry of War to produce in its turn a sup-
plementary army vote, hoping thereby to delay the passage of the
navy vote. The promotion of Ludendorff to a position of direct in-
fluence on the General Staffr must also be viewed in the light of the
altered mood of the nation. This excitement, these calls for more
arms, were greatly stimulated by unfavourable comments on the
German army by British and French observers at the summer man-
oeuwes of r9r t : they found it backward, both in tactics and equip-
ment, thereby putting a finger on one of imperial Germany's weak
spots.2

In France, meanwhile, the appointment of Poincar6 as Prime
Minister had brought with it a sort of national renaissance. fn Bri-
tain, however, reactions were divided. Opposition groups in the
Commons and the City disliked a too exclusive association with
France and advocated an understanding with Germany. German
diplomacy snatched at the possibility of substituting alliance with
Britain against the Continent for the continental bloc against Britain.
As early as the summer of Igr I von Kiihlmann, then the most active
of the German diplomats in London working for an agreement with
Britain maintained, that it would be possible to effect a radical trans-
formation of Anglo-German relations. OnJune 6 he wrote to Berlin
that Germany had the choice between two alternatives: either naval
expansion and breach with Britain, or an armaments Programme
confined to the land forces, Ieaving the navy law unchanged, with
the possibility of a far-reaching colonial agreement on Angola and
the Congo basin. Two leaders of the business world, the Emperor's
and Bethmann Hollweg's friend Ballin, and Cassel, a naturalised
British subject of German origin in close relations with official circles
in England, then took the initiative which led to the famous Haldane
Mission.

The objects and course of this enterprise are less interesting for us
in their historical aspect as one more unsuccessful attempt at an

1 Cf. Gerhard Ritter, Slaatsftunst und, Kriegshandwerk, Das Problem des

Militarismus in Deutschland, Vol. z (Munich, 196o), pp. 273 f[. Moltke-
Ludendorft memorandum of December 2r, rgr2, full of long, purely political
considerations.

' Cf. Oncken, op. cit., p. 7r3. Similar views were expressed in Tlu Tilws and
Frauc Militaire.
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Anglo-German rapprochcment, ihan for the light which they throw on
Germany's continental aims. Of the trilogy of the naval question,
political agreement and colonial understanding, the Germans from
the first attached the greatest importance to the political settlement,
whereas for Haldane all else was subsidiary to the naval discussions.
Yet on the eve of Haldane's arrival the Emperor had announced the
new supplementary naval vote in a speech from the throne, thus
heavily prejudicing the success ofthe discussions before they had so

much as started. To add to the difficulties, the Emperor and Tirpitz
conducted the naval discussions with Haldane alone, in Bethmann
Hollweg's absence, and both were determined on principle to refuse
any concession; in the following weeks they showed the greatest dis-
pleasure at British criticisms and counter-measures.r

While not prepared to meet Britain over the question of the naval
arms race, the Germans asked her to assume most extensive engage-
ments when they came to discuss the political settlement. Both Beth-
mann Hollweg, as the man technically responsible for the policy of
the Reich, and the Emperor himselt persistently rejected Britain's
offer of neutrality in the event of an unproaoked attack on Germany,
demanding (in addition to a sufficiently imposing colonial empire)
an assurance of neutrality defined by Kiderlen-Wiichter in the fol-
lowing terms : Should either of the contracting parties become inaolacd
in war with one or more Powers, the other contracting party pledges
itself to observe at least benevolent neutrality, and to use its influ-
ence to secure the localisation of the conflict.'z

The contractual assurance which Germany asked of Britain would
have given Germany a free hand ais-d-ais France, since itwould have
obliged Britain to stand aside from a continental war, even if pro-
voked by Germany; not to mention that so far-reaching a promise
would have endangered her own Ententes, which were less precise
in their wording. But the essential object for Britain was-as Haldane
emphasised in his very first conversation with Bethmann Hollweg
on February B and Sir Arthur Nicolson repeated later in a very acute
aide mimoire-precisely to prevent France from being crushed by the
power of Germany. Bethmann Hollweg refused to modify his

I Wilhelm II on March 5: 'My patience and that of the German people is
exhausted.'

3 Bethmann Hollweg's draft for an Anglo-German agreement, submitted

ing to Bethmann Hollweg's notes (ibid., pp. rr7 ff.),
draft went too far. as Britain could not bind hemelf f

Lt, submitted by
t r6 ff.). Accord-him to Haldane on February ro, rgr2 (Grossc Polil*, Vol. gr, pp. r 16 ff.). Accord-

ing to Bethmann Hollweg's notes (ibid., pp. rr7 ff.), Haldane thought that the
draft went too far, as could not bind herself for the case of an attack by

:ular. there would then be a danser of the FrenchGermany on Francel in particular, there would then be a danger ofthe French
ports falling into Gerrnan hands. Nicolson writes: 'If the Germans once had
British neutralitv in their mckets- oeace would not last lono' (British Dars-- Vol-British neutrality in their pockets, peace would not last long' (Brilish Docs.,Yol.
VII, p. 734). Haldane's diary for February I is reprinted.in 8.D., VII, p. 5o6.
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neutrality formula even although Haldane offered him the Belgian
Congo and Angola-he spoke of a'belt'running across Africa-with
Zanzitrrr and Pemba, besides concessions over the Baghdad railway.

It emerges in these conversations that two objectives possessed an
especial importance for Germany: firstly, the colonial settlement
offered by Britain, which would have meant a German 'Mittelafrika',
and secondly, a German-dominated 'Mitteleuropa', the outline of
which formed the object, at this very juncture, of repeated conver-
sations between the Emperor, Bethmann Hollweg and the author of
the idea, Walther Rathenau. The ideas were still indeterminate;
sometimes peaceful methods were envisaged, sometimes force, as fear
of Russia or resentment against America predominated. Four days
after the Haldane Mission, the Emperor expounded to Rathenau
his ideas for an economic unification of the Continent as a defensive
measure against the American reprisals policy of high tariffs. 'His
plan' was for a 'United States of Europe against America'. He
thought that this would not be disagreeable to the British, and that
theywould come into it.'Five States (counting in France) can achieve
something' (that is to say the Triple Alliance, France and Britain
against America).1 The Emperor was against running after Britain
for her favours, and in no case was he prepared to sacrifice the naval
prograrnme (which had been laid before the Reichstag on February
rg and passed by it on May Ig). 'But a last attempt is to be made:
England is to be offered an alliance, coupled with the inclusion of
France in 'Mitteleuropa'. Here lie the roots of the ideas pursued by
Bethmann Hollweg inJuly and August, r9r4.

It must remain an open question whether the inspiration was
transmitted by the Emperor to Rathenau, or oice aersa (the ideas of
both men undoubtedly owed much to Bernhardi's book-to which
we shall return-which had appeared at the beginning of lgrz). In
any case, Rathenau expounded these ideas shortly afterwards (on

July 25, rgre) to Bethmann Hollweg in Hohenfinow, and found the
Chancellor in general agreement with them. The Chancellor was
just back from a tour in Russia, which had reassured him as to the
immediate position but had filled him with the deepest anxiety, even
fear, for the future, as Russia's power grew. He saw Russia's
'wealth of natural resources and of crude physical man-power'as the
bases for the development of 'an expansive and gigantic industrial
power'which might one day crush Germany. Germany could resist

tCf. Walther Rathenau, Tagebuch rgoT-r922' ed. H. Pogge-v. Strandmann
(Diisseldorf 1967), p. r57 (February r3, rgrz) and p. 169 fiuly 25, tgtz); .F.

Fischer, Weltpolitik, Weltmachtsstreben und. deutsche Kriegsziele, Hkt.
Zeitschrilt r9g-2, October, rg6b, pP. 1zzf., g24fr., and Egmo4t Zechlin, Deutsch'
land, zwischen Krieg und, W'irtschaftskrieg, ibid., pp. 399ft.
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this power only by an expansion of her bases, which must include
expansion to the west. Rathenau's report on the conversation, at the
end ofJuly, ran:

I developed my ideas: r. Economics. Customs union with Austria, Switzer-
land, Italy, Belgium, Netherlands, etc., with simultaneous closer association.
z. Foreign Policy. Key to it: the Franco-German conflict, on which all
nations grow fat. Key: England. Disarmament impossible today. Begin by
increasing tension-though dangerous-also undermine England's position
in Mediterranean. Then alliance. Object: Mittelafrika, Asia Minor.

All the general points of German world policy figure in association
in this conversation-Mitteleuropa, Mittelafrika, Asia Minor. We
must note above all the appearance, inJuly, rgr 2, of the two cardinal
aims which figured two years later in Bethmann Hollweg's Sep-
tember Programme of r9r4: Mitteleuropa and Mittelafrika.

The Inevitable l{ar
Germany's obstinate insistence on a policy directed towards se-

curing British neutrality and a free hand for herself on the Continent
shows once more that her leaders were at this time regarding war
with France and Russia as extremely likely, if not imminent, and
sometimes even as inevitable. Important evidence to this effect comes
from Germany's ally, Austria-Hungary.

Germany had initiated the new armaments race when, on May
Io, rgr2, the Reichstag had agreed to the increases in the land forces
(first asked for in the previous autumn, these were relatively modest:
the figure was raised from 595,ooo men to 6zz,ooo), and on May r5
had adopted the Navy Bill round which so much discussion had
turned during the Haldane Mission. The new Austro-Hungarian
Foreign Minister, Count Berchtold,l paid his inaugural visit to Ber-
lin on May z4-6- During the second Morocco crisis Austria had
shown even more awareness than at Algeciras of Germany's in-
creasing hostility to Britain and France, and had disappointed Ger-
many bv the reserve of her attitude. Austria's interests lying else-
where, Berchtcld showed himself very sensitive to the anti-Western
atmosphere in Berlin. Emphatic as were the assurances lavished on
him in Berlin, and duly noted by him, of the accord between the
foreign policies of Germany and Austria-Hungary, unspoken dif-
ferences yet remained. 'Firstly, there are the efforts to bring Britain,
bjt diplomatic means, into a precarious situation calculated to make her
more amenable to Germany's overture s for a rapprochernent.,

To this end, Germany ri'as encouraging Italy's Mediterranean
I Oesbrreich-Ungarns Aussenpolitik, IV, No. 354o, p. r85.
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policy in a manner which ignored Austria's interests completely.

Another point was: 'that all the calculations of German foreign
policy were directed from beginning to end towards the eventuality
of a clash with France, an eventuality on which German diplomacy
is directing practically its entire talents for combination,' yet one
which Vienna found unpalatable in view of the absence of any sub-
stantial conflict of interests between Austria'Hungary and France.

These tacit reservations in Austro-Hungarian policy constituted
a complication for Germany's policy, which looked primarily west'
ward because of Germany's naval rivalry with Britain and her an-
tagonism towards France which was partly emotional. For, firstly,
in Germany's plans France was the first object of attack in a major
war. Secondly, France, as the financier of Russia and the Balkan
League, was, from the economic-political point of view, the kernel
of all anti-Geunan combinations. Thirdly, France was beginning to
take advantage of Germany's weakness in capital coverage to should-
er her out even of Greece and Turkey. For this reason the convic-
tion was taking ever deeper root in Germany, after the unsatisfac-
toryoutcomes of the Morocco crisis and the Haldane Mission, and the
revelation of unconfessed differences between Germany and Austria-
Hungary, that a great 'settling of accounts' was sooner or later inevi-
table.

This was why Germany had been negotiating in Rome since the
end of r9I I to get the Triple Alliance renewed ahead of the specified
date. Germany wanted to give Italy a twofold role in the anticipated
conflict with France and RuSsia. Italian divisions were to relieve the
German army in its first encounter with the French by pinning down
French forces on the Alpine front (further agreement was reached in
rgr2 that in the event of war three Italian corps were to be sent to
Alsace). Secondly, Germany hoped, by strengthening Italy's posi-

tion in the Mediterranean, to Put pressure on Britain to approach
the Triple Alliance, and thus to secure British neutrality.

Austiia's primary interests, unlike Germany's, lay in the south-
east. Since the annexation of Bosnia-Herzegovina in I9o8-9 the
Southern Slav movement had grown into a steadily increasing threat
to the existence of the Monarchy-the more so, since Russia's policy
was, in accordance with the tradition which made Russia the pro'
tector of the Slav world, using the movement to further her own im-
perialistic aims. Berchtold himself reported in his notes on his visit
lo Berlin that the German Chancellor had informed him of the re-
cent conclusion (ofwhich he had learnt through secret sources) ofa
Balkan League between Serbia, Bulgaria, Greece and Montenegro.
Germany hid not, apParently, seen much cause for uneasiness in this
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development. Yet that same auturnn saw the outbreak of war
between the Balkan League and Turkey over the League's
demand for 'autonomy' for Macedonia (then still under Turkish
sovereignty).

The unexpected victories of the Balkan states of Bulgaria, Serbia
and Greece over Turkey in the First Balkan War of r9rz, following
Italy's success in Tripoli a year before, created an impression, espe-
cially in Paris, that German armaments and strategy had suffered
a considerable reverse, for the Turkish army had been trained by
German officers and equipped by German firms. People talked of
'Creuzot's victory over Krupp'. This strengthened the war spirit in
Poincar6's France. The Turkish d6bicle also had its effects in Rus-
sia, the patron of the Balkan League. Serbia, whose self-confidence
had risen correspondingly, demanded an outlet to the Adriatic.
Austria-Hungary was prepared to agree to territorial gains for Serbia
but she was not prepared to agree to Serbian access to the Adriatic
and she also demanded the constitution of an'independent'Albania.
The war against Turkey threatened to develop into a war between
Serbia and Austria-Hungary, with the danger that the two groups
ofgreat powers might be drawn into a European war.

In this tense situation Germany and Britain succeeded in work-
ing together. Both wanted a peaceful settlement of the crisis and
worked to this end at the Conference of Ambassadors which met in
London in December, IgI2. This new rapprochement between Britain
and Germany-the initiative for which had come from Grey in Octo-
ber-combined with memories of the Haldane Mission, revived
Bethmann Hollweg's hopes of a possible European policy based on
the assumption of British neutrality. He was convinced that if war
broke out with Russia over the Balkan question, this would mean war
with France; yet, as he wrote on December 18, the day after the
opening of the London Conference, there seemed to him to be 'many
indications which made it at least doubtful whether England would
intervene actively if tlne prouocation appeared to come directly from
Russia and France'. He thought that if Germany avoided any sus-
picion of provocation, Britain might content herself with 'an inter-
vention, at first diplomatic, in favour of France after her defeat'.
This calculation shows how little Bethmann Hollweg's ideas changed
between rgrz andJuly, rgr4, when he was primarily interested, not
in saving the peace, but in saddling Russia with the responsibility
for the war, because his policy was based on the theory that Britain
could be kept out of a continental war if Russia was made to appear
the aggressor. This would have the advantage for Germany-an in-
valuable one after her experience ofAustria's doubtful loyalty during
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the two Morocco crises (where the issues had concerned Germany
alone)-that in such a case Austria could be counted on with cer-
tainty to stand by Germany,

Just as inJuly, I9I4, so now, the idea that Germany would thus
be able to crush France without Britain's intervention was contra-
dicted by Lichnowsky, who had been promoted in November, rglz
to charge of the embassy in London. In view of the possibility of con-
flict between Austria-Hungary and Serbia, and of the danger of the
development of a European conflagration, Grey had told Haldane
to repeat expressly that British policy, 'being concerned to maintain
some balance between the groups of Powers, could under no circum-
stances tolerate France being crushed'; and a few days later (De-
cember 9), when Grey was expressing disquiet over Bethmann
Hollweg's words about'loyalty to allies' and 'fighting'in his Reich-
stag speech, Lichnowsky formulated Grey's ideas as follows:'Britain's
policy towards us is one of peace and friendship, but no British
government would regard a further weakening of France as com-
patible with the vital interests of the country.'

The British people would under all circumstances guard itself
against seeing France collapse a second time, as in t87o, and then
finding itself face to face with a single, over-mighty power dominat-
ing the Continent. A little later he wrote: 'England cannot and will
not find herself afterwards facing a unitary continental group under
the leadership of a single power.'

The Emperor's marginal notes to these reports and the conse-
quences which he afterwards drew from them show that Wilhelm
expected from the first to find Britain on the side of France and Rus-
sia if war came;yet he was ready to face a conflict, even against this
combination. His comment on the maintenance of the balance was:
'will change'; on the warning that Britain would never tolerate
France being crushed: 'she will have to.'The Emperor regarded the
coming war as'the last battle between Teutons and Slavs', one which
would 'find the Anglo-Saxons on the side of the Slavs and the Gauls'.
Out of 'envy' and 'hate' England 'wanted to forbid other Powers to
defend their interests . . . with the sword'. Haldane's conversation
with Lichnowsky tore away every veil of uncertainty from before the
Emperor's eyes.

England will undoubtedly stand behind France and Russia against Ger-
many out of hatred and envy. The imminent struggle for existence which the
Germanic peoples of Europe (Austria, Germany) will have to fight out
against the Slavs (Russians) and their Latin (Gallic) supporters finds the
Anglo-saxons on the side of the Slavs. Reason : Petty envy, fear of our grow-
ing big.
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Other marginal comments by the Emperor on reports on the Am-

bassadors' Conference make it abundantly clear that Wilhelm II
saw no possibility whatever of finding, through the diplomatic
machinery of a conference, a lasting solution for the antagonism be-
tween Germany on the one hand and France and Russia on the
other-an antagonism which had grown only more obvious during
the laborious efforts to localise the Balkan Wars.

Chapter z of the Great Migrations, he wrote, is over. Now comes Chap-
ter g, the Germanic peoples' fight for their existence against Russo-Gallia.
No further conference can smooth this over, for it is not a question of high
politics, but one of race .. . for what is at issue is whether the Germanic race
is to be or not to be in Europe.

The Emperor's conviction that the political conflicts of the day are
only the surface symptoms of a fundamental inter-racial conflict was
shared by Helmuth von Moltke, the Chief of the German General
Staff. When Austria-Hungary mobilised in the winter of rgrz-r3 to
prevent Serbia from expanding to the Adriatic (also sending certain
units to her frontier with Russia in Galicia), Moltke, on February
ro, rgr3, writing to his Austrian opposite number, Conrad, who was
urging a preventive war, warned him against such a step at that
juncture, because it would infallibly lead to world war; and a'war of
nations' could be waged only if the governments could count on the
full understanding of their peoples. Quarrels over the frontier be-
tween Serbia and the new state of Albania would not produce this
understanding. Nevertheless, Moltke

remains convinced that a European war is bound to come sooner or later,
and then it will, in the last resort, be a struggle between Teuton and Slaa.It is
the duty of all states who uphold the banner of German spiritual culture to
prepare for this conflict. But the attaek must comeifrom the Slaus. Those who see
this struggle approaching will be clear that it will call for the concentration
of all forces, the utilisation of all possibilities, and above all, complete under-
standing on the part of the people for the world-historic development.

The Emperor always combined the idea of the inevitable racial
war with the feeling that the British were on the wrong side in it. So
he wrote on May r5, rgr3: 'Policy against Germany (Teutons) with
Slavs and Gallics absolutely impossible in the long run for Anglo-
Saxons.'

At that time the Emperor was hoping that Britain would colla-
borate with Germany in the defence of Turkey (against Russian and
Bulgarian aspirations) or in a partition of Turkish territory between
them. The main point for him was that the partition 'must not be
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made without us. I take Mesopotamia, Alexandretta, Mersina.
Sensible Turks are already awaiting their fate with resignation.'

On the same February ro, IgI3, on which Moltke warned Con-
rad against a preventive war on the grounds that such a step would
lead to an inopportune world war, Bethmann Hollweg sent Berchtold
a warning to the same effect, giving his own reasons for the 'not yet'.
There were some signs, he said, of an impending change of course in
Britain's poliby, and this must be given time to take shape.

I should regard it as an error ofincalculable magnitude to bring about a
solution involving force at a moment when there is a possibility-if only a
remote one-that we may be able to wage the conflict [sc', the great conti-
nental war] under conditions much more favourable to us.

Moltke, as we have seen, had thought it necessary to prepare the

people psychologically for the all-important conflict. During the war
scare of December, rgIz the Emperor had given instructions for a
press campaign to mobilise opinion in his own country.

Welcome occasion for such preparation was provided by the cen-
tenary celebrations in r9I3 to commemorate the I8I3-I5 wars of
liberation against Napoleon. These celebrations opened in March
and reached their end and culmination in October in the dedication
of the memorial perpetuating the memory of the 'Battle of the

Peoples'outside Leipzig. InJune of the same year came the celebra-
tioni of the Emperor's twenty-five years on the throne, all of which
were designed to demonstrate Germany's military power and pre-
paredness. The feelings animating very wide nationalist circles in
G.r*any found their most faithful expression in General Friedrich
von Bernhardi's Deutschland und der niiclute Ktieg (Gerrnany and the
next war), which appeared in rgrz and ran through five editions
by the end of the year. This book is generally dismissed by German
historians as the eccentric outpourings of an undisciplined pan-Ger-
man with little relationship to the plans either of the general staff or
of the government, but the author's summing up of his arguments
and conclusions under the heading'World Power or Decline' epit-
omised the intentions of official Germany with great precision. In
his view three things were necessary for Germany's advance to a
position ofworld power :

(i) The elimination of France (die Ausschaltung Frankreiclu) : France
must be 'completely brought to the ground, so that she shall never
again be able to obstruct our path'-a formula which recurred al-
rnost verbatim in the September Programme drawn up by Beth-
mann flollweg a few weeks after the outbreak of war.

(ii) Foundation of a Central European federation under German
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leadership. Bernhardi's expectation that the smaller states ('the
weaker neighbours') would seek the protection of German arms and
'attachment to Germany'was shared by leading circles in Germany
during the war. The German government attempted officially, after
rgr4, to realise his demand for a'Mitteleuropa'.

(iii) The development of Germany as a world power through the
acquisition of new colonies. Bernhardi agreed with the German pro-
fessors, economists and political leaders in seeing the future no longer
in terms of the old European system of states, but in a new system of
world states, in which the balance depended on real factors. But for
him, as for them, world power was at the same time a cultural mis-
sion. In the same December, IgI2, in which the Emperor ordered
the psychological preparation ofthe nation, he instructed the Foreign
Ministry that recognition of the coming life and death struggle of the
Teutons against Gauls and Slavs must be made 'the basis of our
policy', and allies for it must be recruited wherever they could be
found. 'We must conclude a military agreement with Bulgaria . . .

Turks, also with Rumania, We must also conclude such an agree-
ment with Japan. Any power which can be got is good enough to
help us.'

This idea, together with the addition of the promotion of revolu-
tions, recurred eighteen months later in Moltke's programme of
action for the outbreak ofwar on August 4, r9r4,

Finally, a third impulse emerged from the Balkan crisis of I g I z-r 3.
Negotiations were still going on when a demand arose for a further
expansion of the armed forces. This expansion was realised in the big
increases in the army effected in the spring of I g I 3.

Impressions acquired during the First Balkan War in the autumn
of rgrz had led the general staff, where Ludendorff's voice was now
the decisive one on such questions, to call for an increase in Ger-
many's standing active army (then numbering 6ez,ooo men) by 5o
per cent, out ofwhich three new army corps were to be formed.l The
National Liberals, who were profoundly mistrustful of Bethmann
Hollweg's government, and feared that the planned army increases
might turn out to be too small, convoked a special session of their
party cornmittee for February 9, I9I3, where the party's hatred of
Bethmann Hollweg vented itself in the adoption of a maxim almost
revolutionary in tone: that the Reichstag must fulfil those duties in
respect of foreign policy and defence which the government was
neglecting. The politicians who took the Ludendorffline and called

1 G. Ritter, op. cit., especially pp.272 ff.; also G. Howe,'Das lfeer von rgrr-
rgr4', in Weltmachtstreben und. Flottenhau, ed. W. Schiissler (Witten/Ruhr,
1956), pp. rr5 ff.
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for the complete utilisation of Germany's man-power potential did
not, however, win the day. The conservative elements in the Ministry
of War, who argued the need for a qualitatively high cadre-and
were anxious to preserve the aristocratic character of the officer
corps-themselves cut down the number, so that the increase which
the Chancellor asked the Reichstag to sanction in the spring of I9I 3
was only IlT,ooo rank and file and just under Ig,ooo officers and
N.C.O.s-in all, a fraction under I36,000 men. This was the largest
army estimate in German history. It was accepted by a majority
composed of the right in the Reichstag. It took months of negotia-
tion before the requisite expenditure, including over I,ooo million
marks for non-recurrent items, could be voted, and it was finally
accepted by a majority in which the centre ofgravity had shifted left-
ward and included the Social Democrats. I32,ooo men were voted,
of whom 72,ooo were called up on October I. I9I3; the remainder
were to be called up in a second batch in the autumn of Igl4. The
actual peace strength of the German army in I9I3-I4 was thus
694,ooo men, to which must be added 72,ooo in the navy. In rela-
tion to war the peacetime figures were less important than the fact
that the German army, unlike the French, was able to put fully
trained reserve formations into the field from the first day of war-
there were 13 German reserve corps on the western front alone-and
was thus numerically superior to the French, at least at the outset
ofwar.

These big increases evoked counter-measures from Germany's
neighbours. The Reichstag was still in session when France an-
nounced the introduction of three years' military service, which
brought her an increase by r914 of t6o,ooo men against Germany's
additional 72,ooo. The peacetime strength of the Russian army,
which had been under reorganisation with French financial help,
had been r,5oo,ooo since r9o6, twice that of the German and 3oo,ooo
more than the German and Austrian together (the Austrian figure
was 45o,ooo) . Moreover, the Russian army had still not reached its
full target of over z millions; this was to be attained only in rgl7.
The reorganisations in progress were bound in the near future to in-
crease still further the superiority of the armies of Germany's and
Austria's two continental neighbours over their own.

While this race was going on, and in the now sure expectation of a
war on two fronts, Moltke had worked out a revised operational
plan, based on Schlieffen's (the last edition of which Schlieffen had
passed to Moltke shortly before his death), which now concentrated
the full weight of operations on the western front, so that after rgr3
no plans were made for an advance in the east.
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This situation wiur communicated to the party leaders in the
Reichstag in April, t9r3, in the strictly confidential preliminary
negotiations on the military estimates. In the course of them the Sec-
retary of State, von Jagow, justified the army increases by adducing
the expectation of 'the coming world war', and told the party leaders
(the representatives of the military departments who were in attend-
ance supplying the necessary details) that even in the event of war
breaking out with Russia over the conflicts in the Balkans, the first
phase would be fought in France, where the decisive offensive would
take place. When the Social Democrats ventured to ask whether this
would not involve violation of Belgium's neutrality, the Chancellor
deliberately evaded the question, although the German plan for the
western offensive provided for precisely that (the only modification
to Schlieffen's plan made by Moltke had been to cut out the viola-
tion of the neutrality of the Netherlands).

This concentration on the west made Germany's plans entirely
dependent on the Austro-Hungarian army, which would have to
hold the first Russian thrust until the German army had won its
anticipated victory in the west and could turn east. On May rz,
rgr4, when the allies were holding their last stafftalks, Conrad asked
Moltke how long it would be after the outbreak of the anticipated
war on two fronts against France and Russia before Germany would
be able to send strong forces against Russia-in other words, how
long the Austro-Hungarian armies would have to meet Russia's main
forces unaided. Moltke's reply was: 'We hope to be finished with
France in six weeks after the commencement of operations, or at least
to have got so far that we can transfer our main forces to the east,'r

The general staff's calculations were based on the assumption that
the six divisions of the Belgian army (who were contemptuously des-
cribed as 'chocolate soldiers') would not offer any serious resistance.
In order to make sure, Wilhelm II had tried repeatedly, through dy-
nastic channels, to secure from Belgium an assurance ofher passivity,
if not an alliance. As early as the r go4 crisis the Emperor had asked
Leopbld II for an alliance and permission for German forces to
march across Belgium, offering in return the restoration of the Duchy
ofBurgundy at the expense ofFrance; Leopold had, however, re-
fused. In November, rgr3, the Emperor invited Leopold's successor,
King Albert, to Berlinz in another attempt to gain Belgium's co-
operation. He dilated on France's irreconcilable hostility to Germany

r Conrad, Aus mciwr Dbwtzcit, III, p. 674.
2 Btilow, Den*wibdigkitrn, II, pp. Be-5; Emile Cammaerts, Albcrt of Belgi:un

(New York, t935), pp. ro8 ff.; Beyens, Dcux Annics d Berlin, rgrz-rgr4 (Paris,
rg3t), Vol. II, pp. 38-43; R. Poincard, Mcmoirs.
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and on her repeated provocative acts, and asserted that war
was not only inevitable but imminent-nearer than the Belgian king
thought. France's introduction of three years' military service was
an unfriendly act, and all France was filled with thirst for rettanche.

King Albert made no concessions. It is a matter of controversy what
part the British Expeditionary Force (of four to six divisions) played
in the German General Staff's calculations. On the one hand, the
soldiers rated the effectiveness of Britain's military contribution low,
and thought they would be able 'to deal with it en passant' ; they also
hoped to conclude the war on land fast enough to make a blockade
ineffective. The civilians, on the other hand, thought that Britain's
entry into the war might have serious consequences and were anx-
ious to keep her neutral, at least for a time, The continuance of the
conversations with London on colonial and Near Eastern questions
was one of the means by which they hoped to achieve this end.

World Policy Without War
The last attempt made by Germany before the war to conduct an

expansive 'world policy' by acquiring a continuous colonial empirq
in central Africa had shown her that her objectives were not to be
attained without a fundamental re-grouping of the contractual and
sentimental relations between France, Britain and Russia. The Hal-
dane Mission constituted another attempt to force Britain out of the
hostile alliance, and although the naval and political conversations
failed, those on the colonial question were carried further in negotia-
tions for the revision of the treaty of August 3o, 1898, between Bri-
tain and Germany on a 'partition' of the Portuguese colonies.l That
treaty, although concluded within the framework of the general
efforts to reach a rapprochemenf which marked that period, had yet, as

Britain saw it, been extracted from her as compensation for possible
increases of her own power, and Germany's frequent threats ulti-
mately to turn to France and Russia had finally resulted in estrange-
ment and mutal offence when Britain-disloyally, as the Germans
thought-concluded with Portugal the secret Treaty of Windsor
which confirmed the ancient Anglo-Portuguese alliance and thus in
practice excluded any partition-which could in any case only have
taken place in the event of a Portuguese financial collapse. The
negotiations, which opened in Igre, ended on October 2I, I9I3,
with the initialling of a final draft of a revised agreement in the same
form as that of 1898, providing that the customs receipts from the
colony of Mozambique south of latitude 16 and of Angola east of
longitude zo should be applied to the service of British loans to

\ Grosse Politik, Vols. r4, 3r,37'r,and British Docs., Vol. X.
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Portugal and those from the rest of those colonies to the service of
German loans (in the event of a subsequent occupation of Mozam-
bique the port of that name would thus have gone to Germany).
Britain further declared herself uninterested in the islands of S.
Thom6 and Principe. As in 1898, speculation on bankruptcy by
Portugal was uncertain; moreover, the two powers in any case
pledged one another to joint acting, which meant that the implica-
tion of the agreement would depend on the state of Anglo-German
relations. The British government, which was uninterested in the
question and only carried on the negotiations pro forma in order to
show the opposition that relations with Germany were not being
neglected, wanted the new treaty abolished, together with the old
treaty and the Treaty of Windsor; the German government was
against this course, fearing with Jagow that the German public
would feel that Germany had been over-reached. Stumm, then Head
of the Political Section of the Foreign Ministry, pointed out Ger-
many was not assured of her railway concession from Benguela in
southern Angola to Katanga in the Belgian Congo because the part
of Angola assigned by the treaty to Britain came bdtween the part of
Angola assigned to Germany and Katanga. Britain, for her part,
found herself subjected to increasing remonstrations from France
for having permitted Germany further access to the Congo basin
without consulting Paris, and Grey consequently lost interest in
seeing agreement reached. The German government, on the other
hand, which feared that publication of the agreement might en-
danger the Chancellor's own position, wanted it signed as soon as
possible, and when it failed to secure this, told the British govern-
ment, in extremely sharp terms, that it regarded itself as 'morally
bound' by the initialled text-a declaration which Grey ostenta-
tiously left unanswered. Bethmann Hollweg's readiness to make con-
cessions, and his simultaneous insistence on this question and on that
of the Baghdad Railway, were characteristic of his political concep-
tions and ofthe hopes that, as Iate as the spring of r9r4, he pinned
on keeping the contact with Britain unbroken. On July 28, 1914,
itsell, when the crisis was at its height, Lichnowsky received instruc-
tions authorising him to continue the Angola negotiations (Britain
was to'push through' Portugal's consent to the German concession
for a railway to run up-country from Benguela).

After the negotiations over the Portuguese colonies, the Anglo-
German conversations were chiefly concerned with attempts to reach
l settlement in the Near East.r Turkey's first railway concession to

1 There is a voluminous literature on the Railway question. See, inter alia,
idward Mead Earle, Turkel, the Great Pouers and the Baghdad Railway, tgz3; John
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Germany had been granted, and a beginning made with the con-
struction of a railway starting from Constantinople and planned to
run to Baghdad, while Bismarck was still in office. The concession
to extend the line to Baghdad was granted in 1899, and in I9o3 a
supplementary agreement authorised the construction of a further
line from Baghdad to a point on the Persian Gulf. This extension
touched the British zone of interest in Kuwait, and objections from
Britain now added to those already coming from Russia against
plotting the line so far north in Anatolia. It was only in I 9 t o, on the
occasion of the Tsar's visit to Potsdam, that Russia could be de-
tached from this hostile complication, but there was no similar
ditcnte with Britain, who had not only increased her influence in
Turkey after the Young Turk revolution but had also secured recog-
nition of her interest in Mesopotamia and the Persian Gulf, and a

concession to carry out irrigation works between the Euphrates and
the Tigris for which Germany had already submitted designs.

On top of all this, British capital began in I9o9 to take an inten-
sive interest in the Mesopotamian oilfields. There had been moves
in this direction as early as Igol; the Deutsche Bank had also asked
for oil concessions as security for Germany's loans for the construc-
tion of the Baghdad Railway. As Germany's second bank, the Dis-
conto-Gesellschaft, had just secured Iarge oil concessions in Rumania,
with better marketing prospects, the Deutsche Bank did not take up
the concessions received by it in l9o3 for making borings, nor the
option which it had secured in r9o4 on Baghdad-Mosul oil with the
prospect of a four years' nonopoly. Up to Igog German concessions
confronted British caprtal. Sir Ernest Cassel then founded the
National Bank of Turkey, the chief purpose of which was to estab-
lish a concern uniting the two interests, and a new phase of the
struggle for Turkish oil opened. After prolonged negotiations with
the great oil companies, Cassel achieved his objective in Igrz in the
shape of the Turkish Petrol Company. The real political significance
of this manoeuvre became apparent in I9I3. The Anglo-Persian
Oil Company, with the official support of the British government,
took over both Cassel's share and the greater part of the holding of
the Royal Dutch-Shell, which, after the resignation of its agent

B. Wolll Diplomatic Historl of the Baghdad Railway (New York, 1936), znd, ed.
(Northampton, r g47). On thegeneral complex of questions see also W. W. Gottlieb,
Studirs in Sccrct Diplomacl (Cambridge, rg58). Bethmann Hollweg to Lichnowsky,
April 24, rgrg, Grissc Politl&, 37, Nos. t4, 73r i this contains also the second memor-
andum fromlhe Deutsche Bank to the Foreign Ministry, signed by Gwinner and
dated May 3, r9r3. On the oil question, Stephen Hensley Longrigg, Oil in tlv
Mifulle East, its Discoury and Deuelopment, tst ed., 1954, znd ed., rg55; see also
Britih Does., XII, Nos. r39, r40, Parker, August I9-2o, r9I3, on British oil interests,
in conversation with Kiihlmann.
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Gulbenkian, and a sharp conflict with the Deutsche Bank, sided
with Britain. The Deutsche Bank was thus isolated. At the same time
the extension of the Baghdad Railway became dependent on
whether the British government (which in rgr4 had officially be-
come a participant in the Anglo-Persian Oil Company) gave its con-
sent to an increase in the Turkish tariff duties, on which again the
guarantee of the railway loans depended. As, however, Britain could
not induce Turkey to transfer the Deutsche Bank's concession to her-
self, a compromise was reached by founding a new concern, in which
British influence was preponderant. The credit for this agreement
must go primarily to the 

-German 
government. Although t"he treaty

was disadvantageous to Germany, Bethmann Hollweg, on Kiihl-
mann's advice, persuaded the Deutsche Bank to accept it as a matter
of policy.

In the negotiations which went on from May, r9r3 onward,
Britain's chief interest, both strategic and economic, was to prevent
the Baghdad Railway from being extended farther south than Basra.
Germany gave way on this point, stipulating that Britain should pay
for making the Shatt el Arab navigable, in ordef to allow the move-
ment of goods from the terminus of the railway to the Persian Gulf;
in return a new British company, connected with the Indian Navi-
gation Company, was founded, and was given the monopoly of ship-
ping on the Tigris and the Euphrates. The Deutsche Bank was
represented on this company's board of directors. The agreement
was highly advantageous to Britain, and Ballin, Director of the Ham-
burg-America Line, protested against it, but vainly.

The agreements on the railway, the ports on the Persian Gulf and
the irrigation of Mesopotamia show how strongly Germany was
endeavouring to reach an understanding-and ultimately an 'alli-
ance'-with Britain, even at the cost of sacrifice. In these fields Ger-
many was unmistakably willing to play the junior partner to Bri-
tain as a world power. German public opinion, on the other hand,
in the knowledge of the nation's power and economic potential, was
not prepared to accept such a position: it claimed nothing short of
fully independent status, equal to England's, America's and Russia's.

The Crisis of Gerrnan Irnperialisrn
The signature of the Treaty of Bucharest in August, rgr3, con-

cluding the Second Balkan War, seemed to initiate a period of
general ditente. The German Emperor sent an open telegram to King
Carol of Rumania, the author of the peace, welcoming it with an
enthusiasm which was due in considerable part to the fact that it had,
thanks to Wilhelm's support, brought his other Balkan friend, King
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Constantine of Greece, a gain in the shape of the long-desired port of
Kavalla. The Danubian Monarchy, however, unlike Germany, re-

garded this peace as by no means a basis for further developments

of tfre gulkut question but rather as a set-back for the Monarchy,
bringing as it did gains in territory and prestige to the Monarchy's
adveisary in chiel, Serbia. Berchtold accordingly immediately set

about trying to get the dispositions laid down at Bucharest revised.
Austria, in contradistinction to Germany, wanted to bring about the
formation of a bloc consisting of Bulgaria, Austria-Hungary and
Albania, which would force Serbia to come to terms with Austria-
Germany's aims were not, at bottom, any different, but Wilhelm at-
tached special weight to an understanding between Greece, Turkey,
Rumania and Germany. These latent tensions grew more acute

when, as an effect of the Second Balkan War, the great powers began

to increase their armies and to resume their rivalry for influence over

the Balkan states and Turkey in the now familiar form of Ioans

(armament and other) to governments, carrying with them orders
for industries in the greater states. In the autumn of r9I3 Germany
lost to France, which was able to mobilise massive capital resources

in support of her political moves, much of the ground which she had

rcqrrii.d in the course of decades in Rumania, Greece, Serbia and

Tuikey. Since, however, Germany's capital coverage had become

extremely thin in r9t3, and the Reich was no longer able herself to

produce all the loans for which the Balkans were asking, she was in-
ireasingly forced to take precautions to Prevent Austria-Hungary
from slipping over into the Entente camp. The danger became very
real at the end of the year, when both Turkey and Austria-Hungary
began looking round the western money-markets and enlisting En-
terite capital for their policies. On top of this, Britain concluded the

'Dock Agreement' with Turkey, which secured her the construction
of the veisels (both civilian and military) in which Turkey was in-
vesting, with repairs and coastal fortifications. This agreement
horrifiid the German dockyard and munitions industries, for it sig-

nalled an obvious decline of Germany's economic and political in-
fluence in Turkey. Germany's nervousness was enhanced when she

lost orders in Rumania to Italy, for here again, as earlier in Greece,

the discrepancy between Germany's pretensions and her resources

had become glaring. And although it was only a relatively small
number of specialist firms in Germany that were directly affected-
for example, the Deutsche Bank and Philipp Holzmann for railway
construction, or the Dresdner Bank, Krupp, the Rheinische Waf-
fenfabrike and Mauser-Rottwell for armaments orders-yet the in-
terests of these firms were regarded by the Foreign Ministry, and still
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more by the Emperor, as so essential to the Reich that the Ministry
often acted as their agent and the Emperor himself personally inter-
vencd on their behalf.

Disappointment over the situation in the Balkans and Turkey, the
tension between Austria-Hungary and Serbia over the Southern
SIav question in Bosnia-Herzegovina, and further tension between
Austria-Hungary and Rumania, forced Austria and Germany apart.
Encircled by the Entente, Germany saw her isolation becoming more
and more total. The consequence was that when, in October r9r3,
the Austro-Serbian conflict threatened once again to lead to active
hostilities-this time over Serbia's thrust to the Adriatic-Zimmer-
mann, whose voice was the decisive one in the Foreign Ministry,
tried to prevent a European conflagration from breaking out'al
that moment'by giving Austria stronger support. He sent several tele-
grams to Vienna, London and Belgrade saying that Germany was
taking 'a firm attitude', and publicly announced that the establish-
ment of a viable Albania was a vital interest of her ally, Austria. He
hoped that these gestures, like Germany's invocation of her 'shining
armour' in t9o9, would bring Austria back into close association
with Germany, and he hoped too that Russia would not at that junc-
ture want to see another conflict between the Slav brothers, Serbia
and Bulgaria, and that she was still unprepared for war-as was Ger-
many herself, At the same time the Emperor, whose Near Eastern
policy was becoming an increasing danger to the solidity of the
Triple Alliance, was taken firmly in hand by the military during the
September manoeuvres in Silesia, and 'urgently counselled' to give
up his dynastic policy. Wilhelm yielded. Germany backed Austria'-
ultimatum to Serbia of October r6. When the Emperor met Conrad
at the unveiling of the memorial to the 'Battle of the Peoples' in
Leipzig, he told him-reversing what Moltke had said in the pre-
vious spring-'I shall march with you'; and he again assured this
Austrian advocate of a preventive war that Germany would march
against Russia too, if she tried to intervene in an Austro-Serbian con-
flict. This event, however, was precisely what Germany hoped to
avoid by stressing the German-Austrian alliance. The Emperor
adjured Conrad:

The others are not ready, they will do nothing to stop you. You must be in
Belgrade within a few days, I was always in favour of peace; but that has its
limits. I have read a lot about war, and know what it means. But in the end
situations arise in which a great power can no longer stand aside; it must
grasp the sword.r

r Conrad III, pp. 469 l'., see also Grosse Politik,Yol,36, I, pp. 387 fn., October
r8, rgr3.
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A few days later, Wilhelm met the Austrian heir to the throne,
Franz Ferdinand, in Konopischt. Here the Emperor was back on his

old Near Eastern line, for he knew that Franz Ferdinand had op-
posed, although vainly, the despatch of the ultimatum to Serbia on
October t6. Franz Ferdinand was against the policy of the military
and the court party, the Hungarians and the clericals, and wanted
to take the wind out of the sails of the Southern Slav movement by
reforming the internal structure of the Monarchy, not by force. The
monarch and the heir to the throne were thus able to reach an under-
standing on 'the final aims of the policy followed by both realms'
and to register 'complete identity of their policies'. Wilhelm here
completely ignored the problem of Bulgaria; he only emphasised
that 'in view of the danger of all Slav elements in the Balkans com-
bining' it was necessary 'to reach a relationship of confidence and
intimacy with the non-slavonic Balkan States', viz. Rumania and
Greece. Serbia would then have to adhere willy-nilly. The principle
would apply:'and wouldst thou not freely, I must thee compel.l
The Emperor had thus reverted to his old list of priorities, dis-
regarding the hopes of Austria, lvhich Berchtold in particular was
pinnirig strongly on Bulgaria.

A few days later Wilhelm visited Berchtold in Vienna. On that
occasion he depicted Germany's policy entirely in the light of the
conflict between her and Russia, declaring that since the accession

of Alexander III Germany 'had had to reckon with a power which
is hostile to us, bent on our destruction, and one in which quite
other elements than the Emperor are in control'. 'War between East
and West,' he told Berchtold, 'was bound to come sooner or later,'
for this was an open challenge to the leading SIav Power 'in a world-
historical process of the order of the Great Migrations.' For that
reason Serbia must be completely subordinated to the Monarchy, or
incorporated in it, no matter how: 'If His Majesty the Emperor
Franz Joseph expresses a wish, the Serbian government must con-
form, and if it does not do so, Belgrade will be bombarded and occ-
upied until His Majesty's wish is fulfilled.' Wilhelm assured the Aus-
trian minister that in the coming life-and-death struggle, 'I shall
stand behind you, and am prepared to draw the sword whenever
your moves make it necessary'. At the end of the conversation,
Berchtold said that the Emperor's utterances could be summed up
in the words: 'Whatever comes from the Foreign Ministry in Vienna
will be taken by him (Wilhelm) as an order.'2 Berchtold had thereby

r Report in private letter from Sziigydny to Berchtold, November 4, ,9r3i
Oc.lI. Ausscnpolitiit, Vol' VII, No. 8934r.

t Berchtold's report dated October 28, IgI5 o!-conversation with Wilhelm II on
October 26, rgtg,-Oc.U, Ausscnpolitik, Vol. VII, No. 8934.
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got what he wanted: Germany's unconditional support for Austria's
policy. Germany too had achieved her purpose: rgr3 had passed
without a world conflagration, the Triple Alliance seemed to have
recovered its solidity, and the Emperor has not yet been forced to
give up his hope of a league of the non-Slavonic peoples of the Bal-
kans under German patronage.

Thus in October and November, tgr3, Germany believed that
she had re-attached Austria to herself quite firmly by her fortissimo
protestations of Nibelung loyalty, and after the conclusion of the
Treaty of Bucharest in the latter month, she fondly believed that she
had secured Turkey, Rumania and Greece for allies. Yet at the end
of the year it became apparent that all the financial resources which
she could muster were still insufficient to produce the loans which
the Balkan states demanded as a kind of guarantee of their political
and economic support. In December the embattled capital of the
Paris market met and unhorsed Wilhelm II's Hohenzollern dynastic
policy. The plainest proof of this was given by the king of the Hel-
lenes' journey to Berlin and Paris. In Berlin he was presented with a
field-marshal's baton, but Germany's money-bags were empty. In
Paris he had no recourse but to accept a French loan on the usual
conditions, drawing a veil over his Berlin speeches, in which he had
attributed the victories of the Greek troops to the training which they
had received from Gerrnan instructors. At the same time the Prime
Ministers of Serbia (Pasic), Greece (Venizelos) and Rumania (Take
Ionescu) met, either en route for Petersburg or in conference in Bucha-
rest, to conclude a new Balkan League which was both anti-Austrian
and anti-German.

The autumn's moves included Germany's last attempt to stop
Turkey, completely exhausted as she was by the two Balkan Wars
and in crying need of money, from moving over into the Western
camp, by securing an influence over her army with the help of Enver
Pasha, who had been trained in German military academies. The
appointment of the German General Liman von Sanders to be the
new Instructor General to the Turkish army and commander of the
Constantinople Army Corps failed, however, to bring Germany the
increased influence for which she had looked; it came rather within
a hair's breadth of provoking war.l Germany hoped that even this
crisis would turn to her advantage: she hoped to be able to make
capital out of the Anglo-Russian tension and thus detach Britain
from France and Russia. But this hope, too, proved unfounded. In
the end Britain made common cause with France and Russia against

I Grosse Politik 38, c. CCXC.
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Germany. Isolated, Germany had to retreat, and it was only with
great difficulty that she succeeded in saving her face by getting Liman
von Sanders appointed a Turkish field-marshal, with functions
limited to those of military adviser.

If Germany's intentions, as made apParent in the Liman von
Sanders affair, entailed a risk of war, the new tone of German policy
and the change which had come over her methods since October t 3
were even more marked in the case of Major Kiibel's mission to
Turkey.r This was a characteristic example of what was possible
under the German constitution. Kiibelwas sent to Turkey under orders
from the general staff, issued without the knowledge of the Imperial
Chancellor, the Foreign Office, or even the German ambassador in
Constantinople, with the mission of adapting the Turkish railway
system to the demands of war within six months. The major's ex-

ceedingly brusque behaviour, which was always defended by the no
less high-handed Liman von Sanders, was strongly resented both by
the Turkish government and the Deutsche Bank, the financial Power
behind the Baghdad Railway Company. The last bastion of German
influence in Turkey was threatened. Bethmann Hollweg's reaction
expressed by him directly to the Emperor, was correspondingly
vigorous. He insisted that the mission of Liman and his subordinate
was 'not an end in itself, but a means to an end'; for what advantage
would Germany have from a reorganised Turkish army if Turkey
herself were lost politically? 'We have no inducement to whet the
Turkish sabres for the benefit of France or Russia'-and the be-
haviour of the German officers had made this a very real danger.
T[.e Emperor thought that German influence in Turkey was at that
juncture'already as good as nil'. The Turks'had set their course for
Russo-French waters, where there is money. . . . We can't keep Tur-
key moored up to us, because we have no money.' And he repeated,
once again: 'they're no longer moored up to us.' The German am-
bassador was being told lies, the Young Turk government was defi-
nitely approaching the Entente.

In fact Turkey received a large state loan from France in the
spring of t9r4.2 Germany had no longer been able to satisfy all the
Turkish demands, so that the whole transaction went to France,
which received enormous concessions most clearly detrimental to
German interests.

In May, r9r4, while the German-Turkish military and financial
negotiations were in progress, a sharp difference broke out between
the most important German business grouPs interested in the Near

I Hallgarten, Imp II.
2 Grosse Politik,37, c' CCLXXXVI'
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East, with Krupp and the Dresdner Bank on the one side and the
Deutsche Bank and the Baghdad Railway on the other. Krupp asked
for a loan of rzo million marls, to be raised on the Berlin market
for its armaments transactions. Such a loan, however, would havl
overloaded the market with Turkish paper and have threatened the
stability of Baghdad Railway stock. Furthermore, over and above
purely economic considerations, the security of the Baghdad Rail-
way was being increasingly threatened by the Anglo-German nego-
tiations, which were coming more and more to revolve round tariffs,
indirect taxes and concessions (the guarantees for the interest
loan), again with the immediate effect of making the placing of the
Baghdad Railway's stock more difficult. The grave disquiet with
which the big banks, particularly the Deutsche Bank, were viewing
the situation in the early summer of r9r4 is reflected in a hand
written note attached by Helfferich to a memorandum by the
Deutsche Bank. On May zg, r9r4, he wrote for Zimmermann's
attention:

As things are going, everything is at stake for Baghdad. . . . Not one man
on our board can take the responsibility ofgoing one step further with the
advances for the construction of the Baghdad Railway without certain pros-
pect that a Baghdad loan will come in the very near future. If the market is
upset for us by Bulgarian or Turkish armaments loans we shall have to shut
up shop.

The bankers'sensation ofthreatening catastrophe could not have
been expressed more clearly and openly, for a stoppage of work on
the railway, with which they threatened the government, would not
only have dealt a devastating blow to German prestige in Turkey:
t would have ruined the strategic plans which depended on the com-
pletion of the railway, and would have made Major Ktbel's mission
purposeless. German imperialism found itself caught in a painful
dilemma between the armaments deal, which had become essential
to the overgrown heavy industry, and the railway deal, on which
the prestige and the real influence of Germany in Turkey depended.
The Foreign Ministry decided in favour of the Deutsche Bank. It
took over the loan alone, Krupp's got a share, the Dresdner Bank
had to withdraw. Once more, with the greatest difficulty, Germany's
economic expansion in the East had-apparently-been assured. On
June r3, rgr4, just a fortnight before Sarajevo, Gwinner, the Chair-
man of Directors of the Deutsche Bank, wrote to his Emperor:

We felt obliged to undertake this sacrifice [sc,, of making big uncovered
advances for the continuation and acceleration of the constru6tion] because
it was all-important to show our strength to the Powers which are unfriendly
to the railway, and because to halt construction, which would have been the
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right thing to do from the purely business and financial point of view, would
have been interpreted by our enemies as meaning that Ge'rmany's financial
resources were insufficient to carry through this great work.

In r9r4 Germany also took pains, on grounds of policy and prestige,
to arrange with the Disconto-Gesellschaft to satisfy Bulgaria's wishes
for a loan.

In spite of these successes, however, Germany's position in the
Balkans was endangered, as were the prime objectives of her im-
perial aspirations in the Near East. Against Germany's success in
Bulgaria had to be set gains by France and Russia in Serbia, Ruma-
nia and Greece. Her success in Turkey was more than outweighed
by the British 'Dock Agreement'. Now the more Germany's enter-
prises ran aground and the more her cards got over-trumped in the
international imperialist game between the powers, the louder grew
the cry that she should break out from thc threatened encirclement
before it was complete; and this demand was further stimulated by
the internal tensions which had come completely to dominate Ger-
man public opinion since the Zabern incident. The Emperor, who
had hesitated in 19o5-6 and rgr t, himself thought that the moment
had now arrived which, ever since Igo7, he had described as the
critical point in Franco-German relations: he minuted a despatch
on the threat of French competition in the Near East:

Envy, envy, envy; everyone is envious ofus. But the Gauls, in particular,
must be taught quite plainly that they are not to presume that the Entente
with Britain allows them to amuse themselves by trying to unseat us in the
Near East. These are uital interests, the defence of which is all-important. I will
fightfor them, dnced be.

Whether, in spite of his big words, the Emperor would really fight
if things became serious was doubted by many, not least by the army.
Who knew whether the monarch would not 'swallow his words', as

Moltke put it, once again, and Germany slink away from another
conflict with her tail between her legs ? Since, however, both general
staffs, the Austrian under Conrad and the German under Moltke,
expected an international crisis in rgl4-'probability of war'-it be-
came a question of supreme importance to know what attitude the
imperial master would take up and how Germany's plans for the
advance in the west could be co-ordinated with Austria-Hungary's
interests in the Balkans. The work of the general stafftherefore early
concentrated on the question whether Russia would 'strike', as Con-
rad thought very probable when the Duma received the news of the
Liman von Sanders mission with such great excitement.l The pos-

1 Conrad, III, p.67o.
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sibility did not displease him, for the earlier Russia struck, the better
would the position be for the Central Powers, since'our situation is
not improving'. Moltke agreed with him when the two men met on
May tz, r9r4, for the last time before the outbreak of war. He too
admitted 'that any delay reduces our chances, for we cannot com-
pete with Russia when it is a question of masses'. The soldier, unlike
the Chancellor, held the possibility of a settlement with Britain to be
illusory; he was convinced that if a major conflagration came, Bri-
tain would side with France and Russia-as the emperor put it, that
the Anglo-Saxons would side with the Gauls and the Slavs. He
therefore told Conrad, with a dig at his government's illusions, that
'uqfortunatefit, our people are still expecting a declarationfrom England that
she uill not join iz. England will never make that declaration'. Never-
theless, twenty-five days before Sarajevo, the Emperor was still fully
supporting Bethmann Hollweg's policy: he instructed the Chancellor
that in his handling of the press feuds with Russia and France, the
tension between Austria-Hungary, Serbia and Rumania, the Tsar's
proposed visit to KingCarol in Constanta, and not least the general
situation in the Balkans and Turkey, he must clarflt our relations with
England'. For 'chapter three of the Balkan War will soon open, and
in it we shall all be concerned. Hence Russia's and France's colossal
preparations for war.'

As late as March, Igr4, when Conrad, in conversation with
Tschirschky, had asked his regular question whether it would not
be better for the Central Powers for the great Teuton-Slav conflict
to come sooner rather than later, the ambassador had answered that
this was certainly so, but 'there are two highly-placed obstacles:
your ArchdukeFranz Ferdinand and my Emperor'. Conrad agreed
completely with Tschirschky; he took the same view of the policy of
both Germany and Austria as dictated 'on the highest levels'. He
regretted the attitude which had so often allowed the possibility of
warlike action to pass unutilised, or had insisted on yielding. He also
concurred when the ambassador went on to say that these two men,
the Archduke and the Emperor Wilhelm, 'would only decide for war
under compulsion and it faced with afait accompli; it would have to
be a situation in which there was no alternative but to 'strike'.' 'I
replied,' wrote Conrad, 'that in view of the Franco-Russo-Austro-
Hungarian-Anglo-and German imperial policies, which in rgro-r2
had increasingly chosen the Balkans as the object of their political
actMty, complications were always threatening in the Balkans
which could create such a situation.r

'Such a situation' came into being with the Sarajevo assassination.
t Id., p. 597.
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GERMANY
AND THE OUTBREAK OF WAR

THE MISCALCULATION ON BRITISH NEUTRALITY

I N spite of all the surface calm, the feeling, or conviction, that a great
European conflict could not be long postponed had become general
in Europe. Germanyfound herselt as Moltke prut i/'in a condition
of hopeless isolatiory'which was growing ever moie hopeless'. Her
confidence in the {nvincibility of her military strength had been
deeply shaken by the increases in the French and Russian armies (of
which the latter would in I9IT reach its maximum peacetime
strength of 2,2oo,ooo men),r and the idea of a 'preventive war' was
acquiring an increasing appeal, especially in military circles. 'We
are ready, and the sooner it comes, the better for us,'said Moltke on
June r, r9r4.2 At about the same time, Moltke asked Jagow tg-ple-
cipitate a preventive war as soon as possible. Jagow refused, but ad-
rnitGdlaterl-nat-tre had never wholly excluded the idea of a preven-
tive war and that Moltke's words had influenced him during the
crisis ofJuly-August r9r4.3 Another element of danger was the fact
that Conservative circles had come, especially since the Reichstag
elections of t9rz, to regard war tion'and
calculated to strengthen the Prusso-German state. Bethmann Holl-
weg, who in December, IgI3, had already rejected the suggestion
passed on to him by the crown prince, and emanating from the pan-
Germans, that a coup d'itat should. be carried out against the Social
Democrats,a spoke out again just six months later against these specu-

I Gerhard Ritter, ,Staats,tunst und Kriegshandwerk,Yol. z. Die Hauptmtichtz Europas
und dasWilhelminische Rcich(rBgo-rgr4) (Munich, t9fo), p.279. Ritter's quotation
repeats Moltke's political arguments in his memorandum to the Chancellor (Rk)
of rgrr and December rgrz; Moltke went over his second memorandum with
Ludendorff. The total strength of the Russian army was to stand at I'B millions in
the summer of rgr7, and at z'z millions in the winter, it being proposed that the
first classes of reservists should regularly be kept with the colours,

2 Eckardstein, I-ebenscrinrurungen, YoL 3 (Leipzig, rgzI), p. I84.
3 H. Pogge-v. Strandmann and Imanuel Geiss, Dae Erforderliehl'eit dzs Unmd-

gliclun, Hamburger Studien zur neueren Geschichte, No. e (Frankfurt, 1965),
p. 66. A recent find makes it clear that even Bethmann Hollweg, at least in Febru-
ary, rgrB, thought in his enforced retirement that'in a certain sense' the war was
a 'preventive war', since his generals had urged him that success would no longer
be likely two years later. Cf. Wollgang Steglich, Die Friedenspolitik dtr Mitrelmrichte
rgtT-r8, Vol. I (Wiesbaden, r964), p. 4r8, n. 3.{ Cf. Pogge and Geiss, op. cit., pp. I8-26.
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lations on the internal political consequences of a war. He told
Lerchenfield, the Bavarian minister, at the beginning ofJune, I9I4,
that:

There were still circles in the Reich which looked to war to bring about an
improvement, in the conservative sense, of internal conditions in Germany.
He thought that the effects would be the exact opposite; a world war, with
its incalculable consequences, u,ould greatly increase the power of Social
Democracy, because it had preached peace, and would bring down many a
throne.l

A month later the Chancellor agreed on foreign-political and
military grounds to take the risk of a great war, while recognising-
unlike the Conservatives-that the war could not be carried on with-
out the co-operation of Social Democracy.

Sarajevo, the Hoyos Mission and Gerrnany's Blank Cheque
The news of the murder of the heir to the Austro-Hungarian

throne evoked indignation and consternation throughout Europe,
but there was no feeling that it must inevitably lead to a European
crisis. The reactions were mixed in the Monarchy itself. There was
genuine mourning; but a close observer could not fail to note that
wide circles in thi Monarchy feltT6ndisguised reliey'at the death of
the man who meant to put throu$h so-e sort of triilist or federalist
reorganisation of the Monarchy favourable to its Slavonic elements.
Besides the Germans and Magyars, who had felt their dominating
positions threatened by Franz Ferdinand, and besides the Emperor
Franz Joseph, who had never forgiven his nephew his morganatic
marriage, there was also a third group in the Monarchy who wel-
comed the archduke's death, because they saw in it an opportunity
to settle accounts once and for all with Serbia by a war in which
Germany would be behind them. The spokesman of this group was
Baron Conrad von Hritzendorf, Chief of the Austro-Hungarian
General Staff.

Although since rgre Conrad had described the idea of a military
reckoning with Serbia as a aa banque gamble, if it had to be risked
without the support of Rumania-on which he had counted confi-
dently in r9o5-and with a stronger Russia, only a few days after the
murder he thought that the conflict with Serbia, bad as its prospects
were, could no longer be avoided, and immediately the news reached
him he told the Austro-Hungarian Foreign Minister, Berchtold, that
Austria should mobilise; she should'cut through the knot', or her

I Baltrischc Dokumente zum Kriegsausbruch und zum Versailler Schuldspruch,3rd ed.,
Munich, r 925, No. r : Lerchenfeld to Hertling, June 4, r g r 4. For the July crisis see
also the collection of documents edited by Imanuel Geiss, Julikrise und Kricgsaus-
bruch rgt4, z vols. (Hanover, t963-4).
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prestige would be gone for ever and her position among the great
powers be irretrievably lost.l But even this thruster, when he tried
to persuade the hesitant diplomats, Berchtold and his assistant,
Forgach, go adopt the military solution, was npt willing to risk war
without {ffirmpromise of help from Germany'tne Emperor was for
taking tl{e risk. Tisza, the Hungarian Prifne Minister, was more
doubtful than Berchtold himself; the political situation was un-
favourable, Russia too strong, public opinion unprepared. The final
decision thus depended on Germany's attitude. Both the German
ambassador in Vienna, von Tschirschky, and Zimmermann, the
IJnder-Secretary of State in the Foreign Ministry (Jagow, his chief,
was away on his honeymoon) were at first very reserved and coun-
selled moderation.z

But this policy of hesitancy was ab_1gE[y ebered by Wilhelm II,
who was outrTfilifTh-at the ambassador should take so much upon
himself. By July 4 the Emperor was all for 'settling accounts with
Serbia'. 'Tschirschky will be so good as to drop this nonsense. We
must finish with the Serbs, quickl.lt's With his famous words 'now or
never'the Emperor laid down the general course of Germany's policy
for the next weeks. From that hour Tschirschky and Zimmermann
were among the most decided advocates of a hard policy towards
Serbia.

This reversal of attitude came as no surprise to Austria-Hungary.
On July r the German publicist Victor Naumann,a a confidant of
the German Foreign Ministry, had been in Vienna and had talked
to Count Hojos, the permanent head of the Austro-Hungarian
Foreign Ministry, to whom he had given an illuminating sketch of
the mentality then prevailing in leading political circles of Germany.
The conversation was afterwards officially described as having been
purely private; what made it so important was that Germany's ac-
tual behaviour in the July crisis exactly confirmed Naumann's pro-
phecies. The heads of the services thought the Triple Alliance 'not
strong enough at present', but the adherents of the idea of a preven-
tive war were growing steadily, both in the army and navy, andEJFe

r Id., p. 293.

' Gcrman Documcnts on tlu Outbrca* of tlu War (DD), ed,. Count Max Montgelas
and Walter Schticking, Vol. r, Doc. No.7, Tschirschky to Rk., June go; on
Zimmermann's attitude cf. Luigi Albertini, Tlu Oigins oJ'tlu Wn of rgr4,Yol z,
TluCrisis of Jult rgr4, London, etc., rg53, p. r37.

t Marginal notes by the Emperor on Tschirschky's report, d, n, g, DD,
{ Victor Naumann was a friend of the t}ren Prime Minister of Bavaria, Hertling,

for whom he often made semi-official joumeys to the Court in Vienna; OcsEncich-
Ungams Aussmpolitik, Von dtt bosnisclun Kise rgoS bis zum Krhgsausbnuh rgt4
(quoted as OeU), ed, Ludwig Bittner and Hans Uebersberger, Vol. VIII, Vienna
and Leipzig, r9go, Doc. No. 9966, Note by Hojos.
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Foreign Ministry. This 'idea' was also supported by a second con-
sideration. It was hoped that the Anglo-German settlement in Africa
had 'made it certain that Britain would not intervene in a Euro-
pean war'. Naumann openly counselled military action against
Serbia. The Triple Alliance was strong, BllelA-rdould-beneulral.
The Foreign Ministry, as he knew from voriStumm, would certainly
not oppose it, and-the fourth favourable factor-the Emperor
would not shrink from war, as he had in the Moroccan crises, More-
over, public opinion would force the Foreign Ministry to let things
take their course.

On July 4 the Austrian Foreign Ministry had been unofficially
informed by Tschirschky, through an homme de confiance of the Ger-
man embassy, that'Germany would support the Monarchy through
thick and thin, whatever action it decided to take against Serbia.
The sooner Austria-Hunsarv struck. the better.'

Sincildonrad's plans io.'*.. .g.ir,liEitia were dependent on
Germany's support, the first essential for Vienna was to sccure
official information on Germany's definitive intentions. Count
Hoyos was sent to Berlin to obtain this. On Jrrly S he handed
Sz<igy6ny, the Austro-Hungarian ambassador in Berlin, two docu-
ments: a memorandum, compiled by Tisza, on the situation of the
Monarchy, coupled with a proposal that advantage should be taken
of the Serbian question to attach Bulgaria to the Triple Alliance,
and a letter in Franz Joseph's own hand to the effect that the only
way of saving the Monarchy from being swallowed up in the 'Pan-
SIav flood' was 'to eliminate Serbia, which at present constitutes the
corner-stone of pan-Slav policy', as a political power-factor in the
Balkans. Szogy6ny handed the two documents to the Emperor the
same day. At first the Emperor evaded taking a decision, but after
lunch, to which he had invited Szcigy6ny in the Neues Palais in Pots-
dam, he authorised him to inform his monarch that Austria-Hun-
gary could 'count on Germany's full support' even in the case of 1
'grave European complications'; Germany, 'loyal as ever to her Y
ally', would stand by Austria even should the Serbian conflict lead
to war between Austria and Russia, Wilhelm even told the ambas-
sador that if Vienna should decide on military action against Serbia,
she ought to march at once. He thought that he could himself dispel
Austria's anxieties about Rumania's attitude by a personal interven-
tion with King Carol. At the same time he told Szogy6ny what had
been the chief consideration that had made it so easy for him to de-
cide to support Austria-Hungary: 'In any case, as things stood today,
Russia was not at all ready for war, and would certainly think long
before appealing to arms.'
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This was, as we shall see, one of the basic assumptions of German
policy in these weeks: that Russia and France were still militarily
lveak-+nough to enable Germany to w=.-E6fiA the crisis, however it
developed.

When the audience was over, Szcigydny was able on the same day
to pass this 'blank cheque' of the German Emperor to Vienna, and
to report that Wilhelm II 'would regret it if we (Austria-Hungary)
let this present chance, which was so favourable for us, go by with-
out utilising it'. The Emperor had indeed made the reservation,
which the constitution imposed on him, that he must get the Im-
perial Chancellor's consent, but he had had no doubt, as he had
expressly emphasised, that Bethmann Hollweg'would entirely agree
with him'.

This was exactly what happened. Bethmann Hollweg and. Zim'
mermann were summoned to Potsdam the same afternoon, and to
them the Emperor unfolded the same train of thought as he had to
Szrigy6ny;r and, as Wilhelm expected, Bethmann Hollweg, who did
not yet know the exact text of the Austrian memorandum, agreed
cornpletely with his imperial master. The Minister of War, von
Falkenhayn, the Adjutant General, von Plessen, the Head of the
Military Cabinet, von Lyncker, Captain Zenker of the naval staff,
and Admiral von Capelle, representing von Tirpitz, were now suc-

cessively called into the presence, and the question of'preparatory
measures for war' was discussed with them on the evening of the 5th
and the following mor:ning, so as 'to cover every case' before the
Emperor left for Kiel to start his regular North Sea cruise. The ques-
tion 'whether the army was ready for any eventuality' was answered
by von Falkenhayn with 'a curt affirmative'. On July I7 Major-
General Count Waldersee, Quartermaster General in the general
staff, who was then in the country, wrote to von Jagow in strict con-
fidence: 'I can move at a mom€nt's notice. We in the general staff
ate read.yl there is nothing more for us to do at this juncture.'s For
the same reason Helmuth Count von Moltke, Chief of the General
Staff, who had been informed by von Falkenhayn of the consulta-
tion of July 5 and by Lieutenant-Colonel Tappen of the Potsdam
decision, found it unnecessary to leave Karlsbad.s How strongly the
Emperor's decision had been influenced by his faith in the strength
of Germany's military forces is shown by what he said on July 6 to

r Albertini, op. cit., pp. I4o fl., also Bernadotte Schmi.tt, The Coming of tht l{ar,
rgr4,Yol. I (Lbndon-and New York, r93o), p. 296; Alfred von Wegerer, Dcr
Ausbruh dcs Weltkrieges, rgr4,Yol. r (Hamburg, t939), p. l3z'

2 DD, I, No. 74 (author's italics).
s S.B.Fay, ThcOriginsof tluWorldWar,Yol, ll,AfterSarajeuo, znd ed' (New

York, r g3o), p. t r 7 ; Wegerer, op. cit., p. r 32.
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Capelle and Lieutenant-General Bertrab of the general staff: France
and Russia were not ready for war; he did not believe in a general
war, but thought that now the army had been brought up to its
present strength, and with Germany's superiority in heavy artillery,
he could regard the outcome of a war with confidence (the campaign
in the west was expected to last 5-6 weela). So, too, Waldersee said :
'The plans for mobilisation had been duly completed on March 3r,
IgI4; the army was ready, as always'.

'In orderr' as he said himself, 'not to alarm world opinion', the
Emperor, after making all necessary dispositions, left for his North
Sea cruise. He did so in full awareness of the import of the assurances
which he had given to Austria. Shortly after, when he was in the
company of Krupp von Bohlen and Halbach with whom he was on
terms of intimacy, he assurecl Krupp that:

He would declare war at once, if Russia mobilised. This time people
would see that he was not 'falling out'. The Emperor's repeated protesta-
tions that in this case no one would ever again be able to reproach him
with indecision were almost comic to hear.'

To understand the Emperor's insistence, we must remember the
criticisms of his attitude made by the military during the Morocco
crisis of r9r r, and the Allfuutsche threat that if he again showed weak-
ness, he would be deposed and replaced by the Crown Prince.

While his imperial master was boarding the train for Kiel, Beth-
mann Hollweg, with Zimmermann in attendance, formally con-
firmed to Hoyos and Szdgy6ny the Emperor's decision of the pre-
vious day. This gave constitutional cover to the 'blank cheque'. The
Chancelior left it to Affiut, iike wil-
helm II, advised her to act at once, without informing Italy and
Rumania; and like the Emperor, he justified his course by appeal to
the favourable international situation. Szdgydny had been prepared
for this communication by the Emperor; Hoyos by Zimmermann,
with whom he had talked on the 5th. Hoyos had wanted military
action against Serbia 'sans cier gard.e', and Zimmermann had given
him to understand that if Austria acted against Serbia at once,
Russia and France would keep clear of the conflict. Any doubts or
hesitations in Austria were removed when, on the 7th, Hoyos brought
back Germany's unconditional promise to stand by Austria even if
'measures against Serbia [which, Hoyosr eported, Germany ad-
vised]should bring about the big war.'zThe conditions for Conrad's
plan were fulfilled.

lDie Schuld der deutschen Regierung am Kriege, Ein Brief des ehemaligen
Mitglieds des Kruppschen Direktoriums Dr. Mihlon [sjc], on N{iihlon's con-
versations with Helfferich and with Krupp, a pamphlet published in Switzer-
land, n.p., n.d. Ir9r7].

'Conrad, Aus meiner Dienstzeit t9o6-r9r8, Vol.4, Vienna, tgzg, p.4z; cf.
also DD, I, No. r8, Tschirschky to AA, July 7.
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A shift in the Hungarian Prime Minister's Austro-Hungarian
policy came at a meeting of the Ministerial Council on July 7. All
the participants except Tisza, who was still opposed to it, agreed on
the necessity of war against Serbia, either by a direct attack without
previous warning or by the presentation of an ultimatum with un-
acceptable demands which would equally lead to war.r flow strong-
ly the decisions of the Council were influenced by the attitude of the
Emperor and the German military is apparent from the answer
given to Tisza by the Austrian Prime Minister, Count Stiirgkh, who
feared that 'a policy of hesitation and weakness' would lose Austria
Germany's support thereafter. When reporting to Franz Joseph two
days later, Berchtold advised the ultimatum procedure, which would
avoid 'the odium of attacking Serbia without warning, put her in the
wrong,' and thus make it much easier for Rumania and Britain to
preserve 'at least [sic] neutrality.' That he counted on the possibility
of war with France and Russia is shown by the'long debate on the
relative forces and the probable course of a European [sic] war'
which we know from Hoyos' rePort and Conrad's notes to have
taken place, although it was regarded as 'not suitable for minuting'.

Tisza, who on July 8 had still obiected that an attack by-Austria
on Serbia would lead to 'inte ssia and coniequently
wofkl-[sief-wai', had, like Franz J-oseph-;TeA convinced by Ger-
many's 'unconditional attitude' that'the Monarchy had to reach an
energetic conclusion'. (When Tschirschky reported this, Wilhelm II
added 'certainly'.) On the r4th Tschirschky was able to report that
Tisza himself, the one opponent of war with 'Serbia', had now
agreed to a note 'which would almost certainly be rejected [doubly
underlined by Wilhelm II] and should result in war'.2 So the first
decision had been taken. That Germany faced the prospect of a
general conflagration with open eyes emerges further from an in-
struction drafted by Radowitz, a Counsellor in the Foreign Ministry,
as early asJuly 7 and sent byJagow to Lichnowsky in London on the
r4th.3 Jagow warned the ambassador of the possibility of 'general
complications'; Germany rvished to localise the Austro-Serbian con-
flict, but not to prevent it. On the contrary, Lichnowsky was in-
structed to mobilise the British press against Serbia, although he

must be careful not to give the impression 'that we were egging Aus-
tria on to war'. This epitomised German policy after the Hoyos mis-
sion. When Tschirschky had reported onJuly Io that Berchtold was

r What Tisza said was:'It was not Germany's business to tell us whether we
should go ahead now against Serbia, or not.'

2 DD, No. 49, Tschirschky to Bethmann Hollweg.
I DD, I, No.36.
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now in favour of 'unacceptable demands', but that her 'chief care'
would now be how to put these demands, the Emperor commented:
'They had time enough for that', and further made a suggestion
which he thought bound to succeed: 'Evacuation of the Sanjak!
Then the cat is among the pigeons at once !'1

Gerrnan Pressure on Vienna
The mouthpiece in Vienna of Germany's pressure was her am-

bassador, Tschirschky, who fron(Julylnwards was holding almost
daily discussion-ns with the Ballhiffiatz on the proposed action
against Serbia. Tschirschky also attended the most important con-
ferences between the Austrians, so that Vienna's decisions were
taken, literally, under his eyes.

After Austria had made up her mind to solve the Serbian question
by war, Tschirschky called on Berchtold on July B to give him
another message from the Emperor, who wanted it 'stated most
emphatically that Berlin expected the Monarchy to act against
Serbia, and that Germany would not understand it if . . . the pre-
sent opportunity were allowed to go by . . . without a blow struck.'

As Berchtold reported, Tschirschky confirmed Sttrgkh's fears that
hesitation by the Monarchy would destroy her value as an ally in
Germany's eyes. There was an implicit threat in his words when he
told Berchtold 'that if we compromised or bargained with Serbia,
Germany would interpret this as a confession of weakness, which
could not be without effect on our position in the Triple Alliance and
on Germany's future policy'. Tschirschky's influence can already be
traced in Berchtold's audience with the Emperor Franz Joseph on
Jrly g, for the Emperor consented to the minister's proposed action
on the ground that he feared 'that a weak attitude would discredit
our position in Germany's eyes'.2

OnJuly r r Tschirschky, as he toldJagow in a strictly confidential
private letter, 'again took the occasion to discuss with Berchtold what
action was to be taken against Serbia, chiefly in order to assure the
minister once again, emphatically, that speedy action was called for'.3

The report by Berchtold on his interview with Tschirschky is sup-
plemented and confirmed by a letter ofJuly I2 from Szdgy6ny. If it
were possible a priori to think that Berchtold had invented his story
of Tschirschky's pressure-the archives contain no telegram from

r DD, I, No. u9, Tschirschky to Chancellor. Continuation of Emperor's marginal
note: Austria must get the Sanjak at once, without fail, to prevent Serbia and
Montenegrojoining up and Serbia reaching the sea.

2 Hugo Hantsch, Graf Bcrchtold (Graz, r 963), Vol. II, p. 589.I DD,I, No.349.
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Tschirschky confirming it-this suggestion would have to be dis-
missed in the light of the Emperor's marginal notes and Szcigy€ny's
despatch. Szogy6ny fully confirmed Tschirschky's attitude. Germany,
he wrote, Emperor and Chancellor alike, were pressing most vig-
orously for Austria to take immediate military action against Serbia.
Szcigy6ny believed that this 'absolute' insistence on war against Ser-
bia was based on the two considerations already mentioned: firstly,
that Russia and France 'were not yet ready' and, secondly, that
Britain

A will not at this juncture intervene in a war which breaks out over a Balkan
-{\state, eaen if this should lead to a conflict uith Russia, possibl2 also France, . . . Not

\bnly have Anglo-German relations so improved that Germany feels that she
need no longer fear a directly hostile attitude by Britain, but above all,
Britain at this moment is anything but anxious for war, and has no wish
whatever to pull the chestnuts out ofthe fire for Serbia, or in the last instance,
for Russia.

Szdgy6ny accordingly summarised his own views and those of
Berlin in the following conclusion: 'In general, then, it appears from
all this that the political constellation is as favourable for us as it
could possibly be.'On the r3th Tschirschky was able to report:
'Minister [Berchtold] is now himself convinced that immediate ac-
tion called for.'l Wilhelm II received this communication (which he
again underlined doubly) with obvious relief.

The other way in which Germany was exerting pressure on Aus-
tria was by insisting that the ultimatum to Serbia should be couched
in terms so strong as to make acceptance impossible; here too the
Emperor had given the cue on July 6, and here again his lieutenants
followed his lead. As early asJuly I2 Germany was informed of the
contents of the Austrian note, and agreed that it should be delivered
about July 25, after Poincar6 had left Petersburg.2 'What a pity!'
was the Emperor's comment on the lateness of the date.

Yet although Tisza had consented to military action-he expressly
emphasised that it was Germany's attitude that had decided him-
Vienna was still uncertain how sharp, to make her demands on Ser-
bia. The Austrians had decided to make the ultimatum unaccept-
able, yet when Berchtold talked on July l7 to Prince Stolberg,
Counsellor at the German embassy, he spoke as though it was not
yet quite certain whether Serbia would not after all accept the

1 DD,I, No.4o, Tschirschky to Foreign Ministry.
2 DD,I, No. 34a (I927 ed.), Tschirschky to Chancellor,July I I, marked out by

Bethmann Hollweg, July rz. Cf. also Schoen, Bavarian Chargd d'Affaires, to
Hertling,July tB, DD,IV, App. IV, No. z, Zimmermann's account of demands of
the Austrian note, DD,I, No. 49, Tschirschky to Chancellor,July 14,
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ultimatum. Stolberg reported to Bethmann Hollweg that he had
had difficulty in concealing his displeasure at this hint that Austria
might weaken. His report continued:

If Austria really wants to clear up her relationship with Serbia once and
for all, which Tisza himself in his recent speech called'indispensable', then it
would pass comprehension why such demands were not being made as

would make the breach unavoidable. If the action simply peters out, once
again, and ends with a so-called diplomatic success, the belief which is
already widely held here that the Monarchy is no longer capable of vigorous
action will be dangerously strengthened. The consequences, internal and
external, which would result from this, inside Austria and abroad, are
obvious.l

Jagow expressed the same train of thought the next day in a long
private letter to Lichnowsky.2 He was trying to answer the indirect
warning which Grey had had conveyed to Lichnowsky on July 9,
that Britain would never take the side of an aggressor, by explaining
why Germany thought sharp action by Austria against Serbia indis-
pensable. First, he argued, war against Serbia was the Monarchy's
last chance of 'political rehabilitation', for the Monarchy already
'hardly counted any 4te!:e a[ jr-real-grcat-Bowe.it-1lfi]iTEffie In
Austria's power position,' he went on, 'has also greatly weakened
our group of allies'; this was why he did not want, under any cir-
cumstances, to stop Austria from acting. He did not want to force a

preventive war, but should war come, he would not 'jib at the post',
since Gernlany-r^/a!-nqilltarily ready and Russia'fuildameqtelly was
not'. The struggle betweE-Teut5n and Slav was bound to come (a
thbught which often reappeared in Jagow's utterances at critical
junctures during the rvar) ; which being so, the present was the best
moment for Germany, for 'in a few years Russia . . . wi_[ be {gady.
Then she will crush us on land ba* weight of numbers,-""dsnF*itt
have her Baltic fleet and her strategic railways ready. Our group
meanwhile is getting steadily weaker.'

The argument that Germany was ready, while Russia was not yet
ready to strike, was especially emphasised by 'German industrialists
who specialise in armaments manufacture'. Beyens, the Belgian
ambassador in Berlin, reported that Krupp had assured him that
'the Russian artillery was far from being either good or complete,
while the German had never been better'.

The Emperor, Bethmann Hollweg,Jagow and Zimmermann were
all convinced of Germany's military superiority; so was the general

I DD,I, No.87, Stolberg toJagow,July IB (private letter).
2 DD, I, No. 72.
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staff r Count Lerchenfeld, the Bavarian minister in Berlin, reported
at the end ofJuly that Moltke had said that'a moment so favourable
from the military point of view might never occur again'.2 The reas-
ons given by Lerchenfeld-which, he wrote, were by no means to be
dismissed as 'gossip between underlings'-were the familiar ones:
superiority of German artillery and inflantry rifle, insufficient train-
ing of the French army owing to the transition from the two to three
years' term of service, the harvest in, and the training of the German
first-line classes complete.s For these reasons the politicians-Jagow,
for example-could face the possibility of a European war with con-
fidence: 'If the conflict cannot be localised, and Russia attacks Aus-
tria;Eungary, this gives ti{cafiJoW 

-

If*. J"ay the dlocuments aTflfi-e political moves, Jagow's letter
of July rB to Lichnowsky Buts Germany's attitude, and also the
reasons for it, in a nutshellflt is impossible to speak seriously either
of Germany's being 'towed along in Austria's wake' or of her being
'coerced'lfFrom the Emperor's first intervention in the Serbian ques-
tion on j6ly 4 toJuly t8, German policy followed an unhroken line,
as nothing proves better than the constant assurances by Vienna that
Berlin could rely on Austria-Hungary's willingness to fight-that there
was 'no question' of indecision or hesitation. But Germany's own
aims were even plainer: if France proved too weak, militarily and
financially, to support Russia, Bethmann Hollweg-so he hinted to
Count Roedern, Secretary of State for Alsace-Lorraine and later of
the German Treasury, onJuly r6-hoped at least to be able to divide
France from Russia. Germany did not care so much what happened
over Serbial the central objective of her diplomacy in these weeks
was to split the Entente, and this Bethmann Hollweg meant to en-
force at any price, with or without war. In any case the Serbian
crisis would bring about a re-grouping of continental power rela-
tionships in a sense favourable to Germany and without interven-
tion by Britain. The conflict must be localised, the great powers
should 'watch without acting', and Germany hoped to bring about
a new grouping offorces in both the Balkans and the Mediterranean.s

I As early asJuly rz Moltke had discussed the question of 'quick action'with
Conrad. Cf. Conrad, op, cit., III, pp.669 ff.

2 D D, lV, App. IV, No. z7 (private letter from Lerchenfeld to Hertling, 3 r 7).
8 G. Ritter, Slaalskunst,Yol.II, p. 38r, n. II. L DD,l, No. 7e, cf. n. 23.
5 Id., I, No. 58; on localisation of the conflict, cf. DD, I, N,o. 44, Jagow to

Flotow (Rome) ind Chargd d'Affaires in Bucharest, July 14; cf. also Documents
Diplomatiqws Frangais, Ser. III, Vol. X, No. 538, Jules Cambon' report from Berlin
on article in N.A.-/., JuJy Ig; also BD,XI, No. 77, reporting thatJagow had him-
self said that he had draftedthe article. Note also the'intentionally moderate' tone
of the article. 'Please take care that this is not falsely interpreted as a retreat by
Germany from her earlier decision' (to Tschirschky).
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The German government, as Jagow informed Jules Cambon and

Bronewski, the French ambassador and Russian chargd d'affaires
in Berlin, onJuly zr, had no official information on Austria's aims
or on its note.r The Foreign Ministry, however, 'entirely agreed that
Austria must take advantage of the favourable moment, even at the
risk of further complications', but both Jagow and Zimmermann,
in obvious displeasure at Austria's weakness, doubted 'whether
Vienna would nerve herself to act'. Zimmermann went so f;ar as to
transfer the description of 'the sick man of Europe' from Turkey to
Austria.

Berchtold confirmed the 'neryousness' of the German statesmen.
'Already,' he wrote,2 'Berlin is beginning to get nervous.' Reports
were trickling through that Austria had hesitated too long before
acting, and Zimmermann thought that 'he had gathered the im-
pression that Vjgnn4rlim.ld and undecided as it always was, was
almost sorry' (!) that Germany was not pressing caution and moder-
atio-n- on-her. Berchtold was pressing for action now. Conrad was
urging 'haste', and the Minister of War, Baron von Krobatin, said
that 'everything was ready for mobilisation'. The reason for haste
was to prevent Serbia from 'smelling a rat and 'herself volunteering
compensation, perhaps under pressure from France and Russia'. If
that happened, then as Germany saw it, Austria-Hungary's reason
for war against Serbia would vanishl but with it Germany would
lose her minimum objective of a diplomatic victory, a major political
success.

The Austrian Ultirnatum to Serbia
After prolonged internal argument, the Austro-Hungarian Minis-

terial Council in Vienna decided on the final text of the ultimatum
on Jull rg and fixed the z3rd as the day for its delivery; both the
Austriiis-and the Germii5TE6-ught it prudent to wait until Poin-
car6 and Viviani had left Petersburg, and thus prevent the French
and Russians frcm agreeing immediately on their counter-measures.3
So active was the part played by Germany in the events of these days,
so strong her influence over Austria-Hungary's policy, that Jagow
actually had the time of the note's delivery on the z3rd put back an
hour in order to make quite sure that the ship carrying the French
statesmen had left Petersburg. The text of the note (the substance

I Albertini, op. cit., pp. r9I ff., letter from Cambon to PoincarC in Petersburg,
July zz. From the Doc. Dip. Fr.,3.X.55r and id., 3.X.555.

2 Cf. n. r5, Schoen to Hertling.
3 Jagow writes: 'Let Austria postpone presenting the note by one hour, to make

certain that the Frenchmen have left.'
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of which had been communicated to Germany onJuly re) was con-
veyed by Tschirschky to the Foreign Ministry on the ecnd.r If, as is

often suggested, the Chancellor, Jagow or Zimmermann had found
its wording too strong, they had time enough (from the evening of
the zznd to 6 p.m. on the z3rd) to protest against its presentation in
that form. On the contrary: as late asJuly t8 Count Hoyos had re-
assured Prince Stolberg that the demands contained in the ulti-
matum 'were realll such as to make it real\ impossible' for the Ser-
bian government to accept them with honour. As late as the z I stJuly
Jagow had again assured Szdgy6ny that Germany would stand be-
hind Austria 'unreservedly and with all her power'.2 When he said
that it was 'vitally necessary' for Germany to know what Austria's
plans for Serbia were, this was not out of any qualms about Austria's
intentions, but because she wished, as Jagow put it to Tschirschky
on the l7th, 'to avoid giving any impression that we were wanting
to impede Austria's actions, or to prescribe certain limitations or ends
to her'.

Now Germany waited for the presentation of the ultimatum.
The day before this was due, the purpose of the travelling about,

of the 'holiday spirit' of the military and political leaders of both
Germany and Austria-Hungary, and of the efforts to keep the 'Sara-
jevo spirit' alive, without, as Berchtold said, 'making other powers

begin thinking about mediation', became very plain. Vienna thought
this the best way of keeping the Serbian action isolated. Germany,
too, as Schoen, the Bavarian chargd d'affaires, told Munich (while
passing on the three chief points of the ultimatum) wanted to make
it look as though she was not a party to, or even informed about,
what Vienna was doing. This despatch, however, also traced out
clearly the line which Germany in fact followed:

In the interest of localising the war, the government will, as soon as the
Austrian note has been presented in Belgrade, initiate diplomatic action
directed to the great powers. She will point to the absence of the Emperor on
his North Sea cruise, and of the Chief of the General Staff and the Prussian
Minister of War on holiday, as evidence [sic] that Austria's action has come
as a surprise to her as much as to the other powers.s

As early as July 2I Bethmann Hollweg and Jagow opened the
official moves to localise the conflict with a circular despatch.a Even

r Id., I, No. ro6, Tschirschky to Chancellor,July 2I; text of the note, id., IV,
Annexe I.

3 ForJagow's letter to Tschirschky, id', I, No. 6r.
3 Cf. n. r 5, Schoen to Hertling.
{ Id., I, No. roo, Chancellor to the Ambassadors in Petersburg, Paris and

London.
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bcfore the ultimatum had been presented, Berlin was instructing is
embassies in Petersburg, Paris and London to support Austria's
action, and was undisguisedly threatening the European powers with
a major conflict if the Serbian question were not confined to Serbia
and Austria. Austria's attitude, which had not yet been announced
(it was only the Norddeutsche Allgemeine ,(eitung's communiqu6 of the
Igth which revealed to France the possibility of a major conflict),
was 'regarded as equitable and moderate', and Jagow now brought
the whole discussion between Germany and Austria, including the
underlying purposes, before the international forum in the following
words:

If the Austro-Hungarian governrncnt is not going to abdicate for ever as a
great power, she has no choice but to enforce acceptance by the Serbian
government ofher demands by strong pressure and, ifnecessary, by resort to
military measures. The choice of methods must be left to her.

On the z3rd, however, Jagow realised that this despatch was not
easy to reconcile with the story that Germany had been 'surprised'
by Austria's action. A second despatch, drafted by Stumm, was
hurriedly sent after the first instructing the ambassadors not to make
their dimarchas until the text of the ultimatum had been published:
'otherwise the impression might be given that we had had foreknow-
ledge of it'.l The despatch required the great powers to abstain from
any intervention in the Austro-Serbian cohftq-even thrEtening 'in-
calculable if the warning were disregarded. Thi;-IG- -
ma rmany for a free hand for Austria surprised and dis-
pleased Grey, who did not believe that a war could be localised.z In
Gqnga.gy, on the other hand, the conviction that Britain would
stand aside from a European conflict was so firmly rooGd th-that when
P;rt'ale;, the German ambassador in P&iEurg,E[oFted Sazonov
having told him that Britain would disapprove deeply of Austria's
conduct,s the Emperor wrote in the margin: 'He's wrong'; and on
Sazonov's warning that he must 'reckon with Europe' in case of an
attack on Serbia he commented: 'No ! Russia, yes !'

Yet, as innumerable documents show, Germany knew that Rus-
sia would never allow Austria-Hungary to act in the Balkans un-
opposed. She took the risk of war with open eyes. This is confirmed
by the preparations taken by Germany when the ultimatum was
presented to Serbia. Jagow, ficr example, asked for the exact itiner-
ary of the imperial yacht, because:

I Id., I, No. tz6, Jagow to Lichnowsky; the corresponding letter from Jagow to
Lucius,July z3; id., I, No. rz3.

2 BD, XI, No. roo and minutes by Crowe, Nicolson and Grey.
s DD,I, No. rzo, Pourtalds to Chancellor,July zI.
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Since we want to localise the conflict between Austria and Serbia, we
must not have the world alarmed by His Majesty's returning prematurelyl
on the other hand, His Majesty must be within reach, in case unpredictable
developments should force us to take important decisions, such as mobilisa-
tion. His Majesty might perhaps spend the last days of his cruise in the
Baltic.l

On July 20 the Directors General of the Hapag and the Nord-
deutscher Lloyd were, on the Emperor's suggestion and with the
Chancellor's consent, given warning by Jagow of the irnpending
ultimatum, so that they could take measures for the protection of
their vessels in foreign waters. On the same day the Emperor ordered
the concentration ofthe fleet.z

Even before that 6 p.m. ofJuly 2g, rgr4, when Baron Giesl, the
Austrian minister in Belgrade, presented the ultimatum, the coming
of war was assumed. On July IB Count Hoyos had 'comforted'
Prince Stolberg with the assurance 'that the demands [contained in
the ultimatum] were reall2 stch as to make it real$t impossible for a
state with any self-respect and dignity to accept them'.3

Thus only unconditional acceptance by Serbia of the ultimatum
could have averted war, and on July zz Vienna asked Berlin how
the declaration of war was to be effected, as Austria wanted her own
answer to the rejection to consist of the rupture of diplomatic rela-
tions and the recall of her minister. She suggested that Germany
might transmit the declaration of war. Jagow refused, saying that it
'would look too much 'as though we had been egging Austria on to
makewat'.4 7

,/ The'No'to British Mediation
The publication of the Austro-Hungarian ultimatum to Serbia

evoked worldwide consternation except in Germany, where it was,
in general, approved. The suspicion was often expressed that Ger-
many was behind Austria's action, or to it. This sus-
picion was, as the German documents prove,
but Zimmermann denied it, as planned, in a telegram sent on the
24th to the German embassies in Paris, London and Petersburg. He
asserted that Germany 'had exercised no influence on the contents
of the note' and had had 'no more opportunity than any other
power to take up any attitude towards it before its publication'.5 The

r D. tel., I, No. 67, Jagow to Wedel (Minister a lature to the Emperor) July r8;
id., No. Bo, Wedel to Foreign Ministry,July lg, also n.4 to No. Bo.

3 Id., No. Bz, Miiller toJagow.
8 Id., No.87, cf. n. zz (author's italics).
I Id., No. r4z,Jagow to Tschirschky,July 24.
6 Id,, No. t5rg.
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previous dayJagow had informed the Emperor that Grey had made
his first attempt at mediation, suggesting to Lichnowsky that Britain $7
should urge Russia to influence Serbia, and Germany to influence \
Austria-Hungary.l The minutes with which the Emperor studded
Lichnowsky's despatch, which Jagow forwarded to him, show what
he wanted quite clearly. His pent-up rage vented itself: Britain's
'condescending orders' were to be rejected, and so was Grey's pro-
posal that Vienna should retract any 'impossible demands'. 'Am I to
do that? Wouldn't think of it! What does he mean by "impossible" ?

These fellows [the Serbs] have been intriguing and murdering,
and they must be taken down a peg.' He gave emphatic backing to
the instructions from the Foreign Ministry whichJagow had sent to
Lichnowsky 'for guidance in your conversations'. These show once
more,,;1he consistency and purposefulness of German policy in July
rgr4lThe ambassador was told that 'we did not know what Austria
was fioing to demand, but regarded the question as an intgrnal afair
of Austria-Hungary, in which we had no standing to interaene' . ,/

As Sazonov had prophesied, the effect of the ultimatum on Lon-
don was 'abso-!919!y_annihilating'. Lichnowsky reported that TiiI-
tain believed t}aJ--G;Heny, for"all her protesiations of innocence,
was at least 'morally an accomplice', and he went on to warn: ,If
we do not join in the mediation, all faith here in us and in our love
of peace will be finally shattered.'2 Germany, however, made no
more than a pretence of supporting the vigorous action for media-
tion now initiated by Britain; indeed, in order to prevent the possi-
bility of mediation, she actually sabotaged the proposals put forward
by Britain between July z4 and. the declaration of war. Her actions,
and her motives, can be clearly followed, day by day, in the des-
patches.

As early asJuly 24Grey, alarmed by the provocative tone of the
Austrian note andlh-e\hortness of the time limit, again warned Lich-
nowsky of the danger that 'European war d quatre'-meaning, said
Lichnowsky, Russia, Austria-Hungary, Germany and France-
would break out if Austria crossed Serbia's frontiers. At the same
time he suggested mediation by the four powers not directly affected-
Britain, France, Germany and Italy-in the event of 'dangerous
tension between Russia and Austria'.3 Jagow, however, passed on
Grey's request for an extension of the time limit so late that it
reached Vienna only after the ultimatum had expired. Moreover,

I Id., No. r z r,July 23.
2 Id., No. 163, Lichnowsky to Foreign Ministry,July 25.

_ I Id., !o. ,57, Lichnowsky to Foreign Ministry; No. r64,Jagow to Lichnowsky,
July z5; No. r 7 r, Jagow to Lichnowsky,July e5.
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he passed it on without comment, which in diplomatic parlance was
tantamount to asking that it should be rejected.

Grey initiated his second attempt at mediation onJuly z5 with his
old proposal that Berlin should intervene in Vienna to say that it
found Serbia's answer satisfactory.l Again the proposal was passed

on without comment, although on the z5th Lichnowsky sent three
urgent messages advising Germany to give Austria 'the hint'. This is

noi surprising: the Germans were furious with Berchtold for having
received the Russian chargd d'affaires on the z4th. 'Quite suPer-
fluous,' commented the Emperor: 'will give an impression of weak-
ness. Austria . . . has . . . taken the step, now it can't be sort of
reconsidered retrospectively.'

Meaqwhile, Pelersburg had announced in an official communiqud
that it /ould not iEhZi., 'uninterested/ if Austria annexed Serbian
territoly. The French and Russian albassadors gave it as their per-
sonal opinions that Grey's proposal for four-power mediation in Lon-
don was unacceptable, because the first steP must be to mediate be-
tween Austria-Hungary and Serbia and thus prevent a local war.2
Germany accepted this latter proposal, not least in order to prevent
the 'satisfactory line to England' from getting cut, especially at a
moment when Britain, France and Russia were not yet working as

one; Grey had stressed that he distinguished 'sharply' between the
Austro-serbian and the Austro-Russian conflicts and did not wish
to interfere in the Austro-Serbian affair. The British proposal thus
meant 'localisiqg' the conflict, as Germany wished, and it was ac-
cordinglf 7iilJredaffi rmatively-5y-fagGlatethesameevening.s
On the z6th, however, Bethmann Hollweg, while not revoking the
consent, threatened that Germany would mobilise if the reports of

call-up of Russian reservists were confirmed.a But the deepera
reason t, and for her policy-again an-
nounced by the Emperor-of 'localising the conflict' can be found in
the documents of the Foreign Ministry and of the Austrian embassy

in Berlin. Germany's undoubted object was to thrust Russia far
back. Tschirschky had reported on the 24th that Austria wanted 'no
alteration in the existing power relationships in the Balkans"6 The
Emperor marked this report 'weak', and his notes on it reveal what

r Id., No. 186, Lichnowsky to Foreign l\{inistry,July z5; Lichnolsky\ three
tclegrams, Nos. i63, 165 and l79. Tscliirschky's despatch on call of the Russian
Chargd d'Affaires, No. r55.

2 Wegerer, op. cit., pp.335 ff.
s DD,I, No. Igz,Jagow to Foreign Ministry,July 25.
I Id., No. r9g, Bethmann Hollweg to Lichnowsky,July 26.
6 Id., No. I55, Tschirschky to Foreign Ministry,July 24.
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were the objects which Germany was following in the Serbian ques-
tion : the alteration of the Balkan power relationships, he wrote, ,has

got to come. Austria must become predominant in the Balkans . . .

at Russia's expense'. Szogydny confirmed that Germany's policy was
to 'localise the conflict', but that she was aware that localisation
might prove impossible, and was prepared to risk the consequences.
'lfere', he reported, 'it is generally taken for granted that if Serbia
rejects our demands, we shall at once rep$t b7 declaring war arrd opening
military operations. We are advised . . . to confront the world with
afait amomplr.'r On the z5th Giesl left Belgrade; Serbia's answer had
thus not been that demanded by Austria. On the same day Franz
Joseph signed the order mobilising eight army corps. The z8th was
given as the first day of mobilisation. Tisza, too, in an audience with
Franz Joseph, gave full support to the German pressure; hesitation
would 'greatly impair belief in the Monarchy's energy and capacity
for action, in the eyes of both friend and foe'.

On the z8th Lichnowsky transmitted yet another (the fourth)
offer of mediation, this time from King George V as well as Grey.
He reported that'since publication ofAustrian demands no-one here
believes any more in the possibility . . . of localising conflict'; Britain
proposed a conference of ambassadors, 'Britain and Germany work-
ing together, with France and Italy brought in . . . to secure Austria
full satisfaction . . . since Serbia would be more easily induced to
yield to pressure from the Powers and to submit to their united will,
than to Austria's threats.' Grey and the Under-secretaries, Nicolson
and Tyrrell, saw in this,procedure 'the only possibility of avoiding
general war'. 'The absolute condition for success of the conference
and for maintenance of peace' was, however, 'absence of any mili-
tary dispositions'.2

If Serbia's territory was violated, Lichnowsky reported, ,world
war could not be averted'. Britain's disapproval of the line being
followed by Germany was equally unambiguous. 'Localisation of
the conflict, as hoped for by Berlin, was quite out of ihFquestion,
and not to be considered as practical politics.' Lichnowsky urgently
advised the Foreign Ministry-'to let our policy be determined singly
and solely by the necessity of sparing the_ a
in which it has nothi everything to lose'. In spite of
these Goschen, the British ambassador in Berlin,
officially presented the proposal for a conference, Jagow rejected it.
Even before this, Bethmann Hollweg had given a formal refusal in

I Author's italics.

_ : Iq., I, Nos. zor, zr8, z3B, all telegrams from Lichnowsky to Foreign Ministry,
July 26.
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writing, on the ground that Germany'could not bring Austria's deal-
ings with Serbia before a European tribunal'.r The Chancellor was

nol prepared to listen to Lichnowsky's representations, nor to follow
Britiin;s change of course (meaning the dropping of the distinction
between the Austro-Serbian and Austro-Russian conflicts). His re-

plies to London continued to take, as sole basis, the British proposals
ior localising the conflict. At the same time, a circular despatch
issued. by him reaffirmed Germany's attitude that the conflict con-
cerned only Austria-Hungary and Serbia.

The day before, Berchtold had told Austria's representatives to
take the same line, and had added that if localisation should prove

impossible, Aurtria-Hungary was reckoning 'with gratitude' that
Germany 'will support us if a struggle against another adversary is

forced on us'. Again on the z6th, Moltke had drafted a demand to
Belgium to allow the passage of German troops in the event of ltfe
imminent war against France and Russia',2 thereby proving plainly
that Germany knew that war between Austria and Russia would im-
mediately produce a continental war. Finally, on the eTth Grey sent

an urgent appeal to Berlin to use its influence on Vienna to accept

Serbii's a.s*et as satisf;actory, for only so could London, on its side,

exercise a moderating influence on Petersburg.s Lichnowsky report-
ed that if war should after all break out, 'it would no longer be pos-

sible to count on British sympathy or British support'. Grey had

said plainly that the key of the situation Iay in Berlin; if Berlin was

sinceie in wanting peace, Austria could be prevented from following
'a foolhardy policy'.a Three hours later Lichnowsky repeated urgent-
ly that Grey was convinced that the maintenance of peace depended
on Berlin. in London there was a steadily growing impression that
'the whole Serbian question was developing into a trial of strength

between Triple Alliance and Triple Entente'. If Austria-Hungary
tried to beat Serbia into submission, Britain, said Lichnowsky,
'would most certainly side with France and Russia' (the contents of

r Id., No. 234, circular instruction by_ Bethm-ann to Ambassadors in Paris,
London, Peters"b;rg, July 26, not sent off;-id,., No.-248, Bethmann l{ollweg to
Lichnowsky, July z1;'alsir No. 247, B.H. to Schoen, Jt:Jy z7; Berchtold's circular,
OeU,Ylll, No. to7t4.

2 DD, ll, No. 376, Jagow to Minister in Brussels, July z9' The d:mand was

addressed in Moltke's draft to the Belgian government; it was recast by Stumm and
siven the form of a communication LomJagow to the minister, who wa to wait
ior special instructions before presenting it (No. 37-5)..Cf. also Albertini, op. cit.,
p.487, also onJuly 26, when Mbltke returned from Carlsbad.

3 Id., I, No. z5B, Lichnowsky to Foreign Ministry, July z7; id', No' e65, id' to
id.,July 27.

. This was also the opinion of the acting French Foreig_Ir M-inister, Bienvenu-
Martin; Doc. Fr., III, Ii, No. eo (circular instructions by B'-M'. No' z), August
2+.
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this telegram were not shown either to Tschirschky or to the Em-
peror). Reports came in from Russia that Sazonov was being'more
conciliatory', tryrng'to find a bridge . . . to satis$ . . . Austrian de-
mands'.l PourtalEs reported, however, that the maintenance of the
Balkan balance of power was a vital interest of Russia. Rome, too,
reported the British proposals- for mediation,z and von Schoen tele-
graphed from Paris that France was ready to negotiate.s The Quai
d'Orsay would probably be ready to use its influence in Petersburg
if Germany was prepared 'to counsel moderation in Vienna, since
Serbia had fulfilled nearly every point'.

The Austro-Huagarian Declaratioa
of l4rar on Serbia

All these appeals and warning=ftiled to move Berlin to put any
pressure on Vienna to avoid the local conflict. On the contrary, that
same day-July z7-Berchtold, urged thereto by Germany, laid the
declaration of waflbefore Franz Joseph for his signature. fle ex-
plained that, Serbia having answered as she had, the Entente might
yet succeed in getting their proposals for mediation adopted 'unless
a clear situation was created by a declaration of war'. Tschirschky
reported to Berlin that the declaration of war would go off to Bel-
grade on July 28, or the 2gth at the latest, 'chiefly in order to elimi-
nate any possibility of intervention'.4

This message reveals another feature of German policy in theJuly
crisis. Not only did Germany consistently reject any attempt at
mediation not calculated to 'localise' the conflict, but while Grey
and Sazonov were trying to gain time, Gelmarelressing Aus-
tria to act quickly. As early as July r4 Vienna had intimated that
it to stop short ofthe irrevocable. In Berchtold's and Franz
Joseph's eyes not necessarily mean war, and
Count Mensdorff, the Austrian ambassador in London, seemed not
disinclined to accept Grey's offer of mediation. Germany, however,
as she had stated expressis uerbis on July 25, was pressing for a fait
accompli to prevent other powers from intervening. When it received
Tschirschky's report, the Wilhelmstrasse saw its goal achieved. The
Chancellor accordingly bdopted an attitude of reserve towards Bri-
tish pressure and showed no inclination to put quick and explicit
pressure on Austria. It was only shortly before midnight that he

1 DD, l, No. e r 7, Pourtalts to Foreign Ministry, July 26.
r Id., No. z4g, Flotow to id',July 27.
r Id., No. z4I, Schoen to id.,July 26.
{ Id., I, No. 157, Tschirschky to Foreign Ministry, July 27. Bethmanntlollweg

transmits contents of Lichnowsky's telegram No, z3B to TschirschEy, No. e77.
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passed on to Vienna the telegrams received that afternoon from
London.

And before they were passed onJagow had prepared the ground
in another conversation with Sz<igy6ny. Again, as on July rB, he
explained how Vienna was to interpret Germany's apparent change
of course; again he confirmed the consistency and purposefulness of
Germany's policy. Sz6gy6ny reported that, 'in order to avoid any
misunderstanding', Jagow had twice emphasised that :

the German government assured Austria in the most binding fashion that
it in no way identifies itself with the proposals [sc., the British proposals]
which may very shortly be brought to Your Excellency's notice by the Ger-
man government; it is, on the contrary, decidedly opposed to consideration of
them, and is only passing them on out of deference to the British request.r

The Secretary of State himself was 'absolutely against taking
account of the British wish'. At the same time, however, deference
to Britain's wish was given as the pretext for the apparent accept-
ance. When explaining his point of view Jagow was more explicit
still :

The German government's point of view was that it was at the moment of
the highest importance to prevent Britain from making common cause with
Russia and France. We must therefore avoid any action which might cut the
line, which so far had worked so well, between Germany and Britain.

Bethmann Hollweg confirmed Jagow's point of view when pass-
ing on to Tschirschky, late on the evening of the z7th, Lichnowsky's
telegram on his interview with Grey:

As we have already [sic] rejected one British proposal for a conference, it is
not possible for us to refuse this suggestion also a limine. If we rejected every
attempt at mediation the whole world would hold us responsible for the con-
flagration and represent us as the real warmongers, Th.at uould also make our
position impossible here in Germanl, where ute haue got ta ap\eat as though the war had
been;forced on us. Otr position is the more difficult because Serbia seems to
have given way very extensively. We cannot therefore reject the role of
mediatorl we have to pass on the British proposal to Vienna for considera-
tion, especially since London and Paris are continuously using their influence
on Petersburg.2

Bethmann Hollweg's and Jagow's point of view explains why the
British telegram was passed on to Vienna so belatedly, and why the

1 Author's italics.
2 Id., I, No. e7e, Bethmann Hollweg to Tschirschky (author's italics); with last

sentence cf. No. 258, Lichnowsky to Foreign Ministry,July e7.
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last sentence was-characteristically-suppressed : it might conceiv-
ably have given the Austrian government another, eleventh hour,
chance of escaping out of the German stranglehold: 'AIso, the whole
world here is convinced, and I hear the same from my colleagues,
that the key to the situation lies in Berlin, and that if Berlin
seriously wants peace, it will prevent Vienna from following a fool-
hardy policy'.

But London was sent the completely untruthful message that:
'We have immediately initiated mediation in Vienna in the sense

desired by Sir Edward Grey'.l
The duplicity thus shown by the Chancellor in respect of Britain's

grave warnings proves that in the night ofJuly z7-B he was no
longer trying to avoid a continental war, but only to manoeuvre
Germany into the most favourable position possible. If this aspect of
Germany's policy had not emerged clearly enough from the judg-
ment passed on the Anglo-German conversations by Bethmann
Hollweg in his commentary when he forwarded Lichnowsky's tele-
gram to Tschirschky,z it is made still more plain from the fact that
the Chancellor simultaneously forwarded to the Emperor the text of
the British offer, with an expos6 of Germany's attitude identical with
that which had gone to Vienna. Although he wrote that he had 'fol-
lowed the Emperor's orders' in transmitting the British offer, he had
in fact distorted the Emperor's intentions in his treatment of Grey's
proposal: on returning from his North Sea cruise on the afternoon
ofJuly z7 and. on reading Bethmann Hollweg's report that Germany
had rejected the conference of ambassadors, Wilhelm had given
orders that Grey's next proposal-for direct influence on Vienna-
was to be accepted.s

It was only on the zSth that the Emperor read Serbia's answer to
the ultimatum, although the Serbian charg6 d'affaires had handed
it to the Foreign Ministry at noon on the z7th.a The Emperor's
comment confirmed Germany's policy once again: '.Bzf that elimi-
nates any reason for war'. Wilhelm's 'halt in Belgrade' was issued
independently of Grey's similar proposal. Since, however, he, unlike
the Chancellor, was unaware that Austria's declaration of war on
Serbia was imminent, he passed this proposal on to Jagow without

1 Id., No. 278, Bethmann Hollweg to Lichnowsky,July 27.
2 See DD, I, No. 277, Chancellor to Tschirschky, July e7; DD, ll, No. 283, id.

to Emperor,July z7; also No. 278, id. to Lichnowsky,July 27, rgt4.
3 Grey's latest proposal reached the Foreign Ministry 

^t 4.17 p.m., 3| hours
after the Emperor's return to Potsdam at r p.m. (No. z5B, n. z.)

4 PD,ll, No. zg3, Emperor toJagow, July zB; cf. also the Emperor's marginal
notes at the end of the Serbian answer to the Austrian ultimatum, DD, I, No. z7t
(author's italics).
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out much urgency. His opinion was: (The few reservations which
Serbia has made with respect to certain points can in my opinion
surely be cleared up by negotiation.'This was the moment dreaded
by the Foreign Ministry and by the military, the danger-hour which
might see the monarch's weak nerve give way at the last moment,
as it had in 19o6 and r9r r, before the certainty of war. Accordingly,
he was now deliberately deceived. There is no other explanation for
the fact that the Chancellor passed on this new suggestion too, be-
latedly, without urgency, and in distorted form. The only condition
laid down by the Emperor in his 'halt in Belgrade' was that Ausria
'had to have a guarantee that the promises were carried out'. He
thought this could be found in a 'temporar2 occupation of parts of
Serbia'. In contradiction to this, Bethmann Hollweg emphasised to
Tschirschky that the occupation must be the means of compelling
'complctz fuffilmmt by the Serbian government of the Austrian de-
mands'. But the real falsification of the Emperor's proposals lay in
Bethmann Hollweg's express insistence to Tschirschky

You must most carefully avoid giving any impression that we want to hold
Austrin back. We are concerned only to find, a madus to enable the realisation
of Austria-Hungary's aim uithnut at tlu samz time unleashing a world uar, antd.

should this afur all yoae wwooidable, to improae asfar as possible tlu conditions under
whirh il is to bc uaged.r

sThe War Guilt is Russia's'
This addendum ofJuly z8 reveals on the one hand the motives

behind Germany's actions and on the other the Chancellor's con-
scious risk of a world war. For he himself explained what he meant
by'favourable conditions'1/firstly, Russia must be made to appear
to blame for the outbreak 6f war, and secondly, Britain must be kept
neutralrbethmann Hollweg believed himself to have found the kiy
to this,froblem in the'policy of localisation'. As early asJuly z6 he
had expounded Germany's governing ideas very clearly both to the
Emperor and to Pourtalds, Lichnowsky and Schoen, in the words:
'Since Count Berchtold has assured Russia that Austria is not aiming
at any territorial extensions in Serbia . . . the maintenance of Euro-
pean peace depends exclusively on Russia.'2 Germany's attitude must
be 'calm', for only if attacked could Germany count on British
neutrality and carry public opinion at home with her, the chief need
being to get the Social Democrats' support for war. From this point

I Id., II, No. 323, Chancellor to Tschirschky (author's italics).
3 Id., I, Nos. rg7, rg8, zoo, Bethmann Hollweg to Emperor, Pourtales, Lich-

nowsky and Schoen; cf. also No. ar4, Jagow to Qharg€ d'Affaires in Bucharest,
July 26. Marginal note by tJre Emperor: 'Calm is the citizen's first duty! Calm,
always calm! A quiet mobilisation is something new.'
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on the idea of making 'Russia alone responsible for any extension of
the conflict and disturbance of the European peace' appears with
increasing frequence in the German documents. Jagow tried to
influence the attitude of Italy, Rumania and Bulgaria in the event
of a conflagration by as$erting:that both Germ44lgrnd Britain were
continually at pains to 'keep the conflict localised' and that only
Russia could begin the war.l 

-

The Chancellor took up this line of argument again in a memo-
randum sent by him onJuly 28, qua Prussian Prime Minister, to the
Prussian legations at the German Courts. Again he defended Aus-
tria's conduct and underlined his policy of localising the conflict.
Just as Jagow, for example, writing to Bucharest on July 26, had al-
luded to the 'obvious consequences' should Russia move against
Austria, so Bethmann Hollweg ended his memorandum with the
following passage:

Meanwhile should, contrary to our hopes, an intervention by Russia
spread the conflagration, then we should be bound under our alliance to
support our neighbour with the whole might of the Reich. Only under com-
pulsion would we resort to the sword, but if we did so, it would be in calm
assurance that we were guiltless of the sufferings which war might bring to
the peoples of Europe. . . . Russia alone must bear the responsibility if a
European war breaks out.2

Finally, the Chancellor drafted a telegram from the Emperor to
the Tsar which reveals more clearly still his intention of saddling
Russia with the odium of a 'European conflagration'. 'Il' he told the
Emperor, 'War should come after all, such a telegram would make
Russia's guilt glaringly plain'.3

At r t a.m. onJuly zB Austria presented her declaration of war on
Serbia. It was not until the afternoon that Tschirschky appeared with
the Emperor's 'halt in Belgrade'. Berchtold rejected any interven-
tion as too late.a At the same time, however, tension had arisen be-
tween Vienna and Berlin. On July 27 Jagow had realised that Aus-
tria could not begin hostilities'in practice'until August rz. The
German government found this delay regrettable, and in his

r Id., No. zr4,fagow to Charg€ d'Affaires in Bucharest,July 26.
2 DD, ll, No. 3o7; DD, I, No' zt4,Jagow to ChargC d'Affaires in Bucharest.
3 Id., II, No. 3o8, Bethmann Hollweg to the Emperor,July zB; English text of

the telegram, DD,1l, No.335, Emperor to Tsar; cf. the addition apPended by
B.H. toa second draft of a telegram from the Emperor to the Tsar,July 3o: 'As
this telegram, too, will be a document of the greatest importance for world history,
I would most respectfully recommend Your Majesty not to indicate in it that Your
lvlajesty's role of mediator is at an end until Vienna's decision is announced' (the
Chincdllor knew that this would be negative)' DD, 11, No' 4oB, Chancellor to
Emperor.

. Id., II, Nos, 3 I I and 3 r 3, Tschirschky to Foreign Ministry, July zB.
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telegram toTschirschky of July 28, quoted above, Bethmann Hollweg
explained the motives of German policy, which was not so much
concerned to prevent a European war, as to avoid Austria getting
herself saddled, out of weakness and (as Lerchenfeld reported to
Munich) political stupidity, with the odium of having herself pro-
voked the war:

The Imperial government is thus put into the extraordinarily difficult
position ofbeing exposed during the intervening period to the other Powers'
proposals for mediation and conferences, and if it continues to maintain its
previous reserve towards such proposals, the odium of having provoked a
world war will in the end recoil on it, even in the eyes of the German people.
But a successful war on three fronts (viz., in Serbia, Russia and France) can-
not be initiated and carried on on such a basis. It is imperative that the
responsibility for any extension of the conflict to Powers not directly con-
cerned should under all circumstances fall on Russia alone.l

The Chancellor held unwaveringly to his line: 'localisation' of
the conflict; should this prove impossible, then Russia must be
branded as the aggressor, thus to assure Britain's neutrality, The
first object was achieved: from the outbreak of the war to the pres-
ent day, the chief responsibility for it had been ascribed to Russia.
The hope of British neutrality was to prove a great illusion.

In spite of all Lichnowsky's warnings, the German government
continued to count confidently on British neutrality in a European
conflict. It also hoped that neither Italy nor Rumania would be able
to intervene actively against Germany. With Austria-Hungary's
declaration of war, however, the diplomatic manoeuvrings reached
the critical stage when the event would show whether the confident
attitude of Germany's diplomacy and the threat of her 'gleaming
sword' would again tip the balance and secure localisation of the
conflict, as in r9o8-g. The question whether localisation was possible
was raised on the afternoon ofJuly zB, when Conrad asked whether
mobilisation was to be carried through against Serbia alone, or also
against Russia; for he needed to know which the fronts were to be
by the fifth day of mobilisation, or all the troop trains would be sent
towards Serbia. The'eutomatic operation of the war machine' now
began to show its effelis in Germiny, .. *.lliiAustria-Hungary.
Simultaneously with a call from Szogy6ny, bringing Conrad's re-
quest for pressure on Russia (Berchtold already thought it essential
for both Austria and Germany to answer Russia's partial mobilisation
by general mobilisation), the Chancellor received a memorandum
from the general staffin which Moltke gave a clear and unambiguous

1 Id., No. 323, cf. n. 7z1' on Jagow, OcU,YllI, No. ro79z, Szcigy€ny to Vienna,
July 17.
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analysis of the mechanics of mobilisation and alliances and explained
that they must inevitably lead to world war.1 Moltke emphasised
particularly the casual nexus linking Austria's intervention against
serhia-r.ia Russian partial mobilisation td@
German general rnobilisations, which wou[[TEEn inevitably draw in
ffgrsce-Jhe$rs+ahiecrive of German military strategy. The general
staff's appreciation of the military position caused the Foreign Min-
istry to revise its view of the importance of Russia's partial mobilisa-
tion (which the day before Jagow had not regarded as a cause for
German mobilisation).'Up to this point Bethmann Hollweg had
rejected as premature Austria's request for far-reaching military
counter-measures, but under this pressure from Moltke and Conrad
he addressed Petersburg in almost ultimatum terms, although the day
before, Pourtalts had reported Sazonov as entirely ready to come an
astonishingly long way to meet Austria's standpoint, which would
have made possible some relaxation of the diplomatic tension.3 It was
technically necessary for the military to get a clear picture ofRussia's
attitlrde, but Bethmann Hollweg's sharp tone was also clearly in line
with the whole of German diplomacy during theJuly crisis. So long
as England remained out-and it.was hoped that'a declaration of
war by Russia would ensure thisz'the Chancellor wgqlle! in the least
a[giglof putting the Triple Aili6nce to the test oJa European*ar. /As pendant to his strong attitude towards Russia, Bethmann
Hollweg made every effort to appear in British eyes :ul the ardent
searcher after peace. In two further interviews with Falkenhayn and
Moltke, in the morning and the late evening of July 29,4 on each
occasion before meeting the British ambassador, he succeeded in
getting the proclamation of a state of emergency, for which the
Prussian Minister of War was pressing, postponed, arguing that
Germany must wait until Russia began general mobilisationl for
unless the blame for 'the whole shemozzle' could be pushed on to
Russia, it was vain to hope for Britain's neutrality. III however,
Russia were saddled with the war guilt, Britain could not take her
side. The generals, nevertheless, although still bound by the

1 Conrad, Vol. IV, pp. rg7 ff., General Staff's memorandum, DD, II, No.34g,
Grand General Staffto Chancellor,July zg.

2 See Albertini, op. cit., II, pp.48r ff.
x DD,ll, Nos.34z and 38o, Bethmann Hollweg to Pourtalts,July zg. Continu-

ance of Russian mobilisation measures would force Germanv also to mobilise 'so
that it wotrld then hardly be possible to avoid a European whr'. Pourtalts' letter,
DD, II, No. eBz,}uly 27, arrived at the Foreign Ministry 4.36 a.m.,July 28.

+ Cf. also Albertini, op. cit., pp. 4go ff., n. r to p. 4gr, DD, IV, Annexe IVa,
No. z, r9r7 cd.; cf. also Hans v. Zwehl, Erich uon Falkenhalm, Gcnual dtr Infanbrit,
Berlin, rgz$ pp.56 ff.
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imperial'halt!', yet decided to send to the German minister in
Brussels the demand (drafted on July z6) to allow the passage of
German armies through Belgium.

In his morning conversation with Goschen on this day ofJuly zgr
Bethmann Hollweg again emphasised Germany's will for peace, and
informed the ambassador in the strictest confidence of the Emperor's
note to Vienna (Halt in Belgrade), again trying to give the impres-
sion that he was putting the brake on hard in Vienna, which, as we
have seen, was in reality far from being the case. In the afternoon
the Emperor consulted successively the Chancellor, Bethmann
Hollweg, the Minister of War, von Falkenhayn, the Chief of the
General Staff, von Moltke, the Head of the Military Cabinet, von
Lyncker (4.4o p.*.), Grand Admiral Prince Henry (6.ro p.m.),
the Secretary of State for the Navy, von Tirpitz, the Chief of the
Naval Staff, von Pohl, and the Head of the Naval Cabinet, von Miil-
ler (7.r5 p.m.). The conversations seemed to confirm Germany's
hopes of British neutrality, for Prince Henry was able to report that
George V ('Georgy') would remain neutral.2 The word of a king
which the Emperor accepted, although von Tirpitz had doubts,
brought the conversation round to France, Belgium and Holland.
The Emperor emphasised that Germany wanted no territorial an-
nexations from France, although his reasons reflected unspoken first
war aims: Germany only wanted guarantees which should enable
her to 'prevent' further wars. Wilhelm built so largely on King
George's reported word that (with Tirpitz's strong support) he re-
jected the proposal made by Bethmann Hollweg (who hoped to
make the offer a sort of reward to Britain for her neutrality) for a
naval agreement with Britain.

In his evening conversation with von Falkenhayn and von Moltke
the Chancellor again insisted that Germany must wait until Russia
ordered general mobilisation or attacked Austria. For partial mobi-
lisation did not create a casus foederis, it did not necessarily involve
war. Germany must wait for total mobilisation, because only there-
after would both German and British public opinion support Ger-
many's attitude in 'the imminent war with Russia and France' (as
the ultimatum to Belgium had already put it).

Germany concentrated her hopes ever more on getting Britain's
promise of neutrality made contractual-as she had already tried
to do on the occasion of the Haldane Mission. In the famous conver-
sation vetween Bethmann Hollweg and Goschen late in the night

I 8D, XI, No. e64, telegram from Goschen to Grey,July zg.
2 DD,ll, No. 374, Prince Henry to Emperor,July zB; on the'Crown Council',

Albertini, op. cit., pp. 494 ff
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ofJuly 2g-3or the Chancellor tried to pin Britain down by holding
out prospects of a general agreement on neutrality. He assured Gos-
chen:'We can assure the British Cabinet-prouided we are cerlain of
their neutrality-that even in case of a victorious war we shall not seek
any territorial advantage in Europe at the expense of France'-a
promise which, however, when Goschen raised the point, he refused
to extend to France's colonies. Further, he declared himself ready to
respect the neutrality and integrity of Holland, provided Germany's
enemies would do the same. In speaking of Belgium, however, he
betrayed Germany's intention of violating her neutrality by giving
only the obscure assurance (which also agreed uerbatim with the
ultimatum) that Belgium's integrity (he did not mention her sover-
eignty) should not be impaired after the war'provided Belgium does
not take sides against us'-provided, that is, Belgium did not resist
Germany's illegal violation of her territory.

The British immediately grasped the decisive importance of this
conversation. Now, Grey for the first time recognised Germany's
intention of drawing the maximum political advantage from the
Serbian conflict, even at the risk of European war. That on top of
this Germany proposed to march through Belgium, Bethmann Holl-
weg had already admitted. Grey called the German offer'infamous'.2
Similarly, Eyre Crowe, his right-hand man in the Foreign Ministry,
concluded that Germany had practically made up her mind 'to go
to war'. What had held her back hitherto had only been the fear
that Britain would come to the help of France and Belgium. At the
same time, however, the interview had revealed Germany's inten-
tions; wrapped up as they had been, they could be recognised simply
as the first stages of those German war aims which revealed them-
selves nakedly soon after the outbreak of the war: French colonies,
in continuation of the policy of the second Morocco crisis of rgr r ;
in respect of France herself Germany was binding herself only if
Britain should remain neutral in a continental war (when she would
make this sacrifice). In that case she would renounce annexations
at the expense of Francel but the implied converse of this observance
was that if Britain entered the war, Germany, if victorious, would
claim a free hand to annex French territory. The same reservation

I DD,ll, No. 373, Chancellor's notes lor his interview with Goschen; cf. also
Goschen's report to Grey, checked for accuracy by Bethmann Hollweg, BD,4l,
No. e93. Jagow's draft for the declaration to Goschen originally included an offer
of a naval agreement in return for assurance of Britain's neutrality in the crisis at
issue; this offer, however, had to be cancelled owing to objections by the Emperor.
Cf. Albertini, op. cit., pp. 5o6 ff.

2 BD,Xl, No. 3o3, Grey to Goschen; for Crowe, sec his minute on the despatch
from Goschen to Grey, id., No. 193.
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had been made also in respect of Belgium. Since Belgium resisted,
Germany afterwards claimed a free hand there alsol this reserva-
tion was already implicit in Bethmann Hollweg's words.

The position had been clarified. Germany had revealed her aims
to Britain in the hope that the attempts made by both sides to reach
a political settlement would now bear fruit. The conversation also
marked the high watermark of Germany's 'policy of localisation'I
the despatch in which Goschen reported the conversation, the verbal
accuracy of which he got the Chancellor to check immediately after-
wards, showed no sign of compromise either in tone or in substance.
It was only after the British ambassador, who, as he said himsel{, had
hardly been able to repress his astonishment but had raised no ob-
jections, had left the room, that Bethmann Hollweg received Lich-
nowsky's telegram,r which had arrived earlier but had only now been
deciphered. Its contents for the first time shook the whole structure
of Bethmann Hollweg's diplomacy, the corner-stone of which had
been the hope ofBritish neutrality.

The Collapse of Bethrnann flollweg's Policy
Lichnowsky reported that Grey had again repeated with extreme

earnestness his proposal for four-power mediation, and had empha-
sised that Britain, as a neutral power, was prepared, if Germany
helped her, to mediate between Austria-Hungary on the one side
and Serbia and Russia on the other, but that the moment France
was drawn into the war, Britain would not be able to stand aside.
This upset the calculation on the basis of which Germany had urged
Austria to take military action against Serbia and believed herself
capable ofregarding the prospect of European war'with equanimity'
in the confident hope that Britain would after all remain neutral if
the responsibility for the war were laid on Russia. Now the situation
suddenly became threatening. Only three days before Jagow had
confidently told Jules Cambon, who thought that Britain would in-
tervene immediately: 'You have your information, we have ours;
we are certain of British neutrality.'z The Germans, Bethmann Holl-
weg most of all, were surprised, even shattered, by Lichnowsky's
report, and they grew unsure of themselves. The foundation of their
policy during the crisis had collapsed. Britain would not remain
neutral if France were 'drawn into' the war. The telegram sent to
Tschirschky at 3 a.m. on the 3oth to inform him of Lichnowsky's
message3 described the new situation:

I DD, II, No. 368, Lichnowsky to Foreign Ministry,July e9.
I Cf. Albertini, op. cit., p. 5zo, following Raymond Recouly, Les lpurcs tragiqus

d'aaant-gwtc (Paris, Igzz), p. e3.
8 DD, II, No. 395, Chancellor to Tschirschky, sent 2.5t a.m.
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II, therefirre, Austria should reject all mediation, we are faced with a con-

flagration in which Britain would be against us, Italy and Rumania in all
probability not with us. We should be two Great Powers against four, With
Britain an enemy, the weight of the operations would fall on Germany. . . .

Under these circumstances we must urgently and emphatically suggest to
the Vienna cabinet acceptance ofmediation under the present honourable
conditions. The responsibility falling on us and Austria for the consequences
which would ensue in case of refusal ivould be uncommonly heavy.

Only five minutes later Bethmann Hollweg sent a telegram to
Viennal in which he summoned his ally even more energetically to
stop'refusing any exchange ofviews with Russia'. 'We are prepared,'
he went on, 'to fulfil our duty as allies, but must refuse to allow
Vienna to draw us into a world conflagration frivolously and with-
out regard to our advice.'

These two documents, composed simultaneously and despatched
to Vienna in the small hours, are used, together with Bethmann
Hollweg's address to the Prussian Ministry of State on the afternoon
of the same July 3o,2 to prove the peaceable nature of Germany's
policy and to show the 'absolutely desperate efforts' made by Beth-
mann Hollweg to make Vienna retreat. But the significant thing
about them is not so much Bethmann Hollweg's urgent attempt to
get Vienna to accept the British proposals as the fact that they find
no parallel among the documents of the night of July zo-3o or of
July 3o itself. The first despatches to go out after the arrival of the
news from London, they are the products of the shock born of the
unexpected information about Britain's attitude.

As late as rr.5 p.m. on the zgth Bethmann Hollweg, completely
consistently with his previous policy of 'localisation', had summoned
Russia in almost ultimatum terms (not to provoke any warlike con-
flict with Austria'. At I2.3o a.m. he informed Vienna of Russia's par-
tial mobilisation and added: 'To avert a general catastrophe, or'-
and this shows clearly the tactics consistently follov'ed by German
civilian policy, uninfluenced by the Emperor or the general staff-
'in any case to put Russia in the wrong, we must urgently wish Vienna
to begin and continue conversations [with Russia] in accordance
with telegram r7+.x The deductions drawn by the Chancellor from
the 'Russian mobilisation' are astonishing, for telegram 174 was that
sent by Jagow to Tschirschky on the z8th, which gave Vienna its
first information of the British proposals for mediation, but with the

I Id., No. 996, id, to id., sent 3 a.m.

' Id., No. 456, minutes of session of Prussian Ministry of State,July 3o.
! Id., No.38o, Chancellor to Pourtales,July zg; No.3B5, id. to Tschirschky

July z9 (author's italicrf,
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characteristic addition: 'You must avoid most carefully giving any
impression that we want to hold Austria back.' Up to the morning
ofJuly 3o Berlin had followed its policy of absolutely pressing action
on Austria. It was only after rz.3o a.m. that Bethmann Hollweg saw
Lichnowsky's report from London; this he sent on to Vienna at
2.55 a.m. with the first urgent warning. This telegram, however,
also explains what the German 'advice' for the prevention of the
'world conflagration' really came to. Austria-Hungary was thus not
being at all 'tough' (pace Gerhard Ritter) or obstinate, nor set
on war, and Germany was not being dragged in her wake. Further-
more, Austria-Hungary had involved herself so deeply in the crisis
that neither Berchtold nor Tisza thought it possible for her, as a
great power, to give way now to German pressure which, moreover,
was not applied with the whole weight available to Germany. More-
over, Vienna had, as the discussions went on, grown ever more con-
vinced that the way to strengthen the structure of the Monarchy was
by way of a war covered by Germany.

But this is not the only circumstance revealing the exceptional
character of the documents; there are also the warnings given in the
course of July 3o. For the very next documents show plainly that
what chiefly concerned Bethmann Hollweg was not so much to save
the peace as such as to shift the responsibility and guilt for the war
on to Russia. But the essential point was that although the premises
of Bethmann Holhveg's policy, his conditions for undertaking war,
as laid down by him on Jrly S and 6, had collapsed, he could not
steel himself to change his policy, to talk unambiguously to Vienna
and to force it to obey him. A declaration to this effect, combined
with a threat to leave Austria alone if she disregarded it, could have
saved the Reich from the catastrophe of a war waged under condi-
tions which had become so unfavourable. But nothing was done. On
the contrary, the old policy was resumed in the course of the 3oth.

This emerges clearly from the record of the meeting of the Prus-
sian Ministry of State on July 3o, to which Bethmann Hollweg re-
ported on the situation. His main preoccupation was again 'to
represent Russia as the guilty party', and this, he thought, would be
most easily achieved if Vienna accepted Germany's suggestion,
namely, to assure Petersburg that she meant only to occupy parts of
Serbia temporarily, as guarantee for the satisfaction of her demands.
But it also emerges clearly why Bethmann Hollweg was still con-
tinuing to insist on Russia's 'war guilt'. Previously his chief motive
had been to secure Britain's neutrality-a hope which, he now remark-
ed bitterly, had practically disappeared; the second factor in his
'mission' as Chancellor (second to the rapprochement with Britain) now
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came increasingly into the foreground. If the declaration of war came
from Russia, he said, there was 'nothing to fear' from the Social
Democrats. 'There will be no question of a general or partial strike,
or of sabotage.' The British intervention had shifted the emphasis in
his motives, no more. This appears plainly in the despatch sent that
evening to Vienna and in its cancellation, which also affected in-
directly the German move taken in the course of the night.

If [the Chancellor wired to Tschirschky on the evening ofJuly 3o] Vienna
. . . refuses . . . to give way at all, it will hardly be possible to place the blame
on Russia for the outbreak ofthe European conflagration [not to prevent the
war, but to place the blame on Russia]. H.M. has, on the request of the
Tsar, undertaken to intervene in Vienna, because he could not refuse with-
out awakening an irrefutable suspicion that we wanted war.l

Alluding to Britain's attempts to mediate in Paris and Petersburg,
he went on:

If these efforts of Britain's meet with success, while Vienna refuses every-
thing, Vienna will prove that it is set on having a war, into which we are
dragged, while Russia remains free of guilt. This puts us in a quite impossible
position in the eyes of our own people. We can therefore only urgently
recommend Vienna to accept Grey's proposal, which safeguards its position
in every way.

The telegram stresses once again the cardinal importance of
British neutrality, of Russian war guilt and of national solidarity as
the factors governing German policy. Yet Germany's peaceful pro-
testations to Britain were purely tactical, as is made plain by the fate
of a telegram from King George to Prince Henrys suggesting co-
operation between Germany and Britain to save the peace. This
telegram arrived just before midnight (r r.B p.m.) on July 3o. Vague
as was the glimmer of hope which it offered that Britain might re-
main neutral, it was enough for Bethmann Hollweg to cancel his
demand that Vienna should 'accept Grey's proposal' only twelve
minutes later (rr.zo p.m.). At the same time the Chancellor com-
pletely lifted such pressure-and it had been weak enough-as he had
been putting on Vienna. No proof could be plainer of the tactical
nature of Germany's 'peace moves'. Comparison with the instruc-
tions sent to Tschirschkys makes this more glaring still. Telegram
No. zoo called on Vienna to accept mediation, since otherwise
Russia'would bear no blame'. Telegram No. 2or, sent byJagow in

r Id., No.44r.
2 Id., No.45z,July 3o.
3 Tel. zoo, cf. n.93; Tel. zor, DD,ll, No.44z,Jagow to Tschirschky,July 3o;

Tel. zoz, 
-No. 45o, .Chancellor to id., July 3o; Tel. eo3, No. 464, id. to id., July 3 r ;

Tel.4o4, No.479, id. to id.,July 3r,
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the same hour, rejected Austria's proposal for a joint ddmarche in
Paris and Petersburg on the ground that Germany 'could not take
the same step again'. Telegram No. zoz cancelled telegram No' zoo.
Telegram no. 2o3 explained telegram No. 2o2, and telegram No. zo4
onJuly 3r demanded Austria's'immediate participation in the war
against Russia'.

Besides explaining the cancellation telegram by King George's
message, Bethmann Hollweg had also drafted, although not yet sent,

a military explanationr which ran: 'I have cancelled execution of
instructions in No. zoo, because the General Staff has just informed
me that military measures by our neighbours, especially in the east,
compel speedy decision if we are not to be taken by surprise.' This
alluded to the military considerations which became more and more
prominent on July 3o and acquired great cogency when the news of
Russia's partial mobilisation arrived.

The Beginning of l{orld War
That the two demands sent to Vienna-for tactical reasons, and

by no means in any 'desperate endeavour to save the peace'-to
accept the British proposals constitute an isolated episode, a hesita-
tion in view of Britain's attitude, appears more plainly than ever if
we turn to the steps initiated by Moltke when the news of Russia's
partial mobilisation against Austria-Hungary arrived. As late as

July 29, Moltke and Falkenhayn postponed the proclamation of a
'state of imminent war', in obedience to the Emperor's orders and
out of deference to Bethmann Hollweg's hopes of British neutrality,
but on the morning of July 3o all such considerations were swept
aside when the Foreign Ministry (presumably Zimmermann) passed

on to the general staff the Emperor's marginal notes on Pourtalds'
report that Russia had ordered partial mobilisation.z Wilhelm's
comment on Sazonov's announcement that Russia was 'mobilising
against Austria' was: 'Then I must mobilise too', and he went on:
'Then he [sc., Tsar Nicholas II] is taking on himself the guilt' (for
a European war). . . . 'I regard my attempted mediation as having
failed.' In such theatrical wise did Wilhelm II lay down what on
another occasion he called 'his office of mediator', an office which
he had in reality never assumed. The Chancellor thereupon informed
the Emperor 'that any explanation given by Vienna to Petersburg
on the purpose and extent of Austria's measures against Serbia

I DD, ll, No.45r, draft for a telegram (not despatched) from Chancellor to
Tschirschky,July 3o.

2 Id., No. 3gg; Chancellor communicates to Emperor Pourtalds' despatch of
July z9 (No. a+S) (arr. z.5e p.m.). Both were handed to the Emperor at 7 a._m. on
July 3o and returned by him the same day with his minutes on the covering letter.
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[which he urged Berchtold to give] could only make Russia's guilt
heavier and prove it more clearly to the whole world'.r Thus did
Bethmann Hollweg again interpret to the Emperor on July 30 the
governing principles of his policy.

But the noonday hours ofJuly 30 are important in other respects
also. During these hours the Emperor received further information
both on the Russian partial mobilisation and on Britain's attitude,s
the latter supported by a report from the naval attach6 in London
that 'the British fleet will launch an instant and immcdiate attack on us

at sea if it comes to war between us and France'.3 This report caused
the Emperor extraordinary consternation and disillusionment. He
and Prince Henry had just been concocting an answer to King
George, based on his first message that 'we shall try all we can to
keep out of this and to remain neutral'.| He had hoped very long that
Britain would remain neutral, but when the despatches reached him-
very, very belatedly-the situation changed. Their effect on Beth-
mann Hollweg was to cause temporary hesitations and retreats; on
the Emperor it was the opposite. His naked hatred of 'perfidious
Albion', of 'that filthy cur, Grey', of 'that filthy nation of grocers'
vented itself with elemental violence. 'England drops the mask the
moment she thinks we are safely in the corral and done for, so to
speak.' He now discovered who was the real war criminal, for Russia
would never have been able to begin the war without England's
support. 'England alone is responsible for war and peace, not we any
more!'The Emperor's marginal notes grow more and more sweep-
ing.5 Germany is encircled; the war of annihilation has been con-
certed; Germany is to go under; all this is purposeful'anti-German
world policy'I'and there have been people,'he writes in sarcastic
allusion to the Chancellor, 'who have believed it possible to win over
or appease England by one petty concession or another ! ! ! And we
have put our heads into the noose and have even introduced the slow
march in our naval programme in the pathetic hope that this would
placate England!!!' Wilhelm II felt himself betrayed and double-
crossed. 'Edward VII dead is stronger than I am alive.' At the same

r Id., No.4o7, Chancellor to Emperor,July 3o.

': Ibid. On the 3oth the Chancellor sends the Emperor Lichnowsky's report of
July zg (No. 368). It returns the same day, covered with the Emperor's comments.

I The Emperor's marginal notes on the document referred to n. BB. On the
extent of the mobilisation cf, DD, II, No. 4ro, Pourtalts to Foreign Ministry,
July 3o, arr. t r.So a.m.

. DD, lI, No. 374, July 28, Prince Henry to Emperor on his conversation with
King George.

5 Marginal notes on Lichnowsky's despatch (cf. n. 87) and Pourtalis' report
No.4or,July 3o.
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time, however-and this is the further and historic importance of
Grey's warning and of Pourtalts' reports-his long-harboured idea
turned into the conscious purpose of destroying the British Empire
by unleashing revolution in the Mohammedan world.

Even before it broke out the war had ceased to be one ofthe tradi-
tional wars between cabinets. On July z8 Bethmann Hollweg had
offered Turkey definitive terms for an alliance guaranteeing Tur-
key's territorial integrity ais-d-uis Russia if Turkey would place her
army under German military command in case of war and would
further bind herself to take Germany's side if Russia entered the war
as a belligerent.r The Austro-Serbian conflict was treated as 'loca-
lised', but the whole crisis viewed in the light of general war. On
July 3o the negotiations were resumed more intensively with the aim
of making Turkey the base for a war of revolution in the grand style
against Britain.2 The results of this turn of policy were the surpris'
ingly quick conclusion of a German-Turkish alliance on August z

and the despatch of the German cruisers Goeben and. Breslau to Con-
stantinople. OnJuly 3o and 3r preparations began to stir up revolt
in the Caucasus and especially Poland, and thus to initiate the revo-
lution against the conservative imperial power of the Romanovs
which ended in the revolutionising of east-central Europe' The strat-
egy of 'utilising to the full all means of harming the enemy' which
Germany, in Moltke's words, felt herself 'entitled to adopt without
any reservation', was consistently executed. On August z Moltke
sketched out to Bethmann Hollweg the outlines of Germany's plans
for revolution: Turkey was to be made the basis of operations in
India, Egypt and Persia,Japan was to be supported and induced to
ally herself with Germany in return for recognition of the Far East
as aJapanese sphere of interest, the Union of South Africa was to be

subverted and Scandinavia neutralised, if not drawn into alliance
with the Central Powers; similarly, the situation in the Balkans,
Belgium and Italy was to be clarified without delay.s

On August 5 Moltke reported to the Chancellor that the plans
for insurrection in Poland had been laid, and after further allusion
to'India, Egypt and also the Caucasus' (already touched on on
August e) he extended the revolutionary activity to North America.
'Feeling in America,'he reported,'is friendly to us; perhaps the
United States may be induced to turn their navy against Britain if
Canada is held out to them as the prize ofvictory.'a

I DD, II, No, 3zo, Chancellor to Wangenheim.
2 Id. Nos. 4o5 and 4l r, Wangenheim to Foreign Ministry.
N DD,lll, No. 662, Moltke to id.

' DD,IV, No. 876, id. to id.
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First, however, the Emperor's attitude had enabled the military
to begin action in Prussia and Germany. Since Russia's partial mobi-
lisation did not yet constitute, in German eyes, sufficient ground for
Germany to initiate general mobilisation, Moltke pressed Austria-
Hungary to adopt instant general mobilisation without, however,
declaring war on Russia, since the casus Joederis for Germany would
only rise if Russia declared warl-and ifRussia declared war, Moltke
still believed that Britain would keep out. When, then, at II.5o a
telegram from Pourtalds revealed the extent of Russian partial mobi-
lisation, the military were alerted. Nevertheless, when Bethmann
Hollweg met Falkenhayn and Tirpitz at noon on the goth, he suc-
ceeded once again in securing postponement of the proclamation of
'imminent threat of war' on grounds of internal policy. Moltke,
however, who had attended the meeting uninvited, now took inde-
pendent action. He sent an urgent warning to Conrad2 to mobilise
immediately against Rusia (letting the dispositions against Serbia
take second place) and to announce as his reason the Russian proc-
lamation of partial mobilisation ('thus,' according to Ritter,
'making Russia appear the aggressor'). Only 'so would the casas

foederis for Germany arise'. Britain's latest step to preserve the peace
must be rejected. 'To last out a European war'was'the last means of
preserving Austria-Hungary'. 'Germany will come in under all cir-
cumstances.' In the evening Moltke repeated his demands and sent
the assurance that 'Germany would mobilise'. Szcigy6ny reported
that'till recently, all authoritative circles here had regarded the pos-
sibility of a European conflict with the most complete calm'. Since

July 3o signs of nervousness had become apparent, but the reason
was not neryouriness over the outbreak of a European war, but
'anxiety lest Italy might fail to fulfil her obligations towards her
partners in the Triple Alliance in the event of a general conflict'. It
was only because Berlin and Vienna'absolutely needed Italy if they
were to be safe in entering a general conflict' that Germany was
repeatedly pressing Vienna-as Moltke did twice on the 3oth-to go
to the limit in meeting Italy over the question ofcompensation.

At g p.m. on the 3oth Bethmann Hollweg and Jagow yielded to
Moltke's and Falkenhayn's insistence that the 'state of imminent
war' must be proclaimed by noon on the next day at the latest. At
midnight, only three hours after the evening meeting, Moltke had

I Conrad, op. cit., pp. r5r fi. Tel. Captain Fleischmann to Moltke, cf. Ritter,
op. cit., pp. 3rg ff., cf. Wegerer, op. cit.., II, pp. r r3 ff.; DD,II, No. 4ro, Pourtales
to Foreign Ministry,July 3o.

3 Conrad, op. cit., pp. r52 ff.; TeI. from Austro-Huogarian Military Attache in
Berlin, Baron Bienerth, to Conrad, July 3o, midday; Tel. from Moltke to Conrad,
July 3o, evening, 

^tt. 7.45 a.m.,J"fy g I.
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his adjutant, von Haeften, draft the Emperor's proclamation to his
people, his army and his navy.l At g a.m. onJuly 3I it was agreed
that the order for the measures of mobilisation coruequent on this
proclamation should be issued if Russia's general mobilisation was
confirmed.

The report of Russia's general mobilisation was confirmed at noon
on July 3 r. In the afternoon the Emperor, speaking from a balcony
of the Palace, proclaimed a 'state of imminent threat of war', de-
claring that'they are pressing the sword into our hand', Bethmann
Hollweg's courage in waiting for Russia to order general mobilisa-
tion had thus reaped its reward: the German people was ready for
war in the conviction that it had been gratuitously assailed. Sazonov
had put this trump into his hand. By making Russia appear the
guilty party, Bethmann Hollweg had also been able to eliminate the
possibility of opposition from the Social Democrats. On the 3lst
Lerchenfeld reported to Munich, sarcastically but with relief, that
the Social Democrats had 'in duty bound, demonstrated in favour
of peace', but were now 'keeping quite quiet'.z This was also the pur-
pose of giving Russia twelve hours' notice in the ultimatum, and of
the postponement until August I (made possible by the perfection of
her dispositions) of Germany's general mobilisation.

At the very last hour it again appeared possible that Bethmann
Hollweg's policy might bear fruit and Britain remain neutral. On
August t, after the order for mobilisation had been signed, an offer
arrived from London to guarantee France's neutrality.s This seemed
to hold out the prospect of war on a single front. The Emperor ac-
cepted the offer and ordered Moltke 'to hold up the advance west-
ward'. There followed the famous scene which exposed the utter
helplessness of Germany's military rigidity. Moltke protested against
the Emperor's order, saying that the only up-to-date plan of cam-
paign (the famous Schlieffen Plan, revised by him in I9I3) provided
for attack only against France. Nevertheless the Emperor ordered
that the advance, which had already begun-patrols had penetrated
into Luxemburg-was to be halted. Moltke was beside himself at the
possibility of France remaining neutral and said that if the advance
into France did not take place, he could'undertake no responsibility
for the war'.'Now,'he remarked bitterly, as we know from the recol-
lections of the Head of the Naval Cabinet, 'it only remains for
Russia to back out, too.' After sharp argument, the Chancellor and

1 Wegerer, op. cit,, ll,p. rzz.
2 DD,lV, Annexe IV, No. e7, Lerchenfeld to Hertling,July 3r (private letter).
8 Georg Alexander von Mtiller, Rcgbrtc du Kaiser? Tagcbucha4fzcicluungcn,

ed. Walter Giirlitz (Berlin and Frankfurt, Ig5g), p. 38,
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the Chief of the General Staff ended by agreeing that the advance
would have to go on 'for technical reasons'. Britain's offer had come
too late. Yet the illusion persisted and even gathered strength. A
second telegram from Lichnowsky on the same day suggested a pos-
sibility that Britain might remain neutral even in a war between
Germany and both Russia and France.l 'What a fabulous turn of
events,' reported Miiller 'the Emperor was delighted, and called for
champagne', as was his habit later, during the war, to celebrate real
or imagined victories. Bethmann Hollweg's policy seemed to have
succeeded. Germany could engage Russia and France at her ease,
But these hopes were to prove short-lived.

The subsequent disillusionment served to inflame still further
Germany's hatred of Britain, which now became almost unbounded.
On the other hand, it cleared the way for the westward advance as
foreseen in the Schlieffen Plan. Italy having declared neutrality, the
Germans began the World War in the face of the most unfavourable
possible grouping of the powers. The declaration of war on Russia
on August r and on France on August 3, punctilious as they were
from the bureaucratic point of view and devastating as were their
effects on opinion elsewhere in the world, nevertheless only marked
the formal end of the complex process which had led up to them. In
this respect, too, it is characteristic that Austria-Hungary's declara-
tions of war on Russia and on the Western Powers followed only a
week later, under German pressure, and that Germany's declaration
of war had long since started on its journey when the Tsar tele-
graphed again to express confidence that peace could still be pre-
served in spite of the mobilisations. The violation of Belgium's neu-
trality enabled the British government to win over parliament and
people for immediate entry into the war, a decision politically moti-
vated by the often expressed determination not to allow Germany to
overthrow France and leave Britain to face alone a continent domi-
nated by Germany.

I{ho \[as'Guilty'?
There is no question but that the conflict of military and political

interests, of resentment and ideas, which found expression in theJuly
crisis, left no government of any of the European powers quite free
of some meurure of responsibility-greater or smaller-for the out-
break of the war in one respect or another. It is, however, not the
purpose of this work to enter into the familiar controversy, on which
whole libraries have been written, over the question of war guilt, to

1 Id., p. 39; cf. also DD, lll, No. 57o, Lichnowsky to Foreign Ministry,
August t.
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discuss exhaustively the responsibility of the individual statesmen
and soldiers of all the European powers concerned, or to pass final
judgment on them. We are concerned solely with the German
leaders' objectives and with the policy actually followed by them in
the July crisis, and that only in so far as their policy throws light on
the postulates and origins of Germany's war aims.

It must be repeated: given the tenseness of the world situation in
rgr+-a condition for which Germany's world policy, which had al-
ready led to three dangerous crises (those of rgo5, IgoB and I9r I),
was in no small measure responsible-any limited or local war in
Europe directly involving one great power must inevitably carry
with it the imminent danger of a general war. As Germany willed
and coveted the Austro-Serbian war and, in her confidence in her
military superiority, deliberately faced the risk of a conflict with
Russia and France, her leaders must bear a substantial share of the
historical responsibility for the outbreak of general war in Igr4. This
responsibility is not diminished by the fact that at the last moment
Germany tried to arrest the march of destiny, for her efforts to in-
fluence Vienna were due exclusively to the threat of British interven-
tion and, even so, they were half-hearted, belated and immediately
revoked.

It is true that German politicians and publicists, and with them
the entire German propaganda machine during the war and Ger-
man historiography after the war-particularly after Versailles-
have invariably maintained that the war was forced on Germany,
or at least (adopting Lloyd George's dictum, made for political
reasons, that 'we all stumbled into the war') that Germany's share
of the responsibility was no greater than that of the other partici-
pants. But confidential exchanges between Germany and Austria,
and between the responsible figures in Germany itsell, untinged by
any propagandist intent, throw a revealing spotlight on the real re-
sponsibility.

A few weeks after the outbreak of war, during the crises on the
Marne and in Galicia, the Austrians asked urgently for German help
against the superior Russian armies facing them. It was refused.
Count Tisza then advised Berchtold to tell the Germans: 'That we
took our decision to go to war on the strength of the express state-
ments both of the German Emperor and of the German Imperial
Chancellor that they regarded the moment as suitable and would be
glad if we showed ourselves in earnest.'

Just three years later, on August t4, tgr7, at the climax of a heated
debate whether the war should be continued in the interest of Ger-
many's war aims, Austria-Hungary's Foreign Minister, Count
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Czernin, told his German interlocutors excitedly: 'It was not Austria
alone that began the war then.' Characteristically, the official Ger-
man minutes in the Imperial Chancellery left Czernin's next sen-
tence incomplete and passed over the retorts of the German states-
men, Michaelis, Ktihlmann and Helfferich, but the minutes of the
Army High Command (the OHL) gave the sentence in full: 'Ger-
many demanded that the ultimatum to Serbia should be drawn u1r

in those sharp terms.'r
In February, rgr8, again, Czernin asked Berchtold if he would

object if he (Czernin) published a letter written by him to Tisza
shortly before the outbreak of war, which showed: 'what strong
efforts Germany was making at that time to hold us to a hard line,
and how our alliance might have been in danger if we had giverr
way'.2

There is other evidence to confirm that the Central Powers in no
way 'slid into war'. Josef Baernreither, an Austrian politician who
was entirely well disposed towards the Reich and was a leading
champion of the Mitteleuropa idea during the war, made the follow-
ing entry on the July crisis in his diary for December, r 9 r 4 :

The Germans were afraid that we would refuse to go with them if the war
broke out over some question remote from us. At Algeciras we were still
'seconds': later, not even thatl in the Morocco crisis we did not stand by
Germany firmly. But war was bound to come, as things had developed,
through the faults of German and Austro-Hungarian diplomacy. So when
the Sarajevo murder took place, Germany seized her opportunity and made
an Austrian grievance her signal for action. That is the history of the war.3

Finally, on October 8, r9rg, Czernin telegraphed to Karl H. von
Wiegand (the Berlin correspondent of the Herald and Examiner) the
following reply to questions addressed to him by Wiegand:

Repeated conversations and interviews I had with Ambassador von
Tschirschky could create no other impression than that his [the German]
government expected warlike action on our part against Serbia. Especially a
conversation I had with him during the early half ofJuly convinced me that
if we did not show this time that we were in earnest, then on the next occa-
sion Berlin not only would not support us, but would in fact 'orient' itself in
some other direction.

What that would have meant for us, in view of the ethnographical com-
position of the Dual Monarchy and the territorial aspirations of our neigh-
bour states, need not be explained.

Tschirschky was informed about the material points in the ultimatum to
r Miiller, op. cit., p. 245 (entryofDecember 3r, l9r6).
2 Hantsch, op. cit., II, p. Br r.
3 From Baernreither's papers preserved in the Vienna Staatsarchiv.
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Serbia before the final editing of the note and the textual contents were
given to him two days before the Belgrade dimarche.r

Baernreither was confirmed in his view of the nature of the July
crisis by a conversation which he had in November, IgI5, with Otto
Hoetzsch of Berlin, the historian of eastern Europe, leader-writer
for the Kreu4eitung and later German National deputy in the Reich-
stag. 'Then' (sc., afterJuly 5, r9I4), runs the entry in Baernreither's
diary, 'the Emperor went offto Norway, knowing certainly that war
would break out. Germany had arranged all this very cleverly, and
had shown alertness and judgment in picking an occasion when she
was certain of Austria's support in waging a war the inevitability of
which had been becoming apparent for years past.'

A week later Hoetzsch's Berlin colleague, the economist Jastrow,
confirmed the correctness ofHoetzsch's view to Baernreither.

Arthur von Gwinner, Director of the Deutsche Bank, again con-
firmed most clearly the will to risk war which existed in Germany,
especially in the Foreign Ministry, in a conversation which he
had on the July crisis at the end of August, Igr4, with von Capelle,
the Under-Secretary of State in the Reich Naval Office. He, too,
stressed the factor of Austria's unreliability:

The only reason why Lichnowsky was not informed was because here [in
the Wilhelmstrasse] they were determined to force a conflict. When Capelle
asked who had been the man behind this pressure, Gwinner answered, 'Herr
von Stumm, in the Foreign Office, for example.'When Capelle expressed
some doubt, he went on: 'Perhaps it was a whole group. They worked
systematically to get Austria committed inextricably, as the first step, so as

to be sure of her, The whole plan of campaign against Serbia was arranged
in advance to make a conflict inevitable.'s

This grave statement was published as early as r9e6 by no less a
man than Grand Admiral von Tirpitz, in his Deutsche Ohnmachts-
polit* (Germany's Policy of Weakness), but it has, so far as the
author knows, passed unnoticed.

Admiral Mi.iller, commenting in his diary on the Entente's answer
ofDecember 3r, 1916, to the German peace offer-a documentwhich
ascribed to Germany a substantial share of the guilt for the World
War-wrote that it'contained certain bitter truths on our doings at
the outbreak of the war'.3

Finally Albert Ballin, Bethmann Hollweg's and Jagow's intimate
r Joseph Goricar and Beecher Stowe, Iiz Inside Story of Austro-Gcrman Inlriguc

(New York, rgeo), pp. 3oo ff
2 Alfred von Tirpitz, Dcutschc Ohnmachtspolit* iln Wcltkrizgc (Berlin, 19z6),

pP. 65 tr
I Miiller, op. cit., p. 245 (entry of December 3r, t9I6).
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political confidant (he was sent to London byJagow at the beginning
of the crisis ofJuly, r9r4, in an attempt to secure Britain's neutrality,
and was summoned to Berlin in the middle of r9r5 to help draft
Germany's note to the United States which was to decide on peace
or war with America but was not received byJagow after all), wrote
at that date to the Secretary of State, out of his intimate knowledge
of what had been done inJuly, rgr4;

I make every allowance for a man who is heavily incriminated, as Your
Excellency is, and has to bear the frightful responsibility for having staged
this war (fiir die fnscenierung dieses Krieg*) which is costing Germany genera-
tions of splendid men and setting her back loo years.r

The official documents afford ample proofs that during the July
crisis the Emperor, the German military leaders and the Foreign
Ministry were pressing Austria-Hungary to strike against Serbia
without delay, or alternatively agreed to the despatch of an ultima-
tum to Serbia couched in such sharp terms as to make war between
the two countries more than probable, and that in doing so they de-
liberately took the risk of a continental war against Russia and
France. But the decisive point is that, as we now know-although for
a long time it was not admitted-these groups were not alone. On
J"ly S and 6 the Imperial Chancellor, Bethmann Hollweg, the man
in whom the constitution vested the sole responsibility, decided to
take the risk and even over-trumped the Emperor when he threat-
ened to weaken. That this was no 'tragic doom', no 'ineluctable des-
tiny', but a deliberate decision of policy emerges beyond doubt from
the diary of his private secretary, Kurt Riezler, who recorded in it
his conversations with the Chancellor in the critical days (and, in-
deed, over many years). These diaries have not yet been published,z
but the extracts from them which have seen the Iight furnish irre-
futable proof that during the July crisis Bethmann Hollweg was
ready for war. More than this. Riezler's entry for the evening of July
B, after Bethmann Hollweg's return to Hohenfinow (where Rathe-
nau was also stopping) shows what advance calculations the leaders
of Germany were making in respect of the situation produced by the
Sarajevo murder. According to his secretary, the Chancellor said:
'If war doesn't come, if the Tsar doesn't want it or France panics
and advises peace, we have still achieved this much, that we have
manoeuvred the Entente into disintegration over this move.'

In other words, Bethmann Hollweg reckoned with a major general
r Ballin toJagow, Foreign Ministry, Wcltkritg, No. rB (secret).
2 The diaries have not yet been made available to the public. They are being

prepared for publication by K, D. Erdmann, who has quoled a few extracts from
them in a lecture. See Gcschbhtr in Wisscnschaft und Untzrrbht, 1964,
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war as the result of Austria's swift punitive action against Serbia. If,
however, Russia and France were again to draw back (as in I9o9
and rgrr)-which he at first regarded as the less probable eventu-
ality-then at least Germany would have achieved a signal diplo-
matic victory: she would have split Russia from France and isolated
both without war. But war was what he expected, and how he ex-
pected its course to run we learn from his predecessor in the Chan-
cellorship, Biilow, who had a long discussion with him at the be-
ginning of August. Bethmann Hollweg told Biilow that he was
reckoning with 'a war lasting three, or at the most, four months . . .
a violent, but short storm'. Then, he went on, revealing his innermost
wishes, it would'in spite of the war, indeed, through it', be possible
to establish a friendly relationship with England, and through Eng-
land with France. He hoped to bring about'a grouping of Germany,
England and France against the Russia colossus which threatens the
civilisation of Europe'.

Bethmann Hollweg himself often hinted darkly during the war
how closely Germany had been involved in the beginning of the war.
He was less concerned with the 'staging' of it than to register the
spirit of the German leaders who had made it possible for the war'
to be begun even after the premises for it had collapsed. The follow-
ing bitter words are taken from his address to the Central Commit-
tee of the Reichstag at the beginning of October, r916, during the
sharp debate on the initiation of unlimited submarine warfare; they
outline Germany's real 'guilt', her constant over-estimation of her
own powers, and her misjudgment of realities:

Since thc outbreak ofthe war we have not always avoided the danger of
underestimating the strength of our enemies. The extraordinary develop-
ment of the last twenty years seduced wide circles into over-estimating our
own forces, mighty as they are, in comparing them with those o{ the rest of
thc world . . . in our rejoicing over our own Progress (u'e have) not paid
sufficient rcgard to conditions in other countries.l

Thc July crisis must not be regarded in isolation. It appears in its
truc light only when seen as a link between Germany's 'world
policy', as followed since the mid-I8gos, and her war aims policy
after August, I 9I4.

r Records of the Budget Committee of the Reichstag, Vol. XVI.
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IN EXPECTATION OF A BLITZ VICTORY
FROM BETHMANN HOLLWEG TO CLASS

Wrrrr the outbreak of the World War the general staff's plan for a
war on two fronts-prepared years previously-immediately came
into operation. The deployment of the German army was based on
the Schlieffen Plan, which reckoned with the Russian army's mobi-
lisation being slow and therefore allowed at first for only a delaying
action with weak German forces in the east, leaving the Austrians
to bear the main weight of the operations on that front. In the west
the mass of the German expeditionary force was to march through
Belgium and annihilate the French army and British expeditionary
force, if present, in a super-Cannae within a few weeks. After France
had been eliminated as a military power and Britain, if she had in-
tervened, been driven out of the Continent, the general staffplanned
to transfer the German army to the east, where it would combine
with the Austro-Hungarian army in advances from East Prussia
and Galicia and inflict an equally decisive defeat on the Russian
army in Poland.r So within a few months the Central Powers would
be left dominating the Continent as undisputed victors.

Successful execution of these plans would have left Belgium and
Poland at Germany's mercy after a few months, with France and
Russia forced to accept her terms. When the campaign seemed to be
working out according to plan, the outline of the problem of the fate
of these countries-in other words, Germany's war aims-began to
take shape.

Pre-war Irnperialisrn and \{ar Airns
In the fantastic national upsurge of August, r9r4, considerations

of war aims at first hardly entered into the consciousness of the mass
of the German people. When, on August 4, the Reichstag met in
solemn session in the White Hall of the royal palace in Berlin, and
the Emperor, in his speech from the throne, uttered his famous
words:'It is no lust of conquest that inspires us', he was beyond

1 Gerhard Ritter, Dar Sci/bfcn Plan (Munich, r956, the latest and most exhaust-
ive study of this complex of problems); id. in t}ae Herzfeld Fcstschrift, 1957; in
November, I9rz, Moltke reckoned on beating France in 'four tofiuc araelrs' (Ritter,
p. 54r, n. 38).
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doubt voicing the feelings of the overwhelming majority of the Ger-
man people. The popular enthusiasm which erupted in patriotic
songs in streets and squares was rooted in a sincere feeling ofhaving
been made victims of a long-planned 'encirclement' and deliberate
assault by j6io"L"enies-as the Chancellor said often enough on
Iater occasions. Both public opinion and the government's official
utterances strongly stressed the defensive character ofthe war; and
up to the end of the war, and after it, all official commentaries ex-
plaining Germany's attitude during the war took this line. The
German official version of the First World War as a Pqlglyigferstrre
struggle has proved so enduring that it has largely determined the
picture of German war aims, not only from l9r4 to 19I8, but down
to our own days.

By adopting the slogan of a war of defence, the government
seemed to have renounced in advance all conquests. But it was only
a few weeks before the slogan changed from'war of self-defence'to
the necessity-in view of the possibility of a second war-of acquiring
'safeguards'and'guarantees'for the future of the German Empire be-
fore arms could safely be laid down. This led to a determination to
achieve decisive victory and to dictate the peace terms to the enemy.
On that same August 4 on which the Reichstag listened to the
Emperor's speech from the throne, the Militdrwochenblatt struck the
key-note for the future in the following Passage: 'Russia has forced
war on us unscrupulously for the sake of -Serbia! The hour of reck-
oning, which could not Iong have been postponed, has struck. . . . If
God in His grace should grant us the victory, then . . . uae uictist'r

A week later, when the First Foot Guards left for the front, the
Emperor swore not again to sheathe the sword until he could dictate
the peace.2 In exactly the same way, the king of Bavaria, Ludwig
III, promised to carry on the war'until the enemy accepts the con-
ditions which we dictate to him'.

The Party Truce and War Airns
The German government could not openly proclaim its desire to

make profit out of the war, or at least to keep a free hand for the
evintuality of ultimate victory; it had to Present itself both to world
public opinion and to its own people in an attitude consonant with
its solemn announcement that its war was one of self-defence. This
was particularly necessary in dealing with the Social Democrats

I Militdrwochenblalt, A.uglust 4,I9r4, col. z3or f.
2 Deutselur Gcsehiehhkalendzr, ed. von Wippermann and Purlitz, t9I4, to-I. z'

August I I, tgt4; ct. Der Europdisclw Krieg in aktenmdssiger Darstellung, Vol. r,
(Leipzig, r9r4), p. I3z.
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who had been the strongest party in the Reichstag since r9rz, and
with the Socialist Trade IJnions, which constituted the biggest politi-
cal mass organisation in imperial Germany. Without the Social
Democrats and the workers iontrolled by ii the w-i coil.d=-not be
carried on. This was why the mobilisation of anti-TsailJth6Iion
among the Social Democrats was essentiat for e66lrtiUlishment of
the national united front of August 4, r9r4. In fact, even before war
broke out, Bethmann Hollweg was able to report with satisfaction
to the Prussian Ministry of State, on July 30, that feeling was ,gener-
ally good', and that

he believed himself entitled to conclude from his conversations with the
deputy Siidekum that there was no reason to fear any particular trouble
from the Social Democrats or their party leaders. There would be no ques-
tion ofa general strike or ofpartial strikes or ofsabotage.r

The Conservatives, at least, who had at that time to be counted
as a government party, were from the first firmly resolved not to
exclude conquests by war.2 The Social Democrats, who, by virtue
of their special position in imperial Germany, were the one party
capable of speaking up in the Reichstag, proposed on Augusi 4 to
include in their statement, to be read out by Hugo Haase (Fresident
of the party and of its parliamentary representatives), a passage to
the effect that the Social Democrats would oppose any attempt to
make a war of conquest out of the conflict. Laborious negotiaiions
followed, and Count Westarp, the spokesman for the Consirvatives,
forced the Social Democrats to revise their attitude by threatening
that if they made such a declaration, he would answer Haaset
speech with another which, in the nature of things, could only be
directed against the 'impossible and internationally derimental
passage' about the war of conquest. The Social Democrat deputies
retreated and contented themselves with a vague remark that peace
must be restored after the security of Germany's frontiers against
foreign enemies had been established. The episode contained the
germs of all those future tensions within the Social Democratic
party which the collaboration between their right wing and the
Chancellor afterwards brought to an open split.

It was the Social Denqqglals' retreat over the war aims question
that made possib@August 4 and also saved
the Chancellor from the rieEd-to dEEieTis attitude;n the question
ofannexations at that date.

1 DD,lI, No. 456, p. r78, Minutes of the session.
2 Kuno Graf v. Westarp, Konseraatiuc Polilik in Kaiscrreith (Berlin. roqc). Vol. II.

pp. r f.; letter from Westirp to Heydebrand und der Lasa, Augusi 6: ,"g';4.
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Consideration for the German workers, and for international
opinion, led Bethmann Hollweg to veto an official debate on war
aims at the end of I9r4, although very far-reaching war aims for
Germany had been publicly formulated in the ebullience of the first
weeks of war. Bethmann Hollweg's public reticence has been gener-
ally interpreted by historians as indicating that he had himself no
war aims in mind.l The real rezuion, however, why he wanted no
public debate on war aims was that he thought that its political effects,

both internal and international, would be harmful. He said as much
himself in confidence, for example in a letter which he wrote in
March, 1916, to the Munich historian, Erich Marcks. Marcks, as

spokesman for the 'national circles', had urged the Chancellor to
rllo* a public debate on war aims. Bethmann Hollweg's answer2

is extremely characteristic of his attitude. Pressed to define'positive'
war aims, he answered: '. . . I understand that many circles should

entertain this wish, and I share it. I, too, am anxious for the moment
when it will be possible to give a lead in this sense, to define concrete
aims.' He ended: 'The moment when the end can be foreseen, or the
direction from which it comes, the time to speak will have arrived''
He admitted that any public statement made by him on war aims
could only mask or hint at his real intentions. He wrote to Marcls:

I have thrown open to debate the great middle-European idea which will
determine our future, I have alluded to our great tasks in the east, but for
the rest I could not in my speeches go beyond securing our frontiers against
every danger, blocking the invasion-gates of Belgium and Poland. My allu-
sions assumed the inclusion of Belgium and Poland within the sphere of
power of Mitteleuropa, which is assuredly no small aim. . . . We are keeping

all the cards in our hand hidden from the enemy's eyes'8

The Genesis of the Septernber Programme
If the Chancellor spoke in March, 1916 of his own war aims, the

basis for these must be sought in his war aims programme of Sep-

tember, r9I4. For, quite contrary to what he said after his dismisal

1 Cf. also werner conze, Die zeit wilhelms II in Dcutsclu GeschithD im ucbcrblick,
cin Haadbwh, ed. Petter Rassow (Stuttgart, t953), P. 6o5. So alsothe latest gener.al
account bv Karl Dietrich Erdmann, 

-Dic ziii dcs weltkricgcs in Bruno Gebhardt,
Hatdbwh kr dtutsctun Gcschithb, Bth revised-edition, ed. H. Grundmann, Vol' IV,
p. 42. where Bethmann Hollweg's attitude is described as wavering and unsyste-
i".iii. fn. same view is arsuedbv Martin Giihring, Bi-smarcks Erbcn tSgo-t915,
Deukchlonds Wcg uon Wilfu[n II bis AdoU Hitlcr, zid' enlarged ed. (Wiesbaden,
rg5g),p. rra.

2 Statement to Admiral Pohl who conveyed it toJagow on September,5,, r9r4,
cf. E. Zechlin, 'Deutschland zwischen Kabinettskrieg und Wirtschaftskrieg',
Histor. lcikchr, r99/e, October, 1965, p' 376.

8 Ebenda,pp,577,383.
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THE GENESIS OF THE SEPTEMBER PROGRAMME
and in his memoirs, Bethmann Hollweg occupied himself in the very
fust weeks of the war with the question of the future extension of
Germany's power.

The Chancellor showed that he completely shared the expectations
and illusions of the military chiefs when, in explaining the possible
uses of the German fleet in the first days of September, he'repeatedly,
stressed that he intended to keep the fleet up to strength'in order
that England should not in the end be in a position to deprive us of
the fruits of victory over France and Russia'. He spoke these words
on September 5r one day before the opening of Joffre's counter-
offensive, about the outcome of the war.

August 3r Jagowffiged 'our successes'in the west to be so consiler-
able that from Luxembourg he informed the German ambassador
in Rome via Zimmermann in Berlin that the time for discussing
compensations and concessions to Italy had passed; Italy had
backed the wrong horse.)

Drafts of the Emperor's proclamation to the French people, dated
September 6 and prepared in French by the Chancellor's personal
assistants at General Headquarters-Kurt Riezler, Gerhard von
Mutius and Wilhelm von Radowitz-provide proof of the general
expectation that the decisive victory over France was at hand. In a
war, the proclamation ran, into which Germany had been forced
by the coalition policies of the Triple Entente, the issue between
Germany and France was now settled; France, or rather northern
France, was occupied and would remain occupied so long as 'your
allies, and especially England, continue the war-and so prevent
your government from concluding a just peace'. (The London
agreement whereby the three Entente powers engaged themselves
not to conclude a separate peace had been signed on the previous
d.v.)

The fact that the publication of this proclamation was prevented
by the battle of the Marne does not affect its historical significance
in assessing German expectations before the turning point in what
Moltke called 'this brilliantly initiated campaign'.r

According to the view expressed by Bethmann Hollweg to Biilow
shortly after the outbreak of war, the defeat of the French army was
to be followed immediately by a separate peace with France and the
offer of a Defence and Aid Pact; France would be'spared' in order
that she might 'do battle with us', that is to say, fight on the German
side-against Britain? against Russia? Such were the calculations
between the Emperor, Bethmann Hollweg, Jagow, Tirpitz and

r Hellmuth v. Moltke, Erinncrungcnusw. rB77-tgt6 (Stuttgart tgzz), pp.385 ff.
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others at headquarters between August I9 and September Io.
France, if she was to be won for this programme, would have to be

compensated for the projected loss of the ores of Longwy-Briey by-

,...i'rrirrg, after the partition of Belgium, the Walloon southern half
of that country, that is to say, a large part of industrial Belgium. On
October zo Delbri.ick, Secretary of State in the Reich Interior Office,
endorsed such a solution as a 'reasonable compromise'. Further, at
the end of October, Delbriick, still anticipating an imminent Ger-
man victory (since the whole nation, including senior civil seryants,

had been deceived about the seriousness of the setback on the
Marne), drew up lists of persons suitable for administrative employ-
ment in the military government to be established in France.

These plans had further purPoses: either, on the one hand, to-

secure the withdrawal of England from the war as a consequence of
the fall of France (and the expected collapse of Russia), or alterna-
tively, should England remain stubborn, to secure the use of the

coasis of France for the prosecution of the war against Britain, par-
ticularly with submarines and in the air. On September 5 the Wi'i1-
temberg plenipotentiary, General von Gravenitz, reported in the
following terms to his Prime Minister von Weizsdcker, from General

Headquirters, on the basis of a number of conversations with leading
militaiy and civilian personages: The Chancellor, like everybody

else, was proceeding from the assu@apan
mu-$t-be-defeated; but it was clear to the more thoughttul among

tfi6m that Germany's existing naval streng for this
purpose and that the Genman fleet needed to be substantially in'
creased-specifically with French and Bglgian finance. There must
therefore be an interim pea-e with Fraili: after-ife complete des-

truction of French Power. Further, the German fleet must be so re-

inforced with the help of French and Belgian levies-either for the

current war or a second one-that it would be able to lay siege to
Britain and so enable Germany to compel England to recognize the

situation created by Germany on the Continent, east and west.l
On September 6, the day on which Joffre's order of the day un-

leashed the allied counter-offensive on the Marne, the Chancellor
wrote: 'We must Persevere until Germany's future security is fully
guaranteed.' On the next day Moltke referred in a proclamation to

i peace'which in the foreseeable future could be disturbed by no foe''z

What the Chancellor meant when he referred to Germany's

r E. Zechlin, Problznu tles Krizgskalktils und der K^riegsbundigung im lr1!n.ll/el!lls'
Gerri ;n Wkscruehdt u. []nkrricit, 1965, p. 75 (from the papers of Carl v' Weiz-
siicker).

2 Amtlbtu Kriegsdepsclun nach Bcrichun aon wolfs Telegraplunbiito, wTB, r, p. r r 7.
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'security' can be discovered in the 'preliminary principles' for an
armistice with France which he sent to Delbriick on September 9
when the collapse of France seemed imminent. This September Pro-
gramme should be understood not merely as an examination of the
means to the end of defeating Britain (as some German historians
have interpreted it-since it was first published in the first edition of
this book) ; it was also a statement of war aims because its general
principles, if carried into effect, would have permanently changed
the face ofEurope.

The kernel of this September Programme consists of the Mittel-
europa idea with its claim to German hegemony. This idea had
taken root even before the war among a party of German bankers
and industrialists, and took shape on the outbreak of war as a war
aim which was meant as a more moderate alternative to the All-
deutsch programme of conquest, and one which seemed economically
both necessary and attainably'Memoranda and letters from Walther
Rathenau and Arthur von Gwinner had confirmed Bethmann Holl-
weg in these ideas, which he had discussed with Delbriick in mid-
August, r9I4; before he left Berlin for General Headquarters at
Coblenz. Rathenau, who had been entrusted in the same month+,
with the oiganisation of the Department for military raw materials
in the War Ministry and thus put in a position of key importance
for the further conduct of the war, had submitted to the Chancellor
a lengthy memorandumr recapitulating the ideas already brought
forward by him in rgr r and 1913. As he argued it, only a Germany
reinforced by 'Mitteleuropa'would be in a position to maintain her-
self as an equal world power between the world powers of Britain
and the United States on the one side and Russia on the other. The
road to this he saw in a colqplq!1lle u4ql Fran-ce on the one hand,
and on the other, in a complet" C-Ulg1rl{l;id.n between Germany
and Austria-Hungary. He saw in fEe war ip6ssibility of bringing
about this'essential objective', ifnecessary by force. It is true that
Delbriick, who in conversation with Bethmann Hollweg at the be-
ginning of August had agreed in principle with the general aim of
Mitteleuropa and now, too, welcomed warmly the definition of these
ideas in the Chancellor's programme, was against the idea of forcible
incorporation ofother areas in Germany's economic sphere.

Bethmann Hollweg appeared deeply impressed by Rathenau's

. 
r Bethmann Hollweg thought this memorandum so important that he had it

circulated throughout the Department. Another letter from Rathenau to Bethmann
Eollweg, dated September 7, rgr4, reproduced in Waltlwr Rathcnau, ein preussisclur
Europiicr, bizfe, ed,. M. von Eynern (Berlin 1955), pp. r r8 ff. See also Elich Koll-
mann, Waltlur Ratlunau in Gcrnan Forcign Poliqt, in Journal of Modtrn Hktory,Yol.
XXIV, No. r, pp. rz7 ff.
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general idea, the basis of which, customs and economic union be-
iween Germanv and Auslria-Hungary as nucleus of a wider Central
European ffi;leie; and, unlike Delbrtck, Beth-
mann Hollweg was convinced that neither the narrower nor the
wider objective could be achieved unless Germany resolved herself

'to throw her political preponderance into the scales'.

Arthur von Gwinner, senior Director of the Deutsche Bank, who
was also on friendly terms with Bethmann Hollweg, had similar
ideas. When the 'Wednesday Club', an association of leading men
from the spheres of politics, economics and cultural life, held its first
wartime meeting in Berlin on September 2, he argued against
'blindly following a policy of annexations', pleading rather for a less

conspicuous but all the more effective course, namely that of 'estab-
lishing Ger@n' (in Europe). The Under-
Secretary of State, Zimmermann, thought his ideas so important
that he at once sent a copy ofthe speech to the Chancellor andJagow
in Coblenz, where it arrived in time to be utilised in the September
war aims programme.

Besides the comprehensive, mainly economic, Mitteleuropa
programme (which in this version included Continental Western Eur-
op.i .rra a.rlthe, plan-which took concret. I6t* as early as this-
for thrusting Russia back, the rounding off and expansion of
Germany's colonial possessions in Africa were also the subject of
discussi& as eaffiil@ii)At the end of the monthJagowwas con-
sidering the bases for peace terms with France and Belgium, and
asked Solf,r the Secretary of State in the Reich Colonial Office, to
submit concrete proposals for colonial acquisitions. Solf's memoran-
dum on the'partition of the African possessions of France, Belgium
and Portugal' presupposed that Germany did not intend to expand
her frontiers in Europe to any great extent, but that she did mean
substantially to enlarge her colonial empire in Africa. Linking his
proposals with the pre-war Anglo-German conversations on the par-
tition of Portugal's colonial possessions, Solf suggested that Portu-
gal, although neutral, should cede to Germany Angola and the nor-
ihern half of Mozambique as far as the Primera Islands, therewith
making the acquisition of a continuous colonial empire in Central
Africa one of official Germany's war aims. Besides the Portuguese
colonies, this empire was to include the Belgian Congo and French
Equatorial Africa as far north as Lake Chad, Togoland enlarged by
Dihomey and in the north by a slice of Senegambia up to Timbuc-
too, thus making the course of the Niger the northern frontier. Solf

1 On Solf, see Eberhard von Vietsch, Willulm Solf, Botschqfur zwischcn dcn /cittn
(Ttibingen, r96r).
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gave the arguments for his proposals in detail, accompanied by
detailed maps (see map, p. 596). The most important economic
objectives in this plan were possession of the Katanga mines, control
of the railway between Katanga and the Atlantic coast, and the
safeguarding of the ports of Portuguese Angola.

The whole basis of this conception was the expectation that the
defeat of France was imminent.
sanguine belief that Britai knees, and
accordingly he made no proposals at this stage annexatron
of British colonies. He did, however, explain what he would demand
of Britain, should she too be defeated, recommending inter alia the
acquisition of the wealthy Nigeria as a link between Germany's pros-
pective western possessions of Togoland-Timbuctoo and the eastern
areas round Lake Chad, the new empire being thus completely
rounded off.

Although the objectives enumerated in Solf's memorandum are
considerable enough, he intended the effects ofhis proposals to lean
towards moderation. His concentration on Africa was intended to
divert the nation from wanting to annex large areas in Europe by
emphasising the attractions of an autarchic economic area, guaran-
teed by enlarged colonial possessions, as a basis for world power
status. Mittelafrika acquired a significance similar to Mitteleuropa.
Bethmann Hollweg included the plan of creating a 'continuous
central African colonial empire' in his September programme, and
this ambitious overseas programme continued thereafter to hold a
permanent place among Germany's war aims.

Bethrnann flollweg's Septernber Prograrnrne
Expecting as he did that peace negotiations would be opening

shortly, Bethmann Hollweg described his programme of September
9 as 'provisional notes on the direction of our policy on the conclu-
sion ofpeace.'r

The'general aim of the war'was, for him, 'security for the German Reich
in west and east for all imaginable time. For this purpose France must be so
weakened as to make her revival as a great power impossible for all time.
Russia must be thrust back as far as possible from Germany's eastern
frontier and her domination over the non-Russian vassal peoples broken.'

The objectives in the east epitomised in the lapidary last sentence
of this introduction were not yet set out in detail in the programme
itself, since peace with Russia was not yet regarded as imminent, but
this does not mean that they had not yet assumed concrete form. The

I DZA Potsdam, Rk, Gr. Hq. zr, No.2476.
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detailed enumeration of individual war aims' was confined to the
continental west, where alone the conclusion of peace seemed within
grasp. They ran as follows:

t, France. The military to decide whether we should demand cession of
Belfort and western slopes of the Vosges, razing of fortresses and cession of
coastal strip from Dunkirk to Boulogne.

The ore-field of Briey, which is necessary for the supply of ore for our
industry, to be ceded in any case.

Further, a war indemnity, to be paid in instalments; it must be high
enough to prevent France from spending any considerable sums on arma-
ments in the next I5-2O years.

Furthermore: a commercial treaty which makes France economically
dependent on Germany, secures the French market for our exports and
makes it possible to exclude British commerce from France. This treaty
must secure for us financial and industrial freedom of movement in France

in such fashion that German enterprises can no longer receive different
treatment from French,

z, Belgium, Lidge and Verviers to be att-ached to Prussia, a frontier strip
of the province of Luxemburg to Luxemburg.

Question whether Antwerp, with a corridor to Li6ge, should also be

annexed remains open.
At any rate Belgium, even if allowed to continue to exist as a state' must

be reduced to a vassal state, must allow us to occupy any militarily import-
ant ports, must place her coast at our disposal in military resPects, must
become economically a German province. Given such a solution, which
offers the advantages of annexation without its inescapable domestic poli-
tical disadvantages, French Flanders with Dunkirk, Calais and Boulogne,
where most of the population is Flemish, can without danger be attached to
this unaltered Belgium. The competent quarters will have to judge the mili-
tary value ofthis position against England.

g. Luxemburg. Will become a German lqdglalrrate and will receive a strip
of the present Belgian province of Luxemburg and perhaps the corner of
Longwy.

4. We must create a central European economic association through common
..,,io-,treaties,toincludffid,Denmark,Austria-
flungary, Poland [sic], and perhaps Italy, Sweden and Norway. This
association will not have any common constitutional supreme authority and
all its members will be formally equal, but in practice will be under German
leadership and must stabilise Germany's economic dominance over Mittel-
europa.

5, The qucstionof colonial acquisitions, where the first aim is the creation of
a continuous Central African colonial empire, will be considered later, as

will that of the aims to be realised uis-d-uis Russia.

6. A short provisional formula suitable for a possible preliminary peace

to be found for a basis for the economic agreements to be concluded with
France and Belgium,
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7. Holland. It will have to be considered by what means and methods

Holland can be brought into qloselle!4$qqship with the German Empire.
In view of the Dutch character, this closeilElationship must leave them

free of any feeling of compulsion, must alter nothing in the Dutch way of
liG, and must also subject them to no new military obligations. Holland,
then, must be left independent in externals, but be made internally depend-
ent on ,s. Possibly one might consider an offensive and defensive alliance, to
cover the coloniesl in any case a close customs association, perhaps the ces-
sion of Antwerp to Holland in return for the right to keep a German garrison
in the fortress of Antwerp and at the mouth of the Scheldt.

In retrospect it is easy to recognise in the Chancellor,s war aims
objectives of pre-war German economic ambitions in Belgium,
Luxembourg and Lorraine, now directly incorporated in official
policy but intensified by the Mitteleuropa idea and given an anti-
British twist. These ecqnomic motives overshadowed the strategic
and maritime aims which were designed finally to break the ring
round 'Fortress Germany', at the same time elimiqating the two
wgsJcrn grear p^wers rs future military opponents ofG;;;ny. 

--The realisation of this programme would have brought about a
complete revolution in the political and economic power-relation-
ships in Europe. After eliminating France as a great power, exclud-
ing British influence from the Continent and thrusting Russia back,
Germany purposed to establish her own hegemony over Europe. If
we concede that it is a statesman's duty, even in the midst of armed
conflict, to conceive and to set before himself a dispassionate and
imaginative picture of the world at peace, again, we iannot but ask
ourselves uneasily whether Bethmann Hollweg's picture could have
provided an adequate foundation for an ery[uring peacej4 Europe.
The realisation oihis programme would hffin
of the three Entente powers, but if their association had seemed irk-
some even in time of peace, what replaced it would have been an
order so restricting the positions of the three great powers-Britain,
France and Russia-and the freedom of manoeuvre of the smaller
nations of Europe, as infallibly to lay up a store of terrible explosive
material for new conflicts; especially as the federative element was
to be subordinated to Prusso-Germany's claim to lead and dominate.

Bethmann Hollweg himself saw-he wrote as much to Delbriick
on September 16, only a week after drawing up the programme, and
while the effects of the check on the Marne were still unclear-that the
formation of a great central European economic unit under German
leadership 'could not be brought about on the basis of agreement on
common interests . . . but only under the pressure of political
superiority, should we be in the position to dictate peact terms'.
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The last part of this sentence shows that the Chancellor was already
influenced by the reverse on the Marne. Nevertheless the special

significance of the September Programme for the history of the de-

vJlop*.t t of Germany's intentions during the First World War lies

in two points. First, it was no isolated inspiration of the Chancellor's:
it represents the ideas of leading economic, political-and also mili-
tary-circles. Secondly, the main ideas set forth in it remained, as we
shail see, the essential basis of Germany's war aims right up to the
end of the war, although modified from time to time to fit changing
situations.

Finally, the Chancellor's ideas, far-reaching as they look to us

today, were yet conceived as a programme of moderation, a check

on the wave of annexationist feeling which had swept over all Ger-
many after the military successes of August and September, and

which was most significantly expressed in Class's memorandum.

Class's Septernber Prograrnrne
At its first ltartime session, on August zB, I9t4, the Executive

Committee of the Alldeutscher Verband laid down the principles of a
pan-German war aims Programme. These,were printed at the-be-
ginning of September, over the signature o{Justizrat Class, President
-of 

the-Verband, and under the title of Memorandum on German War

lims.l Class agreed with Bethmann Hollweg on the Chancellor's

central idea of a MitteleuroPa.

It is [he writes] an absolutely imperative demand, and widely accepted as

such, that Mitteleuropa, inclusive of those areas to be acquired by the Ger-
man Reich and Austria-Hungary as prizes of victory, must form one greatt
united economic unit. The Netherlands and Switzerland, the three Scandi-

navian States and Finland, Italy, Rumania and Bulgaria will attach them'
selves to this nucleus gradually and of compulsive necessity, without need of
the Ieast pressure from the nucleus-States. Ifone includes the dependencies

and colonies of these States, the result will be a vast economic unit capable of
asserting and maintaining its economic-political independence against any

other in the world.

He thought that the aim of weakening the enemy economically
could be achieved by imposing a war indemnity so high as to pre-
vent it from becoming for many years.

In respect of directannexations, east and west, Class went beyond

Bethmann Hollweg. Like him, he wanted a grip maintained on Bel-

gium, if only as a means of pressure on Britain; also Longwy-B{ey
ind the French Channel coast to be detached from France; Class

r See Werner Kruck, Geschichh des Alldcukchen Wrbandes-rBg4-{9{4 (Wiesbaden,
roqa). pp. ? r ff. class's memorandum was later printed, with small alterations, as a
pi--piri.t under the title /um dcutsclun Krizgszizl (Munich, I9r7)'
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wanted the ceded area to extend beyond Boulogne, down to the
Somme. Class demanded not only Belfort, but the whole line of for-
tresses from there to Verdun, and also suggested making France
cede Toulon to Germany as a fortified port-a proposal which Beth-

mann Hollweg, as we know his intentions, rejected as absurd-as he

did another, brought forward by the pan-Germans, that Germany
should annex Petersburg.

As regards the east, Class wrote that 'Russia's face must be forcibly
turned back to the east and her frontiers must be reduced, approxi-
mately, to those of Peter the Great'. The territorial acquisitions
which he demanded in the east, for strategic security and as fields of
colonisation, were the Polish frontier districts, the Russian govern-
ment of Lithuania and the Baltic Provinces. Official plans drawn
up from December I9r4 onwards, first with respect to the Polish
Frontier strip and later to Lithuania and Courland, were along the
same lines, if less extensive. Although Bethmann Hollweg always
remained opposed to incorporating Livonia and Estonia (unless it
should prove possible to detach Finland from Russia), yet by initiat-
ing his policy of border states he adopted a course which had in
effect the same aim in a different form: the weakening of Russia and
'security' for Germany.

The Dernands of Gerrnan IndustrY
Class's ideas were erylorsed-b${rupp (who, it is true, retreated

after the battle of the Marne to Bethmann Hollweg's somewhat more
moderate line)l and also by Hugo Stinnes, who went still further and
demanded the detachment from tlqgqg-a-fthenan and coal fields of
Normandy. It was Stinnes who secured general accePtance of Class's
ideas at a meeting of Germany's economic leaders convoked jointly
by Class and Hugenberg in October, IgI4, out of which there later
develooed the famous memorandum of the Six Economie-Associa--------**
tio4aof March and May, Igr5.

-A 
lo.rg memorandu* aiuir" up at the beginning of September,

rgr4 by the busy Zentrum politician, Matthias Erzberger, who had
connections with the Disconto-Gesellschaft and was an homme de

confiance of the Thyssen combine, also favoured big annexations in
both east and west. Erzberger summarised Germany's principal aims
in the war under three headings:

r. 'Elimination of the intolerable tutelage exercised by Britain
over Germany in all questions of world politics.'

r On the following section cf. Kruck, op. cit. On KnIPP's war aims prograrnme,
see Siegfried Boelcki, Krupp und die Holinzollcrn (Berlin, 1956), pp. r47 ff. On
Stinnes' programme, see below, p. eeg.
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z. 'Shattering the Russian colossus.'
g. Elimination of weak, 'allegedly neutral states' on Germany's

frontiers.
To achieve these aims, Erzberger (in complete agreement with Beth-
mann Hollweg) demanded German military supreme control over
Belgium and the French Channel coast from Calais to Boulogne;
annexation of the whole minette field of Longwy-Briey; liberation
of the non-Russian peoples'from the Muscovite yoke'under German
military supreme control; and the establishment of a kingdom of
Poland under German sovereignty. Austria-Hungary was to expand
in the Ukraine, Rumania and Bessarabia. He, 1oo, dreamt o? the
creation of a great German central Africa from Dar-es-Salaam to
Senegambia, to incorporate the Belgian and French Congos, Nigeria
(from Britain), Dahomey and the African west coast (from France) ;
he was in complete accord with Solf'sofficial proposals. He also made
detailed proposals for the imposition of a war indemnity high enough
to cover sward and expenditure, and in addi-
tionlo pay.offthEReich s entire iLE 

"1l 
debt..But high as he pitched

these r&iiilnients, Eizberger stiliieglrrlcd them aJonly 'thi mini-
mum which all sections of the German people should demand on the
conclusion ofpeace'.

More extreme still rvas a memorandum by August Thyssen,
which Erzberger conveyed to the government on September g, IgI4.
This document demanded the incorporation of Belgium and the
French departments of Nord and Pas-de-Calais with Dunkirk,
Calais and Boulogne, the department of Meurthe-et-Moselle with
the French belt of fortresses and the Meuse, and-in the south-the
departments of Vosges and Haute-Sa6ne with Belfort. In the east
Thyssen wanted the Baltic provinces and perhaps the Don basin
with Odessa, the Crimea, the Lvov area and the Caucasus. He justi-
fied his demands by the need to secure Germany's future reserves
of raw materials. He was especially interested in the mireffe-orqs of
Longwy-Briey, the Belgian co4$9,\!s, the iron of the Don basin and
the manganese ore of the Caucasus. He too pleaded for a central
European cu$g!0sJnion. Thyssen's far-reaching dreams culminated
in the idea of acquiring a land-bridge across south Russia, Asia
Minor and Persia, whence to deal the decisive blow against the
Brlish-Ernpire-the regl Jrlglqyjnllus war-in India and Egypt.
Only so did Thyssen see Germany's risdto world power status as-
sured, and doubly so if her increased economic strength, as compared
with her remaining competitor, Britain, was fed by new markets in
a German central African colonial empire which included the
French and Belgian Congos and Morocco.
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Although Thyssen's plans, with their pan-German colouring and
extensive demands for annexations, differed perceptibly from Beth-
mann Hollweg's ideas, and although the relationship between the
two men was later to become one of open hostility, yet in respect of
first aims their intentions coincided.

The important point, however, is that Thyssen was one of the
most powerful industrialists, whose voice the government could not
easily ignore.

The Governrnentts Western War Airns
The heart's desire of the Centralaerband deutscher Industrieller (i.e., in

the first instance, the heavy industry of the Rhineland) - that the
basis of Germany's supply of raw material should be extended
through incorporation of the adjacent ore-fields of France and Bel-
gium-harmonised with the Chancellor's aim of bringing those

areas into direct or indirect dependence on Germany. One of the
most specific German war aims during the First World War was the
acquisition of the ogg-:89!gl of Longwy-Briey. As early as August 26,
r9r4, Bethmann Hollweg had instructed Delbriick to ascertain the
extent ofthe ore deposits ofFrench Lorraine and ofthe participation
of German capital in them.1 Even before Delbriick's answer had
come in, or the Chancellor's own programme of September 9 had
been worked out, Freiherr von Dallwitz, Governor of the Reichs-
lande (Alsace and Lorraine), forwarded to him the proposals of the
leading Saar industrialist, Rcichling. Rcichling wanted the annexa-
tion of as much as possible of the Longwy-Briey basin, and Dallwitz
extended this programme by demanding further the annexation of
the western slopes of the Vosges and Belfort. On September 9, the
day on which he sent his war aims programme to Delbriick, Beth-
mann Hollweg wrote to Dallwitz, who was a personal friend of his,
thanking him for sending R6chling's proposals and assuring him
that 'they seem to me very noteworthy and coincide with my own
ideas'. The Chancellor also'entirely agreed'with Dallwitz's own sug-
gestions for advancing the frontier of Alsace-Lorraine in the Vosges
and at Belfort. In fact, he incorporated this suggestion in his own
programme.

In the following weeks Bethmann devoted further intensive study
to the question of Germany's future frontier with France. On Octo-
ber zz he wrote to Delbriick that it would be desirable to effect the

t See also Volkmann, 'Die Annexionsfragen des Weltkrieges' in Das Wcrk des

IJntcrsuchungsarsschusscs d.cr Vcrfassunggebenden Nationalaersammlung und dts dtutsclun
RcitlutagcsTgrg-3o, series 4, Abt. U, Vol. Iz (Berlin, rgzg), p. 35; Dallwitz's and
Riichling's memoranda are also summarised shortly, ibid., p. 36.
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incorporation of the Briey basin and 'the transference into German
hands of its ore reserves', so as to make the French and Belgian in-
dustries dependent for their ore on Ger-many ancftEEreb-y substan-
tially weafrffieir competitiv. po*.r)FTitttle later, on N-ovember
I7, he sent Delbriick his documentation on Longwy-Briey, including
Thyssen's and Rdchling's memoranda. He instructed Delbriick to
prepare for the anticipated conclusion of peace with France, on the
one hand, the 'maximum which we could wish for' and on the other,
the'minimum, being the least which we must secure'.l

The plans for the west were complicated by a bizarre idea of the
Emperor's, repeatedly put forward by him in the hectic atmosphere
of victory prevailing at General Headquarters before the reverse on
the Marne-that the areas to be annexed from Belgium and France
should be cleared (in the pan-German phraseology, 'made free of
human beings') and then settled with'deserving N.C.O.s and men'.
The Chancellor's attitude towards this idea of the Emperor's is par-
ticularly instructive, for it led to a very concrete idea which was
tenaciously pursued throughout the whole war, especially in the
East:

I must admit [he writes to his deputy] that this idea is in many respects
beguiling, but its execution will encounter many practical difficulties.
Nevertheless, one might consider whether a formula might not be found in
the preliminary peace imposing such an expropriation, up to a certain point,
on the conquered state.

Finally, the Chancellor ordered 'the preparation of a draft' where-
by the French government, on ceding Longwy-Briey to Germany,
was to transfer the iron-works there to Germa_n ownership.

The second major specific German aim-InJEE west was Belgium,
and for this the Chancellor had settled his general line on Septem-
ber 9 : Belgium was to be degraded to the status of a 'vassal state' of
Germany. Since immediately after the battle of the Marne he was
still counting on a German victory, and consequently on an early
peace in the west, he gave Zimmermann in Berlin, on October 18,

strictly secret instructions to examine in detail, with Delbriick, 'the
possibilities . . . of a solution of the Belgian question'. 'The first of
these,'he wrote,'would be the restoration of Belgium as a tributary
state, as far as possible independent in name, but in practice at our
disposal, both militarily and economically.'

Zimmermann and Delbriick were instructed to examine the legal
problems involved in such a solution, and to submit proposals from

r Volkmann, op. cit., p. 36. The Chancellor had already given a similar com-
mission to Dallwitz on September 9, I9!4.
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their departments. The Chancellor was interested in 'finding forms
which allow economic penetration without executive control and
give us control ofthqcoasts and Ellystems against

tence touched on Bel-
at the same time

brought out the strategic aspects of coasts in the event
ofanother war.

Zimmermann and Delbriick submitted a joint opinion on De-
cember 3r. It contained a detailed programme for the military and
economic control of Belgium as required by the Chancellor, but
added a warning on the domestic and foreign political consequences
for Germany.l Bethmann Hollweg, however, w&lle_jgigggng as
'fJ16pis,11' exfieme demands such as the direct annexation of all

was not to be deterred from his basic idea of establish-
ing at least an indirect military and economic domination of the
country.

The most important instrument for securing this indirect domina-
tion, after the economic and military provisions, was the Flemish
policy. As early as September z, tgt1, Bethmann Hollweg wrote to
the head of the civilian administration attached to the Governor-
General of Belgium drawing his attention to the importance of the
Flemish movement as a handle for securing political influence in
Belgium, and as a posible basis for an understanding with Holland.
On December 16 the Chancellor sent a detailed memorandum to
the newly-appointed Governor-General of Belgium, General von
Bissing, with 'definite and clear general principles for a German-
Flemish policy', culminating in a plan for turning Ghent Univer-
sity into a purely Flemish university. Thereby Bethmann Hollweg
indicated a course for German policy in Belgium which he himself
followed very actively throughout the whole war. He was supported
in this by von Bissing personally, and by the head of his Political
Department, von Lancken, both of whom advocated and consistent-
ly endeavoured to bring about a long-term relationship between
the two countries rather than a short-term exploitation of Belgiurn
for war purposes.P

For a military opinion the Chancellor wrote onJanuary B, 1915,
from Supreme Headquarters where he was then staying, to von Tir-
pitz, asking him for his views on the future of Belgium. He especially
begged him, when making his proposals, to take into account not
only the standpoint of his own department, but also 'quite generally,

r Id., pp. I93 ff.

'Cf. on this Tilo Frh. von Wilmowski, Rilchblichend miichte ich sagen . ,.
(Oldenburg and Hamburg, 196r), pp. 8rf.
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that of Germany's future world power position'.l This is the first
occasion, at least as recorded in the documents, when the man re-
sponsible for the policy of the Reich mentioned the programme of 'a
future world power status' for Germany and, as his instructions to
Tirpitz prove, was prepared to drarv the consequences in framing his
war aims policy.

Knowing Tirpitz's strongly anti-British feelings, we can readily
understand that he joyfully adopted Bethmann Hollweg's slogan of
Germanv's'world Dower position'. which depended in his view on an
ir")ffiuut. d;ila,. diio" on ih. channtl opposite England. He
therefore wanted possession of the Belgian coast, with Antwerp, as

a base, and the incorporation of Belgium in the German Empire'no
matter what the domestic difficulties'. This attitude alreadlt went be-
yond Bethmann Hollweg's ideas on Belgium, but Tirpitz went fur-
ther still when he made Germany's world power status the criterion
of a successful or unsuccessful war: 'If we fail to keep secure the pos-
sibilities of development offered in Belgium, I should regard the war,
considered in relation to Germany's world power status, as lost; with
Belgium, as won,'

In other words: Be the kernel of Germany's war

Q0nly thus we can explain-h-ow it came about
thrt rs of Gefmany, while constantly changing their views
on the possible forms under which Belgium could be drawn into the
German sphere of interest, were never, up to the autumn of r9r8
abldto decide to relinquish it altogether.

The Governrnentts Eastern War Airns
As for the west, so for the east, specific war aims emerged out of

discussions in government circles during the very first months of the
war. There are two threads in Germany's aspirations in the east:
military-strategic and demographic-political considerations, which
produced the aim of limited, direct annexations, while another
school of thought aimed at rygakqnlng_$lsia generally by loosening
its structure and dominating it gggar-omiEally, as a source of raw
materials and as a market,

TE6-66urse of milGry operations made Poland the first and most
immediate object to enter the field ofvision of German eastern policy,
and thenceforward it occupies in that field a central position similar
to that of Belgium in the West. It is true that the Polish problem was

r On November t5, rgr4, Tirpitz told Falkenhayn in the course of a conversa-
tion on the employment of ihe fleet 'that we [the navy] had at first counted on the
army's capturing Calais and the Channel ports very quickly'. Alfred von_Tirpitz,
Dcuiscfu Ohnmacitspolitik im Weltkricgc, Politiselu Dokumcnb (Hamburg and Berlin,
r9z6),p. I66.
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complicated by domestic political factors connected with the Polish
element in Prussia and, abroad, by the need to consider Germany's
ally, Austria-Hungary.

The breach with Russia forced Germany to consider the possibility
of detaching Congress Poland from Russia-a prospect which Bis-
marck had regarded, a generation earlier (when a preventive war
against Russia was being discussed), as the disagreeable but un-
avoidable consequence of such an operation.r In r9o6 Bethmann
Hollweg, then still Secretary of State in the Reich Ministry of the
Interior, had expressed to the Emperor views similar to Bismarck's
but he had not regarded the restoration of an independent Polish
state as undesirable-in which respect Biilow had disagreed with him
strongly.2 Bismarck in his day had envisaged connecting Poland, if
detached from Russia, with the Danubian Monarchy under an
Austrian archduke as king. The Austrians proposed the same course
in the 'Austro-Polish solution' suggested by them only a fortnight
after the outbreak of war; as-compensation for the acquisition by
themselves of Congress Poland, they offered their German ally
'frontier rectifications'.3 On the German side, the Emperor had him-
self as early asJuly 31, rgi+, a day before Germany declared war on
Russia, given the German-Polish magnate Count Hutten-Czapski
(a personal acquaintance of his) a non-binding assurance that the
Polish state should be restored when Russia was defeated.a The im-
perial promise may have been vague, but the Imperial Chancellor
confirmed it on the same day and five weeks later the idea of thrust-
ing Russia back behind a chain of buffer states and including a
P"luldieteskq from Russia in Mitteleuropa appeared as the ker-
nel of Bethmann Hollweg's war aims policy in the East. As another
pointer in the same direction we may note that immediately on the
outbreak of war this same Hutten-Czapski, who was a lieutenant-
colonel in the Prussian army, was attached to the general staff in
charge of Polish and Ukrainian questions. His first commission was
to foment insurrection in Congress Poland by means which included
the raising of a Polish Legion-the counterpart to Pilsudski's in
Galicia-and the dissemination among the Poles of leaflets and
cartoons to awaken sympathy for the Central Powers.

r Cf. on this Hermann Oncken, 'Preussen und Polen im rg. Jahrhundert', in
Dcutschland und Polcn, Beitrdge zu ihrer gesehichtlichzn Entuicklung, ed. Albert Brack-
mann (Berlin, r933), pp. z3r f.

2 Bernhard Fiirst von Bilow, Denkwilrdigkeittn, Vol. z (Berlin, rg3o), pp. 245 f.
s The idea was born at the Congress of Vienna in r8r3, when the'Kingdom of

Poland'was created within the Russian Empire,
a Graf Bogdan von Hutten-Czapski, 6o Jahre Politik und C<sellschdt, Vol. z

(Berlin, r 936), pp, r45 f.; also for next paragraphs.
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A month later Hutten-Czapski was relieved of this commission but

only, it would appear, because his sympathies were too strongly
nationalist. After this the Imperial Chancellery was the planning
centre for Germany's Polish policy. Bethmann Hollweg's closest col-
laborator, his Under-Secretary in the Chancellery, Arnold von
Wahnschaffe, who, like Zimmermann, had stopped behind in Berlin,
now became the key figure in this policy.

One of the most active 'eastern experts' was the former German
consul-general in Warsaw, Freiherr von Rechenberg, who had
pleaded for a re-orientation of Germany's Polish policy as early as
Caprivi's chancellorship in r89o-4. On August 27, tgt4, Wahn-
schaffe gave him formal instructions to draw up a memorandum on
the future of Congress Poland.

Rechenberg assumed that Germany did not propose to make terri-
torial acquisitions in Russian Poland, but that it would be essential
for her to possess an eastern frontier more secure than her existing
one. He proposed to combine these two requisites by inciting Con-
gress Poland to revolt and constitute a new Polish state, which would
then be united with Galicia and incorporated in the Habsburg
monarchy as a new crown-land. He recommended that the new king-
dom should consist of the ten 'governments' of Congress Poland,
with Suwalki in the north, and also the western parts of the govern-
ments of Grodno, including the cities of Brest-Litovsk and Grodno;
it should further extend northward through the western parts of the
governments of Kovno and Courland to the southernmost tip of the
Gulf of Riga, thus possessing an independent outlet to the sea. The
eastern frontier of the new Poland would protect the eastern frontier
of Germany-this idea, and the frontier proposed, obviously influ-
enced Bethmann Hollweg's thinking, although the idea of extending
Poland north-eastward was afterwards discarded in favour of other
policies, first that of annexation to Germany hersell, later that of
establishing border states in the north-east.

In further correspondence with Wahnschaffe, Rechenberg mooted
the idea of deporting some of the Poles of Posen and West Prussia
and settling them in the new Polish state. Wahnschaffe asked
whether there would be enough suitable land for them; Rechenberg
said there was-on the Russian crown domains, the Tsar's estates and
those which had been granted to Russian omcers and officials. The
idea of moving Prussian Poles to Congress Poland evolved in the
course of the next months into the plan to establish the so-called
Polish 'Frontier Strip' to 'secure' Germany's eastern frontier if
Poland should be attached to Austria-Hungary, or become inde-
pendent, or possibly be restored to Russia. The 'Frontier Strip',
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which was to run approximately along the Warthe-Narew line up
to and including Suwalki, was now in its turn to be'cleared' by de-
porting part of its Polish population and all itsJews.l

The motives behind the idea of the 'Frontier Strip" were very
various: to get strategic security and facilitate the defence of the
eastern provincesl to round off the Upper Silesian industrial area;
to separate the Prussian Poles from their countrymen in a future
Polish state by a Germanised 'frontier wall' and thus to isolate them;
to acquire free land on which to settle Germans from Germany
proper (das Akreich-the Old Territories) as well as families of Ger-
man Russians brought back from Russia, especially from the Volga.
This last consideration pointed to a transformation of the old Prusso-
German patriotism into a neo-German racialist nationalism which,
by withdrawing the ou of 'Deutschtum', threatened to disrupt
Eastern Europe's old

While discussing the'Frontier Strip' programme, the Chancellor
had already hinted at his plans for limited annexation and deporta-
tion in a conversation with the Bavarian Prime Minister, Count
Hertling, on December 2, IgI4. On December 6, when paying his
first visit to Hindenburg's Headquarters in Posen, he asked the field-
marshal to state what modifications of Germany's eastern frontiers
he thought desirable. Hindenburg afterwards denied in his memoirs
that he had discussed questions of annexations with the Chancellor,
but in fact he sent Bethmann Hollweg his view of the optimum
frontier, with a detailed map, as early as December r I, receiving the
Chancellor's grateful thanks two days later.

The 'Frontier Strip' project, which was a limited one compared
with the policy based on the non-Russian nationalities and the crea-
tion of border states, is only to be understood with reference to the
decision (taken by the Chancellor under the impact of the difficult
general situation in late November and early December) to beat a
political retreat on the eastern flank and seek a separate peace with
Russia which would not, he hoped, be impeded by annexations on so

limited a scale. But preoccupation with the idea of a 'Frontier StriP'
idea made it necessary to clarify its extent and internal structure.

On the Chancellor's instructions Wahnschaffe had asked in the
autumn and winter of l9r4-I5 for written appreciations from a
whole series of senior administrative officials in the Prussian eastern
provinces. The most vigorous advocate of a policy of annexations
and colonisation proved to be Friedrich von Schwerin, Regierung'

sprtisidtnt of Frankfurt an der Oder. Schwerin belonged to the inner
r On the Polish frontier strip, see Imanuel Geiss, Dar polnische Grenzstreifcn

tgr4-tgt8 (Hamburg and Ltib€ck, 1960).
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circle of the high Prussian bureaucracy, but with his strong bent for
politics and his 'v<ilkisch' mentality he represented rather a type of
German practical politician more characteristic of a later age. He
was commissioned by the Imperial Chancellery some time around
the turn of the year rgr4-r5 to work out for Bethmann Hollweg the
principles to govern Germany's policy of annexations a.rd settlement
in the East. He submitted his first report to the Chancellor on March
25, Igt5, and a second, still more detailed, on December 3r. His
central proposals were for the annexation of the Polish 'Frontier
Strip'and of the provinces of Lithuania and Courland, in which he
proposed to carry through an extensi t scheme with col-
onists from the interior of Germany and from Russia. wealth of
material in his memoranda made Schwerin the Chancellor's adviser-
in-chief on problems of annexation and colonisation in the east.
Further important suggestions were contributed in September, r915,
by his collaborator, Max Sering, the leading agrarian expert at Ber-
lin University, in a report on an officialjourney made by him through
the recently conquered territories in the east.

War Indernnity
Besides territorial and political war aims, a third aim of German

policy emerged from the official discussions on the amount of the war
indemnity to be imposed on the enemy: the aim of weakening Ger-
many's neighbours by syphoning off as much as possible of their
financial resources and transferring to them the burden of Germany's
war expenditure.

As early as the end of August, r9r4, the Chancellor invited Hel-
fferich, the Director of the Deutsche Bank, to General Headquarters
to discuss this problem, and on August z6 he instructed Delbri.ick to
ca nd Belgium would be
able to pay'. On August 28, when the war had been in progress for
only five weeks, Rathenau proposed demanding from France the sum
of forty thousand million gold francs. In his war aims programme
of September 9 the Chancellor laid down the general principle
that the indemnity to be paid by France to Germany must be so high
as to prohibit her from spending any considerable sums on arma-
ments during the next eighteen to twenty years.

In order to gain a survey of the economic possibilities the Chan-
cellor, in the middle of October, instructed Zimmermann and Del-
briick to get in touch with the heads of the principal Berlin joint-
stock banks, the Deutsche Bank, the Disconto-Gesellschaft, the
Dresdner Bank, the Darmstiidter Bank and the Berliner Handels-
gesellschaft, and with the heads of the trusted private banking
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houses of Mendelssohn, Bleichroder and Warburg. He asked the
banks for opinions in writing on war indemnities, expressly empha-
sising that the experts 'were not to confine themselves to naming
large figures, but were to concern themselves primarily with the
modalities of payment and with the security for it'. Bethmann Holl-
weg also considered the idea of requiring 'the transference to Ger-
man hands of the British, French and Belgian-owned railway, har-
bour and mining concessions in the Near and Far East'in lieu ofcash
payments. New here, as compared with the September Programme,
is Bethmann Hollweg's idea of imposing heavy financial demands on
Belgium, Britain and Russia, as well as France: a logical expansion
of the idea of crippling the enemy oowers for the long term. The
banks at once prrmea the required memoranda with detailed esti-

mates of the financial capacities of the enemy powers and of the

possibilities of exploiting them.

No tPrernaturet Peace

Both German public opinion and Germany's leaders were fully
resolved to overthrow all their enemies and dictate peace to them.
Consequently, Germany could not think of making peace with only
one enemy so long as the others were still undefeated and so long as

Germany could still hope for total victory.
So much is apparent from Germany's reactions to the first attempt

to mediate peace. When the battle of the Marne was at its height,
Prgsident Wilson, expecting France's early military collapse, made
ten-iiiivd?nqfrries through Gerard, his ambassador in Berlin, on the
possibility of Germany consenting to conclude peace with France
on the basis of the territorial stalus quo anteinButope, Germany being
free to ask what war indemnity she liked from France and to take
any French colonies she pleased. This was on September g, the day
on which Bethmann Hollweg drew up his war aims programme.
Zimmermann rejected the approaches brusquely, answering :

Germany was completely determined to see the war followed by a lasting
peace. This wish would certainly not be satisfied, as things stood at present,

Ly a treaty on the pattern offered here; it presupPoses rather a settlement of
accounts, not with France alone, but also with Britain and Russia. Other-
wise we should have . . . to reckon in a few years with another war with the
Entente Powers, and this the German people was determined to avoid, after
its present enormous effort.

In considering what weight to attach to Zimmermann's reference
to 'the people' we must, of course, remember the extraordinary ex-

citement of those weeks: he was also, presumably, pa$g;1rce-
rr8
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de d. Nevertheless, his further re-
marks show how greatly things had changed in Germany since Bis-
marck's day, when foreign policy had been conducted without any
regard to the internal political position, and how strongly the Ger-

1t3l goyernmgn! now ftl ien]-E!
the partles and the associations. It was to those great forces that the
Under-Secretary of State alluded when he went on to say that the
government 'simply would not dare, in the interest of its own exist-
ence, to entertain his, the ambassador's, doubtless friendlily-meant
suggestions'. Even had it so wished, the government could not at that
stage have survived had it renounced war aims in Europe.

Bethmann Hollweg accordingly completely approved Zimmer-
mann's provisional reply, and on September r 2 sent him instruc-
tions in this sense for his official answer:

We did not want the war; it was forced on us. Even if we defeat France,
Russia and England will still be in the field against us. . . If we now
accepted an offer ofmediation from America, this would only be interpreted
by our enemies as a sign ofGakiG-Ei-cfnot understood by our peopie. For
the people, which h;;;ilE;il;h-ru.iifi..., wants guaranteis for our recurity
and tranquillity.

Reports of attempted mediation by German-American banking
circles had been exploited by the anti-German press with the sug-
gestion that the German government had initiated these moves. Tlie
Chancellor energetically repudiated these rumours by declarations
in the German press, using to the public the same phraseology that
he had found for his answer to the American ambassador: he spoke
of 'safeguards' and 'guarantees', 'which the people must have for its
security and its future', 'to be protected against fresh wanton assaults
by its enemies'-the word'future'extending the demand beyond the
formula used hitherto.

In the slogan 'guarantees' Bethmann Hollweg had found the word
by which he continued thereafter to attempt to reconcile, at home
and abroad, offensive war aims with the allegedly defensive charac-
ter of the war. However the military situation changed, he and his
successors, Michaelis and Hertling, regularly used this slogan, in
constantly varying forms, to reject any return to the status quo.

The result of the battle of the Marne did not cause either the
Chancellor or the German people, from whom its military implica-
tions were concealed, to revise their war aims. Prince Hohenlohe,
the Austro-Hungarian Ambassador in Berlin, drew from a multitude
of observations the definite general impression that Germany was
solved 'to thrash France and England as soundly as possible', and
'Russia as soundly as the enemies in the west, or even more so'.
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THE PROMOTION OF REVOLUTION
MEANS AND ENDS

WHrr-r the German armies were trying to overrun France in their
first onset, the German government, in collaboration with the general
staff, was working out a f;ar-reaching programme of revolution which
was directed equally against the B-ritish EmPire and impd4lB!c-i.,
although in the upshot it achieved immediate successes only in Rus-

sia, whlre it helped to set in motion a train of events of world-his-
torical moment. These activities began immediately on the outbreak
of war. They were at first a means of stralgglQ-warfare; they were in-
tended, on the one hand, to delay the Russian deployment on Ger-
many's eastern frontier and keep part of the Russian armies tied
down by intgrnal unrest, and on the other hand, p_dray {rfi1'art of
the British flEEt to,overseas stations and make it difficult for France
to raise recruits in her colonies.

The promotion of revolution as a means of warfare was an aspect

of the war aim of breaking up the British and the Russian empires.

The most vulnerable points of France and Britain seemed to be

among their coloured colonial subjects, while Russia offered fields

for subversion among her non-Russian peoples. The German
authorities were determined from the first to exploit the weaknesses

of the enemy coalition. But the Promotion of independence of lar-ge

parts of the British Empire, such as F.qypt and India, was itself a
'G.r*"r, war aim in the wider sense, siniE Germany's rise to world
power was thought to be dependent on the disintegration of the
british Empire. So the Emperor asserted in a handwritten letter to
the Emir ofAfghanistan, drafted for him by Zimmermann:

It has long been . . . my wish to see the Mohammedan nations independent anid

to achieve for their states the maximum of free development. I am therefore

not onlt immediately concerned to help the Mohammedan peoples in their
struggle for independence, but I will support them in the future through

My Imperial Government. . . . The community of interests which exists to-

day between the German people and the Mohammedans will continue in
being after the end of the war.r

r The countries described by the Emperor as 'groaning under the yoke of
Britain and Russia'are Afghanisian, India, Baluchistan and Russia in Asia'
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The Ernperor as Revolutionary

The anti-British programme had its forerunners in ideas which had
developed during the two decades of German world policy, and in
pet ideas of the Emperor himself.

The Emperor-inspired by Max von Oppenheim's theories of the
importance in world politics of the pan-Islamic movement-had al-
ready proclaimed himself the protector of over three hundred million
Mohammedans in his f;amous Damascus speech of November, r898,
This claim must be seen in the light of Oppenheim's picture of the
revolutionary possibilities which Islam would offer in the event of
war with France, Russia and the British Empire. That Wilhelm ac-
cepted this picture is proved by the fact that he returned to it in two
critical situations when war seemed imminent, in 19o6 and rgo8.
'The British', he wrote, 'had better realise that war with Germany
means the loss of India, and therewith the World War'.r

At the decisive moment, on July 29, tgt4 (before, that is, the out-
break of war), when a new crisis was blowing up-one which this
time really did end in war-the Emperor at once reverted to this idea.
A telegram had arrived from Cop!4n'lrnople expressing the unani-
mous wish of the German military mission and of General Liman
von Sanders to return to Germany in the event of war; the Effior -
wlote r-n the margin: 'Must stay there and also &men1lggtand ievolt
against England. Doesn't he yet know of the intended alliance, under
which he is to be Commander in Chief? !'

A day later, on July 30, the Emperor expressed his plan for gen-
eral revolution against Britain in the east even more drastically in a
marginal note to a telegram from Pourtalts, the German ambassador
in Petersburg:

England must . . . have the mask of Christian peaceableness torn publicly
offher face. . . . Our consuls in Turkey and India, agents, etc., must inflame
the whole Mohammedan world to wild revolt against this hateful, lying,
conscienceless people ofhagglers; for ifwe are to be bled to death, at least
England shall lose India.2

The hopes of revolutionising the Islamic world were by no means
only private ideas of the Emperor's; they had behind them the
whole weight of Germany's official policy-the continuation 'by
other means' of the Eastern policy initiated in the mid-r8gos. The
German-Turkish alliance of August 2, tgr4, was concluded with an
eye to the unleashing of a pan-Islamic movement, which was to lead

l Biilow, Denkwiirdigkcihn, Vol. I, pp. rg7 f.; cf. also Hermann Oncken, Das
Deulsclu Rcieh und dic Vorgcschithtc dcs Weltkricges (Leipzig, r933), Vol. II, p. 6rg,
n.3.

2 DD,ll, No.4or, pp. r3o ff.
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offwith a 'Holy War'-which was in fact proclaimed by the Sultan-
Caliph after Germany had brought Turkey into the war.

Turkey thereby acquired an important dual role in Germany's
war strategy. Guardian of the Straits, with the duty of severing com-
munications between Russia in the Black Sea and the western allies,
and of exercising a constant threat against Russia's southern flank,
she was also meant to act as a springboard from which Germany
should attack Britain at her two most vulnerable points, India and
Egypt.

The Agents of the Prograrnrne of Revolution
The subversive enterprises were directed from the Foreign Minis-

try, in collaboration with the Political Section in the reserve (stelluer-

tretende) general staff. After Bethmann Hollweg andJagow the most
important figure in the Berlin Headquarters was the dynamic Under-
Secretary of State, Zirnmerrnann, whose conviction that Germany
must bring down Britain and Russia simultaneously in the war made
him the.moving spirit of Germany's initiatives in East and West.

Zimmermann's career is typical of the generation which the years
round rgro brought into leading positions in Germany. He was born
in 1864 in Marggrabowa, hard on the East Prussian frontier. His
impressionable student years were those of the rBBos which were so
important for the formation of German nationalism; he was only
two years younger than Schwerin,r a man of ideas very similar to his
own, who made his first mark at that time in connection with the
foundation of the Verein Deutscher Studenten at Berlin University. After
completing his legal studies he entered the foreign service and in
r897-lgoe, the years which saw the hectic beginnings of German
'world policy', was serving in various consulates in the Far East. At
that time Biilow had lent him to Admiral Tirpitz, to help strengthen
Germany's position in the Far East, where he duly imbibed the
strongly emotional anti-British atmosphere of the German overseas
and naval policy of those years. From r9o5 on he was employed in the
Political Department of the Foreign Ministry, becoming head of the
department in rgIo, The next year he was promoted Under-Secre-
tary of State. The true souice of his political influence was, however,
the circumstance that during the first months of the war he was alone
in Berlin, while the Chancellor and Jagow were at the Supreme
Headquarters. More important still, Zimmermann, of all the civi-
lians in high places, was the man best trusted by the Emperor, who
found his abrupt and unconciliatory manner more sympathetic than
the ways of either Bethmann Hollweg or Jagow, with neither of

r Cf., pp. rz5 ff., rB7 ff.
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whom did he ever feel intimate, So it came about that on the Em-
peror's rare visits to Potsdam in rgr5 and 1916 Zimmermann, al-
though still only lJnder-Secretary, was summoned sooner and more
often to the Neues Palais for intimate political consultations than his
superiors, the Chancellor or the Secretary ofState.

His opposite number was the head of the Political Section in the
reserve general staff, Rudolf Nadolny,r another East Prussian. He
was a member of the Foreign Ministry whom von Falkenhayn had
invited to fill this post at the outbreak of war, and was a man of simi-
lar metal to Zimmermann, if somewhat more obliging. For work on
the Islamic world Resident Minister (retired) Freiherr Max von
Oppenheim was recalled to the Foreign Ministry on August 2, rgt4,
immediately war broke out. Oppenheim, who had worked in the
East as diplomat and scholar, was by his whole career2 predestined
to take a leading part in Germany's revolutionary activities in the
Near East. As early as July 5, 1898, when attachd at the German
consulate-general in Cairo, he had written a long memorandum on
the possibilities of mobilising the pan-Islamic movement in the in-
terest of Germany's then embryonic eastern policy. A short account
of his own revolutionary activities, which he had included in his
documents, had inspired the Emperor to his Damascus speech. Op-
penheim maintained that Islam was experiencing 'a renaissance of
power and vitality'which was producing repercussions in Russia-in-
Asia and in north-western India. Islam was turning against the alli-
ance between Christendom and European colonial policy and meant
to shake offthe Christian domination over Mohammedan countries.
He drew attention to the pan-Islamic idea which was transcending
all national distinctions and uniting all Arabs to the religious frater-
nity of the Senussi with its potent influence in North Africa and

I Rudolf Nadolny, Mein Beitrag (Wiesbaden, 1955), contains a short account of
the author's activities as revolutionary, pp. 39 tra It was only a Iittle while after his entry into the Prussian State Service in rB83
that Oppenheim began his extensive travels through the Islamic countries of the
Mediterranean, Spain and Morocco. Further explorations took him from the
Atlantic to the Ganges (r89r, Syria and Mesopotamia; 1894-6, Constantinople and
Asia Minor). He studied Arabic and Islam in Cairo. In 1896 the German govern-
ment put him in charge ofan expedition to the Lake Chad area, to secure it for
Germany. From 1896-19ro he served as Attach€ to the Consulate-General in
Cairo. After resigning from the Foreign Service he carried out further explorations
and excavations of the Hittite city of Tel Halaf. On August z, rgr4, he was recalled
to the Foreign Ministry, where he started and directed the'Information Service for
the East'. In r9r5 he was sent to Constantinople (information from the Political
Archive of the Foreign Ministry). Cf. also Ulrich Gehrke, Persizn in der dtutclun
Orirntpolitik uiihrcnd dcs I Wcltkricgcs (Hamburg dissertation) in Darstcllungcn zw
Auswdrtigen Polili*, Vol. I, ed. Herbert Kriiger (Stuttgart, 196o), Vol. II, p. I I, n.
13. According to this work, Oppenheim knew the Arabic parts of the Turkish
Empire well, but not Penia, Afghanistan or India, so that 'the German govern-
ment . . . was certainly not adequately and reliably advised on those countries'.
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Arabia, and finally to theJehad or Holy War. 'Even today its procla-
mation, after the Mohammedan people had been properly prepared,
would have incalculable effects.'

It was Oppenheim who, in another long memorandum of Sep-
tember, r9[4, gave definite shape and direction to the plans for the
various enterprises. Taking up his ideas of 1898, he recommended
the Holy War and pan-Islamic propaganda as the most effective
weapons for revolutioniilng the Islamic world, and as a first step he
proposed that expeditionary forces should be sent to Persia and
Egypt. These proposals were taken so seriously that on December r r,
rgt4,Zirnmermann ordered that all telegrams dealing with the revo-
lutionary programme in the East should be shown to Oppenheim.

Oppenheim's colleague and the most important propagandist of
Germany's eastern policy was Ernst Jiickh, expert on Balkan and
Near East problems at the German Foreign Office in Berlin
from rgrz on.1 Among other activities he had worked with
Matthias Erzberger in the Nachrichtenstelle fiir Auslandsdienst (Infor-
mation Office for Foreign Countries), set up at the outset of war to
expand Germany's propaganda activities abroad. As a member of
Bethmann Hollweg's circle of intimates, Jiickh enjoyed the advan-
tage, both before and during the war, of being allowed on occasions
to expound his ideas to the Emperor. At the beginning of rgr5 he
submitted a long report on Germany's subversive activities in the
East to date. He was several times sent on special missions to Con-
stantinople, which was the most important advanced post for the
revolutionising of the Near East and Africa, and also of the Caucasus
and south Russia.

The experienced ambassador in Constantinople, Freiherr von
Wangenheim, was entirely in accord with the line of imperial.world
policy, urs represented by Zimmermann. Wangenheim's personal
conduct of his office in Constantinople has often been criticised as
too easy-going, but he strongly supported the revolutionary activi-
ties; indeed, he complained with point and emphasis that they
ought to have been better prepared before war broke out. His great-
est personal achievement in the field was to discover the German-
Russian revolutionary Alexander Helphand, who wrote under the
pseudonymof Parvus. Wangenheim had him sent to Berlin and put
on thejob of 'undermining'Russia.

Very important for the Russian field, especially the Ukraine, was
the Baltic German Paul Rohrbach, a friend of Jnckh and Friedrich

r See ErnstJiic\h, Der golderu Pfug, Itbuucrntc cincs Weltbiirgers (Stuttgart, 1954);
this work, however, contains no mention of the author's role as a leading revolu-
tionary.
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Naumann. Hans Delbriick, the editor of the Preussische Jahrbilcher,
who began in the mid r Sgos to take an increasing interest in German-
Russian relationships,l had commissioned the young Rohrbach to
make a systematic tour of Russia and the Near East and to report his
own observations on internal conditions in the Tsarist Empire.
These impressions engendered in Rohrbach views which made him,
with Theodor Schiemann, Johannes Haller and other Baltic Ger-
mans living in the Reich, a leading exponent of the idea of dismem-
bering Russia by forcing her back to the frontiers which were hers
before Peter the Great, and thus permanently weakening her. He
regarded the Ukr;rine, being the richest part of Russia, as the best
jumping-offpoiffi

Here too the official policy of the German Reich was even more
important than the propagandist activities of Rohrbach and his
friends. The most active worker in the Russian field, with Zim-
mermann, was the minister Diego von Bergen.2 He was chiefly
concerned with mobilising Russian revolutionaries belonging to the
radical wing of the Socialists in Russia itself.

Another important figure was the relatively youthful legation
secretary von Wesendonck,s the promoter-in-chief of revolution
among the peoples of the border areas of the Russian Empire. No
better testimony can be paid to the grand scale of his activities, and
the high importance which was attached to them, than the fact that
the Baltic Baron Uexkiill, whom the Foreign Ministry had comis-
sioned to organise the'League of Russia's Foreign Peoples',4 said in
a letter of thanks which he wrote to Wesendonck on May 8, 19t6,
that the German Reich ought to erect two monuments in recogni-
tion of his services: one on the northernmost point of Finland, the
other on the southernmost point of the Caucasus.

Hardly less important than these men in the Wilhelmstrasse were
three of the Reich's Heads of Missions in neutral countries: Freiherr
von Romberg in Berne, Count Brockdorff-Raatzau in Copenhagen

r See Paul Rotirbach, IJm fus Tcufck Hatdschrift (Hamburg, 1953), pp. r8 ff.;
cf. also the reports in the Praussiscfu Jahrbiklur, r896-7; also in book form as In Turan
und Anunbn atf dcn Pfadrn russischzr Wcltpolitik (Berlin, rB97).

2 Diego von Bergen (1872-1943) entered the Foreign Ministry at the age of z3
from the university. After a year as Secretary oflegation in Pekin and three years
in Brussels he worked from r9o6 to rgI r under the German Minister to the Vatican.
He was then recalled to the Foreign Ministry where he was employed from rgr r to
lgrg From rgrg to rg43 he was Minister to the Vatican.

3 Otto Giinther von Wesendonck (1885-1933) entered the Foreign Service in
rgo8. After short spells in London, Brussels, Constantinople and Tangiers, he left
the state service in r9r4 in consequence of having married a Portuguese wife. On
the outbreak of war he was re-employed in the Political Department of the Foreign
Ministry.

I Seeinfra(pp.,+Sf.).
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and Freiherr Lucius von Stoedten in Stockholm. Their missions, with
the embassy in Constantinople, constituted the nerve-centres of the
network of informers and agents with which Germany covered the
whole Russian Empire, and they devoted a large part of their ener-
gies to furthering Germany's programme of revolution. These diplo-
mats expressed their views on important questions in extensive des-

patches which not infrequently influenced headquarters in Berlin by
suggesting courses which were in fact adopted later.

The Islarnic World
Berlin entertained great hopes of provoking a large-scale revolu-

tion in India.l As early as August z, Moltke had written to the
Foreign Ministry putting forward an idea which, embittered by
Britain's declaration of war, he repeated on August 5, very sharply,
in a memorandum from the general staff to the Foreign Ministry:
'Revolution in India and Egypt, and also in the Caucasus . . . is of
the highest importance. The treaty with Turkey will make it pos-
sible for the Foreign Office to realise this idea and to awaken the
fanaticism of Islam'.

@n students, were sent to their homes to
help Findle revoluti,or5-and contact was established with Indian
princes. The signal for the revolution was to be given by an invasion
by the Emir of Afghanistan, who was said to be passionately desirous
of marching into India.z A series of expeditions was sent to Persia to
make contact with the Emirs In Persia, the northern half of which
was under Russian occupation and the southern under British, and
which had declared official neutrality, the legal position of the Ger-
man expeditions was particularly dubious and their freedom of
movement consequently limited. The isolated parties of Germans
were unable to achieve their objective of making contact with Af-
ghanistan, still less of drawing it into war with India and thereby
initiating revolution against the British rule there.

During the whole war Germany tried to secure Persia as an ally
and to induce her to enter the war by extending the Holy War to the
Shiites, from their spiritual centre in Baghdad. These efforts were at
their most intensive in the autumn and winter of r9r5, when the

r Oppenheim had already suggested the basic idea on August rB, rqr4, in a
memoiindum to the Chancellori 'It will not be until the Turls entei E"evot and
the fires ofrevolt flame up in India that England will be ripe for destruction'."'

, The first memorandum on this subject was written by Reichenau to the
Foreign Ministry,on_August 24, r9t-4, after the arrival olthe Swedish explorer
Sven Hedin. Cf. also Gehrke, op. cit., I, 23.

3 Gehrke, op. cit., I, pp.3r ff.; von Nietlermayer, Klein, Wassmuss and Hentig
were among the emissaries. See Werner Otto von Hentig, Mein Leben eiru Dienstrcisi
(Giittingen, r96z).
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German government was pressing Persia to conclude a formal treaty,
under which she should pledge herself to attack Britain and Russia
with all her available forces, and over and above this 'to win over
the neighbouring states of Afghanistan, Bokhara and Khiva' (the
two last-named being Islamic territories under Russian rule). In re-
turn, Germany declared herself ready to give an 'assurance' that in
the event ofa favourable issue to the war, she would support the inde-
pendence and sovereignty of Persia, and promised to supply her with
omcers, arms and munitions arid with a loan of thirty million marks.
Persia was not, however, prepared to so vague an assurance;
the Shah and his Prime Minister demanded instead a full'guarantee
ofthe territorial integrity and political independence ofPersia'.

Wangenheim strongly recommended acceding to these wishes in
the form of a collective guarantee by Germany, Austria-Hungary
and Turkey. No such treaty was, however, ever concluded, although
Germany, working in collusion with the nationalist party, used every
possible means of influencing the government, parliament and press
ofthe deeply divided country under the slogan ofguaranteeing the
liberation of the peoples from the Russo-British yoke.

In spite of all these efforts Germany was unable to secure Persia's
entry into the war. Nevertheless she achieved a position of great in-
fluence in Teheran, strong enough to keep Persia neutral.

Besides his diplomatic
chargd d'affaires in Teheran organised certain adventurous enter-
prises with the help of German and Austrian prisoners of war to
foment unrest in the interior of Russia and to blow the bridges of the
Trans-Siberian Railway.l More systematic attempts were made to
sabotage the oil wells and installations of the Anglo-Persiarr Oil
Company in Abadan from across the neighbouring Turkish fiontier,
when they were either to be taken over by Germany, as Ballin had
proposed and the Army High Command (Oberste Heeresleitung-OHL)
and the Foreign Ministry agreed at the end of r9r4, or at least ren-
dered useless. AII these enterprises had to be abandoned when the
Turkish and German forces, after initial successes, were driven out
ofBaghdad by superior British and Indian forces.

A German-Turkish operation against the Suez Canal, which was
months in the preparing and was regarded in Berlin with extrava-
gant hopes as'a mortal blow against Britain's position', came nearer
to succeeding. The first task given to Turkey had been to take the
offensive in the Caucasus, in order to relieve the Russian pressure on
Austria-Hungary. But the Germans thought it even more important
that Turkey should undertake an offensive against the Suez Canal,

r Cf. Gehrke, op. cit., I, pp. r37 f.
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if only in the form of a 'raid' by zo,ooo or 3o,ooo Turkish troops,
supported by German money, arms and war material, which should
start a rebellion in Egypt against British rule. Even Berlin thought
a rebellion unlikely in default of some such external stimulus. If,
however, the Turks appeared on the Canal, Jiickh, for example,
prophesied inJanuary, IgI5, that they would 'b9 joined by 7o,ooo
.{g4! nopnads'.
' In preparation for the German undertaking in Egypt, the German

embassy in Constantinople had been in touch since the beginning of
August, r9r4 with the Khedive of Egypt, at whose disposal it had
placed 4 million gold francs. The object of the operation, as defined
by Zimmermann on August z5 in his instructions to Wangenheim,
was 'the destruction of British rule in Egypt'. As a first stop Zimmer-
mann recommended the despatch of agents to incite the populations
and native armies in Egypt and the Sudan against Britain by means

which included spreading reports that the Sultan-Caliph would be
joining the war against Britain in the near future. The German plan
of campaign included liquidating the British corps of officers in the
Egyptian army and, above all, blocking the Suez Canal, and de-
molishing locks and waterworks, telegraph offices, railway bridges,
barracks, port installations, etc., in Suez, Port Said and Alexandria.

When the Turks objected to the military difficulties of the opera-
tion, Zimmermann, in Berlin, urged them at least to send mule and
camel detachments against the Suez Canal; for the revolt in Egypt
had to be brought about 'under all circumstances'. The Foreign
Ministry gave Turkey droo,ooo to induce her to act, and further
financial support was promised when the operation was set on foot.
Subsidiary difficulties were caused by the rivalry between Liman
von Sanders and Enver Pasha, and between the latter and the
Khedive, over the question of who should be in command of the
operation. The Egyptians regarded the prospect of Turkish troops
entering their country with mixed feelings, fearing to find British
rule succeeded by a return to the old subjection to Turkey.l

The revolt in Egypt never broke out, because the British trans-
ferred the native army to the Sudan and sent British and Indian
units to the Suez Canal; these then repelled the two attemPts made
by the Germans and Turks to caPture the Canal.

The next field of action for German policy was Arabia. German
operations here were to be based on Damascus, with forward stations
in Jiddah and Medina. For this Purpose new German consulates

1 The German troops were commanded by the Bavarian Lt.-Col. Kress von
Kressenstein, who was afterwards General Commanding the German expedition
to the Caucasus.
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were established in these cities, with the further task of winning over
the Arab tribal chiefs, whose allegiance to the Sultan-Caliph was
only loose and often uncertain, and also to penetrate across the Red
Sea into the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. The Germans devoted special
pains to wooing the Sherif of Mecca, the spiritual overlord and guar-
dian of the Holy places of Islam, and they succeeded for a while, but
only for a while, in persuading him to take over propaganda for Ger-
many in Mecca and Medina.

The political situation in Arabia was particularly complicated,
because the two most powerful tribal chieG, Ibn Saud, the founder
Iater of the present kingdom of Saudi Arabia, and Ibn Reshid, were
at permanent feud with one another. Under German and Turkish
influence, Ibn Saud did at first offer an armisticel later, however, he
went right over into the British camp. The Germans and Turks were
successfully opposed here by the legendary 'Lawrence of Arabia'.
British military successes at Baghdad and the circumstance that
Britain, unlike Germany, was able to promise the Arabs complete
independence, explain why British policy was more effective than
German in Arabia.

In the hope of supporting the German operations conducted from
Palestine against the Suez Canal and Egypt an attempt was made
to incite the Senussi to invade Egypt from Libya. This was Enver
Pasha's particular pet idea, and he sent agents to the Senussi to work
them up. But the plan of mobilising the Senussi gave rise to a series
of political complications. They had been the backbone of the resist-
ance to the conquest oftheir country by Italy in rgr r, and in r9r4
there was still much tension between them and their new colonial
masters. Austria-Hungary, in particular, therefore feared that insti-
gation of the Senussi might prove the last straw in driving Italy,
whose neutrality was already wavering, into the arms of the Entente.
Germany and Turkey tried to dispel these fears, and believed them-
selves in a position to guarantee that if the Senussi rose in a Holy
War, they would turn their arms only against Britain. Turkish and
German agents, some of whom had most adventurous experiences
in reaching Libya, wooed the Senussi for months but failed to per-
suade them to intervene effectively, even after Italy's entry into the
war in r 9 r 5 had removed the necessity of considering her feelings.

The Germans also planned to reach out beyond Egypt, and to
raise the e@-Bgyp!r"" Sudan against British rule. The reports on
the preparations I5r tEis expedition show that it was to liave ad-
vanced from the Sudan into central Africa, accompanied by German
colonial administrators. For this purposeJagow sent the German ex-
plorer, Leo Frobenius, to Abyssinia. He instructed the German
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minister'to use every means to induce Abyssinia to intervene against
England'. The minister was authorised to promise the Abyssinian
government Germany's support for territorial acquisitions in the
region of the Blue Nile; the imperial government would regard
favourably any extension of Abyssinian power in this direction, pro-
vided it was done witJrout injuring Italy's colonial territories or
spheres of influence. Th--ossi6mfofE-ringing Abyssinia into the
war on the German side to help raise the Sudan collapsed with the
failure of the plans to promote revolution in Egypt, but the plans
show that the German government was aiming at establishing a
bridge to carry German influence from the Near East to the goal of
' GeJPqqqQenrralAfrica'.

Germany's revolutionary activities covered the whole of North
Africa as fiar as Casablanca and were thus directed also against the
French colonial empire, where it was hoped to raise the Arabs and
Berbers against France. The brothers Mannesmann in the German
consulate in Tripoli made use of their existing business connections
to make contact with the Senussi and also with the east Algerian
Kaid, Mohammed Brali, whose influence was considerable in the
border regions between Tripolitania and Algeria. The Kaid agreed
to the German plan, the aim of which was that French troops should
be tied down by operations undertaken by him on the Mediterranean
coast. The German government hoped that here, as in Egypt, a re-
bellion once started would spread to other tribes.

The pre-conditions for German agitation were more favourable
in north-western Africa, and in particular in the coastal areas, than
in any other part of the Islamic world, for here the traditional resist-
ance of the tribes to French colonial rule was already stiffened by
awakening aspirations for national self-determination. 'The Moham-
medans of Algiers and Tunisia,' wrote Oppenheim, 'are filled with
hatred against France and long for liberation.' He, and with him the
Foreign Ministry, concluded that West Africa as a whole was now
ripe for revolution. The event proved that these hopes were prema-
ture.

In Morocco too German policy was able to link up with old con-
nections dating from before the war. The Germans' earlier attempts
to enlist the help of native princes against France's penetration of
Morocco had created personal relationships which were revived and
intensified when war began. As before the war, the German consu-
late-General in Barcelona was the central clearing station for Ger-
man shipments of arnrs to Morocco. Similarly, Madrid was the
centre of the German agitation which used Spanish Morocco as a
jumping-off place for raising French Morocco. Another way of
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weakening France's position in North Africa was to instigate deser-
tions from the French Foreign Legion; in August, r9I4, the Emperor
issued an amnesty to all returned legionnaires.

A survey of the campaign to raise the Islamic world, from Lahore
to Casablanca, at the beginning of the war leaves a divided impres-
sion. On the one hand there are grandiose ideas, circulating in cate-
gories and dimensions of world policy and universal history. The
vehicles of these ideas are the official political organs of the Reich,
working in close collaboration with the general staff. Behind them
there stood also private interests, whose pre-war connections were
now skilfully utilised by the government: associations, newspapers,
individuals; t};,e Verband Deutscher Handlungsgehilfen (Society of Ger-
man Commercial Staff), the Kiilnische Volksleitung, the Welt am

Montag, the brothers Mannesmann, Emil Kirdorll Regendanz, the
liaison man between the Imperial Colonial Office and the banks, the
chief mover behind the scenes of policy in Morocco, and the busy
Paul Rohrbach. On the other hand, the actual means and persons
employed in the field bore no relation whatever to the high-flown ex-
pectations, either as regards the immediate aim of relieving the mili-
tary position of the Central Powers or the long-term aim of effecting
a fundamental change in the power-relations of the world: they were
totally inadequate, and the effect produced by them was practically
nilJfis in the conduct of the campaign in Europe, so here, Germany
gr{atly over-estimated her own and her allies' potential strength,
and fatally underestimated the enemy's power of resistance/l/

Ireland
Germany's subversive activities include also an attempt to create

difficulties for England on her doorstep through an armed rising in
Ireland. Here, too, Germany could build on a situation of traditional
conflict which in the years before the war had reached the verge of
open rebellion. The initiative came this time from German-Ameri-

n consul-general in New Yor[TilEke.lFhe
ambassador in Washington, Count Bernstorff, raised ob-

jections to Falcke's proposals, since he feared that such an attempt
would give the politically and culturally dominant English element
in the United States its chance to prejudice the United States against
Germany. In spite of these warnings, the German government had

1 How almost naive were the ideas with which the German statesmen
approached the task of promoting revolution is shown, for example, by Jagow's
instructions ofNovember, rgr4, which contain the words: 'bearer ofthese instruc-
tions, Herr Leo Frobenius, has orders to collaborate with Turkey in raising the
Sudan in revolt. It would be very valuable if the Abyssinian government would
give this enterprise active support.'
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Sir Roger Casement brought from New York to Germany, where he
raised the hopes of both the political and the military authorities in
the prospects of a rising in Ireland. The circumstances of Casement's
landing from a German submarine on the coast of Ireland, his arrest
and execution, are as familiar as is the history of the Easter Rebel-
lion in Dublin. It is, however, important for our purposes to note that
here too Germany greatly over-estimated her strength. The attempt
to revolutionise Ireland is a also a particularly clear example of the
nexus between methods of warfare and war aims; on the one hand,
Germany's western front was to be relieved by an attack on England's
base and on the other, the British Empire was to be weakened by the
detachment of one of its members. The Germans were attempting
to utilise the crisis of the world war to help existing national aspira-
tions to fruition in their own right

The Nationalities in the Russian Ernpire
Favourable fields for Germany's subversive activities in Russia

lvere offered by the national movements of the non-Russian peoples
from Finland to the Caucasus and by the aggravated social problem
created by rapid industrialisation. Both social and the national griev-
ances had found explosive vent in the rqvclglfgqof r9o5;6 and both
had since continued to work in inseparable combinatioS{The failure
of the Russian revolution had further produced a great wave of emi-
gration, which had spread all over Europer/r,lVhen world war broke
out the German government could at onc6 turn to the Russian imi-
gr6s as aeents for ievolutionising Russia. !--
.-flhe 

Foreign Ministry had begun its preparations for the 'libera-
tion' ofPoland at the end ofJuly, even before the outbreak ofactual
hostilities. As early as August 5, rgr4,Jagow told the German am-
bassador in Vienna that 'our troops are carrying in their pockets
proclamations for the liberation of Poland'. On August g Zimmer-
mann telegraphed insructions to the German embassy in Constanti-
nople that the Caucasus was to be raised against Russia. At the same
juncture the l-oreign Ministry was thinking of producing revolution
among the Letts of Courland, but the general staff rejected the idea
as militarily undesirable. On August 6 the Chancellor instructed the
German minister in Stockholm, von Reichenau, to investigate a re-
volt in neighbouring Finland, promising the Finns 'an autonomous
buffer State (Republic)'. Thus by August 6, only a week after the
declaration of war, Germany's plans for revolutionising the East from
Finland to the Black Sea had been laid.

lt was in this connection that the Chancellor first sketched out his
idea of Germany's New Order in the East, a month before his Sep-
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tember Programme. The'principles' for the leaflets to be circulated
in Finland were, according to Bethmann Hollweg's instructions, to
describe Germany's war aims in the East openly as 'liberation and
security for the peoples subjugated by Russia, Russian despotism to
be thrown back on Moscow'. The Ukrainian question also made
its appearance at the beginning of August. Revolution was openly
acknowledged as a means of warfare and as an aim of war, a fact
admitted at the time by the leading German statesmen themselves.
Instructions of August rr, tgr+, from the Chancellor to the German
embassy in Vienna, drafted by Jagow, are revealing on this point.
They define the aims of German policy in the following words:

To produce revolution, not only in Poland but also in the Ukraine, seems
to us very important:

t. As a means of warfare against Russia,
e. Because should the war end favourably for us the creation of several

buffer states between Russia and Germany and Austria-Hungary
would be desirable as a means of relieving the pressure of the Russian
colossus on western Europe and thrusting Russia back to the east, as
far as possible.

3. Because, in Rumania's view, the recovery of Bessarabia for Rumania
would only be profitable and lasting if it were protected by the forma-
tion of other non-Russian states.

It was thu!-not only at Brest-Li not only after its
alleged capitulation before the Third Army High Command under
Ludendorff and the pan-Germans, that the German government
first conceived the idea of creating an indenendent Ukrainian statel
as early as the second week 6f the war it had declared iFe detach-
ment of the Ukraine from Russia to be an official object of German
policy, and it preserved this long-term aim for the eventuality of a
German dictated peace. In the further diplomatic exchanges be-
tween Berlin and Vienna in connection with the attempts to induce
Turkey, Bulgaria and Rumania to enter the war, all three states
weffi of the two central powers to force
back Russia's frontiers. Berchtold told the Bulgarian government on
October t7, rgt4, and the Turkish at the beginning of November:
'Our main aim in this war is to weaken Russia enduringly, and for
that reason we should, in the event of our victory, welcome the
establishment of an independent Ukrainian State'. On both occasions
the German Foreign Ministry associated itself with the_Aust+e-
Huggarian step by pa\4c1-dia,arch6 in Sofia and Constantinople.

The German government could count on widespread approval
in Germany for its plans to detach the peripheral non-Russian
peoples from the Tsarist Empire. The Alldeutsch circles close to them
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were as much in favour of these plans as, for different reasons, were
the parties of the Centre and the groups on the left-Social Democ-
racy's anti-Tsarist complex had been an important element in its
decision not to oppose the war. The extension of B.rrrtanjnfluence
farjnrof.ussia-was a central feature of the Alldeulsci programme,
although it laid more weight on direct annexations than did the
Liberals. The extensive memorandum drawn up by the Zentrum
politician, Matthias Erzberger, in September, IgI4, had contained,
besides far-reaching aims for the West and a Mitteleuropa pro-
gramme, the following war aim for the East: 'Liberation of the
non-Russian peoples from the Muscovite yoke and establishment
of internal self-government for each people. All this under German
military supremacy, perhaps also with a Customs IJnion.'

Erzberger's final aim was 'to cut Russia off from both the Baltic
and the Black Sea'. Helmut von Gerlach, later a leading pacifist,
wrote an article in the Welt am Montag of August 17, rgt+, 'Necessity
knows no Law' (Not kennt kein Gebot) , calling for the liberation of the
non-Russian peoples, the Finns, Estonians, Letts, etc., down to the
Mohammedan peoples of Russian-Asia, by promoting revolution in
Russia and the Islamic world.

The Caucasus

The most distant of all the objects of German agitation were the
Turkomans beyond the Caspian, who were to be subverted from
Teheran.r Here the Germans had at first little success, but after the
Bolshevik revolution of October, IgI7, these areas detached them-
selves temporarily from Russia and anti-Bolshevik groups in them
sought German support.

In the Caucasus area the Turks tried to influence the Moham-
medan tribes, while the Germans addressed their agitation in the
first instance to the Christian Georgians, among whom the revolu-
tion of l9o5 had evoked revolts and separatist movements aimed at
recovering old lost freedoms. As recently as IgI2 there had been
sporadic outbreaks of unrest in Georgia; Theodor Schiemann had
pointed to them as indications of Russia's internal weakness, but had
over-estimated their importance. The suppression of the revolution
had driven a number of Georgian political leaders into exile. All of
them saw in the outbreak of world war their people's chance to re-
cover its independence. They early found support from Germany
and-much more hesitantly-from Turkey. Georgian 6migr6s of the
most various schools of thought formed joint political committees
in Berlin, to which Armenians later adhered. Prince Machabelli,

r See Gehrke, op. cit., I, pp. 136 ff. There is much archival material.
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retelli, the brothers Kereselice and others helped in this work, some
of them sacrificing their private fortunes to it. German policy en-
listed their national ambitions in its service, and as time went on the
Georgians became increasingly dependent on Germany.

The Ge95glans asked for a binding promise that an independent
Georgian state should be recognised if the war ended in victory, and
the German government was prepared to give1hirarsurance. But
the Turks re{l'"cd, because the creation of an independent Georgian
state wotrli[-have blocked their own planned expansion and annexa-
tions in the Caucasus; moreover, the Georgians, as a Christian
people, would have posed a problem similar to that posed by the
Armenians on both sides of the Turkish frontier. German diplomacy,
however, put such strong pressure on the Turks that in the summer
of r9r5 they too gave the guarantee for which the Georgians asked,
although in a somewhat non-committal form.r

The plans of the Georgian 6migr6s were set out in a memorandum
drawn up by Prince Machabelli in September, rgr4. His plan en-
visaged a neutral Caucasian Federation, with Georgia a kingdom
under a west European prince, the Armenian and Tatar districts
under a Mohammedan prince, while the so-called mountain peoples
were to be under a ruler chosen by themselves. Machabelli's idea of
a tripartite federative state was in fact realised, although in a dif-
ferent shape, after the Russian February revolution.

Besides the Committee in Berlin, a secret Committee of Action
was constituted in Tiflis, composed of representatives of the three
major Georgian parties, the Social Democrats, the Federalists and
the Nationalists. The Azerbaidjanians, although non-Christians,
joined this committee. On German initiative a Georgian Legion was
formed in Trebizond, on Turkish soil, under a German captain,
Count von der Schulenburg, but after endless friction with the
Turks it had to be disbanded. It never numbered many members.

The revolutionary movement in the Caucasus, like that in Turkey,
depended in the last instance on a successful advance by the Turks.
But the Turkish offensive in the Caucasus broke down in the autumn
of r9r4. The Germans could thus in the end do no more than take
some individual agents, including Machabelli, in submarines and
set them on shore near Batum. The country being occupied by Rus-
sian troops and under strict control, the agents understandably found
the local populace, which had had experience enough ofthe pains of
unsuccessful revolution, little inclined to rise in arms.

Although Germany's endeavours to stir up revolution in the
r The document in question, which was filed in the German embassy, was

signed, not by the Grand Vizier or Foreign Minister, but by a subordinate official.
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Caucasus did not achieve their immediate purpose, they were not
without effect. The activities of the Georgian 6migr6s, especially of
Prince Machabelli, awakened interest in Georgia, both in German
political and military circles and among the public, especially since
there were German industrial groups with material interests in the
background. When autonomous states came into being in the
Caucasus in rgrT and t9IB, the Germans' earlier political contacts
had prepared them to enter into closer political relationships.

The Ukraine
The Ukrainer was another area in which the German and Austro-

Hungarian general staffs had planned and prepared to start a revolt.
These plans were influenced by the expectation that after the antici-
pated speedy victory in the west the main theatre of war would be
transferred to south Russia. Here, too, the rising was conditional on
the armies of the Central Powers really advancing into the Ukraine.

The organisation of the Ukrainian revolutionary movement was
at first in the hands of the Ruthene National Committee in Austrian
Galicia, which was supported by the German consul-general in
Lemberg, Heinze.z On his suggestion, the German ambassador in
Vienna, Tschirschy, sent von Levicky, the head of the National
Committee, to Berlin at the end of August, and he persuaded the
Chancellor and the Foreign Office to support him.3 The great Polish
landlords of Galicia, however, put Berchtold against the German-
Ukrainian connection and against any revolutionary activity in the
Ukraine. Although criticising the Germans for being too conserva-
tive, he feared lest a focus of anarchy should come into being in
south Russia which might have detrimental effects on the Monarchy.
It was in view of this Polish opposition a matter of some importance
that the Ukrainian Archbishop in Lemberg supported the Ukraine
activities from r9r4 to r9r7-r8 in the hope of being able to detach
the 3o million Greek-Orthodox Ukraini3ns from Moscow and bring
them into the Uniate Church.

The second and decisive phase of Germany's revolutionary activi-
ties in the Ukraine began in August, r 9 I4, with the arrival of a group

1 On this subject, again, the archival material is very extensive. On the litera-
ture on the subject see Hans Beyer, Die Mittzlmiichtc und die Ukrainc (Munich, r936) ;
for the first years of the war, recent work based on the Austrian archives, Helga
Grebing, 'Oesterreich-Ungarn und die "Ukrainische Aktion", rgr4-rgr8; Zur
oesterreichisch-ungarischen Ukrainepolitik im ersten Weltkriege', in Jahrbi)clurfiir
Geschirhk Osteuropas, Vol. 7, Heft 3, pp. e7o ff.

2 On this, besides the archives, see also Bogdan Fr. S. Graf von Hutten-Czapski,
Sec hzig J ahr e P olitik und G c se I k c haft, Y ol. I I, pp. r 45 ff.

3 See Beyer, op, cit., pp. r ff.
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of Socialist 6migr6s from the Ukraine, some of whom had left their
homes only on the outbreak of war. They formed a'League for the
Liberation of the Ukraine'r which was encouraged by Fleinze, by the
Foreign Office and also by Levicky's group and was given regular
financial support by the Reich. The objective of the League was an
independent Ukraine of democratic-socialist character. The group
criticised German propaganda, holding it, for example, to be com-
pletely futile to hope to win over the Ukrainian peasants by leaflets
in the pedantic German style recalling the long-past days of great-
ness when the Ukraine was independent under its Hetmans and
grand princes. Instead, the Ukrainian Socialists concentrated their
propaganda on the agrarian question in the conviction that the only
way of mobilising the Ukrainian peasants was to promise them
land.

At this point the mutual interaction of the national and the social
revolutionary motifs begins to become apparent;but the element of
social revolution made the Austro-Hungarian government increas-
ingly reserved towards the League, out of consideration for the
Polish landed magnates of Galicia and also in view of the prospective
annexation of Congress Poland. The promotion of revolution in the
Ukraine thus became a purely German enterprise. The League,
which was now financially entirely de t on Germany, estab-
lished aegrs of the German embassies in Con-
stantinople and Bucharest, from which centres they sent agents into
the Black Sea ports from Odessa to Rostov and tried to undermine
the morale of the Russian fleet. In Constantinople Wangenheim was
assisted by Helphand, who in his expos6 of March, r9r5, had desig-
nated the national movements in Russia, especially the Ukrainian,
as the weapon to pierce the armour of the Tsarist Empire, and had
submitted detailed proposals for action. From r9r5 on, increasingly
important work was done by the German minister in Berne, Rom-
berg, who had discovered and recruited for the German service a
particularly serviceable Ukrainian Socialist named Stepankowski,
who played an important role in Germany's Ukrainian policy in
I9I7.

Another method of promoting revolution in the Ukraine was to
segregate Ukrainian prisoners of war in the German P.O.W. camps
and have them indoctrinated by special German commissions with
the purpose of making them the to!&hcarcu__af__a_ Ukrainian
i"d.ryglgslr--!o*" 

"ot. 
Similarly, and with the same purpose,

Polish, Georgian, ![ohammedan and Finnish prisoners of war were
seglegated from the Rffissian. Regierungsprcisidart Schwerin formed a

1 On this, besides the archives, in detail, Grebing, op. cit., pp. 167 ff.
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special staff for dealing with the Ukrainians and succeeded in win-
ning many of them for the German cause.l

Owing to the Austrian defeat in Galicia, German propaganda and
subversive activity never produced a revolution in the Ukraine, and
its real importance, again, lies in its effects on German public
opinion. Thanks largely to Paul Rohrbach's work, an ever-increas-
ing flood 6f Qerman publications on the Ukraine began to appear in
rgr5-t6, and in them the economic asPects of the question were
given increasing prominence. A man as influential as Albert Ballin
called for an offensive against Kiev in the summer of IgI6, saying
that Kiev was generally regarded as 'the economic heart' of Russia.
Both the German government znrl GermanprrJrlicollinion were thus
ready-m:--pl5il the favgurable situation which arose out of the
February revolution_of r 9I7.

Poland
Germany's campaign of subversion in Poland could build on a

living tradition of national risings which had manifested themselves
in a series of rebellions in the nineteenth century, and more recently
in the unrest accompanying the revolution of 19o5-6. Bismarck's
idea that in the event of a German-Russian war Russian Poland
should be incited to rise and should be reinstated as an independent
state, was a two-edged sword for Prussia's Ostmark policy, for the
appearance ofa new Polish state could not but have its effect on the
millions of Poles in the eastern provinces of Prussia.z The situation
in Austria was rather different. Here the Crown land of Galicia pre-
sented an analogous problem. The Poles of Galicia, however, unlike
the Poles of Prussia or Russia, enjoyed cultural and political security
and had a big voice in the government and parliament of their state.

Vienna was therefore "ea.lier to consider plg!0afing:-{€volution in
RuJsian Poland, the more so since it could hope to bring the areas

detafiEfTi6-m Russia into the framework of the Dual Monarchy.
This situation explains why it was only with h4lrtrearrthatncr[n
embarked on the revolg1ggisingaf-Qenglets Poland and the restora-
tion of Polish sovereignty.

Even before the final breach with Russia in July, I9I4, Germany
had decided that, if war broke out, Congress Poland must be incited
to revolt and be reinstated as a state. The evidence now available

! From the end of r 9 r 7 on the Supreme Command begins to intervene actively;
it sent the Foreign Ministry a screed on propaganda in the East'req-uesting that
the Finnish, Estonian, Livonian, Ukrainian and Rumanian press be taken in
hand forthwith'. A 'real position of hegemony' was especially necessary in the
Ukraine.

' On this sec also Oncken , Prcussen und Polcn im XIX Jahrhundcrt, pp. zz4 ff.
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forces us to give more credence than was previously customary to
Hutten-Czapski's assertion that onJuly 3I, I9I4, not only the Em-
peror (this is admitted) but also the Imperial Chancellor promised
him that Poland should be restored after a German victory.r Ger-
many's intention of promoting revolution in Congress Poland is con-
firmed by the fact (already mentioned) that with the approval of the
German government agreements along these lines were concluded
between the German and Austro-Hungarian general staffs at the end
ofJuly, rgr4.2

On August 5 the Foreign Ministry decided to secure the consent
of the to use their influence on the
population-ofCongress Poland. The Prussian minister to theVatican,
von Miihlberg, was instructed to secure the co-operation of the Vati-
can in the sense that the Holy See should make it clear to the Poles

'that the Allied armies were working for the liberation of Poland and
must therefore be supported by all Poles, including the Polish clergy',
since Catholie Austria-Hungary was fighting also against 'the Or-
thodox Church, which was violating the rights of the Catholic
Ch6f6E-in Poland'. In order to mobilise further religious emotions
in the service of the German cause, Erzberger had thousands of leaf-
lets distributed in Congress Poland bearing a coloured print of the
Emperor Wilhelm II and Pope Benedict XV side by side; also a
grandiose picture of German trooPs driving Russians back, while the
Polish people surges forward in brightly-clad masses, bearing church
banners blessed by the Madonna.s The appeal to the Polish clergy
proved, however, ineffectual. The overwhelming majority of the
Poles, including their clergy, remained partisans of the Entente, and
in some frontier districts whence the Russian officials had fled in
panic, Polish priests themselves took charge of the mobilisation of
the men called up for service,a Furthermore, the presence of Russian
troops, at first 4oo,ooo of them, later a million, put any idea of a
rising out of court. The Germans deceived themselves in supposing
that the Poles were lo . In reality
the neo-Slav mover-enq with its doctrine of pan-Slav solidarity, had
weakened the traditional hostility and Pole. The

, ffiI. II, pp. r45 and eg5, with his letter of
November 5, 1916, tb the Emperor, reminding him of his ilssurance ofJuly 3r,
I9I4.

2 Westarp, Konscrualiac Polil*, Vol. II, p' r: 'I knew that revolution would break
out today among the Poles of Russia''

r Reichenau reported from Stockholm on October 3 r , t I t 4, that Russian papers
showed a tendency to suggest that the Emperor's reason was affected. They based
this on his alleged dream that the Holy Virgin had appeared to him in a vision and
charged him to liberate her home in Czenstochau.

' Friedrich Schinkel, Pohn, Prcusscn md Deutschland (Breslau, r93r), p. ez5'
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industrialisation of Congress Poland was having the same effect,
since the interests of influential Polish economic circles, especially
those of the textile industry, were now bound up with the great Rus-
sian market. The dominant political tendency among the Poles, rep-
resented by the National Democrats, was oriented towards demo-
cratic wesiern Europi, -Iid-was therefore -plg-EnlgIlte. Finally,
Prussia's Ostmark policy had done its bit ttwards filling the Poles
with mistrust of Germany.

All these reasons make it understandable that the rousing procla-
mation issued on August 17, tgr4, by the.Russian Commander in
Chiel, the Grand Duke Nikolai Nikolaievitch should have made a
considerable impression on rvide Polish circles. The proclamation
promised the Poles the unification of all Polish-inhabited territories,
including Prussian Polan'ffi, ,.,di the Russian
sceptre, but with far-reaching autonomy.l Against this, the ggnlral
Pp.gfq had no more to offer than, at the most, the resurrection of
Consress Poland.

Ii-n Galicia there had been enough anti-Russian feeling to admit
the formation of Pilsudski's famous Polish Legion. Since, however,
the Legion, in collaboration with an underground Polish 'National
Government'in Warsaw, put forward far-reaching political demands
for a future Polish state, it was incorporated in the Austro-Hun-
garian army and so gagged politically.z It is less well known that in
the first weeks of the war an attempt was made to raise a Polish
Legion in Germany, but the negotiations, which were carried on be-
tween representatives of the Polish 'Sharp-shooters' ' organisations on
the one hand, and on the other hand the Reserve General Staff in
Berlin and Hindenburg's IX Corps in Posen, Ied to no result. The
central German authorities concerned, which included the War
Office and the Reich Interior Office, were prepared to allow the
Polish organisations to enlist voluntary recruits, but not to conscript
them, since this would have been tantamount to conceding them
sovereign rights. Even at this stage Delbriick raised political objec-
tions. When he read in various reports that meetings of Sharp-
shooters had been demanding Posen and West Prussia for the future
Polish state, he made energetic protests which resulted in the dis-
bandment of the Polish organisation and the cancellation of its agree-
ment with the military authorities. This went through the more
easily because the Sharp-shooters had been criticising Germany over
the Kalisch incident (Kalisch, a town on the Russo-Polish border,

1 Schulthess, Gcsehiehhkalender,Jg. I9t4, p. B4B.
2 The latest comprehensive account of Pilsudski's mission in Igt4, Conze,

Polnisclu Nation und deuhelu Politik im Ersten Weltkricg (Cologne, rg58), pp. 53 f.
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was destroyed by German troops in the first days of war), while Aus-
tria had meanwhile protested in Berlin against the activities and agi-
tation of the Polish Legion. At the beginning of November the few,
halGtrained formations of the German Polish Legion were taken to
Cracow and there put under Austro-Hungarian military command.
All further agitation in the Polish territories occupied by German
troops was forbidden and the agreement between the Sharp-shooters
and the military authorities was again cancelled.

By the beginning of December, IgI4, Germany's brief flirtation
with Polish revolutionary and democratic nationalism was already
over. The Poles' ambitions with regard to Posen and West Prussia
had touched Prussian political self-consciousness on the raw. It was
only after the establishment of the two governments general in War-
saw and Lublin, that is, of a German and an Austro-Hungarian
military administration, that the ideas mooted vaguely in the au-
tumn of r9r4 took concrete shape in a decision to create a Polish
army and to incorporate it, and with it a new Polish state, in a Ger-
man-controlled central European system.

The Jews
In August, IgI4, the optimistic eye of the Germans-of Consul-

General Heinze, for instance, to judge from his reports-classed the
Zionist movement with the Polish and Ukrainian as the third
'st.@rism'. The Jervs of Russia were
couTtEd as a quasi-German element, if only on account of their
Yiddish speech; on the other hand, they were a minority living
under a special dispensation, confined to a strip along the western
frontier of Russia, and in the two decades before the World War had
frequently been the victims of the notorious pogroms whereby the
Tsarist regime had sought to divert attention from its own internal
difficulties.

In the days which brought the outbreak of war all GermanJewry,
including the Zionists (who formed only a minority), were a prey to
national excitement. The CologneJudiciary Councillor Max Boden-
heimer,r one of the founders of the 'Zionist Association for Germany',
approached the military authorities in the Rhineland with a pro-
posal for a plggle114ro!_lo the Jews of Bussia. Through Hutten-
Czapski's mediation he was puffih with Diego von Bergen, the
Foreign Ministry's specialist for revolutions, who was himself think-
ing along similar lines. On August r 7 official consent was secured for

r Egmont Zechlin, Fricdensbestrebungcn und Reuolulionbrungsaersuchz, 3, Db Allianz
mit dzmJudentum, Beilagc zu'Das Parlamcnl',January 2r,.r96r, pp. 342 ff., following
archives and memoirs.
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the foundation of a 'Committee for the Liberation of the Jews of
Russia', the Presidency of which was assumed by the Berlin sociolo-
gist, Professor Franz Oppenheimer, with Bodenheimer as Vice'
Chairman. The Committee was approved by the Central Committee
of the International Zionist League in Berlin, under Professor Otto
Warburg, and soon came to enjoy the suPport of Germany's non-
Zionist.]ews as well. This development filled the German govern-
ment with most sanguine hopes,l

On August t7 al appeal to the Jews of Russia, signed by the
Supreme Command of the German and Austrian armies, called on
them to rise in arms, promising them'equal civic rights for all, free
exercise of their religion and their civil callings and free choice of
residence within any territory occupied in future by the Central
Powers'. In this as in other leaflets as, for example, those distributed
by theJewish Committees in Galicia, theJews were adjured in burn-
ing words to avenge themselves for the Pogroms: Jews of Russia !

Rise! Spring to arms! Help hunt the Moskal [sc., the Russian] out
of the West, out of Poland, Lithuania, White Russia, Volhynia and
Podolia! Freedom is coming from Europe . . . !'

The Committee of Liberation seems to have been less interested
in persuading their co-religionists in Russia to rise than in pinning
down the governments of the Central Powers to public definition of
the future rights of theJews in'the Russian West'l for only so would
the sympathies of thoseJews be definitively acquired for the Central
Powers. Bodenheimer went further still: he wanted a multinational
buffer state created between Germany and Russia, with the political
and economic leadership in it shared between theJews and Germans.
T'his idea of a GSISAA-I€wE} a!ie",ce against the Slavs, particu-
larly against the Poles, was, however, not supported in German
governmental circles, which did not want to anticipate too far the
territorial readjustment of these areas.

Nor did it prove possible to secure the support of the Zionist move-
ment as a whole for the plans of the Liberation Committee. After the
military reverses of the autumn of tgI4 the Executive Committee
of the World Zionist Organisation in Copenhagen pronounced in
f,avour of strict neutrality, and forced all Zionist members to resign
from the Committee of Liberation; the latter then transformed itself
into a relief organisation for theJews of the occupied territories. At-
tempts to secure the support of American Jewry for the objectives
of the Committee also proved unsuccessful, the anti-Semitism preva-

r A report submitted to the Imperial Chancellor on.Augrrst 20, I9t4' sees in the
Zionist movement 'an invaluable instrument for our intelligence service and our
agitation abroad . . . particularly for the territory of the Russian Empire.'
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lent in the Reich proving a deterrent. TheJews in the occupied terri-
tories themselves werejlg4ppo,lpted bfth-C-afifiude towards them
adopted by the Geiil;;ilit"ry and civilian authorities, which did
not answer to the expectations awakened by the proclamation. Still
hoping for internal reforms, they
state as did the Jews of central western Europe to their own
countries of residence; the more so since Socialist ideas had struck
deep roots among the east Europe.an Zionists, which made collab-
oration difficult with a state whose peryggCtign i{1he lgcialists u'as
still fresh in the memory.

An example of the early German hopes may be quoted from Sep-
tember, r9r4. The German consul in Bucharest got into touch with
Jewish agents who promised to produce 'a rising in Bessarabia with-
in ten days and later a general revolution against Russia'. The con-
sul had already paid out 5o,ooo marks in gold for the preparations
for the rising and promised two million more if the enterprise suc-
ceeded. Zimmermann, in the name of the Foreign Ministry, express-
ly approved and endorsed the promise that Germany would support
the emancipation of theJews in Russia.

Ffere, too, Germany's hopes proved deceptive, but the Central
Powers' inflammatory proclamations and incitements to revolution
had tragic consequences for theJews of Russia. The Russian govern-
ment and the militant right-wing circles which had been reponsible
for the pogroms before the war, found in these events justification for
their hatred of theJews, whom they now more than ever regarded as
enemies of Russia. There were fresh excesses againstJews and official
measures which resulted in terrible sufferings for the victims. It is a
fact that the
Russia's internal
ripe for revolution.

Lithuania and the Baltic
Contrary to its policy in Poland and Finland, the German govern-

ment did not try to promote revolution in Lithuania or among the
Baltic peoples. In Lithuania the Germans did not expect to find
national self-consciousness, and it was r that they
realised how strongly developed it was, and that the Lithuanian
national movement possessed a class of intellectual leaders and ex-
tensive connections abroad, especially in the United States. In so far
as German policy concerned itself with Courland, Livonia and
Estonia at the outset of the war, no revolution seemed necessary,
since Germany already possessed a leading class in the shape of the
Baltic Germans, through whom it could carry out whatever policy

movements and mass dep_oltations increased
:uftGs ana-TEus-made-th?: iountry still more
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it wished. And the presence of this ruling class of Baltic Germans
made it impossible from the German point of view to promote evolu-
tion among the Letts and Estonians, because their inflamed national
feelings, which politically were oriented westward, would in the
last resort have turned against the Germans themselves and brought
the downfall of the Baltic Germans. Moreover, parts at least of Cour-
land and Lithuania were at an early stage under consideration as

suitable areas for direct annexation to Germany.

Finland
The geographical situation of Finland, like that of the Ukraine

and Georgia, excJydsd_eglexaltien to Germany. There were there-
fore no reasons against inciting it to revolt against Russia, and this
was in fact the object pursued by the Germans from the first days of
the war. A suitable starting point for Germany's efforts was offered
by the Grand Duchy's constitutional status within the Tsarist Em-
pire, which had been so bitterly disputed in and after the revolution
of r9o5. To this was added the existence of a relatively large body of
6migrds, based principally in Sweden. At the beginning of August,
IgI4, the German government began collecting these 6migr6s to
serve as liaison officers with Finland; they were supported through
the legations in Stockholm, Copenhagen and Berne, and were fur-
ther advised by Swedish diplomats and princes of the Church, such
as the Swedish minister in Berlin, Count Taube, and the Archbishop
of Upsala. On August 6 Bethmann Hollweg instructed the German
minister in Stockholm to begin preliminary preparations for a rising
in Finland; among other things, he was to establish contact with the
Srvedish party there. Proclamations were to be distributed among the
Finns, holding out to tE;tEEEospect of an 4utonomous sLate as
their reward if they rose, although the German government was not
yet pre

The
give undertakings bindi ng i'ljnternati,onal law.
@ey could not rise uqlgqlfr-

T@, or $wedEellEfil tEelar againit
R.fiilt an object fii"[C;.n diploilacy-l6rlEaiitried vaiily to
bring about. The Finns then pointed out that given their shortage of
leaders, organisation and arms, any rising in their country must in-
evitably be crushed. So Germany could only wait and prepare for
action in the future.

Finnish and Estonian socialists (Zilliakus and Keskiila) had early
imported a new element into Germany's revolutionary activities.
They said that the revolution could not succeed unless supported by
the German Social Democrats, and in fact German Social Demo-
crats were soon taking a hand in the revolutionising of Russia. Fur-
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ther more, the leading Finnish patriots regarded revolution in Finland
as only one link in the chain of the liberation of the non-Russian
nationalities as a whole-confirming the Germans, own view on this
point. The Finn Wetterhofl for example, concluded a regular treaty
with the Georgian Committee, and the most important of thesl
Finns, a lawyer named Castr€n, pronounced the mission of this war
against Russia to be the liberation from Russian rule of the poles,
Finns, Lithuanians, Mohammedans, Armenians, Jews, Estonians
and Letts.

- The most positive result achieved by these revolutionary prepara-
tions was the formation of a 'Finnish Legion, of Finnish ,ro-l r.ri.".r,
whose numbers, like those of all the similar enterprises, remained
extremely modest. This was the'Finnish Chasseur Battalion, which
later achieved such fame, although it did not see action until the
sprilq of rgr8. In the spring of rglT Zimmermann strongly pressed
the Finnish committee in stockholm to seize the occas=io. of the
February revolution to strike, but the Finns continued to back. It
was only the October revolution that brought them full indepen-
dence-soonjeopardised once more by civil war and only assured in
the spring of 1918, in a sense favourable to German inteiests, by the
intervention of German troops.

. 
A general survey of the whole range of these revolutionising poli-

cies within Russia shows that all Germany,s attempts to mobifsi the

which was to weaken Rugfi? by Liberatin$16e n6n-Russiii-l
and 55 to construct a position of power for Germany herse
clearest proof is to be found in a little-known event of ihe
mer of r916. At that period Germany was still courting the favour of
opinion in the U.S.A. and the neutral world, and also of Liberals in
the Entente countries, who were becoming powerfully impressed by
the new slogan of the 'righl_o:f nalpnal self-determination-'. German
propaganda immediately picked up rhis efiect_ivd slogan. Wesen-
donck, who was the Foreign Ministry's propagandisiin chief on
national questions, and some of his assistants (notably the two Baltic
Germans von Uexkiill and von der Ropp)l brqught into being the
so-called/'League of Russia's Foreign PeipLs'/TLe purpose ;F ,ht;
body w{s to co-ordinate the propaganda of /dhe committees of the
different nationalities, all of which were by now more or less depen-
dent on Germany, and to get them to make a public proclamaiion.
After complex negotiations, and after long hesitation, the Foreign

1 See on this Friedrich von der Ropp, /wisclun Gesttrn und Morgen (Stuttga*,
196r), pp.83 ff.
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Ministry decided that the most effective form for such a demonstra-
tion would be to issue an appeal to Wilson as 'the foremost champion
of humanity and justice'. In it the representatives of the different
peoples arraigned the Russian government before the whole civilised
world and begged for 'help and protection from destruction'. This
appeal appeared simultaneously in Stockholm and Lausanne, under
the careful direction of the Berlin headquarters, with the object of
presenting Germany as the protector of the rights of the 'oppressed

The Radical Socialists as
Agents of Revolution

The mobilisation of the Russian revolutionary socialists brought
Germany even bigger gains a$5i6I11RISia Than the mobilisation of
the nationalities. With the aid of the disintegrating impact of soc-
ialist activities Germany brought about Russia's de{@tion from the
war in November, r9r j, and ihe conclusion5l'6-6gr*qpeace on
Germany's terms.

As in her national agitation, so in her social, Germany was able
to take advantage of internal tensions in the Russian political and
social system. The chief sources of these were the still unsolved agra-
rian question and the social grievances produced by over-rapid
in dustrialisation under the prevailing form of society, which had re-
sulted in the development of a radical workers' movement.r The col-
lapse of the revolution of I 9o5 and the subsequent reaction had pro-
duced a largejlglgtl*)n of Russian revolutionaries, now scattered
over all Europe and even America, for whom the outbreak of the
First World War meant the possibility of a return to political life.
From the first days of the war the German government harnessed
the energies of these 6migr6s in its own service, at first with the limit-
ed purpose of weakening Russian military pressure on the Central
Powers by stirring up i@p;[-rrnrest-in-t&e-Tsadsl _Empire. Soon,
however, the military objectives developed into polilical aims.
Again there were twe-$Agqs. In the fust-rcvslutia&yelfosiered as a
means of pressure on Tsarist Russia to conclude a separate peace
with Germany along lines desired by Germany; in theEco-itiiafter
the first had repeatedly failed, the object of revolution was the over-
throw of the Tsarist regime and the elimination of Russia as a world

-

power.
I We assume the reader's knowledge of the inner purposes and outward course

of the revolutions of 19o5-6 and I9I7, and therefore confine ourselves to certain
aspects of them particularly connected with our theme. For general works, see
G. von Rauch, Geschichte des bolscheuistischen Russland (Wiesbaden, rg55) and
Oskar Anweiler, Die Entwichlung des Riitegedankens in Russland (Leyden, i958).
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Surprisingly, it was not Germany but Austria-Hungary which

first suggested the possibility of using the Russian revolutionaries for
the purposes of the Central Powers. At the beginning of August, 1914,
as Tschirschky reported to Berlin on August 6, the Austrians had
'advised all Russian revolutionaries in Switzerland to return to Rus-
sia via Austria'. Romberg, in Berne, sent a long report to the Foreign
Ministry at the beginning of October pointing out the presence of
numerous Russian revolutionaries in Switzerland and their potential
usefulness for Germany's purposes. On December z6 the German
minister in Bucharest, von dem Bussche, reported on the beginning
of a Russian revolutionary movement. He further recommended let-
ting German Socialists collaborate, whereupon the Foreign Ministry
sent Siidekum, the Reichstag deputy, to Bucharest at the beginning
of January, r9r5, where he negotiated with Russian revolution-
aries. Finally, on January B, 1915, Wangenheim, in Constantinople,
drew the attention of the Foreign Ministry to Parvus Helphand,
the key figure in the complex ramifications of the revolutionising
of Russia. Helphand was at that time employed by the Turkish
government as a financial expert. He had recommended himself to
the German embassy in the following words:

Russian democracy could only achieve its goals through the complete
destruction of Tsarism and the dismemberment of Russia into smaller states.
Germany, for her part, would not achieve full success unless she succeeded in
starting a major revolution in Russia. The Russian danger would, however,
continue even after the war so long as the Russian Empire was not dis-
membered into its component parts. The interests of the German govern-
ment were identical with those of the Russian revolutionaries.

Helphand's idea of dismembering and weakening Russia accorded
with Bethmann Hollweg's thinking in August-September, rg14. The
new element was a combination ofsocial with national revolution.

Zimmermann, and after him Bethmann Hollweg and Jagow, at
once took up Wangenheim's suggestion of using Helphand. The
Chancellor sent his special confidant, Kurt Riezler, from General
Headquarters to get in touch with Helphand, whom the Foreign
Ministry had meanwhile had brought to Berlin.l Helphand then
made his suggestions and set out his ideas fully in a long memoran-
dum which he submitted to the Foreign Ministry at the beginning
of March, r9I5. In this memorandum he recommended organising
a politI3lgAlr :!$ke in Russia under the slogan 'freedom and
peace'. The focal point of revolution was, he said, Petersburg with
its;nunition factories, docks and railway works. He further advised

1 See Z. A. B. Zeman, Gamany and tlu Rtwlulion in Russia rgr5-rgrB. Documents
from the Archives of the German Foreign Ministry, p. z.
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calling a conference of all Russian Socialists, preferably in neutral
Switzerland, the special object of which should be to get all Socialist
groups in Russia, radical and moderate alike, to combine in 'initiat-
ing an energetic campaign against absolutism'. FIe thought such a
unification possible, because the leader of the radicals, Lenin, had
himself raised the possibility of co-operation. In his view the ideo-
logical influence of German Social Democracy was strongest among
the moderate wing of the Russian Socialists, the Mensheviks. He
therefore believed that the authority of leading German and Aus'
trian Social Democrats could win the Mensheviks for unification. By
following this method he hoped also to exercise a strong propagandist
effect on public opinion in Briain and France. He furthermore
assumed that it would be possible to get the support of the Social
Revolutionaries, if not for a mass strike, at least for influencing the

Peasants.
Helphand made detailed proposals for making contact with the

representatives of the strike movement which had never quite died
out since r9o5 and for provoking strikes in the Black Sea ports, the
Black Sea Fleet, the Baku oilfields and the mining districts of the
Donetz and the Urals. The poverty of the population made it im-
possible to carry these operations through smoothly without ample
financial support. Helphand thought it particularly important to
revolutionise Siberia, because its representatives in the Duma were
Socialists. He said that it was purely a question of money to contrive
the escape of the political deportees to Russia in Europe, and thus to
secure thousands of 'highly efficient agitators'. Their return would,
he thought, produce an effect on the Socialist party centres and
drive them into the United Front. An extensive press campaign
should be initiated, especially with the help of Socialist papers in
neutral countries, to support revolutionary activity in Russia. He
attached great importance to agitation in Nqlh :\nnerica, where the
numerous-&:ys.arhavssr*.d^telemilIv-Elifi-*asverysuscep-
tible to anti-Tsarist propaganda. If the millions of immigrants from
Russia were roused, Algq&an-publis opinion would undoubtedly
be affected. The agitation abroad must in his view inevitably be
reflected in Russia; at the least it would provoke reprisals by the
government against the Socialist movement which would inflame
the masses still further against Tsarism and finally force the govern-
ment to employ the army against the people.

In the Ukrainian movement, Helphand thought, the agrarian un-
rest would chime in with the demand for autonomy, because the
peasants would demand the division of the big estates, most of which
were owned by nobles from Great Russia, and this again could only
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be achieved through the formation of an independent Ukraine.
Peasant unrest in Great Russia would follow, and must in its turn
bring the Social Revolutionaries into action. Helphand believed that
the risings in Central Russia would give the signal for a general
rising in Finland, for which preparations should be made with the
help of the Finnish Social Democrats. The Finnish rising of rgo5 had
shown that the Russian government had had to employ a whole
Russian army there for two years to put it down. Before this, how-
ever, the Finns could render invaluable service in providing informa-
tion, and above all in keeping contact with Russian revolutionaries
in Petersburg. For the revolution in the Caucasus Helphand in-
sisted that the Turkish government must q><plain clearly to the
Mohammedansthe'Iece-s$-t-6l-E6:operatingw-iiE-ThEir-Christian
neighbours, the Armenians and Georgians, in the fight against
Tsarisml hE was not blind to the difficulties of stimulating the
Mohammedans into action.

AEer a ged;l-gfAnce at the position of the Russian Social Demo-
crats, who professed themselves loyal to the Russian state but op-
posed to autocracy and Tsarist imperialism, Helphand finally sum-
marised his ideas in a single pregnant sentence:

In this way the united armies and the revolutionary movement in Russia
will shatter the immense Russian centralisation represented by the Tsarist
Empire, which will remain a danger to world peace so long as it exists, and
will bring down the central fortress of political reaction in Europe.

Hdpl41fssry$liSns must have impressed the German govern-
ment deeply. Immediately after his first visit to Berlin the Foreign
Ministry gave him two million marls, and in the course of the winter
of 1915-16 another zo milmn roubles, with which, as instructed by
the government, he built up an extensive organisation, with head-
quarters in Copenhagen, for revolutionising Russia.r

It is easy to see that Helphand, with his objective of disintegrating
the Russian Empire, was thinking in principle along the same lines
as the Chancellor, with his programme of peripheral states (although
the Chancellor did not, of course, agree with the ideological asPects

of Helphand's programme). But there were two weaknesses in Help-
hand's scheme of things: he reckoned on an earlier outbreak of the
revolution than was in fact possible, and he deluded himself into
believing that he could win over the Mensheviks to his programme.
In reality the Menshevik'Social Patriots' such as Axelrod, Alexinski,
Deutsch and Plekhanov, were no more ready than their German op-
posite numbers, Scheidemann, Ebert, David and Noske, to renounce

I For the financial arrangements, see Zeman, op. cit., pp. z f.
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their positive support of the war, much less overthrow their owr-
government in the middle of a war. Just as Helphand and the Ger-
man Social Democrats saw in Russian Tsardom the stronghold of
reaction, which it was their task to destroy, so the moderate Socia-
lists of Russia regarded the German Empire as the reactionary enemy
of all progress, and put out all their strength to overcome this re-
actionary enemy with the help of Tsarist Russia, in alliance with the
democratic West.

The weaknesses of Helphand's ideas were recognised by another
social revolutionary, the Estonian Keski.ila, with whom Romberg
had been in contact since February, rgr5. Keskiila had already
pointed out in an earlier conversation that only the extreme wing
of the Russian Socialists, i.e., the Bolshevils, wanted a German vic-
tory, while his impression of the Mensheviks was 'that they saw their
chief purpose to be to split the German Social Democrats and win
them over for peace, so that indirectly they were doing the work of
the Russian government'.r Keski.ila, who had beenworkingonsimilar
enterprises in Stockholm since the autumn of r914, tried to influence
his fellow-countrymen in Estonia and at the same time to enlist the
co-operation of all the non-Russian nationalities, especially the
Ukrainians.2

The decisive point, however, was that in September, r9r5, Kes-
ktila definitely changed the course of Germany's revolutionary policy
towards Russia, for from that date the Foreign Ministry, on his ad-
vice, put all its money on the Left Radicals, i.e., Lenin and his friends
in order to play them offagainst the Russian 'Social Patriots'. It can
only have been through Keskiila that the German government
learned that the Russian Mensheviks were receiving large sums of
money from their own government to keep the Russian workers
loyal. Keskiila consequently advised the German government to
come quickly to the financial help of the Left Radicals in Russia be-
fore'Social Patriotic currents' could get the upper hand among the
Russian workers. In this connection he emphasised the especial im-
portance of Lenin, who was the only man who would in his view be
ready to conclude a separate peace with Germany in the event of a

rgr5. he actually succeeded in
which gave the conditions

would be ready to conclude peace with

1 On this, besides thc archives, see also Zeman, op. cit., pp. 6 ff., and Werner
Hahlweg, Ianint Riickklv nach Rusdaad, in Studicn zur Geschirhta Ostturopas, Vol. IV
(Leyden, 1957), pp.4o ff.

r See Michael Futrell,'Alexander Keskuela', in St. Anton2's Paprs, No. rz, Soaict
Afairs No.3 (London, 196z), pp. zr-32.
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Germany after their own victory in Russia.l Lenin said that the most
important of these points-apart from the domestic political aims of
a republic, confiscation of the big estates, the eight-hour day, full
autonomy for the nationalities-was No. 5 in which he declared him-
self ready to offer peace without considering the Entente. Germany
would have to renounce annexations and a war indemnity, but Kes-
ktila remarked that this condition would not exclude detaching terri-
tories inhabited by the nationalities and forming them into buffer
states between Russia and Germany. He was, of course, himself an
Estonian and a Social Patriot.

The question of annexations and or buffer states was, however, the
heart of Germany's war aims programme for the east. Romberg
himself had left open whether any importance ought to be attached
to Lenin's conditions, as transmitted by Keskiila, especially since
Lenin, according to Keskiila, was still sceptical about the prospects
of an early revolution in Russia. Nevertheless, Romberg recom-
mended calculated indiscretions about Lenin's programme and, in
general, a link with Russian 'democracy'in order to influence French
public opinion and make it readier for peace. The German govern-
ment did not adopt this idea, but it drd agree to the prop un-
reserved support of the Russian radicals. I-g"f{l conditions have an
extffiover'affia-
iiori G&man
gover@f of errgllha!__eveL&g one gloup
which was ready to make a separale peace with GermanTi-r the

{
event of Russia's military defeat and a successful revolution still in-
sisted on Russia's territorial integrity and the reng9gi:i4lign_bLcgr-
many of a war indemnity. The German government were bound
frorn now6i-io IdiChrd6that the other groips, which still supported
their country's struggle, must be even less ready to conclude a pact
with Germany if required to accept conditions which even a Lenin
rejected.

As early as August, rgr5, von BrockdorFRantzau, in Copen-
hagen, had submitted a long report on Helphand and his organisa-
tion, and had recommended unreserved support for Helphand. At
the beginning of December, Igr5, when the German advance in the
east had just ended and annexationist feeling was running high,
BrockdorflRantzav had again urged on his government most em-
phatically the importance of a radical upheaval in Russia if Ger-
many was to achieve her war aims. He had come to this conclusion
because he had been unable to see an early prospect ofpeace with
either Britain or Russia. In expressing this view he was answering

I Zernzn, op. cit., p.6.
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objections by the Emperor who, during discussions in the previous
summer about revolution in Finland, had expressed scruples about
attacking the Tsar's throne. A year later, when Germany was again
hoping for a separate peace with Russia, the Emperor again urged
his government to appeal to the Tsar in the name of the solidarity of
the imperial powers against the 'lawyer-governments of the West'.
In contrast Brockdorff-Rantzau, in a long memorandum of Decem-
ber 6, rgl5, openly advocated the overthrow of the monarchic
order in Russia. 'It would,' he wrote, 'be a disastrous error if we con-
tinued now to attach serious weisht to our traditional relationships
wi th R ussia, that is, witE-tFe X@ilnov tlyn;t.'_-

In his view the House of Romanov had 'sacrificed by its gross in-
gratitude' the traditional friendship which Germany had shown it
during the Russo-Japanese War. For him Germany's very existence
was at stake in the war; unless she succeeded in pulling one of her
enemies out of the ring of the Entente, it would end in her exhaustion
and her collapse. fle saw in this extreme device of the revolutionis-
ing of Russia the only way of escaping the threatening danger: 'but
victory, and as its price, the first place in the world, are ours if we
succeed in revolutionising Russia in time and therewith smashing
the coalition'.

Peace once concluded, he thought that the inner political collapse
of Russia would be of little interest to Germany and might not even
prove undesirable. He therefore proposed 'to make use of the veteran
revolutionary Helphand before it was too late'. He thought that
Germany's relationship with the new Republican Russia would be
one 'which our grandchildren would one day regard as our tradi-
tional policy'when'the German people, under the leadership of the
House of Hohenzollern' had 'found its way to lasting friendship with
the Russian people'. And he went on: 'This aim will not be reached
until the Tsarist Empire as it stands today has been overthrown.'
He summarised his calculations in a moving passage:

The stakes are certainly high and success not absolutely certain; nor am f
at all blind to the consequences which this step may entail for our own poli-
tical life. If we have the military resources to force a final decision in our

favour, that would certainly be preferable; but ifnot, I am convinced that
/we have no alternative but to try this solution, because our existence as a
\G.eut Power is at stake-perhaps more thantha2)

In these words Brockdorff-Rantzau puts with unique clearness
what he thought the revolution was to do: it was to eliminate Russia

rnsufhcl_ent to achleve vrctory
ilson later appealed to the German
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people directly over the heads of the Emperor and his government,
so Brockdorff-Rantzau envisaged a Russian people liberated from
the Tsarist dynasty in a Russia which, territorially diminished by the
creation of the new border states, would renounce dreams of great
power status and live as Germany's @our.
The German aristocrat's view accorded with that of the Estonian
revolutionary K.S[flla-ilhol when recommending Lenin in July,
IgI5, to the German government as the man to destroy Tsarist
Russia, had warned his audience against the danger of a great
modernised Russia, whose extensive natural resources would soon
put it ahead of Germany, militarily and economically.l It is one of
the ironies of history that the same Lenin whom the German govern-
ment used to weaken Russia should have proved the man who, after
sweeping aside her feudal and bourgeois social structure, transformed
Russia into an industrialised and centralised state and laid the foun-
dations of its present world power status, thus bringing to pass the
very danger which Keskiila foresaw if the Germans failed to r€vo-
lutionise Russia with the help of the Bolsheviks.

Brockdorff-Rantzau's strong support and Helphand's own con-
versations in Berlin with Zimmermann and Helfferich succeeded in
so thoroughly convincing the Foreign Ministry and the Treasury of
the importance of Helphand's work that he was allotted an allow-
ance of forty million marks for work up toJanuary, r9r8 (though in
fact by that date only twenty-five millions had actually been handed
over).2

In r gr5-r6 the revolutionaryworkwas carried on only by a relative-
ly restricted number of agents, many of whom did not even know one
another and were often not even aware that the German government

r See W, Hahlweg, op. cit., pp. I f.
2 The famous 'Kaiser's millions for Lenin' of which so much has been heard

must be reduced to their proper proportions. Accounts made up to January 3o,
r9IB, show that Germany had up to that date authorised or spent 3Be millions on
the special account for propaganda and special activities. Of this roughly I r million
had been spent on Erzberger's propaganda campaign, ro million each on propa-
ganda in the U.S.A., Spain and ltaly,47 million in Rumania, and so on. 38 millions
had been authorised for general propaganda, and 6'5 actually spent; for operations
in Morocco the figures are r 4'3 and I z'4; for Persia, 36'z and 3 r '8 ; for Afghanistan,
5'u and 4'8. The 4o,58o,gg7 marks for Russia make up about ro per cent of the
total expended. OnJanuary r, rgr8, about r4.5 million marks had not yet been
spent, but the expenditure up toJuly r, rgr8, on German propaganda in Russia
amounted to about 3 million marks monthly. Shortly before his murder the
ambassador Count Mirbach asked from Moscow fior a further round sum of 4o
million marks, and this was allowed him, to counterbalance the money being spent
by the Entente. Of these 4o millions, only 6 or at the most g (two or three monthly
quotas) had been sent and used by the end of the war. The 4o or Bo million marks
spent in the service of German policy in Russia should also be compared with the
6,ooo million roubles which Russia had to pay Germany under the Treaty of
Brest-Litovsk.
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was behind Helphand's organisation.t At this stage eight persons
rvere working in the Copenhagen headquarters and ten more
were regularly travelling round Russia. The organisation maintained
close touch with the Russian revolutionaries in Switzerland, such as
Keskiila and Lenin, and with the Russian dmigris in Scandinavia,
and sought to influence Russians returning from the U.S.A. and
Canada. Newspapers and pamphlets were also distributed among
the Russian people, and especially the army. Quite early the organi-
sation tried to influence the Russian recruits, and great hopes were
reposed in the students entering the Corps of Officers, since they had
already been infected with revolutionary ideas at the university.

It was only the outbreak ofthe February revolution that enabled
the German government to harvest the fruis of their long prepara-
tions. The climax and at the same time the most effective move in
the whole campaign was the despatch of Lenin to Russia in the
spring of l9 r 7. ftermany could count as indirect successes the Octo-
ber revolution fnd Ruisia's defection from the ranks of her enemies,
and the Peace of Brest-Litovsk seemed to her to bring her a long
step nearer attainment of her war aims in t}reE,a>/

r For further details of Germany's activities, see the author's article in H.,(.,
rBB/2, October r959, pp.3or ff.
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POPULAR PRESSURES
PUBLICISTS, SOCIETIES, PARTIES AND PRINCES

Tnr outbreak of the World War and the popular excitement which
this produced evoked stronger demands than ever before that Ger-
many should make her weight felt in the world. Two decades of
German 'world policy' had generated and fostered in the German
people a conviction that it was called, and entitled, to the status of
a world power. A whole school oflristorians, the neo-Rankeists, had
develooed the theorv of the risine svstem of world states. in which
Germany would take her place as an equal, as she had in the old
European state system.l Beside the German historians stood an in-
numerable phalanx of publiciss of the most various dispensations,
who proclaimed the 'Gglq.g-l L.r'2 as Germany's occasion to rise
from a great power to a world power. This idea first took shape in
August, r9r4, and then in the face of the difficulties which began to
emerge in the winter of IgI4-r5 hardened into a fixed determina-
tion to fight the war through until the goal was reached.

The'Ideas of r9r4'
Behind this blend of national emotion and very purposeful politi-

cal thought stood an intellectual movement, the product of German
professors-both humanists and economists-who felt themselves
called to provide the war with a p-oiiliyclhilosophy. In the 'Ideas of
r9r4',3 under which name this movement has gone down to history,
the war was no longer merely a defensive struggle which Germany
had to wage against the ring of enemies who had fallen on her, but
something more than this: a higher, predestinate necessity rooted in

r Ludwig Dehio, Dcutschland und db Wcltpolit* im zo. Jrtrwdrrt (Munich, Ig55;
as Gcrmanyind World Politics in tlu TwentbthCcnturyt,lnndon and New York' t959).

2 Dcr Dcukche Kricg, Politisclu Flugschrifttn, ed. ErnstJickh (Stuttgart and Berlin,
r9r4 ff.).

8 The expression comes from Rudolf Kjell€n,'Die Ideen von r9I4', in /wisclun
Kricg und Ffuden (Leipzig, t9t4), p. zg. Cf. Klaus Schwabe, Dit dralsclun Prdcssorca
und Aic ful;tisclun Gruidfragcn dei Erskn Wcl*ritges (Diss. Freiburg, rg58), pp. 34 ff.
Cf . also Dcutclu Rtden in schunrcr lcit (Beiin, I 9 r 4), with contributions by Wilamo-
witz-Moellendorff, Roethe, von Gierke, Delbriick, von Harnack, Sering and
othersl also Dcutschland ud dcr Wcltkrbg, ed. O. Hintze, F. Meinecke, H. Oncken,
H. Schurnacher (Leipzig and Berlin, Septemtrer, Igr4).
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the antithesis between the German spirit, German culture, German
political forms, and the life and forms of her alien enemies. The dis-
appointed hate-love towards Britain in particular swung round to
unalloyedha1red of the British Empire. flritain, branded as the au-

-

thoi of 'encirclement', became the proge;iTor-of all utilitarian, ego-
tistical, purely mercenary powers; the Anglo-Saxon 'shopkeepers'
spirit' was contrasted with German 'heroism'. Meinecke talked of
the lying phraseology of idealism which was used to mask a pure
power policy, and of the danger to the development of any free
personality presented by the 'uniformalised, mechanical' Anglo-
Saxon type of humanity. Britain was the old people, now abdicating
its place in rvorld history, Germany the young nation, strong, up-
surging, only now fulfilling itself. The war was being waged to help
this natural process to consummation. Germany would win the vic-
tory, not through fortune on the battlefield, but because she repre-
sented a higher culture fighting in the service of human history. The
war became invested with a sort of religious nimbus; it appeared,
not as a fight of one nation against another, most certainly not as a
test of technical and economic potentials, but in the terms of Hegel
and Ranke, as a struggle between contending moral forces.l

This philosophic interpretation of the war-which had nothing to
do with any realistic political thought-helped to mobilise German
public opinion and released unsuspected reserves offorce, precisely
because of its non-rational, emotional appeal. This background ex-
plains both the war enthusiasm of the two first years of war and the
'nation's' claim to world power, with which the political and intellec-
tual leaders of Germany identified themselves.

The Propagandists of Gerrnany's Clairn
to l{orld Power Status

The Alld"eutschen were the group which shouted the loudest for Ger-
man 'world policy', but their interest for us lies less in their crass de-
mands (the general tenor of these is familiar and we have already
touched on it in connection with the memorandum of their most im-
portant representative, Class) than in the influence exercised by their
ideas in Germany. A large number of the e5,ooo members of the
Alldeutscher Verband occupied influential positions in political and

r Ideas like this were expressed sharply and in a politically effective form in the
appeal drawn up by Ulrich von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, which was first signed,
at the beginning ofOctober, rgr4, by 93 leading German savants, and later, thanks
to energetic propaganda by Dietrich Schiifer, collected about 4,ooo signatures,
i.e., those of nearly every German professor. This'Declaration of the 93'was inevit-
ably taken abroad as proofofthe German intellectual classes'support ofmilitarism
(Clemenceau, for instance, called it 'Germany's greatest crime') and was still
arousing indignation, above all in America, after the war. See M. Lenz, op. cit.
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social life, and besides their ovvn members, whose numbers were
after all not inconsiderable, they had many symPathisers in the state
services, the army, the navy, business, journalism and intellectual
circles. The fact that ideas which are commonly regarded as specifi-
cally Alldcutsci were in general currency in the German Empire and
can be traced in the very wording of the official language used by
diplomats, civil servants and politicians, shows how extensive was
their ideological and political influence and how impossible it is to
dismiss them as an uninfluential clique of political fanatics.

This influence can be found among personalities and groups which
called themselves liberals, strongly repudiated the name of Alldeutsch

and yet in their political demands agreed very largely with the aims

of the Alldeutschen. They took as their slogan'the German idea in the
world'. as Paul Rohrbach had put it in I9r3 inffifhisTicl6ly
ieTd book, but they linked this 'idea' closely with Germany's claim
to world power status. Many of them openly confessed to a faith in
German'imperialism', while others reserved the word 'imperialism'
to designate the policy of the enemy Powers, while themselves going
almost as far in practice.

If these views were expressed before the war in many variants, in
war they led directly to an open profession of German imperialism'
For example the editor of Der Panther (founded in r g r e in commemo-
ration of the'panther-leap' to Agadir) wrote inJanuary, I9r5:

If the hour to realise German imperialism had perhaps then not yet struck'
yet it was time to speak the word which should prepare the way before it.
The ship's [sc., the Panther's) part was to fight for Germany's rights and her
greatness, the periodical's to enter the lists for liberalism and imperialism.
Both defenders of the German spirit were at bottom pursuing the same goal,
but by different means and with different words, each in its own sphere. . . .

What had then to be left for the future has become today a bloody and yet

splendid actuality.l

An attempt to find an objective interpretation of the same phe-
nomenon was made in IgI6 by the historianJustus Hashagen in an
article entitled 'German Imperialism'z in Das Griissere Deutschland, a
periodical founded shortly before the war by Rohrbach and Jiickh
with the purpose of giving systematic support to the idea of German
world policy. Hashagen wrote that German imperialism had 'been
only a modest plant' compared with the efforts of other nations to
achieve world power; only the beginning of the World War had
brought with it 'Germany's emergence to self-consciousness as a

r Axel Ripke,'Das Erbe von Agadir', in Dcr Pantlur, I gr 5, No. r, pp. I f.
2 Justus Hashagen, 'Deutscher Imperialismus' , in Das griisscre Deutschland, tgr6,

PP'673 tr
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world power'. He pointed beyond the Mitteleuropa project (which
at that time was being widely discussed as a way of broadening the
basis of Germany's power in Europe) and put forward colonial and
Far Eastern policies as lasting 'aims of Germany's road to world
power'.

An anonymous writer in the respected liberal--conservative organ
Die Gren<boten signing himself 'Darius' (probably the editor himself,
Georg Cleinow) went a step further still. 'Darius' confessed that 'he
had long been a devotee of the German imperialist idea', and that
'the outbreak of the war and its course to date had given him great
satisfaction'.1 He regarded Germany's world policy before the war
as the real cause of the World War and concluded that the mighty
event of war must force every German to 'become conscious of the
aim' to achieve which the war is being waged-'the entry of Germany
into the ranks of the great imperialist nations, and the realisation of
the demands due to her as a world power'.

What few of us hitherto desired, what slept in the subconsciousness of
many, what our statesmen made only occasional efforts to achieve, by peace-
ful means, what our enemies feared in secret, that the events of these days
hammer indelibly into the brain of every German: this war is being waged
to make Germany greater and mightier than she wasl for there is only the
choice between this and sinking back into the condition of a second-class
Power, there is no third way, no possibility now of halting on the line where
we stand. . . . Germany a World Power: that is the theoretical demand.

The editor of Neues Deutschland, the Free Conservative Adolf
Grabowsky, saw the springs of German imperialism in the industria-
lisation and growth of the population by 3o millions since r87r.z The
frontiers of the German Reich were wide enough for 'a satiated
State'. But:

For one ofthe greatest industrial and trading States these narrow frontiers
have gradually become fetters. For a State and a people which is consciously
following imperialist aims, aiming, that is, to found a world empire and to
take a great place among the world empires by the propagation of its
culture and its language, by the might of arms and by trading connections,
by possessions and settlements in far parts of the globe-for an imperialist-
minded people this basis has become too narrow. . . .3

'Beyond any doubtr' wrote Grabowsky, 'Germany's own home is

ilDarius', 'Ziele des Krieges', in Dit Grcnzboten, T4thyeat, No. 6, February ro,
rgr5,pp. 16r ff.

I Adolf Grabowsky, 'Die neue Weltmacht', in Das wuc Dcukchland, 4th war
number, October zB, rgr4.

I Id., 'Der innere Imperialismus', ibid., 8th war number, February 27, tgr5,
pp. zr7 tr,
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too limited-aa-€conooic-te*itory for a world power', and he conse-
quently drew the conclusion that 'cost what it may, we must extend
our continental territory in this war':

Nothing is more urgent today than that the will to conquer the world
should take hold of the whole German people. Only then shall we raise our-
selves from a half-unconscious World Power to a clearly conscious and thus
an imperialist Power. Only then shall we be able to challenge England too.l

These are but a few voices picked from a great choir of their likes.
A special study of Germany's periodical and daily press could pro-
duce innumerable variants on the same theme' This small selection,
however, is typical of the thinking in wide circles of the politically
leading classes of Germany.

What the Alldeutsche and the wing of the Liberals who openly
called themselves imperialist were saying clearly and unambigu-
ously was repeated in substance, if in a different style, by the re-
presentatives of another group, perhaps best described as 'Govern-
ment-Liberal'. This group occasionally polemised against Alldeutsch

exaggerations, but they too in fact propagated the theses of Ger-
many's broader continental basis and of her claim to world power
status-theses whose realisation would, in view of their final aims,
have amounted in practice to the same as those described above. This
group included professors, publicists, business men an$ administra-
tors,fal more or less adherents of Bethmann Hollweg.2/Many repre-
sentAtives of this school used Das Griissere Deutschland a( their mouth-
piece or, after t9I6, a new journal Deutsche Politik, founded when
Das Griissere Deutschland came too strongly under Alldeulsci influence.
This group made its appeals to the wider public through Dlr
Deutsclu Kri"eg (the German War), the series of pamphlets whose first
number was written byJiickh's friend Rohrbach under the explana-
tory title: 'Warum es der deutsche Krieg ist' (Why it is the German war).3
The central idea of this essay was that war would bring about
Germany's rise to world power status and would therefore go

down to history as the 'German war'. In r9I5 the geographer Alfred

I Id., 'Deutscher Glaube', ibid., 6th war number, December 22, tgt4,
I The best-known names are: Adolf von Harnack, Ernst Troeltsch, Friedrich

Meinecke, Hans Delbriick, Hermann Oncken, Max and Alfred Weber, Schulze-
Gaevernitz. Max Sering, Karl Lamprecht, Erich Marcks, Friedrich Naumann,
Paul Rohrirach, Ernst feckh, AlberfWarburg, Georg Solmssen, Karl Helfierich,
Franz Urbig, Bernhard Bernburg, Carl Duisberg and Robert Bosch. Bethmann
Hollweg's closest collaborators, Clemens von Delbrtick, Wahnschaffe and Jagow,
were also associated with this circle.

t Paul Rohrbach, 'Warum es der deutsche Krieg ist', in Dt Dcutsclu Kticg,
No. r, October, Igr4.
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Hettner described 'the aims of our world policy' in the following
words:

The Engtish regard themselves as a chosen people and believe themselves
entitled to rule the seas and the world; but we deny them this right and make
ourselves their eq.'ils. The Russians, too, claim a right to exte\d their
empire ever furtherf but we cha)i-nge their right, too, wiih our own., )u _./
The Germans had a right to maintain that their culture was the
equal and the superior of the British and the French:'We want to
be the educators of the world, to carry our culture out into the world.
The German Idea shall heal the world.' The great aim was clear to
him: 'Germany. . . cannot live from the crumbs which liall from the
World Powers' tables; she must be a World Power herself, the peer
ofthe others'.

Paul Rohrbach reverted over and over again inhis Deutsche Politik
to the idea of the three world nations, the English, the Russians and
the Americans, and added proudly: 'The fourth nation-that is our-
selves.'2 When we remember that Rathenau had inspired Bethmann
Hollweg with this idea in August and September, tgt4, we see how
widely this Hegelian concept had spread. Ernst Jickh, like Paul
Rohrbach and Friedrich Naumann, proclaimed the kernel of the
new world power to be'German Mitteleuropa'from Spitzbergen to
the Persian Gulf.3

The economist and Progressive deputy, Schulze-Gaevernitz, like-
wise regarded the purpose of the war to be Germany's rise to world
power status and the final assurance ofthat status by the broadening
of her basis in a Mitteleuropa. After Bethmann Hollweg's Reichstag
speech of April 5, 1916, in which the Chancellor announced as his
aim the detachment from Russia of the non-Russian peoples under
her rule (her'Western territories'), Gaevernitz wrote as follows of the
proposed new German settlements on the Baltic and in Lithuania
and of the bases of the new world power:

Hemmed in between World Powers on the west and the east, we can see
only one way out: Mitteleuropa, . . . This Mitteleuropa, in close alliance
with the Balkans, Turkey and Greece - the East Mediterranean Power-to-be
- would constitute a political and economic World Power capable of exert-
ing pressure on Africa overland via Suez. If we harvest this result from the
war, the war . . . is not lost for us, but won.{

1 Alfred Hettner, 'Die Ziele unserer Weltpolitik', ibid., No. 64, p. eB.
2 P. Rohrbach,'Das Kriegsziel im Schtitzengraben', in Dcutschc Politik, tstye r,

No.6, February4, r9r6.
3 ErnstJdckh,'Mitteleuropa als Organismus', ibid., p. 1o65.
I Von Schulze-Caevernitz, 'An der Schwelle des Dritten Kriegsjahres', ibid.,

Istyear, No. 36,June r, rgr6.
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Hans Delbriick took up the same position:

The whole German people is imbued with the feeling that we, who were
first pent in, then gratuitously attacked by a coalition of enemies partly
envious, partly revengeful, can and must use our victory to secure our poli-
tical future and to set out national future on so broad a basis that we can
remain at least the equals of the other world peoples.r

When Delbr0ck was trying in July, r9r7, to define a 'German
peace' which avoided the extremes of Scheidemann's'peace of con-
ciliation' and Hindenburg's pure 'peace of power' in a 'peace of the
national future', he rejected 'the narrow idea that Germany could
retreat into the oyster shell of a well-secured continental position'
and insisted that the German people, as a world people, also had
tasks to fulfil overseas. The German African Empire envisaged by
him was in all important points identical with that in Solf's pro-
gramme of August, t9t4, enlarged by linking territories acquired
from Britain:

The greater our victory, the greater must our colonial empire be. . . . If
our victory is great enough, we may hope to unite under our rule the whole
of Central Africa, besides our former South-West: Senegambia, Sierra
Leone, the Gold Coast, Dahomey, populous Nigeria with the port of Lagos,
the fertile islands of San Thomd and Principe, the French and Belgian
Congos, Angola-a land o[the future-with its excellent ports, the orefields of
Katanga, Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Mozambique with Delagoa Bay,
Madagascar, German East Africa, Zanzibar, Uganda, then, on the Azores,
the great, highly-developed port of Ponta Delgada, a most important and
frequented coaling station, and Horta, one of the most important centres of
the transatlantic cable.2

Delbri.ick, whose vision extended so f,ar overseas-thus carrying
farther an important line of Germany's pre-war policy-held con-
sistently throughout the war to the idea that Germany must broaden
her continental basis. Even when in rgrT he abandoned the idea of
expansion in the west because he did not wish peace to break down
over Germany's claim to Belgium, he made no such renunciation in
the east. In August, rgr5, he took Bethmann Hollweg's Reichstag
speech of August r9 as a text to demand the liberation of the Poles
and, above all, of the Germans of Courland,s and as late as May 27,
rgrB, when the expansion of German power was at its zenith after

r Hans Delbriick, 'Die Differenzen iiber die Kriegsziele hiiben und driiben', in
Krbg und Politik, Yol. r, p. r43, first appeared September, rgr4, in Preussisehe

Jahrbiichcr.
2 Id., 'Vers<ihnungsfriede, Machtfriede, Deutscher Friede', ibid., p. zzo, first

appearedJune, Igr7.
3 Id., 'Die Rede des Reichskanzlers und die Zukunft Polens', ibid., p. r34, first

appeared August, tgr5.
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Brest-Litovsk, he was able to say: 'The vast access of power which
Germany has gained in the East, and which will always constitute
our real reward of this war . . . is the shattering of the Great Power
of Russia.'r

'The New Gerrnany'and ltrorld Power Status
Two examples illustrate how deep were the roots struck in the

thought, not of publicists alone but also of men playing a direct part
in the moulding of the government's political will, by the idea that
Germany was destined to world power status: the long memoran-
dum produced by Schwerin in March, r9I5, on Bethmann Hollweg's
instructions on the creation of new areas for settlement on Germany's
eastern frontiers,z and the report submitted by Geheimrat Sering
on his jourrpy, undertaken under instructions from the govprnment,
through thfi newly-conquered territories of the north-east/Both re-
ports decisiVely influenced Germany's eastern policy durirfu the war.

Schwerin and Sering collaborated closely, the one as President, the
other as Vice-President, in the Gesellschdt lur Forderung der inneren
Kolonization (Society for the Promotion of Internal Colonization)
founded by the former. The terms of reference of both men had been
to examine the possibilities of settlement and annexation in the new
eastern territories, and to clarify the theoretical bases for those opera-
tions, but both quite deliberately set out far-reaching recommenda-
tions within the wider framework of the establishment and defence
of Germany's world power status,

Schwerin begins with the fundamental proposition:

When we come to the question of the aims of the war and of the future
development and shape of the German Reich, then, with all deference to the
reserve which it has been necessary to maintain initially, two considerations
are clearly domirrant: that of achieving military security for our World
Power position, or nrore accurately, that of obtaining a broader basis for a
secured World Power position, and that of the future economic expansion of
our conditions. In other words, power and wealth for the German people are
the obvious war aims for the broad masses.

As antidotes to the dangers of one-sided industrialisation and urbani-
sation, with their detrimental effects on natural increase, he wishes
to balance the annexation of Belgium by providing tlte Herrenaolk
with more room for settlement on the land in the east;fwhere a proi
lific peasant population would keep the German stocHfrom declid.
Internal colonisation and housing reform were not sufficient. Th6se

1 Id., 'Die erneuerte Kriegszielercirterung', ibid., Vol. 3, pp. 67 f., first appeared
April 26, r9r8.

'z Cf, also Geiss, Grenzstrerfrr, p. Bl and above, pp. I z6 f.
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considerations led to a fundamental demand to make use of the
unique opportunity presented by the war to expand the area of
German settlement in the east:

The German people, the greatest colonising people of the world, must be
mobilised again for a great operation of colonisation, it must be given wider
frontiers within which it can live a full life. The overseas territories suitable
for colonisation by Germans have already been distributed, and cannot be
acquired as prizes of victory in this war, so that an attempt must be made to
acquire new land for settlement contiguous with the present Germany.

We can already catch the overtones of the idea of Lebensraum, even
though Schwerin did not use the word. He too saw the broadened

must be founded in a Mittel-
including, besides_ Austria-Hun-

Even more fundamental and more universal in their world-his-
torical outlook were the 'general considerations' advanced by Sering
in September, rgr5, in his official report to the government in Berlin
on 'the conquered territories of the North-East'. He adopted the
picture of the thgsj ld powers, to which Germany must add

equal. He saw one basis for modern world
power in the possession of extensive tropical and sub-tropical colonial
territories as sources of raw materials and markets for domestic
industries. But more important yet was the 'home', 'the true seat of
the people's strength', for which extensive areas in the temperate
zone were needed in order to secure the nation's food supply, and
above all, 'because they permit the breeding of healthy human
beings'. In contrast to Germany, the established world powers-the
U.S.A., Russia and the British Empire (the last-named in its'white
settlers' colonies')-possessed sufficient spaces for the settlement of
their white populations. In Sering's view the growth of these three
'giant empires' had exposed the older great powers to the threat of
degradation to 'secondary power'status (here we catch echoes of
Tocqueville, Seeley and Kjell6n). If Germany wished to escape this
danger, her only remedy was to raise herself into the ranks of the
world powers; but this, said Sering, could be done only by broaden-
ing the area of German settlement and its economic basis. This
could be done-and here Sering agreed with wide circles of aiilkisch
pan-Germans-only in one direction: in the Slavonic east. Germany's
expansion in the east would at the same time have the advantage of
weakening one of the existing world powers-Russia-so materially
as to diminish decisively its numerical superiority over the Central
Powers. Sering, like his friend Schwerin, regarded the economic

base on which Germany's
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unification of Mitteleuropa as an indispensable counterpart to the
territorial enlargement of Germany. As Schwerin saw in the war the
last possibility of German expansion into the eastern territories, so in
Sering's eyes the issue in the war was whether Germany could com-
pass her rise to world power status through her eastward expansion.

The present war, unleashed by the Europe-based giant empires against
the Central Powers, will decide whether the latter, and the countries of
Central Europe as a whole, can continue to exist at the side of the giants as
their equals, or not. They can do so only if the map is altered very radically
in their favour.

Hegernony in Europe and its Econornic Basis

The reverse on the Marne and the costly attempts made after it to
fight a way through to the Channel coast past Ypres and Arras, the
Austrians' heavy defeat in Galicia and the alternation of defeat with
victory in north Poland, together with the beginnings of acute short-
ages of munitions and trained reserves at the end of November,
r9r4, added up to a consider4ble deterioration of the military situ-
.tion or the Central Po*@eir position in
@y mentioned, the press policy of the Army
High Command and the government had concealed from the Ger-
man public the full importance of the military reverses in east and
west. Furthermore, the fortunate partial successes of Tannenberg
and the sinking of three old British armoured cruisers by the U9
obscured from the public mind the critical military situation. The
German propaganda over Tannenberg and the U9 had, however,
f;ar-reaching political and psychological consequences: the victory
of Tannenberg gave birth to the F{lndenburg myth, the sinking of
the three British vessels to faith in the deiiiive effectiveness of the
submarine weapon. Both events helped to strengthen th. Sy.t rr.hr=
ation o-1-[h66ilitary factor as opposed to the political, which was al-
r Jaty i Prusso-GEimitTidi tion.

In mid-November, r9r4, both the military and the political au-
thorities of the Reich realised that Germany's position was serious.
There followed the first tentative peace feelers towards Britain and
Russia. A separate peace with either meant, however, scaling down
Germany's war aims on the front which seemed to offer a possibility
of peace. Rumours of these attempts soon filtered through to the
German public and produced a wave of fear of a separate peace with
its presumable consequences. There was widespread nervousness at
the possibility that the government might co\nelfile a 'premature'
peace which spared one enemy. B.thgu".rIsJlweg himselll certain
diplomats, and certain nrgEltrsh business men, especially if of
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Jewish origin, were widely accused of wanting to conclude a 'cheap'
or 'rotten' peace.

Leading figures in west German industry, with Hugo Stinnes
playing an active part, had their demands formulated by the Bonn
economist, Professor Schumacher, and presented to the Chancellor
through his personal secretary, Legation Councillor Kurt Riezler.
In this programme the industrialists demanded the annexation of
Belgium or at least ecoqqrn[q delqiuation over it, the acquisition for
Germany of the ore-field of Longwy-Briey, and considerable terri-
torial gains in the east.

A further step towards the systematisation of national war aims
was effected by the foundation of the Kiegsausschuss der deutschen In-
dustrie (War Committee of German Industry). The main purpose
of this was originally to co-ordinate and mobilise German industry
for the war effort, but very soon the airags6;;f-*al aims becaml
one of its leading activities. A sub-committee, which included Strese-
mann, was founded for the discussion of the subject. Thenceforward
the great industrial associations_Blglvqqed quite formally in war
aims policy.

On December 8, r9r4, two days after his visit to Hindenburg in
Poland, Bethmann Hollweg received in Berlin the representatives of
the two biggest German employers' associations, Landrat (retired)
Roetger, Syndic of the Centralaerband deutscher Industrieller and the
National Liberal deputy Stresemann, second President of the Bund
der Industriellen.l Roetger was representing the organised heavy in-
dustry, Stresemann the finishing industry. They not only put for-
ward, in the names of their associations, the familiar demands in the
west (Belgium, Longwy-Briey, Belfort), but also demanded exten-
sive annexations in the east, especially Poland and Courland but
also further afield, and the establishment of a central European cus-
toms union. The Chancellor, according to Stresemann's notes, 'sig-
nified his broad agreement'; and today, now that we know the docu-
ments, particularly Bethmann Hollweg's September programme,
we need not regard this remark either as an exaggeration on Strese-
mann's part or as mere political tactics on the Chancellor's, even if
we concede that Bethmann Hollweg may not have agreed complete-
ly about Estonia.z The Chancellor certainly had war aims, but in
view of the uncertain military situation in the late autumn of lgr4

r Paul R. Sweet, 'Leaders and Policies, Germany in the Winter r9r4/5', in
Journal ol Central European Affairs, Vol. r6, October, 1956, pp.244 ft.

' Egmont Zechlin, supplement to Das Parlamen!,June lr, ry6rz Db Allianzmit
dtm Judtntum, pp. 34r ff. Reprint of Stresemann's notes on his interview with the
Chancellor on December 8, rgr4, from Naclilass Strcscmann, politisclur Schrftucchvl,
Vol. r39 AA, io: id., ibid., supplement ofJune 14, 196r, appendix, p. 335.
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he wished to avoid any public discussion of them, and he was there-
ficre trying to damp down the public agitation on war aims which
had found such explosive vent in the first months of the war. He
did so out of consideration both for enemy and for neutral opinion,
not least in vigw of possible peace feelers which he did not wish

to see upset,/and also with an eye to the Socialist workers of
his own -orrr{tty who were only prepared to support a war of self-
d.efencey'

The6 were the reasons for the govern-nqglig.ba:a on any public

isg-af:uaraims, and. for the ;ffi ciai;ction taken aEainst-the
icft leader, Class, and his famous memorandum on war aims,

nearly two thousand copies of which had been circulated in Decem-
ber, 19t4. In the event, the government's intervention produced
exactly the opposite effect from that which the Chancellor had hoped

for. His action caused a big public sensation, and the courts before

which the Class case came took the side of the Allfuulscft leader, so

that in the spring of I9I5 the government was forced to release him
from police supervision. The prohibition of public discussion of war
aims gave the Alldeutscher Verband the Ieading role in that very dis-
cussion, and its extensive connections enabled it to mobilise on its
side the Prussian House of Deputies, in which, thanks to the restrict-
ed franchise, the supporters of the war aims movement were in an

overwhelming majority. At the beginning of February, I9I5, they
put through the reinforced Budget Commission of the House a reso-

iution asking for immediate permission to debate war aims. The
government itself underlined the political importance of this debate
when it found itself forced to publish an article in the N.A.(, ot
February 2I, IgI5, defending itself against the charge of having no .-
war aimi. The ivording and reasoning of this article (Das Kriegsaiel- ;7,
The War Aim) point unmistakably to Bethmann Hollweg's personal '=
authorship. T[re author feared that the solidarity of the nation and F
the alliance with Austria-Hungary would be jeopardised if *ls ->
government permitted public discussion of war aims at that junc-
iure. He emphasised the fundamental unity of the supreme authori-
ties of 'sword and pen', and declared that the one and only essential

at the moment was to achieve military victory. 'Then,' he wrote, in
remarkable agreement with the Chancellor's letter of March, I9I6,
to Erich Marcks,l'the government will disclose its peace aims with-
out hesitation, and a free people will be able to speak freely.'

But it proved not so easy to put off the big employers' associations.

On Marih ro, IgI5, they submitted their petition for a public dis-
cussion of war aims to the Reichstag and appended their famous

, 
I See above, p. 98.
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memorandum on the war aims question.l The pre-history of this is
a most characteristic example of the decisive influence exercised by
the Alldeutsche on German business circles. Alfred Hugenberg, a
foundation member of the Alldeutscher Verband and. at that time a
director of Krupps, had invited leading members of the trade asso-
ciations to a meeting in Berlin. There Class gave a lecture setting
out the ideas of his memorandum on Germany's war aims. Hugo
Stinnes supported Class's demands, in principle, in the name of the
Centralaerband deutscher Industrieller. He was followed by Friedrichs,
speaking for the Bund deutscher Industrieller, von Wangenheim for the
Bund der Landwirte, and many others, including Kirdorf, Beukenberg
and von Borsig. The meeting appointed Hugenberg, Class and thi
National Liberal deputy, Ernst Hirsch, Syndic of the Essen Chamber
of Commerce, to draft a joint statement. The outcome of this was the
memorandum of the Five Trade Associations of March ro, rgr5,
which was submitted to the \eichstag and expanded on May zo
into the famous Address of the Six Trade Associations.

After the industrialists' move of March ro the government felt
compelled to reply to the suggestions that it was thinking of peace
with a further declaration in the N.A.<. of April 24 stating cate-
gorically tlat 'no reasonable human being could suppose that Ger-
many would sacrifice the advantages of her favourable military
situation by concluding a premature peace with any of her enemies,.2
In spite of this reassuring statement from the government, the repre-
sentatives of the associations thought it prudent to re-submit their
representations of March ro, this time to the Chancellor direct.s The
memorandum of May 20, rgr5, was signed by the bodies afterwards
known to history as the 'Six Associations' : the Centralaerband Deutscher
Industrieller, the Bund der Industriellen, the Bund der Landwirte, the
Deutscher Bauernbund, the Reichsdeutscher Mittelstandsuerband and the
Christliche Deutsche Bauernuereine ; the Hansabund, representing com-
merce, adhered to it late, These associations represented all Ger-
many's business interestsrlfhe memorandum demanded a colonial
empire sumcient for all Germany's economic interests, 'security' in
the fields of tariff and commercial policy, 'an adequately guaran-
teed war indemnity', agd further, as 'chief aim', territorial acquisi-
tions in east and westz/The associations called for military and eco-
nomic domination o/Belgium; the population of Belgium was not,

r Entry of March ro, rgr5, in Grumbach, Das anwxionistiseht Deutschland
(Lausanne, r g r 7), pp. r z4 ff.; for what follows, Kruck, op. cit., pp. 76 f.

'z For this article, see Schulthess, Europiiischer Geschichtshalender, tgt5.

^ 
3.Se-e. also the petition .of M_ay p, rg.r5? from. the Alldcutsclur Verband, Gcgcn

Sondrrfrbdq nit Russland, solange Landeruerb nirht geshlurt.
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however, to be granted political rights within the German Reich.
They claimed the Belgian and French Channel coasts in order to
secure 'the outlet to tlie Atlantic which is vitallfi6iEilry for our
future sea power' and also as a means of exerting Pr€ssure on Eng-
land. Besides strategic frontier rectifications, such as Belfort and
Verdun, they demanded (as Stinnes had done in September,.t9t4)
the annexation of the ore-fields of Longwy-Briey and the coalfields
of the department of the Nord and the Pas de Calais. In these areas,

too, the local populations were to be deprived of all political rights,
and the locai 'economic power-factors, including the large and
medium estates', were to be transferred to German ownership. The
programme of annexations in the east was governed by the idea of
rrrpptyit g an 'agrarian' counterweight in the east to the proposed

inireaseJof theEdffiI-elemEfrts in the west. The minimum pro-
posals envisaged tht acquisition of paie-of the Baltic provinces and

of ur.ut soutfiward of them; these would also give better Protection

t*Hffi, this address, leading figures of west German indus-
try made a second attemPt to get round the official ban on the dis-
cussion of war aims. On May rz a group of industrialists led by
Hugenberg and including, among others, Stinnes, Kirdorf and Thys-
sen, and cirtain prominent academic economists, jointly submitted
a detailed statement of their war aimsl to General Gayl, commanding
the military forces in the Ruhr area. The programme was broadly
identical with that of the Six Associations; new elements in it were

the idea of acquiring the Ukraine for Germany (a plan only serio-trsly

taken up in I9r 7-16;, an explicit demand for the annexation of the

entire Baltic coast, and a detailed examination of the position of
Austria-Hungary in connection with the problem of Mitteleuropa.

Hugenberf's and Kirdorf's remarks also showed the interaction
between war aims and the presumed social and domestic conse-

quences of a so-called 'peace of renunciation'. It was necessary, so

Hugenberg argued, to pitch war aims high, for only-so w99!5!-$e
entilg- ne!&lincludingi-GTo:eatiedtneTjgleqlhS-R".rch' - the

SoiiilFemocrats and the Ul6amontanes-atcept the sacrifices en-

tailed by the war. In a polemic against Bethmann Hollweg, Hug91-
berg criticised the Chancellor for having allowed a specially-privi-
leged position to the leaders of the 'parties hostile to the State',
especiaity the Sociai Democrats and trade unions leaders, thereby
enabling them to recover that influence over the masses which

r Besides the archival material, see also Boelcke, KruPi, pp. 143 ff. On the treat'
ment of the Baltic and Polish problems in these memoranda see the accounts in
iiiii f-i*ir.", , Dit &utsclu Politik in Balt*um rgr 4-rgtB (Diss., Hamburg, r95B),
pp. ro5 f., and Geiss, op. cit., pp.48 ff'
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had slipped from their hands in August, rgr4. In his view the demo-
cratisation of Germany-by which he meant that the trade unions
would dominate economic life and thus weaken the Reich-would
bring the end of its national existence. It was possible, and also neces-
sary, to use the war to eliminate France for ever, and Russia for
many decades, as England's allies.

Schumacher, the economist, admitted the impossibility of inflict-
ing the same mortal blow on Russia as could be dealt to the smaller
France. He therefore recommended that Germany should be_'moder-
at@an-d not touch real Great Russian terri-
tory. For all this theoretical modesty, however, the frontier proposed
by him involved very considerable annexations: it was to run in the
north-east from Narva across Lake Peipus to Diinaburg and Vilna.
Hugenberg went further and asked also lbr Brest-Litovsk, as Hinden-
burg did eighteen months later. Hugenberg divided the territories
to be annexed by Germany into a Kulturland, which was to be settled
intensively with Germans, and a Vorland, a sort ofglacis on which the
future wars against Russia were to be fought out. Like his friend
Schwerin and like Sering, Hugenberg envisaged the connection be-
tween the new territories and the German Reich. as such a close one
that he gave them the name of 'New East Germany'.r

The southward extension of the new 'frontier wall' by the creation
of the Polish 'Frontier Strip' was discussed in detail by Professors
Bernhard and Wegener, whose joint memorandum on the subject
had been ready in outline on August 18, rgr4. The new frontier was
to follow approximately the line of the Narew, Vistula and Warthe
rivers, and to take in the valuable coal and iron fields of Dombrowa,
east of Upper Silesia. The Poles were to be moved north-eastward
out of the 'Frontier Strip'. The purpose of the strip was strategic, but
after it had been Germanised it was to form a wall between the Poles
ofthe eastern provinces ofPrussia and a new Polish state.

Especially noteworthy are the views of Krupp von Bohlen und
Halbach. A little later he rejected the most extreme demands of the
trade associations and of his director, Hugenberg, but his own war
aims programme, which he had put into writing in November, rgr4,
when he had 'given it to Secretary of State von Jagow and to some
other friends of mine in the government', differed little from the pro-
gramme of the associations except on the point of expansion in the
north-east, and agreed closely with what Bethmann Hollweg was
wanting in September, rgr4.2 Krupp expresslv rejected any Peace
Co3ggs, i.e., any general peacdTE$T-rations; he was-i6iVhced

I See above, pp. r 16 ff. and r6e ff.
I Boelcke, op. cit., pp. r49 ff.
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that 'to use the words of His Majesty the Emperor and King, the
pgace-canand must be dictated to the€qegry'. For hirn Deutschtum

constituted the heart of Europe, round which he wanted to build a
firm economic combination in the form of Mitteleuropa, which was

to include in particular Austria-Hungary, Holland, Switzerland and
the Scandinavian states. Like Bethmann Hollweg and Class in I9r4,
he wanted to see France finally eliminated as a great power. Further,
he asked for the annexation ofFrench territory along the line ofthe
Moselle and the Meuse, primarily on industrial grounds: 'A France
lacking any considerable reserves of iron and coal can no Ionger
p.ese.ri an economic danger on the world market, or a political
danger in the council ofthe great powers'.

Kruoo saw the real enemv in-nritain. and for that reason demand-
ed m--itary domination over Belgium and perhaps military control
of the north coast of France. Like Tirpitz, he believed that the
establishment of Germany's power on the Channel could compel
Britain to give Germany her friendship:

lfere we should be lying at the very marrow of England's world power, a
position-perhaps the only one-which could bring us England's lasting
friendship. For only if we are able to hurt England badly at any moment will
she really leave us unmolested, perhaps even become our 'friend', in so far as

England is capible of friendship at all.

In the east Krupp regarded the re-establishment of an indepen-
dent Poland as axiomatic. He conceived the new Poland as a'buffer
state' and wanted 'a firm bolt drawn' against it through the estab-

lishment of the Germanised 'Frontier Strip', to prevent it from'lust-
ing after' territories which had formerly been Polish but were now
Prussian.

Germany's power-position in the world was to be rounded off by
an 'internally secure' and militarily defensible colonial empire in
Afriea-and by a string of naval bases and coaling stations forming a
'bfdge of Africa'. This would ensure Germany markets for her in-
dustries and raw materials, and the expansion of Germany's cultural
influence in the world. 'If these aims are achieved, German culture
and civilisation will direct the progress of humanity; to fight and to
conquer for such a goal is worth the price of noble blood'.

Such far-reaching war aims, voiced by the trade associations, gave

rise to suspicions that the driving force beh.ind Germany's war aims
policy was merely one of materia"l interestyflt was largely in order to
counter this reproach that in the early su/nmer of r 9 r 5 the war aims
movement mobilised the academic circles of the German middle
classes.#Iere, again, it was Class of the Alldeutscher Verband who, un-

r WeJarp, op. cit., Vol. II, pp. I66 ff.
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seen, pulled the wires. The two men who took the most dctive parts
in organising this new demonstration were the Berlin theologian
Reinhold Seeberg and the Bremen merchant Andreas Gildemeister;
the latter was chiefly responsible for drafting the address. Kirdorf
provided the Iink with the industrial world. The so-called 'Intellec-
tuals' Address' agreed in substance with the proposals of the Six
Trade Associations, but emphasised more strongly the idea of using
colonisation in the east as a safety valve to relieve social pressure in
the interior. To this was added the uiilkisch idea, as repeatedly put for-
ward by Paul Rohrbach, Sering and others, of parrying the.growth
of the Slav and Russian masses by 'decomposing' Russia, by erecting
a Germanised 'frontier wall' in the east and by an active population
policy, a course for which the east offered a unique possibility.l

The Address was soon ready and was presented to the Chancellor
onJuly 8, IgI5;2 it was signed by t,247 persons from all walks of
German public life. Professors provided much the largest contingent,
with 352 signatures; but the signatories also included numerous busi-
ness men, parliamentarians, schoolmasters, clergymen and artists.

A later product of the Intellectuals' Address was the 'Independent
Committee for a German Peace' (Unabhdngiger Ausschuss fiir einen

deutschen Frieden) which afterwards played so important a part in the
German war aims movement under the leadership of the Berlin
historian, Dietrich Schdfer. On November I5, IgI5, this committee
published another address which demanded the incorporation of
Longwy-Briey in the west and the detachment of the Baltic pro-
vinces from Russia in the east. It was presented to the Chancellor by
Seeberg in July, t9I6, when the committee was officially founded.

The Chancellor had resented the Address of the Six Associations,
the representations to General Gayl and the Intellectuals' Address
as troublesome interferences with the prerogatives of the govern-
mentl he regarded them, for the reasons of foreign and domestic
policy mentioned above, as inopportune, if not actually harmful. His
reaction towards them had accordingly been cool and reserved. The
event proved him completely right, for both the Associations' and
the Intellectuals' Addresses soon became known in enemy and neu-
tral countries, where they were regarded unfavourably as expressions
of Germany's desire for domination. A commentary on the two
addresses drawn up by friends of Bethmann Hollweg's shows,

1 So Oberregierungsrat Stumpfe of the Ministry of Agriculture wrote (under the
pseudonym of Ekkehirt Ostmann) : 'in the national struggle the important point is
ihe production of human material.' Cf. M. Kranz, Ncu Polcn (Munich, lSrS),-n. 6S'
Friedrich Naumann wrote in the same vein in connection with his 'policy of more
men', 'Mitteleuropa needs children, children, children' (Mitteleuropa, p. t86).

2 For further details, see Grumbach, op. cit., p, t4o.
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however, on close analysis, ihat the customary vierv of those circles
as 'anti-annexationist' is totally mistaken; their aims were entirely
positive, and corresponded with those of the September Programme.
The only point on which this essay, which was composed in the sum-
mer of r g r 5 by Georg Bernhard of the Vossische (eitung, takes a stand
is on the principle of rejecting'the incorporation or association of
independent peoples accustomed to independence'. But the strong
criticisms directed by the right against this circle, the most promi-
nent representatives of which'were Adolf von F\arnack and Hans
Delbrtick, are unfounded, so far as essentials go. lThe 'lileral' for-
mula only rejected the annexation of the whole ol Belgi-um, or the
whole of Poland, because th9 populations of those countries were ac-
customed to independence;fBut it allowed a free hand for partial an-
nexations in Belgium or fol other forms of dominating that country,
and for the expansion of German power in the east. This interpreta-
tion is no piece of over-acute hindsight; the sentence was interpreted in
this sense in the same year of r 9 r 5 by Harnack himself to a perturbed
fellow-Balt:

If[he said] you read and interpret the paper from this angle, you will find
that on the point of annexations, nothing is excluded except the naked
annexation of the Belgian State. Neither the annexation of parts of Belgium,
nor a disposition under which Belgium would become partially or entirely
dependent on us, is excluded.r

This is exactly Bethmann Hollweg's line of establishing at least a
partial domination over Belgium. As early as August, r9r5, Delbriick
explained what was meant by 'a free hand in the east': annexation
of the Baltic provinces, Suwalki and Kowno. The weight of this state-
ment is only increased by Delbriick's emphasis and proud insistence
on the continuity of his ideas before the war and now:'Old ideals
rise up in our minds, the liberation of the ancient German colonial
territory from the Muscovite yoke ! Decades ago I got as far as this
in a political reverie in these annals.z

Finally, in the spring of r g r 7, only three weeks before the outbreak
of the Russian revolution, Friedrich Meinecke, with Karl Friedrich
von Siemens and the National Liberal Eugen Schiffer, handed the
Chancellor a mass petition rvith over 2o,ooo signatures calling for the
annexation of the Baltic provinces and their settlement with Ger-
mans.3 The principle of annexations, for the purpose of rounding off

I Memorandum by Broedrich-Kurmahlen, Das ncuc Oslland, privately printed
(Charlottenburg, 19t5).

s Delbriick, Rede dcs Rcichskanzbrs, r.c., pp. rz9 ff.
t Thc mass petitions were presented to the Chancellor on March 3r, r9r7, On

that occasion Schiffer made a speech commenting on them; see Lewerenz, op. cit.,
P.II7.
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and extending their Mitteleuropa, was thus by no means foreign to
the Liberal circle round Delbr0ck, Harnack and Naumann,r even
if it is true that especially before r9r 7 they attached less importance
to direct annexations and were chiefly concerned with extending
Germany's power in east Europe and overseas.

The Reichstag and the Parliarnentary
ltlar Airns Majority

The parliamentary counterpart of the extra-parliamentary war
aims movement was the inter-party War Aims Majority. Officially
it comprised all the bourgeois parties, but unofficially it extended to
a considerable proportion of the Social Democrats, who used the
cover of the 'truce' to abstain from opposing the government's policy,
and whose right and centre wings taciqly or expressly endorsed !eth-
mann Hollweg's'moderate' war aims/The War Aims Majority/con-
tinued in being during the whole of the war; even the ne* Feace
Resolution Majority ofJuly rg, rgr7, constituted only a temporary
deviation from the persistent main line.

The basic annexationist mentality of the Conservative party was
always quite undisguised. If inner political considerations sometimes
prompted it to adopt an attitude of reserve on the war aims move-
ment after the Chancellor had made some declaration which satis-
fied it, it remained a firm member of the War Aims Majority,
and one which was constantly in search of more power. Its spokesman
on these questions was Count Westarp. In October, rgr5, the Party
Committee adopted a resolution to carry on the war until 'the
foundations of the German future' were secured. Among these the
Conservatives ' extensions'. Being
mainly an agrarian party, worked for annexations in Poland,
the Baltic provinces and Lithuania, where they hoped to find land
for settlement and recruiting grounds for agricultural labour. But
they also advocated the establishment ofsome form of German domi-
nation over Belgium.z

Their immediate neighbours were the Free Conservatives, repre-
senting the higher bureaucracy and a fraction of the great landed
proprietors of the rank of the Silesian magnates. At the beginning of

1 Delbriick, Dcr dcfinitiw fuirde mit Russland wd unsct Vcrhijltnis zu dcn Randudlkun,
Prcussisclu Jahrbibher tgt0, Vol. r7z, p. r33. Relatively realistic as he was, he was
sobcr enough to recognise that Germany could not win the Poles for his 'Mittcl-
europa' if at the same time she made them her enemies by annexations and deporta-
tions. Similarly, he wanted alur the peace of Brest-Litovsk to apply nationCl self-
determination honestly in thc Baltic provinces, cven if the result went against
Germany.

I Text of thc Resolution in Grumbach, op. cit., p. 4o; cf. also Hans Booms, Dia
&utsch-konrraatiac Parlai (Diisseldor[ tg34), pp. r e6 fr.
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December, r g r 5, this party adopted a resolution similar to that adopt-
ed two months before by the German Conservatives.l They de-
manded that the'heavy sacrifices in blood and gold'should not Prove
vain:

They [sc., the sacrifices] call for the peace aim of a Germany fortified in
her whole power position, considerably extended beyond her existing front-
iers by the retention of as much as possible of the territories now under
occupation and compensated for her financial expenditure'

The preponderance of thef"rrrrexationist elements among the
National Liberal{is quite indis$utable. As they had previously been
the 'party of the/foundation and the maintenance of the Reich', so

now they felt themselves to be the party of its extension.z In the
middle of May, IgI5, their Executive Committee and representa-
tives of its land and provincial organisations had met in Berlin to dis-
cuss the political situation. The report of the meeting recorded that
it had expressed its fixed resolve 'to carry on the war to its victorious
end', and further:

the meeting unanimously demanded that the full political fruit be gath-
ered of the mighty successes of our incomparable army and our heroic navy.
In particular, the territory in the west which is necessary for securing and
strengthening our power position by water and land must be attached to the
Reich politically, militarily and economically. In the east Germany must
acquire not only strategically improved frontiers, but also new land for
settlement.

With these words the party laid down the line to which it adhered
down to the late summer of r9I8.

The discussions on war aims brought together, in co-operation,
the centre and the right wings of the party, which before the war had
been openly hostile to one another. The right was dominated by the
Rhineland-Westphalian heavy industry; its leader was the Alldeutsch

Syndic of the Essen Chamber of Commerce, Hirsch, and its other
prominent spokesmen included two members of the Prussian Cham-
ber of Deputies, Fuhrmann and Bacmeister, both members of the
Supreme Committee of the Alldeutscher Verband. The reconciliation
within the party was demonstratively expressed on June rB, I9t5,
when Bassermann and Stresemann spoke in an internal Party meet-
ing of the central organtsations of the Rhineland and Westphalia.
Stresemann said: 'We must become strong, and we must weaken our
opponents so ruthlessly, that no enemy will ever again dare attack

vr-Teit in Grumbach, op. cit., p. 39.
2 See the annual report of the National Liberal Party in Duisburg for r9r5, in

Grumbach, op. cit., pp. 38 f.; ibid. for the following paragraph'
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us, For this, frontier alterations in east and west are absolutely neces-
sary.'

Bassermann had already said in the first winter of the war: 'But in
the east barriers must be set up to Prevent the Russian flood from
overwhelming the German world. Germany, Austria-Hungary and
Turkey must be made safe against this.r

The will to power which inspired the National Liberals found ex-
pression, in the west, in the demand for the ennexation of Antwerp
and Calais. Str;Fmann stuck to his Belgian war alilIto the last, and
also expressly called for the annexation of the Longwy-Briey basin.

The Bassermann-Stresemann-Hirsch group represented the great
majority of the party. The opposition to them consisted of a small
group which also wanted Germany's power and frontiers extended,
but on a moderate scale. Their leader was Schiffer, the spiritus rector

of Delbriick's Wednesday evening parties, in which their ideas were
developed in close association with Rohrbach and Jiickh. This circle
wanted colonial acquisitions and the addition to the Reich of the
'old German' Baltic lands. Apart from all the rest stood von Richt-
hofen, who throughout took such a pessimistic view of Germany's
military prospects that he thought a peace based on the status quo

would be a success. He was later joined by Prince Sch6naich-Caro-
lath.

The Zentrum was another active component of the War Aims
Majority in the Reichstag. When the party leaders of the majority
discussed the question with the Chancellor on May I3, 1915, the
Zentrum's leader, Spahn, had confessedly spoken as the mouthpiece
of the Trade Associations. He was also the spokesman for the major-
ity when the Reichstag met in full session, and it was he who on
December 2, tgrq, and March Io, IgI5, read out the joint declara-
tion of all the bourgeois parties in which they disassociated them-
selves from the views of the Social Democrats.z He also spoke in the
name of all other parties on the Social Democrats' interpellation on
war aims of December 9, IgI5. The Executive Committee of the
Zentrum, meeting at Frankfurt am Main on October 24-25, tgrs,
adopted a resolution which called in general terms for increased
protection for Germany in east and west.3 The object must be to
'deter' the enemy from 'attacking Germany again' and the increased
protection had further to assure 'economic provision for our growing
population'. fn other words, the Zentrum was expressing here, in

I The Rsolution of the Central Executive Committee of the National Liberal
Party, August IS, t9I5, in Wippermanns dcutseht Geschichtskalender, rgr5, Vol. z,
P'305.

e An account in We$tarP, op. cit., pp.5I f. 3 Grumbach, op' cit., p.35.
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very cautious phraseology, the then widely current view that Ger-
many needed wider frontiers both for her strategic security and for
the livelihood of her growing population. By his championship of the
Trade Associations Spahn had given these generalities concrete
shape, and Erzberger followed him with a whole string of remarks
offstage, often even when taking diplomatic soundings as a semi-
official official spokesman for the government. On September z,
IgI4, Erzberger had sent the Chancellor a confidential letter with
his views on what might be Germany's war aims, saying: 'It is our
urgent duty so to utilise the consequences of victory that Germany's
military supremacy on the continent shall be assured for all time.'

During the first three years of the war the great majority of the
Zentrum party was united on the question of war aims; in principle,
it favoured annexations. Nevertheless, we can distinguish two trends.
Spahn was the leader of the extreme wing, whose organ was the
Kiilnische /eitung; Erzberger belonged to this group until 1916. The
organ of the moderates was the Germania.

The left-wing liberals of the Progressive People's Partyr were less
extreme and open in their official pronouncements than the other
bourgeois parties, and it should be remarked that they did not at-
tend the meeting between the other big bourgeois parties and the
Chancellor on May r3, rgr5. In the course of the war, nevertheless,
a number of their leading deputies gave more or less whole-hearted
support to various war aims, including annexations in one form or
another. Among these was their most important speaker, Friedrich
Naumann, who at the end of rgr4 spoke in favour of partitioning
Belgium, Germany to take the Flemish parts and France the Wal-
loon, and in December, IgI5, advocated making Germany master
of Congress Poland and other frontier districts in the interest of
Mitteleuropa.2

In the first years ofthe war the group ofProgressives adhered con-
sistently to the War Aims Majority. The Central Committee of the
party defined is views on December 5, rgr5. It protested against
'the presumptuous claims of our enemies to prescribe to us the con-
ditions of peace, in spite of their defeats', and was convinced that
'the conditions of peace must give Germany, not restoration of the
status quo ante bellum, if that, but rather lasting protection against
foreign attacks and permanent increase of its power, its well-being

1 See Hermann Ostfeld, Dit Haltung fur Rritlutagdraktion dtr Fo*chittlblun
Volkspailti zu dtn Anncxiarc- ud Frizthnsfragen in clcn Jahren tgt4 bis r9r8 (Diss.
Wiirzburg, Ig33).

'Cf. also Lic. Gottfried Traub, editor ol tl:.e Eiserne Bliitter as supplement
to Naumann's Hilfe; strong propagandist for annexionism, joined the Vater-
landspartei in r9r7.
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and, in so f,ar as its security seerns to dgmand it, also of its territory.l

The maximum expression of thel0erman Reichstag's annexa-
tionist ambitions and at the same timi:, a sort of codification of them,
was contained in the famous Declalation of all the bourgeois parties,
including.the Progressives, of December g, I9I5. It was agg4gurer to
an interpellati6i-5y the Social Democrats against annexations.
SpahnlEf,outthe-fr ajority'sreioluEin,Intf arluitlihecaselorit:

Let our enemies conspire again to persevere with the war; in complete
unity and quiet determination we await the hour which shall make possible
peace negotiations in which Germany's military, economic, financial and
political interests must be permanently guaranteed to their full extent and by
all means, including the necessary territorial acquisitions.

What makes this resolution especially important is that before it
the Chancellor had held two secret meetings (on November z9 and
December z) with the leaders of the bourgeois parties, at which the
procedure and the division of roles in the Reichstag had been care-
fully discussed. The 'conducting of the Reichstag' of which the
Chancellor spoke on this occasion really meant that the parties of
the majority submitted a resolution which expressed more exactly
certain things at which the Chancellor felt himself unable, for
obvious political reasons, to do more than hintr/And in the division
the Social Democrats, ficr whom Scheidemann'spoke,2 were assigned
the part of a well-tempered opposition, to op.,en a safety valve for
the workers' strong opposition to annexations./

The Social Democrats' various interpellations and declarations of
plglest hile earftil the majority Socialists the reputation of having
been the opponents on principle of annexation. This is technically
true as regards their official statements, but behind these a consider-
able number of their leaders accepted 'moderate war aims', at least
tacitly, and not a few, especially of their right-wing members, en-
dorsed them actively. In the autumn of r9r4 the Party Committee
was, indeed, at pains to allow no annexationist sentiments to be
voiced in the party press, but this was not because it, or the majority
of the party, was against war aims on principle, but for reasons simi-
lar to Bethmann Hollweg's own.

The Berlin Police President, von Jagow, confirmed that th._""ti-
annexationist shindy' *ar Karl Liebkn ; the majority of
t@ted in rgr5, could easily be brought to
accept annexations in Flanders and Poland. A number of utterances
by leading representatives of the right wing of the Social Democrats

r Schulthess, Europiiisclu Guchichtskahndrr, r g l 5, Vol. r, p. 378.I Seeon this, Philipp Scheidemann, Dn lusammcnbruci (Berlin, rgzr), pp. 3o ff.
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which filtered through to the public during the war confirm the
accuracy ofthis report. In particular, the groups connected with the
Sozialistische Monatshefte and with the new periodical Die Glocke (The
Bell) founded by Parvus Helphand with financial support from the
government favoured annexations more or less openly. Noske, and
later, August Winnig.l were leading advocates of the policy of an-
nexing Courland and settling it with Germans.

Their anti-Tsarist feelings made it easier for the Socialists to accept
frontier rectifications in the east than in the west. Otto Landsberg,
for example, asked at a meeting of the Social Democrat deputies of
the Reichstag:'If the annexation of the Narew line were required
in the interest of Germany's better defensibility in the East, ought any
German to object?'2

But, as Georg Ledebour replied, the annexation of the Narew line
would have entailed annexing Suwalki and Polish territory across
the Vistula; and he added bitterly:'So it has come to this, that the
spokesmen of the majority among us venture in private to approve
annexationist plans of the most pernicious kind, while in public the
majority leaders protest that they, too, are against annexations.'

It was only after the outbreak of the Russian February revolution
that Scheidemann, under the pressure of feelings among the workers,
adopted the Russian formula of 'no annexations and no indemni-
ties' and gave it such currency that it became thereafter the defini-
tion of a 'peace of renunciation'. From the summer of r9r 7 onward,
when Germany's military situation was growing so threatening,
Scheidemann used the new formula with intent as a 'protective for-
mula' in order to save for Germany at least a peace on the basis of
the status quo.3 The Majority Socialists made many protests against
annexationist ambitions; but their policy amounted in practice to
tolerating them, for they never dared put their protests in such vig-
orous form as to entail political consequences.

In the face of the massive the War Aims Majority and the
lukewarm attitude of t the decided opposition
on grounds of principle which came from the few bourgeois groups
of pacifist leanings and from the little squadron of left-wing radicals
was practically negligible. Their protests, in so far as the strict cen-
sorship allowed them to reach the public at all, exercised not the
slightest effect either on public opinion or on government policy.
Th ely, and the most radical

r On Winnig's activities in the Baltic provinces see his notes, Am Ausgang dcr
dcutschcn Ostpolitik (Berlin, r gz r ), pp. 5 ff.

2 Grumbach, op. cit., p, r rz.
8 See below, pp.3zB ff.
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representative of the left-wing Opposition, Karl Liebkneqht, was in
prison after May, r9r6.

The Gerrnan States:
Particular Interests and Annexationist Policies

Besides the pressure of public opinion, of the Trade Associations
and of the parliamentary War Aims Majority for the establishment
of an enlarged Germany as a world power, another not inconsider-
able factor influencing the decisions of the government was the war
aims policies of the German federal states.

The active intervention of the German princes in the war aims
question was in no small measure dictated by fear of the 'unitary
wave' which had manifested itself in the enthusiasm of the first weeks
of war and would presumably rise higher still in the event of a vic-
torious outcome to the war. They saw in territorial
their own states the only way of securing
cu&Iist gi4giple,against th. Rr.pord.I.rt fori.s of p d
national unit and against the prbspective territorial enlargement
of E"ssia.

Immediately the war broke out, the king of Bavaria, Ludwig III,
put in his country's claims: 'Partition of the Rcichsland of Alsace-
Lorraine, Belgium must disappear and the mouth of the Rhine be-
come German.'r This demand, which was registered on August 15,
IgI4, was stimulated by the successes of Rupprecht ofBavaria's army
in Lorraine. Next Ludwig III told the general headquarters in
Coblenz that the incorporation of the whole of Alsace in his king-
dom was a Bavarian war aim, no less important to her than opening
the Rhine to the ocean was to the economic life of south Germany.
But Ludwig III was not alone; the victorious advance of the Ger-
man armies fired Wilhelm III of Wiirttemberg and the Grand Duke
Friedrich II of Baden to demand compensation for the blood and
material which the war was costing them. They were therefore very
reserved towards the Bavarian plans, and expressed 'the utmost
doubts' about the incorporation of Alsace in Bavaria. Although the
Bavarian Prime Minister, Count Hertling, tried to tone down his
monarch's demands in view of the objections of the other states, he
did no more than put them in a more flexible form. These questions
were, however, trivial for Bavaria compared with Prussia's claim to
Alsace-Lorraine, which the military, the professors and the higher
bureaucracy were pressing on the ground that only Prussia could

1 Karl l{einz Jansser., Macht und Vefilendung, Db Krbgszicle dzr Bundcsstaatzn
(t-gr4-rgr9) (Diss. Freiburg, 1957), pp. r3 ff. (August r5, rgr4); for Wilhelm II
of Wiirttemberg,p.22) Ludwig III and Erzberger, igl4, p. 3e.
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undertake both the Germanisation and the defence of this frontier
area. Since, however, Bavaria had announced her plans so early it
was difficult to adopt the Emperor's proposed solution of overriding
her and incorporatine Alsace-Lorraine in Prussia. The result of the
consequent d;ffi allwitz Plan, evolved
by the Governor of the Reichslande, in the hope of satis$ing both
parties. This so-called'Alsatian-Belgian combination' envisaged
partitioning Alsace-Lorraine between Prussia, Bavaria and Baden,
Prussia to have Lorraine (with Longwy-Briey) and the western ap-
proaches to the Vosges from Belfort to Charleville with an outlet via
Strasburg, while Bavaria would receive the north of Alsace, and
Baden the south. This would have assured Prussia's object of keeping
the defence of the Reich in her hands.r

In order to create a basis for Bavaria's claim to Alsace, the Bava-
rian government endeavoured-as it did throughout the war-to
divert Prussia's interest to Belgium, and later to Courland and Lithu-
ania, and to put pressure in this sense on the Emperor, the Chan-
cellor and the general staff, or to encourage ambitions directed to-
wards the annexation of those areas.Z

Framed in the expectation of swift victory, Bavaria's aims were
re-stated by Ludwig III on November 28, rgr4, at the time of the
deep gloom which followed the reverses on the Marne and at Ypres.
Bethmann Hollweg had written on November 15 strongly criticising
'Utopias'in the field of war aims and defining his own aims as'what
is useful and what is possible'. He considered it possible to 'establish
Germany on the North Sea coast, assume some form of military
guardianshiporr.@iffid-"riatecloseeconomicrelationships
with that country'; but he rejected the annexation of Belgium on
social grounds and for reasons of internal policy.E The king of
Bavaria, however, was not prepared to renounce his hopes, and
feared that the Chancellor might conclude a 'premature' peace. On
November e8 he therefore gave Hertling the following instructions
for negotiations in Berlin:

t. We must hold on until a result has been achieved proportionate to the
vast sacrifices and the potent i/an of the German people.

z. The Reichsland must be partitioned with due regard for Bavaria's
interests.

3. Belgium must not continue to exist as an independent state; it must be
attached to some German state; if not to Prussia, then to Bavaria.a

t Ibid., Dallwitz's compromisc suggestion of October 3 r, r gr4, pp, 33 f.

' Ibid., Hertling's proposal to make Belgium'a Prussian Crown Colony on the
English model', p.53.

t Ibid., Bethmann Hollweg to Hertling, p. 26.

' Ibid., p. a7.
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The essence of Bal'aridsfosition was her determination to main-
tain her dj4ands-onAlsacc=Lorraine, irrespective of the form or the
extent of the increases in Prussia's power. But Bavaria could achieve
her object only through an-Zgr;;ilent with Prussia which would
override the objections ofthe other secondary states to Bavaria's de-
mands. The objective of the largest possible annexations in Alsace-
Lorraine, comb-ined with the w'ftTo o5iain;I;G outlet to the sqa,

and the consequent need for agreement with-iGSi4-6verned
Bavaria's war airlrs policy, the most ambitious expression of which is

to 5e l6unIin the Crown Prince Rupprecht's exposd of the spring
of r9r5. This is in answer to a memorandum by von Bissing, the
Governor-General ofBelgium, on the Belgian question. Von Bissing's
proposals were very much in the line of Bethmann Hollweg's own
ideas: they envisaged an association of Belgium with Germany
which should be economic and military rather than explicitly con-
stitutional. Rupprecht went further, in respect both of territorial and
of constitutional changes. Holland, enlarged by the Flemish areas of
Belgium and northern France, and Luxemburg, enlarged by the
south-eastern portion of the Belgian province of the same name, were
to enter the Reich as new federal states. Prussia would receive the
other areas of northern France, Walloon Belgium with Li6ge and
Namur, and the salient of Holland round Maastricht, while the rest
of Lorraine (Longwy-Briey), with Alsace, was to be partitioned.
This exposd is one ofa series ofendeavours by Bavaria to encourage
Prussia's renunciation of her aspirations in Alsace. Rupprecht was
expressly aiming at breaking Prussia's hegemony in the Reich by
substituting for it a sort of trialist structure resting on Prussia,
Bavaria and Holland.

Although Rupprecht himself doubted as early as the end of r9r5
the possibility of a German peace of victory, Bavaria's war aims
policy in respect of Alsace and her policy of 'combinations', either
with Belgium (possibly through a separate peace in the east) or with
Courland-Lithuania as Prussian acquisitions or spheres of interest,l
continued in being throughout the war, as did Baden's and Wiirt-
temberg's (for Alsace, Mdmpelgard and Hohenzollern)2 and
Saxony's (in the east), and constituted a f;rctor in favour ofannexa-
tions in the formulation of Germany's war aims policy.

These demands by the bigger dynasties were chiefly dictated by
particularist interests; they contrast with the aims of some of the
smaller, pan-German-minded princes, who were more interested to

I lbid., pp. r7r fr.
I Hohenzollern: originally a small enclave in Hcmbcrg; Miimpelgard, a mcdi-

cval Wi.irttcmberg hereditary fiell the present Montb6liard, in Burgundy.
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see Germany established as a world power through hegemony in
Europe and empire overseas. The Grand Duke of Oldenburg, Fried-
rich August, thought that the way to establish Germany's power in
Burope would be to split France into two-a Republic in the north
and a Bourbon kingdom in the south-and make it into a vassal state
of Germany. He tried to get the support of Ludwig III of Bavaria
for these plans. Prince John Albert of Mecklenburg, President
of the German Colonial Association and in rgr T Honorary President
of the Vaterlandspartei, composed a memorandum in the spring of
rgr51 polemising against the idea of 'a rotten, soft-hearted compro-
mise' and demanding the broadening of Germany's base by big
annexations in east and west: Germany's future western frontier
should run west of the fortresses of Belfort, Epinal, Toul, Verdun,
Charleville, Hirson, Cambrai and Arras, and reach the Channel
south of Boulogne, while her eastern frontier should at least take in
parts oflithuania and run across Congress \oland to give easy con-
nections between east Prussia and Galicia. phe ancient duchies of
Courland, Livonia and Estonia-possibly alAo the Ukraine-shouly'
be ruled by native princes and attached to the German Reich/a
variant on the border states policy. The special feature of Albrecilt's
memorandum was the proposal that the native population should be
deported from these advanced frontiers and replaced by German
settlers, ex-soldiers or expellees or'Volksdeutscha from the interior of
Russia', not only in the east, as suggested by Schwerin, Bethmann
Hollweg and others, but also in the west.

On Belgium, Albrecht wrote, after first strongly advocating the
deportation ofits population to France:

If we wish to reincorporate this ancient German Kulturland.in any form, in
whole or in part, in Germany, we must act consistently and not take over
with it the alien, degenerate Walloon population, but leave them to their
friends, the English and French, for their use, and in compensation.

Like the Grand Duke of Oldenburg, the Prince of Mecklenburg
also tried to win the king of Bavaria to his side. Crown Prince Rup-
precht, to whom he sent a copy of his memorandum, rejected the
idea ofgeneral expropriation in the west and favoured only nationa-
lisation of large mines and the parcelling of the big estates among
peasant colonists.

The princes justified their war aims programmes by appeals to
feeling in the people and the army, as the government and the

I 
Janssen, op. cit., pp. 59 ff., and ns. r9r and rgz;Johann Albrecht von Meck-

lenburg, as President of the Colonial Association, demanded inttr alia also a con-
tinuous German colonial empire in Central Africa. Britain and France were to be
expelled from the African Continent altogether.
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feeling in the people and the army, as the government and the
Supreme Command did in September and November, r9r4. They
saw in their demands a contribution of their own to the strengthening
of the nation's will to conquer, Under the constitution, the sovereignty
of the Reich resided in the princes, and it offered them a possibility-
a very limited one, it is true-to influence'the formation of govern-
ment policy through the Federal Council (Bundesrat) or its Foreign
Affairs Committee. The latter body was convoked fairly often during
the war,l but its deliberations showed plainly the overwhelming
strength of the position of the imperial Chancellor, coupled as the
post was with the Prime Ministry of the largest German state, Prus-
sia. The assemblage of plenipotentiaries of the Federal Council
showed itselt on the whole, receptive. The Chancellor reported im-
portant decisions to it, but this was often done only at very short
notice; moreover, it was Bethmann Hollweg's way neither to inform
his audiences fully when the situation was serious, as it was at the
turn of I g I 4- r 5, nor to keep them abreast of his frequently changing
plans. As in the Reichstag, so in the Federal Council, although rather
less pronouncedly, the annexationists like Bavaria and Saxony were
stronger than the moderates like Wiirttemberg, whose Prime Minis-
ter, Freiherr von Weizsicker, took up an attitude of reserve over the
question of annexations, as he did later over that of submarine war-
fare.

The essential unity of the nation in respect of war aims was not
materially modified by differences between the states, especially
since the largest of them, Prussia, was entirely bent on expanding its
own power.

1 Ernst Deuerlein, Der Bundesratsausschuss liir die ausuiirtigen Angelegetr.-
heiten r87o-r9r8 (Regensburg, rg5r5); an account based on the Bavarian,
Wiirttemberg and Baden archives.
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THE WAR AIMS POLICY OF THE
REICH'S LEADERS, I9I5

FRbM DEPRESSION TO THE CLAIM FOR HEGEMONY

A ceupercn which, according to the original calculations, should
have been successfully cogl-llglrlglry-months, having failed, Ger-
many was, as Falkenhayn at once recognised,r faced with the threat
of a war of exhaustion for which she was neither armed nor economi-
cally prepared, and in which there was no guarantee of final victory.
The German general staffsaw no way to meet this danger except by
concentrating all the nation's available troops oD one front, and this,
it seemed, could be achieved only by the tactical device of con-
cluding a separate peace on the other-which meant temporarily
shelving war aims in one direction. Emotional factors-it was the gov-
ernment itself that had accused Bdtai*oFbreaenolfaith and had
pilloried her as the author of encirclement-economic needs and
military calculations led to the conclusion that it was best to give
up manyambitions in the eastin favourofforcingadecision and mak-
ing sure of the war aims in the west.

The Situation After the Failure of the Blitzkrieg:
East or \[est?

It was @itz, with his strong anti-British prejudice, who suggest-
ed to Falkenhalfr that Germany should try for a separate peace with
Ssi+.'In view of the heavy losses of the b.r*.rrffi, in Flanders
ihd the great difficulties in the east, Falkenhayn at once took up this
idea. He expounded his ideas in a long conversation with the Chan-
cellor,s who thought them so important that he at once passed them
on to the Foreign Ministry in Berlin.

In substance [he wrote], Falkenhayn had said to him that so long as
Russia, France and Britain held together, it would be impossible for us to

r E. von Falkenhayn, Dit Obcrstc Hccrcslcituag, tgr4-rgt6 (Berlin, rgzo),
pp. eo f.

2 A. von Tirpitz, Dcutsclu Ohnmachtspolit;k im Weltkritgc (Hamburg, r9z6), p. 167,
note by Tirpitz on his conversation with Falkenhayn of November r 5, r9r4; cf. also
p. 16r,Ilopmann to Capelle, November ro, rgr4;Jagow agrees with Tirpitz' view.

I Besides the archives, see also the description in Paul R, Sweet, op. cit., pp.
rzg ff.
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SITUATION AFTER FAILURE OF BLITZKRIEG
defeat our enemies decisively enough to get a decent peace. ft was more
likely that we should ourselves slowly become exhausted. Either Russia or
France must be chiselled off. If we succeed in what must be our first aim, to
get Russia to make peace, then we could so crush France and Britain that
we could dictate the peace, even if the Japanese came across the seas to
France and if England sent a stream of new reinforcements into the field. It
could, however, be safely assumed that if Russia made peace, France would
give up too. Then, if England did not submit to us completely, we could
defeat her by using our Belgian bases to blockade her, even if it took
months.

From Falkenhayn's estimate that victory against three enemies
was no longer a military possibility, Bethmann Hollweg drew the
similar conclusion that only a political move could bring the war to
a successrul conclusron lor-CffiEill---

The attempt to crush France in the first phase of the war having f;ailed,
and judging fr.rm the way that our military operations are going in the west
in this second phase, I too must doubt whether the military defeat of our
enemies is any longer possible so long as the Triple Entente holds together.

Bethmann Hollweg therefore agreed in advocating a separate peace
with Russia; and he defined its purpose unambiguously and pre-
cisely:

Then we could, if we thought it right, even reject any peace offer that
might come from France, and if the fortune of arms favoured us, so force
France to her knees that she had to accept any peace that we liked, and at
the same time, if the navy lives up to its promises, also impose our will on
England. . . . Thus for the price of having our relations with Russia remain
in essentials what they were before the war, we could create what conditions
we liked in the west. At the same time, this would end the Triple Entente.

The difficulties of the general situation had thus led the Chancellor
to renounce his original eastern programme of August and Septem-
ber, rgr4, in favour of a separate peace with Russia for the sake of
winning the war on one front and securing what were for him 'the
more vital war aims'.

But although Bethmann Hollweg agreed with Falkenhayn in prin-
ciple on the desirability of a separate peace with Russia, there was
an important difference between the Chancellor's and the soldier's
ideas: Bethmann Hollweg rejected Falkenhayn's suggestion of 'send-
ing Russia an invitation'I he preferred to wait for feelers to come
from Russia. His political experience told him that the consequences
at home and abroad would be disastrous if it became known that
Germany was making a peace offer. Further, he had at that time
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more confidence than Falkenhayn in Germany's powers of endur-
ancel he therefore kept the aims which he had laid down in Sep-
tember, Igr4, unmodified for the west, and in the east he retained
what he regarded as irrenounceable safeguards. The dominant anti-
British tone perceptible in Falkenhayn's reference to the'demand of
popular feeling' that England must be crushed was reinforced by the
Emperor's assent to the idea of a separate understanding with Rus-
sia. The policy here initiated by Tirpitz, Falkenhayn, Bethmann
Hollweg and Wilhelm II represented a deviation from the original
war aims which was bound tci bring Germany into conflict with the
aims of her allies, Austria-Hungary and Turkey, for whom Russia
was the chief enemy.

The first reaction of the Foreign Ministry was to point out this
effect on Germany's allies, The utmost caution must be observed,
saidJagew, in telling the allies anything about Germany's intentions,
since there was a danger that Austria-H ry might:elax her mili-
tary efforts and'leave Germany sEftFin t fTurkey, thenewly-
acquired ally, might also'not keep up the struggle against England'.
Jagow's demand that Germany must always keep a 'free hand' to-
wards Austria-Hungary is to be understood as an allusion to the
possibility of using Galicia, most of which was then in Russian occu-
pation, as a barEfinln-gg)unter in possible negotiations for a sepa-
rate peace. 

--The anti-British line of Germany's policy is shown even more
clearly in her rejection of a second American offer of mediation which
arrived just when General Headquarters was discussing the possi-
bility of a separate peace with Russia. Through his confidante,
Colonel House, President Wilson had got in touch with the Austro-
Hungarian ambassador in Washington, Dumba. Berchtold informed
Berlin of this step on November ro, adding that in his opinion the
Central Powers ought not to rejeCt on principle an offer ofmediation,
since they must 'avoid the appearance of being engaged in an ordi-
nary war of conquest', They should declare themselves ready to end
the war that had been'forced on them' on condition that the peace
'genuinely secured' their most important vital interests and brought
them the necessary 'compensation' for their heavy sacrifices. He
thought that an exp.9s6 of 'our relati rate aims' would make
a favourable impression on pubfiEEinlqni-i*America. He thought
'that thdlfi6-iffip6rial powers should first agree on what war aims
were to be their final targets' before answering America.

Characteristically, Jagow's reply left this concrete proposal for the
mutual determination of war aims completely unanswered, and was
very sharply negative towards Wilson's offer. He too thought that it
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would be inopportune to reject the offer of mediation a limine, be'
cause the Central Powers had to avoid the appearance of being 'on
principle for carrying on the war d outranca', but he did not at all
want a peace mediated by America. As America was trying to medi-
ate peace with England only, for the sake of its commercial interests,
the result could be nothing but a 'rotten peace' and so 'the indefinite
prolongation of a latent state of war'. England was for him the most
obstinate of enemies, and mediation 'was unlikely to lead to accePt-

able results' with her. Jagow absolutely refused to consider Wilson's
proposal for bringing the war to its end by means of an international
peace congress, since Germany and her allies could not be certain of
securing their demands at such a meeting.

Wilson's proposals, however, were not confined to the direct medi-
ation of peace: they included the ideas of a League of Nations and of
the assurance ofpeace through an international order which should
prevent future wars. Jagow drew a contrast between this 'unprac-
tical s c hw iirmer ei for peace' and the principles of a' realistic politician'
and rejected the most important of Wilson's practical proposals, that
is to make peace possible by renouncing 'substantial or vital terri-
torial accessions' which 'inflicted lasting damage on national inter-
ests or selGesteem and thus necessarily created new desires for re-

uanche', Such a renunciation in the interests of world peace would
have meant giving up war aims which the German government
regarded as necessary for the security of the Reich; and for this
it was not yet prepared in November, I9I4, in spite of Germany's
reverses.

Both courses-understanding in the east with Russia or in the west
with Britain-were categorically rejected by Zimmermann, the
'strong man'in the Foreign Ministry, in a long memorandum dated
November 27. For the alternatives of concentrating against either
Russia or Britain he substituted a 'both'. He rejected any idea of a
separate peace with Russia out of consideration for Austria-Hungary
and Turkey. It would, he argued, give a B:sh imPulse to the in-
dependence movements of the Slavonic ele-m-ents in the Dual Mon-
u."hv. b."ur'rse Russia would cerEinlTECrpret such a peace as a

viltory and would resume her pan-Slav agitation; the disintegration
of the Monarchy would be accelerltedan-d Germany would lose her
ally. The effects of a separate peace with Russia would be equally
disadvantageous for Turkey. As Russia was Turkey's main enemy,
Turkey would regard the peace as a'betr3yal', and might 'fail us in
the Ttrugg-16-against Enflan-d'. Zimmermann was determined to
prosecute the battle against Britain 'to the bitter end' (like Falken-
hayn, he appealed on this point to 'popular feeling') and for this
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purpose Germany needed Turkey with her army of 8oo,ooo, her
navy and her moral power to fanaticise the Islamic peoples of Asia
and Africa by proclaiming the Holy War. Moreover, if Russia was
nojigtauslyldeakened, she would after the war endanger Germany's
vital econp4qic interests in the east, where she would resume her old

^poliii-es and trespass on Germany's fields of activity throughout Asia
Minor-

Ziryann conjured up the spectre of a huge over-powerful
Slavciir-c empire (comprising the Slavs of the Balkans and the Danu-
bian Monarchy) whose pressure Germany would be unable to with-
stand. If accounts were not settled with Russia-g_fi{_!9ar, any peace
which Germany might buy, perhaps by sacrificing Austrian East
Galicia, would only be an armistice which must inevitably be fol-
lowed within a few years .H argued with

itain andR. be imultane-
t would

the west any easier, but on the contrary would imperil it by the
effects on Germany's allies and the neutrals. He proposed holding
the western front defensively for a while, concentrating all forces in
the east and enforcing a decision there. The occupation of Poland
and the clearing of Galicia would, he hoped, win over neutrals-
Bulgaria, Rumania, perhaps Sweden-and would make possible the
success of the revolutionary activities which he was directing in the
interior of Russia. He therefore advised strongly against a separate
peace with Russia; a separate peace with France might, on the other
hand, be considered as a tactical move. He thought that the war was
unpopular in France and that France was weakening to such a de-
gree that Germany could count on a peace which would be not only
decent, but lasting.

OlbdtcrermanfC_loilitarv resources shoqll p1ovg-!4ggfficient for
this flan, rho,r g a sepa-
rate peace with Russia, but the initiative must in any case come from
Russia. Zimmermann thought that such an 'invitation' could cer-
tainly be elicited from Russia by crushing Serbia, and he therefore
wanted every available man concentrated against that state. Ger-
many would then have to grant Russia 'equitable peace conditions,
for example, the territorial status quo ais-d-ois us and our allies' and
concede 'a moderate war indemnity', in return for which she would
get the benefit ofbeing able to turn all her forces against the west;
the Austro-Hung4rian army could be used against France; Turkey's
road to Egypt ; Italy would remain at

the utmost force
ously; a separate

least netiEaL 6l6irporarv fi;[ncieti-on-in the east would en-.--=-'
nreve her arms rn the west.able Girmany to ""hi.Effi-s in the west.
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Bethrnann flollweg's Conception :

a Separate Peace in the East and Peace with Victory in the
West

Meanwhile on November 24-at the right moment-a fresh offer
of mediation had been received at General Headquarters. Albert
Ballin had reported to the Emperor on conversations which he had
had with his friend, Etatsrat Andersen, Director of the Danish East
Asiatic Line in Copenhagen. Andersen, perhaps on Ballin's sugges-
tion, had persuaded King Christian of Denmark to try to initiate
peace talks between the belligerent powers. Now Andersen asked in
King Christian's name: 'Whether H.M. the Emperor would agree
to the King asking the king of England and the Russian Tsar to
allow him to approach H.M. the Emperor with the offer of a medi-
ation for peace.'

King Christian promised to make it appear as though the ap-
proaches to London and Petersburg were being made entirely on his
own initiative, without the Emperor's foreknowledge.

This move, coming as it did at the moment when Germany's mili-
tary fortunes stood at their lowest ebb, for the first time forced the
Chancellor clearly to face the question of Germany's war aims. As in
his conversations with Falkenhayn six days earlier, Bethmann Holl-
weg laid down that Germapry must not take any initiative towards a
peace offer, because any such step would be interpreted as a sign of
weakness, with disastrous consequences at home and abroad. Un-
like the soldiers, he therefore recommended to the Emperor that he
should put offanswering King Christian 'until the decision had been
reached in the east'; he should rather wait for a peace offer to come
from Russia. III however, such an offer were to come, perhaPs
through the DolygrgerJsarina-who was a D- asllh princess, then the
answers should b'e: 'Germany was waging a war of defence, and con-
sequently was ready at arry time to examine any peace proposals
reaching her which guaranteed her full compensation and security
against further attacks from three enemies.'

In respect of 'security against further attacks' Bethmann Hollweg
reverted to the idea which he had formulated during the discussions
on Wilson's first offer of mediation, that it was impossible to return
to the status quo. Here his character reveals itself. Gloomy as the mili-
tary situation was, he had the nerve to wait until a militarv slr_ccess

should bring the i.ussians to o@ rett ttrit ttre
conclusion of a seiSSiEIElEEde-With one side (in this case Russia) was
a compelling necessity, he was still not prepared to go back to the
status qu.o, but held fast to his aim of 'safeguards'. Here again, as with
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the first peace feelers after the failure of the original plan of campaign
the dilemma of his war aims policy is apparent: on the one hand he
wanted a separate peace because in his view Germany's military
potential was no longer sufficient to achieve simultaneous victory on
all sides; on the other, he demanded even of the antagonist with
whom he hoped to conclude the separate,peace annexations, if only
moderate ones, and multifarious indirect tsafeguards' such as he re-
garded as essential for the security and future power-position of Ger-
many. So we find him up to the last constantly on the lookout for the
possibilities of a separate peace, yet always attaching to them con-
ditions such as no opponent could accept short of complete defeat.
It must further be remembered that he regarded negotiations for a
separate peace,while rejecting a general peace, as a tactical step to dis-
rupt the enemy coalition, defeat the remaining enemies decisively,
and thus bring into being an entirely new constellation ofthe powers.
Beqhmang Hollweg had before his eyes a ver&JMnite-:iisi,en of Ger-
many's power-position, before he was pushed into a particular path
by tlf-e military, the pressure groups of the Tra{e Associations, the
pl.,,.f :E@gpi,iior:mf -,n#ever,charactJirtii.-rni*thathe
never gave up hrs own conceptron; even ln qurte secret conversatrons
he always used vague, nebulous and innocent terms to describe his
war aims, in order to Satisfy the insistent, soothe the hesitant and
retain fo{himselfas free a hand as possible.

In DecGm5effit4, he again defined his minimum programme,
this time to Hertling. In contrast to the party which wished to artnex
Belgium, he confined himself to a less crude, more easily acceptable
form of domination through economic, military and political ties and
had the modalities worked out in detail by the military authorities,
the Reich offices and the Prussian ministries. In order to secure his
aim and to secure Longwy-Briey, he was prepared to rest content
in the east with a strip along the frontier. In a conversation at head-
quarters on December 6, he asked Hindenburg to define the acqui-
sitions which he thought necessary for the security of Germany's
frontiers-a request with which Hindenburg complied (with maps
attached) on December I I. Thus thinking about a separate peace
was the midwife of the so-called Polish 'Frontier Strip', the direct
annexation of which had several purposes: the military advantage
of gaining possession of the Polish frontier fortresses, the acquisition
of land for settlement and (in Upper Silesia) of industrial areas and
raw materials, and above all, the cutting offof the Polish population
of Posen and west Prussia from that of a possible future Polish state
by moving out the local Poles and Jews and bringing in Germans in
their place, especially 'repatriates' from Russia. Poland had not yet
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been conquered, and its future was still open; but the Pq[isLqsg[on,
Iike the Belgian,rcontinued to@g. The day
after his'v-iiiT-[6-t to PosEi-hE-talked about it to the Austrian ambassador,
Hohenlohe, in his typically veiled and negative phraseology. 'In
principle,' Hohenlohe reported, 'Germany's basic ideas on Poland
. . . that is, not to permit the creation of an independent Polish State
and not to claim any large territorial accessions for herself ' . . have
not changed'. In the same conversation, in which VYttssab-seaaad
offer of mediation and Anderseqjs,proposal -wer,e discussed, Beth-
*arriiHr-ilweg refused]*astradJagow, to work out the Joint peace

programme' for which Hohenlohe had asked, pointing out that
Austria-Hungary and Germany had agreed not to allow a general
Peace Conference to follow victory, but to settle all relevant ques-

tions ri deux. Bethmann Hollweg's evasiveness on this point initiated
a conflict between Austria-Hungary and Germany on the definition
of war aims which went on till the end of the war' At the very
first conversation on Poland Germany reserved a free hand to sub-
stitute a Germano-Polish for an Austro-Polish solution.

A day later, on December B, Bethmann Hollweg received. the
leaders of the great industrial associations, Stresemann and Roetger,
and spoke to them so affably that they believed him'on the whole'in
agreement with their demands.

These privy conversations between statesmen, military authorities,
federal states, allies and trade associations were accompanied by a
wave of hatred against'the arch-enemy England'which culminated
in a sort of hypnotic determination, which seized more or less the
entire population of Germany, to force England to her knees by
blockade or invasion. The Ag$dtrr@omats, who were afraid that
Germany might betray thein for the sake of her western dims, saw

that Germany might change her aims, and pressed her repeatedly
and strongly to treat- Russia. as the engrny Par excelllltca (which she

was, of course, for AriitiiET-nd Turkey) and to weaken her perma-
nently. They feared, not without reason, that Germany might buy
her separate peace at their expense, perhaps by allowing Russia to
retain East Galicia. They therefore worked with might and main
against such a separate Peace, hoping to find an ally in Zimmer-
mann, who, according to Hohenlohe, 'played a far more dominant
role in foreign policy than his position suggested'. Conrad interpret-
ed Bethmann Hollweg's and Jagow's secret intentions accurately
when he expressed the view that the Germans no longer believed
their troops to possess enough striking power to end the war on both
fronts by military victory, and that what they wanted was therefore
to make sure of what they had won in Belgium, and in the east
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simply to create a situation in which they could negotiate with Rus-
sia. Berchtold, for his part, described Germany's policy as inelastic,
pointing out the contradiction between her new Russian and her old
enstern policy and, like Zimmermann, conjuring up the danger pre-
sented by an unweakened Russia to the continued existence of Aus-
tria-Hungary as a great power, with all the consequences for the
Slavonic Balkans and the east. Hohenlohe, too, demanded the crush-
ing of Serbia, as indispensable for the maintenance of Austria-Hun-
gary's position in the south-east.

In spite of Austrian counter-pressure, Bethmann Hollweg con-
tinued to look for feelers for a separate peace with Russia through the
most various channels-for example, through Count Witte, the for-
mer Russian Minister of Finance, who was reputed pro-German.
Witte died in March, r9r5, but the Chancellor tried to get the
Grand Duchess of Baden to influence the Tsarina through her
brother the Grand Duke of Hesse; he tried Russian business men, or
politically influential individuals such as Kolyshko, the former
IJnder-Secretary of State in the Russian Ministry of Finance, who
had married a German and was now living in Stockholm. It always
transpired that the Russians were frightened of the Germans' eco-
nomic and financial demands-in which respect, as Nobel said (and
the Austrians concurred). German policv was lareelv determined bv
the bankersr-and ofexorbita thl
BlTftzn-alin Poland, extending perhaps to Warsaw itself.

The most important of the projects was still the Andersen mission.
Andersen himself was personally interested in a compromise with
Britain, and King Christian duly sent him to London. But his con-
versations, had they had a positive outcome, would have been a step
towards a general peace, whereas Bethmann Hollweg was interested
only in a separate peace as a tactical method of disrupting the coali-
tion, and although Russia (as he wrote to Ballin onJanuary 26, rgr5)
was not yet 'ripe', she was, in spite of the difficulties with Austria-
Hungary and Tuikey, the only partner with which a separate peace
rvas possible.

Andersen's first visit to Petersburg was in March, at a moment
when German diplomacy was trying to keep Italy out of the war by
putting strong pressure on Austria to cede the South Tyrol. Ander-
sen got a catggorical 'no' from the Tsar, who was not going to play
his allies false ared Biiiain's revenge if Russia were isolated;
but he was encouraged to keep the threads unbroken and to come

r Pallavicini commented to Forgach on January ri rgr5: 'there are no real
stltesmen there (sc., in Berlin), that becomes more and more obvious; instead, the
big industrialists and bankers play the leading role.'
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back again in about six weeks. On his return he was summoned to
report personally to the Chancellor and the Emperor. The continuity
of Bethmann Hollweg's policy emerges clearly from the notes which
he gave to the Emperor for his conversation with Andersen:

The war which we are carrying on is a defensive one which has been forced
on us, not one of conquest. Furthermore, our situation in the east is so
favourable that it is not for us to make peace offers. We must have a peace
which secures us permanently. This security can come only from a peace
which is felt and recognised by the German people to recompense it in full
for the enormous sacrifices which it has made.

At the same time (March and April, r9r5) the Qlangdlor was
with the War Aims Majority in the Reichstag
Esodrati-orx; wf,o had teen made uneasy b|

rumours of a separate peace and by the announcement of internal
reforms. He wrote to the Conservative leader, Count Westarp, on
April 25, in an attempt to moderate the emotions and enlighten the
minds of the parties and the Associations.r He dissociated himself
from the extreme demands of the Alldcutsclun,insisted that even if the
enemy were totally defeated he proposed to champion a policy of
'relative moderation, in the spirit of Bismarck', and defined what he
regarded as the necessary safeguards for German interests in Belgium :

Ifwe are to achieve a lasting peace, Belgium must at least be rendered in-
capable of harming us. We must have military, political and economic
guarantees against Britain or France using Belgium against us in future
political conflicts. Those guarantees presuppose at least Belgium's military
and economic dependence on Germany.

That the Chancellor's aims were by no means so modest as the
Alldeutscfunwere complaining is shown by what he said in a long con-
versation with the leaders of the bourgeois parties in the Reichstag
(the Progressives excepted) on May r5.2 Taking the speech from the
throne of August 4, rgr4, as his text, he protested that Germany had
not gone out for conquest either beficre the war or since it had broken
out. Germany's action in marching through Belgium had, however,
created bitterness 'unprecedented in world history'. He was con-
vinced that even before the war Belgium had had an'understanding'
with Britain and France, and he therefore repeated his demand of
April z5: 'We must, assuming that the military situation allows it,
render Belgium harmless, prevent it from becoming an English and

I Printed in Westarp, op. cit., pp.48 f.; cf. also Westarp's impression of Beth-
mann Hollweg's ideas about Belgium: 'But it is more important that B. (Bethmann
Hollweg) has at last announced his opinion about Belgium. In my view, in a way to
which there can be no more objections (!), and I see in this progress and success.'
Letter from Westarp to Heydebrand und der Laea, April 25, rgr5, ibid., pp. 49 f.

2 A short report, Westarp, op. cit., pp, 5r f.
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French dependency, militarily, economically or politicallyl how, is
another question. Not a vassal State of England, but of ourselves.'

On military requirements Bethmann Hollweg said, interestingly,
that the military were asking for smaller annexations than he him-

, wanted only to annex Li6ge, nothing
more; he himself would not stop at that if the military situation
allowed more. Falkenhayn wanted, in addition, a right to occupy
the whole country, including the Flanders coast. For the Chancellor
it 'went without saying' that Germany would 'make Belgium eco-
nomically profitable'; he had in mind a customs union, but also at-
tached importance to the question of railway tariffs. The port of
Antwerp was enough for him, and he held the optimistic view that
Antwerp was not a 'prize of war' for the British. He expressed his
Flemish policy in the formula: 'A counter must be found to Frenchi-
fying influences.'

The Chancellor described his war aims against France concisely.
He wanted 'to weaken France, whether she resents it or not'. For this
purpose he spoke of a war indemnity and annexations and 'whatever
the General Staffthinks right', although he said that Falkenhayn did
not yet want to commit himself. He himself, on the other hand, had
very definite and consistent ideas: he wanted 'in any case to take
Briey from France', to rectify the frontier in the Vosges and if pos-
sible also to annex Belfort, even if this should 'raise difficulties'.

As regards Russia he took the same view as Spahn, that military
considerations were even more important in the east than in the west.
He thought that Germany's economic interests could be safeguarded
by 'a good, very long-term commercial treaty'. He said that 'the
sections which we need for military reasons' were not very big, but
'included some land for settlement'.

He hoped to be able to keep Italy and Rumania out of the war,
for otherwise Russia 'might be too much for us'. He warned his audi-
ence against underestimating Russia, which still possessed 'a large
and superior army', but yet spoke of 'perhaps bringing Russia down
in the course of this summer', although he was cautious enough to
add that 'it was difficult to make prophecies'.

In essence what the Chancellor said on May r 3 was a repetition of
his September programme. We can therefore well understand that
the leaders of the 'national' parties went away, as Westarp reported,
'satisfied'.

On May 23, a few days after this interview, the situation was over-
cast by the entry of Italy into the war. This event drove the Chan-
cellor, who felt the need to counteract the effect on German morale,
to publish his war aims to the world in a speech in the Reichstag on

-
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May z8 which was delivered with passion, instinct with 'righteous
anger', and described by contemporaries as 'splendid, powerful,
steel-sharp'.

The greater the danger [he said] which we have to face from the ring of
enemies round us . . . the more necessary is it for us to hold out until we have
fought for and achieved all possible real guarantees and safeguards that none
of our enemies will again dare appeal to arms, alone or in company.l

Thunderous applause greeted the Chancellor, and hosts ofdepu-
ties, it was reported, breathed again and blessed the hour'which had
made the Chancellor so hard'.

The first cracking of the Russian front, which began with the Ger-
man advances into Lithuania and Courland and the breaks-through
at Gorlice and Tarnow, and led on to the great offensive in the east,
induced Bethmann Hollweg, true to his conviction that a secure
separate peace could be obtained only from a winning position, to
regard the situation in May as favourable for renewed feelers for a
separate peace with Russia; and Austria-Hungary, hard pressed by
Italy, now consented.2 Both Sggqnov, however, in a speech to the
Duma, and the Tsar in a telegram to the king of Denmark, had
brusquely rejeclg4-gnyjd€4 gf a separate or armistice; the

Bethmann Holl-counter-influence of Britain wrs rle^rlv at
weg's interpretation was that the Tsar would never act without pre-
viously consulting his allies. But such a course would presuppose
Germany's willingness to conclude peace with all her enemies on the
basis of the existing military situation ; and even supposing that these
enemies were ready to negotiate, after Italy's entry into the war,
'such a peace could, at the best, be only on the basis ofthe stalus quo'.
It was, said the Chancellor, f.f_thgqlljlaIyls_dg"ide whether Ger-
many must accept such a pege.On the same day Falkenhayn again
pleaded for a separate peace 'on the ground of our military suc-
cesses', but he at once withdrew his proposal on learning of the
Tsar's refusal.

At this juncture when the armies of the Central Powers were ad-
vancing together in the east and policy in Belgium was being ener-
getically prosecuted, Bethmann Hollweg further clarified his main
aim in respect of Germany's future position in a reconstructed Eur-
ope. On June 5 the Mitteleuropa plan was discussed at a great

r Friedrich Thimme, Bethmann Hollwegs Krfugsreden (Stuttgart and Berlin, tgrg),
p. 35.

2 An undated letter from Jagow to Wangenheim, expresses the view that the
peace feelers must be kept in German hands, against the possibility of a rapprochz-
mentbetween Austria-Hungary and Russia. All the documents show the Austrians
consenting to the peace feelers, and in favour ofmeetiirg Russia on the question of
the Straits.
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Conference of State. Bethmann Hollweg found the leading figures in
the Prusso-German higher bureaucracy little enamoured of his plan
for a German-Austro-Hungarian crslglqunio.ras the kernel of a
European customs alliance. Thel9hancellor--however, stuck tq his
plan in the face of all objections, being most strongly supported by
Helfferich, now Secretary of State of the Reich Treasury, while Del-
brtick, of the Interior, saw economic disadvantages in the proposals
but accepted the Chancellor's overriding political considerations.

Meanwhile the German troops were advancing in the east.
Przemysl was re-taken onJune 3, Lemberg fell onJune zz, and the
great offensive from the Baltic to the San and the Bug opened on

July r. Bethmann Hollweg, in spite of the Tsar's refusal, redoubled
his efforts to secure a separate peace with Russia, one of his devices
being to bribe deputies of the Duma. OnJune e5 he urgently begged
Andersen to make a second journey to Petersburg, and assured him
that he could tell the Tsar that Germany was ready'to conclude with
Russia a peace which should safeguard the future of us both, pre-
serve our neighbourly interests and rights, and take Russia's natural
interests into full account'. It is against this background that we
must judge Bethmann Hollweg's much commented opposition to
the agitation of the Schiemann school in the general stafi particu-
larly against their idea of annexing not only Courland, but also Riga
and the whole Baltic coast. Bethmann Hollweg thought these plans
justified, at the utmost, only if 'Sweden could be brought to co-
operate and Finland too detached from the Russian Empire'r-a
striking proof that the Chancellor's grand ideas of September, r9r4,
had not yet been finally set aside. He asked that no further Russian

w should be-occupied, for G6f6f?iiiin-g the
to-la struggle of desperation'--;A that nothing should be

said'by highest quiiGisTnEermany'which might give the impres-
sion that Russia's military strength was broken or nearing collapse.

Bethmann Hollweg's efforts to achieve a separate peace with
Russia reached a fresh peak at. the beginning ofJuly, r9r5. Follow-
ing up a suggestion from the German ambassador in Constantinople,
he tried to show the Russians that Britain and France could not
secure for them their principal war aim offree passage through the
Dardanelles, but that German help could. As part of Germany's
efforts to make Russia 'ripe for peace', Jagow had put strong pres-
sure on Turkey to agree officially on April rB to terms which granted

r On the Andersen mission and Germany's offer to Sweden of an alliance, see
also W. M. Carlgren, Neubal;tiit od$ Allianz, Dcutschlands Bezbhungcn zu Schucdat in
den Anfangsjahrcn dts crshn Weltkritgcs, Acta Universitatis Stockholmiensis, No. 6
(Upsala, 196z), pp.84 ff. and roz ff.
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Russia 'a claim to economic and military co-use' of the Straits; Tur-
le).-asledfi Gturnlor-lFc"";iEi"""f *refa-mous'Capitula-
tions' which restricted her sovereignty over the Straits.

While he was assuring the Russians through such channels as

Fritz Warburg and the Grand Duke of Hesse that Germany's terri-
torial demands were only modest, Bethmann Hollweg was trying
also to turn the Tsar's mind towards peace by pointing out the dan-
ger which would threaten his throne from revolution if the war went
on. He did not go so far as Conrad von Hoetzendorf who, when
Galicia had been cleared and the fall of Warsaw was imminent, pro-
posed offering Russia not only a separate peace but an alliance, but
he described that moment as the most favourable one for a separate
peace, if one was ever to be achieved at all. On this occasion he also
explained why he was pursuing the idea of a separate peace with
Russia with such unexampled tenacity, in spite of the Tsar's repeated
'Nos': he was convinced that this was the easiest way to solve the
remaining problems'in the west, south and south-east'-in Belgium,
the Balkans and the east. He thought that the prospect for such a
peace would be endangered 'if we had already disposed unilaterally
of big Russian territories', obviously meaning all Poland and the
Baltic provinces.

A common factor in all these efforts to achieve a separate peace is

that they were all tactical methods of assuring the war aims in the
west, and were themselves dependent on 'safeguards and gurantees'.
Bethmann Hollweg's view of these guarantees at the very moment
when he was readiest to reach an understanding with Russia is

shown by the fact that on July I3 a conference was held to settle the
dimensions and character of the Polish 'Frontier Strip'. The dimen-
sions may have been modest by Russian standards of size, but they
would have perceptibly weakened Russia's position in Europe, and
they would have placed Poland under German military domination
since the frontier, which was to take in the fortress of Modlin, would
have run almost under the gates of Warsaw. For Germany, the strip
would have meant enlarging Prussian territory by an area twice as

Iarge as Alsace-Loraine, not counting the possible detachment from
Russia of territory in Courland and Lithuania.

On August 3, however, the Tsar's third 'No'arrived and shattered
all Germany's hopes of a separate peace. When Andersen called
personally on Bethmann Hollweg and Ballin in Berlin on August g,
rgr5, he told them that Russia did not regard herself as beaten,
since Russians did not think of either Courland or Poland as real
Russia, and Russia's great depth made her still perfectly capable of
lasting out the war.
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The Tsar's'No'and the Advance in the East:
East and West again

The big success of the offensive in the east-the great fortresses fell
on August 4, I9I5, and Warsaw the following day-had kept alive
German and Austrian hopes that Russia would sue for peace. But
when Russia failed to make any overtures, Bethmann Hollweg gave
up his long cherished hopes ofa separate peace and reverted to the
idea of forcing Russia back and weakening her. He always however,
kept in view two parallel eastern policies: the larger solution of forc-
ing Russia back by the creation of border states after promoting
revolution through defeating the Russians in the field; and the lesser
solution, in favour at times of military deadlock, when the general
situation became menacing and the military called on the diplomats
for help. In August, I9r5, the factors in favour of the larger solution
re-asserted themselves.

The shift from a_pcligjtAfuelr4late-peace to one ojgjiglLated+eace
was madEffi obe-dGrrce to careful considerations whfch the Chancellor
expounded to Falkenhayn on the eve of the fall of Warsaw. Should
Russia after all show herselfready to conclude a separate peace (of
which there were no immediate signs), then she should be given a
'cheap' peace; that is, she should be allowed to retain Poland

'except for the strategic frontier rectifications which we must have'.
But should peace be forced on her by military and revolutionary
actions, then there were two possible ways of dealing with Poland:
'either an autonomous Polish kingdom is brought into being, linked
with us or with Austria-Hungary by an alliance and a military con-
vention, or the larger part of Congress Poland is amalgamated with
Galicia as a State under Austrian rule'. Here the eastern border
states policy is taken up again, and it is striking that the highest
official in the German Reich puts the Germano-Polish solution as

the first ofseveral possibilities.
A report by Bethmann Hollweg to the Emperor on August rr,

written under the influence of Brockdorff-Rantzau's reports from
Copenhagen on the success of Helphand's revolutionary enterprises
in Russia, shows the same line of thought:

, r Should the military developments and events in Russia itself make it pos-

)# sible to thrust tfu Muscoaite Empire back eastward, daaching its western portiors,

/lt then our liberation from this nightmare in the east would certainly be a
worthwhile goal, worth the great sacrifices and extraordinary exertions of
this war.

The Austrian ambassador, Hohenlohe, at once sensed the shift in
the German government's aims. FIe saw in 'the absolutely fantastic
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military successes of these days' what would be'most likely the last
chance' to force Russia to make peace. The Central Powers, he told
the Chancellor, had already advanced a long step towards their goal
of breaking Russia's influence in Europe by winning Poland and the
Baltic provinces. In respect of border policy Hohenlohe went even
further, suggesting that East Galicia and the Bukovina might be
combined, perhaps with a frontier strip of Russian territory, into a
new IJkrainian crown-land within the Dual Monarchy, which
would then constitute a nucleus round which an autonomous
Ukraine under Austrian influence might take shape when Russia
disintegrated. The aim of forcing Russia back seemed to the Austrian
so vitally important to the Central Powers that Hohenlohe wanted
Germany to reach an understanding with Britain which would have
entailed the renunciation of Germany's war aims in the west.

Various factors, not least among them revelations (believed to be
the work of the British ambassador in Petersburg) about his negotia-
tions with Russia, made Bethmann Hollweg take steps 'to keep the
nation in good humour' and to assuage the mistrust of the great eco-
nomic interests and the majority parties in parliament. His speech,
which was called 'an achievement of the very first order' and greeted
with 'prolonged and tempestuous cheers and applause', was uncom-
promising in tone and grandiose in its treatment of the problems of
both east and west. 'Gentlemen, we shall carry on the fight until
those peoples demand peace of the real guilty parties, until the path
is free for a new Europe, liberated from French intrigues, from Mus-
covite lust of conquest and from English tutelage.'

Bethmann Hollweg said openly that this forcing back of the other
powers would, as he saw it, lead to the supremacy of Germany as the
'power of order', and meant a breach with the past.

A new thing must come ! If Europe is ever to achieve peace, this can come
only through Germany's occupying a strong and unassailable position
(Hear, hear!). . . . The English polie- of the Ralance of Power must rlis-
appeqr. . . . Germany must so extend her position, so fortify and reinforce it,
that the other powers lose the taste for any more policies of encirclement.

This same speech contained the Chancellor's first open reference
to the 'liberation' of Poland from the Russian yoke. 'We, with our
allies, have liberated almost all Galicia and Poland, we have liber-
ated Lithuania and Courland from the Russians . Ivangorod,
Warsaw and Kovno have fallen.' The occupation of the eastern
frontier of Congress Poland, effected on that day, mi,rked the be-
ginning of a development which would abolish the old antagonisms
between Poles and Germans.
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Yet Bethmann Hollweg was clinging to his aims both in east and
west. He made this clear in his Reichstag speech ofAugust r9.

This interpretation of the occupation of Poland created a political
fact only to be understood in the context of the idea of forcing Russia
back; in other words, ofBethmann Hollweg's'larger solution'.

But this speech was not directed exclusively, nor even primarily,
to the east. The greater part of it consisted of a passionately bitter
indictment of Britain, whose friendship Germany had always sought
and never found (in the Haldane Mission of Igre and at the out-
break of war). The Chancellor was particularly critical of Britain's
refusal to promise 'unconditional' neutrality in the event of a war
in which Germany should become 'involved'. This speech was
naturally taken as 'a flaming indictment of England' and its effects

were compared with those of Lissauer's 'Hymn of Hate' and Mac-
kensen's letter describing England as the real author of the world
conflagration (Russia and France being only accessories). German
opinion still looked on Britain as 'the most audacious, the slyest and
the most dangerous et emll-

The'libe?ation of Poland, Courland and Lithuania', of which the
Chancellor has spoken, had begun to emerge as a fixed aim of Ger-
man policy with the creation of the General Government of Warsaw
onJuly e5 and the initial steps in the organisation of an'Administra-
tive District Oberost'; negotiations with Austria on these points had
been begun six days before the speech. Poland was now being treated
as war booty and was to be attached to Austria-Hungary, a solution
to which the Chancellor appears to have agreed provided always
that it did not jeopardise the position of the Germans in the Danu-
bian Monarchy. Burian suggested that Germany might take the
Baltic provinces as a sort of compensation for Austria's acquisition,
and asked Bethmann Hollweg if he was still against annexing them.
'Bethmann Hollweg said no, and agreed that the two questions hung
together, strategically and economically.' Thus the new eastern
frontier, as demanded by Rechenberg back in August, IgI4, took
shape-far beyond the areas so far singled out for annexation as the
so-called 'Frontier Srip'. The potential dangers, and also the extent,
of Germany's ambitions, were already visible in the demand for
German leadership in the Dual Monarchy as a guarantee of political
and military reliability, and in the special economic and strategic
conditions stipulated in return for leaving the new Polish kingdom
to Austria-Hungary (land for the Poles expatriated from the 'Fron-
tier Strip', maintenance of the economic status guo in Poland).

While in July the tactical move of a separate peace with Russia
had taken first place, now, a few weeks later, the establishment of
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Germany's position in Europe by means of the creation of an eastern
bastion had become the dominant motif of German policy.

Mitteleuropa as the Basis for
Gerrnanyts World Power Status

The development of the political aims of Germany's leaders en-
tered a new phase at the end of August, r9r5, when the Chief of the
General Staff, in an appreciation of the general situation, expressed
with exceptional clarity the conclusion that 'after the battles of the
last four weeks Russia was so vveakened that she could not become a
serious danger to us within an appreciable period'.r He was, howerei
worried that the Western Powers had not done more to relieve the
pressure on Russia; he concluded that they would pin their t ope onft
a'methodically conducted war of exhaustion' against Germanyfil(
therefore turned once more to the politicians for help; he wdnted
the formation of a 'Central European Federation', i.e., Germany,
Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey should conclude a long-
term offensive and defensive alliance which should have economic
and cultural, as well as military, aspects. Falkenhayn saw in this
Central European Federation the psychological and political means
of destroying Britain's hopes of a war of successful attrition, particu-
larly if other states, such as Sweden and Switzerland and perhaps
also Greece, could be attached to it; the Polish question lvould also
be easier to solve within this larger framew'ork.

The exchanges between the Chief of Staffand the Chancellor on
the questions thus raised reveal the basic views of the two men on
the inter-relation of political, economic, cultural and psychological
factors. Bethmann Hollweg flatly rejected Falkenhayn's plan (al-
though the Emperor had already approved it) as not calculated
either to weaken the enemy's military power, or to strenEfh-en-ihat
of Germanf, E-ustr y and the Ottoman Em[ir--The re-
sources of these three Empires were already fully at the disposal of
the Supreme Command, and there seemed to be no prospect of the
adherence of small Balkan states (except Bulgaria, already attached)
to the 'German-Austrian-Turkish bloc'; the adherence of the Scan-
dinavian states and Holland would expose them to British pressure,
unless Sweden entered the war actively on Germany's side.

The Chancellor's objections to Falkenhayn's plan did not, how-
ever, mean that he had given up his own Mitteleuropa idea, which
he had advanced as a war aim in September, 1914. But he saw no

1 This estimate of Russia's strength proved itself a year later, in August, rgr6, to
have been a very serious underestimate of the enemy, as Bethmann Hollweg him-
self admitted to the Federal Council.
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practical advantage to be got at that moment from such a defensive

and offensive alliance, and he also feared that the creation of a Cen-
tral European Federation in wartime woy!!-icopardise' Germany's
essential trade uri rals.l He regi-rcled it, however, as axio-

Germanic coun mE-n-f-nearA to us by political and

maiic-Ifiat Germany's future programme must be 'to detach the
Balkan states from Russian inhuence and to bring thEfi-an-d the

to be 'so weakened that she could not again become a serious danger
within an appreciable period'. Yet only a week later he was fearing
a Russian offensive in the following spring. He therefore wanted the
mobilisation of all possible resources, and he asked the Chancellor
to win over the Polish population for the German cause and to make
use of the 'army manpower' in it, because man-Power was the de-
partment in which Germany would first feel her supplies running
ihort. But it was not only to obtain Polish recruits, but also on ac-

count of the political and moral gain benefits to be extracted from
Poland turning against Russia, that Falkenhayn asked for 'a deci-

sion to be taken on the future of Poland'. Bethmann Hollweg, how-
ever, had doubts on the score ofinternational law and was not con-

vinced that Germany's war effort would gain much by drawing on

the Poles.
The idea of forcing Russia back and weakening her was taken up

with great energy by Jagow. Just as Zimmermann was the moving
spiritimong the top Germans for the 'world programme', so Jag91v
ri.*r to have been the prime champion of an eastern policy, which
was rooted in obsessions about the magnitude of the Russian danger
and Russia's non-European racial and cultural nature. The influ-
ence of Schwerin and Sering on Jagow's ideas is umistakable, and he

expressly referred to both men as 'experts'. Thus on Septem-ber z he

wrote in a long memorandum on the Polish question (which the
Emperor fully approved) :

Hitherto the giant Russian Empire, with its inexhaustible human mate-
rial, its possibilities of economic recovery, its expansive tendencies, has

brooded over Western Europe like a nightmare. In spite of the veneer of
Western civilisation given it by Peter the Great and the German dynasty

r Paul R. Sweet,'Germany, Austria, Hungary and MitteleuroPa' August 19I5-
August 1916', h Festschrift Jtir Heinrich Benedikt, ed' H. Hantsch and Novotny
(Vienna, r957), p. I8z.
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which followed him, its basically Byzantine-Oriental culture separates it
from the Latin culture of the West, and the Russian race, part Slav, part
Mongol, is foreign to the Germanic-Latin peoples of the West.

He went on to argue that pan-Slavism, as a protest against west-
ern Europe, undermined 'the traditional friendship of the dynasty'
(a view which calls in question the effectiveness of all Bethmann
Hollweg's attempts to achieve peace through dynastic connections) .

The Reinsurance Treaty was only 'an outcrop of earlier conditions';
since its day Russia had been arming steadily (the Emperor added,
'with French money'), 'and we should not have been able to keep
up with her armaments much longer'.

Now that war had come after a century and a half of peace,
Poland must be made into a buffer state; its inhabitants were ad-
mittedly Slavs but without Russians' Mongol strain, and they were
divided from the Orthodox Russians by their Catholic and Protes-
tant religions. Now 'the forcing back of the Russian nightmare east-
ward at least to the Mitau-Bug line must be regarded as a desirable
war aim.'

Under no circumstances must Russia have a 'road to invade Ger-
many, such as the deep salient of Congress Poland had constituted
for Prussia-Germany; moreover, Courland can only be detached
from Russia if Poland is also detached'. To restore Poland to Russia
seemed therefore impossible, even if it was perhaps the simplest way
of solving the Polish problem.

Like Bethmann Hollweg, Jagow saw several possible solutions for
this problem. A completely independent Poland seemed to him not
possible, since it could not offer military guarantees that it would
constitute 'a useful buffer State between Russia and Germany'; it
would rather see-saw between the two, be a focus of irredenta, and in-
evitably seek an 'outlet to the sea', viz.,Danzig. The annexation of
Poland would be a national disaster, since it would bring millions of
alien subjects into the German state, but even the formation of an
autonomous state under German suzerainty would have only dis-
advantages, apart from the solitary advantage of bringing the fort-
resses into German hands.

The only solution was therefore an autonomous Poland under
Austrian suzerainty. Jagow would, however, make this concession
conditional on the safeguarding ofthe preponderant influence ofthe
Germans in the Dual Monarchy; whether the best way of securing
this safeguard was through the so-called 'sub-Dualism',1 he would

r Burian told Bethmann Hollweg at their meeting on August r4, rgr5:'the
Dualist structure of the Monarchy (that is, its division into a Transleithanian, or
Hungarian, and a Cisleithanian, or Austro-Bohemian half) makes it impossible to
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not discuss. With eighteen million Poles, he calculated, a Trialist
form was bound to emerge; the disintegratiorl of the state could only
be delayed, not prevented. The German Lands ofAustria would then
fall to Germany; the German element in them must preserve its
strength and vitality against that day; in particular, the Czech ele-
ment must be forced back. The Great German Empire of the future
would thus consist of Prussia-Germany plus Austrian Cis-Leithania ;

Hungary would be independent, and the independent Poland that
would then emerge would probably seek to lean on Germany.

Besides securing this fundamental condition of strengthening the
influence of the Germans over the general policy of the Monarchy-
as against the anti-German tendencies in the church, the higher
aristocracy and the traditionalist 'Austrian' civil service-the secur-
ing of Germany's economic and military interests in the future
Poland would constitute the first step towards the German-Polish
solution. Jagow calculated that Poland would remain a separate
customs area from Austria-Hungary, in order to safeguard Ger-
many's exports to it, which constituted three-quarters of German ex-
ports to Russia; he repeated the demand that Poland must cede a
frontier strip and settle on her own territory the Poles and Jews ex-
patriated from the area ceded. The Emperor, however, expressly in-
sisted that the Austro-Polish solution must be conditional on the
prior conclusion of a military convention with Austria-Hungary
giving Germany:

predominant influence over the reorganisation and improvement of the
Austrian army, and also joint control over the Vistula line and fortresses,
which, lying as they do in front of West Prussia, Posen and Silesia, are, after
all, a purely Prussian interest, not an Austrian one, and will, it is to be hoped,
be made the screen for our eastern frontier.

This meant a further direct infringement of Austria's sovereignty
over the Poland which was to be allotted to her.

Such reflections by the highest personages in Germany betray a
change of attitude towards Austria-Hungary, of whose military
strength, economic powers of resistance and political cohesion Ger-
many held the lowest opinion; Germany was proposing to organise
and penetrate Austria, in order to keep Germany's only partner in
the world in existence, strengthen her and bind her to Germany.

The Polish plans led to the idea of extending the advanced fron-
tier northward to the Baltic provinces, rvhich were to be attached to
add thereto a third, equal State entity, therefore no so-called Trialism.' The only
possibility would be'institutions lying entirely within the framework of the existing
Dualism' for a 'Polish Kingdom of Austria' which 'should receive very extensive
autonomy'.
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Germany in one form or another. Jagow emerges as the real author
of the north-eastern policy usually ascribed exclusively to Generals
Ludendorffand Hindenburg. The generals long clung to the aim ol
direct annexation, while Bethmann Hollweg and Jagow, characteris-
tically, preferred forms of indirect rule. Jagow himself appreciated
the arguments in favour of annexing and Germanising these areas-
sentimental reminiscences of the old State of the Teutonic Knights,
and safeguards for the national culture of the local German land-
owners and burghers-but he thought that the same objects could be
assured by the constitution of an autonomous duchy under a German
prince, closely attached to Germany in respect of defence and tarifii
and presumably also communications. He was already referring to
the Baltic provinces as a whole, but was so far thinking only ol
Lithuania and Courland, with the 'possible inclusion', as he put it.
of Riga.

Bethmann Hollweg, who had forwardedJagow's memorandum tc
Falkenhayn on September t t with a covering note,l accepted

Jagow's proposal to attach Poland to Austria in a relationship some-
thing like that of Croatia to Hungary as 'the Ieast disadvantageou!
solution . . . provided that Austria fulfils the conditions which wt
must lay down in our own political, economic and military inter.
ests'. The inclusion of Poland must not weaken the influence of tht
German element in Austrian public affairs, but rather strengthen it
economically, the status qro must not be altered to Germany's dis
advantage; on the military conditions, the importance of which tht
Chancellor described as 'primary', he asked Falkenhayn for hil
opinion. At this point the Polish question became involved in Beth.
mann Hollweg's planning with his aim to establish close links be.
tween Germany and the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy as a whole
these links again he envisaged as threefold: 'as in the political and
economic fields, so, above all, in the military.'2

It was now Falkenhayn's turn to oppose a close military associa.

tion of Austria-Hungary with Germany, because he regarded Aus
tria as 'a corpse' and its army as 'slack' and 'slipshod'. An Austrie

I Sweet, op. cit., p. I9o.
2 To support his thesis of a close connection between Austria-Flungary anc

Germany, Bethmann Hollweg adduced a 'Memorandum from Austria-tlungary'
the initiator in chief of which was the Viennese historian, Heinrich Friedjung
Friedjung represented a circle in Austria which was 'strongly nationalist, withou'
being Geiman Nationalist in the party sense of the term, and on the other side, ir
favour of social reform, and yet not socialist'. The central pages of the memorandurr
examined the possibilities ofa closer connection between the two allies. It is charac
teristic that it made a sharp distinction between political points of view (a twenty'
five years offensive and defensive alliance), military (more comPlete integration o
the two armies) and economic (customs and economic union). The memorandun
was printed in Leipzig, for private circulation only. Cf. Sweet, op. cit., pp. lB4 ff
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strengthened by the conquests conceded by Germany and by a mili-
tary convention with Germany would, he feared, 'renounce our
friendship and fight against us in the next war', so that Germany
would very soon have to 'wage a struggle for hegemony' with her.
Bethmann Hollweg, however, stood by his own line; he was backed
by the Prussian Minister for War.l

On October r3 and r5 Bethmann Hollweg and Falkenhayn
fought out their differences over the Central European Federation
and overJagow's ideas in two long discussions,z in which the Chan-
cellor, in face of the most various objections, pressed his idea of a
Europe re-shaped on the basis of a close economic, political and mili-
tary alliance between Germany and Austria-Hungary, safeguarded
in the west by a Belgium similarly linked to them and safeguarded
in the east by a Poland similarly linked and by a new north-eastern
frontier. Neither Falkenhayn's misgivings about the military con-
vention nor the resistance of the pressure groups (the Economic
Committee) and the ministries affected (the Reich Interior Office
and the Prussian Ministry of Commerce) availed to make him re-
nounce his political vision.s

Bethmann Hollweg insisted on early consideration of the Polish
question in view of the forthcoming visit of the Austro-Hungarian
Foreign Minister, Baron Burian, who was due in Berlin on November
r r. On October 3o Falkenhayn at last abandoned his opposition to
the military convention,a but by this time Jagow had developed his
ideas; he now regarded the Polish question as secondary to the wider
European problem, which necessitated 'chaining the Monarchy' as

closely as possible to Germany.

It is [he wrote] to be assumed that now that the clash between the Ger-
manic and the Slav worlds has come, the pan-Slav tendencies in Russia will
develop more sharply than ever, the traditional dynastic connections which
formerly existed between us and Petersburg will be finally buried, and Russia
will be our enemy in the future too. We should consider whether the forcing
back of the semi-Asiatic Muscovite Empire behind the Bug is not an imperi-
ous necessity now that the development of history has enabled us, as the
representatives of Western culture, to press forward against the Slavs from
the Elbe to the Oder and the Vistula.

I Bethmann Hollweg reported his conditions for an Austro-Polish solution as
follows:

t, Extensive frontier rectifications (Kovno, Grodno, Ostrolenka, Plosk, Warthe
line).

e. Lithuania and Courland as compensation for Austria's territorial acquisitions,
and on annexionist grounds.

3. A Military Convention....
I Cf. n. r5; also, Sweet, op. cit., pp. r9z ff.
I Ibid., p. eo9. ' Ibid., p. r94.
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Poland must perforce be left to the Danubian Monarchy, because
in view of the lasting hostility of all other European great powers to-
wards Germany, and her threatened isolation, 'whether we Iike it
or not, this war will leave us bound more indissolubly than ever to
our Austro-Hungarian allies'; and because Germany needed Austria
'as a bridge to the Balkans and Turkey'.

In agreement on this point with Falkenhayn, Jagow pleaded for
a tighter alliance, perhaps 'a general defensive alliance, such as

Prince Bismarck wanted'. Such a political alliance demanded the
close economic unification of the two Empires, and would provide
the basis for concrete military agreements.r

If Jagow's expos6 had cast a side-glance at the Balkans and the
east, the German ambassador in Vienna thought that Germany's
eastern policy must govern the whole Austro-Hungarian problem.
He opposed the idea of a Trialist construction of the Monarchy be-
cause this would lead to its disintegration, which would in turn in-
evitably obstruct the aims of Germany's eastern policy 'for which we
need an empire on the Danube closely linked to us, as a bridge'. The
cession of Poland to Austria would bind the Austro-Hungarian state
to Germany:

So long as we have not definitively ceded Poland to Austria we have kept
in our hand the trumps to force Austria to give us the military and economic
guarantees which we need to keep the whole Monarchy, including Poland,
at our side. I continue to regard it as imperative that we should make certain
ofthese guarantees before we give a definitive solution to the Polish question.

Until these guarantees had been secured, Germany could not give
up Poland without risking the further loss of Austria-Hungary. In
addition to a military convention with Austria-Hungary-how
Germany conceived this convention is shown by Falkenhayn's draft
of the same date, October zg-she needed special safeguards for her
military influence in Poland, 'especially on the future Polish-Russian
frontier'. Finally, the ambassador implored Bethmann Hollweg to
be firm in the forthcoming conversations with Burian; he repeated
once again, as often before, 'that only through the closest military
and economic union shall we achieve a permanent chaining of the

Monarclry ta ourselaes and at the same time a strengthening of the Ger-
man element in Austria.'z

Jagow's concurring opinion, conveyed on November 6, that
I The decisive consideration here is the guarantee of the supremacy of the

German element in Austria over the Slav-Clerical influences, which would be still
further strengthened by the addition of Poland; which is why Jagow would prefer
Trialism (whlch was also resisted by Tisza) to sub-Dualism.

a Author's italics.
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Germany should not relinquish the parts of Russian Poland occupied
by her'before we have received from the Austro-Hungarian govern-
ment the guarantees in the economic and military field necessary to
keep the Monarchy at our side in the future also' shows how the idea
of Mitteleuropa was dominating German high policy in November,
19r5.r Against this background Friedrich Naumann's book, Mittel-
europa, which caused such a sensation at the time, appears merely as

a remarkable, but yet thoroughly unrealistic, flight of fantasy.

Grrarantees and Safeguards in the East:
Austria-flungary as the Gerrnanic Eastern March

Bethmann Hollweg's wrestling match with Falkenhayn, the dis-
cussions on Poland set afoot by Jagow with his long memorandum,
and not least Prussian resistance to the Austro-Polish solution-all
these factors influenced the preparations for the conference between
Bethmann Hollweg and Burian which was to take place in Berlin
on November I t and was 'to clear up' besides general questions 'the
Austro-Polish solution, as the chief problem at present of the Mittel-
europa plan'. Burian, who had come to Berlin in the hope of gain-
ing Germany's consent to the Austro-Polish solution, found himself
disappointed. Bethmann Hollweg met him with aims in both n'est
and east which, as he said, were 'veiled' and 'masked' to a high de-
gree, but none the less highly 'realistic' and 'definite' and, above all,
exactly tuned to Germany's position in r9r5.

The conference saw a powerful effort by the Germans to impose
their Mitteleuropa Plan on Austria-Hungary. It is extremely in-
teresting to compare the reports on it from the two sides. Bethmann
Hollweg insisted that their partnership of destiny in the war called
for the establishment of an intimate connection between the two
Empires through 'the extension of contractual obligations in politi-
cal, economic and military respects', so that this relationship 'should
be apparent also to our enemies as a lasting factor of international
policy, with which they must reckon'. The German Imperial Chan-
cellor's report is very laconic, but Burian's much more extensive ac-
count shows that Bethmann Hollweg referred back to Bismarck's
plans of r878-9 for a permanent institutional connection between
the two Empires, and that he argued the case for establishing such a
connection to meet the lasting threat from the Entente powers
which would continue permanently hostile even after defeat: it was
'only through the formation of an invincible Central European bloc'

I On this cf. also Ludendorff's remarks: Hans Delbriick, Ludendorfs Selbstportrdt
(Berlin, rgzz), p. 7r. For the confidential relationship between Ludendorffand
Zimmermann, see Conze, Polnische Nation, p. 87.
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that Germany could avert a renewed attack from her three enemies,
and at the same time 'open up all the possibilities for development
of an assured period of peace'. Besides political and military matters
the Chancellor, said Burian, had also gone deeply into the question
of the economic integration of the two powers, which was to be pro-
tected against the outer world by a unified tariff system, while in-
ternally their economic development could be better fostered
'through the mutual and complementary development of their pro-
ductive resources'.1

According to Bethmann Hollweg, Burian agreed 'completely'
with his proposals, only pointing out, in view of the military tasks

envisaged, Austria-Hungary's weaker financial resources. Burian's
version shows that while he agreed with the general idea, he made
reservations in the political and military fields, while in the eco-
nomic he was much more sceptical on the possibilties of getting the
tariffproposals accepted, especially by the neutrals such as the U.S.A
and Switzerland.

It is especially striking that Burian expressly mentions (and the
German report does not) that the two statesmen agreed 'in the event
of victory to limit our war aims strictly to the essential interests of our
states'. Both of them (and this was the feeling at the end of l9I5)
were expecting the course of military operations to influence the
enemy towards peace; both were against themselves taking any steps

in that direction.
Bethmann Hollweg, with Burian, rejected alike the Trialist solu-

tion, a proposal for 'sub-Dualism' which had come from the Austrian
Prime Minister, Count Stiirgkh, and partition of Poland between
Germany and Austria-Hungary; but the pressure of German public
opinion made it impossible for him to drop his demands for safe-
guarding the position of the Germans in Austria, which seemed to
him the only way to guarantee that the Monarchy would continue
to exist at all. With internal and external difficulties in the way of
the annexation of Belgium already beginning to aPpear, German
opinion would not allow Austria alone to secure an important terri-
torial acquisition as a pfize of victory, while Germany emerged with
no territorial gains or only small ones. With extreme annoyance,
Burian saw that this threat jeopardised the Austro-Polish solution,

r According to Burian, the Chancellor also immediately made a suggestion that
the new block, with its new tariffs, could compel recognition from the other powers.
whose treaties with Germany, which were based on the m.f.n. principle, he wanted
retained. At the peace negotiations demands were to be addressed to France and
Britain to abolish the preferences between the metropolitan countries and their
colonies. They would presumably refuse, and after this he hoped that the recogni-
tion of the new German-Austrian svstem would meet rvith no difficulties.
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which he had thought safe; for the conditions laid down by Germany
as indispensable if she were to let Austria have Poland would make
Germany the real mistress of Austro-Poland. Bethmann Hollweg
demanded: (i) strategic frontier rectifications ('besides the rectifi-
cations necessary to improve her frontier in the Government of Sul-
waki and area adjacent to Courland and Lithuania, also certain
areas of our Poland which brought Germany great economic advan-
tage') ; (ii) very numerous and far-reaching guarantees which would
make the transport system on which the Polish economy was based
absolutely dependent on Germany. There were also the familiar
demands for land on which to settle the deportees from the German
Frontier Strip; freedom of emigration for Polish labour; Burian at
once divined Germany's hidden intention of keeping Poland eco-
nomically entirely at her own disposal, while saddling Austria with
the social and political problems entailed by the assumption of
sovereignty over the country; and he hinted at doubts whether Aus-
tria wanted to take Poland at all.

Burian thought that 'the Chancellor regarded the questions
coming under the heading of Belgium and the Baltic provinces as
even more unclear and veiled than that of Poland'. He saw that Ger-
many was renouncing direct annexation of Belgium, but wanted to
create 'institutions' and provide for 'interventions' which would
leave Belgium with only 'the appearance of independence'. He saw
that Germany wanted here too to exploit the economic resources of
the country without burdening herself with the political problems
and disadvantages of incorporation: a real 'squaring of the circle',
He thought that the Germans' very express and obvious desire to
obtain compensation in the east was the immediate political result
of their fear of emerging empty-handed in the west.

A fourth question raised was that of the Balkans. Germany's treat-
ment of this problem reflected exactly her policy of that autumn,
which was to assure her own hegemony by establishing a prepon-
derant influence over Austria-Hungary. In the Balkans, said Burian,
the German government did acknowledge in general terms Austria-
Hungary's right to give her own interests priority, but when it came
to details, 'special German wishes or reservations cropped up every-
where'. Now that the successful campaign in Serbia had realised
'Germany's main aim in the South-East, the link with Bulgaria and
Turkey', Bethmann Hollweg pressed for a separate peace with Ser-
bia, and before Burian had time to comment in detail on the prob-
lems of that area, asked whether it would not be best to unite Sirbia
with Montenegro and make peace quickly on that basis.

Burian on his side, in his endeavour to save Poland for Austria,
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tried to overcome the Imperial Chancellor's aversion from large
territorial acquisitions and to egg him on by saying'that considera-
tion for the security of our common eastern frontier should not be
overridden in the northern sector by the possibility of a future
danger' of fresh Russian expansion.

Bethmann Hollweg ended this thorough exchange of views after
the successes in the east in 'high satisfaction' at having'reached com-
plete agreement on the essentials'. Burian, as he himself wrote,
'could only profess a similar satisfaction, but not altogether feel it'.
He had been treated to eloquent assurances of his ally's loyalty, but
these academic assurance had 'always been accompanied by more
or less undisguised notice of very far-reaching claims, reserve on all
concrete questions, remarks that it was still too early to take a de-
cision since everything depended on the issue of the war which was
still uncertain'. The real significance of the discussions is that the
Monarchy had itself become a war aim, because under the proposed
close relationship with Germany it had to fit itself into the larger
unit dominated by Germany. The pro memoria written byJagow two
days after the meeting and sent by him to the government in Vienna
as a basis for further discussions showed what was the role assigned

to Austria.
This document constitutes the official communication to Austria-

Hungary of Germany's Mitteleuropa programme, to which Ger-
many supposed herself already to have received the Monarchy's
assent. It was to be realised 'formally and materially' through long-
term political, economic and military treaties, valid perhaps for
thirty years. Jagow's conviction that the war was the decisive
struggle between Teuton and Slav was made the basis for political
argument and action I it also permitted the German Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs to intervene deeply in the internal affairs of the
Monarchy and its own self-interpretation. He repeated the demand
for guarantees for the maintenance of the Ieadership of the German
element in Cis-Leithania'to prevent any further Slavisation of Aus-
tria and to restore to the German element that leading position which
is due to it in the interest ofAustria as the Germanic Eastern March'.
Only thus would the German-Austro-Hungarian Treaty of October

7, 1879, be revived and restored, the treaty which, forJagow, rested

on the predominance of the Magyars in the Hungarian half of the
Monarchy and of the Germans in the Austrian half. The military
agreements and conversations were to be left to the military authori-
ties (as Falkenhayn had indicated, they should come only after the
conclusion of the political and economic treaties), and the purpose
of the economic connection, as established by 'a customs treaty with
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mutual preferential treatment', was described as 'leading to the
fusion of the whole area in an economic unit'. Even more far-reach-
ing was the proposal to recast the treaty relations between the two
states. As a basis ficr further negotiations the German government
wanted 'a mutual guarantee of each partner's territory on the basis
of the coming peace treaties and appropriate extension of the casus

foederis'. In other words, a mutual guarantee of future acquisitions
and new possessions was to be given while the war was still in pro-
gress.

While agreeing in principle to all three points, the Austro-Hun-
garian government repudiated the suggestion that the Monarchy
was being progressively Slavised and assured Germany that Austria-
Hungary's reliability as an ally did not rest only on the predomi-
nance of her Magyars and Germans. Austria was not simply, as

Jagow had suggested, a 'Germanic Eastern March', and her Slavs
were not basically Germanophobe.

This exchange of notes closed the conference of November r t, and
the next steps towards extending the alliance were left to the depart-
mental ministries, beginning with the economic specialists, who from
January, tgr6, onward held repeated conversations on the basis of
the pro memorias on economic policy already exchanged.
. At this stage the idea ofa separate peace in the east had retreated

far into the background. Bethmann Hollweg had indeed again told
Burian that 'if Russia were to offer us a separate peace soln, and if
the general situation were such as to make acceptance desirable, it
must involve restoring Poland'; but the Emperor, partly in his dis-
appointment over Russia, partly in an access of confidence in vic-
tory, had noted:'No intention of this!This is all over! Now I don't
consent to it.' Too much German blood had been spilled 'to allow it
just to be given back, even under a separate peace with Russia'.

A suggestion by Hohenlohe that the Central Powers might ad-
vance peace proposals at once produced a serious clash between
Bethmann Hollweg and Falkenhayn. The general accused the
Chancellor of himself wanting to make a peace offer for reasons of
domestic politics. Falkenhayn's deep pessimism is shown by his atti-
tude at the close of this year which had brought so many successes

but yet also such heavy losses and no final decision. He refused to
accept that a readiness for peace and a determination to carry on
were alternatives before Germany. 'In reality,' he wrote, 'we have
not got this choice; we are forced to tread the latter path to the end
for good or ill, whether we will or not'; for this was no war 'of the
type we used to know', but a struggle for existence; any talk of peace
could only weaken the will to hold'out, and was not justified by the
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military situation. Bethmann Hollweg had equally few illusions over
the general situation, but in contrast to the almost fatalistic mocd of
the soldier, he saw possibilities in diplomacy. He did not want to ad-
vance peace proposals of his own, but he wanted 'to support in-
clinations towards peace which may show themselves among our
enemies . . . and thus to renounce no weapon which might aid the
military effort to weaken the enemy'. These remarks throw light on
Bethmann Hollweg's peace feelerg^rd revell them as an integral
part ofGermany's ryl]J-11gvi! tory.7(

-In the course of the various peace soundings, Bethmann Hollweg's
war aims had taken very definite shape. This was made clear in his
second big Reichstag speech, on December g, IgI5. To the thunder-
ous applause of the bourgeois parties, he described Germany's de-
mands for a peace in the following words:

I cannot say what guarantees the Imperial Government will demand in-
for example-the Belgian question, what power-bases it will hold necessary
for these guarantees. But one thing our enemies must tell themselves: the
longer, the more bitterly, they carry on this war against us, the bigger the
guarantees will become which we find necessary. . .[ Neither in the east nor
the west can we allow our enemies of today to hold $ateways through which
they can threaten us again tomorrow more sharply than beforT

This wording had been chosen after elaborate prior conversations
with the leaders of the War Aims Majority, which had resulted in an
agreement in principle between the Chancellor and the parties that,
in order to keep up public morale, the speech should contain as pre-
cise a definition as possible of Germany's war aims. While Basser-

mann and Spahn wanted the words 'teredal4qquisitions' to come
into the speech (as they did in the declaration afterwards made by
Spahn as spokesman for the War Aims Majority), the Chancellor
preferred the word 'glacis'. Spahn objggled that this left out the eco-
nomic implications. Finally the Chancellor opted for Jagow's sug-
gestion of 'gateways' (Einfallstore), which sounded defensive, and re-
peated the fle;ible formula of 'guarantees'.

His phraseology was, indeed, deliberately vague, because at that
very moment separate negotiations with Belgium were on foot, the
detailed examination of which will show that Germany's rvar aims
were taking very definite shape in the west as well as in the east. The
Chancellor's aims relating to Belgium played an especially important
part in Bethmann Hollweg's general scheme, as was apparent when
Colonel House, President Wilson's friend and special emissary, visit-
ed him in Berlin at the end of January, 1916. This renewed offer of
mediation, coming from the greatest neutral Power, obviously offered
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unique opportunities for skilful diplomacy. pethmann Hollweg be-
gan by saying that a condition for lasting peace was that Germany
must in future be safe from threat. either from Poland or from Bel-
gium; he was aho>-E[GE; compensation for northern France,
which France would have to pay. Hgie's primary interest was
naturally in a settlement between Gerr_nany and Britain. To this
Bethmann Hollweg answered, as he had often done on other occa-
sions, that from the day he became Chancellor he had dreamed of
an understanding with Britain adhered to by America, a triple alli-
ance which would have guaranteed the peace of the world; this had
been a long-term objective compared with which he had thought the
breach of Belgian neutrality a small thing. House assured him that
Britain trusted hir4, Jagow, Zimmermann and Solf, but mistrusted
the military party. Sethmann Hollweg replied'with the greatest de-
cision, that no one and nothing stands between me and the Em-
peror'.l In saying this, the Chancellor described his own position and
his policy much more accurately than he tricd to make out in his
retrospective account, for the aims of the Emperor (who soon after
backed the Chancellor publicly by dismissing Tirpitz) and of the
military party ('whom Bethmann Hollweg omitted to mention) dif-
fered from his own only in their methods, not in their general tenor;
Bethmann Hollweg was indeed the man who, when Emperor and
generals wavered, once he had conceived his general scheme of 'safe-
guards and guarantees', held to it, flexibly but yet clearly and stead-
fastly.

r According to the account which Riezler later gave to the board of enquiry,
Bethmann Hollweg asserted at this time that in the event of peace negotiations he
could secure the Emperor's assent to any terms, even against the opposition of the
Supreme Command. This statement at any rate shows that the Chancellor had not
definitely renounced all the demands involved in German war aims. (See W. Steg-
lich. Fricdensplitik,p, 4 f., n. zo.)
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THE WAR AIMS POLICY OF THE
REICH'S LEADERS, 19I6

FEELERS FOR A SEPARATE PEACE IN WEST AND
EAST

IN the course of the negotiations with Belgium, Bethmann Holl-
weg, on New Year's Day, 1916, again formulated Germany's war
aims policy towards that country. By this stage of the war he had

a.dietated peace which would
allow Germany 'to do whatever she pleased with Belgium'; the most
that he thought could be achieved would be 'a definite treaty with
political, military and economic safeguards; whether or no we annex
Li6ge is a question for later consideration'. Von Bissing asked, rather
hesitantly, whether Bethmann Hollweg believed that, if Germany
based her position in Belgium on a treaty of this kind, she could
strengthen it by vigorous promotio-n of the Flemish movement.
Bethmann Hollweg said 'yes', and pioposEd- the foimation of a
'Flamand Committee' to support Germany's administrative efforts
in this direction, thereby extending the policy initiated by him in
I9I4. He did not want this done secretly, but publicly; he wanted
the world to see Germany as'the benefactor of the Flemish'. He was
against a'Kingdom ofFlanders', which he did not think would prove
viable, except possibly in a personal union with Holland.

This was the background against which the German government
opened negotiations for a separate peace with the king of the Bel-
giais, in the hope ofanticipating the general conclusion ofpeace by
creating afait accompli,viz., Germany's indirect domination of Bel-
gium. These efforts advanced beyond the feeler stage to that of
genuine negotiations.

Guarantees and Safeguards in the \[est:
a Separate Peace with Belgiurn through King Albert

In August, Igt4, after the fall of Li6ge, the German government
had made offers to Belgium but King Albert had rejected them as

unacceptabler on the grounds that a voluntary submission to the
German occupying power would have been tantamount to the

r Hans W. Gatzke, Gcrmanlis Driac to lhc Wut (Baltimore, r95o), pp. B f,
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abandonment of neutrality. The initiative for the new negotiations
came from Erzberger in the summer of I9I5. Hertling took up the sug-
gestion, largely in the interests of iq-s own war aims policy, and
passed it on to Bethmann Hollweg on August I I day on which
the Chancellor was advocating the 'larger solution' in Russia to the
Emperor), at the same time advising the use of the dynastic connec-
tions of the House of Wittelsbach with King Albert. The Chancellor
welcomed the chance and asked Hertling to find a suitable inter-
mediary. Hertling had already given the Chancellor the name of
Princess Sophie, the Belgian queen's sister, and the idea of entrusting
this delicate diplomatic mission to her husband, Count Torring-
Jettenbach, was obvious.

Torring must soon have been able to establish contact with Bel-
gium in the capacity of emissary of the German government. Be-
tween the end of November, I9t5, and February, IgI6, he had in all
four secret meetings in Ztlrich with the king of the Belgians' agent,
Professor Waxweiler. We have sufficiently full accounts of these
meetings from his reports to Jagow. The first meeting was on Nov-
ember 2+-25. Tcirring had received strict orders from Berlin to main-
tain an attitude of reserve, to make no proposals himself and above
all not to reveal in any way the official origin of his mission. Wax-
weiler gave him a letter from King Albert repudiating emphatically
and at length the German accuiation, which Germany had tried to
support by publishing selected Belgian documents, that Belgium
had not preserved a neutral attitude before the war. The letter pro-
tested eloquently that it was Belgium's right and her moral duty to
defend her neutrality against attack from any quarter; it was for this
reason, and not as an ally of the Entente, that her army was con-
fronting Germany in the field.

With King Albert maintaining the principle of neutrality so vigo-
rously, the incompatibility of the two points of view was bound to
emerge as soon as the German negotiators offered Belgium an un-
derstanding based on Germany's official war aims towards Belgium.
This became apparent at the first Ziirich meeting. The king's atti-
tude being as described, Trirring concentrated his arguments against
the principle of neutrality. Pointing to the case of Greece, he tried to
persuade Waxweiler that 'the maintenance of the principle of neu-
trality was not desirable for small associations; it was even harmful'.
Torring described these, even at this early stage, with extraordinary
frankness: a German occupation force and free passage for German
troops, control of the Belgian railways, the adherence of Belgium to
the German customs union. He actually allowed it to be understood
that Germany wished to annex certain strategically important points
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in Belgium, offering Belgium compensation on the Belgo-French
frontier : the corner of the Meuse north of Charleville, the Maubeuge
salient, and perhaps something in French Flanders.

Waxweiler rejected Germany's'suggestions' categorically and
continued to insist on the neutrality, sovereignty and territorial in-
tegrity of Belgium as pre-conditions for any future profitable deve-
lopment of the relations between the two countries. He did agree
that an 'improvement' of Belgium's frontier against France was
theoretically desirable, but he doubted whether his king would con-
sent to such a 'transaction', any more than he would to ceding the
Congo to Germany. Nevertheless, the first contact left Trirring with
the impression that, reserved as the king had been, it might be pos-
sible to break his resistance in respect of neutrality, and that Ger-
many should concentrate on that point in the future.

The second meeting took place on November 29, and to it Torring,
who meanwhile had been in Berlin, brought formal German pro-
posals, as communicated to him by Jagow or Bethmann Hollweg.
Waxweiler, for his part, had obviously received instructions to be
more accommodating towards the German agent. In any case the two
men were able, after exhaustive discussion of details, to agree on a
French text which was meant to serve as a basis for further discus-
sions. This text began with a sort of preamble Iaying down the fol-
lowing principles:

Germany will not annex Belgium. Germany will never conclude any sort
ofpeace whatever without receiving guarantees against attack from England
and France. These guarantees must come in Belgium. Whatever shape they
take, they will respect the full internal autonomy of the Kingdom and will
not entail any interference in the administration of the country.

The detailed wishes put forward by Germany as a basis for an under-
standing were:

(i) Belgium to renounce neutrality.
(ii) The right of passage for German troops.
(iii) The right to occupy certain designated points of strategic

importance to Germany's defence.
(iv) Germany to participate in the administration of strategically

important Belgian railway lines (a possible form might be the crea-
tion of a joint stock company in which Germany held a majority of
the shares).

(v) Belgium to enter into an economic understanding (entente

iconomique) with Germany
(vi) The cession of certain frontier districts to Germany. Compen-

sation for Belgium not excluded.
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Waxweiler's readiness to join in working out these points streng-
thened Tcirring's hopes of getting rid of Belgium's neutrality. He
now thought that Waxweiler's insistence on neutrality at the first
meeting had been due to Belgian fears of 'far-reaching and decisive
demands' which would expose Belgium to the danger 'of finding
herself completely subjected to Germany's will'. Tcirring's statement
that Germany would not annex the whole Belgian state had pro-
duced in Waxweiler 'a certain relief and satisfaction'. Whether the
German interpreted the Belgian's feelings truly, or whether he exag-
gerated them out of wishful thinking, it remains a fact that he quali-
fied very heavily Germany's renunciation of the annexation, to
which he had given so much prominence. According to his own
account to the Foreign Ministry, all he had said was that 'Germany
had no intention ofincorporating Belgium provided that for the rest
Belgium fulfilled the other demands which Germany felt compelled
to make, and which were now known, if only in rough outline'. This
blend of apparent conciliation and veiled threats, which had begun
with the demand addressed to Belgium on the outbreak of the war,
continued to characterise German policy: her renunciation of an-
nexation was only to bind her if Belgium submitted to Germany's
other demands, which added up to 'the eggnomirco[quest of
tFlgium' and aimed at reducing her to polltfcal and military vassal-
dom.

If to Waxweiler Tcirring had spoken only of the 'rough outlines'
of Germany's demands, he himself made suggestions for the clarifi-
cation of two essential points. He wanted to g6t the German military
to explain more exactly to the Foreign Ministry what they needed in
respect of transit for troops and garrisons. Further, he recommended
that Belgium should not be asked to pay Germany a war indemnity,
but should herself be given an indemnity 'at the expense of our ene-
mies'. While approving in principle Germany's policy towards Bel-
gium, Torring advised that Germany should exercise her authority
in a skilful and elastic fashion, so that 'in future every Belgian should
be obliged to say that Belgium was better off under the new regime
than before'. In sum, the Germans must have felt after this second
meeting between Tcirring and Waxweiler that they had advanced a
considerable step towards their goal of inducing King Albert to re-
nounce neutrality, especially since Waxweiler, for his part, had men-
tioned as desirable compensation for the prospective local annexa-
tions by Germany certain definite territorial acquisitions at the
expense of France and Holland: the line of the Meuse north of
Charleville, areas round Maubeuge, Roubaix and Tourcoing, and
the Dutch territory on the left of the mouth of the Scheldt.
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After this first indirect indication of yielding on Belgium's part,
the third interview between Torring and Waxweiler, which took
place onJanuary 5 and 6, IgI6, marked the peak of Belgium's real
or apparent readiness to meet Germany. Waxweiler brought with
him a holograph letter from the king to Torring which was expressly
marked as being for Bethmann Hollweg's eyes, and also formal Bel-
gian counter-proposals to the expos6 jointly drawn up by the two
agents on November 25. These proposals show even more plainly
than the king's letter a readiness on Belgium's part 'lo gioe up the
principle of Belgian neutrality' and, as Torring put it, 'to effect a rap-

' prochement with Germanl in a form which spared the feelings of the
Belgian people'.

.fo account for this far-reaching step, which was at variance with
the whole political tradition of his country, the king pointed to the
experience of August, rgI4, which had proved that the neutral
status-imposed on Belgium (against her will) when she was created
in r8eg-3o-had not availed to keep her out of wars between the
great powers. Destiny would therefore force her to another solution
(disposition). However, his oath to the Constitution and his conscience
as man and king forbade him to agree to any settlement which did
not leave intact Belgian's full sovereignty and internal self-govern-
ment, or which in any way bore the stamp of vassaldom (temoignagc

quelconquc d'inJcodation), ifnot only to offend Belgian national feeling
and thus imperil the Monarchy. Finally, he defined once more, in a
single sentence, his extreme limit of concessions: 'The moment that
Germany admits that any guarantees for her western frontier shall
avoid infringing either Belgium's political and economic indepen-
dence, or her territorial integrity, the disquiet of which you [sc.,
T<irring] speak could vanish.'

In a sort of attempt to save his face, King Albert wrote that a
German-Belgian understanding could be achieved only by means of
a defensive agreement between equal partners. ffe accordingly urged
the Germans to spare the feelings of his people by renouncing a right
of occupation and contenting themselves with occupying instead
Givet, Maubeuge and possibly Cond6, which lay on French soil
hard against the frontier of Belgium. He was ready to give the Ger-
mans the control of the railways leading to these places.

The Belgians further offered to stop using the fortresses of Li6ge,
Namur and Antwerp, stationing only small garrisons in them. Co-
operation would thus result on the basis that 'the military defence
of the southern half of the Kingdom would, in a way, be made Ger-
many's special charge', while the defence of its northern half
was 'primarily the duty of the Belgian army'. The Belgians disliked
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the idea of a direct customs union, but signified their willingness
to revise their existing tariff and also to introduce 'legislative re-
forms in the field of protective labour legislation' within a certain
period.

In the notes with which Torring accompanied the Belgian pro-
posals, when forwarding them to the Foreign Ministry, he suggested
certain ways in which they could be further turned to Germany's
advantage; he also thought that Germany would be able to secure
control over the defensive dispositions on the North Sea coast within
the framework of the future defensive agreement. He further report-
ed that Waxweiler, allegedly acting without special instructions,
had suggested a partition of the Belgian Congo, Germany to pur-
chase a share ofit.

The touchstone, as it were, of Germanv's war airys policy, and
especially of the e;<tent of her arms5-rns.ETqb-=e-wh6-ther she would con-
tent herself witfi gaining Belgium as an equal partnet6n the basis of
Waxweiler's proposals, or-wlhether her intentions went further. The
answer to this question is given by the officra!-G_-ggpqlareply to the
Belgian proposals, brought by Torring to--his fourth meeting with
Waxweiler on February 25. It was designed to serve as a basis for
further negotiations for a separate peace between Germany and
Belgium, and it reveals Germany's intentions towards Belgium un-
mistakably, especially to those aware of the secret deliberations
which had gone on over her war aims. The document shows quite
plainly that Germany was qo-t- conte_r.r.!-with the principle of an alli-
ance-between equals. What she intended was the subordination of
Belgium, in practi-ce rather than in law, with the help bf 'real guaran-
tees' (to which BetErhaffi Hollweg re-curred again and again) in the
political, economic and military fields, just as she proposed to do
with PolaLd and (under the slogan of Mitteleuropa) with Austria-
Hungary. The official attitude is expressed in a letter from Torring
to Waxweiler, which deserves to be reproduced in full as an example
of how the two elements-efforts to reach a seParate peace and war
aims policy - interacted :

The Government of the Reich welcomes the decision of H.M' King Albert
of Belgium to abolish Belgium's neutral status. The renunciation of this
principle is and remains the precondition for the profitable continuation of
the negotiations now in progress between Germany and Belgium.

'thefull autonomy ofBelgium in all her internal affairs is to be left to her and
guaranteed.

As regards the preservation of Belgiurn's present territorial integrity, the
answer to this question depends entirely on whether and how far Belgium
agrees to adopt a rapprochemenl with Germany which meets the wishes of the
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Government of the Reich, as expressed in the course of these dispositions.
This applies both to Belgium's European and to her colonial territory.

Militar2 defence is in the future to be left for the most part to Germany.
Belgium will therefiore have to confine hersell to maintaining a militia for the
preservation of internal order. The existing fortresses will be abandoned,

Germany demandsfree transit and afaeullaliue right oJ occupation. The praclical

exercise ofthis right depends on the form taken by the relationship between
Germany and Belgium. 'fhe assurance can be given that it will be used spar-
ingly as circumstances allow. The Government of the Reich must under all
circumstances insist on being able to establish a base on the Belgian coasl. Fot
the protection ofthis. . , [illegible passage] including the Zeebrugge-Port
of Briiges-Ostende triangle. A long-term lease might possibly be considered
here, The Belgian suggestion that Germany might take certain places on
French territory, such as Givet, Maubeuge, CondC, as military bases, is

rejected as insufficient.
On grounds of military security Germany demands a right of conlrol oaer the

main Belgian railuta2s and the port inslallalions of Antwerp in the form of creation
of a share company and gratis transfer of 6o per cent of the shares to the
German Reich.

Acquisition of the Dutch territorl on the left bank oJ the mouth oJ the Scheldt cannot
at present be considered.

Germany desires ,ia closest possible customs associatioz between Belgium and
Germany. The detailed practical arrangements are left for later agreement.

Note has been taken of the declaration ofJanuary 5 under which Belgium
declared herselfprepared to introduce legislative reforms in the field ofpro-
tective labour legislation, and a binding declaration to this effect will have
to be included in the final Peace Treaty.

The German memorandum went beyond the Belgian proposals
in every respect. In the internal arrangements only a few details are
new, but more important is the principle (again a parallel to Ger-
many's policy in Poland) of making Germany's conditions on the
two most important points-the territorial status in Europe and
Africa, and the exercise of the right of occupation-dependent on the
closeniss of Belgium's rapprochement with Germany. But the special
interest of this document lies in its official character.

It had, indeed, no immediate political results, for Torring in the
end did not hand it to Waxweiler, whose attitude on February z5 and
z6 had been such as to make Ttirring feel that it would be wiser to
keep Germany's detailed demands to himself. The ilgLdqquacy of a
purely dynastic apBroach towards a separate peace had in the mean-
timt-mide itself painfully plain to the German government. Indis-
cretions, the source of which is not apparent from the German docu-
ments, had produced uneasiness, both in Belgian public opinion and
in Entente circles. The Entente had--reacted against the threat of a
separate peace between dermany and Belgium in-two ways: first in
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a note to Belgium, dated Februaty r4,L to which the Belgian govern-
ment had returned on the same day a reply which, as Tdrring told
Waxweiler as soon as they met on February 25, had 'made a painful
impression' on Germany; secondly, by sending Lord Curzon on a
special mission to King Albert on February r5. Waxweiler had, it is
true, denied any connection between these happenings and the peace
feelers, and had also denied that the leakage could have come from
the Belgian side, since only the king, the queen and he himself knewof
the conversations-not the Belgian government, not even the Foreign
Minister, Beyens. Tcirring, however, disbelieved him, threatened to
break offthe negotiations, and then actually did so. The formal Ger-
man conditions were therefore never handed over, presumably be-
cause T<irring was afraid that Germany would be compromised still
further if such far-reaching demands became known. The negotia-
tions with King Albert, which had begun so promisingly, had thus
broken down, and it was hardly more than a diplomatic formality
when Tcirring and Waxweiler agreed (although only provisionally) to
meet again at the beginning of May. The meeting never took place.2

In retrospect one must ask what were King Albert's motives. IIad
Germany's recent successes-the conquest of Poland, Lithuania,
Courland and Serbia-and the expectation of a great German offen-
sive in the west, so impressed him that he saw the only salvation of
his country in friendship with Germany? And it had been only the
counter-pressure ofthe Entente and ofhis own people that had driven
him to drop his plan ? Or had he entered on the negotiations only in
order to discover what were Germany's intentions towards Belgium
and then recovered frqedom of action by means of a calculated in-
discretion? Either *.y[t. would have been playing a doub.le game,
either towards his own 

-government, or towards the Germanlf What-
ever the truth may be, it lies hidden in the Belgian archives, but it is
in any case of only secondary importance for the history of Ger-
many's war aims policy. In spite of their disappointing experiences
with the Tsar and the king of the Belgians, the German leaders still
retained ofdynastic connections that they
made
privaie negotiationp--with-Krrg:*lbert. In April, r9-i bffer
reach6d Berlin from the Vatican to mediate between Germany and
Belgium on the basis of re5[6f'fo. Belgium's territorial int€grity.

I A. de Ridder, La Bclgiqu et la Gwrre, IV., Hishire diplomatiquc (Brussels, l9z5),
pp. t9B ff.

r The Germans' hopes during these negotiations were so fantastic that Ttirring
actually suggested that King Albert might surrender himself as a prisoner of war-a
proposal which, indeed, only provoked Waxweiler to laughter.
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Torring thought that it was impossible for Germany to reject this
offer, but she must not allow the Holy See to do more than inspire
the negotiations and set them going. For the rest the Foreign Minis-
try, as before, refused to go beyond a vague assurance that Belgium
would be allowed to continue in existence and in enjoyment of her
internal autonomy, provided she gave Germany adequate guarantees
against renewed attack.

In the course of these negotiations Germany told the Pope onJune
ro, 1916, through Erzberger, that she 'consented in principle to
peace negotiations conducted through His Holiness'. In another con-
versation four days later Erzberger informed the Pope's private sec-
retary, 'speaking not under explicit official instructions but as the
result of many conversations which I have had with the Imperial
Chancellor, the Secretary ofState, vonJagow, and other persons in
authority in the Foreign Ministry', what he thought he could say was
'the view of competent official circles here' on the bases for a media-
tion by the Pope which would be acceptable to Germany. Belgium
seemed to him the point at which 'His Holiness could set in train his
action for bringing peace about'; a separate peace between Germany
and Belgium could lead to similar moves towards Germany's other
enemies.

The only possible basis for a separate peace with Belgium would
be a middle way which excluded both annexation pure and simple,
and also the status quo.ln Erzberger's view Belgium must: (i) retain
her teryilorialiqtegrity undiminished (even though military circles
were demanding annexation of the Meuse line or at least Li6ge) ;

and (ii) retain her comdgta-rovereignty; King Albert must be al-
lowed to return and 't'E-e right of maintaining missions to foreign
Powers must not be taken from her'. Internally, she must indeed
asree to Dartition into a French and a Flemish administrative areb.
rie Germffiilit.ry goidffirrt had sffired for the Flemish the
use of their mother-tongue in education, the press, administration,
etc., and Germany could no longer allow the Flemish to be Galli-
cised by the Walloons. The Pope was told (the same argument was
used in connection with Germany's policy in Poland and Lithuania)
that 'the Flemish are reliable Catholics, while most of the Walloons
are Freemasons and Social Democrats and are eternally drawn to the
atheistic French Republic'; (iii) 'Belgium is completely free in the
conduct of her intern.lu4fiqSl.ution; in particular, the regulation
of religious and efiiiilonil q.restious is left entirely to Belgium's
discretion.'

Belgium's true future position of a German 'vassal state' was
nakedly revealed in the'German counter-demands'. These were:
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(i) Belgium concludes u d.@ce with Germany,

valid for all time. . . .
(ii) Belgium concludes a customs union with Germany, like Luxem-

burg. . . .

(iii) The Belgian railwayq enter the Pnpso-Il-e-ssralele:yrt.m. All
existing railway lines in Belgium, private or state, can easily be com-
bined in one share company working in closest conjunction with the
Prussian railway management, . . .

(iv) Germany receives the right of unimpeded transit through Belgium in
the event of another *a.lr.,d BelgiE-pGffes herself to dismantle her
existing fortresses, and will not need to keep up an army.

(v) A special agreement will have to be concluded on Belgium's colonial
possessions in the Congo; it will not matter very much whether the
Congo belongs to Beffifiior passes to Germany, for if the other pro-
posals are carried through, the tariff and economic union in Africa
will have to be carried through exactly like that between Germany
and Belgium.

All these conditions, Erzberger emphasised, could bring nothing
but great economic advantage to the Belgian people, and on this
basis the two peoples could become 'intimate friends'. Germany
would indeed have to insist on'the right of transit and occupation',
and in particular on the right to make use of the Belgian coast for the
duration of the war, until the decision had been reached against
England.

Erzberger pointed out that 'a frightful outcry would arise in the
widest German circles if this treaty were concluded, because it
would be regarded as insufficient from the German point of view'.

He himself thought these conditions, and also those for France,
'extremely moderate'. The latter were:

(i) Better frontier in the Vosges . . . (ot the western slopes).
(ii) The ore deposits of Briey and Longwy behind Metz, partly for the

protection of the existing deposits, partly to ensure Germany's future,
(iii) War indemnity.
(iv) A German colonial empire [viz., partly at the cost of France, which

must also consent to the other changcs olcolonial ownership].

The instructions sent by the Foreign Ministry to von Romberg,
the minister in Bern, for the peace feelers at that time in Progress
with French politicians show that what Erzberger told Mgr. Gerlach
represented the views of the German government.

A Separate Peace with France Through the
Radical Socialists

If Germany's wishes in her secret negotiations with Belgium were
directed chiefly towards isolating and detaching her, the feature of
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the sounding of French groups which began a little later was that,
apart from certain annexations, they were subordinated to the Iarger
aim of prising France out of the enemy coalition and, by eliminating
her from its ranks, influencing decisively the subsequent course ofthe
war against Britain.

After eighteen months of propaganda in France things had so far
progressed that at the end of May, Igt6, 'a prominent member of the
French Radical Socialist Party which, with the United Socialists,
forms the majority in the French parliament', got into direct touch
with a German confidant via Romberg, and proposed 'the conclu-
sion ofa separate peace and the inauguration ofa lasting understand-
ing between the two countries if his party should come into office'.
The conditions were that France must receive certain compensation
for 'the service which she would be rendering Germany by breaking
up the enemy coalition'. Romberg thought this possibility a very
serious one; he saw in it a unique opportunity to reach an under-
standing with France, because it was only with this opposition party
that such a turn could be given to the course of events. But Germany
would have to go a long way to meet France.

This course, however, was blocked by the attitude of the general
staff.r Falkenhayn demanded as a conditio sine qua non for peace with
France the cession of Belfort with the adjacent heights of Douau-
mont for the protection of Longwy-Briey, and Bethmann Hollweg
submitted to the demands of the military and even went beyond
strategic considerations in his instructions to Romberg, which were
'not to let the thread snap, but to give no assurances in the sense of
the proposals made to us'.

To these instructions, a characteristic example of Bethmann Holl-
weg's eternal attempts to square the circle,2 Romberg replied in des-
pair that they were 'practically asking the impossible of him'. If he
revealed the Army Command's demands to the French, they would
produce a rupture of the contacts no less surely than if he confined
himself to 'general phraseology'. This view would be confirmed by
Hoffmann, head of the Swiss f)epartment in the Foreign Ministry,
and by the experienced minister in Paris. At least'apparent conces-
sions' should be made; he thought it possible that Germany might
get'the plateau of Briey and a considerable war indemnity in return
for trivial frontier adjustments in favour of France in Alsace and
perhaps an exchange deal in Africa', but this was the maximum that
could be asked of France without wrecking everything. He urgently

r For Belfort cf. also Bethmann Hollweg's programme of September g, r 9I4.
2 Romberg himself used this phrase to describe Bethmann Holhveg's manoeu-

vrrngs.
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pressed upon the Chancellor the possibilities which a separate peace
with France would open up:

When I consider on the one hand the enormous advantages of a separate
peace with France, ensuring us as it would, at one blow, victory and the
attainment of extensive war aims, the saving of innumerable lives and many
billions of money and an immediate end to the distress under which our
people is suffering, and on the other hand, the military and economic
dangers to which we are exposed by carrying on the war under like condi-
tions and by the maintenance of the enemy coalition after it, then I am
obliged, in spite of the negative attitude of our Supreme Army Command,
to beg Your Excellency to give my proposal renewed careful consideration.

On a visit to Berlin Romberg had gathered the impression that
even military circles and the parliamentary right would not be
against thig view, because their war aim in chief was, after all, 'to
disrupt th-e-enent),-cealition. and even more, to settle acjgt1llJtslh€:
ougEl[with !4gland'. Heavy w6-utd be the responsibilify of the man
whoFffi6?Gd this aim 'by an all too intransigent attitude towards
France based simply on military considerations', and who 'besides
prolonging the war indefinitely, exposed [Germany] to the danger of

!qnna'. Hardly any diplomat had yet ventur
lanser oI
venturedanother

ress such language to the Imperial Chancellor.
Bethmann Hollweg replied through Jagow that Germany was

ready to discuss the proposals. But what Romberg regarded as the
utmost limit was for Jagow the most obvious pre-condition for any
undertaking, namely, Longwy-Briey with its strategical approaches
which, though they need not include the city of Verdun, must in-
clude certain heights which commanded the plateau militarily. It
was no longer sufficient for France simply to leave the war; ill 'in
view of the military situation'-this was written onJug$, while the
battle oL Verdun was still in progress and, three weeks before the
o]6ing of ive on the Somme-Germany decided to
conclude a separate peace with France on such a basis, the purpose
of such a peace would only be to break up the enemy coalition and,
beyond ,iru,, ,o 'inaugurare a rurffing with
France'. Only a separate peace which meant the first step towards a
Franco-German alliiiEEAg-ainst fuitain was any use to Germany.
If this was not achieved, I"fZilG"ces proffeied would become
null and void. Then Germany would have no other course 'but to
seek the realisation of our war aims by crushing France completely
and making our losses good at her expense'. If Germany had to
count on the continuance of the Anglo-French coalition after the
war, she had no other course than to weaken one of the two powers
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of the coalition as far as possible, and that one, as things stood,
would be France.

A separate peace on Germany's terms was not only a tactical war-
move but, at the same time and primarily, was meant to lay the
foundation of a new constellation of the powers. As the separate
peace with Russia was to blgw up the bridges between Ruxilr and
Fruqgg.r,d B.itain, so the se@ce was to blow
up the bridge bbtween France and Britain.

The soundings on this basis led to no result, while 'the Austrian
defeat [in Russia] and later the entry of Rumania into the war, com-
bined with the successes on the Somme and at Verdun'-so Romberg
reported on November 27, rgr6-weakened the pro-peace feelings
which had been active in France in May and June. Nevertheless,
the Foreign Ministry refused to revise its directives and continued
to demand 'substantial accessions of territory' as a condition for
peace conversations, while Romberg declared it impossible to trans-
mit them, for France was 'not nearly ripe for such a communica-
tion'. In the same despatch he passed on a suggestion by the Papal
representative in Switzerland, Mgr. Marchetti, that the Central
Powers should choose the zenith of their military successes, perhaps
their entry into Bucharest, to announce a peace offer through the
neutrals, phe core of which should be a declaration that they were
preparedf'to restore the status quo' in Belgium and France and to re-
instate Sdrbia in her sovereignty 'without any reservations relating
to guarantees or to territorial cessions, even if only in the foyn of
frontier rectifications based on mutual exchanges of territoryf This
was also the substance of the answer to Erzbergerlletter to Gerlach
ofJune, lgr6.

The soundings of the French Radical Socialists had therefore pro-
ducednoresult.NevertheleSiTfl iieaTffi berg'sandMarchetti's
warnings, the new Secretary of State, Zimmermann, repeated on
December t2, rgr6, the day of the publication of the German'peace
offer', almost exactly the same conditiorrs as those of the summer for
conversations with another French group interested in peace, the
Conservatives. Like his predecessor, Jagow, he laid down as mini-
mum demands the cession of the Briey basin, colonial concessions
and a w4lg{gnnity, 'which might-6-e dilguised fn some way and
thus made acceptable to ity'. 'These points are the least
which the mil [51ion and the heavy sacrifices ofour people
justify us in demanding.' This 'least', but without indemnity and
without the French Congo-although the Foreign Ministry took him
to task for this-was what the ever-busy Erzberger had already de-
manded in the course of feelers for a separate peace with France; in
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his draft both countries were to recognise and mutually guarantee
for ever the frontier of August r, tgt+, with the single exception of a
small territorial exchange: 'France receives the Canton of Chiteau
Salins, Germany receives the Districts of Briey and Longwy, without
payment, after the removal of the present French population.'

Erzberger regarded this offer, which was to be transmitted through
the Pope, Spain or another neutral power, as so modest that its pub-
lication would tend to unify feeling in his own country and create
division in the enemy camp. Like the top officials, he thought that
the separate peace fnight perhaps be extended into a continental
p.u.. if F.u.,i. *oJta-agree to mediate with Russia and Italyf Bri-
tain, however, must be conquered, )

The peace feelers towards France brought ne result. They show,
however, what Germany understood by a separate peace, and how
stubbornly she held to the war aims which she regarded as'vital'.

A Continental Bloc:
$eparate Peace with Russia through Japan

InJanuary, rgr5, the GermanophileJapanese minister in Stock-
holm, Ushida, had told his Austrian colleague thatJapAlwanted to
re-orient her foreign political relationships when h-er alliaqce with

instructions sent to the German minis-
ter, vdn Lucius, in the spring and summer were to answer this reve-
lation by trying, if possible, to slow down or stop Japan's deliveries
of war meteriako8,ussia; more ambitious m-orr€s rileie-hot then en-
visaged. These were set on foot only inJuly, rgI5, by Albert Ballin,
who had been told by Bethmann Hollweg that Russia was ready for
peace and was only fighting on under joint pressure from Britain and

Japan. Another Japanese hint in November, IgI5, stimulated the
feelers and led Fritz Warburg (brother of the well-known banker,
Max), who was at that time attached to the German legation in
Stockholm as a financial expert, to seek a meeting with Ushida. At
this stage Zimmermann, then still Under-Secretary in the Foreign
Ministry, was not yet prepared to eccePt Japan's demand for the
cession of Tsingtao. /

One move came from the German side, frorn'[rpitz, whose hosti-
lity to Britain had led him as early as August, r9r5";tdsuggest to the
Imperial Chancellor an-aJliance between Germany, Russia and

Japan, to be directed d$ainst Bri4aia.and, in view of the tension then
existing between Japan and the U.S.A., ultimately against the latter

r Erwin Hrilzle, 'Deutschland und dlflWigscheide des ersten Weltkrieges', in
Geschichtlichc Krdfte und Entscheidungen, Fcstschrift zum 65. Geburtstage uon Otto Becker
(Wiesbaden, ry54), p. z7z.
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too.r Stinnes took up this idea in the spring of 1916, when he had
occasion to talk to the Japanese minister in Stockholm. Von Lucius
insinuated himself into the conversations on April t and 'speaking
as a private individual'gave theJapanese to understand that in spite
of the war no insuperable differences existed between Germany and

Japan. Although Lucius and Stinnes were careful not to voice any
'wishes' for a separate peace, they yet expressed their 'private
opinions' 'that the only way of taking the first step towards peace
would be if the Tokyo government could induce Petersburg to send
a competent person to Stockholm who could make contact with Ger-
man and Japanese personalities, at first without any official instruc-
tions'.

In April Ushida expressly rejected the idea of a separate peace be-
tween Germany on the one side and Russia and Japan on the other
as incompatible with the London Agreement of September 5, IgI4,
and the Anglo-Japanese Treaty, which had still five years to run. In
another conversation, however, on lvlay 7, he told Stinnes-not yet
speaking with his government's authorisation-that the alliance u'ith
Britain presented no obstacle to the opening of early conversations
for an alliance between Germany, Russia and Japan. All he asked as

price for an early peace with Germany was the cession of Germany's
Pacific islands and Kiaochow.

The moving spirit in the conversations so far had been Stinnes,
who was pressing for an alliance with Russia in order to assure Ger-
many's aims in Ih.lr.rt an?-thfii6Ffriiil his own business inter-
ests. Jagow opposed this strongly; a long private letter sent by him
on May 8, 19r6, to the minister, simultaneously with telegraphed
directions for his further negotiations, contains the following passage:
'This lad Stinnes is a pusher, who is trying to force our policy into his
own spheres of interest. Therefore, alliance with Russia, in order to
get us completely at cross-purposes with the West.'

For tactical reasons Jagow did not want to refuse outright an alli-
ance with Russia, and he therefore gave Lucius a free hand to'flirt'
with the idea; but the most that he wanted was a treaty of neutrality
between Germany and Russia. Jagow thought what Ushida had said
so important that he took it as a text for an exposition on his ideas
on the constellation of the powers during and after the war, and at
the same time for an analysis ofJapan's motives in taking this step.

Jagow wanted to be sure of keeping a free hand for negotiations in
both directions, and he therefore wanted Stinnes'discarded'.

He explained his rejection of the suggested alliance with Russia by
I Alfred von Tirpitz, Erinnerungcn,5th ed. (Berlin, tg27), p.499. The date ofthe

letter is August 24.
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saying that that country was so weakened by internal dislocations
that she would be merely an had
enough of thqse. A treaty of neutra-Iffwith Russia, on the bther
hadwoulAtaralyse France and force her to seek an understanding
with Germany. He expected still less from an alliance with Japan,
since it would drag Germany into the Japanese-American field of
tension in the Far East.

I am not one of those who want an alliance with Russia d tout prix, only in
order to bring about afnis Britanniaa. Russia is the weaker partner, and to
bring England down is not so easy as the gentlemen think. Rut Germany
cannot_frag. her endsevctgsi.u.ly l"::.tjE o:_t:r.rjt 9l!gyyi,L4gs!ry.-

Jagow, like the Emperor and the Chancellor, was only prepared
to cede Germany's possessions in the Far East toJapan 'ifJapan gets
to work in Petersburg at once and procures us peace with Russia
without delay'. At the back of this haste was the wish to forestall the
imminent Russian offensive by a separate peace.

That these negotiations were not merely casual, and that they
awakened great hopes in the highest quarters in Germany, is shown
by the activity which they provoked not only in the Foreign Minis.
try, but also in the departmental ministries. Tirpitz' successor as

Secretary of State for the Navy, Admiral von Capelle, agreed to the
cessions in the Far East; if they ensured both peace with Japan and
'an advantageous separate peace with Russia', he saw in them 'such
a big chance . . . of ending the whole war favourably to ourselves, as

to outweigh the disadvantages of the cessions'.
A few days later Germany's hopes broke down. On May I7, Igt6,

the Iaoanese sovernment disavowed Ushida and returned a flat re-
rrruitot-tEa1lEr*--n{ders6i;;.:pIiE[Eu.e.Tokyowasreadyto
enter into peace negotiations with Germany only if it was allowed
simultaneously to inform the Entente Powers ofJapan's readiness to
make peace. But this step by Japan would again involve Germany
in the danger of a genet4lleace, which would have made the reali-
sation of her..Wq a_ims dou-blt{,if not quite impossible. When Lucius
reported Japan's refusal, the Emperor, whose temperamental and
drastic way of expressing himself betrayed Germany's intentions
much more openly than the diplomatic phrases of Bethmann Holl-
weg and Jagow, minuted in the margin: 'As soon as no separate
peace can be made, the whole swindle ceases to matter. The game's
not worth the candle. We don't need them [sc., the Japanese] as

go-betweens for a general peace.'
Beside the immediate aim of the separate peace, which was to

priseJapan and, through Japanese mediation, Russia away from the
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enemy coalition, Germany hoped to use it as a basis for re-shaping
the constellation of the powers after the war. This intention had be-
come apparent in the conversations between Lucius and Ushida.
Even if Lucius, like Jagow, thought a treaty of neutrality sufficient,
because such treaties usually developed into alliances, yet if Stinnes
is to be believed, the idea of an alliance had been discussed with
Bethmann Hollweg and Helfferich and presumably also with Zim-
mermann.

The conditions were drawn up in two drafts compiled in the
Foreign Ministry, a short one on May 8 and a very detailed one on
May 17; the shorter confined itself to the conditions for Japan's
mediation for a separate peace with Russia, while the second adopt-
ed these conditions as the starting-point but expanded them into a
second phase which was concerned with Britain and France and was
distinguished sharply from the first( In the latter, the Swedish
Foreign Minister, Wallenberg, was designated for the chief part.
The decisive point, hffir, is, that on May r 7, when the feelers
seemed nearest to success, the conditions for a treaty with Japan and
Russia were supplemented by conditions for peace with Britain and
France and by a detailed scheme for futu,re alliances and secret
treaties directea prige4!y_1g ainst Britaiyftf these drafts are con-
sideied in the light of the actioris and plans of the German govern-
ment relating to the conditions of possible peace settlements in east
and west, that is, of the ideology of Germany's war aims policy, it
cannot be doubted that they outline aims which the German govern-
ment had in mind for its negotiations withJapan and Russia.

The bpeak{gryn of the negotiations (taken in conjunction with the
fact thatfapan had meanwhile achieved both a concession from
England over China and an agreement with Russia) pas-ne+-the
result of aqr Gerrrarr decisidn to opt&r*-the westr. as opposed to the
..ri. r--t *a. not that Germany had decidedEZc66pt American medi-
ation and a renunciation of aims against Britain and to reject Russo-

Japanese mediation and thrust the Muscovite empire back, but
rather that Germany was
east only so
be-Aonci-u?;ilsiil-"tii"io"rty.rGermany'abhorred'"eg;iEti""s
a generat peac{ sn6iii interested oniy in u ,.qr.r,.i which first
neutralised the east, a step which, as the draft said, would bring
about 'the paralysis of France' and consequently the isolation of
Britain and her readiness to make peace. In order to give Japan an
honqurable escap{rom her a-lliance with the EnterifiGihany--- | :
commiss-i6I6tfher in the draft to bring about a general peace after

I This is the view taken by Hiilzle, op. cit., pp. 278 ff.

inedto seek a seoarate Deacein-+h.e+.-

n that-tfu: oeace treaties would not
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the understanding between Germany, Russia and Japan had been
reached. Japan undertook, as Kemnitz, the drafting official in the
Foreign Ministry, put it, 'to use her influence to secure the accept-
ance by the western powers of . . . the minimum demands of the
Central Powers'; if the western powers rejected these demands, the
Central Powers were left with a completely free hand towards
Japan's former allies, to whomJapan was to give no sort of support.
This is a foretaste of the formula of Brest-Litovsk.

In the first version, drafted on May B for the immediate negotia-
tions, Germany offered Japan-with the consent of the Reich Naval
Office-'cession of Tsingtao and the German possessions in the Paci-
fic now inJapanese occupation' and Germany's consent to the estab-
lishment of a Japanese protectorate over China, except those areas
falling within the Russian sphere of interests. In return Japan was
to mediati peace with Russia on the following basis:

a. Russia cedes Poland, Lithuania and Courland and agrees that Persian
Kurdistan, Luristan and Khuistan shall go to Turkey. She disinterests
herself in the Balkans. She consents to the abolition of the Capitulations
in Turkey.

b. Russia receives that part of Turkish Armenia conquered by her, the rest
of Persia, East Turkestan, Kukunor, Dzungaria, Outer Mongolia, North
Manchuria, Kensu, Shensi. She receives the right of passage for single
ships ofwar through the Straits.

Japan herself was to safeguard existing German economic enter-
prises in China and guarantee most favoured nation treatment for
German commerce;she was to recognise that the Dutch East Indies
were not aJapanese sphere of interest. She was to conclude a defen-
sive treatv with Germanv against Britain and France at the end of
rne war, or Angro-japanese
alliance. The specific details relating to Russia show that the idea
of forcing Russia back, both from Germany's eastern frontier-
where the provisions were exagtly the same as thorg demanded by
BethrySr-lollweg three ;&'Ear -f,is negotiations with
Burian-and ffrrrrthe Balkans. constituted a fixed element in Ger-
manlly3r-ellls policy,6i,en when she was trying to reach a r.iilE
mentwith RussiEl*

The revised draft of May 17, produced in a period of intensive
diplomatic activity, made a serious attempt to meet Russia, which
was offered compensation in the shape of further territory (in addi-
tion to part of Turkish Armenia) belonging to Germany's allies,
viz., those parts of East Galicia then in Russian occupation; indeed:
'if needs be, we must agree to the cession of the rvhole of East Gali-
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cia, rvith Lemberg, and the Ruthene part of the Bukovina, the Ru-
manian part of which will then go to Rumania.' For the rest, the
draft reproduces its predecessor's 'demands on Russia' for Courland,
Lithuania and Poland. Germany herself renounced, 'if needs be',
the annexation of Courland and Lithuania, but claimed 'the terri-
tory west of the general line Niemen-Grodno-Brest-Litovsk-the
Upper Bug, including the two towns named'. 'Details' (over Poland)
were 'to be settled between Germany and Austria-Hungary.' Here
we find a reappearance of the idea, which had been in Germany's
mind since the end of rgr4, of population transfers to be effected by
ransferring Poles out of the 'Prussian Eastern March' (with its old
and new frontiers) eastward into the new Poland and importing into
the land thus made available 'German-Russian repatriates and
other German colonists'-thus promoting 'the Germanisation of the
Prussian Eastern March' and 'clearing up as far as possible the
intermingling of Germans and Poles'. The Serbian question was
to be reserved for separate negotiation between Austria-Hungary
and Bulgaria only. Montenegro was to conclude a defensive and
offensive alliance with Austria-Hungary and enter the Austro-
Hungarian free trade area-provisions exactly in accordance
lvith Germany's and Austria-Hungary's general Balkan policy in
the war. Russia was-tGbe-fafced out of Turkey as well as out of the

r 

-

Balkans; she was to renounce rar--I-way concessions acquired by her
in-IhE-fr6rthern zone of Anatolia, and the renunciation was to be
perpetual and to apply equally to private entrepreneurs. The pro-
mise to allow Russia a'right of passage for single ships ofwar through
the Straits' showed that Germany had accepted the.Japanese minis-
ter's d:m"-ni thlt Russ n soml sffidiibn on
thisEint. BrE-iiA-aTto be excluctecr rrom r6lffiilliranv to-,.
acqulre an extensron ol her sphere oI lnterest rn Asra by way of 'I'ur-
key together with guarantees for future discoveries of oil, while (in
the second draft) Turkey would annex three provinces and Russia
receive the rest of Persia and Afghanistan as her sphere ofinterest.
Germany expressly recognised Russia's sphere of interest in China,
and also Japan's further ceding to Japan her rights in Shantung
acquired under the Kiaochow Treaty. Germany's future commer-
cial relations with Russia and Japan were to be based on the most
f,avoured nation principle, with the reservation that it was not to
affect the Mitteleuropa preferential tariffs between Germany and
Austria-Hungiry.

Taking account of Germany's tactical interest in making the peace
treaties consecutive, the draft first laid down the respective contri-
butions to be made by Germany, Japan and Russia to their mutual
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understanding, leaving the exact delimitation of spheres of interest
in the Balkans, Poland and the Far East for bilateral negotiation,
while the conditions designed to form the basis for an understanding
with France and Britain appeared at a second stage, in the form of
appendices, dealing with Germany's western aims and her colonial
air4s, which were to be rounded offby embracing Portugal.

1/flris draft brings out sharply and clearly the power-position at
dufr;cn Germany was aiming in the east, the west and overseas.

France and Britain were to be required to accept the incorporation
of Luxemburg in the German Reich, and the cession to Luxemburg
of the adjacent Belgian area of Arlon. Britain was to agree to a radi-
cal transficrmation of Belgium:'Belgium as far as the Meuse, with

to-go to Germany; the greater part of Wallonra
(the Menin-Namur-Givet triangle) to France as 'a contribution by
Germany' ; the new frontier to run from Givet to Rocroi, east of the
Meuse, and thence south-eastward to Etain and Nomeny. France
would thus cede the Longwy-Briey deposits with a strategic glacis.
The mainly Flemish part of Belgium, enlarged by French Flanders
down to Gravelin, would become a nominally independent'Duchy
of Flanders', in close association with Germany and connected with
it territorially through Limburg, which was to be acquired from
Holland by exchange. It was to accede to the Gcrman customs union
and conclude a defensive and offensive treaty with Germany, which
'receives the right to maintain garrisons in Antwerp, Zeebrugge and
l)unkirk'. In place of the narrow pass at Li6ge, Germany would thus
be assured of a broad access route with a twofold railway connection
via Roermund and Maastricht and a waterway, still to be construct-
ed, capable of taking large vessels from the industrial district of the
Rhineland to Antwerp, 'thus giving the Rhine a German mouth'-
an idea which Bethmann Hollweg had personally advocated in the
winter of rgr4-r5. It was even hoped to persuade Holland to cede it
to Flanders (in exchange for other territory) the south bank of the
Scheldt, thus adding Antwerp to the list of naval ports.

'Germany receives the Belgian Congo' ('if necessary, the Belgian
Congo is to be left to Flanders'). Similarly, France was to cede the
French Congo and French Somaliland with Obok and Djibouti ('if
necessary, Somaliland can be renounced') ; in return she would re-
ceive Togo.r Likewise Britain rvould receive Germany's possessions

in the South Seas and Germany would recognise the annexation of
Egypt by Britain; in return, however, Britain must endorse both
the continental and the overseas arrangements. 'England cedes

I Erzberger, in his memorandum ofAugust ro, 1916, had also proposed ceding
Togo to France.
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to Germany the district of Yola (on the west coast of the Cameroons),
Wallfish Bay,Zanzibar and Pemba, British Somaliland, Socotra and
the Chushan Islands (in the Indian Ocean, with a good harbour). (If
necessary, Somaliland and Socotra can be renounced.) England
cedes to Turkey the Sinai Peninsula up to about Iongitude 33'. The
Reich demanded of Portugal, on which it had shortly before (on
March g, r916) declared war, the cession of either Madeira or the
Cape Verde Islands for 'coaling and cable stations on the way to
Africa and South America'; also of Sio Thom6 and Principe and
that part of Angola lying south of r4 degrees latitude and east of rB
degrees longitude 'to link up German South-West with the former
colony of Belgian Congo' ('if necessary' this could be renounced).
Here once more, as in l9I4 and again in November, IgI6, I9r7 and
r9r8, the claim to a Central African colonial empire was staked out.

The 'Alliances and Treaties of Neutrality' outlined in the second
part of the draft looked forward to the fundamental changes and new
alliances which were to follow the war. They comprised a system of
secret agreements, based on the mutual understanding between Ger-
many, Russia and Japan, and designed to give Germany security
against Britain and France-but also, le cas ichiant, against Austria-
Hungary and Russia. Germany's protection against the West Iay in
the undertaking that, if she were 'attacked' by Britain (after lgzt,
when the Anglo-Japanese Alliance has expired, if she 'becomes in-
volved in war' with Britain-thi;4rqvision to_be-lept secret from
Austria:Hungary) she would re6eive aimed-aisistance from Russia
and Jlpan. If Germany were attacked by France alone, Russia
would remain neutral. In the east, if Germany or Austria-Hungary
were attacked by Russia, Japan would give armed assistance. These
ideas reflect at least one shape of the future worl-d-lrower position
aimed at by Germany, seen bntirely from th ls-o-fg qn3icipated
second w4f_yy.tfb&itain, *hich both the soldiers and the diplomats
so often'-declared during the war to be inevitable. The realignment
along the Germany-Japan axis had been suggested by Moltke to the
Chancellor on August 2, rgt4, in his improvised programme of a
world war against Britain,r and reappeared in altered form a year
later in the attempt made by Zimmermann, after the U.S.A.'s
breach with Germany but before her adherence to the Entente, to
draw Japan over to Germany's side and into the war against the
U.S.A. and Britain. In this plan Zimmermann was hoping to exploit
the latent hostility between Japan and Britain masked by the Al-
liance, and the open antagonism between Japan and the U.S.A.

Further conversations conducted after May I7, one in Stockholm
I Cf. above, p.84.
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between Stinnes and Kolyshko (the latter in contact with the Russian
Prime Minister, Stiirmer, who took a gloomy view of Russia's situa-
tion and wanted peace) and another between Fritz Warburg and
two Duma deputies, were only non-committal in character. Ger-
many had learnt meanwhile that the Japanese had informed Russia
(and thus her allies) of the conversations with Germany, and Jagow
therefore ruled that any further correspondence between Kolyshko
and Stiirmer was pointless 'before clarification of [Russia's] readi-
ness for a separate agreement'. Finally, onJune 25, after the Brusilov
offensive had opened, Zirnrnerrnann ruled that 'for the present' any
step by Germany 'to bring about the understanding with Russia
(and also withJapan) would be dangerous'.

In the course of conversations with Kolyshko Stinnes had agreed
'to get Germany's counter-proposals' out of Berlin. What these would
have been appears not only from Kemnitz's draft, analysed above,
but also from Erzberger's letter to Gerlach of a bare month later in
connection with the French and Belgian peace feelers. These de-
mands show once more the consistency of Germany's war aims:

(i) The Russian Baltic provinces of Courland and Estonia [sic] must be
included in the German Baltic provinces.

(ii) Lithuania, whose population is entirely Catholic, must also be detached
from Russia, perhaps made into a German Duchy or attached to
Prussia as a province.

(iii) Poland to become a sovereign State: details to be agreed between
Germany and Austria-Hungary.

Further, Russia would have to pay an adequate war indemnity and
leave the Balkans to Germany and Austria-Hungary as their sphere
of interest, to be partitioned between them by agreement.

These aims were retained unmodified throughout the great crisis
of the summer of 1916, as is shown by the war aims programmes
drawn up in the late autumn for the peace negotiations then antici-
pated.

An tlndependentt Poland:
Discussions with Austria-Hungary

Symptoms of a change in Germany's attitude towards the Ger-
mano-Polish solution were apparent in December, r9r5, andJanu-
ary, 1916, and after Falkenhayn had expressed his wishes, the
change found clear expression in instructions sent by Jagow to
Tschirschky on February t6, 1916.r Jagow began by saying that

r On the gradual change in Germany's policy, and Falkenhayn's attitude, see
Conze, op. cit., pp. r43 ff.
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Germany 'had not yet taken up a binding attitude on the future of
Poland'; she admitted the possibility of its being attached to Austria-
Hungary, subject to conditions of an economic, political and mili-
tary character. He now remarked, with unconcealed ill-humour, that
Austria was refusing to regard the Monarchy as simply 'a Germanic
Eastern March'. As Austria-Hungary had not yet given the guaran-
tees demanded by Germany for the Austro-Polish solution,r Jagow
adopted Falkanhayn's line and said that Germany must now direct
her policy towards the foundation of a Polish state closely associated
with herself. Tschirschky was expressly instructed to prepare the
Austrians tactfully for the new solution.

Soon afterwards, Bethmann Hollweg instructed the Governor-
General-the parallel with his Flemish policy is exact-to stimulate a
pro-German movement among the Poles in order to prepare them
for their new relationship with Germany; in particular, Austrian
propaganda was to be neutralised.2 Beseler rejected these instruc-
tions as incompatible with the position of the German occupying
forces and with Prussian-German traditions. The Poles were funda-
mentally anti-German and there could be little hope of changing
their feelings, nor need German policy depend on the change; the
association with Germany could never be other than 'forced on'
them. Only after many delays, and the opening of the Brusilov offen-
sive,did the German occupying forces at last, inJune, recognise Stud-
nicki's pro-German group,J the'Polish State Club' (Klub des polnischen
Staatswesens), but it always remained unimportant. Thus although
the German civilian administration made repeated efforts to get
Poland treated differently from a conquered counuy-whatever the
demands of the military-and in spite of the re-opening of the Uni-
versity of Warsaw in November, rgr5 (a move on which Bethmann
Hollweg pinned a great hopes, as he did on his plan for a Flemish
university in Ghent), no effective pro-German movement ever came
into being in Poland.

During the same period the Foreign Ministry was trying to har-
ness the national feeling of the Tsar's non-Russian subjects in the
service of Germany's war aims through its creation, the 'League of
Russia's Foreign Peoples'.a It was also hoped that this agitation
might 'help conciliate certain influential circles in England and
America which were unfavourably disposed towards Russia'.

I Id.,pp. 146f. '? Ibid.
'Id.,pp.rBoff.;seealsoWernerBasler,DculschlandsAnncxionspolitikinPolcnund

im Baltikum, tgt4-tgrB (Berlin, r96z), pp. r37 ff.
a The groups represented on March 3 were Jews, Mohammedans, Georgians,

Poles, Baltic Cermans, Finns, Ukrainians. White Russians, Lithuanians, Letts,
Estonians and Rumanians were represented at later meetings.
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Germany's eastern policy was in reality aimed at direct annexa-
tions and the estab-lishment of vassal states, but the Chancellor used
the 'liberation' theme of the League to disguise it with trimmings of
idealism in his Reichstag speech of April 5, 1916. There had been a
debate on peace aims in the British House of Commons on February
23, and Asquith had sharply attacked Bethmann Hollweg for cer-
tain of his pronouncements, especially on Belgium. He had demand-
ed the complete restoration of Belgium, adequate security for
France against attack, and the safeguarding of the rights of the
smaller nationalities.of Europe and the destruction of the 'military
domination' of Prussia. Answering Asquith on April 5, when Serbia
had been crushed, the Western Powers' enterprise in the Dardanelles
had failed, Russian and Italian offensives had been halted and the

assault on Verdun was promising to develop favourably, Bethmann
Hollweg for the first time named names, where in December, t9t5,
he had confined himself to vague allusions: Belgium, Courland,
Poland and Lithuania. Invoking the principle of nationality, to
which Asquith himself had appealed, he declared that Germany
would not voluntarily consent 'to hand back to the rule{rf reaction-

4ry-BarSSia those peoples living between the Baltic ;ndJF-e Volhy-
rii-an marshes-Poles, Lithuanians, Balts or Letts-liberated by her
or her allies.' He said also that Germany would not 'yield up the
lands occupied by her in the west, on which the blood of her people
has been spilled, without complete security for our future'. And in
his characteristically negative and circuitous way of describing his
own aims, he went on: 'We shall secure for ourselves effective
guarantees that Belgium doesi-.urot hecome an Anglo-French vassal

S-t4te, is no t buil t fplfiilitari ly and economical ly, i n to--an=Etlmfl-ce
-p-ost against Germany. Here, too, there is no status quo ante,'

Bethmann Hollweg further introduced an entirely new element
into the Belgian problem, in alluding publicly, for the first time, to
the Flemish policy initiated by him eighteen months earlier. He
said that Germany 'could not allow the long-repressed Flemish
people to be abandoned again to denationalisation (Verwelschung),

but would assure it a healthy development, appropriate to its rich
gifts, on the basis of its own native language and individuality'.

By comparison with the war aims of the Entente powers, which
were threatening Germany with 'annihilation, dismemberment of
the Reich' and the destruction of its military and economic power,
and whose motives were 'lust of conquest, lust of revenge, jealousy
of their competitors on the world market', Bethmann Hollweg re-
garded Germany's war aims, as formulated by himself, as moderate
and conducive to Peace.
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The German press, as exemplified by the Kreuqleitung and the
Vorusdrts, interpreted the Chancellor's speech as an avowal of de-
cided annexationism, something along the lines of the previous de-
mands of the six great Trade Associations, and the spokesmen for the
parties in the Reichstag debate, with the exception of Haase,l at
least endorsed his demands, especially in respect of Belgium (this
was the line taken by Stresemann, Spahn, von Payer and Count
Westarp). Even the main speaker for the Social Democrats, Scheide-
mann, approved the liberation of the Poles from the Tsarist yoke and
the encouragement of the Flemish, and regarded a return to the
sttttus quo as impossible.

That the Chancellor's speech was no mere propagandist attempt
to keep up war feeling among the German people but an expression
of his very real aims, was proved when the German-Austrian con-
versations were resumed later in the month. Burian had expressed
an urgent wish to meet Bethmann Hollweg again, and a few days
before the meeting he transmitted through Hohenlohe a re-state-
ment of Austria-H i.ms: an autonomous Polaqd, minus
flrontier rec in favour of Germany, but including the govern-
ment of Cholm and parts of Volhynia, and within-Lhe Austrian cus-
toms zone. He had modified this document in irfiruct[n-s Gifi6-the_=-4.

tier Strip'to Suwalki and to compensate herlelf in CouilEffiGrodno
and Vilna for her exclusion from Poland.2 Austria had thus again
put forward her claim to Poland in precise form; and thus now en-
countered German aims which were, on that very account, them-
selves formulated even more preciselv. and w@th
Austria's. 7
--If6i^"y's intentions had been to some extent 'veiled' in the

conversations of Nove_mber. tqr5, Bethmann Hollweg now con-
fronted Burian with a-naked statement of his claims in Poland,
which were closely bound up with all the other problems of Mittel-
europa and the east. Germany felt the re-orientation of her policy
to be so fundamental that when Burian's visit was announced, Beth-
mann Hollweg felt impelled to give the Emperor a detailed account
of the new ideas and to secure his monarch's backing (this was on
April ro). He passed in review the familiar three possible solutions:
(i) The Austro-Polish solution, subject to the cession of a 'Frontier Strip'

contiguous with Germany, and including Modlin (which would put
r }Iaase's group had split offfrom the Social Democrats in April, I9I6, to form

the Sozialistischc Arbeitsgemcinse[/. This constituted itself as the Independent
Socialist Party of Germany (Unabhiingige Sozialistisehe Partei Deutschlanls, U.S.P.D.)
in April, Igr 7.

2 Conze,op, cit.,p. r48,
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Warsaw within range of German guns). This solution, however,
seemd to him tantamount to a Fourth Partition of Foland, and would
have saddled Germany with two and a half million Poles and 'second-
rate'Jews.

(ii) A partition of Poland between Austria-Germany and Germany on the
basis of the frontiers of the zones of occupation, after which Germany
should set up a'Grand Duchv of Warsaw'.

(iii) The pla.r oi -akin!-?it5-ngress Poland into an autonomous unit in
safe dependence on Germany.

Bethmann far preferred (ii) or (iii), provided they could be com-
bined with a complete guarantee of the security of Germany's
eastern frontier, although he realised clearly that both would meet
very sharp opposition in Vienna, especially from the Emperor Franz
Joseph. 'P..hup.,' h. rui l lly,'-the-hloru{eid be softened if
we proposetl an Archduke as Prince of the new autonomous State',
and he suggested the Archduke Karl ltefan, who was thougtrt'to be
pro-German 'P "

The Emperor agreed to this programme, and on April r4-r5
Bethmann Hollweg expoundedn it to Burian, who had arrived in
Berlin. The Austrian heard him with extreme displeasure, and the
meeting, not unnaturally, ended in complete disagreement; and yet
Burian was perhaps not yet wholly aware of Germany's final inten-
tions, which were, as Jagow had told the Emperor, to establish an
autonomous Poland, including Galicia, under German suzerainty.
We know from Burian that Bethmann Hollweg put the case for the
German solution not only on grounds of military security, which
'naturally' required that 'the new buffer State should be completely
subject to the military authority of Germany', but primarily on eco-
nomic grounds, which necessitated the incorporation of the little
Polish state in the great German economic system. For the rest,
Burian interpreted Germany as intending that the state should be
'independent, under its own monarch, and enjoy full freedom of
national self-expression'. He reasoned that Bethmann Hollweg was
trying in this vvay to escape'the odium of an annexation of Poland',
for the age was no longer one for annexations, but one in which
smaller states had to nestle up against the great powers.

Germany, he thought, could not allow her ally to acquire rich
lalg$ and thus to emerge from the war strengthened, while @any
herself got gnly vgqg and uncertain 'safeguards' jq Pelgium anil-at
the best a frontier rectific-dli6fr-6f the Baltic in Lithuan-ia. Burian
indignantly rejected Bethmann Hollweg's demands and his argu-
ments in favour of them, above all his suggestion that these were no
annexations. He said that 'this militarily and economically fettered
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Poland, gripped in Germany's powerful fist, would soon be very
little different from direct German territory'. But above all, this solu-
tion would be intolerable for the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, be-
cause the Poles of the Monarchy would never forgive it 'for having
handed over the majority of their nation to the hated Prussianisa-
jjod, and their fear of Germanisation and of lasting partition iould
drive them into the arms of Russia as their only resort. He drew up a
balance sheet, contrasting Austria's 'frontier rectifications' at the
expense of the 'small and poor countries' of Serbia and Montenegro
with Germany's acquisitions in Courland and Lithuania (r47,ooo
square kilometres) and her domination of Poland (rz7,ooo square
kilometres), besides the political and economic advantages which
Germany rvas securing in Belgium. Bethmann Hollweg retorted (on
the second day) that Germany wanted to incorporate in the Reich
only the provinces of Suwalki, Courland and Kovno, with parts
of those of Grodno and Vilno, in all some 6o,ooo square kilometres
with about three million inhabitants, 'while the rest would, as far as

possible, be incorporated in the proposed buffer State'. If we include
the Polish 'Frontier Strip' of about 3o,ooo square kilometres (the
area of Alsace-Lorraine was onl| r4,ooo), this would have meant
direct annexations by Germarry of areas amounting to go,ooo square
kilometres with 5-6 million inhabitants, as much as the present Aus-
tria, while the rest of Poland, with about g5,ooo square kilometres
more, would come under indilect German rule; in all, an area of

Bethmann Ho had been and was fortified in his new attitude
by the views and actions of von Beseler, who was disquieted by the
failure of the negotiations between the allies-which would be es-

pecially dangerous in any peace negotiations-and wrote to the
Chancellor strongly urging the creation of what he called 'a Polish
national State', to include Austrian Galicia, in the closest association
with Germany, as 'a final settlement of conditions on the Eastern
March'. This state would have to be 'in the closest political, military
and economic association with the future Central European federa-
tion'.

Burian maintained his standpoint in an aide-mimoire ofJune 6, al-
though on June 3 Germany had made proposals to meet his objec-
tions, including the offer of the crown of the new Poland to the Arch-
duke Karl Stefan. Then the issue was decided by the collapse of the
Austrian front under the impact of Brusilov's offensive at the be-
ginning of June. Writing to Tschirschky on June rq, Jagow made
only brief reference to Germany's former objections to the Austro-
Polish solutionl Austria had been defeated again, again German
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blood had had to hold the front. 'The facts speak so plainly that even
Baron Burian will be unable to ignore them. We, however, must
drarv the consequences from them.'

While German public opinion had at first shown little interest in
the Polish question, u,hich it regarded rather as a Prussi4n conqE4,
now, as the Austriar.r ambassador observed, t ott tt.l6fra-ffid
the'industrialists' began to shorv'an ever-increasing interest . . , in
acquiring this land of rich resources' which appeared 'ever more
tempting and potentially profitable'. Similar interest was shown by
the Reich Interior Office and the Prussian econornic minisrries. Ger-
rnany's interest, wrote the ambassador, was always concentrated on
the economically most valuable parts of Congress Poland, Warsaw,
Lodz, Radom, Petrikom, Kielce, the Dombrowa basin, and if the
country were partitioned, Germany was certain to claim the indus-
trial areas and coalfields west of the Vistula; the recently mooted
idea of a condominium found little favour with the German public,
which in general was interested only in economic questions. What-
ever form the Polish state took, Germany meant to assure herself the
real domination over it by tariffs, provisions for unimpeded transit
of goods to Russia, measures securing for herself the supply of
Poland's raw materials, and the assimilation to her own systems of
the Polish railways and inland waterways 'under the exclusive hege-
mony of German capital'. Besides control over the railways, roads,
waterways and postal and telegraph services, the Germans hoped
to retain exclusive military control.

That the ambassador's observations exactly reflected Germany's
intentions before the April conversations, and still more so after them,
is proved by two instructions to Tschirschky, of May zg and June I9
respectively, both drafted by Jagow and signed by the Chancellor,
to the effect that the Polish question was to be kept a live issue, even
although the April conference had failed to bring a decision, and
that he was to press unyieldingly for the German solution. Rejecting
most categorically 'annexation by Austria', Jagow repeated the
familiar demands and arguments from his own, Bethmann Hollweg's
and Beseler's arsenals. He concluded by laying down that lvhen
Europe was re-shaped after the war, 'a situation must be created
lvhich, by all human calculation, assures our future'.

That this spacious political thinking was inspired far less by a wish

\ for peaceful co-existence with 'the Polish nation' than by a single-
I minded intention to recure Germany's po$'er-position against any

threat from Russia,f,emerges particularly clearly from Jagow's
second set of instructions. After Austria's latest defeat, he wrote, it
was impossible to leave the defence of Germany's eastern frontier in
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the hands of the Austrian state. Thus military and economic objec-
tives combined in the minds of Germany's leaders to make them
claim the whole of Poland-a mere means to an end-from their
allies.

All these long-term considerations were soon overshadowed by the
army question. The collapse of the Austrian front in July and the
near-exhaustion of Austria's human material caused both Conrad
and Falkenhayn to revert to the idea of drawing recruits from the
reservoir of Poland's hr4oa., masses. But Polish divisions could not
be raisedFnless Poland was made 'a State of some kind or other', as

Falkenhayn put it. Beseler saw this very clearly; he thought a regu-
lar army raised by compulsory service preferable to the enlistment
of volunteers, and hoped that the Austrians would make their zone

of occupation available for this. Germany was not able to realise this
aim immediately. Negotiations took place in Vienna on August I I
and r2,1 and Bethmann Hollweg was forced by Burian's opposition
to agree to a compromise which, at least nominally, constituted
'agreement by both parties that an independent Kingdom of Poland
should be established with a hereditary Monarchy and Constitu-
tional institutions'. An announcement to this effect 'was to be made
at the earliest possible moment by the two allied Monarchs, while the
constitution of the State itself would have to be reserved for a later
juncture, after the conclusion ofthe war'. In respect offoreign policy,
Poland was 'to be attached to the alliance of the two Empires . . .

own'. The sole conces-
sio-n to Geffi?ln7s wishes was that Burian promised to support the
principle that the control over and supreme command of the Polish
army should 'be unitary, and shall fall to Germany', while the con-
clusion of the necessary military convention with Poland should be

'conducted by the two Central Powers'. The two Empires were to
enjoy equal rights in the economic field, especially in respect of the
share capital in the future Polish railway company. Thus the supre-
macy of Germany was replaced by a sort of condominium, in which
Germany enjoyed a certain preference only in respect of the army.

r Erich Ludendorff, Ilrkunden der Obershn Hcereslcitung ilber ihrc Tittigkcit tgl6-
rgr8, 4th ed. (Berlin), pp. 298 ff. Writing to Andrian on August 24' Igr6,.Burian
emphasises strirngly that-'what was accepied was not the- German plan, which was
designed to bring Poland into complete dependence on Germany, but my. counter-
proflosal, whichlimed at ensuring the maximum_of independ_ence-for-the Polish
Staie'. Its sovereignty was 'in essence' to be unlimited, except by a_Military.Con-
vention to be conaluded with Germany and Austria. Germany, on the other hand,
wanted'to make Poland also completely dependent on her economically by includ-
ing her in the German customs district', against which Burian meant to insist on
thE creation of a separate Polish customs area and complete parity between Ger-
many and Austria zis-ri-uis Poland.
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In reality, however, the Vienna agreement was only a tactical con-
cession to Burian. Only a week later Bethmann Hollweg revealed his
real intentions on Poland to the Prussian Ministry of StatefAfter
allowance for a strategic frontier rectification [this was the 'flrontier
Strip'] Poland could be granted autonomy in the form of the closest
possible association, military,political and economic, of the future
Polish State with Germany.'/

The final fate of the future state would necessarily depend on the
development of the relationship between the two allies, and in fact
Germany secured for herself the preponderant influence in Poland
in May, r9r7.

OHL 3 Takes Over
A few days after Germany's bid to gain control of Poland had

suffered this check, the general situation changed. The Austrian
collapse, the failure of the peace feelers in the West, and reports of
internal difficulties and war-weariness in Russia (Stiirmer had
taken over the Ministry of Foreign Affairs from Sazonov on July 23,
and the Grand Duke Nicolai Nicolaievitch was rumoured to have
made a peace offer to Enver Pasha) decided Bethmann Hollweg

oft in the eastITTiE y, thought that
actions in east and west had ended in the

expected successes, 'Russia would get sick of going on with the war'
and 'Germany would be able to make a separate peace with her'.
He was anxious that this should not be impeded by the publication
of plans about Poland. He had now adopted completely Bethmann
Hollweg's old point of view: 'to tackle Russia militarily, so as to push
her out of the coalition, which would probably drag France after her,
and we should get a free h?nd againslE[gland.'

Two weeks earlier Bethmann Hollweg, after engaging in a regular
conspiracy against Falkenhayn,r had succeeded in getting the boy-
cott on the popular hero, Hindenburg, and his collaborator, Luden-
dorff, lifted and the supreme command on the eastern front trans-
ferred fufacto to them.

While, however, Bethmann Hollweg allied himself with the rising
stars of these two soldiers, the Emperor had continued to back
Falkenhayn, in whose sincere acceptance of the new 'Eastern ldea'
he believed; it was only Rumania's entry into the war, which had
caught Falkenhayn unprepared, that led to Falkenhayn's dismissal
and the transference of the supreme command of the armies in the

r K. H. Janssen, Dcr Wcchscl in dcr Obcrsten Hcercsleitung 1916, Vjh.f. ltgesch.,
r959, pp. 397 ff., especially pp. 36o ff.
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field to the General Officer Commanding in the East and his Chief
of General Staff.

With the appointment of Hindenburg and Ludendorff, and the
fading away once more of a separate peace owing to Rumania's
entry into the war, the question of raising Polish troops came up
again. On September 2 von Beseler struck a 'tactical alliance'r with
Hindenburg and Ludendorff, under which the soldiers persuaded
von Beseler to drop his plan for a military service law and a regular
army (which presupposed a state) and confine himself to voluntary
recruiting; they also demanded that Austria hand over her admini-
strative zone to Prussia-Germany as a precondition for the creation
of a Polish volunteer army. This the Chancellor failed to achieve.
On November 5 when, after much opposition within Germany,
especially Prussia, had been overcome, the MaIifelto of the two
Emperors at last appeared, it still proclaime4 the new Poland 'an
independent State' 'in association witE-?hffio Allied Powers'. As
the Poles had taken no active part in this act, and as the future con-
ditions of the state seemed quite uncertain-above all, 'the more
exact determination of its frontiers' was 'reserved'-the hopes that
the Proclamation would bring immediate results in the form of
Polish soldiers were disappointed; instead of three divisions, only

37o volunteers came in, 35o of themJews.
The mainte.nance+f,€erman#rwar aims had a part anges

in the army command.2 The operative dispositions taken by Falken-
hayn s'Efrffif,;, although he agreed witir the Emperor, hL was not
really prepared to seek a decision in the east; he wanted to continue
his tactics of wearing down the enemy by offensives in the west.
Bethmann Hollweg, on the other hand, shared the Emperor's view
that 'the decision lay in the east, more than ever'. Beside what the
army might effect, he also had certain hopes of the Stiirmer system,
and reported to the Emperor that the method recommended by him
of using non-official middlemen, Jews, etc., for peace sounding;s in
Petersburg had been regularly employed and should be continued.
He accordingly told the Ministry of State on August I9 that:
he was not in the fortunate position of being able to opt between east and
west, he had to take the first opportunity of splitting the Entente which
presented itself. He had tried every possible way to reach a separate peace
with Russia, but without success. Naturally, he would continue these
attempts to split the Entente.

His best hopes were of Russia, which, according to information
received from Stockholm, could not stand another winter campaign.

I Conze, op. cit., pp. 169 ff.
I 

Janssen, op. cit., pp. 365 ff.; he quotes Steglich, but comes to other conclusions.
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Hindenburg and Ludendorff were for Bethmann the Men of the
East, who would seek and enforce the decision there. In the Ru-
manian crisis the Hindenburg myth was the only way of stabilising
public opinion, without which no aim could be achieved, of appeas-
ing the masses and strengthening their will to hold out until an ac-
ceptable peace could be obtained. Furthermore, Bethmann Hollweg
could hope that the fall of Falkenhayn would restore the intimacy of
his own personal relations with the Emperor. The Zimmermann-
Ludendorffconnection helped to get the change made and provided
an early indication of the community of views between the Foreign
IMinistry and the new men at the head of the army.

They were one, above all, in the aim of advancing Germany's
power-position in east and west and in asserting her status as a world
power. Ludendorff's policy was harder in method, less elastic, more
inconsiderate and more imperious than that of Bethmann Hollweg,
Jagow and Zimmermann, of Helfferich or later of Kiihlmann, but
basically it did not differ so much as the accepted tradition has it
from Germany's intentions as they had been conceived in September,
r9r4. Colonel Hoffmann, his staffofficer, had an extraordinarily low
opinion of Hindenburg-'a wretched fellow, this great military
genius and idol of the people . . . no one in history ever became so

famous at the cost of so little intellectual and physical exertion'.r Yet
with his steady nerves, which never failed him except perhaps that
once, in March, r9r5 (when Germany was at her lowest), he was the
man to surmount every crisis unshaken, the indispensable man for
this war and for that other war which might perhaps soon follow,
however little understanding he might have of the statesmen's intri-
cate Mitteleuropa plans and of their devices for exercising indirect
control. L,udendor$ charged with energy, greedy for power but also
highly nervous, the technician of total war, represented a populist-
national, imperial, but always military way of thinking, to which he
subordinated all interest in economics or expansion. And neither of
them stood alone. Although Bethmann Hollweg talked in the Minis-
try of State of the masses who were ready to fight for their fatherland
but not for a programme of expansion, yet he himself stood for a pro-
gramme of expansion, which Erzberger had just conveyed to the
Pope as the German's government's moderate programme. It would
have been decisively rejected, as inadequate, had the Chancellor
announced it openly, by qn equally broad bourgeois mass and by
influential business circles.put neither the Chancellor nor the army
leaders ofthe north-east, bbund as they were by their repute, could
stand out against the feeling of the nation. fr SeeJanssen, op. cit.; p. 348 and p.366, n. r47. I
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THE OBJECTIVES
OF WAR AIMS POLICY, I

vAssAL STATES, A GERMANIC NORTH-EAST
AND ECONOMIC INTEGRATION

Ir the utterances, public and private, of the leaciing German states-
men are reviewed in chronological order, they show Germany's war
aims policy, in spite of its fluctuations and its dependence on the
military situation, to be essentially self-contained and consistent, and
this impression is confirmed if we examine Germany's plans
and political activities in the areas which were under her control and
werc early marked down for permanent incorporation in her power-
sphere.

Mitteleuropa as a New World Econornic Unit on a par
with Arnerica, Russia and the British Ernpire

In August, IaI4, when the waves of annexationism-the desire to
seize territory adjacent to Germany on any side-were running high,
Be.thmann Hollweg launched the idea of Mitteleurooa. The core of
thrs communrty was toffio-Hungarran cus-
toms union, to which the medium and small states of the continent
of Europe were to adhere. Bethmann Hollweg pursued his idea un-
deviatingly throughout his whole chancellorship, in the face of all
opposition from officialdom in the Reich and in Prussia, and also of
certain economic interests. Kiihlmann and Hertling followed it with
no less determination even after the progress of the war had ruled
out the possibility of including France in the west and the idea of a
'German Eastern Empire'was threatening to overshadow the idea of
Mitteleuropa.

The idea had been conceived before the war by Walther Rathe-
nau-lrnd Arthur von Gwinner. Bethmann Hollweg adoflted it. At the
E{ilning of September, r9r4, it was subjected tJdetailed examina-
tion by Delbriick, the Secretary of State in the Reich Interior Office,
and Johannes, head of the department of the Foreign Ministry in
charge of commercial policy.

Delbrtick wanted to take as th6 starting-point the attempts made
by Prussia and Austria in r833 to equalise their tariffs, and he found
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in the Austro-Prussian Commercial Treaty of r853 the model to be
followed in a re-statement of the economic relationship between
Germany and Austria. Unlike Caprivi's treaty of r89o-4 and
Biilow's of r 9o4-6, which were due to expire in r 9 r 6 and which were
based on the most favoured nation principle, the treaty of r853 estab-
lished a sort of tariff community between the ,lolluerein and Austria
which was protected against the rest of the world by differential
tariffs, while internally there were only low tariffs between the two
units. Delbrtck thought this the right solution of the prgblem. He
found no new ideas in Rathenau's proposals, except that$,athenau
wanted the far-reaching reorganisation of the economic rilationship
between Germany andpAustria-Hungary put through during the
war, in'a hand's turn',,&nd Delbriick thought this over-precipitate.
The Chancellor, howe'ier, in thanking Rathenau on September r4,
assured him that 'the matter was in hand'. Meanwhile, the Chan-
cellor had sent his September Programme to Delbrtick with instruc-
tions to prepare the ground for a Central European Economic Union
at first with Austria-Hunsarv. possiblv also with France. In his an-
swer to these instructions;dai;e ffi.."b.. r3, DelbEck defined his
idea of the future Continental Europe:

Where hitherto we have tried to protect our national production by high
duties and tariff treaties with all European States, in future the free play of
forces is to reign in most respects throughout the great arcafrom the Pyrenees
to Memel, from the Black Sea to the North Sea, ifrom the Mediterranean to the
Baltic. . . . The assumptions on which our economic policy formerly rested
no longer existl we are no longer fighting for the mastery in the internal
market but for masterlt in the uorld markel and it is only a Europe which forms
a single customs unit that can meet with sufficient power the over-mighty
productive resources of the transatlantic world; we ought to thank God that
the u'ar is causing us, and enabling us, to abandon an economic system
which is already beginning to pass the zenith ofits success.

The documents, which are numerous, show that Bethmann Holl-
weg's September Programme did not stand by itself. Besides Del-
briick's first commentary, the memorandum produced by Johannes
in September, rgr4, showed that numerous discussions on the prob-
lems involved took place in the following months. Johannes started
from the assumption, which most persons discussing the question
took as axiomatic, that Germanv would be d.jrrc+-eur of the British
m4rket, both metropolitan and ov.rseas, because Britain would go
ovFIo imperial p..f...rr... G.Igny must the.refore find u .rrb.i-
tute in Europe in the shape of an economicfunit)ominated by her-
self. While, however, this aim was dediiffiiEYn itself', there were
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serious arguments against it, which Johannes stressed strongly: first-
ly, German agriculture had to be considered-it would suffer if ex-
posed to unrestricted competition from Austria-Hungary; further-
more, industrial conditions had developed differently, and taken
different forms, in the two empires, and the backing of the curren-
cies was different. Johannes feared that Germany might lose through
the establishment of a free trade area, particularly since she was not
sure of securing the leadership in it. The question of the machinery
m-"ffint and Customs Federal Council-
the precedent of the German-Luxemburg union could not, he
thought, be applied between two great powers-appeared to him, as

it did later to the Prussian ministries in particular, the great obstacle
to a Mitteleuropal for in such a German-Austrian Customs Parlia-
ment Prussia might lose her preponderant influence. On top of all this
came the problem of getting the neutrals, especially the U.S.A., and
the enemystates, England, France and Russia, to agree to the Union.r

After the first discussions at General Headquarters between Beth-
mann Hollweg, Jagow and Delbrtick, Delbrtick took over all further
work on the subject. He agreed with the Chancellor's view that these

questions of 're-shaping of the economic conditions of Central Europe'
should be discussed in strict secrecy with the departmental ministries
concerned, the representatives ofbusiness being initiated as little and
as late as possible, Iest the 'great cause' be endangered by individual
interests. The conversations with the ministries began in the middle
of October. Belgium and Austria-Hungary were treated as being on
the same footing, and the object of including France was always kept
in mind.

The possible solutions to emerge were: (i) comolete customs union-
favoured by Bethmann Hollweg, Helfferich and Falkenhausen;
(ii) a Cust-oms- Federation with low internal tariffs but high protec-
tion against ot-Efcountries-supported chiefly by Delbriick; and
(iii) expansion of commerci4!-t"eaties and perhaps co-operation in
questions of commerciaT-policy-the course favoured by Schoene-
beck, Havenstein and Sydow and supported by the great majority of
the representatives of the Prussian departmental ministries. An over-
whelming majority of the leading personalities, including Schoene-
beck, rejected a Customs Union or Customs Federation on the
grounds that Germany, with her worldwide industrial connections,
would lose by being confined to the leadership of Europe (where her

r At the beginning of September, before the battle of the Marne, all the-weight
of the Mitteleuropa plans was in the west. France, too, was to be included in the
central European Customs Federation, Bethmann Hollweg long kept this possi-
bility in view; it was analysed and pursued as an objective in all top-level memor-
anda,
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industrial potential in any case ensured her predominance), since
the European markets could not adequately replace overseas markets
as outlets for German industry. But even the opponents of a customs
union agreed that after the war Germany would be facing an eco-
nomically unified world. Schoenebeck, however, hoped that if Ger-
many renounced the extension of her economic autonomy, America
for example would make a similar renunciation. They also argued
that it was ugylggbr-Ger:roe,ray to cqmmit he+set{.to Austria-Hun-
gary 'for Ufilt::r-se'; bui they w-e-rJentirely h-livo:6Fdf-ihe
unification of Europe, as Miiller of the Reich Interior Office put it,
'including Switzerland, the Netherlands, the Scandinavian States,
Belgium, France, even Spain and Portugal, and via Austria-Hun-
gary, also Rumania, Bulgaria and Turkey'. And here the 'Noes'
joined hands with the 'Ayes', whose final aim was the 'United
States of Europe' but who supported the union with Austria-Hun-
gary as a first step. Among the principal points put forward was the
probability of an economic conflict with the world powers after the
war. Lusensky,r a director in the Prussian Ministry for Trade and
Industry, argued that the advantage of the customs union of the
European states lay in the unification ois-d-uet the outer world of
states 'whose individual trade potentialities are growing ever more
unfavourable by comparison with the great world economic areas
(the U.S.A., the British Empire, Russia) in a global organisation on
a par with the others.' Similarly von Falkenhausen, representing the
Ministry of Agriculture, State Lands and Forestries, regarded the
aim and task of German commercial policy as being:

To match the great, closed economic bodies of the United States, the
British and the Russian Empires with an equally solid economic bloc repre-
senting all European States, or at least those ofcentral Europe, under Ger-
man leadership, with the twofold purpose: (r) of assuring the members of
this whole, and particularly Germany, the mastery of the European market,
and (c) of being able to lead the entire economic strength of allied Europe
into the field, as a unified force, in the struggle with those world powers over
the conditions of the admission of each to the markets of the others.

Even Delbriick, who on the tariff question favoured the middle
line of a Customs Federation, regarded Mitteleuropa as a sort of
compensation for the expected loss of overseas markets, and conclud-
ed: 'the unrestricted opening of the Austro-Hungarian economic
territory will then undoubtedly be of great advantage to our indus-
try'. He went still further:'The Central European States can only
count for anything against the three established World Powers if they

I Lusinsky had worked under Caprivi on the German-Austrian negotiations in
r8go.
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can face the struggle no longer separated but united by firm eco-

nomic and institutional [sic] ties.'
His assistant, von Schoenebeck, wrote:

Difficulties of procedure should not make us forget the'great final aim'of
creating a great central European economic unit to enable us to hold our
place in the economic struggle for existence ofthe peoples and to save us from

ii"kirg into economic impotence against the ever-increasing solidarity and
poweiof the economic World Powers, Great Britain with her colonies, the

United States, Russia, andJapan with China.

The supporters of a Customs Federation-who appealed to the

example of Chamberlain's i8ffifffip91ial preference - hoped 
_fu 

r-
ther'io reduce the political differences rfu-hE t of Eur-
ope to to creation of common eco-

nomic interests'.tfhe il6Uates on the economic arguments for a customs union and

the almost unanimous rejection of the idea by the planners in the
ministries caused Bethmann Hollweg to give formal orders to Jagow
and Delbriick on February II, I9I5, to submit as soon as possible

definite proposals for the organisation of a Customs Federation' The
Reich and Prussian ministries still proved unable to agree on aims

and. organisation, and Delbr[ck himself rePorted that no decision

would err.r cor.r. out of debates in committee: it would have to be

taken by'the statesman responsible'.
In spite of the rejection by the overwhelming majority of-the

ministries of his plan for 'the elimination of customs barriers in Cen-

tral Europe',.ttd i., spite of the objections of a number of organisa-

tionsrepiesentingbusinessinterests,Bet@.to
drop-bisJ,itreleuropa. Although only Helfferich, of the Secretaries

of*State, supported him, he held to his idea and to his aim of Sep-

tember, rgif, of at least trying to achieve, as a first step,'uniform
minimumlaiitrr fo. the whole economic area against the products of
other countries and low preferential tariffs for trade between its

members'. He insisted that the plan should be continuously studied

and perfected at home, and he pressed on Austria-Hungary catl-
tiously, but tenaciously and purposefully.

What were the motives and intentions which made this allegedly
irresolute man pursue his plan with such unwavering fixity? As in
September, I9rl, to now his decision was again determined by an

essentiallv--poiitical vision. He dreamed of imposing the Customs

F.deratro E-fiGia-Hungary (or other stites) on France and

Russia when peace was concluded with them, even at the risk of a
tariff war ythlryi.a. The union, so he thoigh-t]-hfr[-i5-te,
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because witbqrrLAustria-Hungary Germany would be uga$e to hold
her own in Europe and the world; unless she possessed this link, un-
less she could build up a central European bloc, Germany would be-
come dependent on Britain (America) or Russia and would be un-
able to maintain herself as an independent power. The threefold
link, militaSg-political-and-eeeaonts, was the means of saving the
intQfi lplAustria-Hungary;further,theeconomicpenE-trationand
the relationshEps established thereby were the guarantee that, should
Aus t ri a- H ungArydisintegrate, Ggpar#s.infergsts in the successor
states wotfflbe safeguarded and organic links between them and
Germany maintaiiE[.-Iinally, this economic-military penetration
was also a cultural mission, like'the hallmark'of a'World People'.

The old Reich still lives on today. All South-Eastern Europe is a cultural
colony stretched before our doors. . . . The task of policy is to make room-
including physical room-for German values. The strongest protection for
England is not her fleet, but the cultural cohesion represented by the Anglo-
Saxon world. Our task is to create a similar cultural cohesion.

The diftr_en9-9s-gvgr.the l{itteleuropa question were threshed ogt
once asain between the"h"ncellEiTind the ministries in Tune. ror <-

*i.r. n*.1ffi ffi r,, ppo rt.-dtli. dniffi
In the great state conferences of the autumn and winter of rgr5,
which were attended by all the leading heads of departments of the
Reich and Prussia, the decision for or against a Customs Federation
with Austria was no longer debated ; only the tactics of the approach
to Austria. The proper purpose of these conferences was to regulate
the Polish question; but the extension of the customs union to Scan-
dinavia, Switzerland, the Balkans and France was also discussed,
and the aim of an aUtarchic economic territory of 'Germany' re-
affirmed. Helfferich agfurred his attitude on the .r'-,itorn,
union in a memorandum submitted after the conference: 'The Cus-
toms Federation must aim at arySlSamat;4g [author's italics] the
whole territory of the Contracting Parties into an ecorLomic unity.'

Helfferich thought the se curity oia long-term allianc. .$;Atfi--
portant; Germany needed'to give German industry decades of occu-
pation in Austria-Hungary . . . to set German capital working there'.

Thus prepared, Berlin in November, rgr5, proposed to the Aus-
trians a Customs Federation with mutual tariff preference which
would not be enjoyed by third states unless they adhered to the Fed-
eration. The Federation was to receive international recognition
under the peace treaty. Special value was attached to the establish-
mentof efficient raly.q.{atmcrarithRu$iia (Poland) and the east (the
Balkans) and to linking up the navigable waterways; these proposals
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were governed by plans elaborated by Breitenbach, the Prussian
Minister of Public Works, for 'a direct German-Austro-Hungarian-
Bulgarian railway connection' and for taking over the Polish rail-
ways. 'Heavy political weapons and the whole weight of the Reich's
authority in the world' were-as Delbriick had demanded as the pre-

conditions of any agreement on tariffs-brought to bear on Austria
to make her accept the objects of Mitteleuropa in the solution of the
Austro-Polish question. On this point also Germany was trying to
create afait accompli which even an international Peace Conference
would be unable to undo. Bethmann Hollweg's anxiety to reinforce
the German-Austrian military and political alliance then under dis-
cussion with a customs union appears clearly in the convcrsations
which he now held with the Secretaries of State (Naumann, Basser-

mann, Schiffer, and Roland Liicke, the Director of the Deutsche
Bank, were invited to attend these meetings, but were given only a
broad outline of what was going on, and were not consulted)'

At the end of November Germany's aims were finally formulated
in a set offin-nciples foi the negotiation ol'the Customs Federation
with Austria-Hungary' ;

The economic-political unification of Germany with Austria-Hungary is

a political necessity. . . . The negotiations are thus to be carried on, without
prejudice to any reservation imposed by tactical necessity, with the firm
determination to reach an agreement which fulfils the political objectiae in as

complete a form as possible.

The agenda for the negotiations, which opened in llzhurg, was

to cover: mutual grant of prefererltial tarilIs (three-quarters of th€
minimum tariff) while most favoured nation, normal or even puni-
tive tariffs were to be imposed on neutrals; no commercial-political
activities to be undertaken with-ou-t G-g1ry414! c-o-ns-ent; the 'Prin-
ciples' specifically name)d-the Balkan states, Turkey, Scandinavia,
Belgium, Hollahd, Poland and also France as part of the free trade
area. Getting the desired preferential tariffs imposed in the free trade
area dominated by Germany was, the 'PrlrcipleslSaful-li1gp[ a
question ofagyqBr" 'If,' they concluded, 'we f;ail now to secure the

rhi*mfy-m-economic-political unihcation of central Europe,
the opportunity will not recur for generations.'

In Novqnber, IgI5, the German government sent a delegation
to Vienna, hEdEf6fRichter, Under-secretary of State in the Reich
Interior Office, and Tschirschky, to clarify the general bases of the
eco ions. The further progress of
the Mitteleuropa plan was, however, always dependent on the Polish
problem. Deadlocks between Berlin and Yienna over the Polish
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question always resulted in similar deadlocks in the Mitteleuropa
negotiations.

By the end of r9r6, thanks largely to a renewal of internal friction
on the subject, not only had the Germans achieved nothing positive
in this field, but Naumann's agitation had evoked lively reactions
from the Entente. The Paris Economic_Qql&gce gave the answer
to the threatened exclusiffi;fBiitain, Ffr-ce ana Russia from the
central European market. If the Central Powers carried through
their economic unification at the expense of the commercial inter-
ests of other states, the Entente powers would carry on hostilities in
the shape of a trade and taglElgar-even_After the conclusion of peace.
This worldwide opposition presented Germany wilEThaehofcreither
of renouncins MiltetreuroDa or of pressins it forward in all serious-
ness. BEffififin Hollw{and his su@arter
course, although in the internal negotiations the dangers to Ger-
many's world trade were never forgotten, and efforts were conse-
quently made to meet reactions by giving the central European eco-
nomic alliance a certain elasticity ofform.

Milteleuropa, in the form of a purely economic arrangement, but

-
one so dE5igned as to combine the efficacy of a customs union with
the less conspicuous organisation of a customs treaty without institu-
tional superstructure, had become a German war aim, and it held that
place until th-e summer of r 9 r 8. The construction of an economic unit
on the btfii-6Fe?ffi-ifiiernal tariffs, protected against competi-
tion from outside by most f;avoured nation clause as the maximum
concession, would have enabled the German economic poten-
tial to dominate Europe wit -
tionffi ettriii;-ii6tlweg,rte-lffi iictrai-atne.ro-rdsnT['ililry
sawJlTis clearly, and tried constantly to effect it, and they were soon
joined by the Old Prussians when Prussia's influence was assured by
by the substitution of a Federation for a Union. Lentze, the Prussian
Minister of Finance, revised his earlier standpoint and described the
Customs Federation as the great aim of German policy.

If [he wrote] the negotiations are carried on in no petty spirit, but gener-
ously, keeping the national (aiilkisch) and, political aims in view and without
shrinking from momentary sacrifices, the Customs Federation can be
achieved before the opening of the peace negotiations. The demand of the
hour, which may be the hour of destiny, is that the Customs Federation
come into being, and that it do so quickly.l

Roedern, Secretary of State in the Reich Treasury, who at 6.rst
had regarded both a customs union and a customs federation as

Jumps in the dark', underwent a similar conversion.
r Author's italics.
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LONGWY-BRIEY AIM OF HEAVY INDUSTRY

Longwy-Briey, the Prirne Airn of Gerrnan
Heavy Industry

As we have seen, Bethmann Hollweg's September Programme laid
down as a war aim (in the interest of 'security for the German
Reich') that 'FrQncesust be so weakened that she never again re-
covers as a great-power', and to this end the Chancellor wanted a
substantial war indemnity, a commercial treaty which should secure
the French market for Germany's exports and exclude British com-
merce, perhaps some strategic frontier rectifications, and 'in any
case' the cession of the ore-field of Longwy-Briey'as necessary for the
supplies to our industry'.

The centre of the French iron-mining industry was taken in Au-
gust, rgr4, and a civilian administration for it set up under the
Governor of Metz. The mines themselves were Put under a special
'Imperial Protective Administration', with an industrial'adviser',
which organised the resumption of production. At the end of I9I6
the civilian adninistration was militarised, and placed directly under
the Supreme Army Command.

Even during the war it was often asserted that it was only the un-
interrupted exploitation of these mines that had enabled Germany
to meet the demand for arms and munitions-which was far higher
than had been anticipated-and carry on the war. This is probably
no exaggeration. The view in Germany was that in this particular
respect, and in general, the possession or non-possession ofthese ore
deposits, the richest in Europe outside Sweden, was decisive for the
power-potential in iron and steel, and consequently, in an industrial
age, also for the real political and military Power on the continent
ofEurope.

A glance at the innumerable memoranda, appreciations, statistics
and research papers prepared by the German ministries, particu-
larly the Ministry of the Interior (in obedience to Bethmann Holl-
weg's orders to Delbriick of August 26, l9l4), or presented to the
government, or compiled at its behest, by the experts of Germany's
heavy and mining industries (the documentation would fill several
volumes) gives the following picture: Germany's total reserves of iron
ore in r9r4 amounted to 2,3oo million tons, of which r1777 million
were in the minette areas of German Luxemburg, the rest being in
the Siegerland, the district of Lahn-Dill and Peine-Salzgitter.r The

r Given a maximum annual production of 4o million tons, the Gerlnan-
Lorraine and Luxemburg district would have a life of45 years, the Siegerland ole
of 4z years, with a proiiuction of z'7 million tons, Lahn-Dill and Peine would
last-foi 56 and 135 yiars respectively; but their production was relatively insignifi-
cant,
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total iron ore reserves of France, on the other hand, were reckoned
at 8,eoo million tons; in other words, three times as large as Ger-
many's. Of these,4,7zz million tons were in Normandy, but only a
'minute' part of these enormous deposits was being worked.r The
German memoranda maintained that the ironfields of Normandy
could 'with the utmost ease' be made to produce as much as the
French minette districts. The total reserves of Longwy-Briey were
put at 2,775 million tons of high-quality ore,2 2,ooo millions of them
in the minette basin of Briey alone. While the figures of the reserves
seemed to indicate that France. could cover her needs by more ex-
tensive exploitation of the Normandy ironfields, the production
figures for r9r3 showed that the loss of Longwy-Briey would have
brought French industry to a standstill for years. Br per cent of
France's total production came from Longwy-Briey. Possession of
this area would have doubled Germany's reserves. In rgr4 it had
been calculated that Germany's reserves would last her another
forty-five years, on a regular maximum production of 4o millions a
year, most of this coming from Luxemburg and German Luxemburg;
with Longwy-Briey Germany could have covered her needs for
ninety years.s

What the loss of Longwy-Briey would mean to France and the
gain of it to Germany is put best in the extremely thorough report
by Geheimrat Dr. Schoenebeck, of the Reich Interior Office. After
an elaborate analysis of reserves, production, proportion exported,
German participation and concessions, he concluded that the iron
industry of France would sink into insignificance if it lost French
Lorraine. 'The cession of French Lorraine would be almost tanta-
mount to the end of France's large-scale iron industry. For Germany,
on the other hand, the acquisition of this area would be of incal-
culable importance.'

If, then, the area was not annexed-which would be'the only
satisfactory solution'-it was of absolutely fundamental importance
for the further development and even the existence of Germany's

r 16z,ooo tons in rgoz,4gg,ooo in rgro and 619,ooo in rgr r. The French econo-
mist Barrds estimates that France possesses one-third of the world's whole reserves
(7,ooo million tons out of 22,ooo millions).

2 The total French production had risen from z.3l million tons in rBB5 to 7.4
millions in r9o5, 14.6r in rg19, 16.o in rgr r, 18.84 in rgrz and zr.7r in rgr3. The
corresponding figures for Longwy-Briey are: IBB5, r.or; rgo5, 4.68; rgro, I r.to;
tgtt, t2.77; rgr2, r5.or; rgr3, r7.58 million tons.

3 Another memorandum writes: 'At least nine-tenths of all France's present
production of ore would be taken, and although there may still be some deposits in
Normandy and Britanny, they are . . . very little known or exploited.' Only r3.z
millions of France's total production of zt.7 million tons was consumed by herself,
Germany, on the other hand, needed to import r r million tons (7.5 millions, or
6o per cent from Sweden and 3 millions, or z8 per cent from France),
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Jh minette ore.
rn the two decades before the war German capital and German

,cnterprise had, in spite of French legislative restrictions, gained a

firm footing in both Longwy-Briey and Normandy, as they had in
Luxemburg and, on a smaller scale, in Belgium. German capital had
acquired control of about one-eighth of the mines and supplies, partly
through direct concessions (licences to ProsPect), partly through
participation in French concessions.r Counting Belgian concessions,
Germany, after the occupation of Belgium, dominated one-sixth of
the mining area.

As soon as war broke out, the associations of German heavy in-
dustry brought all possible pressure to bear for the acquisition ofthe
area. Petition after petition to the governments of the Reich and
Prussia asked for the annexation of Longwy-Briey, or at least, eco-
nomic control over it. Bethmann Hollweg always kept this aim in
view, and he was justified in protesting in November, r9r6, when the
Steelmakers' Association alleged that he was trying to conclude
peace with France at any price, even the price of renouncing
Longwy-Briey. In a personal letter to Kirdorf, the Director of the
Gelsenkirchener Bergwerke, he emphasised the particular consis-

tency of his policy in respect of France and Longwy-Briey. It was

no different after his fall, under Michaelis and Hertling, and when
at the end of r9r 7 Michaelis seemed for one moment to be wavering
and to be seeking a settlement with the West, however vague, at the
expense of Longwy-Briey and Belgium, the spokesmen of the in-
dustry assured him that they were prepared to carry on the war for
another ten years for Longwy-Briey.2

The conviction that the economic of Ger-
many was bound up with the posiEGi-on-of this area is reflected in an
early remark by August Thyssen-lEll 'incorporation of the Briey
basin would raise the iron ore production of Greater Germany to
6r.4 million tons', which would exceed America's 56 million. The
production of the Belgian and French works, added to the German,
would increase the lead over England and America. And he con-
cluded: 'It would therefore be only a question of a little time before
Germany caught up with and passed America; and this would en-

sure Germany's world domination on the iron market.'

1 One-thirtieth of the minette area, rut then known, was wholly German-owned,
and one-thirteenth partially.

2 The meeting took place in the train bct\ /een Cologne and Aachen on August
29, t gr 7. The speaker was Viigler'
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Following up his September Programme, ;.'",,,.Ii'fl
October t8, t9t4, instructed Zimmermann and Delbrtick,
closest collaborators, who had stopped behind in Berlin anr
over the key positions there, 'to find forms'which would mak
sible Germany's economic penetration of Belgium and securc
control of the coast, fortresses and transport system against the even-
tuality of further wars without'burdening' the Reich with the politi-
cal executive. Belgium was to be 'restored' in form as a 'tributary
state', 'but de facto to be at Germany's disposal in both military and
economic respects'.

Delbriick's and Zimmermann's answer, which was published in
r9z9,r saw the technical method of achieving Germany's aim in the
command of the Belg,ian coast, the Belgian fortresses and the trans-
port system. Further]ffim should k"e.ilffi.my of her own, but
'only a local police force', but for economic reasons, since the ab-
sence of compulsory service would give Belgium an advantage over
Germany in respect of labour supply, a Military Convention should

.be concluded between Prussia and Belgium and a Belgian army or-
ganised on the German model and '. . . trained in German garri-
sons'. Delbriick and Zimmermann regarded this last device as par-
ticularly well calculated to bring about 'a gradual Germanisation of
the Belgian people'. They thought, however, that this military con-
trol 'absolutely necessitated imposing certain limitations on the
sovereignty of Belgium'. The German garrisons must be under their
own jurisdiction, Belgium 'must not be allowed to conduct any
foreign policy' and should accordingly maintain no missions of her
own at foreign courts and no consular representatives of her own,
nor conduct her own colonial policy; she must transfer her repre-
sentation abroad to the Reich. The protectorate over the Congo
state should be explicitly transferred to the Reich. The Reich would
have to possess a general veto over domestic legislation and admini-
strative enactments. The 'association' was to be not only military
and administrative, but also economic. The best way 'to open up
new markets for German industry in this rich country, with its many
potentialities', was to include Belgium in the German Customs As-
sociation (on the model of Luxemburg) and to introduce 'the cur-
rent German legislation and indirect taxation'. The proposed estab-
lishment of Germany's economic preponderance could, however, be
made secure only by suitable dispositions in the field of transport,
and the author's last and most important recommendation was

I Volkmann, lnnexionsfragcn,pp. rg7 ff.
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BELGIUIVI: A TRIBUTARY STATE IN THE WEST
therefore that Belgium's transport system should be linked with Ger-
many's 'as completely as possible' by attaching the Belgian railway
system to the German on the Prusso-Hessian model. Similarly, the
Belgian inland waterways could be linked up with the German.
Transport tariffs must be assimilated to the German model. Belgium
could further be linked to Germany by a monetary union, must
leave the Latin Currency Union, introduce the mark and conclude
with Germany a uniform system of banking clearances. But the
Secretaries of State strongly warned the Chancellor against
'limitations on Belgium's sovereignty' so far-reaching as to lead to
a refusal to accept them and to revolts obliging the German
garrisons to take action. This would result in intervention by other
powers and consequently in a 'revision of Belgium's international
status'.

In spite of this final warning, Bethmann Hollweg was not to be
deterred from his fundamental idea of establishing military and eco-
nomic control over Belgium. His policy was endorsed by the mili-
tary, the heads of the Reich ministries, and also the heads of the
Government-General. In March, rgr5, the new Governor-General,
von Bissing, circularized all offices under him with a questionnaire
on economic conditions in Belgium and its relation to Germany'in
order to be able to advance the interests of Germany alone . . . with
the greatest possible ruthlessness and with no unworthy lenience . . .

and to lay the foundations for the future conclusion of peace'. He
was primarily concerned 'to use Belgium in one way or another for
the expansion of Germany's power', and to see that officials and en-
trepreneurs in Germany or German services in Belgium do not get
the idea that this 'use is only a temporary, wartime thing. On the
contrary, the population must be trained to respect order and dis-
cipline [sic] and be brought nearer to Germandom' by the strict rule
of a self-administration adapted to German conditions. By these
means Bq{giuuqcould be made into 'a segv:iceable outpost for Ger-
many's strength and power'. .-1

In contrast to Bethmann Hollweg's idea of recognising Belgium
at least as a 'tributary state', von Ei$ing would not allow Belgium
even the remnant of sovereignfy left to her by Zimmermann and
Delbri.ick. Belgium was not to have even a shadow of sovereignty;
Germany must not regard the assumption of rule over her as a bur-
den, but as a sacred duty. He, too, however, wanted 'association',
not annexation, for annexation would in the long run raise social and
internal political problems in Germany. But Germany should not
only be given the right to erect fortresses anywhere in Belgium, and
to construct strategic railways whenever she pleased, but should also
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secure her rule over Belgium by strict laws on the press and the rights
of association and assembly.

In the course oL IgI5Jhe policy of in4irect rule gained-the-upg:r
hand over that of6nnElation. In the midillEtt-The year a conference
in the-Imperial Chancellery between Bethmann Hollweg, Delbriick,
Breitenbach, Sydow, Helfferich and Heinfi ch-me IJnder-Secretary
of State, again sketched out the 'Belgian programme', together with
the Russian frontier (Vistula-San-Dniester with Lemberg). Accord-
ing to Heinrich's notes, the ministers and secretaries of state agreed
thit it was not yet possible to lay down a.definitive programme for
Belgium. They agreed, however, that Belgium must be'*?dg-halm-
less-arnd in any case, ecogonicalll-dependent'. Delbriick recalled
(-lr" f.*ili.t aims of economic penetration. Again, it was Bethmann
Hollweg who pressed for a forward policy. He judged the questions
of tariff regulation and of control over the railways and waterways,
as demanded by Breitenbach, entirely from the angle of a customs

association. 'What do we need . . . to effect the customs association?'
Helfferich, representing finance, replied: monetary union and a cus'
toms union supported by control over the railways. This was the only
way of establishing'the expansion of our economy over the territory
of Belgium without assuming political authority' and of 'developing
our economic bastion'-of course against Britain and France. 'Hatred
of Germany,' he went on, 'is still alive in Belgium . . . so there is

much resistance to amalgamation.'r To overcome this he suggested

(he had, of course, been a private business man) 'glefting oume]ves
on to
duil-ria , etc., . . . via the war indemnitY'.

d commerce throueh transference of in-

A central question raised by the Minister for Public Works, not
for the first time, was the organisation of the port of Antwerp and its

approaches. On December 6, Igt4, the minister had discussed with
Btihmann Hollweg the plan to link the Rhine with AntwerP by a
canal. On December Iz the technical, economic and political aspects

of the plan had been discussed in a conference of departmental
ministers. Three lines had been considered: the Kreefeld plan, to run
through the northern part of the Dutch province of Limburg, the
Mdnchengladbach through its southern half, and the Aachen. A
connection with Antwerp by water would have given Germany an

outlet to the Atlantic-and the shortest route to it at that-which
would have made her independent of Dutch Rotterdam. But the idea
raisedthequestionwhetheffi_Hamburgwouldnotsuffer,

r The same phrase of an 'economic bastion' was used by Bethmann Hgllweg,
Delbriick and Helfferich in relation to the affiliation of Austria-Hungary, Poland
and south-eastern EuroPe.
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and also Rotterdam (Holland's consent was necessary fior the con-
struction of the canal). The numerous discussions on the construc-
tion of a Rhine-Scheldt canal and the attachment of Antwerp to the
Reich were carried farthest at a meeting on June r 5. The threat to
Hamburg and Bremen was dismissed with the reply that those two
ports could in any case never handle the exports of south Germany,
for which Antwerp was the natural outlet. Breitenbach, and follow-
ing him, Helfferich and Delbrtick, accepted Ballin's idea of a 'Ger-
man-Belgian Company' as the best solution of the problem, and this
idea of a joint administration of the port, combined with some new
arrangement for the future status of Antwerp-perhaps as a Free
City-remained a basic element in Germany's Belgian policy down
to r9I8: Antwerp was to be expanded into'the first and dominating
port of Mitteleuropa'.1

The central question discussed by the departmental ministries in
the middle of r9r5 was the proposed customs union. Special en-
quiries were necessitated by the proposals to partition Belgium into
Flanders and Wallonia. In the first of these proposals Wallonia was
to be incorporated in the French customs area and Flanders in the
German. The way in which Germany's interests were secured under
this solution again shows Germany's anxiety for her own power, and
also, how closely the Belgian problem was interwoven with Mittel-
europa. The Reich Interior Office demanded that if Wallonia went
to France, France should be required to enter a customs association
with Germany and also to provide securities assuring the German
iron industry all the supplies it needed of French minette ores. The
purpose of the Franco-German customs association was partly to
give the commercial policy of the customs union more weight against
Britain and America, partly to create a more differentiated eco-
nomic unit.

As on the central European customs union, so over the Belgian
question, the views of the economic experts differed widely: eco-
nomic harm was balanced against advantage in the field of commer-
cial policy. Political considerations and communications spoke in
favour of a customs union with Belgium under German control; the
ministries wrote that 'a customs union with Belgium must bring ad-
vantage to the whole of our industry through the closer connection
between the systems of communication which will necessarily come
about as result of the unification of the customs and economic area'.
It proved possible, with the help of the 'Economic Committee', to

r The confessed purpose was the economic annihilation of Belgium's independ-
ence by depriving her of her railway sovereignty. The postal services, customs and
banks were also to be German.
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reconcile the different aims, both of the state and of private interests.
Meanwhile, the preparations for the currency union were being

carried on. In the summer of r9r5 the Reich Treasury, with the
Reichsbank and the Prussian Ministry of Finance, assisted by the
Foreign Ministry and the Reich Interior Office, completed prepara-
tions for introducing the mark into Belgium on the basis of a report
prepared by von Lumm, formerly Director of the Reichsbank and
now Director of the Banking Department in the General government,
and Somary, an expert from that department. This report made
thorough and comprehensive provision for the absorption and assimi-
lation of the Belgian capital market, both state and private. Helfferich
held the currency union to be the real key to economic penetration,
and used all his influence to push it through as 'fundament-
ally desirable and conducive to Germany's interests'. Associated
therewith were the efforts of the Reichsbank to establish itself in
Belgium as the Bank of Issue, to set up branches there even during
the war, and to establish control over the Belgian capital market by
using them as clearing houses. As late asJuly, I9r8, Helfferich, who
was then co-ordinating the proposed peace conditions for the west,
was urging most strongly the establishment of a customs and cur-
rency union between Germany and Belgium.

After these extensive preparations, it proved possible, in Sep-
tember, rgr5, to draw up the draft of a'Treaty on the adhesion of
Belgium to the German-Luxemburg customs association'. The draft
had been agreed with representatives of heavy industry, who met
Geheimrat von Schoenebeck, representing the Reich Interior Office,
in the Park Hotel, Dtisseldorf, on August 4. The wishes and pro-
posals of the 'North-Western Group of the German Iron and Stee
Association' were considered by the ministries at a meeting on
August 27, and.accepted.

Other associations, the 'Association for the Maintenance of Com-
mon Economic Interests in the Rhineland and Westphalia' (the
'Langnamuereiz'), the 'Association for Mining Interests in the Upper
Nlining District of Dortmund-Essen-Ruhr' and the Chambers of
Commerce of the Lower Rhine and Westphalian industrial districts
advocated the same aims in what appeared to be harder terms, but in
reality went little beyond the government's own Belgian policy. A
combined meeting was held, again in Diisseldorll on November ze
to discuss proposals for attaching Belgium to Germany. On Novem-
bsr e5 a memorandum was submitted to the Chancellor which
stated: 'When the war has been won, the attachment of Belgium to
Germany is an ineluctable necessity, both for the military security of
our frontiers, and for the increase of our maritime weight.'
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In what constitutional form the attachment was to be effected was

treated as a subject for later consideration. The following conditions
must, however, be fulfilled:

(i) Belgian production must be made to carry the same social charges as
are borne by German production.

(ii) All communications (railways, waterways, posts, telegraphs, cables)
must come into the ownership of the German Reich, or under its direct
and effective control.
Belgian industry must be brought under German influence or into
German ownership.
The German currency and monetary units must be introduced into
Belgium.

(v) Belgian law to be adapted to German, with full allowance for the
maintenance, for a period, of a state of emergency in the interests of
security.

(vi) To balance the attachment, and for further security, the attachment of
other foreign areas is to be considered, to serve:
(a) the supply ofindustrial raw materials (iron ore, colonial products) -

[Meaning Longwy-Briey and the Congo.-Author],
(6) the production ofa considerable surplus offoodstuffs;
(c) enlarged markets for industrial products;
(d) covering of requirements of foreign labour, which will inevitably

constitute a more difficult problem in the future.
(vii) Belgium must be attached to the German customs area. There must,

however, be a transitional stage, the extent and duration of which
depends on a list of commodities to be drawn up in consultation with
the industrial, commercial and shipping interests concerned. When
this last demand is carried through, the German trade associations will
act in the knowledge that the requirements of military security and of
a stronger position at sea may sometimes call for sacrifices which the
individual has to bear willingly.

There is a striking similarity between these demands and the aims
of Bethmann Hollweg, Jagow, Helfferich, Delbri.ick and the Prus-
sian departmental ministries. Point (vii) especially, reflected very
briefly, but most exactly, the course which the German government
had decided to take. It is obvious that Zimmermann, who had been
concerned for the necessary secrecy lvhen the conversation with in-
dustry took place in Diisseldorf in August, and Bethmann Hollweg,
had no objections to the substance of this document; it was only on
tactical grounds that they forbade the publication ofsuch aims.

What had previously been plans took the form of demands put to
Belgium in the secret negotiations with King Albert.

Conformably with the Chancellor's ideas of September, rgr4,
and May, r9r5, Kiihlmann proposed in April, 1916, the direct
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annexation of the whole line of the Meuse from Li6ge past Namur
and Dinant to Givet in France. As minister in The Hague he had
been systematically preparing the ground for a favourable reception
of this very definite proposal by reports on feelings and intentions in
Holland. The Dutch, he wrote, were afraid that Germany meant to
annex the whole of Belgium, and would be relieved and even de-
lighted if she confined herself to the Meuse line. Against this, Ktihl-
mann pointed out that the military had wished to annex Li6ge
only. Yet as late as November, IgI5, Falkenhayn had confirmed his
earlier demand, that Germany needed the general line Metz-
Ostend to enable her to advance against France in a future war and,
beyond this, the whole of Belgium as a glacis against the western
powers.

The navy had put forward more precise demands for extensive

annexations in Belgium in a long memorandum from Admiral von
Holtzendorff to the Emperor on 'the importance of the Belgian ports
for our sea-power', dated October 29, rgr5. This report attached
especial importance to the Ostend-Zeebrugge-Antwerp triangle
of ports as a base for an invasion of England in a future war and also
as submarine bases for operating in the Atlantic. On November r the
Emperor signified his full concurrence with the ideas of the Ad-
miralty,l which maintained its Belgian programme unchanged
throughout the war and renounced its demand for the coast of Flan-
ders only as late as August 3 r , I g 18.

The hardening of opinion in favour of annexation was, however,
only a passing phase; as early as February, 1916, the plans first ad-
umbrated in September, IgI5, were spelled out in a draft by the
Reich Interior Office, the Treasury and the Foreign Ministry, ex-
pressly entitled 'draft binding treaty', and submitted to the Chan-
cellor on February g. The purpose, as the covering letter to Beth-
mann Hollweg said, was to ensure 'that when Belgium becomes at-
tached to the German customs area, the predominant influence of
the German Reich in the economic field shall be firmly and lastingly
secured'. The familiar demands were recapitulated. This document
remained the basis for the treatment of the Belgium question for the
rest of the war.

It again became necessary to define the sum of Germany's de-
mands on Belgium at the end of 1916, in connection with the Ger-
man peace offer and Wilson's offer of mediation, when there was
again a prospect, even an imminent probability, of negotiating a
separate peace with King Albert-the Gcrman answer to Wilson
expressly spoke of German conditions towards Belgium, which were

r The rnenroranda are minuted 'Agreed' and'Very good. Wilhelm. R.I.'
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to be handled in separate negotiations with King Albert. Beside de-
manding the annexation of Li6ge, Germany informed Wilson at the
end ofJanuary, r9r7 that she required 'military, political and eco-
nomic safeguards in Belgium'. The previous history and treatment
of Belgium as an object of Germany's war aims policy shows what
were the aims concealed under this formula.

The consistency of Germany's intentions is also shown by the long
memorandum compiled by der Lancken for the Chancellor, and
presumably on his orders. This 'sketch of the peace conditions to be
demanded of Belgium', which is dated December ro, r9r6, distin-
guished a minimum and a maximum programme, according to the
issue of the war. The core of the minimum programme provided for
the familiar economic penetration, without politically unattainable
annexations; the maximum programme, for the eventuality of a
more favourable bargaining position, asked for the annexation
of Li6ge or a permanent right of occupation of Belgium by Ger-
many.

Lancken argued that the conditions for 'the economic conquest of
Belgium' were favourable, since Belgium had already grown into a
very important market for German industrial products and field of
investment for German capital and was already closely linked with
Germany. Like the Reich Treasury, Lancken proposed to eliminate
the influence of the Entente countries in Belgium by liquidating the
participation of British and French capital in Belgian enterprises.
Similarly, Belgian and foreign shares in Belgian undertakings were
to be transferred to the German capital market through the forma-
tion of German co-operative associations.

With the same object of capital control, Lancken further proposed
to acquire an influence over the Belgian bourse and discount market
and to secure a German interest in Belgium's overseas commerce
through the foundation of joint German-Belgian financial institu-
tions. Finally, he recommended forming, or expanding, industrial
cartels to prevent Belgian industry from again associating itself with
Germany's competitors on world markets. All this could be done
without establishing any legal international link between Germany
and Belgium. In addition, Lancken added the familiar demand of
the Ministry for Trade and Industry that-should the Customs
Union be carried through-Belgium should adopt Germany's social
legislation.

For him, as for the military and the overwhelming majority of the
politicians, Belgium was the corner-stone of Germany's position as

a world power. The 'unalterable final aim', he said, must be 'the
establishment of German supremacy over Belgium as far as the sea, in
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order to exploit her favourable geographical situation and natural
wealth, and the productive powers of her population, for the de-
velopment of Germany's World Power position.'

Germany's Flemish policy was a further instrument for drawing
Belgium into the direct field of Germany's expansive force. The aim
was to split Belgium administratively, politically and culturally into
Wallonia and Flanders, in order on the one hand to reduce the pre-
ponderant French influence over the higher clergy, the schools and
the bureaucracy in the Flemish areas and on the other to obtain in
Flemish a means of putting pressure on both the king and the Bel-
gian government in Le Havre to consent to a separate peace, If the
peace did not satisfy Germany's full wishes, the Flemish would con-
stitute a point d'appui for her influence in Belgium. The cultural as-
pect of the'liberation of the Flemish' was thus heavily overshadowed
by the power-political factor of the domination of Belgium.

In its Flemish policy the German government was able to make
very substantial use of the Flemish movement as an instrument for
promoting its own interests. The beginnings of this movement go
back to the r84os, when it first appeared as a reaction against the
strongly French character ofthe unitary Belgian state established in
rB3o. After the introduction of a general franchise in the I89os the
Flemish had extracted from the government language laws estab-
lishing the equality of rights of the Flemish element with the Wal-
loon-French. Since, however, this equality was never applied in
practice, friction and tension were chronic. But the Flemish had
strongly refused to associate themselves with the rising pan-German
movement's programme of unifying all Lower-German and Ger-
manic territories, and Germany's march through Belgium in r9I4
had poisoned their hearts against Germany, holding as they did
loyally to the Belgian state.

Nevertheless, as early as September 2, tgr4, Bethmann Hollweg
had recommended to Sandt, the head of the German civilian ad-
rninistration in occupied Belgium, to use the Flemish movement as

an effective starting-point for acquiring political influence in Bel-
gium, and to give it 'the most visible support possible', for this might
be of use 'in view of a future understanding with Holland'. The aim
ofsecuring Holland's close friendship was a cardinal element in Beth-
mann Hollweg's western and central European policy. In December,
rgr4, he informed the newly-appointed Governor-General, von
Bissing, that it was his intention 'to acquire and secure for Germany
the position of natural friend and protector of a large part of the
population of Belgium'. At the same time, he made detailed sugges-

tions for putting this policy into effect: contact to be established with
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the intellectual and religious leaders of the Flemish movement, the
Flemish language to be given the utmost encouragement (no Ger-
manisation to be attempted), the University of Ghent to be trans-
formed into a purely Flemish institution, and a common press for
Holland and Flanders to be created. Bissing accepted these pro-
posals and made attempts to bring together the various dissentient
Flemish groups, the Activists in Antwerp (who wanted a union be-
tween Flanders and Wallonia as autonomous states), the Pasivists in
Amsterdam (the same aim, but without collaborating with the Ger-
mans) and the Young Flemish in Ghent (who demanded an autono-
mous kingdom of Flanders), on a middle line.

In the course of the next month the German occupying power
put into force a number of Belgian language laws dating from before
the warl in particular, it introduced the Flemish language into the
elementary schools of Flanders. Bethmann Hollweg's intention of de-
veloping Ghent as a Flemish university could be realised only after
the f;amous historian, Pirenne, who had been the heart and soul of
the professors'resistance, had been arrested and deported and care-
ful preparations made by Professor von Dyck, of the Technische
Hochschule of Munich. The Flemish University was opened in Ghent
on October 2 r , r g r 6, ten months after the issue of the order that lec-
tures mllst be held there in Flemish as well as French.

The second phase of Germany's Flemish policy was again initiated
by the Chancellor personally, during the negotiations for a separate
peace in rgr5-r6. He proposed the constitution of a'Flemish Com-
mittee' with the object of making Germany's efforts more systematic,
more intense and more active. This was realised in the spring of r 9 r 7
in the form of a'Council of Flanders'. Here again, Bethmann Holl-
weg's own notes (ofJanuary I, r 9 r 6) provide the best interpretation
of Germany's new move:

As things now starrd, we cannot count on doing as we please with Belgium
on the conclusion of peace. The most we shall achieve-with the possible
addition of the annexation of Li6ge-will be a delensive alliance with politi-
cal, military and economic guarantees. The question is whether we shall or
shall not strengthen the position achieved by us in Belgium through such a
defensive alliance by energetic promotion of the Flemish movement. I
should say emphatically, 'yes'.

Any connection between the German government and the pro-
posed Flemish Committee should, however, he wrote on January 6.
tgr6, at first be only'external'and chiefly cultural; only gradually
should the Flemish Committee 'ripen into a political factor' and be
used as a stooge in dealing with the Belgian government in Le Havre.
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He warned against precipitate activities which could appeal only to
a minority of the Flemish, and pointed out that hitherto he had pur-
posely confined himself to putting into effect existing Belgian laws in
favour of the Flemish, precisely in order to demonstrate the correct-
ness and legality of what Germany was doing. He thought it still too
early to set up a Flemish Committee, because the majority of the
Flemish population, in any case hesitant about approaching Ger-
many, would regard this as a revolutionary steP, and their laborious-
ly allayed mistrust would be re-awakened. The Governor-General
replied that the German administration had long since combined
with the 'Activists' in all important towns of Belgium to form cadres
for a'Flemish National Action Group'. This organisation was for the
time being still an underground one, but its influence was far greater
than that of the small radical group of the Young Flemish in Ghent
or of the group of Passivists in Amsterdam.

These documents afford plain proofof the continuity of Germany's
Flemish policy and of the close agreement in principle between the
Chancellor and the highest representatives of the Emperor's author-
ity in occupied Belgium. This policy was carried a steP further
when Germany's Flemish policy was officially announced to the
Reichstag on April 5. Bethmann Hollweg said that it was one of Ger-
many's aims 'to prevent the long-repressed Flemish people from
being again submitted to Francification' (Verwelschung), and that
Germany intended to secure cultural autonomy for the Flemish in
Belgium through 'effective guarantees'. What 'effective guarantees'
meant, within the framework of Germany's war aims, emerges
abundantly from the documents: it meant the establishment of Ger-
man supremacy over Belgium.

In October, lgI6, von Bissing's relatively 'patient' policy was re-
placed by a less patient and more stringent one. In connection with
the Hindenburg Programme of raising Germany's production of
munitions, the new Hindenburg-Ludendorff Supreme Command
and the Ministry of War yielded to the pleas of the industrial leaders
and ordered 4oo,ooo workers from occupied Belgium to be pumped
into German industry as a short-term measure'l Von Bissing long
resisted the compulsory deportation of Belgian workers, but the alli-
ance of industrialists, soldiers and political groups who maintained
that the war would be lost without the Belgian workers, was too
strong for him.e

1 Cf. on this, 'Die Zwangsiiberfiihrung belgischer Arbeiter nach Deutschland',
in Werk dcs lJnbrsuchungsaischusses, Viilkerrccht im Weltkrieg, z Reihe, Vol. r, pp.
r87 ff.

' The first demand was for 2o,ooo workers weekly; this was later reduced to
B,ooo.
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The deportations, taking place just when all the world was await-
ing peace proposals from President Wilson, had devastating effects
on opinion in Belgium, as also among the neutrals and Germany's
enemies. Wilson, in particular, found that the step had excited such
feeling against Germany in America as to block for a considerable
period his hopes of mediating peace; the Belgian civilian popula-
tion had only been existing on regular shipments of food from
America.

The entry of America into the war and the revolution in Russia
made it more impracticable than ever for Germany to prosecute her
war aim of extending or spreading her power by simple annexation.
In the spring of l9r 7 there began an inevitable shift towards indirect
forms of control, continuance of the Flemish policy in the west and
development of a new policy of granting various forms of 'autonomy'
in the east.

Poland:'Frontier Strip' and Protectorate
The 'Frontier Strip' policyl was still conceived as one of direct

annexation. It was, however, to be limited to what was regarded as
the indispensable minimum, in order to keep open the possibilities
of reaching terms with Russia in separate peace negotiations. The
motives for establishing the 'Frontier Strip' were partly strategic,
partly-in the phrase then coming into f;ashion-national (ai)lkisch):
the 'Strip' was to be settled with nationally reliable German ele-
ments, First and foremost, the salient between east and west Prussia
was to be flattened out by the acquisition of an area south of Thorn;
it was also proposed to take over the crossings of the Bohr, the Rus-
sian fortresses of Ossowiec and Ostrolenka. The Suwalki district was
to be east Prussia's military glacis. The colonisation policy was the
direct continuation of the Prusso-German Ostmark policy, and was
strongly supported by the Prussian Ministry of State and the Ostmark-
cnaerein and the Association for Internal Colonisation. The govern-
ments of the Reich and of Prussia hoped to isolate the Prussian Poles
and to separate them from Congress Poland by deporting the Poles
and Jews from the 'Frontier Strip'. At the same time a Germanic
wall against Slavdom was to be set up by settling there German col-
onists from all parts ofeast-central Europe.

It was Bethmann Hollweg himself who as early as the end of r9r4
had imported this idea, including the deportations and colonisations,

1 The whole question ofthe'Frontier Strip'has been studied in great detail and
with full documentation by Imanuel Geiss, 'Der polnische Grenzstreifen, rgr4-
rgrB, ein Beitrag zur deutschen Kriegszielpoiitik im'ersten Weltkrieg', in Histoiisifu
Stzlrzz, No. 378.
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into the field of active politics; his right-hand man and close colla-
borator was Wahnschaffe, Under-Secretary of State in the Imperial
Chancellery, himself a big landowner in the March. The Chancellor
instructed the Regierungspriisident of Frankfurt an der Oder, Schwerin,
and the President of the Colonisation Committee, Ganse, to prepare
detailed proposals for the solution of the problem of the 'Strip'. A
big conference of all the imperial and Prussian ministries concerned,
held in the Imperial Chancellery onJuly 13, rgr5, resulted in the
frrst concrete proposals for pursuing this policy on a broad basis. On
Delbriick's proposal, the paperwork was assigned to the Prussian
Ministry of Agriculture, because all the biggest internal problems of
the 'Frontier Strip' were concerned with colonisation and popula-
tion transfers; the Prussian Ministry of the Interior remained in
charge of general Polish policy. On February I, 1916, the Prussian
Minister of the Interior, von Loebell, pressed Bethmann Hollweg to
carry through the decisions ofJuly I3, IgI5, without waiting for the
end of the war, and himself submitted proposals for the inconspi-
cuous Germanisation of the 'Frontier Strip'. In June, r9r6, he was
asking for the 'Frontier Strip' to be extended over the Bohr-Narew-
Bug line to include Modlin (a little way north-west of Warsaw), an
idea which Bethmann Hollweg was himself favouring at that time.
Loebell thought that the final measure of the cessions to be required
from Poland should depend on the degree ofdependence ofthe future
Polish state on Prussia-Germany.

Even General von Beseler, the Governor-General, who was the
strongest supporter among all the important soldiers and politicians
of a Polish national state-in close association, of course, with Ger-
many, which would have to determine its frontiers and the degree of
sovereignty to be enjoyed by it-and who, as Ludendorff (whose
ideas were quite different) said, 'wanted to make the Poles h.ppy'-
even he approved both the inclusion of the new Poland in Mittel-
europa and the annexation of the'Frontier Strip'up to the Warthe-
Narew line. In April, tgt6, he submitted to the Chancellor a plan
under which the Poles were to accept the cession of the 'Frontier
Strip' and renounce that area for ever as the price, in a sense even
as a token of gratitude, for the re-establishment by Germany of a
Polish state. In a further secret report to the Emperor, dated July 23,
1916, he asked for the annexation of the area up to the Bohr-Narew-
Warthe line on the grounds that it was necessary to ensure complete
military control over the rest of Poland. When, then, the kingdom of
Poland was proclaimed in November, t9I6, the determination of its
frontiers, not only with Russia and the proposed Lithuanian state
but also with Prussia-Germany, was reserved.
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The objectives and claims of heavy industry constituted another
factor of increasing importance in the 'Frontier Strip' question, as in
the whole of Germany's war aims policy. A long series of enquiries,
investigations, journeys and conferences concentrated interest on the
extent and economic importance of the mining and industrial area
of Polish Upper Silesia, the southernmost tip of the 'Frontier Strip'. As

with Longwy-Briey, the purely economic considerations of broaden-
ing Germany's supplies of raw materials and basic industries came to
determine political decisions.

Lithuania-Courland:
the tNew Gerrnanyt in the North-East

The general line of Bethmann Hollweg's September Programme
for the east, the'forcing back' of Russia, did not exclude the possible
detachment of Lithuania and Courland. In fact, authoritative
governmental circles in Berlin very soon drew the consequences of
this, at first in the purely traditional form of annexations. Loebell for
example, in his memorandum of October 28, rgr4,1 proposed ad-
vancing the Prussian frontier to the Niemen between Kovno and
Grodno, i.e., prolonging the Narew line, by annexing the govern-
ment of Suwalki. Suwalki was technically part of Poland, but as its
population was almost entirely Lithuanian, it was always treated
separately in Germany's plans. Its annexations was taken as prac-
tically automatic throughout the whole war, since it possessed con-
siderable strategic value as the northward continuation of the Narew
line. As early as December, I9r4, Otto Hoetzsch submitted a memo-
randum extending this demand. He wanted the 'Frontier Strip'
continued along the Warthe-Narew line to include not only Suwalki,
but parts of the governments of Grodno and Kovno as necessary
links, and finally almost the whole of Courland. Both Loebell and
Hoetzsch represented an Old-Prussian Conservative point of view,
and accordingly, both then and later, wanted the minimum of annex-
ations from Russia, in marked contrast to the expansionist pan-
German and Liberal schools of thought.

Schwerin, in a memorandum compiled at the Chancellor's request
in the spring of IgI5, went further than Loebell and Hoetzsch. He
asked for the annexation and Germanisation, not only of the 'Fron-
tier Strip', but also of the whole province of Kovno, all Cour-
land, and-after further military advances-the province of Vilno.
For the more distant future he was already counting Livonia, or at
least the southern, ethnically Latvian, part of it, as a German war
aim. He grouped the whole area-Suwalki, Lithuania, Courland

1 Summary in Volkmann, op. cit., p. r87.
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and parts of Livonia-together as the 'North-Eastern settlement
areas'.1

The first representative of high authority to ask for the acquisition
of Lithuania and Courland was Jagow. This was in September and
October, rgr5. In the former month he sent Geheimrat Max Sering,
Professor of Agronomics at Berlin University, on a tour of the occu-
pied territories ofthe north-east. Sering's extensive report on the re-
sults of his studies and observations thereafter formed the basis of
Germany's policy in the north-eastern regions.

Sering proposed that if the successes of Germany's arms allowed it,
Russia's western frontier should be pushed back to the line Lake
Peipus-Drina-Rowno-R . Zbrtcz - almost exactly the line laid down
in rgrg and rgeo as the frontier between Russia and the new states
then created. This, he pointed out, would cost Russia twenty-four
million persons, one-sixth of her total population, or twenty-eight
million if Finland were also detached.

Sering, too, regarded Lithuania and Courland as immediate ob-
jectives. He went further than Schwerin and asked for the immediate
annexation, rrot only of Suwalki and Kovno, but also of Vilno
which, he calculated, would make Lithuania as large as 'the three
German-Russian Baltic provinces' (Courland, Livonia, Estonia).
Even though not more than about ro per cent of the population of
Courland was German-landowners and the old-established bour-
geoisie of the towns2-yet Sering thought that the Lettish peasants,
workers and intelligentsia would submit to German rule. He hoped
that the Letts could be Germanised through cultural influences
(German secondary schools) and economic measures. At the same
time, he wanted Germanisation intensified by increasing the Ger-
manic peasant element through large-scale colonisation. The new-
comers were to be settled on the Russian Crown domains, church
lands and large private estates-the big German landlords had al-
ready released one-third oftheir total estates, about 4oo,ooo hectares,
for this purpose-and above all, Latvian peasant land. As in the
Polish 'Frontier Strip', the first source of settlers to be tapped was the
two million German colonists of Inner Russia, a community with the

r The areas and populations are given as follows :

Area (sq. km.)
Courland z7,zBG
Kovno 4o,64r
Suwalki r 2,55 r

Of thcsc,
Populalion, rBgT Germans

674,ooo 5r,ooo
r,545,ooo 7,5oo
583,ooo 3o,ooo

Total 8o,478 z,8oe,ooo 88,5oo
2 The census of r897 gave 5e,ooo Germans, but the later colonists must be added

to this figure.
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highest birth-rate in Europe. But given the close connection between
the country and Germany its agricultural production would rise
even faster than its population-twofold and threefold: 'A deter-
mined policy would thus make Courland into a possession entirely
homogeneous with the Old Country within two or three generations.'
He judged the chances of Germanising Lithuania less favourable,
since its ruling class was not German, but Polish or Russian, the
native aristocracy and bourgeoisie having been Polonised. Lithuania
was densely populated, and it would thus be difficult to colonise it,
to replace the Lithuanians by 'fruitful German colonists'. Further-
more, account would have to be taken of the Polish-minded church
and the Lithuanian national movement. The backbone of the latter
lay in the groups of emigrants in the United States, but at the mo-
ment it was still directed against the spiritual domination of the Poles.

Sering pinned his chief hopes on the economic interests of the more
intelligent peasants, on the advantages offered by customs union
with Germany and on the'order' guaranteed by German rule. The
local Poles should be deported into the new Polish state.

To these memoranda, and to another by the professors of Breslau
which stood for the same aims as Sering and Schwerin, must, how-
ever, be added a whole chorus of publicists who from I9r5 onward
were quite openly clamouring for the annexation of the Baltic pro-
vinces in the r88os and r89os, and particularly since the revolution
of t9o5-6, and who now saw their great chance to direct the inter-
est of German policy to the annexation of the Baltic provinces and
Lithuania.

The strongest and most influential personality in this group was
Theodor Schiemann.r Schiemann's passionate interest in the Baltic
question derived in part from his special picture of Russia, in the in-
terpretation of which he founded a regular school, which goes by his
name. Unlike [Ioetzsch,z who regarded the Russian state as a uni-
tary product of organic development, Schiemann held that it was no
natural growth, but a conglomerate of peoples held together arti-
ficially by the iron vice of a monarchy which had degenerated into
despotism, a realm which the first great shock was bound to shatter
into fragments. He therefore demanded for each of its peoples the
right to secede from it. His views found wide acceptance in the public

1 On Schiemann, see Klaus Meyer, Theodor Schiemann als politischer Pub-
lizis, (Frankfurt and Hamburg, r956) ,Welt-und Ccschichtsbild,pp. TS ft.; also
his own numerous letters to the Emperpr and members of the government and,
above all, the periodical issued by him: Die Deutschen Ostseeprouinzen Russlands.

r On Hoetzsch, see Fritz T. Epstein, 'Otto Hoetzsch als aussenpolitischer Kom-
mentator wiihrend des Ersten Weltkrieges, n Russlandstudizn, Den*schriftfiir O.H.,
Schrifttnrcilu Osburopa, No. g (Stuttgart, Ig57).
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and in military circles, and his personal relations with the Emperor
enabled him to exercise a direct influence on German policy.

His supporters included Johannes Haller, Paul Rohrbach, the
Alldeutsch leader, Class, the theologian Lezius of Kcinigsberg and the
respected Berlin constitutional lawyer, Gierke. Lezius and Gierke in
particular made very extensive demands: domination of the area 'on
the Roman model', 'dictatorship of the German Governors', even in
time of peace. All these men, the 'Eastern experts', and also Profes-
sors Seraphim and Stumpf of the Prussian Ministry of the Interior,
and likewise-although their views were more moderate-the theo-
logians Reinhold Seeberg and Adolf von Harnack and the historians
Dietrich Schdfer, Hans Delbriick and Friedrich Meinecke, agreed
with Sering and Schwerin in advocating colonisation of the eastern
districts with German settlers as a means of Germanising them.
These groups came in the course of the war to agree with the
Hoetzsch school that Russia should be left intact, peace concluded
in the east and the decision sought in the west.r

Here, too, all these wishes were much less important than the
policy actually followed by Germany. The advance in the east had
brought nearly all Lithuania and Courland under German adminis-
tration in September, IgI5. No Government-General with a civilian
administration was set up as in Belgium and Poland, but a military
administration for Lithuania and Courland, to which Suwalki was
attached. At the beginning of November, IgI5, this administrative
unit was given the designation of Oberost; Hindenburg and Luden-
dorffwere in supreme charge, while the heads of the administration
were von Gossler for Courland (Mitau) and Prince von Ysenburg
for Lithuania (Vilno). The reasons for making the administration
military were political. As early as August, I9r5. Ludendorff had
tried to get the newly-established Government-General of Poland
put under the command, of Oberost, but had been defeated by Falken-
hayn's strong opposition. Ludendorfftook this as a personal affront2
and vented his wrath in writing to Zimmermann, who felt as he did:
'Since Poland has been taken from me, I must found myself another
kingdom in Lithuania and Courland.'3

Oberost was'ruled'with unremittingly active and thorough initia-
tive, energy and harshness. A local administration which took over
the Russian territorial structure regulated the daily life of the popu-

r For the leading figures in the various groups, see Lilli Lewerenz, Die deutschc
Politik im Baltikum, rgr 4- r gr 8, Hamburg dissertation (in typescript), pp. 49 ff.

' See also B<irge Colliander, Db Bczithungen zwischen Litawn und Deutschland
uiihrcnd dcr Occupation rgt 5-rgr 8, Diss. Abo, r 935, pp. z r f.

3 Conze, op. cit., p.87.
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lation down to the minutest detail, with Prussian exactitude and
military discipline, and reorganised the land, which had been de-
serted by the Russian civil servants and large parts of the population,
primarily with the object of utilising it for the purposes of the war by
requisitionings, the exploitation of the forests and the recruitment of
labour;r but the political aim of Germanisation was present from the

first. The language of administration and education was German,
and the school system was modelled on the German.

More important still was the great colonisation work. In Septem-
ber, r9t5, Sering, who was then working for the Foreign Ministry,
expounded his ideas to Ludendorff-Hindenburg, who had already
been notified of the Bethmann Hollweg-Schwerin plan for a Polish

'Frontier Strip'. Ludendorfftook up the ideas, and laid the founda-
tions of the colonisation policy in Oberost through an Order of April
27, 1916. He called for reports on demographic statistics, figures on
the ownership of the land, on land suitable for settlement, on the
possibilities of creating new smallholdings, and on war damage.
After the summer of I9I6 the Reich Interior Office and the Prussian
Ministry of the Interior, which had been working since the spring
of r9r5 for the annexation of the 'Frontier Strip', took part in plan-
ning colonisation. Commissions and individual experts travelled
through the country to examine its possibilities'

These activities had their precursors in efforts made by the Baltic
German nobles before the war to settle locally German colonists from
the interior of Russia and thus create a German peasantry as

counterweight to the growing national activity of the Letts and
Estonians. The leaders of this enterprise were two big landed
proprietors, Silvio Broedrich-Kurmahlen and Baron Carl Man-
teuffel-Zoege-Katzdangen; both worked in Berlin during the war as

representatives of the Baltic Germans.
The colonisation of Oberost which was initiated in the summer of

r916 and then taken up by the central ministries of the Reich and
Piussia, was finally co-ordinated with high policy in the Reich in the
summer of r9r7. In February and March of that year the problems
of colonisation in the east were discussed in Berlin at two great con-

ferences of the highest authorities of the Reich and Prussia. On this

occasion, again, the initiative came from the government. On Feb-

ruary 6 Wahnschaffe had a preliminary conference in the Reich
chancellery with the heads of the Prusso-German ministries. A
committee, for which the Foreign Ministry provided the secretariat,

I See R. stupperich, .Siedlungsplane_ im Gebiet-des oberbefehlshabers ost
(Militarverwaltirig Litauen und Kurland) wihrend des Weltkrieges',in Jomsburg,
5, r94t, pp. 348 tr
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was set up, and only a week later a session of this body considered a
detailed programme for questions of repatriation and settlement in
the occupied eastern territories. The continuity and the authority of
the committee's work is shown by the fact that it took its instructions
direct from the Chancellor, and that Schwerin's proposals, among
others, served as the basis of its work. The discussions, which centred
round the provision of Iand for German settlers, assumed the early
conclusion of a separate peace with Russia, the essential provisions
of which would include the 'acquisition of land, repatriation and
expatriation'.

The uiilkisch components of Germany's war aims policy appeared
very clearly among the motives for the colonisation. The idea of re-
patriating the Russian Germans and settling them in the Polish
'Frontier Strip' (in part, also in east Prussia) had come up in the
Reich chancellery as early as the end of December, rgr4, but it was
now reinforced by the idea of bringing back to the new German east
also the German minorities-'Deutschtum's lost outposts'-from the
non-German parts of the Danube Monarchy Galicia, the Bukovina,
Hungary and the lJkraine. Had these ideas been realised, the result
would have been a 'protective wall' of Germans from the whole of
east-central Europe.

On March 3r, after the bases of the programme had been worked
out, the civilian committee brought in representatives of the military
for a wider discussion. The phalanx of these soldier-politicians was
headed by Ludendorff, whom we shall meet again in rgrT and rgrB.
To support him, the Supreme Army Command (OHL) sent von
Bartenwerffer, head of the Political Section of the general staff, von
Schwarzkoppen, Chief of Staff of the Quartermaster-General, and
Professor Ludwig Bernhard, of Ludendorff's personal staff, one of
the German specialists on colonisation in the east. Oberost sent
Baron von Gayl; the military administration of Lithuania, its chiell
Prince von Ysenburg. Other participants were von Gossler, the ad-
ministrative head of the military administration of Courland, and
Wachs, Chief of General Staffto the Governor-General in Warsaw.

Taking as a basis the decisions of the ministerial bureaucrats' con-
ference of February 13, which were taken up point by point, this
second meeting determined certain further details. Von Gayl, speak-
ing for Oberost, placed the colonisation in its proper perspective
among the war aims by emphasising that it was in no way an end in
itself, but entirely subordinated to the aim 'of developing the New
Territory as quickly and surely as possible, but also as peaceably as
possible, into a source of added economic and political strength to
the Reich'.
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Another and even more f;ar-reaching plan was discussed at this

great conference; that of establishing a second security belt (addi-
tional to the Polish 'Frontier Strip') to run between a reduced
Lithuania and a reduced Poland from the Lomsho-Grodno line
south to Brest-Litovsk. This area too was to be Germanised. This
plan was accepted with no dissentiants: ideas of the sort had long
been familiar to the leading classes of Germany. The idea of linking
up east Prussia through a southward extension with a new Ukrain-
ian state had first been broached by Class in September, r9I4, in his
memorandum to Bethmann Hollweg. Bernhard made the same sug-
gestion in the memorandum which was sent to the Chancellor in
May, r9r5, through von Gayl, then commanding in Miinster. The
idea came up again in November-December, I9I5, in a memoran-
dum submitted to the Foreign Ministry by an agent of Oberost, the
German Lithuanian, Rittmeister Steputat, who had been negotiat-
ing as representative of the Foreign Ministry with Lithuanian exiles
in Switzerland. This idea had conjured up the vision of aJadwingia-
White Ruthenia settled with Germans and turned into a Germanised
province of Prussia. Steputat thought Germany's tactics should be to
accentuate and exploit in her own interest the sharp differences be-
tween Poles and Lithuanians. Hindenburg made similar suggestions
in April, IgI6, to Loebell, who for his part entirely agreed with the
field-marshal's basic idea of 'roping off the West Slavs from the East
Slavs', so as to strengthen still further Germany's power-position in
the east. Loebell accordingly wanted the governments of Vilno,
Grodno and Minsk, if they could be detached from Russia, not to be
incorporated in a future Poland but attached to the 'Baltic-Lithu-
anian area', which would be exposed to strong German influence.
Finally, in December, r9r6, the Supreme Army Command (OHL),
in the opinion sent by it to the Chancellor on the official formulation
of Germany's war aims, officially proposed cutting offthe Poles from
the Russians by a second Frontier Strip reaching to Brest-Litovsk,
which was to become 'a Prussian provincial town'. Thus the deci-
sions of March 3 r , r g I 7, led to the Kreuznach war aims programme
of April 22, an important part of which-the section relating to the
east-they had prepared down to the smallest detail. Only with this
knowledge can we understand the deeper meaning of the simple
words of the Kreuznach Programme:'Courland and Lithuania to
be won for the German Reich as f;ar as the line traced by the OHL.'
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GERMANY AND THE UNITED STATES
SUBMARINE WARFARE AND THE BELGIAN

quEsTroN

WnBN Britain upset the German statesmen's hopes of a limited
war by declaring war on Germany over the invasion of Belgium,
German public resentment soon concentrated on'perfidious Albion'.
The Chancellor himself was no exception; he was reputed an Anglo-
phile, and as late as the beginning of August was still reluctant to
believe that Britain would throw her whole weight into the war, and
he still thought that Britain might mediate a peace after Germany
had defeated France.l Yet in September, after Britain's intervention
and the speeches of her statesmen, even he said, not without bitter-
ness, that 'England's determination to wage war d outranca against
Germany'z was forcing Germany to reply in the same terms in her
conduct ofthe war.

This disappointment generated the idea, which was then regu-
larly drilled into the German people, that Britain was the corner-
stone of the enemy coalition. Consequently, Germany thought a
separate peace possible only in the east, with Russia, or in the west,
with France or Belgium; a separate peace with Britain would, in the
view of her leaders, have been tantamount to initiating a general
peace and would have presupposed renunciation of Germany's most
cherished war aim, Belgium.

So long as Germany refused to renounce this aim, then the longer
the indecisive struggle on the land went on, the louder did public
opinion, supported by the Supreme Army Command and the navy,
press for Britain to be 'brought to her knees' by the 'last resort' of
submarine and Zeppelin warfare.

Air and Subrnarine Warfare against Britain
As early as the first days of August, rgr4, the German military

leaders had been considering plans for breaking Britain's resistance
by a combined assault by sea and air. On August 23 the head of the

r Walter Hubatsch, Dcr Admiralslab und dic obersten Marincbehdrden in Dcutschland,
t848-r945 (Frankfurt am Main, rg58), p. r65.

2 Bethmann Hollwegs Kriegsrcden.
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AIR AND SUBMARINE WARFARE AGAINST BRITAIN
Naval Cabinet, Admiral von Miiller, and von Tirpitz were discus-
sing at General Headquarters 'preparations for air and mine warfare
against England'. The new methods were to be employed the mo-
ment the German armies reached the Channel coast.r The nature of
the ideas then current, even in diplomatic circles, on the methods and
purposes of such action may be illustrated from a letter written on
August z5 by the German minister in Stockholm, von Reichenau,
to Zimmermann:

I almost have the impression that the English are trying to withdraw un-
obtrusively from the battle-field to save their skins from being tanned. In my
view, this must not under any circumstances be permitted. These wretched
cowards who can only raisejust enough courage to hire bravos to carry out
the action which they dare not do themselves-these cowardly assassins must

bleed from a thousand wounds until their vulgar huckster souls forget even

how to do sums. The war must be carried into their own land in every pos-

sible way, the population kept in continuous quaking terror. For that reason

I hope with all my heart that we shall occupy and keep occupied the whole
northern coast ofFrance and Belgium from Cherbourg to Ostend, that there
we shall build airship hangars at a safe distance from the sea, and send air-
ships and aircraft cruising regularly over England and dropping bombs, and
that we shall make continuous attacks against the English coast with sub-
marines and torpedo boats.

If France is conquered she must give up her fleet for us to incorporate in
ours, as must the Russians-and then settle with the English ! England must

be brought to her knees: we owe that to ourselves. She, like Belgium and
France, must cede us her colonies in Central and South Africa; we must cut
out of her skin new land for our surplus population. We must make France
dismantle all her fortresses so that the fellows finally stop worrying us.

Important here, quite apart from the idea of forcing Britain to sur-
render by attack from the air, is the thought (reminiscent of Tirpitz'
idea of a continental bloc) that it would be possible, after conquering
in turn the two continental Powers, France and Russia, to press their
fleets into the service of Germany against Britain.

Germany's monopoly of the Zeppelin and her first employment
of it awoke in German public opinion-as did the submarine-expec-
tations which were at times fantastic. The more extreme the war
aims entertained by the right against Britain and the west' the louder
grew the clamour for England to be forced to her knees by the anni-
hilation of London from the air. And it was by no means occasional
eccentrics who tried to Press the government in this sense.2 Men of

I Mi.iller, op. cit., p.5r.
2 The most extreme among them went so far as to susPect that the Emperor or

the Chancellor would prevent the employment of the decisive Zeppelin arm owing
to alleged financial interests in England, or pro-British symPathies.
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public weight like Erzberger and Count Zeppelin himself urged the
Chancellor to stop 'hesitating' and throw all Germany's air forces
into a mass assault on Britain,r and they went on doing so long after
the losses inflicted by the defence had shown that the expectations
pinned on the Zeppelin could not be fulfilled.

The Zeppelin offensive was to be accompanied by a blockade of
Britain by German naval forces, operating if possible from the Bel-
gian and French coasts. In fact, all Germany could do was to Iay
some mine-fields and send out raiders to bombard a few British
coastal towns, whereas Britain had been able, by the end of r9r4,
while holding her battle-fleet in reserve, to cut Germany offfrom the
high seas by the so-called'distant blockade', and also to endanger her
trade via the neutrals, with disastrous ellbcts on the German econ-
omy, highly dependent as it was on imports for its food and its raw
materials. Germany could not use her main High Seas fleet to en-
force a decision, and in view of the extremely unfavourable ratio of
forces-r to r.8-did not even attempt to do so. Von Pohl, the com-
mander later of the High Seas fleet, who was then chief of the naval
stafl therefore persuaded the Chancellor to blockade Britain, which
was also highly dependent on imports, by employing the submarine
arm in radical fashion against merchant shipping.

To this end the establishment of a blockade zone round Britain
and Ireland was announced on Februarv 4. ror c. In this zone Ger-
man submarines - Germarry porr.rr.FuiHffi e twen ty-one sub-
marines in the North Sea, some of them still petrol driven, of which
in practice only about one-third could ever be out at one time-
would not only sink enemy merchant and passenger vessels without
warning, but might similarly also torpedo neutral vessels. The Ger-
man government regarded this as an answer to Britain's methods of
naval warfare, which in its view were contrary to international law.
It was hoped that the shock effects of this procedure on Britain and
the neutrals would be so great as to force Britain to give way; the
new Chief of Naval Staff, Bachmann, and also von Tirpitz, who at
first had been against this course on account ofthe insufficiency ofthe
number of vessels available, answered a query from the Emperor on

1 Writing to.Bethmann Hollweg on August ro, r9r5, Erzberger said: .A major
attack on London would be ofthe highest political importance.Since I know tf,at
consent to such an attack has already been given by Headquarters, but it has not,
for reasons which are obscure to me, been carried out, I wbuld recommend Your
Exc.ellency to make.representations- to bring about an attack as early as possible.'
Er-zberger also saw in.this-a way of reconciling Tirpitz, who was sufuing'over the
refusal to start unrestricted submarine warfare. Ratlienau, too, in a letter-written in
early-.S_eptember, rgr4, advocated 'systematically working on the nerves of the
[English] towns through an overwhelming air force.' TheSix Economic Associa-
tions similarly advocated systematic air warfare in September, rgr6.
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February r5, rgr5, by assuring him that Britain would be forced to
give in within six weeks.l This was, of course, a complete miscalcu-
lation; on the other hand Germany's procedure had, as Bethmann
Hollweg had feared, provoked the greatest resentment among the
neutrals, and above all very strong reactions in the United States,
particularly as it was without precedent in international law.2

Belgiurn as the Key to General Peace

The idea of a general peace had first been raised in September,
r9r4, with President Wilson's offer of mediation, which would have
hinged on an understanding between Germany and Britain on the
basis of the status 4zo in western Europe. The German government
had, however, replied to the first, informal soundings by demanding
'safeguards and guarantees' in east and west. The second soundings,
this time official, made through the Austro-Hungarian ambassador
in Washington, Dumba, in November, IgI4, met with a similar fate.3
At that time the German government, after considering the question
among its own members, had laid down the principle of avoiding
any general peace, and above all, any Peace Congress with neutral
participation; the aim should be rather to conclude separate peaces
with individual members of the enemy coalition.a As, however, Wil-
son repeated his offers, the German government - not least on grounds
of domestic policy-was repeatedly faced with the question ofgeneral
peace; it knew from the American ambassador in Constantinople,
Henry Morgenthau, that Wilson regarded the conclusion of peace
in Europe as a main aim of his policy.s

Contrary to the view usually taken by German historians that the
German government was prepared to accept American mediation in

I Hubatsch, op. cit., p. r69 ; cf. id., Dic ira Tirpitz, pp. tzg f.

' Mgr. Marchetti wrote in September, I g r 5 : 'Zeppelins and submarine warflare
against merchant shipping are the bello\,vs with which the otherwise faintly glim-
mering enthusiasm for the war is continually kindled into new life: they are thus
Lord Kitchener's best allies. If Germany . . . insists on her point of view that the
world must be razed to the ground before there can be any idea of peace, the
Entente will-sauJ l'impriaz-remain true to its programme of letting the Central
Powers go on fighting until they have conquered themselves to death.'

E For this whole complex subject, see E. R. May, Tht World War and Amcrican
Isolation, rgr4-rgr7 (Cambridge (M."s.), 1957) ; also E. H. Mamatey, Tlu Unittd
Statts and East Ccntral Europ, A Study in Wilsonian Diplomaq and Propaganda (Prince-
ton, r957).

a See the very thorough study by Karl B. Birnbaum, Pcace Moocs and U-Boat
l{arfarc, A Study of Inpcrial Gcrmanlr's Politlt towards tlu Uniled Statcs, April 18, rgtL
Jaauaryg, rgrT (Upsala, rg5B),p. rr.

5 The fint, tentative leelers towards Wilson's enterprise were made in December,
r9r4, in conversations between Wangenheim and the American Ambassador,
Moigenthau. Pallavacini reported to Berchtold that Morgenthau was fostering
this move of Wilson's in order to put pressure on England.
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the spring of r9r5,1 the documents show that the Wilhelmstrasse did
indeed agree to the President's request to allow his confidant,
Colonel House, to make an informative tour of the European capi-
tals, but laid down such conditions in practice that House's mission
was, so far as Germany was concerned, foredoomed to failure,
Flouse had said that a meeting of the ambassadors of the Entente
powers in Washington had agreed with him that the evacuation and
compensation of Belgium by Germany and a plan for general dis-
armament would constitute a suitable basis for peace negotiations.
The German government at once rejected this basis decisively. From
the first, therefore, the question of Belgium was the point on which
Germany refused to retract from the position achieved by her in Sep-
tember, r g r 4, and that which proved the decisive obstacle to a settle-
ment with Britain and, later, with America.

The sinking of the Lusitania on May 7, I9I5, and the death of a
number of American citizens (r IB of the t,t98 victims were Ameri-
cans) a few weeks after the opening of unrestricted submarine war-
farez produced such excitement in America that public opinion
forced the White House to threaten Germany with a breach of diplo-
matic relations and possibly even with war. In Germany, on the
other hand, Wilson's demands produced violent differences within
the government on how the American note should be answered,s
until finally, unwilling to face war with America, Germany retreated
and abandoned unrestricted submarine warfare.

At that time the German ambassador in Washington, Count
Bernstorff, was pressing very strongly for a settlement, and warning
his government that the consequences would be incalculable if the
U.S.A. entered the war on the side of the Entente.a When Germany's
victories over Tsarist Russia in the summer of r9r5 evoked a certain
positive echo in American public opinion, Bernstorff asked his
government to take advantage of the favourable opportunity for
negotiation. This was all the more important since German propa-
ganda in the United States had collapsed completely after the Lusi'
tania incid,ent. At the height of the crisis, on May zg, he had pro-
posed that Germany should make far-reaching concessions in order
to secure co-operation with America. He thought that this would
lead to an American peace move consisting of the convocation of an
international Peace Conference by the United States, at the head of

1 See, for example, Rudolf Stadelmann, Fri.cdensucrsuchc im ersten Jahrc dcs Wclt'
lricges, Historischc <cihchrift, I 56, I 937, pp. 483 ff'

2 Birnbaum, op. cit., pp. z7 ff. 3 Id., pp' 3I f.
{ GrafJohann Heinrich Bernstorff, Dcutschland und Amerika, Erinnerungcn aus dem

.fiinfiahrigcn Kriege (Berlin, r 9zo), pp. r z6 ff.
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the neutral powers. General peace, he suggested, would be possible
on the basis of the territorial status quo in Europe, the freedom of the
seas and an agreement between the European powers on colonial
questions. Jagow rejected such a basis for a general peace categori-
cally. His point of view, as he told Count Taube, the Swedish minis-
ter in Berlin, was that Germany was certainly not conducting a war
of conquest, but that the slatus quo could not be considered after so
many sacrifices and endeavours. This rejection of a general peace
on the basis of the status quo occurred just at the moment when Ger-
many was hoping to conclude a separate peace with Russia. On
June zz, r gr5, Jagow instructed Brockdorff-Rantzau-the communi-
cations with America went through Copenhagen-for his personal
information, that Germany did not at that moment think it desirable
to work for a general peace, but only for a separate peace with Rus-
sia. And four weeks later the Chancellor minuted on a report from
the German minister in Berne on the possible participation of
Switzerland in peace negotiations, 'but only in case of a general
Peace Conference, which on principle we cannot desire'.

At the turn of r 9 l 5- r 6 the general staff and navy allied themselves
with public opinion to put renewed pressure on the Chancellor to
resume unrestricted submarine warfare.l On January r, rgr6, Tir-
pitz maintained that this would force Britain to surrender in two
monthsl three days later, Holtzendorff, who had been ChiefofNaval
Staffsince September, r9r5, told the Chancellor that he gave Eng-
land rather longer-four months. He did indeed now admit the risk
of a breach with America, but maintained optimistically that if Ger-
many were allowed to use submarines quite freely, she would 'finish
off not only England, but also America'. The Chancellor, however,
thought the number of submarines available still too limited to justify
the admirals' optimism, and feared that the step would result in
bringing the U.S.A. and the smaller European neutrals-Holland,
Denmark, Spain-into the war, with disastrous consequences for its
issue. It might mean the end of Germany. Since, however, Falken-
hayn had told him that he could no longer guarantee victory,
through land operations only, Bethmann Hollweg was driven into a
corner. He regarded the admirals' policy as 'playing with fire', but
saw no way ofavoiding it.

Ihtensified submarine warfare (against armed merchant shipping)
was resumed on February 29, rgr6, on Falkenhayn's insistence, in

r The history of all these debates was gone into very thoroughly by the Com-
mittee of Investigation (Untcrsuchungsaussclrars) of the Conititueni National
Assembly (of the Weimar Republic). The evidence of the witnesses may be found
in the_stenographic reports of the Committee, and the documents, in the append-
ices (Bcilagen).
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view of the Verdun offensive, and led to new tension with the United
States and consequently to sharp disagreements among the German
leaders. On March 6 the Emperor decided, against the votes of
Falkenhayn and Tirpitz, against unrestricted submarine warfare
(that is, against attacks on neutral shipping and attacks without
warning) and accepted Tirpitz' resignation on March I7. The inter-
nal political struggle for power was thus decided once again in Beth-
mann Hollweg's favour. He had, however, only been able to main-
tain his position because he had not opposed unrestricted submarine
warflare absolutely, but had consented, as the note of May 4 to the
U.S.A. was to show, to enlist the services of diplomacy to prepare for
it.

In the hope of avoiding this last resort, Bethmann Hollweg had
again put out peace feelers towards Britain in the spring of 1916.

Reports had reached him that Grey and Lloyd George were not en-

tirely averse to peace, and they were confirmed by the Chancellor's
conversations with Colonel House in February, Igr6. House had just
arrived from England, and reported that Britain was out of humour
with America. Grey and Lloyd George were not at all so disinclined
towards peace as he had expected. Britain's peace conditions, accord-
ing to House, were the evacuation by Germany of Belgium, nor-
thern France and Poland, but no war indemnity. He said that Lloyd
George had expressly assured Germany all her colonial possessions

and a free hand against Russia.r The British offer raised what was
for Germany the decisive question, the recognition of the status quo

in the west, i.e., renunciation of Belgium. For this, however, the Ger-
man government was not prepared. The Chancellor told House that
the restoration of Belgium and Poland would have been possible
earlier, but now Germany could not consider it. His Reichstag
speech of April 5, 1916,in which for the first time he said publicly
that Germany could not accept a return to the status qzo, was inevi-
tably taken both by the British statesmen and by House and Wilson
as a further decided rejection by Germany of their proposals.

1 See Mtiller, op. cit., p. t 52. House seems to have regarded his mission less as an
attempt to bring about an early peace in Europe, than as a move to prevent
Wilson's attemp[ed mediation from resulting in an estrangement between the two-
Anglo-Saxon pb*ers. This is made clear by the Grey-House memorandum of
Febluary zz,1916, which contains, besides a description ofthe bases ofa possible
peace, the promise that America was prepared to enter the war on the side of the
Allies if Geimany rejected mediation on this basis. The bases of peace given in this
document are the same as those communicated by House to Berlin, excePt that
Alsace-Lorraine is to be restored to France; flouse concealed this from Bethmann
Hollweg. This is the more important because Wilson apProved the document,
including this demand to be made of Germany. In respect of the promise of armed
interveniion Wilson did, indeed, make the imPortant reservation that he inserted
into the memorandum the word'probably'.
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The 'Third \ilay': IJnrestricted Subrnarine Warfare
I{ithout Arnerican Entry into the'War

Bethmann Hollweg's hope of preparing the way for submarine
warfare through diplomacy constituted a policy which has been

called 'the third way'.l Unrestricted submarine warfare was to be
resumed against Britain, but so hedged about with diplomatic safe-
guards as to keep the U.S.A. out of the war. This was the objective
on which Germany's policy towards America centred in 1916.

Apart from this idea Bethmann Hollweg wanted to use the threat of
an unrestricted submarine warf;are in order to force America to urge
Britain to lift the blockade. In the spring of that year, however, the
preparations were still insufficient, and after the torpedoing of the
Sussex (a result of the decision of February e9) Germany only es-

caped war with America by beating another retreat. The German
note of Muy 4, howeverJ which formally closed this crisis, did not
abandon the 'third way'flt said that Germany 'reserved her freedom
of decision' in the eaent df Wilson's diplomatic plgssure failing to get
Britain to raise her blockade against Germany./'fhe purpose of this
reservation is explained in instructions sent by the Chancellor to
Bernstorff via Brockdorff-Rantzau on May 5, which stated that it
was the government's intention to make it impossible for Wilson to
break with Germany, and to force him to take up a firm attitude
against Britain. The point, however, is that the Chancellor never
from the first expected Britain to give way to Wilson over the block-
ade. But he reckoned that Wilson, in the interest of his candidature
for the Presidency, would feel bound to make up for the loss of pres-
tige which this would involve, and could do so only by putting
'strong pressure on England to make peace' without-or so Beth-
mann Hollweg hoped-himself figuring as the direct mediator; the
Germans did not want Wilson as mediator, because they thought
that he was prejudiced against them and would prevent the realisa-
tion of their war aims.

Yet on the same M.y 5, 1916, Bethmann Hollweg saw that the
economic position of Germany was so serious, the Ionging of its
people for peace so widespread, that she 'must grasp at every pos-
sibility of achieving peace'. One would naturally have supposed that
if the Chancellor took so realistic a view of the general situation, he
would have beql thankful for any mediation for peace. most of all
^ F':-..:----.-lor one comrng trom t would have
opened up the possibilities of peace without forcing Germany to be-
tray her urgent need for it by herself taking the initiative. Bethmann

2 Bernstorff, op. cit., pp. l4B f.

zBz

I See on this, Birnbaum, op. cit.
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Hollweg's attitude can be fully understood only when viewed against
the background of the unbridled agitation of the right (in secret
alliance with the navy) against'his person and his policy, his alleged
weakness and submissiveness, especially on the submarine question.
The passionate demands for discussion of war aims made in the
Reichstag on May 2+-26, demands which were coupled with very
sharp attacks from the right on the Chancellor, forced him to 'take
refuge in publicity' in his speeches ofJune 5 and 6, in the hope of
countering these intrigues and pacifying over-heated public opinion.
Ffe now publicly rejected mediation of peace with Britain.

Wilson had clearly indicated his willingness to undertake such
mediation in his speech on May 27, 1916, to the American League
for Peace;r but opinion in Germany would have none of it. After that
speech feeling against Wilson grew so bitter in Germany that Strese-
mann publicly rejected his mediation; Westarp, the Conservative
leader, described such an idea in the Reichstag as'intolerable'.

Bernstrofl however, reported on May 28 that Wilson was con-
sidering calling a conference at The Hague at which the neutral
powers should participate only when questions relating to the free-
dom of the seas were under discussion. This new threat of a general
Peace Conference alarmed the German government, and on June
7 Bernstorff received a note from Jagow instructing him bluntly to
nip any possibility of peace mediation by Wilson in the bud: 'As
soon as Mr. Wilson's intentions ofmediation threaten to assume more
concrete forms and Britain shows signs of readiness to accept them,
it will be Your Excellency's task to prevent President Wilson from
approaching us with a positive offer of mediation.'2

The chief motive behind these uncompromising instructions was
fear about Germany's war aims in the west, for the German govern-
ment thought that American mediation would endanger these. Ger-
many's reasoning ran as follows:

As for Mr. Wilson's intention to mediate peace, this is at the moment
encountering strong opposition in England. We can only welcome it if the
refusal comes from England. For it is obvious that \^/e must be sceptical
about the mediation of a statesman so strongly inclined in his whole ideas to
the British standpoint and also so naive as President Wilson, if only because
the President would presumably attempt to bring about a peace essentially

I Id., pp. z7r tr. A despatch from Bernstorffon May zB especiallystressed the
extreme importance of this speech for Germany. Bernstorff went so far as to ,rssert
that acceptance by Germany of Wilson's proposals would win her the sympathies
of the American people, which was entirely behind the President's efforts foi world
peace.

2 Id., pp. 273 ff.; cf. also Birnbaum, op. cit., which contains a section Cevoted to
the instructions ofJune, rgr6.
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based on the status quo ante, in particular as regards Bclgium. While it is not
possible to say today how far we shall be in a position to bring about a solu-
tion ofthe Belgian question, as raised by the war, satisfactory to our interests,
yet so much can be said already, that if the war continues to go well for us a
peace on the basis ofthe absolute status quo anteis unacceptable to us.

This letter, with its clear instructions to block an American peace
step and its notification that Germany was not prepared to return
to the status quo) was at such gross variance with Bernstorff's own
views that he telegraphed back incredulously to the Foreign Minis-
try on July r 3 asking whether he was really 'to prevent an initiative
for peace, or only a positive proposal which would bind us in respect
of territorial conditions'.r He made it quite clear that if America's
mediation broke down on Germany's refusal and Germany resumed
unrestricted submarine warf;are, war with America was inevitable.
Even should it be the objections of the Entente on which the peace
initiative broke down, war with the U.S.A. was still 'probable' i[
Germany reverted to submarine warfare. The government had thus
been plainly warned.

Before the Foreign Ministry could answer Bernstorff's question,
Germany's military position had so deteriorated on both fronts that
the Wilhelmstrasse now thought it advisable after all to consider the
President's proposals. Berlin still rejected an 'American peace' as
unf;avourable to Germany, but now thought that 'certain peace
chords from a potent neutral side would perhaps not be undesirable'.
On August l5Jagow accordingly modified his instructions ofJune 7
as follows:'General tendencies towards peace are rather to be en-
couraged, but he [Wilson] is where possible to be restrained from
definite proposals, since these could only be very unfavourable to us.'2

In these new instructions Jagow was still holding in principle to
his earlier line. He wanted a more elastic procedure, but still one
which would not prevent Germany from putting through her war
aims. But only three days later the further deterioration of the gener-
al situation forced the Chancellor to go a step further in his attitude
towards mediation for a general peace. A general Peace Conference
with the participation of the neutrals would, however, only be at
best 'tolerable' after successful negotiations between the belligerents
themselves.'3

A few days later the crisis reached its climax with the entry of
Rumania into the war and the consequent appointment of the
Hindenburg-Ludendorff'OHL 3'. A prolonged conference of state

' B...,.tliffif,lffip.iffi-
2 Birnbaum, op. cit., p. r 24.
8 Bernstorff, op, cit., pp. z79 f.
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was held at Pless in the last days ofAugust, I9I6, and here, on Holt-
zendorff's initiative, the resumption of unrestricted submarine war-
fare was discussed in detail in the light of the new situation.l At this
conference, unlike the decisive submarine conference ofJanuary 9,
rgr7, not only the military but also the civilians were present-the
Chancellor and also Jagow and Helfferich. These last two both
voted against the navy's demand, because they thought a breach
with America undesirable on two grounds: American help to the
Entente was not at present by any means exhausting America's full
economic resources; and it was exceedingly uncertain what the effect
would be on the European neutrals. Bethmann Hollweg, who accept-
ed these arguments in principle, emphasised the direct military
dangers, which the OHL also took seriously, and succeeded in get-
ting a postponement of unrestricted submarine warfare. To prevent
this last st'ep or, if it was unavoidable, to Prepare the way for it, he
reverted to the possibility of peace mediation by America.

On September 2 he asked Bernstorff for his personal opinion
whether mediation by Wilson would be possible and successful if
Germany guaranteed the limited restoration of Belgium. If not, she

must seriously consider reverting to unrestricted submarine warf;are.z
Bethmann Hollweg was making a complex calculation. IIe re-

alised that the resumption of unrestricted submarine warfare would
bring America into the war and render the outcome of it doubtful.
But if the mediation proved unsuccessful, then the resumption of
submarine warfare as an answer to the 'hunger blockade' would
have received sufficient diplomatic preparation; and finally, his own
position, and that of the government, would be safeguarded both
against the neutrals and against the rising domestic popular agita-
tion for submarine warfare.

Bernstorff's answer of September B was calculated to confirm the
fundamental correctness of Bethmann Hollweg's analysis of the
political situation.s The ambassador drew his government's atten-
tion to the U.S.A.'s central interest in the restoration of Belgium as

a pre-condition for any settlement with Britain. At the same time he
suggested that there was a hope of Wilson's resuming his efforts after
his re-election, before the end ofthe year. But reference to this date
warned the government that, the political situation in the U.S.A.
being what it was, no move from America could be expected before
the elections in early November. Bernstorff also warned the Chan-

r See the llntcrsuchungsaussciuss, Vol. z, Bcilagcn, pp' I7o ff.; debates on the
resumption of ruthless submarine warfare.

2 Bernstorfi op. cit.. p. e84.
I Ibid.
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cellor: 'Seen from this end, achievement of peace through ruthless
submarine warfare appears hopeless, because that would quite
certainly bring the United States into the war, whichever way the
elections go, and consequently war would presumably only be
prolonged.'

This warning suggested that Bethmann Hollweg's 'third way' was
a dangerous illusion.

.Yet although convinced that the resumption of unrestricted sub-
marine warfare would bring America into the war, the Chancellor
sent further instructions to Bernstorff on September z6 which, while
they did indeed ask the President to use his influence on England to
bring about a speedy opening of peace negotiations, combined this
request with a notification that otherwise Germany would resume
her freedom of action in conformity with her note of May 4.1 This
was, in diplomatic language, a threat to resume unrestricted sub-
marine warfare if Wilson delayed much longer with his Peace steP,
or should it prove unsuccessful. The threatening undertone in the
message was due to the Emperor's wording, which was approved by
Hindenburg.

Meanwhile, as Bernstorff wrote on September 6, Wilson had de-
cided to put off his mediation to a later date. Bernstorff gave two
reasons: Rumania's entry into the war, which had revived Ger-
many's enemies' confidence in victory, and the approaching Presi-
dential election, before which Wilson could not in any case work for
peace with the full authority of his office. If he were re-elected and if
military operations were suspended, he was ready to start his peace
action immediately. 'He fthe President] believes that he would then
be strong enough to enforce [sic] a Peace Conference. Wilson re-
gards it as an American interest that none of the belligerents should
achieve decisive victory.'2 What a chance for Germany to make a
draw of this war, whilh both OHL z and OHL 3 had said could no
longer be won on land without the ua banque garne of unrestricted
submarine warfare with its grim consequences !

All through September the navy had been pressing Ludendorff
and on October I had finally got OHL 'to consider' letting unre-
stricted submarine warfare be resumed on about the I5th or IBth of
the month, because meanwhile the situation in the sout-east had im-
proved and defence against a British landing in Denmark and Hol-
land thus seemed assured. The by-passing of the political leaders on
so important a question led to a dispute between Bethmann Hollweg
and Hindenburg-Ludendorff, in which the Chancellor maintained

' Id., pp. 285 f. ; Birnbaum, op. cit., pp. I35 f. and 354 f.
2 Bernstorff, op. cit., p, e83.
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his own responsibility for a decision which was not military alone,
but fundamentally political, and finally forced a further postpone-
ment of the unrestricted submarine warfare by using the same argu-
ments as on August 3 r :

Count Bernstorff has been instructed on the personal orders of FIis
Majesty to induce President Wilson to issue an appeal for peace. If Wilson
can be got to do this, the probable rejection of the appeal by England and
her allies, while we accept it, would give us a moral justification in the eyes
of the world, and in particular of the European neutrals, for withdrawing
our promise to America, and would thus influence their presumable later
attitude.

Germany's intentions could not have been expressed more clearly.
Bethmann Hollweg saw Wilson's hopes for a peace step less as a path
towards a peace without victors and vanquished, as Wilson and
Bernstorff envisaged it, than as a springboard and a moral-political
basis for resuming unrestricted submarine warfare against Britain.

Although Ber.,itorfffti6iilite on October 6 that Wilson would
in no case come forward with a peace move before his re-election, so
that Germany's hopes of an immediate move were disappointed, yet
in the middle of October Germany repeated her urgent request for
peace mediation by the President, again combined with a notifica-
tion that Germany would otherwise no longer feel herself bound by
her assurances of May 4, IgI6. This was conveyed in the form of an
aide mimoire (drafted by the Emperor), which Bernstorffhanded to
House on October rB and to Wilson on October zo. Although Bern-
storff, as instructed, tried to pretend that this was not a threat of re-
sumption of unrestricted submarine warfare. House and Wilson im-
mediately recognised its true character.

In these weeks the Chancellor's freedom of movement in his
struggle over submarine warfare was still further restricted from two
quarters. On the one hand, representatives of the big economic as-
sociations were petitioning the Emperor and the civilian and mili-
tary authorities for an early opening ofunrestricted warfare, as they
had petitioned in rgr5 for far-reaching war aims: the famous Six
Associations, for example, on September 5, and the,,Snerchants of
Hamburg on September 25. Several of them went as far as to threaten
that the success of the new war loan would depend on ruthless em-
ployment of Zeppelins and submarines. On the other hand, the
Chancellor lost further ground against the OHL when the Zentrum's
spokesman in the Central Committee of the Reichstag said that the
Chancellor must 'make his decisions . . . essentially dependent on
those of the OHL' on the question of the conduct of ruthless sub-
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marine warfare.l. f n of high
polrcy rn the hancls oI the mrlrtary.

Between Vienna and l4rashington
On November 7, 1916, a fortnight after the imperial aide mimoire

had been handed in, Wilson was re-elected by a bare majority. The
German government officially welcomed his plan to mediate peace,
and the Chancellor again instructed Bernstorff to encourage the re-
elected President in his intention. At the same time, however, the
idea ofa general peace took a new turn.

On October t8, at the end of the Pless Conference on the Polish
question, the Austro-Hungarian Foreign Minister, Baron Burian, had
proposed a joint peace offer,2 and Bethmann Hollweg had agreed in
principle. The reasons given by the Austrians were the often adduced
'difficult economic position in which the Central Powers now found
themselves', and the fear that the heavy fighting expected for the
next spring would not bring the end of the war. From this point on-
ward two peace actions were proceeding on parallel lines, which fre-
quently crossed in the course of the negotiations. The discussion on
the modalities of this new peace step gave rise to a controversy be-
tween the two allied powers which directly affected Germany's war
aims policy.

Austria wanted all four Central Powers to accompany the Peace
Note to the enemy with the simultaneous publication of a joint,
binding statement of their own peace terms, Germany, however, re-
fused to divulge her terms simultaneously with the peace step, be-
cause they were so far-reaching in the west, especially in relation to
Belgium, that the enemy would have refused to negotiate with the
Central Powers at all on such a basis, whereas to the German public
they would appear too modest and would jeopardise the position of
the government. After a prolonged exchange of notes and a confer-
ence in Berlin on November r5-r6,3 the Germans finally consented

I This question thus brought together again the old War Aims Majority, from
which the Zentrum had temporarily defected in the preceding March. Although
Helfferich, the new Vice-Chancellor, showed skill and pertinacity in adducing all
arguments against the unrestricted submarine warfare and its consequences, the
plus in inan-power, finance and material which the entry of America into the war
would bring the Allies, and Erzberger uttered similar warnings, the Conservative
forces in the Zentrum got their way when Grciber and Spahn refused to remain any
longer with the Social Democrats and Progressives in a 'Bethmann coalition'. See
Frieda Wacker, Dit Haltung drr lcntrwtspartri zur Fragc dtr Krbgszbh im Wcltkrbg
tgr4-rgr9 (Diss. Wiirzburg, 1937), p. zr; lVilly Bongard, Dit lcntrumsrcsolution
wm 7 Oktabcr, 1916 (Cclogne, rggT) ; May, op. cit., p. z9g.

' On the Peace Offer of December, 1916, see the very detailed work by Wolf-
gang Steglich, Bilndnissithtntng odtr Vcrstiindigun4drirdrn, Unhrsuchungcn zwn Fritdar
sangcbot dtr Mittclmnchtt wm r z Dczcmber, 1916 (G<ittingen, Berlin, Frankfurt, rg58).

8 For fuller details, see below, p. 3 r 5.
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to bring their terms with them to the peace negotiations, if such took
place. They further gave a grudging acceptance to Burian's request
for a joint, binding war aims programme of all the Central Powers-
a concession which on the surface appeared to carry with it the re-
nunciation of their policy of a free hand on the war aims question.
We begin, however, to doubt this when we find them henceforward
postponing the joint definition of war aims by demanding that the
Turks and Bulgarians should first produce their own peace condi-
tions, after which a new date could be set for the conference. Fur-
thermore, the despatch of the note was made conditional upon the
final definition of the peace programme.l The Germans had thus
achieved their immediate aim: they were not obliged to sit down at
once with the Austrians and formulate their war aims with them.
They had given their allies further proof of their will for peace, and
finally the despatch of the note itself was adjourned indefinitely.

For three weeks the Wilhelmstrasse now carried on a double game
which Bethmann Hollweg, for intelligible personal reasons, denied
indignantly after the war before the examining committee of the
National Assembly.2

On the evening of November 16, after the Austro-Hungarian
statesmen had left the conference room, Jagow drafted instructions
to Bernstorff, asking what were the prospects of early mediation by
Wilson. Bernstorffanswered positively in two telegrams of November
zo and 2 r. He emphasised that Wilson was not acting alone; all those
in authoritative positions in Washington and the whole public
opinion of the U.S.A. were in favour of the mediation. He had
learned through House that Wilson would take the first step 'as soon
as possible', probably before the New Year. Wilson made three im-
portant reservations. Firstly, before he began his action, there should
be as little talk as possible in Germany, so that the Entente powers
should not get the impression that Wilson was acting on the sugges-
tion and in the interests of Germany. Secondly, all submarine in-
cidents must be avoided, and the two recent sinkings of the Marina
and the Arabic disposed of without further controversy. Finally, the
German government was asked to make some concessions over the
deportation of Belgian workers to Germany, which had caused a
considerable public stir in America.

On December 4 Bernstorffreported that'everything was ready for
the peace action in Washington', and added expressly that Wilson's
mediation might come 'overnight', especially if the German govern-
ment met his wishes by an official declaration on the question of

r Steglich, op. cit., pp. 83 tr
2 Unhrsuchungsausschuss,Vol. l, pp. rBB ff.
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deportations. The American charg6 d'affaires, Grew, told the Chan-
cellor on December 6 that a peace step would be coming very short-
ly, and that such a step by Germany would constitute 'practical co-
operation'.l The German government, however, not only did not
accept these recommendations but on the same day energetically
took up the Austro-Hungarian peace action, which had been in prac-
tice neglected for the past three weeks in favour of the American
mediation.

Wilson's request for the declarations on Belgium made the Ger-
mans suspect that he would try to influence the peace conditions
themselves. This brought with it the danger that Wilson might in his
capacity of mediator take sides against Germany and her peace
terms, in which case the Germans would be in a hopeless minority
at any Peace Conference. The prospects for a peace step of Ger-
many's own had, on the other hand, become brighter since the im-
provement in the military situation with the collapse of Rumania.
The government thus reverted to its line ofJune 7, of open opposi-
tion to American mediation.

This decision was bound up with a change at the Foreign Ministry.
Jagow, who saw the war f.^m the'racialist'angle of a struggle be-
tWeen T-euT.on and Slav and was less interested in the freedom of the
seas and the defeating of Britain, and consequently attached the
chief importance to the war aims in the east (counting Germany's
ally, Austria-Hungary, as paii of thtn -Oiraam) 

was, through the
influence of the OHL 3, replaced by Zimmermann. Zirnrnermann,
Ludendorff and Holtzendorff set the 'hard course' of German
policy, which aimed at securing guarantees for Germany's world
power position. Characteristic of all three is their east-west concept,
iheir conviction that the peace must be a dictatetr6ifiiil-thlii
further conviction that the war coul}TEworrurraiffiby means of
the submarine arm,z

The Peace Offer of the Central Powers
(Decernber rz, r916)

The Austrians, for their part, having learnt of Wilson's intended
mediation, were also pressing for the peace step proposed by them,
and now even renounced the preliminary conversations between the
four Central Powers on their joint peace negotiations,3 especially in
the altered and more flavourable military situation on the eastern
front. The capture of Bucharest on December 6 made such an offer

r Birnbaum, op. cit., pp. z3r f.
2 Steglich, op. cit., p. ro6; Birnbaum, op. cit., p. e33.
r Steglich, op. cit., pp. rz3 f.
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possible. 'The greater our military success,'wrote Zimmermann'. . .
the deeper the impression that this would doubtless make on our
enemies, who may perhaps be readier to consider azr terms.'

It thus proved possible to 'loose off'the peace offer of the Central
Powers only a week after the decision to make it had been taken.
Neither the Federal states nor the Reichstag were initiated into the
preparations. The Federal Council was informed of the forthcoming
step only on December r r. On the same evening the Chancellor con-
voked the leaders of the bourgeois parliamentary parties preparatory
to a general discussion between the party leaders on the next day,
when the Reichstag was to meet in Berlin to hear the text of Ger-
many's note to the belligerent powers and a declaration by the
Chancellor. The whole sitting lasted only twenty minutes, and a de-
bate on the contents and substance ofthe peace offer was prevented
by a prior arrangement between the Chancellor and the Zentrum,
the Progressives and the Majority Socialists (the later Peace Resolu-
tion Majority), which kept the spokesmen of the extreme left-
Haase and Ledebour-and of the War Aims Majority-Bassermann
and Westarp-from speaking. The parliamentary support from the
parties of the centre enabled Bethm44n Hollweg to carry on his
policv of non;committal silence oil-deffiiFwar aims. The Ger-
man Peac€ orl- ence rn vlc-
tory and by the absence ofany sort ofconcrete conditions. The Cen-
tral Powers declared themselves ready to enter into immediate peace
negotiations with the enemy under conditions 'calculated to assure
the existence, honour and freedom of development of their peoples'.

The programme with which the German government would have
come to the negotiations-it was not going to show its hand until the
negotiations opened-agreed in essentials with the list of war aims
which the Foreign Ministry had communicated to Vienna on Nov-
ember 9.1 Berlin itself recognised that so far-reaching a programme
could be put through only if the Central Powers were in a position
to dictate the peace as victors. On their own evidence, however, they
were far from being in that position. The Wilhelmstrasse could there-
fore only hope to save as many as possible of its war aims by playing
off the enemy powers against one another during the negotiations.
In this hope, the Germans were still trying to reach a separate under-
standing with Russia or France (via Spain), or with Belgium (via
KingAlbert).

The hope of achieving a sqparafc-rewith one partner or
another was the real motive behind the whole m-ffor-haidffany-
one seriously expected the peace offer to be accepted. The German

I See below, p. 3131.
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government assumed in advance that the Entente would reject it.
But the Chancellor promised himself impollpnilsyqbqlogical effects
among his own people, whose confidence in the government would
be strengthened if it felt that it was trying 'seriously' to bring peace
about. On the other hand, a rejection of the offer must strengthen
'the determination to hold out'. Abroad, the Chancellor counted on
a twofold propagandist effect in favour of Germany: On the one
hand, he hoped to mobilise the longing for
the enemy calnp as a ffieans ol-p-Effiii
mEn-t, and further he expected to make 'a good impression'.sn the
neutrals, primarily, on the United States.

The Chancellor's actions weie quite obviously based on his calcu-
lation of January ro, 1916, that Germany must undertake peace
soundings before she could turn to theultima ratia ofunrestricted sub-
marine warfare. If peace resulted, Germany would not have to re-
sort to submarine warfare, but if the peace move failed to produce
negotiations, the offer would have played a central part in the 'dip-
lomatic preparations' for unrestricted submarine warfare. Not the
least purpose ofthe peace step was to provide an excuse in the eyes of
the peoples of the world and of history for carrying on the war with
all possible means.l This interpretation is justified by the last sen-
tences of the peace offer:'Should the struggle continue, in spite of
this offer of peace . . . the four allied Powers are resolved to carry it
on to a victorious end. But they solemnly repudiate any responsi-
bility for this before humanity and history.'2

Six months later (onJuly 4) Zinrnermann, the chief of this policy
in the Wilhelmstrasse, in a confidential speech to the Central Com-
mittee of the Reichstag, confirmed with almost cynical frankness
what motives had impelled the government to make the peace offer.
In a retrospective survey of the history of the'offer'and of Wilson's
attempted mediation, he said:

It was not in our interest to let President Wilson take the affair [i.e.,
general peace] into his hands. As, however, we feared that he would take
such a step, and we did not wish America thus to get the whole peace negoti-
ations into her hands, in which case we should certainly have been at a dis-
advantage, we loosed off the peace offer of December last year. What made
us hurry was the need to forestall America's intervention.

There can be no doubt that on this point Zimmermann was repro-
ducing correctly the intentions of the government; he himself had
mentioned this motive shortly after Germany's peace step in conver-
sation with the German minister in The Hague, Friedrich Rosen.

r Miiller, op. cit., p. 247,
2 Untersuchungsausschuss,Yol. z, Bcilagcn, pp.gg f.
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Rosen had suggested diplomatic preparation by the Missions abroad
for a step of the kind. Zimmermann 'agreed with this proposal, but
said that at that time it was desirable to forestall the American Presi-
dent's peace step'; haste would therefore be necessary.r Even in the
summer of r9r7 Zimmermann still thought this policy correct (al-
though the failure of submarine warfare was already becoming
clear) ; he ended his speech to the Central Committee with the words:
'It is a good thing that his [Wilson's] mediation did not come about.'

Wilson's Offer to Mediate (Decernber 18, 1916)

Although the German peace offer could not but injure Wilson
personally and seriously hamper him in his role of mediator, he did
not allow Germany's action to discourage him. The essential of his
note of December IB, r9t62 was a proposal to all the belligerent
powers to make public in some form-what form, he left them to
choose-the conditions under which they were ready to conclude
peace. Wilson thus placed himself in a position above the belli-
gerents, whom he warned against continuing a struggle which was
bringing suffering to many millions of men; but his political motive
was a fear that prolongation of the war would produce an embitter-
ment 'which might never cool off'. Then the hopes of a League of
Nations would vanish, and 'civilisation would suffer harm which
could never be expiated or repaired'.

Behind this apparently Utopian proposal lay a realistic train of
thought: the President did not want either side to win a decisive and
complete victory in Europe. His aim, as he had put it five weeks
earlier in his famous speech to the American Senate ofJanuary zz,
rgr7, was a peace 'without victors and vanquished' which would
bring with it as result a peace 'without annexations or indemnities'.
Wilson, who for months had accepted uncomplainingly Britain's in-
terpretation of the law of blockade, had now, in the autumn of t9r6,
become increasingly critical, even of Britain, and was approaching a
truly neutral attitude. The 'knockout programme' which Lloyd
George had announced in September ran entirely contrary to Wil-
son's views and intentions. It was the same Lloyd George-become
Prime Minister a fortnight before Wilson's offer-who now opposed
the chauvinistic public opinion in his own countrys and advised re-

1 F. Rosen, Aus einem diplomatisclun Wandcrhben, Vols. 3-4, (Wiesbaden, rg59),
pp. r9r f.

2 May, op. cit., pp. 365 ff. (also on the genesis of the note and the parts played by
flouse and Lansing) ; Birnbaum, op. cit., pp. z5I ff.

3 Page, the American Ambassador in London, reported 'a deep feeling of dis-
appointment and . . . even of anger' in all British circles, except a small group of
pacifists. May, op. cit., p. 367.
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turning a conciliatory offer, with concrete conditions, as Wilson
asked, in order to avoid a breach with the U.S.A. and ensure that
the moral and perhaps some day the physical weight of America
should not be thrown into the scales against the Entente. Although,
on House's advice, Wilson had ended by modifying considerably the
original draft of his offer, which had said that America would throw
her weight to the side which accepted her demand, yet Germany
still had a real chance of securing Wilson's goodwill by a conciliatory
answer.l

Thus America's intervention at the end of December, 1916,

offered Germany a possibility of improving her own position de-
cisively by accepting Wilson's offer: either peace negotiations would
really have resulted, in which case the United States would have
worked for moderation and for a settlement between conflicting in-
terests, or it would have been the Entente's refusal alone which had
prevented the negotiations, and in that case America, with her
moral, diplomatic, economic and military weight, would certainly
have remained neutral. What American neutrality would have
meant for the war in Europe was shown by the further course of the
war.2

But Germany's course had been fixed by the note of December I z.

The answer which she returned to Wilson's note on December z6
amounted in practice to a rejection, since the government invoked
its own 'peace offer' of December t z to exclude the participation of
the President in the peace negotiations proPer; it did, indeed, for-
mally accept Wilson's proposal, but ignored the central point of his
note, the request for communication of its peace terms' On Decem-
ber z r Bernstorff telegraphed explaining that Wilson only wanted to
serve as a'clearing house'for further Peace moves, but the Germans
clearly thought this unsafe.s On the same day onwhich Zimmermann
handed to Ambassador Gerard Germany's official answer to Wil-
son's note the Secretary of State telegraphed to Bernstorffthe secret
exllanation of the real reasons why Germany would not have Wilson
as a 'clearing house' for negotiations:

The intervention of the President, even in the form of a 'clearing house',
would be detrimental to our interests, and is therefore to be prevented. We
mrxit create the basis for future conclusion ofpeace through direct negotia-
tion with our enemies, unless we are to risk being cheated of what we hope to

1 According to Bernstorff's report (Bernstorff, op' cit., pp. 3o5 f.), the.President
had initiated hnancial measures-calculated to produce Pressure in the direction of
peace as early as the beginning of December, 1916, as a first warning to Britain.

2 IJrsaclun und Folgcn, Vom dtutsclun lusamnunbruch rgr9 und rg45 bis zur staatlichut
Ncwrdnung Deutschlands in der Gegcnarar! (Berlin, n.d.), Vol. z, p. zg8.

I Bernstorff, op. cit., pp. 3IB f.
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gain from the war by pressure from the neutrals. For that reason we reject
also idea of conference.!

These words show clearly that its determination to put through
definite war aims was the main reason which prevented the German
government from accepting Wilson's mediation, even in the watered-
down form ofa'clearing house'.

After Germany had rejected the American offer of mediation on
December 26, and the Entente had refused Germany's 'peace offer'
on December 30, a conference at Supreme Headquarters at Pless on
January 9, I9I7, decided to resume unrestricted submarine warfare,
which would now 'seem to the neutrals much rather a logical conse-
quence of the political situation than an act of despair'.2 OnJanuary
I z the Emperor issued a message to the German people calling on it
to work with all its strength until'final victory' was achieved. From
February i onwards all merchant shipping encountered in the closed
zone round Britain was torpedoed.

The Ententets Rejection of the Gerrnan tPeace Offer'
and its War Airns

The answers sent by the Entente powers and their allies both to the
German peace offer and to Wilson's offer of mediation deserve closer
analysis.s Where Germany's enemies differed fundamentally from
Wilson was in their refusal to be put on an equal footing with the
Central Powers. Their joint note to Germany repudiated Germany's
assertion that the Central Powers had been the victims of aggression.
It analysed the motives behind Germany's offer in terms which
agreed remarkably closely with the explanation of it given by the
Chancellor himself to the Federal Council on October 3o-3r, rgr6:a

(i) In spite of the unlikelihood, as the balance of military forces
stood, that the war would end in a military victory for Germany, the
Germans in their offer had still attempted to 'force a German peace'
on their enemies, i.e., to impose Germany's war aims.

(ii) To this end, the Germans had tried by their step to incite the
forces of peace in the Entente countries against their own govern-
ments.

(iii) A further aim of the peace offer had been to raise morale in
Germany and among her allies, which had been greatly depressed by
losses and economic hardship.

I Id., pp. 3rg f.
r Miiller, op. cit., p. 247.
I Text of the notes in 'Ursachcn, etc., Vol. r , pp. 8o ff., 89 ff, 68 f., 74 f., 86 ff.
{ Mi.iller, op. cit., p. 245.
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(iv) The Germans had been trying to make a favourable impres-

sion on the neutrals through this diplomatic step.
(v) Finally, the German government had wished to justify sub-

marine-warfare, deportations, forced labour and forced ricruiiing of
the citizens of occupied territories for service against their i,.rn
coultries (this was a reference to the attempts to raise a polish army
under German command).

The reactions of the Central Powers to this note were not uniform.
The new Austro-Hungarian Foreign Minister, Count Czernin,
thought it not unfavourable since it did not constitute an actual re-
jection, but only an evasion.r Wilhelm II, on the other hand, made
it the occasion for demanding onJanuary 2, rgr7, a revision, mean-
ing an extension, of Germany's war aims against France and Bel-
gium.2 The-German government, however, thought it necessary to
issue a special note to the neutrals onJanuary ro, again explaining
the intention behind their offer. The Entente powers' arr.*.. t6
Wilsonwas sent onJanuary ro. Again, they refusid to be placed on
a moral equality with Germany and her allies, and they again re-

S::a ry open peace negotiations, but unlike the Germans, tf,ey met
Wilson's main request by giving an official definition of theii war
aims: full restoration of Belgium, Serbia and Montenegro, evacua-
tion of the occupied parts of France and Russia, reparation for all
damage. Further, they demanded:

. Restitution of provinces formerly torn from the allies by force or against
the wishes of their inhabitants; the liberation of the ltalians, as also of the
Slavs, Rumanians, Czecho-Slovaks from foreign domination; the liberation
ofthe populations subject to the bloody tyranny ofthe Turk and the eviction
from Europe of the Ottoman Empire.

The Allies'war aims, as made known in the demands of this one sen-
tence, threatened the existence of Germany's two main allies, Aus-
tria-Hungary and the Ottoman Empire. The principle of nationality
was used to undermine the 'fortress' of the Central powers exactly
as Germany had used it against Russia and the colonial empires of
the western powers. The Entente's indirect reference to Alsace-Lor-
raine and to Posen-West Prussia3 also threatened the integrity of the

I Unhrsuchungsausschuss,Yol. z, Bcilagcn, p. r r 2,

.2. Id., p.-r r3. Grilnau writes to the Chancellor onJanuary 2, rqtT: ,His Maiestv
told me today that after the Entente's rejection of orlr offer'he, tdo,'was oblis;d t6
revise our war aims, and that there could no longer be any question ofconciiiation
towards France and Belgium. Now that King Albert had ieiused our offers for thi
third time, he could not be allowed to returnlo Belgium, and the coast of Flandirs
must be ours.'

^ 
8 On Algust .16 t\e 9rand Duke Nicholas had held out a prospect of enlarging

Congress Poland by Galicia and Posen,
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German Reich itself. What concrete shape these aims had already

taken under mutual agreements is shown by the relevant secret

treaties. The Treaty of London, concluded between the three En-

tente powers and Italy on April e6, t9r5, had promised.Italy--in re-

turn ior her entry into the war, the South Tyrol, Trieste, Istria,
Gorizia, parts ol Dalmatia, sovereignty over Valona, the Dode-

canese, teiritory in Asia Minor, and much more. The Straits Treaty
of Maich 4-April Io, I9I5, between Russian on the one side and

France a.,d- Britain on the other, had promised Britain gains in the

Ottoman Empire and Persia, while Russia was to get Constanti-
nople. Then tirere was the so-called Sykes-Picot Agreement of-May
16, 1916, between Britain and France on the delimitation of sphtres

of ir,tl.r.it in the Arabic Parts of the Ottoman Empire; and finally, a
few weeks after the Entente's answer to Wilson (February 12, rgt7,
just before the fall of the Tsar) France_and Tsarist Russia had con-

.tra.a a treaty, which was kept secret from Britain and which gave

Russia a free hand on her *.ttett frontier, especially in Poland, and

promised France both the acquisition of Alsace-Lorraine and dis-

iricts bordering on it (i.e., the Siar) and also the neutralisation of the

whole left bank of the Rhine.
A discussion and appreciation of the origin, the material and

political motives, and ttre significance of the war aims of the Entente

por,.r.r, would exceed the limits of this work; like Germany's-war

.i*r, they w€re a characteristic product of the age of impcrialism'

They were as incompatible as Germany's with a pea-ce without vic-
tors or vanquished. Since, however, both great belligerent grouPs

were deeply exhausted in the winter of r9r6-17, everything depend-

ed on the future position of the u.s.A. And the mutual interaction

of mediation for peace and submarine warfare decided the U'S'A'
against Germany.

Wilson's Last Atternpt at Mediation and the
Opening of Unrestricted Subrnarine \{arfare

In spite of Germany's refusal President wilson continued his

efforts. It says much for his persistence that onJanu?'y ?9' 1917,-h:
described the Entente's waiaims as exaggerated and a bluff' In his

address to the senate four days earlier he had spoken openly against

them; he was still treating the central Powers as the Entente's equals

in status and importance, and throughout January he persisted- in
his efforts to initiite peace negotiations. In this connection he had at

the turn of the year lthe Entinte's answer had not yet arrived, but

was expected to be negative) urgently begged the German govern-

ment to communicat.lt, *u. aims to him personally and in confi-
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dence.r Bethmann Hollweg had drawn up a programme of German
war aims to be sent to Wilson, but although it had been cautiously
drafted, he had found it too f;ar-reaching and had kept it back. In-
stead, the Wilhelmstrasse contented itself with sending instructions
(drafted by Zimmermann) to Bernstorff on January 7, saying in
general terms that Germany's aims 'in no respect exceeded the limits
of what was reasonable'. On the Belgian question Zimmermann
made only the negative declaration that Germany did not want to
annex Belgium. He was completely unambiguous only over Alsace-
Lorraine: Germany could not discuss this question.

For the rest, Zimmermann notified Bernstorff that Germany
would find herself forced to begin unrestricted submarine warlbre
unless Wilson put strong pressure on the Entente, e.8., bY prohibit-
ing the export of arms and foodstuffs to Britain. He was still feeling
for the 'third way', and asked the ambassador to suggest 'how un-
restricted submarine warfare could be carried on without a breach
with America'.

Wilson persevered with his efforts even after Germany had refused
to communicate her conditions to him confidentially, and had thus
put herself in a less favourable position than the Allies: their de-
mands had been very far-reaching, but by communicating them they
had done what Wilson asked. Balfour sent a covering note with the
Allied answer on January Io,2 in which he expressed the opinion,
politely but unambiguously, that satisfactory conditions could not
be achieved 'except through victory'. Wilson replied in his speech of
January zz with his counter-formula of 'peace without victory' and
developed his views on the foundations for 'everlasting peace'. Al-
though he insisted that the U.S.A. would not take part in the nego-
tiation of the peace terms, several phrases in his speech could not but
awaken German suspicions :

(i) The demand for Poland's independence-for the very exist-
ence of the kingdom of Poland just refounded by the Central
Powers was to depend on its close attachment to Germany or Aus-
tria-Hungary.

(ii) The elastic formula of the Just settlement of vexed questions of
territory or of racial and national allegiance', which presumably
covered Wilson's consent to the restoration to France of Alsace-
Lorraine as already given by him in connection with the Grey-
House memorandum; in any case, this wording could be made to
cover the Allies' demands in connection with the liberation of
national minorities.

r Bernstorff, op. cit., pp. 3zr ff.
2 May, op. cit., pp. 368 f.
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(iii) .The suggestion that the peace to be inaugurated by the Peace

Conference must be worth guaranteeing'lastingly' through a League
of Nations and disarmament.

After this speech Wilson had again asked Germany for her con-
ditions, and Bernstorffnow received them onJanuary zg for confi-
dential communication to the President (Austria only heard after
the event of the existence and communication of this programme).
They were cautiously drafted, but still could not be contained with-
in Wilson's bases for peace. This programme, like its predecessors,
refused to accept the status quo in the west. Like thern, it insisted on
the acquisition of Li6ge and Longwy-Briey and on guarantees in
Belgium, which would have constituted severe infringements of Bel-
gium's sovereignty.r But the demonstration ofalleged goodwill which
the conveyance of these conditions to Wilson was supposed to consti-
tute could not be very convincing, since while communicating its
conditions the Wilhelmstrasse had once again added the explicit
reservation that they would have been valid if the Entente had ac-
cepted the German peace offer, but that the German government
now no longer felt itself bound by them. In what sense the German
government really understood its programme we see from a remark
by Zimmermann, who almost at the same moment (onJanuary 3r)
told the Federal Council that a particular advantage of the 'very
elastic' formulation of the conditions as communicated to Wilson
was'that they leave us a completely free hand'.

The interrelation between peace efforts and submarine warfare
reappeared clearly in the answer delivered by BernstorffonJanuary
3 r , for the peace conditions were accompanied by notification of the
resumption of unrestricted submarine warfare, which was to begin

r According to the text in the Unhrsuchungsausschuss, Vol. II, pp. 74 ff-, the
conditions as communicated ran as follows:

'Restitution of the parts of Upper Alsace now in French occupation. A frontier
against Russia for Germany and Poland which gives them strategic and economic
security. Colonial restitution in the form ofan understanding which assures Ger-
many a colonial empire appropriate to her population and the importance of
intetests. Restoration by Germany of the French territory now in her occupation,
subject to reservations ofstrategic and economic frontier rectifications and financial
compensation. Restoration of Belgium subject to specific guarantees for the security
of Germany; these to bc determined in negotiations with the Belgian governmeni.
An cconomic and financial settlem€nt on the basis of the exchange of territories
occupied by each party, and to be restored on the conclusion ofpeace. Compensa-
tion for losses suffered in the war by German enterprises and individuals, Renunci-
ation of any economic agreements and measures wliich would eonstitute an impedi-
ment to normal trade and communications after the conclusion of peace, and
concltsion of appropriate commercial treaties. The freedom of the seas to be safe-
guarded. The peace conditions ofour allies agreed with our views and were equally
moderate in scale. We are further prepared io attend the international confelence
which President Wilson wishes to convoke at the end of the war, on the basis of his
mcssage to the scnate.'
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on the following day, February t. Discussions between the Emperor,
the Chancellor, Hindenburg, Holtzendorfl Ludendorff and the
three heads ofcabinets onJanuary 9 had resulted in a definitive de-
cision in favour of this step.r The Chancellor informed the President
that the German government had received with appreciation the
President's last offer, datedJanuary 26, to bring about a direct con-
ference between the belligerents, but that it had unfortunately ar-
rived a few days too late. The submarines had already put out with
their new instructions and the preparations could no longer be can-
celled. This appeal to technical difficulties was, however, only a pre-
text. Bethmann Hollweg himself confirmed in his memoirs that the
naval staff had told him on Janu ary zB that it was then still possible
to recall most of the submarines.z But so long as he wished to abide
by his previous policy, Bethmann Hollweg could not accept Ameri-
ca's mediation, fearing as Berlin did that the President might in-
fluence the negotiations of the peace terms themselves. The Emperor
had given orders that the instructions sent to Bernstorff on January
29 were to include an express and categorical rejection of Wilson as

a peace mediator, and had answered all warnings that America
might enter the war with the words:'That is indifferent to mE.'3
Although the Chancellor's note did not reproduce the Emperor's
drastic words, it conveyed the substance of his orders. The U.S.A.
answered Bernstorff's communication by breaking off diplomatic
relations with Germany. A number of further events were, however,
needed to bring America into the war against Germany.

The Germans themselves threw away their last chance of delaying
this event by three measures:

(i) Bernstorff had suggested at least giving neutral shipping a
month's grace before opening the submarine warfare.4 The naval

I See lJnhrsuchungsausschuss, ll, Bcilagcn, pp. 3tB ff.; Birnbaum, op. cit., pp.

3 r 5 ff. The Chancellbr had been successful on three occasions (at the end ofAugust,
in October, and again at the end of December) in getting the opening of the un-
restricted submarine warfare postponed-on the last occasion, by saying that he
needed to prepare the ground for it diplomatically. It seems to have been an inter-
vention by Admiral von Scheer, the Commander of the High Seas Fleet, on
January 4, that secured the decision to commence the operation on February r.
IJnder ihfo pressure, Holtzendor$ who since the middle of October had.been-using_
the submarine arm in accordance with the rules of cruiser warfare, allied himself
with Ludendorff, who now also pressed fior unrestricted submarine warfare to
begin at the earliest possible date. The two men talked the Emperor-over, so that
Beihmann Hollweg submitted, against his own convictions-and remained in office.
See Birnbaum, op. cit., pp. 3o4 ff.

2 Bethmann Hollweg, Bctrachlungen, Vol. a, p. r6I : 'The Naval Staffassured me,
indeed, positively on january z8 that they could no longer recall all the sub-
marines which had alriady put out. Counter-orders would, however, not have been
out of the question, although some incidents might have occurred.'

s Mtiller, op. cit., p. z5 r . ' Bernstorff op. cit., PP. 358 f.
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staffrejected this suggestion in view of what is calculated to be Bri-
tain's difficult supplies position. Britain was economically just at the
most precarious stage of complete dependence on imports from over-
seas, and Germany must take advantage of this situation if the ex-
pected increased losses through unrestr-cted submarine warfare
were to have their effect in breaking Britain's resistance.

(ii) Zimmermann's famous Mexico telegram broke the last
threads between Germany and the U.S.A.l The Foreign Ministry
asked the President of Mexico to conclude an alliance with Germany
against the U.S.A. if the latter declared war on Germany on ac-
count of submarine warfare. As reward for her entry into the war
Germany offered to restore to Mexico the states of New Mexico,
Arizona and Texas, ceded to the U.S.A. in 1848. In other words,
Germany threatened the U.S.A. with the loss of her south-west. At
the same time the Wilhelmstrasse was speculating on a separate
peace and alliance with Japan against the U.S.A. Such spacious
plans to occupy the U.S.A. and to keep it from intervening in Eur-
ope by working up Mexican-American quarrels and Japanese-
American tension into open warllare was typical of Zimmermann's
mentality, as already observed in relation to his policy of revolution.
Nothing came of it all, but the Zimmermann telegram, which the
British intercepted, deciphered, and passed on to Wilson, made it
easier for the President to take his weighty decision to declare war
on Germany. His confidant and biographer, Baker, has described the
immense effect of the Zimmermann telegram on Wilson in these
words: 'No single more devastating blow was delivered against Wil-
son's resistance to entering the war.'2

(iii) Wilson still hoped to avoid bringing the U.S.A. into the war,
and finally asked the German government at least to allow American
shipping to pass freely to Britain without a special public declaration.
The naval staffbrusquely rejected this last request too, with the con-
currence of the Supreme Army Command.s Germany's refusal to
leave at least American shipping unmolested resulted in several new
submarine incidents. These gave the last impetus to the U.S.A.'s
declaration of war on Germany on April 6, l9r 7.

In retrospect it seems almost incomprehensible that Germany
should have taken the risk of the U.S.A.'s entry into the war so

r The most recent account of this episode is that of Barbara W. Tuchman, T[a
Nimmermann Tclegram (New York, r 958).

2 Tuchman, op. cit., pp. rgB f.
3 See Holtzendorff's memorandum to the Emperor of March r8, rgr7, and the

Emperor's minute: 'Agreed, reject. . . . This is the end of negotiations with America,
once and for alMf Wilson wants war, let him provoke it and then have it.'
U ntzr nc hung s aus sc hus s, ll, B e il agcn, pp. 335 f.
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lightly; even at that time the U.S.A. was no longer a quantiti nigli-
geable.lt had more than roo million inhabitants in one of the largest
and richest continents of the globe, was already the world's strongest
industrial power, and possessed a first-class fleet only a little less

strong than the British. Germany's policy towards the U.S.A. shows
in particularly crude colours the fundamental traits of Germany's
world policy at the beginning of the twentieth century. Dazzled by
confidence in their own strength, the Germans underestimated the
economic and organisatory capacities of America. Nothing betrays
more clearly the conventional limitations of the German soldiers'
mentality than the fact that they measured America's military force
by the strength of her standing army, counted up its cavalry brigades
and infantry divisions and ranked it with the armies of Denmark,
Holland or Switzerland.

Germany's underestimate of the U.S.A. arose from the fatal ig-
norance of America's power potential and American mentality
which prevailed in leading circles of the Reich. Besides Bethmann
Hollweg, Jagow and Helfferich, some few experts who were ac-
quainted with American conditions did issue grave warnings during
the war against underestimating the U.S.A. These included Bern-
storff himself and the two bankers, Max Warburg and Bernhard
Dernburg, who had been sent to the U.S.A. at the beginning of the
war on a special mission. At the Ltuitania crisis and again in 1916
these men had drawn attention to the ideological and emotional
forces in the young American people. America, they said, although
deeply averse to everything military and to the idea of a big war,
could, if challenged and if convinced that she was fighting in a good
cause, dev€lop energies which would put into the shade anything
experienced in Europe. They pointed out that private deliveries of
arms and munitions from American firms to the Entente in no way
represented the war potential of the American nation ; in particular,
America's financial power, if placed entirely at the disposal of the
Entente by an American declaration of war, would definitively shift
the balance ofwar finance to the disadvantage of the Central Powers.

Finally, Germany's American experts knew from their own ex-
perience the Americans' immense economic power and capacity for
organisation. Attention had also been drawn to this factor by one of
Ludendorff's most capable collaborators on the general staff, Major
Wetzell, in an appreciation of the military potential of the U.S.A.l
Wetzell recalled that the Americans had already once in their his-
tory-in the Civil War-been able to raise effective armies millions
strong within a short time.

I Ursatlun, II, p. z3B (extract from the memorandum of October 23, r g r 7),
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But all these objections, political, economic, military and psycho-
logical, were brushed aside by the German military, by the bour-
geois parties and by the Associations of the War Aims Movement,
which manipulated public opinion. Germany's confidence that
she would be able to take on the last great neutral was based ex-
clusively on the calculation that submarine warfare would bring
Britain to her knees in a very short time, before any American sol-
diers could arrive and before America's help as an ally could become
effective. Thus Germany would have decided the war in her own
favour beficre the U.S.A. could intervene decisively on the continent
of Europe. The Germans thought that they could ignore America's
small existing professional army, and that if attempts were made to
bring it to Europe, even enlarged and reinforced, the transports
could be destroyed in the Atlantic by the German submarines. The
Americans could not come over in less than eighteen months, Ad-
miral Capelle told the Reichstag deputies. And he promised defi-
nitely: 'And they won't come, either, because our lJ-boats will sink
them.' Thus America's military significance was nil and nil and
again nil. (In fact, only one transport was ever sunk; nearly two
million men came over and they decided the war.) But the balance
was finally tipped by the naval staff's firm promise that unrestricted
submarine warfare would sink an average of 6oo,ooo tons of enemy
and neutral shipping monthly and would force Britain to accept
terms within five months, i.e., byJuly r, Igr 7.r This calculation was
based partly on technical military data (the number, range and
armament of the U-boats), and on the extent of the enemy and neu-
tral tonnage, and partly on far more problematic estimates of eco-
nomic factors-how far Britain herself was self-sufficient and how far
she depended on her imports, how big the world harvest would be,
etc. On these points, the calculations proved faulty. The submarines
achieved extraordinary initial successes up to May and June, al-
though at the cost ofrising losses as new defensive weapons were de-
veloped and the convoy system organised. Nevertheless, the set term
passed and Britain had still not given in. The increased figures of
tonnage sunk2 bore no relationship to the direct and indirect mili-
tary and political disadvantages resulting from the introduction of
unrestricted submarine warfare. And we have not even mentioned
one factor which began to operate immediately after the ruPture of

I Ilnbrsuchtmgsausschuss, ll, Bcilagcn, pp. 335 ff. After the fa!! of 'Tirpitz,
Holtzendorff disloyally sent the memoranilum, behind the Chancellor's back, to
several hundred militiry and political offices, and to many individuals, thus per-
suading German public opinion that his own prophesies had been correct.

2 The previous figure of approximately 4oo,ooo tons now went uP by about
2OOTOOO more.
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relations between the U.S.A. and Germany, and even more when
the U.S.A. entered the war: the moral effect in strengthening the
confidence in victory among the Entente nations, who had also been
near exhaustion, and its contrary effect on the peoples ofthe Central
Powers, whose losses in manpower and material were becoming in-
creasingly painful, and who saw themselves truly isolated and facing
virtually the entire world.
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WAR AIMS PROGRAMMES:
GERMANY AND HER ALLIES,

NOVEMBER, r9r6 to MARCH , rgrT

Txa hopes and suggestions of peace of the autumn of 1916led, as
we have shown, from October, r9I6, to the compilation by the Ger-
man government of a regular catalogue of official war aims, and to
the systematic definition of them, both towards Germany's allies and
among the German leaders themselves.

Austro-flungarian War Airns, r9r4-r6
It is necessary to give at this point a short survey of Austria-

Flungary's war aims after r9r4. Although it was clear to the Aus-
trians as early as December, rgr4, that they were waging the war
less to acquire territory than to assure the continued existence ofthe
Monarchy itself, yet from the outset of the war the 'chief aim' of
their policy was-as Burian put it to Conrad von Hcitzendorf on De-
cember 25, r9r5-'to get the greatest possible increase of power and
security when things are re-arranged.'

The occupation of Serbia and Montenegro and parts of Albania
at the end of rgr5 raised the question of the future of those districts.
This was discussed in the Common Ministerial Council at the great
Austro-Hungarian war aims conference ofJanuary, IgI6. Very soon
the question arose whether it would be better to annex Serbia, in
order to stamp out the focus of future pan-Serb agitation, or to re-
duce her to a condition of extreme dependence on the Monarchy;
the latter was the course preferred by the Hungarians, who feared
the internal political effects of a further reinforcement of the Slav
elements in the Monarchy. Burian remarked that 'whatever solution
is adopted for the Southern Slav question inside the Monarchy, it is
certain that Serbia and Montenegro must be made politically, mili-
tarily and economically subject to us'. Montenegro was further to be
cut offfrom the Adriatic; Austria proposed to annex both Mt. Lov-
den (in the interests ofthe security ofher naval base at Cattaro) and
the coastal strip with Skutari, thus getting a direct connection with
Albania. Albania itself, with its port of Valona, was to become an
Austro-Hungarian Protectorate.
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Besides these Balkan plans, another Austro-Hungarian war airn

emerged soon after the outbreak of war: the attachment to the
Monarchy of Congress Poland. This aim quickly involved the
Monarchy in sharp differences with Germany.

The invasion of Rumania in the autumn of r9r6, in which Austro-
Hungarian troops took part with German and Bulgarian, suggested
to Austria-Hungary her third major war aim: the Milliardenobjekt, as
Burian put it.

These war aims were discussed in detail at the meeting of the Com-
mon Ministerial Council onJanuary 7, 1916. In spite of the heavy
reverses of the following August, they were re-stated on the old basis
by Burian before he approached the Imperial Chancellor in Pless on
October r8 with his proposal that the four Central Powers should
make a peace move. His official list of war aims followed on Novem-
ber 5: a free hand in Albania, Montenegro and Serbia, 'strategic
frontier rectifications' against Italy and Rumania, and (a new item)
recognition of the kingdom of Poland recently created by Germany
and Austria-Hungary, whose final relationship to the two Empires
was, however, still unsettled.

Burian wanted the total war aims of the Central Powers fixed at
the same time. He was very reserved as regards the west; Britain
was not mentioned at all, France was left with her territorial integ-
rity unaffected, Belgium was to be reinstated as a sovereign state,
subject to 'safeguards for the legitimate interests of Germany',
which was also to receive the Belgian Congo. Germany's war aims
were to be satisfied by strategic frontier rectifications in the north-
east, by which Burian meant Courland and Lithuania. His chief pre-
occupation was disguised behind the demand for the integrity of the
Central Powersl this, in the military situation of that time, was
chiefly a Turkish and an Austro-Hungarian interest, for it meant for
the Monarchy that East Galicia and the Bukovina, then under Rus-
sian occupation, must be recovered.

Although the defensive element thus held first place in Burian's
list, he had not forgotten his old aim of 'getting the greatest possible
increase of power and security' for the Monarchy. In this respect his
policy differed perceptibly from that of Count Czernin, who took his
place a few days later after the death of Franz Joseph on November
2r, r916, and the accession of the Emperor Charles; although both
agreed on the necessity of concluding peace as quickly as possible.

Bulgarian and Turkish War Aims
In the negotiations between Germany, Bulgaria and Turkey

which opened irr November, r9r6, it proved particularly difficult
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to satisfy Bulgaria's wishes in the Dobruja. To secure Bulgaria's
entry into the war on their side, Germany and Austria-Hungary had,
under the secret Convention of September 6, t9l5,l promised her
the acquisition of the following territories: Macedonia up to the
Morava line at the expense of Serbia;2 if Greece should enter the war
on the side of the Entente, Greek Macedonia with the Aegean port
of Kavalla; and if Rumania did so, the Dobruja, the southern half
of which Bulgaria had only just lost to Rumania under the Treaty
of Bucharest. This was to prove of great moment' Very soon after the
conclusion of the Convention Germany was trying to hedge on Bul-
garia's claim to Dobruja by saying that she had only 'held out the
prospect of her agreement', but had not committed herself to any
kind ofguarantees.s

The reason for this reserve was that Germany had her own ideas

for the Balkans. So long as there was still a chance of Rumania re'
maining neutral, or being secured as an ally, it seemed necessary to
keep her viable by ensuring her an outlet to the sea. This would ex-
clude later conflicts, since Germany was tied to Rumania by strong
economic interests. These considerations became even stronger after
Rumania had entered the war and had been defeated in the autumn
of 1916; for now Germany gave free rein to her political and eco-

nomic interest in Rumania-in exploiting her resources and in de-
veloping her into a'strong Eastern March against Russia'. Germany
was especially interested in the port of Constanta and the line to it
from Cernavoda, which constituted the shortest link between the
lower Danube and the Black Sea. She wished to retain control over
this port and railway in a Rumania dependent on herself, and there-
fore to return only the southern Dobruja to Bulgaria. Furthermore,
Turkey was very anxious that Germany should secure a foothold in
Constanta, partly because of her historic dislike of a Greater Bul-
garia, partly in order to have a direct route to the Central Powers.a
This attitude was very convenient for the Germans.

Turkey herself had at that time not put in any specific war aims.
Nevertheless, the Turkish 'Foreign Minister' had told the Austro-

I The texts of all these instruments are in the archives of the Foreign Ministry'
See also Carl Miihlmann, Obcrstz Hecresleitung und Balkan im Weltkricg tgr4'rgt8,
pp. zBr f.

2 Since February, t9t6 at the latest, King Ferdinand had been expressing even
more extensive aspirations towards the partition of Serbia, an4 ev-en Albania.
He was asking for lhe west bank of the Mbrava with the railway line from Semen-
dria to Nish; also for the region of Prisren and Elbasan, which cut deep into
Albania.

3 Steglich, op. cit., p. IoB.
{ On the question ofConstanta, see Chapter rg (Treaty ofBucharest).
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Hungarian ambassador on December 25, r9r6, that Turkey would
require the evacuation not only of all Turkish territory then in
enemy occupation (parts of Turkish Armenia and of lraq), but also
of Egypt and Cyprus, and also rectifications of her frontier with
Bulgaria.r

Bulgarian and Turkish wishes had not been put in binding form
when the Central Powers despatched their Peace Offer on December
Iz, tgr6. The Germans had in any case no interest in seeing common
war aims formulated, and the Austrians were beginning to feel con-
cern at increasing Bulgarian demands and consequently relaxed
their pressure.

The Forrnulation of the Gerrnan Prograrnrne
Bethmann Hollweg had at first been reluctant to put Germany's

war aims in writing and to communicate them to her allies, but had
ended by giving way to Austrian pressure. Between November 4 and
November 14, 1916, he held various conversations with the Em-
peror and with the Supreme Army Command on war aims and on
the text of a note to be sent to Vienna.2 He began by sending the
OHI" on November 4, a list of war aims, and asking for the soldiers'
comments. His list comprised five points:

(i) Recognition of the Kingdom of Poland.
(ii) Frontier rectifications through annexations of territory in

Courland and Lithuania, so that 'counting in the future Kingdom
of Poland, a good strateg"ic frontier against Russia, running from
north to south, would be achieved'.

(iii) In the west, guarantees in Belgium, 'to be established, as far
as possible, through negotiations with King Albert'. Should it not
prove possible to secure adequate guarantees, a strip of land includ-
ing Liige to be annexed.

(iv) French territory to be evacuated, except Longwy and Briey;
in return, France was to restore the lost parts of Alsace, or to pay a
war indemnity or compensation. Possibly also frontier rectification
in favour of France in Alsace.

(v) In respect of colonies, the proposals were either the restora-
tion of the German colonies, except Kiaochow, the Carolines and the
Marianas, or'a general colonial settlement'.

Hindenburg's reply arrived the next day. The general line of the
two drafts was the same, although Hindenburg's was the more de-
tailed and precise. Bethmann Hollweg accepted this draft, although

r Steg{ich, op. cit., p. r54.

_l.Th. doguments quoted here are reproduced in Llnkrsuchungsausschuss, ll,
Bcilagen, pp. 84 ff. See also Steglich, op. cit., pp. 73 ff.
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he softened it down somewhat in form when passing it on to the Em-
peror and to Vienna, where it was handed in on November 9.

On Point (i) the OHL has asked for frontier rectifications on the
Prussian-Polish frontier, the economic attachment of Poland to Ger'
many and 'influence over the Polish railway system' and other eco-
nomic desiderata-all points which had for years figured, in whole or
part, in the government's programme.

(ii) There was no difference in principle between the Chancellery
and the OHL on the annexation of large areas of Courland and
Lithuania;in particular, the Chancellor's programme had included
Vilno and Grodno since the spring of 1916' Hindenburg further
wanted to include Brest-Litovsk, on the east bank of the Bug, which
was in any case to form the frontier between the satellite state of
Poland and Russia.

(iii) The OHL's detailed list of guarantees to be required from
Belgium, use of the Campine coalfields, economic attachment to
Germany, control of the Belgian railways, and a right of occupation,
agreed exactly with the government's Belgian Programme through-
out the whole war. Finally, the Chancellor had told the Committee
of the Federal Council only a few days before that, besides the acquisi-
tion of Li6ge, the dismantling of other fortresses and the right of
passage in case of war might 'perhaps' be 'obtainable" There was

only one of the soldiers' demands-a truly Utopian one-which the
Chancellor rejected; they had asked for a war indemnity from Bri-
tain as compensation, in case Germany failed to obtain adequate
occupation rights in Belgium.

(iv) Chancellor and Field-marshal were of one mind on the ques-

tion of Longwy-Briey, only Hindenburg wanted, as Bethmann
Hollweg had for two years, possible minor frontier rectifications in
Alsace, not in favour of France but of Germany. In the final version
Bethmann Hollweg gave way to Hindenburg on this point and also

demanded war indemnities or compensation.
(v) The OHL wanted not only Germany's colonies back, but also

the Congo state-the heart of Bethmann Hollweg's 'Central African'
plan.

(vi) The OHL further asked for compensation for the Germans
outside the Reich and the entry of Luxemburg into the German
Reich: a demand accepted by the Chancellor, if in somewhat veiled
form, as 'necessary in the event' of Germany's acquiring Longwy
and Briey.

(vii) The November g version included further a 'commercial
treaty with Russia', which had not aPpeared in either Bethmann
Hollweg's or the OHL's first list, but had figured prominently when-
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ever war aims had been discussed in connection with the soundings
for a separate peace, and a detailed draft of which had been pre-
pared as early as the spring of I9I6.

This last point shows that the apparently deep divergences be-
tween the political and military leaders resolve themselves, on closer
inspection, into a difference of attitudcs : the politicians' attitude was

elastic, deliberately impenetrable and always at pains to keep a free
hand; the soldiers' was hard, open, and intent on definition' The two
parties were agreed in principle on Germany's war aims; the only
question between them was whether and how far it was wise to bind
their hands by communicating those aims to Germany's allies, her
enemies, or a mediator.

But it was precisely this question of tactics in the proposed peace

move that had to be discussed again between Germany and Austria-
Hungary at the Berlin Conference of November I5 and 16. Burian
had contented himself with expressing regret that the Germans were
still refusing to publish their peace terms simultaneously with their
peace offer-they would do no more than bring their terms with them
to any peace negotiations; but he insisted obstinately that a binding
joint programme of the four Central Powers' war Aims must be
drawn up in advance of the peace negotiations, and he finally got out
of the Germans a hesitant and 'academic' consent. The Germans'
change of attitude when Wilson made his offer of mediation the next
evening shows, however, that they wanted to avoid so binding them-
selves. One factor was certainly not only Burian's insistence on his
own procedure, but also his criticisms of the substance of the German
programme: he thought its demands in relation to France and Bel-
gium too far-reaching and 'hardly capable of realisation', and he
was convinced that the possibilities of peace stood or fell with Ger-
many's demands in the west. Bethmann Hollweg, for his part, criti-
cised Austria's wishes in the Balkans as too far-reaching. He urged
Burian not to 'incorporate' Montenegro, except Lovden and the
coastal strip, in the Monarchy, but to let it join up with the new .

kingdom of Serbia which was to be established. Jagow and Zimmer-
mann went further still; they wanted to give the kingdom an outlet
to the sea at the expense of Albania. Jagow even raised the question
'whether Albania might not be partitioned between Greece and
Serbia'. Serbia, thus enlarged and 'strengthened economically, as

far as possible', should then be made part of the Austro-Hungarian
customs and economic system.

The remarks of the German statesmen, especially Jagow, reveal
the outlines of a plan for the Balkans of which Jagow had spoken a
year earlier, in November, IgI5, and which took definite shape at a
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purely German conference on Balkan problems in May, rgrT: an
enlarged, economically strengthened Serbia was to be attached to
Austria-Hungary and thus to Mitteleuropa as.a new medium state,
side by side with a friendly Bulgaria and a satellite Rumania, which
was at that moment on the verge of accepting defeat and already
marked down as an object of German economic interests. The par-
tition of Albania would have meant the end of Burian's pet idea of
establishing an Austrian protectorate over that country; on the other
hand, the Germans proposed to draw Greece thereby into the Ger-
man economic system, while between New Serbia and the enlarged
Greece Germany would establish an outpost for her influence on the
Adriatic in Valona, the chief port of Albania, which the German
Admiralty was demanding as a naval base. This intrusion by Ger-
many into Austria's most private sphere of interest reveals what was
the position assigned to Austria-Hungary in Germany's plans for the
future.

The Germans not only opposed Austria's wishes in the Balkans,
but also refused to meet her most important demand for a guarantee
of her territorial integrity, either in the shape of a joint war aims pro-
gramme worked out between the four powers or, as the Austrians
desired, by way of a declaration of solidarity between Germany and
Austria-Hungary. Immediately after the publication of the Peace
Offer of December I2, the Austrians pressed for the conclusion of a
guarantee agreement to this effect. Bethmann Hollweg could not re-
fuse altogether, but what he finally conceded, in order to pacify the
Austrians, was no more than a gesture. In an aide mimoire which he
read out to the Austro-Hungarian ambassador on December z r and
then handed over, he assured him that in the event ofpeace negotia-
tions Germany would use the 'pledges' of the occupied territories to
use her influence in f;avour of the restoration of the Monarchy's for-
mer frontiers.l This assurance did not, however, give Burian what
he really wanted which was that the conclusion of peace should be
made conditional on the restoration of the integrity of the Dual
Monarchy.

The Views of the Arrny, the Navy and
the Colonial Office

More important than the discussions between the allies was the
further definition of Germany's war aims which emerged at the end
of I9r6 as a result of exchanges between the military and civilian
authorities. In these internal deliberations the OHL's programme of
December 23,2 produced at the Chancellor's request, opened a new

I Steglich, op. cit., pp. r3r f. 2 Id., pp. r55 ff.
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chapter. In the west the frontier of Alsace-Lorraine was to be recti-
fied in the Vosges and at Metz, and the Longwy-Briey basin further
secured by a glacis to the west of it. Immediately to the north, the
Belgian iron-fields of Arlon were to be annexed, if only to complete
the ring of German territory round Luxemburg (which was to be
taken into the German Reich) and to make its 'absorption' easier.
Then came the annexation of Li6ge with the western deployment
area beyond the Meuse, while the rest of Belgium was to be reduced
to'the closest dependence' on Germany.

In proposing to advance the Prusso-German frontier against the
newly-proclaimed 'Kingdom of Poland', Hindenburg was doubtless
thinking of the Polish 'Frontier Strip', then running along the
Warthe-Bug-Narew-Bohr line, as a deployment area and field for
colonisation. Beside this strip a wedge of German territory was to be
thrust out south-eastward between Lithuania (to be annexed by
Germany) and the new Poland, past Bialowitza to Brest-Litovsk,
which was to become a Prussian provincial town. These proposals by
Hindenburg would have reduced the Russo-Polish frontier to only
r2o-r50 kilometres; and it must be remembered that if, as the Ger-
mans hoped, a fully independent Ukraine were created, Poland
would be cut off from Russia altogether. This insulation of Poland
from the central Slavonic bloc would have realised the key item
in Germany's plans for a New Order in the east; it was essenti-
ally the plan set forth by Class in his memorandum of September,
r914.

The significance of this document lies less in the measure of the
various annexations which it proposed than its general admission
that its demands had been drawn up 'in the light of the present mili-
tary situation'. This could mean that if things went badly in the field
some demands could be abandoned, but also, conversely, that the
demands might grow if the military situation developed even more
favourably. This was exactly what happened, at least in the east, at
theendofrgrT.

On December 26, rgr6, Solf, the Secretary of State at the Colonial
Office, had sent the Foreign Ministry a resum6 of the war aims pro-
gramme of his department with a note to say that at the moment it
expressed only his personal views, but that he had often discussed
them with the Chancellor and Jagow, who had agreed with them.
He wanted all Germany's colonies returned; further, Germany's
colonial possessions in Africa were to be 'consolidated into a German
Central African colonial Empire' through the acquisition of French,
Belgian, Portuguese and possibly also British colonies. This pro-
gramme agreed broadly with Bethmann Hollweg's central African
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programme of September, IgI4, and Solf's own programme of the
same date, but the new version was more specific. The German
Mittelafrika of the future was not to be identical with his 'Central
Africa', but a new conception equivalent to 'tropical Africa', and he
attached most importance to the economically valuable areas. Fur-
thermore, 'since the Congo and the Portuguese colonies would not
at first bring anything in', he demanded 'the extension of this Cen-
tral African Empire westward into the economically developed dis-
tricts from which the coloured French are recruited'. The reasons for
this demand were 'both power-political and economic'. Both the
Colonial Office and the Admiralty were to frame the programme
morespecificallyin r9r7 and Igr8.

The third field of German territorial demands was marked out at
the same time by the Admiralty staff in two memoranda dated re-
spectively November z6 and December 24, 1916, the former having
been composed at the Chancellor's direct request. Read together,
the two papers show a homogeneous vision of the foundation of
Gerrnany's 'sea-power', composed of an extensive network of bases
for the German fleet. It fell into two divisions: an African-Atlantic,
and a European (North Sea and Baltic).

The extension of Germany's power-position at sea in Europe was
to be secured in the east by the acquisition of the Courland coast with
Libau and Windau, together with the islands of Dago, Worms,
Osel and Moon at the mouth of the Gulf ofRiga (not yet conquered),
and on the coast of Flanders, by 'the important maritime triangle
Bruges-Ostend-Zeebriigge'. Since, however, even possession of the
Belgian coast did not ensure an outlet to the Atlantic, and since Ber-
lin was now renouncing the French Channel ports of Dunkirk,
Calais and Boulogne, the Admiralty demanded in return the Faroe
Islands, to be acquired from Denmark by purchase or exchange. It
was hoped that it would be possible thence to outflank the British
blockade and reach the open Atlantic.

The Admiralty staff assigned to the Atlantic bases two tasks, a
defensive and an offensive. They were to defend Mittelafrika, when
acquired, and secure the safety of Germany's overseas trade. They
were also to be used in case of war to cut offBritain's and France's
colonies in central and south Africa from their mother countries and
damage Britain's overseas commerce. For this purpose the Ad-
miralty staff thought that Germany must have Dakar, with Sene-
gambia as hinterland, and the Azores-possibly the Cape Verde
Islands in lieu of Dakar. Its programme culminated in the demand
that the remaining Atlantic islands, the Cape Verdes, the Canaries
and Madeira, should in no case be allowed to fall into the hands of
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another major naval Power. Germany should rather acquire them
herself, even if she need not develop them immediately into naval
bases.

In addition to her old possessions of New Guinea, the Bismarck
Archipelago and Yap, which were not to be surrendered, Germany
should acquire the island of Tahiti, an effective base for destroying

traffic through the Panama Canal to East Asia.
The big East African ports of the future German Mittelafrika and

Madagasiar were judged sufficient bases for the Indian Ocean, but
in the eastern half of that ocean the Admiralty pleaded for the 'peace-
ful acquisition' of one of the large islands of the Dutch colonial Em-
pire (which must in any case not be allowed to fall into enemy
hands) should it not prove possible to establish a close link between

Germany and Holland which placed the Dutch East Indies de facto
at Germany's disposal.

Finally, the memorandum asked that Germany should have a
base of her own in the Mediterranean; Valona would be the ideal.
This town, with its immediate surroundings, should become German
and should have a territorial connection with Austria-Hungary,
possibly also with Bulgaria or Greece.- 

These three expert opinions, the army's, the navy's and the

Colonial Office's, complemented and confirmed one another, par-
particularly since Hindenburg explicitly adopted as his own th-e

Admiralty's second memorandum. The Chancellor did not adopt all
the proposals in every detail, but he agreed in principle with the
objelts, as is proved by the Programme which he drew up a few days

later, in January, I9I7, for communication to Wilson-which in
view of its destination, was intended to be a moderate one'

The Peace Conditions to be Cornrnunicated
to Wilson

Before the rejection by the Entente of the CenEal Powers' peace

offer of December t2, lgI6, but in anticipation of it, Wilson had told
the German government that the only possibility now remaining
was to prepare the ground for a peace conference by way ofconfi-
dential ne[otiation, and he had asked for communication of Ger-

many's peace terms and an assurance of her readiness in principle to
accept his proposed guarantees for an international rule oflaw in the

futuie: limited disarmament on land and sea, machinery for the
peaceful settlement of disputes and a League of Peace (League of
Nations). This consent could be given without prejudice to the peace

actually achieved.r By the time Bernstorff's message reached Berlin,
I Id., pp. I7o ff.
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the Entente's refusal had already been announced. Bethmann Holl-
weg drafted a reply to Wilson (which was never sent off) in his own
hand.

He accepted the guarantees for the future, although with the large
reservation that a Preliminary Peace must first be concluded on the
basis of Germany's terms. These, as he enumerated them,r were:

(i) Territorial integrity of Germany and her allies.
(ii) Annexation ofli6ge.

(iii) Strategic frontier rectifications at Metz and acquisition of the Briey
basin, just possibly frontier rectifications in favour ofFrance in Upper
Alsace in return.

(iv) Political, economic and military safeguards in Belgium, to be agreed
with King Albert.

(v) Recognition ofthe kingdom ofPoland, to be attached to the Central
Powers. The lrontier of Congress Poland to be advanced in the east
and the line carried northward, involving the cession by Russia of
Lithuania and Courland.

(vi) Colonial restitution in the form of a solid African colonial Empire,
safeguarded by naval bases.

(vii) For Austria-Hungary, frontier rectifications and extensions, especi-
ally against Serbia, Montenegro and Rumania.

(viii) For Bulgaria, territorial extensions in Serbia and the Dobruja.
(ix) Regulation oftrading and transport relations, no boycott.
(x) Monetary and economic compensation.
(xi) Russia to be allowed transit through the Dardanelles.

Of these eleven points, two now represented-although in fairly
general terms-the interests of Austria-Hungary and Bulgaria, in
conformity with the conversations and the secret Convention. The
same is true of Point (i), which laid down, if in somewhat watered
down form, the principle demanded by the Austrians and worded by
Burian as the'integrity of the four Allied Powers'.

The conditions relating to Germanyaccordedwith those communi-
cated to Vienna on November 9. Point (vi) betrayed the influence
of the memoranda from the Admiralty and the Colonial Office in its
more definite wording: the substance was simply that of the pro-
gramme of September, rgr4. The same applied also to Point (x),
while Point (ix) was meant as a defence against an economic war,
which the Germans feared would be the effect of the agreements
reached at the Paris Economic Conference of 1916. Point (xi) re-
peated a concession, the necessity for which the Germans had recog-
nised in all the discussions for a separate peace with Russia, although
they had not reached any final agreement over it with their Turkish
ally.

1 Id.,p. r7r.
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This catalogue of Bethmann Hollweg's, compiled at the beginning
of January, rgr7, throws more real light on Germany's war aims
than the later list,r which was actually sent to Wilson at his renewed
request at the end of the month, and reproduced Germany's pur-
poses only in a watered down form. On close inspection the second
Iist is seen to contain all the aims given in more concrete terms in the
first-indeed, all Germany's essential demands, as they had materia-
lised in the discussions of the preceding months. After the restoration
of that part of Upper Alsace which was then in French occupation
came Germany's eastern war aims in terms which disguised but by
no means excluded Courland and Lithuania: 'a frontier which
affords Germany and Poland strategic and economic security against
Russia.' Longwy-Briey plus glacis was demanded in the wording
that the restoration of the areas of France occupied by Germany
could be effected only 'without prejudice to strategic and economic
frontier rectifications and financial compensation'. Belgium was to be
reinstated 'subject to definite guarantees for the security of Germany'
to be negotiated with the Belgian government (previously it had
been King Albert). Germany's colonial aims were assured by the
stipulation that the measure of them must take account of the popu-
lation of Germany and'the importance of her economic interests';
given the size of Germany, compared with France and Britain, not
to mention Belgium and Holland, and the stage of development,
actual or prospective, of the German economy, this phrase would
assure at least German Mittelafrika. The word 'understanding' ap-
peared here, but the understanding would at best have been a very
one-sided one. One must suPPose the same of the 'economic and
financial settlement', a phrase which concealed a demand for an in-
demnity, since it was to be 'based on exchange of the territories oc-
cupied by either party, and to be restored on conclusion of peace'1

the German armies were standing deep in enemy territory on all
fronts. The enemy might also expect very extensive demands under
the heading 'compensation for losses incurred in the war by German
enterprises and individuals'. America's co-operation was invited to
secure the 'freedom of the seas'-a demand directed against Britain
and maintained since the beginning of the war-and further to secure
an assurance against an economic war after the conclusion of
peace.

Quite apart from the fact that, as already noted, the Germans no
longer regarded themselves as bound to the substance of this pro-
gramme, it was-characteristically for Bethmann Hollweg's manner
of thought and self-expression-worded in such general terms as to

I Id., pp. r 75 f.
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express Germany's war aims in a flexible and veiled form, but dimi-
nished in substance.

In the second programme the conditions in favour of Austria-
Hungary were not repeated, except for the general statement that
the war aims of Germany's allies were 'on a similar moderate scale';
nor was the stipulation in favour of territorial integrity. Furthermore,
Vienna was not notified in advance of the communication of the
German conditions to Wilson, an omission which led to further ten-
sion between the allies; for Czernin thereupon acted independently
and on February 5 sent Lansing a note officially accepting the prin-
ciple enunciated by Wilson in his speech to the Senate ofJanuary zz
of 'a peace without victory' and not naming any separate Austrian
conditions.l Although the motives behind this move were largely a
matter of diplomatic tactics (to keep contact with Lansing in spite of
the conseht which Bethmann Hollweg had given on January 3r,
albeit unwillingly, to the resumption of unrestricted submarine war-
fare) yet the main purpose of the note was to show the Americans
that Austria-Hungary's attitude towards the question of peace was
different from Germany's.

Gerrnan Renunciations in the West?
Disappointed over the failure of the recruiting campaign in Poland,

and consequently no longer interested in the creation of a Polish
state, Ludendorffhad at the end of rgr6 demanded that the whole of
Poland be taken under German rule. Bethmann Hollweg had sub-
mitted, and onJanuary t, rgr7, the German ambassador in Vienna,
Wedel, had advanced this demand strongly, to Czernin's extreme
consternation. To make the loss of Poland tolerable to the Austrians,
Wedel offered Czernin a bargain: if Austria left Poland to Germany,
Germany would give Austria the guarantee of her territorial integ-
rity which she had previously withheld. As further compensation, he
suggested a partition of Rumania between Austria-Hungary, Russia
and Bulgaria, Austria to receive the 'f;at slice' of Wallachia which she
could make into a'vassal State','as we should do to Poland'. Czernin,
however, refused this offer, as 'impossible, if only on account of Hun-
gary and the Constitutional structure of the Monarchy'; he further
rejected the proposed bargain indignantly, saying that a guarantee
to this effect from her German ally was so much a matter of course
that Austria should not have to pay for it.

Czernin cannot have been so surprised as he made out, for Aus-
trian government circles had for some time past been considering the
possibility of allowing Germany to compensate herself in the east for

1 Id., p. r78.
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renunciations in the west. Thus on November 5, the day of the
Polish proclamation, and a few days after his own proposal of a peace
offer, Burian had written to Conrad in a strictly secret letter:

I am convinced that the key to the situation lies in the west. If Germany
gives up France and Belgium, and something on top, peace is there, The
Imperial Chancellor has promised me this sacrifice, in strict secrecy. I can-
not put successful pressure on him here if I tell him at the same time that we
shall make him all possible difficulties in the east (Poland). Only if we go
into the Balkans and sell Poland to Germany can the idea of a partial cession
of Alsace-Lorraine take shape.

Burian referred in the same letter to the'Milliarden' prize of Ru-
mania as compensation for the loss of Poland.

This idea of balancing Poland against Rumania remained a factor
in the mutual relationship of the two allies throughout I g I 7 - a tug-
of-war for these two rich countries which the war had brought under
central European domination. The key point was that the Austrians
believed themselves to have detected a thorough-going change of
front in Germany's war aims, Tisza put this most clearly at a Com-
mon Ministerial Council on January t2, tgr7. Germany, he said,
had gradually come to realise 'that the hopes she had entertained at
the beginning of the war of territorial acquisitions in the west could
not be fulfilled, and that she would have therefore to look for com-
pensation in the east'. She had therefore gradually come to demand
'the political military and economic incorporation of Poland, with
all her resources, in the German Reich'. Although he realised, and
said, that what Germany wanted to create in Poland was not, as she
said, a 'buffer State' but a 'vassal State of Germany', yet Tisza ad-
vised giving up the system of parallelism or condominium which had
been in force since August, r9r6. The Conference, nevertheless, de-
cided in favour of maintaining the status quo in Poland for the time
being. On the Emperor Charles' proposal, it drew up a maximum
and a minimum programme.

Austria-Hungary's maximum programme, as conceived by Charles
and Czernin, comprised the acquisition of Congress Poland (although
the Conference had just considered leaving it to Germany), Mon-
tenegro and the Macs6, certain rectifications of the Transylvanian
frontier, and the replacement of the Karageorgevitch dynasty in
Serbia by another. The minimum programme was to confine itself to
the integrity of the Monarchy, the annexation of the Lovden, and the
change ofdynasty in Serbia. Czernin agreed in principle that either
programme might be put forward, according to the fortunes of war,
but he rather favoured the latter. He wanted at the most a few
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snippets off Rumania and was prepared to let Russia have Moldavia
if that would make her readier for peace. In general, the idea of a
new League of the Three Emperors was mooted and received with
some enthusiasm, especially by the Emperor and Clam-Martinitz,
the Austrian Prime Minister.
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A HINDENBURG PEACE
OR A SCHEIDEMANN PEACE ?

WAR AIMS AND INTERNAL POLICY

Tnn turn of the year r9r6-r7 marks a deep caesura in the history of
the First World War in general and in that of Germany. The Polish
Proclamation of November 5, rgr6, had anticipated a peace settle-
ment in respect of one important German war aim. Germany's
peace offer of December 12, 1916, the controversy over war aims
between Berlin and Vienna, the initiation of unrestricted submarine
warfare and the breach with America, had shown that the rulers of
Germany were resolved to prosecute the war in the west by all means
at their disposal until they had achieved their war aims. All this at a
moment when, the quick victory over Rumania notwithstanding, the
mobilisation of all resources, the losses suffered by the nation at
Verdun and on the Somme, and the privations of the third winter of
war, had produced a material and physical crisis such as the nation
had never before known. With the new phase of the war there set in
an intensification of the home war effort embodied in the 'Hinden-
burg Programme'. The lifting, on November r5, rgr6, of the ban on
public discussion of war aims was also, primarily, a measure of
psychological general mobilisation for total warfare. But the out-
burst of the long pent-up flood of annexationist propaganda now
became a really heavy handicap on any effort to bring about a
general peace, especially when the Belgian war aim (confessedly an
anti-British demand) was expressly, repeatedly and publicly de-
manded.

The Effects of the Russian Revolution
The first effects in Germany of the outbreak of the Russian March

Revolution operated in two different directions. On the one hand,
the internal paralysis of Russia seemed to German public opinion to
mark the first step towards the long-desired separate peace in the
east; the revolution thus came as a reliel, and was at first favourably
received almost everywhere. On the other hand, the events and ideas
of the revolution had momentous effects on the internal politics of
the German Empire. Soon after their success the Russian revolu-
tionaries had appealed to the war-weary peoples in both camps with
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the proclamation by the Petersburg Workers' and Soldiers' Council
of the slogan of early peace 'without annexations or indemnities'. In
Germany this formula found a ready hearing among the Socialist
workers, whose Social Democrat leaders, though still standing by
their declaration of August 4, r9r4, were finding it ever harder to
convince their followers of the rightness and necessity of a war which
was apparently being waged very largely in order to achieve German
war aims. How real was the government's fear ofserious consequences
for the conduct of the war is shown by a conference in the chancellery
which met on March 3r, rgl7, specially to discuss'the effects of the
Russian revolution on internal political feeling in Germany', and
came to the conclusion that the active services of the press must be
enlisted to influence the public positively against revolutionary
ideas.

The cbnstitution in the spring of 1916 of the 'Social Democrat
working party' (Arbeitsgemeinschaft), with a programme of opposition
to war credits and war aims, marked a first defection of a section of
the Social Democrats from the policy of the government, and an
attempt to give expression to the workers' mounting discontent.
Nevertheless, the influence of the left Radical groups, and in particu-
lar of the Spartacist League, was still relatively small in the spring of
r9r7, and its most important leaders, Rosa Luxemburg and Karl
Liebknecht, had been eliminated from politics some time before by
arrest,

The Social Democrat leaders soon drew the consequences of the
changed situation brought about by the Russian revolution. On
April 19 the party published a joint resolution by the party officers
and the party committee which adopted the Russian formula of
'peace without annexations or indemnities' as the official party pro-
gramme.r One motive behind this step was undoubtedly an honest
desire for peace, but considerations of internal politics and party
tactics were also unmistakably present: only two weeks earlier, at
Easter, the Socialist Working Party had turned itself at Gotha into
an 'Independent Socialist Party' (U.S.P.D.), and was canvassing
among the workers with a definite demand for an early peace.

When the Social Democrats'resolution appeared, Zimmermann at
once protested to Scheidemann, complaining that it was bound to be
taken as a sign of weakness in Germany. His attitude is the'more in-
telligible when one considers that the day of his protest-April z3-
was the very day of the great war aims conferences at General Head-
quarters between the statesmen and the military leaders, which laid

I Philipp Scheidemann, Dcr lusammenbnzci (Berlin, Iger), p. r rg (also describes
the reactibn of the government) ; see also Ursachcn, I, pp. 387 f.
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dorvn extensive war aims for German policy. On April z8 the Con-
servatives issued another protest in the form of a resolution of the
party officers expressing 'grave and deep concern' at the 'apparently
steady growth of the influence of Social Democracy'.

The Social Democrats' resolution . , . would rob us of the possibility of a
peace commensurate with the immeasurable sacrifices and the glorious feats
of arms of our incomparable army and fleet, and of a nature to guarantee
the prosperous development ofour fatherland under a strong monarchy and
to allow the healing of our war wounds through sufficient indemnities. It is
only such a peace, one ofvictory, that we can advocate.l

The public discussions on war aims,2 which from this point on
raged more violently than ever under the rival slogans of 'peace of
understanding' or peace ofvictory,'scheidemann peace' or'Hinden-
burg peace', also reveals, ever more clearly as it proceeds, the internal
political factors conditioning Germany's war aims policy. The OHL
and the whole of the political right in Germany repeatedly argued
the necessity of 'positive' war aims on the ground that to end the
war without annexations or indemnities would endanger the
monarchist order. The favourite device of the right was tg conjtre
up the danger of revolution from the left if the workers returning
from the front had to bear alone all the financial burden of the war
as they would have to do under a 'peace of renunciation'. But the
real threat behind this picture was one of a revolution from the right,
which would be directed in the first instance against the allegJdly
weak regime of Bethmann Hollweg, but might possibly also endan-
ger the Emperor and even the monarchy itself. The first draft of the
'Intellectuals' Memorandum' of the summer of rgr5 had already
hinted at such a possibility; now the outlines of the'Alldeutscl rule of
the sword' which would follow Bethmann Hollweg's fall grew ever
plainer. The interlocking of the war aims question and the problems
of a new order at home dominated German internal politics through-
out rgr7, and it was this inter-connection that led eventually to
Bethmann Hollweg's fall.

Leading circles in Germany were convinced that only a victorious
war ending in substantial gaips would enable them to maintain their
political and social order; a drawn peace on the basis of the stalus quo
would sumce to shatter their power position at home. It was therefore

r Westarp, op. cit., II, pp.4l f.; Ursaclun,l.c.

- 'z $!aus Sctrwale, Db drutschen Profcssoren und die politisclun Grundlragcn dcs erst cn
W_eltkrirgcs (Dils.-Freibur-g, rg58), pp. zgr ff. For the attitude of theleflsee ArnoJ.
Mayer, Polilie!!,.Origins of tlu Ncw Dilloyacy r9r7-8 (New Haven, r959), pp. 98 ff;
also Kruck, Alldeutsclur Vcrband, pp.85 ff.and 97 ff.
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necessary, in their view, vigorously to oPpose the 'politicians of
renunciation' but also, at the same time, to keep down the advocates of
democracy and parliamentary control. If a renunciation of the aim
of increasing power through war was bound to weaken the position
the ruling classes in Germany, so conversely the advance of demo-
cracy and parliamentary control must endanger the attainment of
the great peace by victory, since the leading advocates of political
change, the Social Democrats, were also the circles which most
strongly opposed a peace with annexations. The alignments on the
great issues of foreign and domestic policy were almost identical,
even if a few Social Democrats, or a few Liberals, were able to recon-
cile agitation for unrestricted submarine warfare and far-reaching
war aims with demands for internal political change in the direction
of more democracy and more power for parliament. These men had
no intention of using parliamentary control over political power in
the state to limit German acquisitiveness, still less forbid it. All they
wanted was, as Naumann and Max Weber preached,l to use the
experience of the western democracies and mobilise and activate 'the
masses at the flywheel of power' to make the Reich even greater and
stronger. Atl they would have done in the end would have been to
save the pseudo-constitutionalism of Prusso-Germany from the
rising wave of twentieth-century democracy, and reconcile it with
the masses' demand for political rights by broadening its basis with-
out touching its structure or its substance at any really essential

point.

Bethrnann Hollweg and Social Dernocracy
The Social Democrats had taken the Emperor's proclamation of a

'truce' in his famous speech from the throne of August +, tgr4, as a
promise of what came to be called a 'new orientation'. Bethmann
Hollweg, for his part, had been appointed to succeed Biilow by the
Emperor in r9o9 with the mission of integrating the Socialist workers
into the existing political and social order,2 and he enjoyed consider-
able confidence in left-wing circles; he held the positive co-operation
of the Social Democrats to be vitally necessary for the state, precisely
in time of war. Without the collaboration of organised labour, he

was convinced, the war could not be carried on. The leaders of the
right wing of the Social Democrats were prepared to go a long way
to meet him, and a tacit alliance developed between them and him.
As early as the end of August, I9I4, one of the most prominent lead-

r Wolfgang l. Mommsen, M ax Wcber und db deutsclu Politi* r Sgo- r g z o (Ttibingen,
rg59), pp. z5z ff.

2 See Biilow's own account in his Dcnkwilrdigkcitzn,Il,pp. 5r t ff.
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ers of the revisionist wing, Eduard David, had a long discussion
with Delbri.ick on the new attitude of the Social Democrats towards
the state. David was then expecting an early victory over France,
and he demanded, in the name of his section of the party, a new
orientation in domestic politics, without, however, mentioning the
Prussian franchise. He said that 'a big gesture from a competent
quarter' was essential.r He wanted 'political acts', not mere words.
He described his friends' goal under the term 'national democracy',
but said that they could not get themselves accepted with this new
programme unless the government met them with such a Sesture.

Bethmann Hollweg snatched at this offer of collaboration with the
right wing of the Social Democrats. He wrote to Delbriick 'that we
must make every effort to seize this opportunity, which may never
recur, to place Social Democracy on a national and monarchic
basis'. He saw clearly that unreserved acceptance by the Social Demo-
crats of the new line of 'national democracy' must lead to 'a new
orientation of our entire internal policy'. He at once laid down one
fundamental condition :

The Social Democrat leaders must meanwhile realise that the German
Reich and in particular the Prussian State can never allow any loosening of
the firm ground on which they have grown up, the firm acceptance of the
State (Sraarrgerinnung) and the system which Social Democracy has been
accustomed to stigmatise as'militarism'. . . . The moment that the German
Left is prepared to accept this system ofthe nation in arms, and to adopt the
appropriate popular mentality, at that moment a re-orientation of our
internal policy will be possible.

The Chancellor thus laid down that no change of political course
in Germany could come unless the Social Democrats first moved
away from their previous principles, and the leaders of the right
wing of the Social Democrats paraphrased this new turn quite fairly
when they said that they had 'made their peace' with the state and
the army. The Chancellor refused, however, to make any immediate
concessions, such as the lifting of the State of Emergency, because
he thought that this would be a confession of internal weakness; he

only held out prospects for after the war: 'If such concessions are to
be made-if they can be made-this must be as reward for work done,
not as a premium in advance'.

The word 'reward' recurred when the conversations between the
right wing of the Social Democrats and the Reich authorities were
renewed. On October 2, rgr+, Solf and Delbrtick arranged a

I The account ofthe interview preserved in the archives has been published by
Tiirgen Kuczynski, Dar Ausbnuh dts ershn Wcltkrizges und die dcuhcfu Sozialfumokralie,
'Cnr"onikuna,q.ial2se '(Berlin 

(Ost), r957), pp. ro7 ff.-
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conversation between the Social Democrat deputy Max Cohen-Riess
and Wahnschaffe, the lJnder-Secretary of Staie, on 'the transforma-
tion of the Social Democratic Party'.l Cohen concentrated on the
question of the Prussian franchise, but contented himself with asking
for a plural franchise, thereby renouncing the introduction into
Prussia of the Reichstag franchise.s On the question of republic
versus monarchy a dialogue took place between the senior Imperial
official and the Social Democratic politician which Wahnschaffe
summarised in his notes as follows:

I said to Herr Cohen, that if the Social Democrats wanted to be met, they
must themselves change their ways radically and accept our Monarchist
Constitution, . . . Herr Cohen did not deny this, and said that he himself
could see the Social Democratic Party developing along monarchist lines;
the Progressives had, after all, done the same. A development of this kind
could not, however, be brought about all at once. But it would come ifthe
government took the initiative in meeting them and was not too im-
patient. . . .

Qohen assured Wahnschaffe that the right wing of his party, and of
its deputies, was propagating his own views most vigorously. The
leading revisionists were himself, Siidekum, David and Scheidemann.

Bethmann Hollweg knew now that he could rely on the leaders of
the right wing. While mobilising the party machine and the trade
unions to steel the masses of the Socialist workers to 'stick it', even
after it had become apparent that German policy had relinquished
the war of defence proclaimed on August 4, r9r4, these same men
offered their services to the imperial government as propagandists
abroad for the German cause. The government made no immediate
'big gestures', but the Social Democrat leaders made do instead with
direct and indirect help from the government against the left-wing
Opposition, by releasing successivily party or tiade union officiali
who took the majority line and interning or imprisoning the leaders
of the left Opposition. Bethmann Hollweg's temporising policy on
the whole worked well throughout rgr5 and rgr6: the Social Demo-
crat and trade union leaders could chalk up the recognition ofthe
unions under the Employrnent Act (Hifsdienstgesetl) as a substantial
success, while strikes among the workers were extremely rare. It was,
at least if his own later accounts is to be believed, consideration for

r Kuczynski, op. cit., pp. zog ff.
2 A form of plural franchise was in fact suggested in the Prussian House of

Representatives in May, rgr8, by the Conservatives, the Free Conservatives and
the right wing of the National Liberals, as a defence against Social Democracy,
after they had rejected the Franchise Bill of November, r g r 7, which would have
introduced general suffrage.

I Bethmann Hollweg, Bctrachtungcn,ll,p. 136.
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the Social Democrats and the large section of the workers whom they
represented, as much as anything, that made Bethmann Hollweg
reject the thought of resigning at the beginning ofJanuary, tgt7,
when the decision on the submarine question went against him. He
believed, and perhaps with justice, that he alone still enjoyed suf-
ficient confidence among the workers' leaders to prevent them from
swinging over to the Opposition, as would have happened inevitably
if Biilow or Tirpitz had become Chancellor.

The Easter Message
When the U.S.A. broke offdiplomatic relations with Germany on

February 2, tgt7, in protest against the resumption of unrestricted
submarine warfare, Bethmann Hollweg made this the occasion for a
defence of German policy in his Reichstag speech of February 271

which was still coloured by his disappointment over his failure to
combine with America against Britain. Overshadowed as the atmos-
phere was by the threat of America's entry into the war, he treated
the question of war aims with reserve, although in terms capable of
covering all his concrete aims (Westarp, the Conservative leader,
put them openly), but when he turned to internal politics he raised
the question of the 'new orientation'-this being the first time that
the word had been used from the government benches.2 The poet's
words 'that Germany's poorest son was also her most loyal', quoted
by him, could not but sound revolutionary in the Prusso-Germany of
nobles and bourgeois, officers and bureaucrats, howwer vague its
hint of internal reforms. Since, he said, the 'national idea' 'embraced
the whole people, in an entirety which transcended class or party'
(thus not excluding the Social Democrats), it would be possible and
even necessary when peace came to open up new paths for the
nation's forces-subject to the imperative condition that'every sober-
minded champion of popular rights' accepted the existing monarchic
form of state. This programme, which Naumann aptly described as

'democracy combined with Empire' (D emokratie und Kaisertum), w as

aimed expressly at the western democracies. It was an attempt to
build the new elements cautiously into the existing order, so as to
guarantee that Prussia-Germany could put out her full strength, in
war and peace,

Strongly as these vague hints of reform insisted on the maintenance
of the character of the Prussian authoritative state, they yet sumced

r Thimme, op. cit., pp. rgz ff.
2 See Ludwig Bergstrisser, Db prcussisclu Wahlruhtsfrage im Kricgc und dic Entsk'

hung dcr Ostcrboischafi, 19r7 (Tiibingen, rgeg) (still the basic study of the subject).
It is true that thC author does not altogether appreciate the inter-connection
between the Message and Germany's war aims.
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to sound the alarm among the conservative elements of Prussia-
Germany. Their displeasure found vent over a relatively trivial point,
a proposed amendment to the Prussian law on deputies' allowances.
In the debate of March rg the conservative majority in the Herren-
haus directed bitter attacks against democracy in general and the
Reichstag, as its alleged champion, in particularl von Buch, Presi-
dent of the College of Knights, accused the Reichstag of 'working for
an unconstitutional, and in the last end, revolutionary, extension of
its power'.r This in its turn elicited vigorous criticism of the Herren-
haus from Free Conservative, National Liberal, Centre and Pro-
gressive speakers in the Prussian flouse of Deputies, who repudiated
passionately the undeserved accusation of revolutionary intentions.
In fact, nothing was further from their minds than a wish to alter the
constitutional structure of Prussia-Germany, although the National
Liberals, in their annoyance, did introduce a Bill for a radical re-
form of the Prussian Herrenhaus. Nevertheless, this seemed the first
serious threat to the inner fortress of Old Prussia, and it explains the
embittered reaction of all conservative circles in Prussia against any
beginning, however modest, of internal reform.

It is against this background that Bethmann Hollweg's speech of
March 14, IgrT-the day before Tsar Nicholas II's abdication-
must be read. Only in this light is it possible to realise how greatly it
provoked the Conservatives and so was bound to endanger his posi-
tion as Imperial Chancellor and Prussian Prime l\(inister.z After
repudiating the Herrenhaus's attacks on the Reichstag, he drew a
picture of a united nation as Germany's only chance of survival after
the war. 'We can carry on such a policy of strength, at home and
abroad, only if the whole people, every class of it, including its broad
masses, enjoys such political rights as to enable it to take an equal and
willing share in the work of the State'.

In his endeavour to reach an internal settlement, Bethmann Holl-
weg went so far as to appeal to his listeners' reason to discard the
prewar dogma of the incompatibility of the interests of the workers
with those of the state and the employers, for the sake of Germany's
future.

On March z8 came sharper attacks in the Herrenhaus against the
Reichstag, the general franchise and the 'new orientation'. The fol-
lowing day the Reichstag began its debate on the new course. The
debate showed for the first time that Bethmann Hollweg's'policy of
diagonals' was no longer appropriate to the internal situation in

1 Ursaclun,YoL I, p. 3 r e, n. r .
2 Id., pp. 3rz ff. On the pre-history ofthe Chancellor's speech, see Bergstriisser,

op. cit., pp. r r7 ff.
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Germany; for the right his reform proposals were too advanced, for
the left they were too hesitant. The spokesmen for the National
Liberals, the Zentrum, the Progressives and the Majority Socialists
did indeed agree with what he had said on March 14, but they pro-
tested against putting the reform offuntil after the war. Stresemann
was among those who pleaded most earnestly for immediate reforms,
with an eye to American opinion and under the impact of the Rus-
sian revolution, which had just broken out, and Miiller-Meiningen,
the Progressive, begged the government 'to open a safety valve as soon
as possible' in view of the growing internal unrest. The counter-
reaction of the Conservatives had, however, grown so strong in the
meantime that the Chancellor confined himself to promising reforms
after the end of the war.

It was only a few days before events outstripped his hesitances.
During the first days of Aprilthe fullmeasureof theRussianrevolution
and of is effects on the internal situation in Germany became clear.
On April l Wilson advised America's declaration ofwar on Germany,
and on April 6 Congress declared war. Wilson hailed the Russian
revolution enthusiastically as a victory of democracy over autocracy.
Adopting for his own (on Lansing's advicer) the British ideological
slogan of a war of democracy against 'militarism' and autocracy, he
announced that the U.S.A. would fight together with the other
western democracies-not against the Germanpeople,but only against
German autocracy. Thus the President of the classic land of demo-
cracy in the New World allied himself with the revolutionary demo-
cracy of the Old World to proclaim the war of the democracies
against what they regarded as the historically outworn form of auto-
cracy. Thereby Wilson lent to the struggle of the allies a vast, en-
tirely new, emotional content, while at the same time hopelessly
isolating the Central Powers in the eyes of the whole world.

The threat of isolation inherent in Wilson's moral appeal to the
world, the increasingly difficult food situation, which brought with it
the danger of demonstrations and strikes by the workers, the height-
ening of the internal tension with the foundation of the U.S.P.D.-
all these factors made Bethmann Hollweg feel that the time had come
for the 'big gesture' for which Cohen and David had asked in the
autumn of rgr4. He also saw clearly that it was now too late for half
measures. A promise to introduce plural voting in Prussia after the
war would no longer suffice to dam the wave of democracy in Ger-
many. The situation had become so critical, the world had changed
so suddenly, that the monarchy in Prusso-Germany could in his

1 George F. Kennan, Souizt-Amtrican Relations (Princeton, 1956), Vol. I,
p. t44-
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view be saved only by a great political step: by the immediate intro-
duction ofdirect, secret and equal voting in Prussia.l

The introduction of the Reichstag franchise in place of the Prus-
sian three class franchise2 was the kernel of the draft Royal Edict
which Bethmann Hollweg, in his capacity of Prussian Prime Minister,
submitted to the Ministry of State on April 5. He argued the neces-
sity for this'grave and serious step'in a minute analysis of Germany's
situation, caught as it was between the Russian revolution and
America's declaration of war. He openly admitted the revolutionary
character of this step for the old Prussia by saying that 'leaving aside
the enormous differences of opinion that the reform must provoke',
it would entail 'a complete shift of power-relationships in Prussia,
and was thus of decisive importance for our whole political life'. If,
however, he hoped that an appeal to political common sense would
enable him as it were to storm the fortress of the Prussian N{inistry
of State at the first attempt, he found himselfgrievously disappointed.
A storm of protest arose among his fellow-ministers, led by von
Loebell. The Vice-President, von Breitenbach, the Minister of
Justice, Beseler, and Helfferich supported Bethmann Hollweg?s
draft, but the conservative elements in the ministry forced him to
change the text to the form in which it was published on April 8 as

the king's so-called 'Easter Message'.
The Easter Message is usually extolled by German historians (or

blamed, according to their views) as the first break-through of demo-
cracy. In reality, its pre-history reveals it as little more than a
miserable remnant of what had been a grandiose attempt to place
Prusso-Germany on a new basis by an initiative from above, that of
the monarch's government. In contrast to Bethmann Hollweg's
original draft, it contained only vague promises of reforms after the
war. AII it offered was reform of the Herrenhaus and the abolition
of the Prussian three class franchise, but the franchise on which the
new order was to be based was to be only 'secret' and 'direct', not
'general'.

1 That it was not theoretical convictions that led Bethmann Hollweg to wish to
introduce franchise reform, but only his feeling (which itself does him no small
credit) that it was politically necessaf;, is shown by what he said to Wahnschaffe:

'With the three class franchise become impossible, and given the hopelessness of
any attempt to construct a new franchise which should in practice serve the same
anti-demolratic purpose, and yet look like a victory for democracy, we should in
the end be driven into the equal franchise.' (Bergstrasse, op. cit., p. t32.) Loebell
was at heart opposed to any radical change of the existing franchise I see the various
memoranda fiom the Ministry of the Interior in Bergstrasse PP. I3 ff., especially
PP.3r f.

' This divided the electors into three categories, on the basis oftheir tax returns,
Ieaving the broad masses, with their relatively low incomes, heavily under-
represented in proportion to their numbers,
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The Internal Political Effects of the Easter Message
The Easter Message did, as Bethmann Hollweg justly claimed,

bring the government an initial tactical success. Thanks to the co-
operation of the loyal trade union leaders and Majority Social
Democrats the dreaded protest strike of the workers took place only
on a limited scale, passed offpeaceably, and was called offafter only
a few days. The Majority Socialists had undoubtedly been able to
take up this attitude only because their press and the proclamation
of the General Committee of the tride unions and the committee of
the Social Democrat Party on May r had welcomed the message and
had succeeded in portraying it as a success for themselves in their
struggle against the left. The first effects of the foundation of the
U.S.P.D. at Easter were therefore not so far-reaching as the govern-
ment and the Majority Socialists had feared.

The Majority Socialists and their allies, the official trade union
leaders, had not disappointed the Chancellor; the whole right,
especially the Conservatives, had. They had been intensely alarmed
by Bethmann Hollweg's step, which seemed to them to confirm his
rumoured democratic leanings. The threatened democratisation of
their last stronghold, Prussia, could not but make them fear for their
own political and social power position, since the introduction of
general and equal suffrage would have revealed to the world that
they constituted only a small minority.l After the issue of the Easter
Message they took up the fight against democracy in real earnest.
An official Conservative party communiqu6, for example, ofJuly rz,
attacked the proposed abolition of the three-class franchise most
vigorously, and declared: 'The equal franchise does not accord with
the special nature and historic past of the Prussian State.. It is
calculated rather to shatter the solid framework of Prussia and to
deliver up this State too to complete democratisation.'z But the left
soon found the pressure of events at home and abroad too strong:
they could not go on contenting themselves with the Easter Message's
vague promises for after the war. fn the same resolution of April 19,
in which the Majority Socialists, vieing with the new U.S.P.D., had
adopted as their own the Russian slogan of 'peace without annexa-
tions or indemnities', they again attacked the questions of the Prus-
sian franchise and of democratisation, this time more vigorously than
ever.3 The resolution called for 'the immediate removal of all

r The_Conservatives, led by Count Roon and General von Kleist, had already
protested strongly against the danger of democracy in the Herrenhaus on March
28, r9r7.

2 Ursachcn, I,3t65.
_ 3 As carly as March rg Scheidemann had called for the equal franchise in
Prussia in an article in Voridrts entitled 'The Time for Action' (lcit zw Tat).
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inequalities of civic rights in Reich, State and Commune, also the
removal of every form of bureaucratic rule and its replacement by
the decisive influence of the representatives of the people.' On May z

this step by the Majority Socialists was accompanied and supported
by a move by the Progressive People's Party in the Prussian House of
Deputies.r It welcomed the Easter Message in principle, but called
for the immediate introduction of equal franchise and for reform of
the Herrenhaus. f'his demand went even beyond those hitherto
voiced by the Majority Socialists. The Conservative majority suc-
ceeded in invoking the Standing Orders to prevent a debate on the
left-wing Liberals' motion, but on the same day the Parties of the
left in the Reichstag, this time supported even by the National
Liberals, got the establishment of a Constitutional Committee of the
Reichstag voted by a big majority against only thirty-three minority
votes. The importance of this success was, however, chiefly formal
and psychological. The Committee was duly set up, with Scheide-
mann as Chairman and a Conservative as Vice-Chairman, but
effective obstruction by the government prevented it from putting
through any far-reaching changes.

The Counter-attach of the War Airns Movernent

The establishment of the Reichstag Constitutional Committee
was a prestige success for the left, but in practice it meant abandon-
ing any prospect of early reform of the Constitution, and the right
went over to an open offensive against the Chancellor. It chose for
its attack a field in which it had for some time past been working
with the OHL under Hindenburg and Ludendorff, the broad field of
war aims. Following up their resolution ofApril z8 against the Easter
Message, the Conservatives tabled an interpellation in the Reichstag
on May 3 protesting against the Majority Socialists' resolution of
April r 9 and expressly calling on the Chancellor to state his position
on the Socialists' demand for a peace 'without annexations or in-
demnities'. They naturally expected the Chancellor to reject the
idea of such a peace decisively. The same day the Social Democrats
tabled an interpellation asking the Chancellor to define his foreign
policy in their sense and quoting the statements made in favour of a
peace without annexations or indemnities by Germany's ally, Aus-
iria-Hungary, and by Russia. The Chancellor was thus caught be-

tween two fires, and as always, sought a middle way in the interests
of national unity-a way whose course was determined by the inter-
play offorces.

Before the two interpellations came up for debate in the Reich-
I Ursachen, I, p.3zo,
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stag, the right had mobilised the broad front of the War Aims
Movement-not merely the East Prussian Conservatives, but the in-
numerable associations and leagues of the middle classes and the
Christian-national element among the workers-for a massive protest
'against a peace of renunciation'. The joint appeal, which appeared
on May 3,r called in familiar phraseology for compensation for the en-
ormous sacrifices suffered by the German people in the war to enable
Germany 'to build a new future, economic, social and cultural, after
concluding a victorious peace'. For this Germany needed a wider
basis for her industrial raw materials and her armaments, and fur-
ther, new territory for settlement and 'more sea-power'. The docu-
ment culminated in the massive demand:'Only a peace with in-
demnities, with increases of power and territorial acquisitions, can
lastingly assure our people its national existence, its position in the
world and freedom for its economic development.'

The list of the signatories to this frankly annexationist demonstra-
tion shows how widely such expectations of a victorious peace had
spread among the German middle classes, and how deep they had
struck their roots.

Besides specifically political associations such as the Independent
Committee for a German Peace, the Alldcutscher Verband and the
Ostmark, Fleet and Army Associations, it was signed by the famous
six great industrial and agricultural associations whose earlier
agitation for war aims and unrestricted submarine warfare has
already been described, with the subsidiary vocational organisations.
New recruits were the associations of the national and Christian
wing of the workers, both Catholic and Protestant. The old War
Aims Movement of the national associations and parties now took
the field in order to use the weapon of the national slogan of a
German victorious peace for the purpose of breaking up the new
majority beginning to form in favour of internal reform, some of
whose components (especially among the National Liberals, parts of
the Zentrum and the Progressives) overlapped with the old War
Aims Majority. The purpose of this great public demonstration was
to commit the Chancellor to their war aims, under threat of over-
throw.

Meanwhile the OHL was already at work to commit Bethmann
Hollweg to its own line against any weakening on the war aims
question. So far as territorial aims were concerned, this commitment
had been successfully accomplished at Kreuznach on April 23, and

1 Schulthess, adMay 3, r9r 7. The appeal was signed by twenty-two associations,
political and vocational, the latter including workers' as well as employers' associ-
ations.
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the success was repeated in mid-May in the war aims agreement with
Austria-Hungary. Exactly a week after putting in its statement of
war aims, the OHL enlarged it with a list of economic conditions
which were to be imposed on Britain in the victory peace soon to be

brought about by submarine warfare.
Wilh what powerful weapons of psychological suggestion Luden'

dorffoperated against any idea ofa'peace ofrenunciation'is illus-
trated by a brochure entitled The Future of Gumaryt Undet a Good

Pcace, or a Bad One which he had distributed to every unit in the army.
Grotesquely distorting the data, this screed says that a 'German-
peace' would leave Germany 'a free people with only 5 billions of
debt' ( !) while a'scheidemann peace' would leave her'a wage-slave

of England's with r7o billions ofdebt'. Coloured maps of the Cen-tral

Poweis and the ethnically non-Russian parts of Russia show Ger'
many's new European order, the possibilities of colonisation for the
German people, the coal, iron and oilfields which were to make
GermanlselGsufficient in raw materials, and the continuous Central
Africa which was to supplement her European basis. The War Aims
Movement at this time added to its many publications the monthly
Deutschlands Erncuerung (The Renewal of Germany),1 which preached
a populist nationalism to the educated classes and opposed most

strbngly both any'peace ofrenunciation' and any new orientation at
home.

This is the background against which we must view Bethmann
Hollweg's Reichstag speech of May 15, I9I 72 In this, his last public
speech as Chancellor, he remained true to himself and to his own
war aims policy. As before, he refused to give way to any pressure,

from left or right, or to commit himself to a definite war aims pro-
grarnme. On the other hand, he let it be understood that he was

pursuing war aims which were entirely definite, and he expressly

ieferred to earlier statements of principle made by him in the

Reichstag on the subject. It should further be mentioned that in this

same speEch, made three weeks after the Kreuznach Conference, he
emphasised his faith in the success of the submarine warfare and his

complete agreement with the OHL on the question of war aims:

Gentlemen [he said dramatically], time is not standing still for us. We can

rest fully assurid thut *e ur" nearing the happy end. Then the time will have

arrived when we shall be able to negotiate with our enemies on our war
1 The editorial board consisted of the historian G' von Below and H' St'

Cfrar"ferUit , Ctao, Geheimrat von Gruber, of Munich, who had also collaborated
otr th" b.*[rrrto,'Generallandschafsdirektor (ret') I(app,. one- o{ Bethmann
Hollweg's strongesi oPPonents' von Schwerin and the theologian, R' Seeberg, the
initiatoi of thc so-callid'Intellectuals' Address'.

' Thimme, op. cit., pp. 237 ff.
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aims, in respect of which I am in complete agreement with the Supreme
Army Command [tempestuous applause on the Right, from the Deutsche
Fraktion, the Zentrum and the National Liberals, and on the Left:'Hear!
Hear I' from the Social Democrats].

He concluded his speech with a passionate appeal which, characteris-
tically and perhaps not accidentally, contained certain verbal echoes
of the appeal of the War Aims Movement:

Then we mean to achieve a peace which leaves us free to use all our forces
unfettered in building up again what this war has destroyed, so that of all
this blood and all these sacrifices shall be born anew a realm and a people
strong, independent, unthreatened by its enemies, a garden ofpeace and of
work [prolonged and tempestuous applause from the Deutsche Fraktion, the
Zentrum, the National Liberals and on the Left].

Once again, as Vorudrls rightly said, Bethmann Hollweg's en-
deavour 'to pick his words so carefully as to allow the widest inter-
pretations was triumphantly successful'.l The dominant note of
victory naturally drowned the few words directed towards Russia
on the possibilities of peace, especially as they were vague and went
little beyond rhetoric. Bethmann Hollweg may well have been
speaking under the influence of the War Aims Movement and of the
military, he may well have felt his tactics imposed on him by con-
siderations of both foreign and domestic policy; nevertheless he
maintained the same attitude representing Germany's official policy,
in the tedious discussions with the Austrians of April and May,
r9I7 (described below). We are concerned only with the purposes
which guided the actions of the Chancellor as responsible statesman,
not with the innermost promptings of his heart. Abroad, his Reich-
stag speech was inevitably regarded as tantamount to a renewed
declaration of war, or at least an exceedingly strong expression of
Germany's determination to achieve victory and power,

I lbid., pp. zo9 ff.
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MAINTENANCE OF

GERMANY'S WAR AIMS PROGRAMME
PARRYING AUSTRIA'S DESIRE FOR PEACE

TnB weak oppositional forces had been defeated, and the dominant
economic, military and political factors joined with the imperial
government in a re-affirmation of Germany's war aims and a deter-
mination to carry on the war by every means. This resolve inevitably
raised to an extreme pitch the tension which for months past had
existed between Germany and Austria-Hungary, which in the pre-
vious March had asked for an explicit limitation of war aims to
enable the allies to take advantage of any possibility of peace which
might present itself. When the full effects of the Russian revolution
became apparent, Austria directed her pressure primarily towards
reaching an understanding with the new Russia, but she was also
extremely interested in an understanding with the west-England
and France-particularly as she had no direct interests of her own in
that quarter.

The Gerrnan-Austrian War Airns Conferences
of March, r9r7

On March r 6, r 9 I 7, four days after the success of the revolution in
Russia, the long promised German-Austrian conference on war aims
took place in Vienna.r It has to be seen against the background of the
Austro-French feelers, which had already been put out; not only
was Count Mensdorff-Pouilly, the former Austro-Hungarian Am-
bassador in London, being sent to Switzerland, thence to spin
threads towards France-this was all Bethmann Hollweg knew-but
contact had already been made with Prince Sixtus of Parma.2 The

r See (besides the archival material) Richard Fester, Drl: Polilik Kaiser Karls und
der Wcndepw*t des i(riagas (Munich, I9z5)' pp' 57 ff.

s The literature on the 'Sixtus Affair' is so vast that we must confine ourselves
here to directing the reader to the latest account from the Austrian side, Reinhold
Lorenz, Kaiscr Karl und der Untcrgang der Donaumonarchiz (Graz, Vienna, Cologne,
r 959), pp. 325 ff. Poincard had received Sixlus as early as March_5, and trad given-
him*FriircJ'sierms for a separate peace with Austria (Silesia and Bavaria to go, if
possible, to Austria-Hungary, Alsace-Lorraine to France)' Czernin was not fully
informed of the negotiations and afterwards expressly dissociated himself from the
extreme French demands,
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Prince and his brother, who were nephews of the Empress Zita, were
serving in the Belgian army and were prepared to act as intermedi-
aries between the Emperor Charles and Poincar6. Czernin pinned
great hopes on these conversations, since he realised plainly, and also
stated unambiguously at the outset of the conference, that it was
'entirely impossible' for Austria-Hungary to carry on the war Ionger
than the coming autumn.

Czernin wanted to grasp France's 'proffered hand',l but Beth-
mann Hollweg was decidedly sceptical: France would make the
cession of Alsace-Lorraine a conditio sine qua non, and that would
mean a loss for Germany which he could not justify either to the
Emperor or to the German people. Moreover, the occupied terri-
tories of France and Belgium must be kept as pledges for the return
by Britain of the German colonies. The Chancellor therefore wanted
the negotiator 'to be strictly receptive and not to prejudice the future
in any way'. Unlike Czernin, he had hopes of the effects of the Rus-
sian revolution and of submarine warfare; that is, he still believed in
the possibility of eventually concluding a separate peace on Ger-
many's conditions.

Nevertheless Bethmann Hollweg made the motions of meeting
Czernin's urgent wish that Germany's war aims should be reduced
as nearly as possible to the maintenance of the status quo by pretend-
ing to the Austrian that Germany had now renounced far-ieaching
war aims against France. Czernin had proposed giving Mensdorff
for his conversations a minimum and a maximum progrimme of the
war aims of the Central Powers. The Chancellor gave him, as the
maximum, the acquisition of Longwy-Briey without territorial
counter-concessions by Germany, and as the minimum, .exchange of
the Briey-Longwy ore fields against parts of Lorraine or Alsace'.
This was not Germany's'last word'-although the events of the turn
of the year 1916-17 and later documents show that all Bethmann
Hollweg thought of ceding was a few frontier villages. The ,exchange,
would have been quite illusory, especially as Belgium was excludid
from the discussion.

In the east, the Chancellor simply took up the attitude of a con-
queror. 'Here,' he told the Austrians, 'so long as Germany is not
defeated, all that can be considered is how much we take, how much
we keep; at the worst, a return to the status quo.' But even here,
Bethmann Hollweg did not entirely disclose his cards to his closest
ally; he clothed Germany's intention of dominating Congress Poland
_ 

I France herself only wanted a separate peace with Austria in order to beat
Germany and take the left bank of the Rhine from her. At the beginning of rgr T
she secured the support of the Tsarist government for this in return"for a fiee hind
for Russia against Germany, and in thCStraits.
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in the garb of Mitteleuropa. The establishment of the Kingdom of
Poland would push eastward the Russian frontier in Central Europe,
to the advantage of all the Central Powers. In that event Bethmann
Hollweg was prepared 'not to claim any Polish territory for Ger-
man)', i.e., to renounce annexing the Polish 'Frontier Strip'; Ger-
many would confine herself to strategically desirable acquisitions in
Courland and Lithuania. The dimensions of the direct annexations-
he explicitly named the governments of Grodno and Vilno-would,
of course, depend on Germany's military position at the conclusion
of peace. Should the Central Powers be forced to restore Congress
Poiand to Russia-ifl that is, the general situation forced them to
offer Russia a'cheap' peace-'then Germany would be thinking only
offrontier rectifications on the Silesian and East Prussian frontiers'-
that is, the Polish 'Frontier Strip', as planned two years before.

Czernin's answer reflected the dilemma of the Dual Monarchy.
He put the integrity of the Monarchy-in particular the recovery of
Easi Galicia and the Bukovina-above the acquisition of Congress
Poland. He thought it, however, impossible, on grounds of prestige,
to let Germany acquire large territorial prizes (in Courland, Lithu-
ania and Poland) and Bulgaria others, while the Monarchy'bleeding
from a hundred wounds, came out empty-handed, or even dimi-
nished'. He therefore proposed that at the end of the war 'the
territorial and economic gains should be brought into a certain
agreement'. He was evidently thinking of putting the war gains of
rll th. Central Powers into a sort of common pool, out of which each

partner should draw his share. To safeguard Austria-Hungary's
interests he proposed partitioning Rumania on the lines sketched out
in January, r917.1

Bethmann Hollweg and the Under-secretary for Foreign Affairs,
von Stumm, at once raised strong objections to Czernin's proposal,
announcing at the same time a new turn in Germany's Rumanian
policy. The Chancellor criticised the Austrian claim to Rumania as

girrirrg the Danubian Monarchy an excessive share of the spoils, and
idvoiated instead preserving the kingdom of Rumania as f,ar as

possible within its existing frontiers. He suggested that Austria might
content herself with Western Wallachia, while Russia took, not the
whole of Moldavia, but only the northern tip of it. In these areas

Germany was asking for'nothing but economic advantages'. Behind-

this apparent modesty lay Germany's intention to secure for herself
the higemony in Rumania, an aim which she pursued tenaciously,
with many changes of tactics, throughout I g I 7 and achieved in I 9I B

by the Treaty of Bucharest.
r See above, p. 3zz.
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Immediately after the session of March r 6 Czernin set down the
proposals which he had made at the conference in even more explicit
form in a memorandum to the Emperor Charles: Germany must
give up Alsace-Lorraine, in whole or part, and restore Belgium; in
return, she could keep Congress Poland. Austria should cede the
Trentino to Italy and receive compensation in Rumania.l

The renunciation of Poland was the central question discussed at
an Austro-Hungarian Common Ministerial Council, held on March
qz under Charles' presidency, to consider Austria's position after the
conference of the r6th. Emperor and Ministers assumed that Ger-
many was renouncing any territorial gains in the west. On this
assumption, the ministers present were prepared to reserve the east
for their allies as 'compersation' and 'as a logical consequence' to
renounce their own aspirations in Poland. When we know that only
two days earlier the Emperor had drawn up with his cousin the so-
called 'first Sixtus letter' to Poincar6, promising that Charles would
'support the just claim of France to recover Alsace-Lorraine with all
means at his disposal and with all the personal influence he could
exert on his ally', and would call on Germany to reinstate Belgium
as a sovereign state with its colonies,2 we can realise how compul-
sively necessary the Austrians felt it to be to persuade their German
ally to make renunciations in the west and thus somehow or other
make peace. At this council the Austrians for the first time men-
tioned as a war aim of their own the inclusion, already suggested by
Germany in November, 1916, of a diminished Serbia within the
customs area of the Danubian Monarchy.

Meanwhile the effects of the Russian revolution seemed to call for
another meeting between the allies. It took place in Berlin on March
z6-27.s The exchange of Poland against the lion's share of Rumania
was confirmed, although Austria stipulated that if the Entente
refused to allow Rumania to be partitioned, she could not renounce
Poland. Czernin, however, linked the Polish and Rumanian ques-
tions with that of Mitteleuropa, for which Germany was pressing
strongly, by stipulating that both German hegemony over Congress
Poland (which would also necessarily carry with it the inclusion of
Poland in the German Customs Union) and the resumption of eco-
nomic negotiations on the Mitteleuropa project should be conditional
on Wallachia going to the Danubian Monarchy.

r Conze, op, cit., p. 278; see also Novak, Slarz der Mitblmihhtz, pp. 4zo ff.
Czernin entertained momentary thoughts of ceding Galicia to a German-domin-
ated Poland, but dropped the idea in his memorandum.

! Lorenz, op. cit., pp.3zg f,
8 See also Rudolf Neck, 'Das Wiener Dokument votr, 27 Miirz, rglT', in

IVitteilungen des oesterreichischen Staatsarchhr,Yll (Vienna, r954), pp. zg4 fI.
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On principle Czernin was anxious that the Central Powers should
not exclude the possibility of peace with either west or east by pitch-
ing their demands too high. Bethmann Hollweg, however, invoked
German public opinion to insist most obstinately on Germany's war
aims in the west, saying that to accept the status qao either in Belgium
or in Longwy-Briey would be'a very heavy sacrifice' for Germany.
He insisted even more strongly on Germany's war aims in the east,
although he said that he might make far reaching concessions,
especially towards Russia, as price for a separate peace.

The results of these two conferences were committed to paper in
the shape of a short resumd signed by Bethmann Hollweg and Czer-
nin jointly on March zJ. The two men agreed firstly on a minimum
programme rvhich made the evacuation of any occupied enemy
territory 'primarily' dependent on recognition of the territorial
status quo of both powers in both east and west. This programme,
which was however to apply only in the case of a relatively unfavour-
able issue to the war, was more advantageous to Austria-Hungary,
which would have recovered East Galicia and the Bukovina, whereas
Germany would have got back only a few villages, since no German
territory was in enemy occupation except a small corner of Alsace.
More instructive for the history of Germany's war aims is the maxi-
mum programme, which was to apply if the war ended favourably.
For this eventuality, for which Germany was putting out all her
strength, the resum6 laid down a framework which was elastic in two
directions and amounted to another success for the German stand-
point : if the Austrians had talked in Vienna of 'a certain agreement'
and even of 'an automatic equalisation' in the division of the spoils
of war, they now had to accept the German fiat that 'the territorial
acquisitions of the two Powers must be made proportionate to the
achievements of each'. Acceptance of military efficiency as the cri-
terion for the division of the spoils at the end of the war could only
work in Germany's favour, since the German troops were undoubted-
ly bearing the brunt of the war effort of the Central Powers, in the
east as well as the west; German forces had played by far the greater
part, even in the conquests of Serbia and Rumania. Finally, the
resum6 also indirectly left Germany a free hand in the west. While
Austria's territorial gains were to be 'primarily in Rumania', Ger-
many was to get acquisitions 'chiefly in the east'-thus partly also in
the west.

The Kreuznach War Airns Prograrnrne of April 29, tgr7
The Chancellor obviously cannot have informed the OHL of the

Vienna agreements, and the Foreign Ministry and Bethmann Holl-
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weg's own successor afterwards showed themselves unaware of the
existence of the document.r Consequently, when the Austrian Em-
peror and Empress, with Count Czernin, came to Bad Homburg on
April 3, the OHL pressed for an Austro-German conference to define
the war aims of both states. The military thought it necessary for the
German military and political authorities to meet beforehand to dis-
cuss Germany's war aims between themselves.z Bethmann Hollweg
again opposed a fixed programme of war aims, because he thought it
would hamper possible negotiations for a separate peace with either
France or Russia. On April I6 he again said that the unaltered aim
of his policy was to break the enemy coalition, if possible, even to
draw one of the former enemies over to Germany's side.

Pressed by Hindenburg to define Germany's war aims, the Chan-
cellor replied that he was informed of the wishes of the OHL and the
naval staff from their memoranda of the previous December, and
meant 'to achieve the very utmost possible of those.demands wIlicl,
are directed towards increasing our military security'. The Chan-
cellor further declared himself ready to subordinate general political
and economic considerations to military ones, thus giving the mili-
tary priority over the civilian in the matter of war aims. From this
point onwards he found it very difficult to oppose even the exagger-
ated annexationist demands of the OHL. Nor was this all. He lost
even such limited freedom of action as had been left him in the dis-
cussion ofwar aims when Hindenburg and Holtzendorff, mistrusting
him, went to the Emperor at General Headquarters and got him to
order the Chancellor on April zo to draw up a specific war aims
programme, with maximum and minimum demands, in view of the
possibility of peace with Russia and of the approaching negotiations
with Austria-Hungary. The Emperor also prejudged an important
issue in the sense desired by the OHL by laying down, in respect of
Lithuania, that for strategic reasons Vilno, Kovno and Grodno were
in no case to be allowed to go to Poland.

On April 20 the Emperor told Bethmann Hollweg to come to
Kreuznach on the z3rd for the big debate on war aims. The neces-
sity of producing a war aims programme agreed between the govern-
ment and the OHL could no longer be evaded. On the e tst Bethmann
Hollweg held a strictly secret conference with the inner ring of the
Prussian Ministry of State, preparatory to the meeting. At this

1 So Hertling, Ktihlmann and Helfferich told Czernin on February 5, r9r8; see
Volkmann, op. cit., pp. zr7 f.

2 See also A.J. Mayer, op. cit., p. I16. Hindenburg had proposed'immediate
consultations on a high level'to determine Germany's minimum demands, 'since it
is to be anticipated that the war will be decided . . . this year . . . and that peace
negotiations will take place before very long.'
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meeting Helfferich, in agreement with the Chancellor, produced the
new formula of 'autonomy', which was to be applied in the areas
which Germany had hitherto proposed to 'annex', viz., Lithuania,
Courland, I-ivonia and now Estonia also.

The Kreuznach Conference was attended by the Imperial
Chancellor, Zimmermann, Hindenburg, Ludendorff and the head
of the Political Section of the Government-General in Brussels, von
der Lancken. The minutes of this meeting were published shortly
after the war, but have hitherto been taken too much in isolation and
regarded as aspecific expression ofthe German military's annexation-
ist ambitions. It is true that the formulation of war aims reached at
this conference was primarily dictated by the wishes of the OHL, but
a survey of the development of Germany's war aims from Bethmann
Hollweg's programme of September, tgt4, to the visible unfolding
and realisation of Germany's wishes in the east at Brest-Litovsk

,reveals not only continuity of intention but als<l general agreement in
"principle between the military and civilian authorities.

The OHL's memorandum of December 23, 1916,1 was taken as
basis for the discussions. The main conclusions reached were the
following:

In the East
(i) Besides the acquisition of Courland and Lithuania up to the

line designated by the OHL on December 23, the further acquisition
of parts of Livonia and Estonia, including the islands at the mouth
of the Gulf of Riga, was also desirable. If the anticipated disintegra-
tion of Russia did not provide an opportunity to seize the last-named
districts, they would have to be conquered by arms (as was in fact
done in the case of Riga and the islands in September, rgr7, and
Livonia and Estonia in February, rgrB).

(ii) On the question of Poland, the OHL and the civilians con-
firmed Germany's old intention of establishing complete military,
political and economic domination over Congress Poland. If this
could be achieved, the OHL would be ready to renounce part of the
'Frontier Strip' and to content itself with the Narew line and its
prolongation through Ostrolenka-Mlawa and a few other trivial
annexations. In theory the new Polish state was allowed the possi-
bility of expanding eastward, but since Courland and Lithuania
were reserved for Germany and the ethnically Polish district of
Bialystock was also earmarked for annexation, it is not easy to see
where the Polish state's new territories were to be found.

(iii) At this point of the discussions the war aims of Germany's
allies, as they had emerged at the recent discussions with the Aus-

I Seeabove,pp.3r6-17.
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trians in Vienna and Berlin, were considered. The remarkable pro-
posal was made that Austria-Hungary should pay Russia for Ger-
many's acquisition of Courland and Lithuania by the cession of
East Galicia, which she allegedly no Ionger wanted to recover, com-
pensating herself for this loss in Serbia, Montenegro and Albania
which were to be attached to Austria-Hungary in the form of a
Southern Slav state. Austria-Hungary was to receive further com-
pensation in western Wallachia. The German leaders wished in
their own interest to keep conquered Rumania 'as large as possible,
and to safeguard Germany's oil interests. Bulgaria was not to get the
Cernavoda-Constanta line, which was to be left 'Rumanian,,
i.e., under German control, on account of Germany's interests in
Turkey.

In the West

(i) As in all programmes after September, lgr4, Belgium was to be
a German vassal state, and was also to cede to Germany the coast
of Flanders with Bruges, and Li6ge with an extensive approach up to
Tongeren. These cessions were described as conditions 'indispen-
sable for peace with England'.

(ii) The OHL demanded the annexation of Arlon 'for reasons of
war economy', 'on the assumption that it contains deposits of iron
ore'. Luxemburg was to become a German federal state.

(iii) The annexation of Longwy-Briey figured in this, as in all
previous programmes; there were also to be certain 'frontier rectifica-
tions' in Germany's favour in Alsace-Lorraine,

(iv) The cessions to France, of which Bethmann Hollweg had
spoken to the Austrians in March as proof of Germany's good will,
would consist 'at the very most, of certain frontier salients and a
narrow strip south-west of Miilhausen'. Astonishingly, this was
conceded 'to prevent peace with France breaking down on this
point'.

(v) In general the conference expressly laid down that any armis-
tice could apply only to the war on land, while the war at sea, i.e.,
unrestricted submarine warfare, was to be carried on, even after an
armistice by land, as a means of pressure against Britain.

The above list of war aims in eastern and western Europe did not,
however, exhaust the sum of Germany's wishes:'further questions
relating to the Balkans and Asia Minor' and those of the overseas
bases demanded by the naval staff and of the colonies were referred
to the departments for discussion in detail.

The sum of these demands leaves on the reader who surveys them
in retrospect the same impression as they made at the time on Admiral
von Miiller, the Chief of the Naval Staff: 'My impression: completely
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immoderate, in east and west alike.'r These war aims could, of
course, only be realised if Germany was in a position to dictate the
peace as victor. Bethmann Hollweg expressly pointed this out im-
mediately after the conference in a minute which did not go outside
the Foreign Ministry; he declared himself not obliged to continue
the war, under all circumstances, until these aims should have been

achieved. In this minute the Chancellor took exactly the same line as

in his letter to Hindenburg of April 16, in which he had admitted the
primacy of the military war aims, as he did at the conference, but
refused to commit himselffinally. The special significance and mean-
ing of this reservation related to the feelers which were being put out
by Erzberger at the same time for a separate Peace with Russia.

The criterion for the appreciation of Germany's war aims policy is

the intention to realise as much of these aims as the military situation
and any unavoidable consideration for her allies allowed, not how
much tactical freedom the Chancellor enjoyed in his pursuit of them.

The primacy of Germany's own war aims over those of her allies
was confirmed immediately after Kreuznach by Zimmermann,
when he opposed categorically a suggestion that a conference ofall
four Central Powers should be convoked to define their war aims.

'Such joint conferences,'he wrote,2 Jeopardise the realisation of our
own war aims, and it is of those that we must think first.' He there-
fore said that the first step-which would be hard enough-should be

to reach an understanding with Austria-Hungary alone, through
normal diplomatic channels; only afterwards should discussions be
opened with Bulgaria and Turkey.

When, then, the Kreuznach Conference is viewed in its historic
r Mi.iller, op' cit., pp. z7B f.: 'One could read what the Chancellor and Zimmer-

mrrr., *e.. tii"ti"g in their eyes: "it does no harm-if we lay down maximum
demands; it will wo;k out differintly, anyhow"'' A diffe,rent view is t3ken.by Hans
Herzfeld,'"Kontinuit2it oder Permanenle Krise" in Historisclu.Z!-itse-hriJt tgtlt,
July, 196o, pp. 67 tr.; but see my- rcply (Kontinuitdt du Intums),.ibid', pp'83ff'
"f" a mitei"ii noti ot'a memorandum from Griinau, dated April 24, I9I7, Beth-
mann Hoilweg wrote that he had consented to the_peace conditions laid down at
the conferencjonly on the assumption'ifwe are able to dictate the peace'.

2 See also the letter written by Bethmann Hollweg onJanuary 26, 19r8, after
his fall, to Hertling, reproduced-in schwertfeger, Politisehe und militiirisehc vcranl-
uortlichkcikn, pp. r-42 ff. Bethmann Hollweg writes of the Kreuznach Programme:
'The peace diirands here were not drawn up by me z$ my war aims programme,
but bv the OHL as a militarv necessitv, anil when the negotiations opened they
*.r" i"t more extensive, in bbth west and east, than as finally agreed.' In other
words, the'immoderate' Kreuznach programme had already been.modified, com-
pared'with the original demands of tlie military. czernin thought that the^meeting
iasain oroved that"Germanv does not want peice with Russia on a basis of mutual
reiunciation of annexationi and reparationi. . , . I ask myself again and again in
astonishment whether these sentle;ren are really still blind to the gravity of the
situation; whether they would dare let a separate peace break down on the rock of
their wishes for annexations.'
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context, it becomes plain that what Hans Herzfeld calls its 'terrifying
list' of proposed annexations is no isolated testimony to the greed of
the German military. Its programme fits smoothly into the list of
war aims discussions and programmes which preceded and followed
it.

Czernin's Mernorandurn of April rz, r9r7
A new phase in the struggle between Germany's war aims policy

and Austria-Hungary's need for peace was opened by the famous

memorandumr addressed by Czernin on April lz to the Emperor
Charles, and immediately forwarded by him to Wilhelm II. It opens
with a drum-roll: Czernin announced, quite soberly, that the mili-
tary strength of the Danubian Monarchy was approaching its end.
In view of the complete exhaustion of reserves of material and man-
power, the chronic starvation and dull despair of the masses and the
effects of the Russian Revolution on the Slavs of the Monarchy,
revolution among the workers and revolts of the nationalities were to
be expected shortly. There would be revolutionary upheavals within
the Monarchy (and also in Germany) if it were asked to carry on the
war through another winter. Such upheavals seemed to Czernin, as

a defender of the principle of monarchy (he wrote, with an eye on his

two imperial readers) far worse than 'a bad peace concluded by the
Monarchs', which would at least leave the old political and social
order in being. His warning culminated in the prophecy: 'If tfu
monarchs of the Central Powers are unable to conclude peace within
the next months, then the peoples will make it over their heads, and then
the waves of revolution will sweep away everything for which our
brothers and sons are still fighting and dying today.'

Finally, Czernin queried the effectiveness of unrestricted sub-
marine warfare, the immediate successes of which had been more
than outweighed by America's entry into the war. So anxious was he
for early peace that to achieve it he was willing for the Monarchy to
make heavy territorial sacrifices.

Charles strongly endorsed his minister's warnings in a personal
letter to Wilhelm II, whom he begged 'most earnestly' 'not to shut
his ears against [Czernin's] considerations'. And he ended with the
pathetic appeal:

We are fighting against a new enemy, which is more dangerous than the
Entente: against international revolution, which finds its strongest ally in
general famine. I implore you not to overlook this most momentous aspect of
the question, and to consider that a speedy end ofthe war-possibly at the

r The text of the memorandum has been published in Deulsclu Allgcmeine

lcitung, July 26, r g r 7, and in Ludendorfl Urkundcn, pp. 97 5 ff .
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cost of heavy sacrifices-will offer us the possibility of meeting successfully
he revolutionary movements which are now gathering.

The leaders of Germany took Czernin's memorandum for a piece
of nervous pessimism,l a view which reveals how diametrically
opposed were both the analyses of the situation and the policy aims
of the Wilhelmstrasse and the Ballhausplatz.

Gerrnany's tNo' to Austria
Germany's official standpoint was set out at length in a letter

drafted by Bethmann Hollweg for Wilhelm II to send back to his
imperial cousin, and in an official expos6 which he himself, as Chan-
cellor, sent to Charles at the same time.z Both documents were based

on a speech on the submarine question made by Helfferich in the

Central Committee of the Reichstag on April zB, and. on apprecia-
tions of the military situation submitted by the OHL and the naval
staff.3 The German leaders had clearly recovered from the shock of
America's declaration of war and of the strike threat of mid-April.
The depressed atmosphere of the beginning of April had given place

to one of pronounced optimism within a month.
It is remarkable how the German leaders, while holding tenacious-

ly to their fundamental aims, always adapted their strategies to their-

cianging views of their own prospects in the war. This was true of
Bethmann Hollweg in May, I 9I 7. In his answer to Vienna he adopted
Helfferich's and Ludendorff's optimistic views of the situation, and
went so far as to write: 'Time has become our latest ally.' This bold
assertion was based on the view that Britain and France were ex'
hausting their strength in the current offensive, that Russia was

crippled and on the verge of collapse, that the United States would
rroi b. able to intervene in Europe within an appreciable time and
that submarine warfare would produce a crisis in Britain, the ap-

proach of which the Chancellor claimed to see in the introduction
ihere of food rationing. He therefore answered Czernin's gloomy
picture with a more sanguine view of the general situation. While the
Austrian saw risings among the Slavs and revolution among the
workers as the consequences of continuing the war, the German on

the contrary thought that a'cheap peace' would be extremely dan-
gerous to the Monarchy. In May, r917, the German statesmen still
[hought an upheaval in Germany similar to the Russian completely
out of the quistion. His confidence in the internal solidarity of the

Prusso-German political system led the Chancellor to the opinion
r See Fester, op. cit., pp.85 ff.

' The text is in Ludendorff, Urkunden,pp. 379 ff.
s lbid. ; see also K. Helfferich, Dar Weltkritg (Berlin, 19 I 9), p' 4I 9.
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that 'the conclusion of peace at any price, simply for the sake of
ending the war, would be absolutely fatal'. What he wanted was not
the end of the war as such, but a peace which enabled Germany to
achieve at least a part of her war aims. He even wanted the possi-
bility of a separate peace with Russia treated without 'ostentatious
enthusiasm'. The Emperor, in these days, was taking up in advance
a strongly negative attitude towards the peace feelers from Britain,
which were expected to be forced from her by submarine warfare.l
Exactly the same stiffness which the Emperor wanted to manifest
against Britain was shown towards Austria-Hungary's further pleas
for peace. Through her answer, Germany not only forced Austria to
continue the war, but committed her indirectly to Germany's own
war aims. That is the significance of the Kreuznach programme of
May 18, r9r7.

The Ernperor's l{ar Airns Prograrnrne and
the Gerrnan-Austrian War Airns Conference of

May r7-r8, r9r7
What the Emperor and his military advisers meant to come out of

the negotiations with the Austrians appears from Wilhelm II's own
personal war aims programme, which he had sent to Zimmermann
in the Foreign Ministry on May 13.2 Broadly, it agreed with his
earlier programme of April 17, but in certain nuances it was even
more extreme,

As his grandiose demands show, Wilhelm saw himself victorious
over Russia, France and even over America. Of France, as before,
he demanded Longwy-Briey, with the threat that the'prolongation
of the war raises claims'. His requirement of Britain was freeoom of
the seas with 'guarantees', by which he obviously meant the cession
of Britain's Mediterranean possessions with Malta going to Germany
and Gibraltar to Spain. Cyprus, Egypt and Mesopotamia were to
fall to Turkey, the Azores, Madeira and the Cape Verde Islands to
Germany (together with the French and Belgian Congos) ; Germany's
colonies were to be restored. Belgium was to be divided into Wal-
lonia and Flanders and put under German rule. In the east Wilhelm
wanted the direct or indirect annexation of Poland, Courland and

r We-ought to pitch our demands against England very high, and carry on the
submarine warfare with the same intensity, and go on at her until she gives way.'
On another memorandum submitted to him by Btthmann Hollweg on May l4 he
wrote: 'The English scoundrels must come to us, not to the Austrians ! Till theydo,
ue'll flail on and shoot on and submarine on. The fellows are to swallow our condi-
tions, not the Austrians thein !'

_ ' 4.A. rok. Gr. Hg. Friedensankniipfungen, Vol. r. See also Klaus Epstein,'The
Development of G_erman-Austrian War Aims in the Spring of rgrT', ii Jouinal of
Cenlralburofcan Aflairs,Yol. XVIII, April, rg57, p. 42.
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Lithuania. The Imperial'minimum demands', as Wilhelm entitled
his programme, culminated in demands for massive war indemnities.
As in his earlier draft he hoped, in the event of a German victory, to
extract from Britain, the U.S.A., France and Italy (Russia was not
mentioned in this connection) the fantastic indemnities of 3o,ooo
million dollars from each of the first two, 4o,ooo million francs from
France and ro,ooo million lire from Italy; and in addition I2,ooo
million marks each from China, Japan, Brazil, Bolivia, Cuba and
Portugal, at first not indeed in cash, but in kind: wheat and oil from
Russia, cotton, copper and nickel from America, wool and iron
from Britain and Australia. France was to transfer her interest in
the big Russian loan to Germany and to deliver iron ore and edible
oils. The chief value of this document lies in its revelation of how
the world, and also the objectives and potentialities of Germany,
appeared"to the Emperor's imagination.

Czernin had come to Kreuznach expecting to be able to reach
agreement with the Germans on the basis of an early peace with
Russia. The Chancellor's Reichstag speech of May r5,1 with which
the Austrians were, as it were, received on their arrival, acted like a
cold shower on Czernin. The cup of his disappointment was filled
when the Germans never even listened to his peace proposals, so that
there were no negotiations on the point at all. What the conversa-
tions brought instead was recognition by Austria-Hungary of Ger-
many's claims in the east.z The Germans were able to book Cour-
land and Lithuania for themselves uncontradicted, and Austria con-
ceded to Germany exclusive influence in Poland. Germany's return
for Austria's disintiressement in Poland consisted in her allowing
Rumania to go, as before, to Austria-Hungary, subject however to
numerous reservations I in a complete guarantee of the integrity of the
Monarchy; and in accepting Austria's programme for the settlement
of the southern SIav question. While the Austrians wanted only the
creation of three small states-New Serbia without an outlet to the
Adriatic, Montenegro and Albania-all to be kept militarily, politi-
cally and economically dependent on the Monarchy, the Germans
wanted to combine the small Balkan states into an enlarged New
Serbia, consisting of West Serbia, Montenegro (which would give it
an outlet to the sea) and. Northern Albania, and closely attached to
Austria. Southern Albania was to be attached to Greece.

The first of Germany's special wishes in the Balkans was the expul-
sion of the Italians from Valona, which the German naval staff had

r Seeabove,pp,g4o-4r.
2 The texts of the agreements \trere first published in Ludendorff, Urkundcn,

pp.388 tr
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marked down as a Mediterranean naval base for Germany. They
wanted Austria to give them a free hand to conclude an agreement
with Bulgaria on the exploitation of the natural resources of 'New
Bulgaria', i.e., Macedonia. They made this an absolute condition of
any agreement with Austria. Since Germany's aspirations in Bul-
garia included control over the Macedonian railways, the claim to
Salonica, as the terminal point of those railways and a free port,
reveals with great clearness what German policy hoped to achieve
when peace was concluded. Nor, finally, should we overlook the
economic advantages which Germany, if closely linked with Austria-
Hungary in a customs union, could expect to derive from the wealth
accruing to the Danubian Monarchy by the resources of the New
Serbia.

More important still is the proposed reorganisation of the south-
eastern Balkans. In return for yielding on Poland, the Germans were
prepared to allow their allies to attach Rumania to the Monarchy as

a separate state. In fact, however, the Germans had secured for
themselves all that was really valuable in the 'Milliarden' prize of
Rumania: the exploitation of the Rumanian oilfields, the use of the
Danube and the Rumanian railways. In addition Constanta was to
become Germany's gateway to the east. Just as in Poland at one
stage, the Germans were prepared now to leave their allies the poli-
tical responsibility in Rumania, while keeping the real economic
advantage for themselves.

This solution seems, moreover, to have been suggested chiefly as

a tactical move and not to have been regarded by the Germans as

final, for later they evicted Austria again from the position they now
granted her in Rumania. It was none other than Bethmann Hollweg
who-following and modifying in his own way a suggestion from
Fieldmarshal von Mackensen, commanding in Rumania-had writ-
ten to Hindenburg as early as February, r 9 r 7, pressing very strongly
the idea that Germany's policy must be to collaborate with the con-
servative elements in Rumania in order to draw it back into its old
relationship with Germany and build it up as a 'strong Eastern
March' against Russia. He was against the plan, which the military
circles were clearly entertaining, of turning Rumania into a German
military colony on the grounds that it would impose too heavy a
strain on Germany's strength after the warl he also opposed parti-
tioning Rumania between her neighbours, but he strongly advocated
reorganising the country entirely, with a new constitution, a new
dynasty and a reformed administration, and orienting its economic
and cultural life towards Germany.

The use of Valona, Salonica and Constanta would have provided
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the foundations for a German economic imperium in the Balkans,
especially since German policy at Kreuznach combined German
penetration of the Balkans with a resumption of the Mitteleuropa
plans, which had been in cold storage for some time. These plans
seemed to provide the best way of assuring Germany's economic
interests in the Balkans, and definite outlines now appeared of a
German-dominated economic Raum from Antwerp to Brest-Litovsk
(or Rostov) and from Riga, if not Reval, to Salonica and Constanta,
and on to Baghdad and Suez.

Gerrnan Econornic Expansion in the Balkans
The agreements on the Balkans outlined above were based on the

conclusions of a conference held in the Foreign Ministry on May rz,
in preparation for the conversations with the Austrians and attended
by officials of the Foreign Ministry, headed by von dem Bussche, the
Under-Secretary, a delegation from the Reich Interior Office, and
two representatives of the OHL, one of them the very influential
head ofthe Political Section ofthe general staff, Colonel von Barten-
werffer. It was characteristic of Germany's attitude towards her.
closest ally, Austria-Hungary, that the participants differentiated
carefully between the points on r,l'hich something could be told to
Czernin and those which were to be concealed from him. The aims
worked out at this conference accorded closely with those of certain
private financial and economic interests; one example is the demand
that French and Belgian interests in 'Serbian Macedonia'should be
liquidated and taken over. Here the Disconto-Gesellschaft, the
Dresdner Bank, the Deutsche Bank and the Deutsche Erdolgesell-
schaft were particularly engaged, being chiefly interested in copper,
coal, gold and shale oil. When the German Reich demanded a
general option on the exploitation, after discovery, of the still un-
known natural resources of Serbian Macedonia, it was advanced in
the interest of these financial and economic groups. As in Poland and
Belgium, great importance was attached to the control of the rail-
ways, and it was therefore proposed to set up a German-Bulgarian
railway company with a capital of 3 r o million marks. German domi-
nation over the Danube was to be assured by expelling Britain,
France and Italy from the International Danube Commission.
Whether or no Rumania were left an 'independent' state, the meet-
ing demanded for Germany the entire mining royalties on Rumanian
oil, i.e., an unlimited right to all deposits of oil whether opened or
not yet exploited. Rumania was to guarantee carriage of the oil out
of the country by rail, waterway or pipe-line. Here, too, the Germans
justified their claim to a controlling interest over the Rumanian
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GERMAN ECONOMIC EXPANSION IN THE BALKANS

railways by 'the preponderant share taken by the German troops in
the conquest ofthe country'.

But the core of Germany's war aims in Rumania was possession of
or control over Constanta. This was incompatible with Bulgaria's
receiving the whole of the Dobruja, and the Foreign Office was there-
fore at pains to pursue the policy (which Germany had hitherto
adopted towards her ally) of holding out to her certain hopes that
she might receive the whole area, but avoiding a precise commit-
ment. If, however, the Bulgarians proved obstinate and appealed to
the Emperor's promise of December, IgI6, so that the cession of the
whole Dobruja could not after all be refused, then the Germans
hoped at least to have Constanta and the Cernavoda-Constanta
line internationalised-in other words, put under German influence,
like Salonica.

Since Germany would still need Bulgaria in the future as a link
with Turkey and a market for German exports, King Ferdinand's
'land greed' had to be handled very delicately. On the other hand
Germany too could bring pressure to bear since the economies of the
two countries had been extensively interlocked through officially
supported enterprises such as the 'German-Bulgarian Company', of
which Prince Ernst Giinther of Schleswig-Holstein was President,
and through Bulgaria's extensive exports to Germany.r

The OHL's Econornic Peace Conditions:
Bases and a Colonial Ernpire

The definition of economic war aims and the questions of colonies
a.nd bases had been left aside at the Kreuznach Conference, since the
authorities principally involved had not yet reached agreement on
them. The OHL took the occasion to re-state the economic peace
aims already put forward at the beginning of April; and similarly
the Chief of the Naval Staff and the Secretary of State in the Reich
Colonial Office again re-stated their programmes, the latter in a pub-
lic address which differed from the others in its general outlook.

The OHL's memorandum, which was dated May I r, was signed
by Hindenburg but drafted by Ludendorff. It began by assuming the

r Hohenlohe wrote to Czernin on April 18, IgI7, that between IBB9 and rgII
Germany's exports to Bulgaria rose by z,ooo per cent and her imports from Bul-
garia by 2,2oo per cent; the rate of growth of Cermany's trading figures was far
higher than that of Austria's. Germany would 'work consistently after the war for
the domination of the Bulgarian market'1 Bulgaria was 'necessary and indispens-
able' as a transit area 'if Germany wished to realise her grandiose plans in the
east', which was where she saw 'her real and chief objectives'. See also K. H.
Miiller, 'Die lJnteru'erfung Bulgariens unter den deutchen Imperialismus am
\,'orabend des I. Weltkriges', Jahrbuch filr die Geschichtc der USSR und dcr uolksde-
mokralischen Ltinder Europas (Berlin, I96o), pp. 265 ff.
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probability of another war in the near future. Germany must antici-
pate that her enemies, Britain above all, 'will, even after the conclu-
sion ofpeace, aim at attacking us again, before we have recovered our
strength'. Germany must therefore'regain her military and economic
power of resistance' as fast as possible, while preventing the recovery
of her enemies. The conditions of peace must be framed so as to
render ineffectual the economic war already launched by Britain
through the blockade and the decisions of the Paris Economic Con-
ference. In anticipation of a second war, the 'fortress of Germany'
must be supplied with foodstuffs and raw materials to last 'at least as
long as the present world war', at least three years, in order to pre-
vent the Reich from again running short of foodstuffs and raw
materials, as in the present war. The importance of fodder, phos-
phates, cattle, horses and machinery must be absolutely assured in
order to ensure the speedy reconstruction of Germany's industry and
the reorganisation of its agriculture (on which special stress was laid),
both in the old Reich and the 'new German Lands'. Sufficient stocks
of certain raw materials'not found domestically'were to be accumu-
lated to make Germany independent of imports for three years. The
tonnage of Germany's fleet was declared insufficient for this.pro-
gramme, even if the greatest energy were devoted to enlarging it.
The Peace Treaties must therefore secure new tonnage; the 'occupa-
tion' of a substantial part of the enemy's merchant shipping would
alone guarantee that Germany could acquire her supplies quickly,
and would at the same time slow down the enemy's economic re-
covery. By making the enemy nations dependent for their supplies
exclusively on German or 'German-occupied' bottoms, Germany
could prevent them from sabotaging the reinforcement of 'Fortress
of Germany'. 'Only such an occupation of the enemy tonnage would
enable us to enforce the execution of the Peace Treaties ais-d-uis Eng-
land and America, a security which we already possess ais-d-ais our
other enemies in the form of occupied territories.'

In order to achieve these peace conditions, which the OHL de-
scribed as 'absolutely indispensable'-'apart from the regulation of
commercial relations through commercial treaties and of the costs of
war through-reparations'-Germany must fight on until Britain's
resistance had been broken by the submarine warfare.

The generals produced their programme in time for Bethmann
Hollweg's last Reichstag speech, in which the Chancellor-although
he envisaged post-war developments rather differently-publicly an-
nounced his full agreement with the OHL in the matter of war aims.

The good behaviour of Germany's enemies after the war was fur-
ther to be guaranteed by the system of bases, which was again worked
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out by Holtzendorffin May, IgI7, on the Emperor's express orders,
and submitted to him. Holtzendorffhad discussed his proposals with
the Secretary of State of the Reich Colonial Cimc., and was able to
tell his master that 'by and large, there was general agreement on
principles on the question of bases'. As in his expos6s of November
and December, t9I6, he asked, in the Atlantic, for the Azores or part
of them, and Dakar with a sufficient hinterland-the acquisition of
Dakar and Senegambia being also necessary as a way of enabling
military pressure to be exerted on the sPot to prevent France from
recruiting black troops from her central Allican possessions. In the
Mediterranean he repeated his demand for Valona; if that was im-
possible, Germany's allies must be induced to allow her to keep per-
manent garrisons in Cattaro and Alexandretta. A new demand was
for a wireless station in the East Indian Ocean, perhaps in the Portu-
guese part of Timor (if Germany gave up her East African ports, she

must try to obtain a second base there, perhaps R6union). New
Guinea and the Bismarck Archipelago were to be retained, and the
Colonial Office recommended acquiring New Caledonia with its
deposits ofnickel and cobalt. It would be unnecessary to have any
military bases in China if the Peace Treaties assured Germany fur-
ther concessions on the pattern of the existing trading colonies,

Tientsin and Hankow; sites suggested were Tsingtao, Wuhu on the
Yangtse-Kiang and'a place in South China, the choice to be dictated
by purely commercial considerations'.

While the Kreuznach Programme outlined Germany's demands
in Europe, including the coasts of Flanders and Courland, the naval
staff's expos6 presented a grandiose picture of Germany as a mari-
time world power. It is true that Bethmann Hollweg, unlike the
Emperor, thought it 'premature to go more deeply into the question
just now', but he had no objections of principle whatever to such a
programme. And these ideas were further pursued after his fall,
throughout I9I7 and I9r8.

A month later Solf expounded Germany's colonial aims in a lecture
to the German Colonial Society in Leipzig. What is important here is

not the extent of his demands but the fact-which the Austrian
diplomats at once realised-that he here 'for the first time presented
to the wider public a clearly defined war aim, consisting of the crea-
tion of a geographically continuous colonial empire'. The facts that
his speech was public, and that it constituted an answer to certain
English utterances, explains the relative modesty of his aims com-
pared with the programmes of August, I9I4, and December, I9I6.
Invoking the agreement on the Portuguese colonies initialled by Ger-
many and Britain inJune, rgI4, he demanded Angola and a part of
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the Congo (meaning Katanga with its mineral resources) which, he
said, Portugal had already once offered to sell. These territories,
with German East Africa and Mozambique, would constitute a
'strong Central African colonial empire'. Solf even said that he
would be ready, 'provided the plan as a whole succeeds', to cede
German South West Africa to the Union of South Africa, because
when its diamond fields were exhausted it would be of no further
economic use. Germany would also, at a pinch, give up her South
Sea colonies.

The key to this speech lies in Solf's view that a general peace of
understanding was possible only on the basis of a settlement of the
colonial question. This was an attempt-which could certainly not
have been made without the Chancellor's consent-to divert part of
Germany's attention to Africa, away from the demands for annexa-
tions in Europe, especially France and Belgium, and at the same time
represented a cautious peace feeler towards Britain. Contrary to
Ludendorff's opinion, and also to views repeatedly expressed in pub-
lic by Bethmann Hollweg, Solf held 'that England had not wanted
this war and that a peaceful settlement was possible'. This view of
Solf finds no parallel in the general discussion of Germany's war
aims. The Chancellor and the Foreign Ministry, and even more the
OHL and the War Aims Majority, the great trade associations and
public opinion-all demanded European 'safeguards' in east and
west and colonial gains as well: in other words, not one or the other,
but both. This had just been made clear by the maintenance of Ger-
many's war aims at the conferences of April and May.

Austria-Hungary's Last Rernonstration and
the Cornprornise

On June 7 the Emperor Charles sent another urgent letter to
Wilhelm II begging strongly that Germany should make an un-
ambiguous declaration that she was ready to accept peace on the
basis of the status quo. He had received various reports from the Rus-
sian front which had satisfied him that Russia would be prepared to
cease hostilities on this basis. He reproached his imperial cousin with
having provoked a violent reaction in Russia and rekindled her readi-
ness to fight on by the German government's demand for'substantial
territorial extensions in Russia'. He again appealed to the increasing-
ly difficult internal situation of the Monarchy, and said openly:

that the non-Germanic majority . . in my Monarchy, in particular, is
beginning to 6nd it incomprehensible why we do not end the war. So long as
the people believed that it was beyond their power to end the war, they
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accepted that fate; but now they are beginning to see that there is a glimmer
of possibility of finishing with Russia, and that it is Germany's demands that
have made the elimination of Russia impossible.

He demanded a separate peace with Russia 'at any price', because
this would guarantee definitive victory. A separate peace with Russia
on the basis of the stalus quo would also bring Italy out of the war, and
the Austrian eastern front would be so effectively relieved that Ger-
man troops could be sent to the west. 'Peace with Russia is the key to
the situation. It will bring the war to a speedy and favourable end.'
On this sentence Wilhelm II made the revealing marginal minute:
'If we give way!'

It is an open question whether the Russian provisional govern-
ment, which was at the time under strong political and financial
pressure from France, Britain and America, would have considered
an unconditional offer of this sort from Germany and Austria, but
in any case Germany went only a very little way to meet her ally's
request. A few days later she took the occasion of President Wilson's
message to the Russian provisional government to make an official
declaration, in the form of an inspired article in the Norddcutsche

Allgemeine (eitung, to the effect that Germany was ready to make peace
with Russia on the basis of renunciation of annexations and indem-
nities. By this move Germany hoped to clear herself of the reproach
that her attitude was making peace with Russia impossible. But
Zimmermann instructed the Foreign Ministry explicitly that this'by
no means implied that we renounce our wishes in Courland and
Lithuania'.

The announcement was meant at once to pacify Austria and to
blunt the edge of Wilson's invective. In anticipation of his answer to
the Pope's peace note and of his own Fourteen Points, Wilson had
indicted Germany of autocracy and of working by force and intrigue
for world domination; and he had sought to avert the danger of Ger-
many and Russia concluding a separate peace by describing Ger-
many's wishes for peace as incompatible with Russian democracy
and by contrasting them with his own aims of peace and freedom.
Zimmermann counter-attacked: he demanded publication of the
secret treaties, which would have proved the crass irreconcilability of
the Entente's war aims with Wilson's ideals. The German govern-
ment was aware that, shortly before, Briand had been forced to admit
in a secret session of the French Chamber that France and Britain
had promised Russia Constantinople, and that Russia had in return
promised France not only Alsace-Lorraine but also the left bank of
the Rhine. It further knew that the Entente had drafted a complete
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plan for the partition of Asia Minor which had only not been defini-
tively agreed because Italy wanted more territorial booty than Bri-
tain and France were prepared to give her. Zimmermann further
declared himself astounded at the change in Wilson, who only a few
months earlier had been prepared to negotiate peace with this same
'autocratic' Germany; he forgot how deeply the German govern-
ment had disappointed Wilson by proclaiming unrestricted sub-
marine warfare at the very moment when Wilson had undertaken
for the second time an attempt to mediate peace.

lf the Norddeutsche Allgemeine ,(eitung article represented an attempt
to convince world public opinion of Germany's honest desire for
peace, Austria-Hungary now took her ally at her word. OnJune r8,
a month after the German-Austro-Hungarian Conference, Czernin
very belatedly sent the German government a note setting out his
definitive attitude towards the decisions of the conference, to which
he had previously given only provisional assent subject to the agree-
ment of the Austrian and Hungarian Prime Ministers. He asked for
the economic agreements to be referred to specialist discussion; he
agreed to the political points, subject to two conditions. He obviously
thought that the N.A.Z.article, which had been communicated to
him officially, meant that Germany might not be annexing Courland
and Lithuania. If that were so, he said that Austria-Hungary would
be prepared to renounce attaching Rumania fully to the Monarchy,
and would content herself with claiming in Rumania'that position
and those prerogatives which would accrue to Germany in Poland'.
He further declared specifically that Austria would only be able to
maintain her promised renunciation of a condominium in Poland
and her political and military disintiressement in that kingdom if this
concession were kept strictly secret until the end of the warl other-
wise she would regard the whole agreement as null and void.

This communication by Czernin was the Iast attempt of Austrian
diplomacy to persuade Bethmann Hollweg's government to reduce
its claims in the east. It also constituted an attempt to evict Germany
from her position of economic predominance in Rumania, where
Austria-Hungary, while renouncing the direct constitutional link,
hoped to secure for herselfall the essential key positions, political and
economic.

Since, however, Germany stood by her war aims, in particular
Courland and Lithuania, the bargain was doomed in advance to
futility. How obstinately Germany stuck to Rumania, as to Poland,
the later plans for exchange were to show.

Thus the possibility of a peace on the basis of thestatus quo remained
as distant as ever. In spite of the Austrians' insistence, Germany was
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not prepared to give up her eastern war aims and to reduce her
western. Instead the inter-allied negotiations had only led to Ger-
many's confirming her aims in the west and re-formulating them in
the east, under the catchword of autonomy, while extending them
still further by the proposed detachment of Livonia and Estonia from
Russia and the advancement of German economic interests in thr:
Balkans under the protection of the Reich.
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GERMANY AND THE NEW RUSSIA
THE PROMOTION OF REVOLUTION

AND ATTEMPTS TO MAKE A SEPARATE PEACE

T n r news of the outbreak of the Russian revolution reached Berlin
in the middle of March. The belief at once obtained that the Russian
state had been shaken to its foundations, and the most far-reaching
hopes were entertained. A few weeks later (April r9) Ludendorff
thought that Russia had been so weakened that he need no longer
fear an offensive on that front and could readjust the balance of
forces on the western front in Germany's favour by sending troops to
it from the east.r In contrast to his views at the turn of the year, he
now 'regarded the future with the utmost confidence'. This inevitably
increased his faith and steeled his will to impose the desired separate
peace on Germany's terms. Bethmann Hollweg, for his part, saw in
the confusion prevailing in Russia primarily the political possibility
of achieving the same end by promoting social and national revolu-
tion.

At first these hopes were disappointed. On May 18 the new Lvov-
Milyukov government (in which Lvov was only a figurehead, Milyu-
kov, the Foreign Minister, being the driving force) announced that it
was carrying on the war at the side of the allies in conformity with
the treaty obligations of the Tsarist government, and rejected the
idea ofa separate peace. This attitude earned the speedy recognition
of the Entente Powers, which was even anticipated by the U.S.A.;
on March zz Wilson gave the new Russian democracy a solemn and
enthusiastic welcome.2 The Russian government's attitude, however,
did not accord with the feelings of the war-weary Russian people, to
whom the war had brought heavy suffering and enormous losses.
From the first day of the revolution the Liberal government had on
its flanks the Socialist Soviets, who, speaking for the workers and
soldiers-most of the latter being peasants-voiced a general longing
for peace. The reaction to Milyukov's 'militarist and imperialist
foreign policy' was the famous proclamation to the peoples of the

1 See Werner Hahlweg, Lenins Rilckkehr nach Russland, r9r7 (Leiden, ryg7),
P. rr.

' Kennan, op, cit., pp. z5 ff.
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world, issued on March 27 by the Petersburg Soviet, which called
(with echoes of Wilson's Senate speech of January zz) for a peace
'without 4nnexations or indemnities' on the basis of the self-deter-
mination of the peoples. The effect of this proclamation was so great
that the provisional government was forced, on April 4, to declare its
agreement with its principles, though the phraseology was admitted-
ly vague and the move was a tactical one to take the wind out of the
Soviet's sails.

There were from the first two elements in the Russian revolution-
on the one hand, the Liberals and Democrats, who represented
chiefly the interests of the propertied middle classes and were there-
fore satisfied with the intoduction of a parliamentary system of
government, wished as far as possible to prevent land reform, and
wanted to carry on the war with the support ofthe allies; on the other,
the Socialist-Proletarians, who wanted to go further than bourgeois
democracy, to combine social with political revolutions, and to bring
about a general peace. This division gave the rulers of Germany a
welcome chance to step up their programme, both of revolution and
ofseparate peace.

The Despatch of Lenin
In this situation the Germans had two courses open to them.

Brockdorff-Rantzau analysed the possibilities acutely. If Germany
was not in a position 'to carry on the war to the end of this year with
a prospect of success, she must . . . attempt to approach the moderate
parties now in power in Russia'. Milyrrkov and Gutchkov must be
convinced 'that if they insist on carrying on the war, they will only
be doing England's work for her, smoothing the path for the reaction
and thus endangering even what has been gained for liberty'; it
should, indeed, be suggested to them that it was quite possible that
England might reach an understanding with Germany 'in view of
the uncertain situation in Russia'. This course would have meant a
radical scaling down of German war aims, for only on that condition,
if at all, were peace negotiations with the provisional government
conceivable-not to speak of the growing uncertainty whether the
moderates would be able to stabilise conditions in Russia without
themselves being overtllrown. This course should therefore be fol-
lowed only if Germany was extremely weak. If, however, she was in a
position, as the OHL had expressly and repeatedly declared in April,
'militarily and economically, to carry on the war successfully until
the autumn', Brockdorff-Rantzau strongly advised the Wilhelm-
strasse 'to create the greatest possible chaos in Russia', and especially
to support the extremist elements, in Germany's own interest,
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'because this would do the work more thoroughly and bring the
conclusion sooner'.

To this end, any outwardly discernible intervention in the course of the
Russian revolution should be avoided. On the other hand, we should in my
view do everything we can secretly to intensify the differences between the
moderate and extremist parties, for it is very greatly in our interest that the
latter should gain the upper hand, because the upheaval (Umwdlzung) will
then be inevitable and will assume shapes which must shatter the existence

of the Russian Empire. . . . We should in all probability be able to count on
disintegration proceeding far enough in about three months' time to guaran-
tee that military intervention by us will bring about the collapse of Russian
power.

Brockdorff-Rantzau accordingly advised letting Russia's power of
resistance disintegrate through the advance of the revolution, with-
out outside intervention; above all, there should be no premature
offensive by Germany, for that'would serve to bring together all the
centrifugal forces and perhaps also unite the army in the struggle
against Germany'.

Such being his ideas, it was only logical that Brockdorff-Rantzau
should send his confidant and revolutionary expert, Parvus Help-
hand, to Berlin to propose personally to the Chancellor that Lenin
should be helped to return to Russia from Switzerland. In Berlin,
Helphand was supported by Erzberger and Freiherr Ago von
Maluan, of the Foreign Ministry.l Although Helphand himself
belonged to the right wing of the Social Democrats and disagreed
with ienin on questions of revolutionary principle, he believed that
the Bolshevik leader, being a much 'wilder fellow' than the two
Socialists in the Lvov government, Cheidse and Kerenski, would
'push the latter aside and be ready for peace without delay'.2

On April 5 Brockdorff-Rantzau gave Helphand an introduction
to Zimmermann, whom he asked 'to receive him kindly', writing:
'because the latest aggravation of the situation in Russia seems to me
so important for the final decision on the development of our whole
future that, as I am convinced, radical decisions have to be taken to
ensure us victory at the twelfth hour.'

The idea of sending the Russian revolutionaries home from Swit-
zerland was not, however, Brockdorff-Rantzau's alone, nor did it
derive exclusively from Helphand's interview with the Chancellor.

1 Epstein, Matthias Erzberger, pp. t68 f.

' Hahlweg, op. cit., p. I4, following Scheidemann, M^cmaircn.ginq-Sozlal;
detnkratrn,V[l. i, rgzgi pp. +ii f' Hahlwig's work contains full details of Lenin's
journey and the negotiations connected with it.
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As early as March z3 Romberg, in Berne, had reported that 'out-
standing' Russian revolutionaries had been pressing to return to
Russia since the outbreak of the February revolution and wanted to
travel across Germany, and Zimmermann had consented in principle,
subject to the agreement of the OHL which arrived two days later.
Zimmermann's words prove that he realised that the main purpose
was to send back the left Radicals; he thought they should be al-
lowed passage across Germany 'because it is in our interest that the
radical wing should gain the upper hand in Russia'. It is impossible
to suppose that the Secretary of State should have taken so momen-
tous a decision without the Chancellor's consent in principle. In fact
Bethmann Hollweg, in a report to the Emperor on April I r, claimed
as his own work that'immediately after the outbreak of the Russian
revolution' he had set on foot the return of the left-wing groups to
Russia. This report throws a revealing light on the position of the
Emperor. Perhaps because he was expected-as it turned out, quite
wrongly-to object, he was left to learn from the newspapers of the
possibilities open to German policy, and was only informed of what
was really going on after the first transport of emigrants had already
passed through Germany. The despatch of Lenin is to be regarded
only as one move, if the most successful one, in Germany's policy of
revolution, an integral part of her efforts to achieve her war aims
through a separate peace.

How strongly Germany was interested in Lenin's journey is shown
by the fact that the German government at once accepted his condi-
tions, with one unimportant exception; it also agreed that he should
be accompanied by a party of pro-Entente Mensheviks, even larger
than the Bolshevik group, so that the Bolsheviks should not be com-
promised as German agents.

Lenin was anxious to demonstrate his independence, and he there-
fore concluded a regular treaty with the German authorities, the
main condition which he 'demanded' of them being that the per-
mission for the group to cross Germany should not be made condi-
tional on 'their attitude on the question of war and peace'. The help
given by the German authorities to him and his group in connection
with their journey and the financial support subsequently given by
imperial Germany to the Bolsheviks, before and after the October
Revolution, inevitably brought Lenin under suspicion of being a paid
agent of Germany.

The co-operation between the German government and Lenin has
been regarded as a German-Bolshevik plot.l This is a political rather
than a historical judgment, and one which reflects the standpoint of

1 S. T. Possony, J ahrhundert des Aufruhrs (Munich, r 956), pp. 449 f.
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that 'democracy' which had been made an ideological objective of
the enemies of the Central Powers by Wilson's welcome to the Rus-
sian revolution and his declaration of war on Germany. It was a
policy of interests on both sides that brought monarchist Germany
and the leaders of the Russian revolution into their short-lived co-
operation. The German government was aiming, not simply at
achieving any kind of peace, but at realising its definite and far-
reaching objectives in the east. For this purpose the Germans needed
Lenin, who had declared the question of peace to be central to his
political plans and actions. But Lenin, on his side, used the interest
ofimperial Germany in him and his party to turn the Russian revolu-
tion, which was in danger of being frustrated by a Liberal-Social-
Democrat coalition, into a victory for the Bolshevik revolution as the
first stage of a world revolution. He made use of the peace slogan to
get into power,r and he needed peace to bring about and consolidate
the revolutionary transformation in Russia. Even in Switzerland he
had opposed the provisional government, the Mensheviks and even
his own adherents in so far as they supported the continuance of the
war. After reaching Petersburg on April r 6, where he was welcomed
enthusiastically by the workers, he at once intervened in the revolu'
tion and pressed for conclusion of peace with the Central Powers.
His success was delayed by a consolidation of those forces in Russia
which wanted the war to be carried on with the moral and financial
help of the Entente powers. Bolshevik pz tsches (attempted by Lenin's
adherents against his own will) in May, inJune, during the First All-
Russian Council of Soviets, and finally on July 4 after the failure of
the Kerensky offensive , were unsuccessful; their authors f;ailed to
turn street demonstrations into a popular upheaval, or to drive the
Executive Committee of the Soviets into action against the provi-
sional government. Lenin had to flee. Only after months of agitation
did he succeed in gaining a majority in the Soviet of the capital and
organising an armed upheaval. In spite of their reverses the Bol-
sheviks, like the separatist nationalities, enjoyed continuous support
from Germany. Thus Zimmermann's successor, Kiihlmann, was able
to write on December 3, looking back on the successful October
Revolution:

It was only the resources which the Bolsheviks received regularly from our
side, through various channels and on various pretexts, that enabled them to
develop their chieforgan Praada, to carry on a lively agitation, and greatly to
expand the originally narrow basis oftheir party.

1 Cf. Georg von Rauch, Die Grundlegung des Sowjetsystems (Giittingen, 1957),
pp. 50 ff.; also Erwin Holzle, I*nin rgrT,Die Geburt der Rcaolulion aus dcm Krbge
(Munich, rg57), pp. ro ff.
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This deliberate support of the radical revolutionaries shows how

determined Germany was to persist in her war aims, however they
had to be modified.'MonarcList Germany's share in the October
Revolution reveals the secular explosive force of Germany's will to
power, which not only sought radically to transform the previous
form of the Russian state, but did not even shrink from pulling down
the existing social order at one point in the enemy *orld.

The revolution had also re-activated the naiional question in
Russia, and Germany at once reinforced her agitation in this field.
Zimmermann, for example, asked the Finnish delegation in Stock-
holm as early as March 15'to make the present situation in Russia
the occasion of immediate energetic action'.'The moment for the pro-
clamation of Finnish independence seemed to have arrived., The
Stockholm Finns, however, who were wavering between looking to
Sweden or to Germany for support, preferred to wait and see holithe
Russian revolution developed, so as not to 'compromise themselves,.
Zimmermann criticised their hesitations sharply. Finland, he said,
'had every interest in heightening the current ionfusion in iussia by
energetic action',r

Towards a Separate peace with Russia

.In the spring of lgrT Germany still felt herself strong enough to
reject obstinately both wilson's attempt to mediate u p.i". ,wiihout
victory' and also Russia's proposal for peace 'without annexations or
indemnities', and to pursue instead i ,.pu.at. peace embodying
exclusively Germany's own terms. Even if the blurgeois forces in
Russia, and perhaps Kerensky personally, rejected a-general peace
on such a basis as incompatible with their own waiaims, and a
separate peace with Germany as contrary to their pro-intente
orientation, yet on the left there were, besides the Bolsheviks, other
liS S19"ry-*Ii"h might-be considered as possible p."". purt.,..r.
considerable fractions of the Social Revolutionaries and the Me.r-
sheviks, who rejected Lenin's internal political programme and whose
foreign political leanings were towards the weit, were entirely ready
to take action in favour ofa general peace and to put pressu.. o' tt L
western powers, perhaps to the extent of threitening a separate
peace' They were not ready for peace at any price, for tf,. p..-.orai-
tion for any peace approach laid down by ti. Russian non'-Bolshevik
left was- a categorical declaration from Germany renouncing all
annexations and indemnities.

r on this, besides the archival .material, see c. Jay Smith, Jr., Finrand and thcRussian Rcuolution 1 g r 7- r gz-2, (Athens f Gio.6"i, il'5A1, ppl ";;' H'ffi;;;tpromise, given inJune andJuly, to suppiy..ri. io ttifi,i"[['""i#;;ffi;'rl;
( Skyddskar) was honoured in Cictober.' '
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The Germans were well informed of this attitude. Before the second

transport, comprising some 25o 6migr6s, left Switzerland to cross

Germany in the middle of May, representatives of the grouPs con-

cerned discusred the situation with the utmost frankness with Ger-

man and Austro-Hungarian diplomats in Switzerland' Even it as

Bethmann Hollweg ptiaded in his memoirs,l'the practical value'of
such a declaration- by the German government 'would have been

extremely dubious . . . in view of the general tendencies of the Rus-

sian govirnment and its complete dependence on the West', yet an

omciit renunciation of annexations and indemnities, made by Ger-

many to these groups, would have created the first real possibility of
achieving p.u"i-q.rit. apart from the flact that it was the only waY 19
lend plaisibility to Gerrirany's thesis that her war was one of 'self-

defence'. The indispensable condition for such a declaration would,

however, have beenthe abandonrnent of Germany's war aims and, as

at the turn of I9l6-r 7, oflEcial Germany was by no means ready for

such a decision.
The disputes within Germany over a Hindenburg or a Scheide-

,rr.rrn p.ri. and the rejection of Austria's SPne.al 
for peace-both of

whichiook place undei the impact of the Russian revolution-show
*hat po*erfrl forces we.e ma.shalled in Germany against yy !at1
..achi.rg revision of Germany's war aims, and how successful they had

been, in the struggle between Vienna and Berlin over a seParate

peace with Russia-on the basis of the status quo, in forcing !fr9 !na.n-
iellor-if indeed force was needed-to follow their line. While the

German government was letting Lenin and his associates travel

through d..-u.ry to Russia, and while it was defeating Czernin's

and tf,e Emperor Charles' desperate endeavours to make a separ-

ate peace with Russia on the basis of the statw quo, it was trylng

at the same time to start conversations on a separate peace alike

with the provisional government, the Russian armies or rePresenta-

tives of tire petersbuig Soviet-always on Germany's own terms.

In all the contacts attempted between March and June, tgr7,
the continuity of Germany's war aims aPpears with crushing
monotony.

Thus ihe question of annexations figured centrally in the first,

tentative conversations which took place a fortnight after the out-

break of the revolution. The Russian Councillor of State,Joseph von

Kolyshko, who was married to a German wife and had been living

in Stockholm since the beginning of the war and writing for the

Liberal press, had asked Eriberg.i fo. a meeting at the teginning of
March, tef"r. the outbreak of the revolution. Meanwhile the provi-

L Betrachlungcn,P.6t.
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sional government had invited him to return at once and had offered
him a post in the government as Secretary of State. Before leaving he
again invited Erzberger to meet him in Stockholm. Erzberger, who
had just been visiting General Hoffmann at Oberost and receiving
from him an unvarnished picture of the military situation,r acceptea
the invitation with Bethmann Hollweg's consent. He had prolonged
conversations with Kolyshko on March 26, z7 and. zB, in the Stock-
holm flat of a Polish industrialist named Gurewicz. He reported on
the zTth to the Chancellor, who was preparing a speech to the
Reichstag on the latest events for the 2gth. It had seemed to Erzber-
ger, after his talks with Kolyshko, that this speech would offer Beth-
mann Hollweg his great chance to do something for peace. As Bis-
marck in 1866 had imposed political moderation against the will of
the king and the army, thereby-and thereby alone-making poss-
ible the foundation of the Empire in r87r and the alliance with
Austria in 1879, so Bethmann Hollweg now had the choice be-
tween two courses: he could offer moderate conditions for an honour-
able peace, thus initiating good relations with the new Russia, or
he could put fornard exaggerated demands which would make
her a deadly enemy. There was no third course, for any talk of
destroying Russia as a political and military great power was simply
Utopian.2

Kolyshko wanted peace with Germany because he regarded the
question of peace as decisive for the internal political development of
Russia. If there was no peace, he warned Erzberger, the left would
overthrow the Liberal government, and that meant chaos. He there-
fore tried to bid up the value of a peace with the Liberal government
by saying that it was by no means certain whether a Socialist govern-
ment would get itselfaccepted everywhere in Russia. More likely, the
war would'peter out' in general anarchy, leaving the Germans with
no partner at all with whom to conclude peace. With what was cer-
tainly an excess of optimism, he maintained that the Liberal govern-
ment was ready to conclude peace, and that Germany had it in her
sole power to bring peace about. He insisted strongly that the peace
movement already existing in Russia could be strengthened if the
Chancellor were to address himself as soon as possible to the Russian
people. He named three concrete assurances which would strengthen
the will for peace. Erzberger passed these on and they actually
appeared in Bethmann Hollweg's speech of the zgth. They
were:

(i) Germany was not interfering in Russia's internal affairs, i.e.,
1 Epstein, op. cit., pp. r 64 f.
s Id., p. r r6.
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as Bethmann Hollweg put it in plain words, Germany would make
no attempt to restore the Tsarist regime.

(ii) Germany was not waging war against the Russian people as

such.
(iii) Germany was not asking Russia to accept a dishonourable

peace (Kolyshko had expressly described this assurance as essential
for any approach to the Russian army).

Bethmann Hollweg included these points in his speech, but in the
single sentence in which he touched on conditions ofpeace he spoke

ambiguously of a peace 'on a basis honourable for all parties'.
'Honourable' was a very elastic term, and how the Germans under-
stood it at once became clear when Erzberger and Kolyshko began
discussing concrete terms. The Russian said that his most imPortant
condition was 'no big annexations'; only 'frontier rectifications'
could be accepted. Erzberger reported that Kolyshko viewed such

frontier rectifications 'by Russian standards' which in current Ger-
man terms could still, as Erzberger said himsell, comprise 'consider-
able areas'. Kolyshko objected to the cession of Vilna or the whole of
Lithuania, the wholc of Courland, or the whole of Poland. The an-
nexation ofparts ofthese areas seemed therefore not to be excluded.
The two men arranged to meet again in Stockholm on April zo,
after Kolyshko's return from Petersburg.r

On April 9, meanwhile, the provisional government had, mainly
for reasons of internal policy, published a declaration in which some

of the slogans from the Proclamation of the Workers' and Soldiers'
Soviets of March 27 were drowned by affirmations of firm determi-
nation to restore and maintain the nation's will to resist. Neverthe-
less, when the Germans read it on April 12, they thought that they
could read into it an encouraging answer to the Chancellor's speech

of March 29. The busy Erzberger at once went into action.2 The very
same day he conferred successively with Bethmann Hollweg, Helf-
ferich, Zimmermann and Stumm on the question whether and in
what form the German government should reply to the Russian
declaration without showing too much eagerness. Erzberger wanted
an open letter from the Emperor to the Chancellor, which would
strengthen the position of both men in the public eye. The letter
should welcome Russia's wish for peace and empower the Chancellor
to open negotiations. In this connection the Chancellor had proposed
to the Emperor an open telegram to King Ferdinand of Bulgaria and

I Kolyshko refused to negotiate with other Germans, especially not-with
Stinnes, who had repeatedly visited him and had offered him r5 millions to found
Russian newspapers.

2 Epstein, op. cit., pp. r67 f.
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a public statement to be issued by the Emperor himself. The reasons
given by Wilhelm II personally for rejecting this suggestion are most
characteristic for the problem of war and peace aims:

If we answer the last manifesto of the Russian government with so solemn
a declaration, we are committing ourselves and running the risk of Russia's
replying that she, too, is ready for peace, but on condition that we renounce
any acquisition of territory. Then we should have to reject the Russian offer,
which would put us in a very much more difficult position, abroad and at
home, than if we do not for the present react officially at all to Russia's tones
ofpeace,

The Emperor gave orders that, instead, the threads were to be
spun further, unofficially and through the press. Ludendorff sup-
ported the view of his imperial master. The Emperor's order to the
man responsible for the policy of the Reich, in no case to allow Ger-
many to abandon her war aims by committing herself to the principle
of a peace without annexations, shows most exactly the connection
between Germany's war aims policy and the question of peace, and
again confirms the primacy of war aims in the German mind. At the
same time, the monarch's intervention shows that in spite of his
notorious aversion (of which Admiral Miiller's diaries provide shat-
tering evidence) from hard work and responsibility, he was entirely
capable of taking important decisions in moments of crisis.

With the full agreement of Bethmann Hollweg and Zimmermann,
Erzberger met Kolyshko again, as arranged, on April rg and zo,
having in the meantime helped Helphand to send Lenin to Russia.
These further negotiations in Stockholm were marked by the un-
realistic optimism of both parties regarding their own importance
and the feasibility of their own wishes. Furthermore, Kolyshko took
the Chancellor's speech and what he called the 'world-historical'
declaration in the Jttorddeutsche Allgemeine /eitung of April 15 at its
flace value. Nevertheless, he remarked to Erzberger on the strong
discrepancy between the official utterances of the government and
the meagre support given them by the German public. On the other
hand he had to admit that 'feeling was still undecided' in the struggle
going on in Russia between the war and peace parties, chiefly owing
to the massive counter-influences of Britain, the Entente Socialists
and Plekhanov. To counter these, he recommended buying the
Petersburg Workers' and Soldiers' Council with cash. He welcomed
Lenin's arrival in Russia.

At Erzberger's request, Kolyshko agreed to go back to Petersburg
in a few days, but thought it unlikely that his peace efforts would
have any success unless he could take back something more definite
on Germany's conditions than the very general declaration in the
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N.A.<. The first condition, he said, was an armistice on the whole
eastern front. Erzberger's instructions were to let the Russian do the
talking. Doubtless in the hope of advancing the conclusion of peace
substantially, he seized the opportunity and at once worked out, with
Kolyshko, the draft text of an armistice and the bases of 'a lasting
peace, honourable for both parties'. Both men promised to try to
persuade their governments to accept peace on this basis.

The first paragraph, which is basic, formally recognised the prin-
ciple of peace without annexations:'Russia's frontier of August r,
r g r 4, is restored; the possibility of frontier rectifications is, however,
expressly reserved.' German war aims figure under the familiar
designation of 'frontier rectifications'. Even if one failed to recognise
the war aims policy pursued by Germany since r9r4 under the head-
ings 'frontier strip', 'frontier rectifications', etc., Erzberger's com-
mentary on this paragraph would suffice to show what were the
bases of Germany's policy towards Russia in r9r 7:

On 'frontier rectifications', the early conversations of March have already
shown that this term is to be interpreted by Russian standards. The word
'annexation'is not to be mentioned, even if a frontier rectification amounts to
an annexation. Given good negotiations, Germany's wishes can be satisfied
in the most far-reaching measure. J. v. K. asked for a statement that Russia,
too, would receive frontier rectification, I explained to him that it was not
necessary to put that in writing, since the text spoke offrontier rectifications,
in the plural.

Point (ii) assumed as a fact the new Polish state, whose frontiers
were to be fixed by Russia, Germany and Austria-Hungary jointly.
A plebiscite, to be held not later than June, rgr 7, was to determine
'whether Poland should be constituted under Russian sovereignty or
as a free republic or a hereditary monarchy'; Erzberger, the Catholic,
explained in his notes that he was sure that, with the help of the
Polish clergy, 'a result favourable to Germany was absolutely cer-
tain'.

One remnant of Russia's aspiration survived in Point (iii) : 'Russia
agrees to the abolition of the Capitulations in Turkey, while Ger-
many, on her side, promises her good offices over the regulation of
the question of the Dardanelles and of Armenia.'

Points (iv) to (ix) dealt with private legal relationships, a commer-
cial treaty and provisions, reminiscent of Wilson's principles for
international arbitration. Point (vi), which spoke of the mutual
renunciation of indemnification for war costs, is important. Russia's
road to a separate peace was smoothed by a declaration (Point (x))
that Germany was prepared at any moment desired by Russia to
conclude an armistice with the other belligerent powers preparatory
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to the conclusion of a general peace. Instruments of ratification wer.e
to be exchanged within four weeks, by May r8 at the latest,

Erzberger returned to Berlin in high spirits on the morning of
April z r and was at once received in the Foreign Ministry by Bergen
and Zimmermann. Both were delighted with the results of his jour-
ney to Stockholm, for they were still under the shattering effects of
Czernin's memorandum and therefore interested in an early peace.
How deeply they were disquieted by Czernin's picture of the situa-
tion is shown by the fact that they gave his memorandum to Erzber-
ger to read that same day.

Again on the same day, Erzberger talked to the Chancellor, who
also signified his approval of the Erzberger-Kolyshko agreement but
wanted closer definition of the 'frontier rectifications'.r

The Genesis of the 'Autonorny' Policy
Wishing to save as much as possible of Germany's aims, but forced

to pay consideration to the Russians' national susceptibilities,
Bethmann Hollweg reshaped the agreement between Erzberger and
Kolyshko in his own fashion, trying to find a way round both the
partial annexations as devised by Erzberger (which were too small
for the OHL) and total annexation (which seemed unacceptable to
Russia). Both his own policy of annexation in Lithuania and Cour-
land, followed by him at least since the autumn of r 9 r 5 and expressed
most recently and most specifically at the two conferences of Febru-
ary 13 and March 3r, rgr7, ar,d also the massive demands of the
OHL for the 'acquisition, come what may' of the whole of Courland
and Lithuania, forced him to seek a middle road going beyond Erz-
berger's proposals and acceptable to the military.

He worked out his proposed solution at a secret meeting with the
innermost ring of the Prussian Ministry of State on that very same
evening of April e r. This meeting took place, after the routine meet-
ing of the Ministry of State, under Bethmann Hollweg's chairman-
ship, and the only other persons present were the Vice-Chancellor,
Helfferich, the Ministers of State Breitenbach (Public Works),
Schorlemer (Agriculture, State Lands and Forestry), and Loebell
(Interior), Under-Secretary of State Heinrichs, and Wahnschaffe to
take the minutes. Surveying the general situation, the Chancellor
said that Germany must, if possible, conclude peace with Russia,
for in spite of the successes of submarine warfare general victory was
not 'in the bag'. The Russian revolution had, however, created an

.t Id., p. r7z. Erzberger made notes of this interview on the day it took place.
His statement that the Foreign Ministry received his proposals favourably cinnot
therefore be coloured retrospectively by his disavowal by the Emperor'and the
OHL.
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entirely new situation; above all, it had made the old-style annexa-
tionist policy impossible. Even should 'frontier rectifications meas-
ured by Russian standards' prove possible, they would still turn out
smaller than the OHL imagined. Schorlemer proposed giving Lithu-
ania and Courland a form of autonomy compatible with the new
formulae of the Russian revolution which would make them econo-

mically profitable to Germany, and Loebell supported the idea of
autonomy, pointing out the necessity of securing land for settlement.
Helfferich too took up the idea, saying that he was in favour of a
'middle road'and advocating autonomy for Poland, Lithuania, and-
here he went further than Schorlemer-all the Baltic provinces,
Courland, Livonia and Estonia. These autonomous areas should be
free of Russian troops, associated economically with Germany,
provided with guarantees for their native German populations and

opened for settlement to the Germans of Inner Russia. Bethmann
Hollweg agreed with Helfferich's programme; he thought it would
be possible to proclaim autonomy the moment chaos broke out in
Russia. He summed up his 'middle way' in the formula: 'annexation
only of what is militarily necessary, and beyond this a non-military
autonomous belt.'

This new idea of limited direct atrnexation and 'autonomy' under
German influence for a rn'ider area farther east meant applying to the
north-east the policy already initiated towards Poland. Thus Lithu-
ania and Courland too were to be divided into a relatively narrow
frontier strip and two areas under indirect control. The idea of a
policy of border states, already mooted in I9t4, thus assumed con-
crete form. The idea of autonomy for Poland (beyond the 'Frontier
Strip') had been current since the beginning of the war, since the
whole of Poland had been thought'more than Germanycould digest',
but the leaders of Germany had at first thought it possible to assimilate
the whole or almost the whole of Lithuania and Courland, and had
only been forced by the Russian revolution to renounce the policy of
annexation for the greater part of these territories and to adapt
themselves to the new conditions.

With this new idea in mind Bethmann Hollweg went two days

later to the Kreuznach conference, but apparently did not yet sub-
mit it to discussion with the generals. Although Bethmann doubted
the wisdom of a rigidly annexationist programme his own 'autonomy'
plan was merely more flexible and expedient. The traditional picture
of a difference of principle between Bethmann Hollweg and Luden-
dorff, between political and military thinking, between moderate,
non-annexationist war aims and unlimited, annexationist ones, is

reduced in the end to divergences over the forms by which Ger-
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many's domination should be exercised. Hindenburg and Luden-
dorff, in wanting the annexation of the coveted areas in Courland and
I-.ithuania, and perhaps also in the other Baltic provinces, represented
the unbroken continuity of the purely annexationist line which had
undoubtedly held the field in German official planning up to the
spring 9f r9r7. Bethmann Hollweg, however, also represented a
continuity of German war aims since the autumn of i9r4; all he
could do now was to make concessions of form to the forcis in world
politics which had been emanating from America and the new Russia
since the spring of r 9 r 7 by disguising a part ofthe previous annexation
policy under the mask of 'autonomy'. Such considerations also
accorded completely with Bethmann Hollweg's own ideas and with
the policy actually followed by him in Belgium and poland, where
he had first developed the combination of limited direct annexations
with indirect control through 'guarantees' with internal .autonomy,.
In conformity with the programme of April z r, he issued on May 7 his
'touching-up order' to German negotiators engaged in any conversa-
tions for a separate peace with Russian plenipotentiaries; the triad
of military, economic and political links with Germany, familiar
from the cases of Poland, Belgium and Mitteleuropa, reappeared in
the plans for Courland and Lithuania.r The military only iook over
his autonomy programme later.

The differences between the political and military leaders at the
Kreuznach conference were only of degree. Incomparably more vio-
lent were the disputes on the form which the association was to take.
Hindenburg demanded on April 20 that Russia should ,be told at
once what we want'; i.e., Germany should demand unquivocally the
annexation of the whole of Courland and Lithuania, Russia being
possibly allowed parts of East Galicia and the Bukovina as compen-
sation. This suggestion was based on a report from Ludendorff that,
in the course of conversations at the front, the Russians had men-
tioned among other conditions that 'if Germany demands Courland,
Russia will ask for the Bukovina and East Galicia'.2 The military
thus believed that they could impose their programme quite openly,
while the more diplomatic Bethmann Hollweg feared devastating
reactions abroad, especially in Russia and in Austria, which had
already refused to pay the price for her German ally,s gains in the
east.

After the political leaders and the OHL had again agreed at
r See below, pp.457 ff.
2 The other conditions were: (r) Russia desires no territorial acquisitions:

(z) Poland to be independenri (3) Serbia and Belgium to be resrored; (4) Russia
retains North Moldavia and otherwise leaves Rumania alone. Austrii'can be
compensated in Serbia and Wallachia.
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Kreuznach to reject the status quo, the military could not but feel

that they had been badly duped when they learned the next day
through Admiral Miiller and Griinau of the draft agreements

worked out by Erzberger and Kolyshko. The recognition in principle
of the stafus quo for Russia expressed in these documents reawakened
and seemed to confirm all their suspicions of Bethmann Hollweg's
'weakness'. The consequent mood at General Headquarters was

therefore one of 'heavy thunderclouds along the whole line, with
periodical discharges of lightning', as Grtnau described it pic-
iuresquely to the Foreign Ministry. In their indignation thcy con-
cealed from the Emperor-zala f'de, Griinau thought-Erzberger's
commentary on the paragraphs ielating to frontiers, and gave him
the impression that these really related only to frontier rectifications
in the usual sense of the term, and not to disguise annexations. The
Emperor was furious; Griinau had the greatest difficulty-in explain-
ing to him at table 'what was meant by "frontier rectifications by
Rissian standards"' and in getting hir,n to understand that this was

not a regular draft treaty at all, but only a written note of what
Kolyshko thought might constitute a possible basis for getting.his
friends to initiaie a peace move.l Wilhelm's and his generals' excite-
ment did not die dowt, although meanwhile Zimmermann had
disavowed Erzberger by saying that he had been authorised only to

listen to what the Russian said and not to make proposals. Erzberger
had been sent to Stockholm only in the hope of learning from
Kolyshko, 'who claims to have close contacts with Kerensky ' ' '
somlthing about Kerensky's wishes, without committing ourselves,

and to ptirr.t t him . . . from using the German Socialists as middle-
men'. ile could not regard the conversation between Kolyshko and

Erzberger 'as constituiing a serious approach or offer from the

enemy'.
In spite of the Foreign Ministry's repudiation of Erzberger, Btt'

mann 
-Hollweg 

had to submit to a burst of unbridled rage from the
Emperor on iccount of this enterprise. Wilhelm was particularly
enraged by Hindenburg's report that Erzberger had 'without
auth6risation' communicited his report to the armies, together with
the conditions-which Wilhelm described as 'impossible and hair-
raising, both from the military and the political point of v-iew'..He

told tf,e Foreign Ministry that in future its agents must be furnished
with 'absolutily binding instructions' approved by himself. -His
greatest anxiety, t o* uJ two weeks earlier, was that the Russians

*ight ."".pt some such unauthorised proposals, and that he, the

Eriperor, would be forced to disavow his agents. The same rules
r Miiller, op. cit., p. z8o (completely borne out by the archives)'
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must apply to peace feelers by the Foreign Ministry as to the propa-
ganda in the trenches. Any German offer, he wrote, signing himself
'Wilhelm, R.I.', 'must follow the lines laid down here under My
Presidency' at the Kreuznach conference of April 23.

Peace Feelers at the Front
The Emperor's rude telegram to the Imperial Chancellor had

referred to the peace propaganda in the trenches. In fact, from the
first days of the Russian revolution, the OHL had been distributing
leaflets, approved by the Foreign Ministry, calling on the enemy to
cease hostilities. These leaflets told the Russian soldiers that they
were being misused as tools of the English warmongers. When various
more or less self-appointed Russian negotiators appeared at the front,
the Foreign Ministry issued on April 9 instructions, signed by Zim-
mermann, laying down the basic line to be followed in propaganda
and negotiations on the fronts. The German soldiers were to hammer
into the Russians' heads that the entire blame for the war and for the
failure of all peace negotiations lay with the old Russian regime.
Germany had no idea whatever of restoring the Tsarist system and
'was prepared at any time to give Russia an honourable peace'. With
this formula the OHL and the Foreign Ministry adopted the basis

for peace suggested by Kolyshko and Erzberger, and by him to the
Chancellor. If, hor.l,ever, the Russian negotiators at the front wanted
to leave the official peace negotiations to their government in Peters-
burg, the latter was to be branded as a 'tool of England' and there'
fore not acceptable to the Germans as a negotiating party, On the
other hand, Germany was prePared at any moment to negotiate for
peace with representatives of the Russian army.

Zimmermann's intention in these manoeuvres was, as he himsell'
said, 'to enhance the general confusion in Russia', i.e., as far as pos-
sible to embroil the army with the Petersburg government. If they
were thus brought into conflict, Germany would have eliminated
both army and government as power-factors and would have facili-
tated the passage of her own plans. Here, again, accents of peace
were serving war aims.

The necessity of having concrete conditions to give to the Russian
negotiators at the front led to the production, on April 29, rgr 7, of a
Five Point Order by Ludendorff, which again was completely ap-
proved by Zimmermann. It was meant to be handed to the Russians
at the front. Besides ( r ) demanding an armistice of three to four weeks
and (z) repeating the promise ofnon-intervention in Russian internal
affairs and (3) the offer of good offices over the Dardanelles and
extra-European questions 'if Russia renounced the conquest of
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Constantinople', it contained two further points, which stated
Germany's territorial demands in very innocent language:

4. Financial assistance in the reconstruction of Russia and active economic
participation; no war indemnity, but frontier rectifications, so far as
Germany is concerned consisting of Lithuania and Courland.

5. Poland to become a state.

It is noteworthy that the words 'frontier rectification', which Erz-
berger had just been scolded for using, were here adopted as a mask
behind which to hide Germany's intentions on Courland and Lithu-
ania. Zirnmermann had been just as indefinite and cautious on the
previous day in talking to the Majority Socialist, David, who had
again asked the government to consent to a peace 'without war
indemnities or reparations'. Zimmermann had taken shelter behind
the old formula of 'a fair , good and honourable peace' and had said
that he was expecting 'a fair offer from the Russian side'.

On the zgth Ludendorff again came out strongly, as he had ten
days earlier, in favour of the idea of inducing Russia to cede Cour-
land and Lithuania by leaving her part of East Galicia, which was
then occupied by her troops.r On May 6 he demanded categorically
that the Chancellor's forthcoming Reichstag speech should contain
nothing incompatible with this line. The Secretary of State hastened
to assure the general that the civilian authorities were completely of
one mind with him. 'The Chancellor entirely shares the opinion of
General Ludendorff, as I do myself '; the Chancellor would appear
personally at General Headquarters and agree with Ludendorff on
the substance of his Reichstag declaration.

Before the Chancellor made his declaration on May r5 for all the
world to hear, one more tangible possibility of peace seemed to pre-
sent itself to Germany. In the course of conversations at the front,
which had been going on for weeks, two Russian spokesmen sug-
gested on May 7 that while Cheidse, the Chairman of the Petersburg
Soviet of Workers and Soldiers, who had Menshevik sympathies,
could not be spared, his first deputy, Stecklov, might be available for
peace talks. They therefore asked that the German participants in
any further talks should likewise include a'party comrade'. At the
same time, however, it was made entirely plain to the Germans that
any possibility ofpeace depended on the honouring ofthe published
renunciation of annexations.

When asked how our propaganda principles (of April zg) had been
received, deputies answered that they could not accept annexations by Ger-

r In Rumania, Ludendorff wanted the dynasty replaced and the country
'chained to Austria-Hungary and Germany by an alliancC'.
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many. If Germans accepted this condition, Russians would not feel bound to
consider the Entente, but would conclude a separate peace.

Even express references by the German Intelligence Officer conduct-
ing the conversations to the large amount of Russian territory under
German occupation, and the large number of Russian prisoners of
war, the surplus of which (over German prisoners in Russia) the
Russians had offered to ransom for cash, could not induce the Rus-
sian negotiators'to abandon the standpoint, expressed by them at the
outset, of no annexations by us'. When the question of 'a general
Peace Conference' came up, the Germans said that 'that would be
for the Russians to arrange'. The Germans wanted to make the ques-
tion of war guilt a central one, but the Russians were quite un-
interested in this: 'the one, burning question for the whole country
was the speedy conclusion of peace'.

Ludendorff at once took up the Russians' offer in spite of their
fundamental reservation, and asked the Foreign Ministry to send
two parliamentarians, one 'reliable' Social Democrat and one
representative of the 'national' parties. To head the negotiations,
which were to begin by arranging an armistice, he proposed Colonel
von Winterfeld, formerly Military Attach6 in Paris and now Quar-
termaster General in Mitau, to whom he suggested that the Foreign
Ministry should attach a junior diplomat. Bethmann Hollweg had
proposed 'to consider attaching Lithuania and Courland [to Ger-
many] under a Prince of their own'; he wanted to discuss this first
with Oberost, and agreed 'to replace the term "annexation" by
"frontier rectifi cation"'.r

The government found this message so exciting and promising
that it answered the same day in a telegram drafted personally by
Zimmermann and checked by Bethmann Hollweg. The Chancellor
saw a possibility of official negotiations and had the minister,
Friedrich von Rosen, attached to Colonel von Winterfeld. For the
'reliable' Social Democrat he nominated David, 'who is reasonable
on the question of frontier rectifications against Russia'. He wanted
a clause on trade relationships added to the programme previously
arranged, perhaps in the form of a provision that the existing Ger-
man-Russian commercial treaty (which was greatly disliked by the
Russians) should remain in force, not subject to denunciation, until
the conclusion of a new one, But the most important passage in the
telegram was that in which the Chancellor dealt with the Russians'
insistence on the renunciation ofannexations, as a pre-condition to
any peace negotiations. To get round this difficulty, Bethmann

1 Only a fortnight earlier the Emperor and the Generals had objected indig-
nantly to the use of the word 'attachment' (Anglicderung).
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Hollweg gave instructions which were not indeed to be realised until
Brest-Litovsk:

To avoid using the word 'annexations' or 'frontier rectifications', which
they also dislike, I think it worth considering the idea already put forward
by me, in order to make the renunciation of Courland and Lithr*ania palat-
able to the Russians, ofdressing them up as independent states, leaving them
their own, autonomous internal administration but attaching them to us
militarily, politically and economically.

This sentence contains the whole programme for rgrT for policy
in the north-east. Ludendorff agreed the same day to the proposed
formula for disguising Germany's demands for annexations, but
asked the Chancellor, 'at Oberosl's request, not to send the gentlemen
to Mitau, but to let them come first to H.Q. Oberosl in Brest-Litovsk
to talk things over', meaning presumably, to be given Ludendorff's
ideas on what to say at the negotiations.

The Austrians were told in quite general terms that a delegation
would be going to the Commander-in-Chief on the Eastern Front'to
discuss there how an armistice with the Russians could be arranged'.
Germany's ally was told nothing of her terms. These terms for the
anticipated negotiations had been re-formulated by Ludendorff on
May rz on the basis of his and Zimmermann's'Principles'ofApril eg
and sent to Zimmermann for approval. The Foreign Ministry agreed
almost completely with Ludendorff's suggestions, as we see if we
compare Ludendorff's text with Zimmermann's version when he
transmitted these conditions for peace with Russia to the ambassador
in Constantinople.

Both versions promised non-intervention in Russia's internal
affairs. Both promised good offices over the settlement of the Straits
and other extra-European questions, 'if Russia renounces the con-
qrrest of Constantinople'. Both stated that the Central Powers were
prepared to negotiate with Russia's allies 'if Russia undertakes the
role of mediator'. The Foreign Ministry further stressed 'close
economic and financial relations'. Both asked for 'no war indemnity,
but monetary compensation for the keep of prisoners of war', which
would have meant a financial settlement favourable to Germany.
The only difference was the way in which the territorial claims were
put. Ludendorff's wording was:

Attachment of Lithuania and Courland to Germany. It is our intention to
show far-reaching respect for the national (adlkisch) claims of the Lithu-
anians and Courlanders in the way in which their association is effected.

Independence of Poland, Determination of the frontier between Lithu-
ania and Poland in accordance with military requirements. It is assumed
that England will noi set foot in Oesel, Dagoe or Livonia.
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Zimmermann put it:
Attachment of areas of Lithuania and Courland to Germany in fiorm of

frontier rectifications, with allowance for their national claims.

Independence of Poland. England not to establish herself in Livonia or
the islands offher coast.

The seemingly more modest, but in reality only more elastic, formula
chosen by the Foreign Ministry-'attachment of areas , . .'-becomes
Iess important when one remembers that Bethmann Hollweg had
been talking to Ludendorff at the same time of 'renunciation'
(unqualified) by the Russians of Courland and Lithuania, and of the
'attachment' of those countries. The Foreign Ministry's omission of
the sentence on the 'determination of the frontier between Lithuania
and Poland . . .' was only made in order to keep a free hand in the
dispute going on inside Germany on the allocation of the districts
disputed between Poland and Lithuania.r

The hoped-for armistice and peace negotiations did not materialise,
because Stecklov, on whose personality and position the Foreign
Ministry had just succeeded in informing itsel{, did not appear at the
rendezvous. The preparations made for these negotiations are,
however, of importance for the appreciation of Germany's eastern
war aims in May, tgr7.

What was going on at that time in Russia, what were the poten-
tialities, is still not clear and perhaps never will be. It is, however,
plain that the question ofpeace, and with it the question of Germany's
annexationist demands, was in the foreground of the internal Rus-
sian disputes.

The impact of the despatch of Lenin and of the money spent by
Germany to oppose the policy of the provisional government is
perceptible.z Propaganda directed by Germany was helping to
'inflame the anti-English feelings of the masses' and to strengthen
the longing for peace. So much is shown by a report to the Foreign
Ministry from Petersburg dated May Io:

Agitation for separate peace gaining the upper hand. . . . The propaganda
has been carried into the streets. . . . On Sunday vast masses gathered there

[sc., in the Petrogradskaja-Storona quarter]. The war is the sole topic of
discussion. As means to agitate against war agitators talk against England.

r A little later, when the peace feelers towards Russia were under discussion,
Ludendorff, in the presence of Lucius, insisted that 'on grounds of military neces-
sity' the frontiers must coincide exactly with those submitted by the OHL to the
Chancellor on December 23, 1916 (above, p. 316 ff.) and shortly before re-
confirmed at the Kreuznach Conference (above, pp. 348-9).

2 The Chancellor received proposals to spend 3oo-4oo million marks on getting
a separate peace with Russia.
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England is represented as our real enemy. . . . Calls for treason.l. . . Defend-
ers of England isolated individuals, whereas accusers of England are an
organised society working on a definite plan. Whether German agitators are
among them it is hard to say. In any case, the character ofthis agitation is
pro-German.

About the same time the Foreign Ministry instructed Lucius in
Stockholm and Romberg in Berne 'to agitate' through middle-men,
especially among the 6migrds returning to Russia, for the publication
of the military and political agreements concluded by the Tsarist
regime with France and Britain before and during the war. Publica-
tion in fact took place, although only after the October Revolution,
when Trotsky arranged for it. Other reports still further encouraged
German expectations of chaos in Russia, so that concessions were
not thought necessary;Jansson, for example, a member of the General
Committee of the German Trade lJnions, who had made a vain
attempt to get a word with Lenin during hisjourney across Germany,
reported from Stockholm that Russia was in chaos and that com-
munications, administration and supplies had broken down. 'The
general position is as favourable for us as we could wish. . . . The
process ofdisintegration has gone so far that the curve is bound to
change.' He therefore advised waiting for the peak point, in any
case allowing the Soviet peace offensive to work itself out, and, if
possible, postponing the Chancellor's speech for a few days, 'for as
things stand'-meaning, given the attitude of the OHL and of the
forces behind it-'what he said could hardly finally paralyse the
agitation of the Ententists'. This could have been achieved only by a
German renunciation of annexations in the east which the Chan-
cellor was either not willing or not able to pronounce.

In these days the Chancellor was pressed from the most various
quarters to make a declaration which would paralyse the agitation
of the Entente. For example, the Social Democrat, Adolf Mtiller,
who was also working for the German government, sent him a mes-
sage from Berne through Romberg that 'the whole world is awaiting
Your Excellency's declaration on May r5; the decision of the war
will depend on it'. Conscientious enquiries had led him to the bitter
conclusion

that peace with Russia could only be got by clear renunciation ofannexa-
tions and war indemnity. Unless this condition were fulfilled separation of
Russia from her allies was out of the question. But if it were fulfilled an early
separate peace with Russia could almost be guaranteed.

Bundesrat Hoffmann, the head of the Swiss Foreign Ministry,
expressly confirmed to Romberg the next day that Miiller's view was

1 I.e., demands that Russia betray her allies.
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also his own, and added that after Britain and France had rejected
the peace offer-as it could be assumed with complete certainty that
they would do-the Russians would regard themselves free to nego-
tiate a separate peace.l

The Georgian, Prince Machabelli, who was also in Germany's
service and was taking a leading part in the agitation among the
'foreign peoples' in Russia and was at that time in Stockholm, also
asked for a clear official statement by Germany on the future of the
Russian territories conquered by her. Only a renunciation of annexa-
tions and indemnity, and a solemn assurance that the occupied areas
would be evacuated immediately on the conclusion of peace, would
make it possible to dislodge the Russian war party. Machabelli
thought it desirable that this declaration should be accompanied by a
promise that'the fate of these territories should be determined by the
representatives of the indigenous nationalities themselves'. A contri-
bution along these lines to the Polish, Lithuanian, etc., questions
would gain Germany the sympathies of the nationalities and of the
neutral powers. Even if the declaration did not lead to immediate
peace with Russia, it would bring about a further split in the Russian
people and army, so that the country would be further paralysed
and could be compelled by force of arms to accept a seParate
peace.

In spite of these warnings and this advice, Bethmann Hollweg
made no unambiguous declaration in his speech of May I5. The
successes in the submarine war and hopes of disintegration in Russia
had brought him round to the OHL's view that the situation need
not bejudged so deadly dangerous that he need renounce Germany's
war aims in the east-in spite of the change in the world situation
brought about by America's entry into the war. Just at this time - on
May 6-Ludendorff had reached the conclusion that 'with Russia
crippled and America unable to help within an appreciable period,
time has become our latest ally'; and Bethmann Hollweg made this
view his own.

The Failure of the Grirnrn-Hofrrnann Mission
In the middle of April a leading Swiss Socialist, Nationalrat Robert

Grimm, asked the Foreign Oflfice for a transit visa to Sweden. The
application was supported by both Hoffmann and Romberg, to
whom Grimm had applied direct on April 14, two days after Lenin's

r Brockdorff-Rantzau took, in substance, the same line, and asked the Chancellor
to show even stronger inclination towards peace in his forthcoming Reichstag
speech, in order to encourage the Council of Workers'delegates, u'ho u'ere wanting
to convoke an international conference,
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departure.l The ostensible reason for Grimm's journey was that he
wanted to persuade the provisional government to exchange the
Russian 6migr6s still in Switzerland against German civilian inter-
nees. His real hope, however, was to promote the possibilities of
peace, in which he was interested as a pacifist and a member of the
Zimmerwald movement. Although he had attacked Germany pub-
licly, and although 'our Governmental Socialists' were dead against
him, as Romberg reported,2 the Foreign Ministry sanctioned his
journey in the hope of using him for its own ends.

Grimm's purpose in Petersburg was to attack the 'anti-peace
activities' of the Swedish Socialist, Branting, and to sound out the
possibilities of peace; he hoped that the situation might lead to a
separate peace with Russia, out of which a general peace might
develop. He thought, indeed, that he could hope for success only if
Germany strengthened the peace party by an official declaration
renouncing annexations and indemnities-a hope which was not ful-
filled. He reached Petersburg four weeks late, because the Milyukov
government, so long as it was in office, refused him permission to
enter Russia, Meanwhile, the Petersburg Workers' and Soldiers'
Council, working in parallel with the Scandinavians, had decided to
convoke an international conference in Stockholm. Grimm got in
touch with this movement and telegraphed to Hoffmann that there
was a general desire for peace, which was 'imperatively necessary, on
political, economic and military grounds alike'; 'authoritative
quarters' recognised this; the only difficulties were coming from
Britain and France, who were trying to keep Russia in the war
through the Socialists in their governments. In the hope of exploiting
the possibilities in Russia, Grimm asked Hoffmann for information
on the war aims of the governments (in the plural) 'as known to
him'. Hoffmann, however, sent him only a slightly modified edition
of Germany's aims, as communicated to him by Romberg.

The enterprise failed because the two telegrams were intercepted
and thus became known both to Russia and to the world. Grimm was
regarded as a German agent and expelled. He had compromised the
Socialist members of the provisional government who wanted a
general peace. Hoffrnann was forced, largely owing to representa-
tions from Britain, to resign on the ground that he had committed a
breach of neutrality. It is hard to say what the chances of such a

r See R. Fester, Die politisclun Kampfe um den Frbden und das Deutschtum (1916-
rgrd) (Munich/Berlin, 1938); also Olga Hess Gankin and H. H. Fisher, 7[a
Bolsheuihs and. the lf orld War (Stanford, London and Oxford, rg4o).

2 In fact, Scheidemann and Ebert advised against giving Grimm the transit
visa, on the groun& that he wiut pronouncedly favourible iowards the Entente
(Hahlweg, op. cit., p.56, n.67).
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peace move might have been, given the political situation in Peters-

turg during those weeks; but the obvious importance of the episode

lay in the fact that Germany's annexationist aims were revealed to
the public-even if in veiled form and perhaps not completely-and
thuJ not only was any chance of peace made more difficult, but the

German 'Governmental Socialists', who were just at that moment
engaged in making the preliminary arrangements for the inter-
naiional Socialist conference in Stockholm, were saddled in advance
with the odium of annexationism, if they attempted to follow the
government's line.

Germany's peace conditions, as transmitted to Hoffmann through
Romberg, agreed in essentials with the 'Principles' laid down on

April zg for peace conversations at the front, and with the conditions
draftedon Muy ,z for the anticipated negotiations with Stecklov.
The earlier assurance that Germany was prepared to negotiate with
Russia's allies on the mediation of Russia was, however, completely
altered by the addition of the words'at their wish'-at the wish, that
is, of the allies, without Russian mediation. After the exchange of
prisoners of war and civilian internees and the restoration of normal
iegal conditions for the subjects of both contracting parties came a

,..rt.rr"" which is important for Germany's colonisation policy:
'Free return for Russian expellees of German ethnic origin.' But here

again the heart of the programme lay in its undiminished territorial
dimands, which, however, Hoffmann passed on to Grimm in a some-

what modified form:

3, Amicable understanding on Poland, Lithuania, Courland' which shall

have regard to the national characteristics, language, culture and religion

of their inhabitants. . . .

4. England not to establish herself in Oesel, Dagoe, Livonia or other places

in Russia.

The whole list was headed by an inviting Point l, which spoke of 'a
peace honourable for both parties as the basis of a lasting friendly
ielationship between Germany and her eastern neighbour'; further,
of ,financiil support of Russia in her reconstruction: close economic

and commercial relations'. What form these 'relations' were to take

we know from earlier preparations for peace in the east. The professed

aim of a 'lasting friendly relationship' between Germany and Russia

Iooked beyond ihe tep..ate peace to a new power-constellation which
envisaged, not indeed a formal alliance between Germany and Russia

-this iad been considered and rejected-but semi-dependence of a
Russia without other allies on Germany. This apparent readiness of
Germany to meet Russia was strictly limited on what was perhaps the
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most important point for Russia, for while the first draft had taken
over from the programmes of April zg and May rz the offer of ,good

offices over the regulation of the question of the Straits, the sovereign-
ty of the Porte to be respected', Zimmermann had cut this out.

These plans, envisaging as they did a Russia under German
tutelage from the Dardanelles to the Gulf of Bothnia, and with a
frontier pushed back to a straight line running from Riga to Tarno-
grod, foreshadowed the Peace of Brest-Litovsk-the more so when one
remembers that since the spring of r 9 r 7 Germany had resumed with
renewed vigour her efforts to promote the secession of Finland and
the separation of the Ukraine.

The Stockholrn Conference
The idea of an international Socialist peace conference had first

been suggested by the Secretary General ofthe Second International,
the Belgian Camille Huysmans, then in London, and had been taken
up by Dutch and Scandinavian groups. When the plans took firmer
shape, the government of the Reich had to consider whether it
should forbid the German Socialists to attend. The OHL wanted to
do this, because it feared that propaganda for a general peace might
weaken the war spirit. The Foreign Office, however, although ie-
garding it as objectionable 'that a political party should pui itself
forward officially as a peace mediator', refused to impose thi ban. In
explaining his reasons to the OHL, Zimmermann gave a most
characteristic estimate of the 'Governmental Socialist, leaders and of
the part played by them in German politics.r He doubted whether
the Social Democrat leaders themselves expected the Stockholm
conference to have any immediate effect in bringing about peace.
He supposed that the chief advantage they expected to gain from
attending the conference was a propagandist one: they would be
able 'to go on posing before their electors, as per the party programme,
as active champions of the idea of peace, and thus retain their con-
trol over the masses'. This was undoubtedly what the national interest
required, especially since the difficulties with which the workers'
leaders had to contend were very appreciable. He thought that the
conference was certain to be a fiasco, and that it would make the
national role of the Majority Socialists easier, because it would cure
their followers of their pacifist ideas. If the delegates came back
from Stockholm with a f;ailure to report, this would ,consolidate and
strengthen the whole party in the German national sense'; the
arguments over the questions of annexations and indemnities would

r on the Stockholm conference, see J. Meenzen, Aussenfiolitik und weltfricd-
cnsordnung der deutsehcn Sozialdemokratic tgr j-rgrg (Diss. Hamburg, r95r), pp."SS tr
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die away as soon as it became clear how the military operations were
going to end:

With victory immediately in sight, German Social Democracy itself will
no longer be feeling favourable towards renunciations. If the further deve-
lopments of the military situation are favourable, then the worse the experi-
ences it has had meanwhile with its fellow Socialists abroad, the more safely
can we count on getting its support for all demands necessary for the welfare
ofthe Fatherland,

To prevent the Majority Socialists appearing as 'agents of the
Wilhelmstrasse', the Foreign Ministry also issued passports to a few
Independent Socialists, afterwards described by Hertling, when
speaking of the episode, as 'an unimportant little clique of political
eccentrics'.

The German delegation, which included Ebert, Scheidemann and
Legien of the Majority Socialists, and Bernstein, Haase, Kautsky and
Ledebour of the U.S.D.P., arrived in Stockholm onJune 2, rgr7, the
day on which Robert Grimm sent his telegram to Hoffmann from
Petersburg. Although there were no Socialists present from the
Entente states, whose governments had refused them passports, the
Germans were from the first driven on to the defensive; the Dutch
van Kol and the Swede Branting attacked them in the opening
session ofJune 4. At Ebert's request, David answered these attacks in
a big speech which, taken in conjunction with a memorandum which
the party leaders had composed,r gave a comprehensive picture of
the Social Democrats' policy since the outbreak of the war. The
memorandum rejected all'forcible' annexations and demanded that,
if any frontier rectifications were made on the basis of mutual agree-
ment, the populations affected must be given legal and material
safeguards if they wished to emigrate. Restoration of Germany's
colonies was assumed as axiomaticl war indemnities were rejected.
Turning to the 'right of self-determination' which had begun to
figure so prominently in German policy, the memorandum demanded
its application in three cases: (i) states which had lost their indepen-
dence during the war (Belgium, Serbia) ; (ii) states which had re-
covered their former independence through the present war (Poland,
Finland) ; such states not to be denied the right to self-determination;
other districts inhabited by national minorities to be granted at
least autonomy; (iii) peoples which had once been independent and
had flallen victims to imperiaiist conquest at an earlier date, but
whose national status had experienced no change during the war
(Ireland, Egypt, India, Tibet, Korea, Tripoli and Morocco).

r Meenzen, op. cit., pp.6r ff.
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In this application of the right of self-determination the Social
Democrats were following exactly the line of government policy.
Point (ii) permitted the realisation of Germany's aspirations in the
east as conceived by Bethmann Hollweg in April; Point (i) called
for 'restoration' for Belgium and Serbia but did not define the term
and left the way open for any form of satellite status.

The question of Alsace-Lorraine brought another clash.l The
neutrals demanded self-determination for Alsace-Lorraine and for
the Polish and Danish inhabited parts of Germany. This the Ger-
mans refused, while agreeing to cultural autonomy for the rninorities
and for the French-speaking parts of Lorraine. Their case was that
only r r '4 per cent of the population of Alsace-Lorraine was French-
speaking, and that the area was ethnically and historically German,
had been forcibly torn away from Germany by Louis XlV, and had
recovered its original affiliation in lB7r. To meet the strong criti-
cisms raised against Alsace-Lorraine's position within Germany (as a

'Rcichsland') they supported its promotion to the status of an indepen-
dent federal state. They maintained, in this connection, that the
principle of 'peace without annexations' did not exclude frontier
rectifications by mutual consent, thereby obviously keeping the dobr
open for the acquisition of Longwy-Briey. The one demand made by
them which differed from the government's policy-the promotion of
Alsace-Lorraine to be a federal state-remained irrelevant, since the
annexations which Prussia proposed to make in the west and the
north-east had brought the imperial government to accept the neces-

sity of partitioning Alsace-Lorraine as compensation for the non-
Prussian dynasties.

The Socialists from the Entente states had, as we have said, f,ailed
to appear, and Albert Thomas, the French Socialist Minister of
Munitions, returning from Petersburg via Stockholm, announced:
'The war will go on; we can do nothing about it.' David and Scheide-
mann returned to Germany on June r9, leaving only Hermann
Miiller behind to wait vainly for the opening of a real peace con-
ference.

I Id., pp. 63 f.
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WAR AIMS
rN THE JULY CRISIS OF 191 7

CHANGE AND CONTINUITY

Tne Brusilov offensive of the end ofJune, I9I7, destroyed the Ger-
man public's last hope of getting speedy relief for Germany through
a separate peace with Russia. At the same moment the first doubts
of the effectiveness of the submarine war were beginning to appear,
in spite of the apparently impressive successes. Fear of a fourth
winter of war and the renerval of the tension in the military situation
at last really produced that internal crisis in Germany which had so

often been prevented from erupting by delaying half-measures. The
fall of Bethmann and the Peace Resolution seemed to cast doubts on
the internal political development of Germany and at times also on
her war aims policy.

Depression and a Peace of Understanding
The internal crisis was ushered in by an attempt by the German

military to transfer the responsibility for Germany's unhappy situa-
tion from their own shoulders on to those of the political leaders. As
recently as April 5 the Chief of the General Staff, Hindenburg, had
supported his demand for a fixed programme of war aims with the
argument that the war would 'presumably be decided this year' and
that there was 'a prospect of peace negotiations in the near future'1r
and up to the middle of May the OHL, basing its view on statements
by the naval staff in an 'open' private letter to Hindenburg's wife,
had put the end of the war at August and had persistently fostered
an optimistic belief in victory, its confidence being responsible also
for the optimism in the German answer to Czernin and the Emperor
Charles, and in Bethmann Hollweg's Reichstag speech. But in June
the generals were abandoning this attitude. Only three weeks after
the Chancellor's 'strong' speech in the Reichstag, their views on the
military situation had changed radically. Up to this point the OHL
had encouraged the Chancellor to use a firm tone in the Reichstag;
now they complained of the'absolutely irresponsible optimism'of the

' See above (n. g to c. rz). On Hindenlrtrrg's letter to his wife, see Matthias
Erzberger, Erbbnis s c im Wehkrb ge (Stuttgart, I glo), p. z5 r .
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political leaders, which was spreading the illusion that the war would
be over in a few months.

On June ro the representative of the OHL in Berlin, Colonel
Bauer, had a conversation with Erzberger, to whose great astonish-
ment the colonel revealed for the first time that the military com-
mand was now reckoning on a fourth winter campaign,r On top of
this, Bauer spoke frankly of the crushing material superiority of the
enemy on the western front, and said that this superiority would
increase as time went on. At that moment the enemy's superiority in
munitions was four to one; by the spring of r9r8 it would have risen
to at least six to one. It may have been Bauer's report on this conver-
sation with Erzberger and his impressions in Berlin which now
caused the OHL to inform the Chancellor officially that it was not
possible to count on Britain's early collapse as a conseq:rence of the
submaiine war and that a fourth winter of war was to be expected.
Writing on June r 9, Ludendorff placed the responsibility for the out-
come of the war on the home front.z By stating that 'time is working
for us if only the will to hold out remains alive at home', Ludendorff
laid the foundations for that shift which, after Germany's military
collapse, gave birth to the legend of the stab in the back; other
factors were made responsible for military failures ofjudgment.

The military's proposal to make up for Germany's shortage of
material resources in this threatening situation by a massive psycho-
logical propaganda campaign at home coincided with a similar
proposal by Erzberger.s In his interview with Bauer that experienced
politician drew the conclusion that the critical military situation
called for the establishment ofa central organisation for propaganda,
'a sort of spiritual war food office', as he called it rather cynically, for
the conduct of which he, the busy chief of the 'foreign information
service', seemed to be predestined. About the same time Wilhelm II
instructed his Chancellor to hammer into the German people faith
in the submarine arm and consequently in final victory. Psychology
was thus to replace guns as means of dispelling the disappointment
over Britain's failure to collapse.a Bethmann Hollweg promised the
Emperor immediate action.

The Chancellor's answer to the OHL dated June 25, r9r7,5
showed him disillusioned as never before. Under the influence of the
pessimistic view of the situation taken by the military, he did indeed

I Id., p. z5z.
2 See also Ludendorff, Urkunden, pp. 3g5 ff.
s Cf. Epstein, Erzbergcr, pp. r86 f.

' Ludendorff, op. cit., p.4oo.
u Id., P.397.
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declare himself ready to start the desired propaganda campaign at
home, but he made a number ofstrong reservations against the.or.re
proposed by the OHL. In direct contradiction to the military, he
thought that the continuation of the 'new orientation', as promised
by the Easter Message,r was necessary for the maintenance ofinternal
unity. He also said that, the prospects of a peace dictated by Ger-
many being now so small, it would be unwise to throw away the last
possibilities of a compromise with Britain, especially by pitching
colonial aims too high. Solf's'war aims'speech ofJune r72 could
serve as a first 'invitation' to Britain, since in that speech Solf had
not touched on Europe at all and had only asked for some moderate
additions to Germany's colonial empire at the expense of Portugal
and France, and not of Britain. It is true that Bethmann Hollweg
pressed for energetic prosecution of the submarine war in order to
weaken Britain as far as possible, but at the same time he showed
himself clearly opposed to any strong public rejection of a peace of
understanding and against a renewal of the public discussion on war
aims. He further called attention to the extraordinary embitterment
occasioned by the last German bombing attacks on London: 'No
English government which tried to negotiate rvith Germany after
this sort of thing would be able to maintain itself for a single day in
face of the popular fury.'

Hesitant as were these first beginnings of a realistic attitude on the
Chancellor's part towards both domestic and foreign political ques-
tions, they were yet enough to put the military up in arms again at
once. In their answer ofJuly 7 they rejected with the utmost decision
any idea ofa peace ofunderstanding or ofa new course in internal
politics in the sense of the Easter Message. They thought-and here
they were in complete agreement with an opinion voiced by Beth-
mann Hollweg on July 2 at a session of the Prussian Ministry of
State-that if Britain made an offer for a peace of understanding this
would be a sure sign of her approaching death agony, and that it
would therefore be unnecessary for Germany to accept such a peace:

. . . in my opinion it would be a disaster for our political and economic
future if we accepted such a 'peace of understanding' with England, unless
the defection of Austria-Hungary and equally critical conditions at home
forced us to conclude immediate peace.3

r See above, p. 336.
2 See above, pp. 359-fo.
3 Ludendorff, op. cit., p. 4or. Bethmann Hollweg said here that the submarine

warfare had been initiated in order to make the enemy ready for peace. The best
thing would, of course, be if they capitulated, but h; did not think this would
happen, for when Britain felt'the catastrophe approaching'she would presumably
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InJuly, Igr7, however, the OHL still regarded such an'unfavour-
abli coincidence'-the defection of Austria-Hungary and the simul-
taneous exhaustion of Germany-to be 'extremely improbable'.

The bombing attacks on London were continued and the conflict
between Britain and Germany sharpened into real hatred between
the peoples. Bethmann Hollweg had grown 'flabby' again, as he had
at the time of the decision in favour of unrestricted submarine war-
fare. The OHL openly reproached the Chancellor with the same
lack of decision in his internal policy:r he had not succeeded in
maintaining solidarity and enthusiasm for the war in the nation-the
pre-conditions for a victorious end to the war. What was depressing

ihe ho-e front was not'the disappointed hopes of a speedy end to the

war' but the weak attitude of the political leader who had allowed
'private, party and particular interests' (by this the generals meant
the ud.ro"ates of franchise reform) to take precedence over the
'general good ofthe state'.

Internal crisis, Peace and franchise reforrn
On June 27, with the internal situation deteriorating rapidly, the

Majority Social Democrats David and Scheidemann again visited
the Chancellor.2 Their attitude bore unmistakable testimony to the

growing pressure of the U.S.P.D., which itself was only the articulate
i*p.er.io., of growing war-weariness and the increasing desire of the
masses for equality of status. The Chancellor asked the two men to
put their wishes in writing, and the Majority Socialists accordingly
produced their demands the very next day: the government must
unequivocally dissociate itself from the war aims of the Alldeutschen,

....pt the formula of peace without annexations, and carry through
without delay a measure of internal political 'reorientation' by
introducing the equal franchise in Prussia. The memorandum re-

peated the threat already made by its authors in the Reichstag at
ihe beginning of Juty to vote against the next war credits. At this
junctuie the Emperor was not even ready to accept Bethmann Holl-
*eg's modest suggestion of taking Spahn, the Zentrum leader and
,pok.r*rt of the War Aims Majority, into the government as First
Parliamentary Minister.s On the day that he rejected this 'reform',

'come round' (einlenken) one way or another. . . . He therefore thought that it
would be wrong to announce thai Germany, was ready to make peac.e if the enemy
came round; 'o"ur task can now only be to ihow that we can and will carry on the
war longer than our enemies'.

1 Mtiller inhis Krizgstagebueh, pp.277 f., iswery-revealing on the inner connec-
tions between war aimJ, iniernal politics, and the fall of Bethmann Hollweg'

2 Scheidemann, /usammenbruch, pp. 16o f. (with full text of the memorandum)'
3 Miiller, op. cit., p. zg8; entryofJune 29, I9I7.
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he also gave the Papal Nuncio, Pacelli, who had appeared at General
Headquarters with a first, cautious suggestion of mediation by the
Vatican, ptainly to understand that he was not interested in peace.l

Bethmann Hollweg's meeting with the party leaders on July z

opened a new chapter in the development of the crisis.2 The govern-
ment had arranged the meeting (at which, besides the Chancellor
himsell, Helfferich, Roedern, the Secretary of State for the Treasury,
and Capelle, Secretary of State for the Naval Office appeared to
represent the government) to prepare for the next war credits vote.
It hoped to arrange at the same time that the debate in the Central
Committee of the Reichstag should be confined exclusively to the
granting of the credits, and above all to exclude in advance any
general political debate, either on war aims or on internal reforms.
Since Bethmann Hollweg was unwilling to appear in the Central
Committee-which would inevitably have provoked the unwanted
political debate-he now resorted to the device, frequently used with
success during the war, of a meeting of party leaders, whose little
circle could be reassured, encouraged and further bound morally to
the government by the confidence shown to them. In the conference
iself both the Chancellor and Capelle, in agreement with the OHL's
letter ofJune tg, still maintained the optimistic view that it would
be possible to achieve victory through the submarine arm, if not with-
in the term of five months originally given. But a fourth war winter
had obviously become unavoidable. The debate on a Peace of under-
standing took place under the chilling influence of these remarks.
Only Scheidemann came forward with his programme of a peace

without annexations or reparations; he alone called on the Chan-
cellor to accept the Russian formula 'without shilly-shallying'. Yet,
lest the representatives of the bourgeois parties and the government
should regard him as 'nationally unreliable', Scheidemann stated
expressly that he had only decided to adopt this principle when he
had been forced to recognise that Germany was beyond doubt 'the
weaker party'. He found no seconder for his appeal' If Bethmann
Hollweg failed to secure full conviction with his argument that a
'weak peace' would bring Germany a 'helot existence', yet his attitude
remained the same as in every crisis: to wait and let the enemy make
the move. On this point he received strong support, especially from
Westarp, who spoke vigorously against a Peace without annexations.
Thus the government apparently succeeded in banishing for the
moment the 'danger' of a peace of understanding.

1 lbid. ; cf. also Bethmann Hollweg, Eetrachlungcn, II, pp' z I 4 ff'
2 Besides all the main parties, the Poles and Alsace-Lorraine *'ere represented

at this meeting.
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On the other hand Scheidemann's demand for internal reform

met with much support. Both Payer and Stresemann spoke unequivo-
cally in favour of the immediate introduction of the cqual franchise
in Prussia.

The first, immediate effects of the new and soberer feeling were
perceptible when the Central Committee of the Reichstag met the
next day. Ebert, who had meanwhile become the chief spokesman of
the Majority Social Democrats, initiated a massive attack against
Bethmann Hollweg's government. He sharply criticised the 'con-
scienceless agitation' which had exaggerated beyond measure the
prospects of submarine rvarfare; he warned the Reichstag equally
sharply against underestimating the United States, as Germany had
previously misjudged England. He concluded gloomily that 'con-
fidence in the government has been completely destroyed by the
failure of food supplies and submarine warfare.' Like Scheidemann
the day before, he called on the government clearly to define its
attitude on the question of war aims, on the basis of the Russian
formula. He ended with a categorical demand for the introduc-
tion-at once, before the end of the war-of the general franchise
in Prussia as a pre-condition for the solidarity of the domestic
front.

Before the Chancellor could act came Erzberger's famous move of
July 6 in the Central Committee, which set the ball of the war aims
question rolling.l OnJuly 3 Erzberger had criticised the government
severely, but his second attack, on July 6, was much more decisive,
for in it he proposed bringing in the Reichstag in order to get a
speedy 'compromise' peace-a peace which 'took account of the
power-relationships as they had taken shape during the war, a peace
which brings no enforced repression of peoples and frontier areas'.
Erzberger's arguments were based on the sober calculation that
continuation of the war, as things stood, could only make Germany's
position worse, so that the 'power-relationships as they had taken
shape during the war' were bound to develop more unfavourably for
Germany. Under closer inspection, however, his negative description
of a basis for general peace was so elastic that the government's most
uncompromising aims could have been realised under it. The im-
pression made by Erzberger's speech was extraordinary; the idea
that the Reichstag should take an independent initiative was revolu-
tionary. The suspicion that Erzberger, who had acted often enough
during the war as an agent for the government, was playing into the
government's hands was obvious: thus the shock to the Reichstag

r The literature on this subject is immense; the latest comprehensive accouot is
that of Epstein, op. cit.,'pp. rBz ff.
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was all the greater.r Yet according to the evidence of all concerned,2
there had been no previous conversation between Erzberger and the
government, nor do the documents give grounds for supposing any-
thing of the kind. On the contrary, Bethmann Hollweg could not but
regard Erzberger's move as a breach of the gentleman's agreement
reached with the party leaders on July z. He had now got into great
difficulties, both over the franchise reform and over the question of
war aims. The next day Capelle tried to allay the Committee's fears

by emphasising the rising tally of tonnage sunk by submarines.
Scheidemann contradicted Capelle's official optimism most decided-
ly and said that he doubted whether Germany could reckon at all
with a military decision in her favour. He went further than Erz-
berger and asked not only for the adoption of his'defensive formula
for Germany' (a peace without annexations), but also for a precise

declaration to this effect from the Reichstag, in order to allow peace

to be concluded as quickly as possible. In face ofthese strong attacks.
the government abandoned its original purpose, which had been to
reserve its fire, and immediately after Erzberger's speech, von Stein,
the Prussian Minister of War, called Hindenburg and Ludendorffto
Berlin from General Headquarters. On July 7 Bethmann Hollweg
appeared personally in the Central Committee in the hope of saving
the situation for the government.

Answering Erzberger, who had called on the government to return
to its defensive standpoint ofAugust 4, r914, the Chancellor declared
that his policy had never departed from this line during the war.
Characteristically, however, he still allowed the idea of 'defence' to
include'safeguards for Germany's future'which previously had had
no defensive meaning at all. He promised that Germany would not
wage war a day longer simply to make 'further' conquests. We may
certainly credit him with not wanting, inJuly, I9I7, to prolong the
war exclusively for the sake of 'further' conquests. Germany had
already occupied so much territory in east and west that her leaders

might hope to achieve a peace without being forced back to the
stalus quo. Bethmann Hollweg therefore rejected decisively the sug-
gestion that the Reichstag should make a public declaration on the
subject of peace. It was only through strong military pressure,
especially through the submarine arm, that Germany could make
her enemies ripe for peace; not through a Peace Resolution, which
must rouse the impression that the German Reich was near collapse'

Bethmann Hollweg did not touch on the franchise question, which

I On this and the next paragraphs, see Epstein, op. cit., pp. r go f.
2 Bethmann Hollweg, op. cit., p. zz4.
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the Majority Socialists always linked with that of war aims, although
petitions from quarters ranging from the Majority Socialists to the
National Liberals had convinced him how urgent it now was and
how strong the demand for it had become among the overwhelming
majority of the Reichstag, except the Conservatives. In spite of the
Reform Majority's move of May 6 and of his own readiness in prin-
ciple to carry through extensive internal political reforms, the Chan-
cellor could not venture on July 7 to express approval of the equal
franchise. For this he needed first to get the consent of the monarch
and of the Prussian Ministry of State.

On July g the Emperor, at Bethmann Hollweg's request, held a
Crown Council to consider the question of the equal franchise in
Prussia.l All present, even those Secretaries of State who were not
also Prussian ministers, were allowed to express their opinions for or
against the equal franchise, with their reasons in detail. The strongest
supporter was Bethmann Hollweg himself, in his capacity as Presi-
dent of the Ministry of State, and he emphasised with almost exag-
gerated sharpness the key position of the Majority SocialisS and the
trade unions for the winning of the war. The most decided speaker
for the opposition was the Prussian Minister of the Interior, von
Loebell, who drew an equally strong picture of a Prussia dominated
by Social Democrats and Poles, and suggested the introduction of
plural voting as an expedient to check the advance of Social Demo-
cracy. The Emperor, however, was still unable to make up his mind,
in spite of Bethmann Hollweg's urgent warnings. He saw quite
clearly what were the two positions between which he had to decide:

In the one side's view the introduction of the equal franchise would mean
the decline ofPrussia, in the view ofthe other, failure to introduce it would
probably mean the loss of the war and thus the decline of both Germany and
Prussia.2

The Emperor thought that before 'imposing' the equal franchise on
'his Prussians' he ought to consult, not only the Crown Prince, but

r See Helfferich, Der Weltkrieg, pp. 445 f. The minutes of the Crown Council are
reproduced by Leo Stern, op, cit,, p. 588, Bethmann Hollweg's concluding words
were: '. . . So far it had proved possible to keep the Social Democrats quiei (an dcr
Stange halun), and especially the Social Dernocratic Trade Unions had , I . rendered
excellent service. The longer the war lasted, the worse the distress became, the
more-would the power ofthe-radical wing grow. The Trade Unions were complain-
ing that they no longer had their members under control, that they were ieins
egged on by the Radicals, who were telling them that the Imperial Social Demol
crats w-ere d_oing-nothing for them. It was absolutely necessary to make the right
wing ofthe Social Democrats stronger again, For what would hippen ifthe govein-
ment was no lon-ger able to use the help of the Trade Unions in combating the
strike movement ?'

2 Untersuchungsausschuss,4th series, Vol. II, p. r5e.
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also the parliamentary parties in the Upper House. Bethmann
Hollweg protested vainly that this had made his position untenable
and he then offered his resignation. The Emperor refused to release
him, saying that any government would have to find a solution to the
franchise question. He was supported by the Crown Prince, who on
the r r th expressed himself in favour both of keeping Bethmann
Hollweg as Chancellor and of conceding the equal franchise. Beth-
mann Hollweg seemed on the verge of victory; the Ministry of State
met again that afternoon at 4 o'clock and the Chancellor informed it
of the king's decision and laid before it the draft of an 'All Highest
Order regarding equal franchise'. Wilhelm II signed it the same
evening, for publication on the following morning. Equal franchise
for Prussia had been accepted in principle, although not yet en-
shrined in legal form. But this was a Pyrrhic victory for Bethmann
Hollweg; the very next day he was overthrown by a combined move
by the Crown Prince and General Ludendorff.

The fall of Bethtnann Hollweg and
the antecedents of the Peace Resolution

One reason for Bethmann flollweg's fall was the franchise ques-
tion I another was the question ofpeace, which had become dominant
since Erzberger's move. Not only were the two questions exactly
synchronised, but they were solved by the same persons. The Crown
Prince and the OHL, assisted by the Reichstag, determined Beth-
mann Hollweg's f,all.

AfterJuly 6 a committee had come into being with a membership
which extended from the Majority Socialists via the Zentrum and
the Progressives to the National Liberals, for the purpose of con-
sidering the urgent questions: internal reform and, above all, what
the Reichstag should say on the peace question.r The National
Liberals had withdrawn after a few days, saying that the prepara-
tion of a peace resolution was 'inexpedient', but the other three par-
ties, which now took the joint designation of 'parties of the major-
ity', went on to work out a joint resolution. On July Io Bethmann
Hollweg had agreed to a first draft, which had even been accepted
by the Emperor, except for the words 'peace of understanding',
which he rejected as 'unclear' ; but on July r z the Emperor was in a
'brusque and unfriendly mood', could not recall anything, and took
shelter behind the attitude of the OHL. The generals abruptly
rejected the resolution, as put before them, as too weak; they ob-
jected above all to a 'peace of understanding' which excluded as

1 On the history of this committee see the numerous documents in Qqllcn zur
Gcvhichh dcs Parlamentarismus,Yols. I/I and II.
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'incompatible' with it 'territorial acquisitions imposed by force and
political, economic and financial violence'. Their sight of the draft
and the announcement that the equal franchise was to be introduced
were enough to bring them hot-foot to Berlin, where they tendered
their resignations in writing, if Bethmann Hollweg remained Chan-
cellor any longer. The OHL was going oa banque.L

Meanwhile the Crown Prince, who had 'swallowed' the equal
franchise and the retention of Bethmann Hollweg only with the ut-
most reluctance , had not been inactive in Berlin. On July r r and r z
he had got in touch with the party leaders, with the result that on
the rzth only one party-the Progressives-was left supporting the
Chancellor's policy unreservedly. The Majority Socialists supported
him only on the condition that he did not oppose peace as they con-
ceived it. Erzberger of the Zentrum, Stresemann of the National
Liberalg, not to speak of the Conservatives, Free Conservatives and
the 'German fraction', openly declared themselves opposed to
Bethmann Hollweg remaining in office.

This transient co-operation between the Crown Prince and the
parliamentary leaders, which took place in an atmosphere of real
conspiracy, deprived Bethmann Hollweg of the last parliamentary
support which he had enjoyed for his new policy. The Emperor had
called for his resignation before Ludendorff and Hindenburg had
reached Berlin.2 The Crown Prince, however, hoped in this way not
only to get rid of Bethmann Hollweg, but also of the Peace Resolu-
tion. He proposed adjourning the Reichstag until a new Imperial
Chancellor had been appointed and thus 'preventing a parliamen-
tary debate on the Peace Resolution'I the parliamentarians had
done their duty when Bethmann Hollweg fell.

The idea that Bethmann Hollweg, who in any case tl'as no fighter
by nature, could have carriqd the equal franchise and the Peace
Resolution with the support of the Progressives and Social Demo-
crats against the OHL and the Crown was, given the whole structure
of Prussia-Germany, unimaginable. Moreover, the two parties
together still constituted a minority in the Reichstag. Even if Beth-
mann Hollweg had been able to enlist the Zentrum and secure a
parliamentary majority, no Chancellor of imperial Germany could
have maintained himself for a single day against the Conservatives
and their allies in the army, the bureaucracy and the busiqess world.

With Bethmann Hollweg's fall under the attacks from right and
left, the confusion in high places reached its apogee. Bethmann

r See also Bemhard Schwertfeger, op. cit., in Wcrk des Unhrsuchungsausschusscs,
Series IV, Vol. II, pp. r 54 ff.

u Mi.iller, op. cit., pp. 3o4 ff., entry ofJuly r6, rgr 7.
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Hollweg had suggested Count Hertling to the Emperor as his suc-
cessor. Hertling, however, had at once refused the appointment on
the grounds of his advanced age (he was 74) and his disagreement
with the OI{L's views on the question ofwar aims. After considerable
consultation between the Heads of Cabinets, the candidature of
Nlichaelis emerged. Michaelis, Under-Secretary of State in the
Prussian lr{inistry of Finance and Commissioner for Food Supplies,
was an unknown figure, both to the public and to the Emperor; he
said of himself that until appointed Imperial Chancellor he had 'run
by the side of the carriage ofpolitics as a disinterested contemporary'.1
Hindenburg at once agreed with the suggestion. Michaelis had been
to General Headquarters several times and certain drastic turns of
speech had made a favourable impression on general staff officers
with whom he had talked. He could be taken as entirely the OHL's
man. The day after his appointment he told representatives of the
Majority Parties that he proposed to act in constant agreement with
the OHL.z (He obviously thought that the OHL and the Majority
Parties had already reached agreement over the Peace Resolution.)
AII the conflicts of the coming lveeks were foreshadowed in this
declaration.

A Peace of Understanding and War Airns:
The Peace Resolution

Things did not fall out as the Crown Prince had meant when the
Chancellors changed. Even under the new Chancellor the govern-
ment had to give all its attention to the Reichstag's Peace Resolution.

In the spring of I9 r 7 Erzberger had begun to move away from his
annexationist line, mainly under the impression of Czernin's memo-
randum of April t z and of his own observations in Vienna. .At the
beginning ofJuly, when it had become clear that submarine war-
fare would not break Britain's resistance with in the term announced
(if at all), and the United States entered the war and the bourgeois-
liberal revolution in Russia converted the war of the Allied and
associated powers into an ideological struggle of democracy against
autocracy-then Erzberger, the propagandist and parliamentary
Ieader, saw how a public declaration in favour of peace could be
used as a political weapon to justify, and above all to retain, what
had been achieved. It furthermore seemed opportune to Ptesent
parliamentary institutions to the outside world more prominently
than hitherto. These were the considerations which prompted the

r Erzberger, Erlcbnisse, p. 265. On the 'intervention' of Michaelis, see Magnus
Frh. von Braun, Von Ostpeusscn bis Texas (Hollkamm, I 955), pp. t t 3 ff.

2 Braun, loc. cit.
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Reichstag's appeal to the enemy peoples. On Erzberger's initiative,
and after previous discussion with the government and the OHL,I
the Peace Resolution was accepted onJuly Ig, I9IT by the three
parties of the majority-the Zentrurn, the Progressive People's Party
and the Majority Socialists-against the votes of the Independent
Socialists, the National Liberals and the Conservatives.

It was no coincidence that these were the parties which had voted
in 1916 for acceptance without debate of Bethmann Hollweg's
peace offer. The spirit of the resolution was the same as the spirit of
the offer. Once again the Reichstag majority, reverting to Wilhelm
II's declaration of August 4, r9r4, proclaimed the old thesis that
Germany was waging war solely in order to retain 'the integrity of
her own territory'. The Reichstag would therefore never aim at any
other end than 'a peace of understanding'. Like the offer, this
resolution closed on a note of decision and confidence. The majority
parties announced that should the enemy reject Germany's offer,
she would 'hold out and struggle until her right and the right of her
allies to life and development is assured'. Between the slogans of
'peace of understanding' and 'holding out' came, very inconspicu-
ously, the politically decisive central sentence 'territorial acquisitions
imposed fut forcez and political, economic or financial violence are in-
compatible with such a peace'.

The Peace Resolution is generally taken as proof of the readiness
of a broad inter-party front in Germany to conclude a peace ofunder-
standing, it being tacitly assumed that the basis of such a peace
would be approximately that of the status quo. The nationalist op-
position ofthe day, and oflater, interpreted the resolution as the first
open sign of Erzberger's treachery to Germany; the journalists and
historical interpreters ofa liberal-democrat brand in Germany hailed
with delight the co-operation between the majority parties and saw
in the resolution the beginnings of the defeat of the Prusso-German
authoritarian state by the forces of democracy. But neither view does
justice to the historical situation. Erzberger, in particular, the key
figure behind the resolution, was neither a traitor to Germany nor
an angel of peace; he was only pursuing his old, nationally conscious
course. The resolution marked no fundamental abandonment by
him of his earlier political convictions, but only a new tactical turn,
the consistent continuation of what had been his policy since the
beginning of rgrT-to achieve by diplomatic methods as much as

1 For an exhaustive discussion of Erzberger's motives for his action in July, I g I 7,
see Epstein, op. cit., pp. r85 ff. The conversation had taken place on the afternoon
ofJuly r4, after the appointment of Michaelis.

2 Author's italics.
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possible of Germany's war aims in a general peace. And in this he
was in full agreement with the official policy of the German Reich.
This interpretation is justified by his later attitude towards Brest-
Litovsk, and confirmed even more fully by his own explanations to
the government at the moment when the resolution was accepted.

On the day of the vote in the full house of the Reichstag, Erzberger
explained to the new Chancellor, Michaelis, his real intentions in
promoting the resolution.r As regards the west, he contented himself
with the obscure remark'that the regulation of the Belgian question
today no longer presents any obstacle', while he wanted Alsace-
Lorraine promoted to the full status of a Grand Duchy, thus antici-
pating 'France's wishes'. His glosses on Eastern war aims betrayed
clearly the disguised annexationist purpose of what the resolution
called 'a peace of understanding without territorial acquisitions
imposed by force'. He did not find it necessary to waste any words
on the Polish question. He regarded the attachment of Lithuania to
Germany in the form of an 'independent Duchy' with the German
Emperor as Duke as an expression of Germany's conciliatory spirit.
Lithuania would not become a member state of the German Reich,
but it would be attached closely to Germany by a 'customs union'
and a series of other agreements as well as by the dynastic link. He
thought that Russia would be unable to protest against this arrange-
ment and he went on:

Then we have assured our frontier in the east through understanding. But
what we are doing here is not'imposing territorial acquisitions by force', but
securing the optimum protection for our eastern provinces. The faster the
organisation of the state proceeds, the sooner we shall get peace, for another
important obstacle will have been surmounted and our wishes fulfilled.

The Peace Resolution thus meant no renunciation of Germany's
war aims. The Zentrum politician was as far from accepting the
status quo as the end of Germany's war policy as the Emperor Wilhelm
II, who at about the same time had rejected, with the marginal
minutes'quite impossible' and'can't be done', Austria's request that
Germany should declare 'that she would not prolong the war for the
sake of conquests and indemnities should the enemy ask for a peace
on the basis of the status quo ante bellum'. The new Chancellor took the
same line. In his first Reichstag speech, made onJuly I g, he devalued
the government's acceptance and the Peace Resolution itself-so f,ar

r After the event (inJanuary, rgrB), Solfgave an unintentionally exact descrip-
tion of the Peace Resolution: there was nothing objectionable in its substance,
because it did not mean any'renunciation by Germany of a satisfactory peace', and
did not affect'concrete war aims'.'The best instincts of the German people would.
indeed, today call for repudiation ofthe resolution.'
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as it had been accepted at home and abroad at its face value-by his
famous gloss 'as I understand them', and publicly testified to the
continuity of Germany's war aims policy by repeating Bethmann
Hollweg's formula of 'safeguards and guarantees for Germany'. The
world immediately recognised the true character of the peace resolu-
tion, and Michaelis himself was the best crown witness for the just-
ness of this view when he wrote to the Crown Prince onJuly 25 on the
acceptance of'the notorious resolution' : 'I haue depriaed it of its most

dangerous features b2 m2 interpretation of it (italics in the original). 'One
can make any peace one likes with this resolution'.

The rulers of Germany had thus assured themselves a completely
free hand, even after accepting the resolution. It betrayed a certain
cynicism-which also revealed the weakness of the parliamentary
forces-when the Chancellor continued with satisfaction, in the same
context: 'Thereupon the credits (I5,ooo million) were accepted,
against the votes of the Independent Social Democrats. After this
achievement, which disposed of the conflict, the Reichstag was
closed.'
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MICHAELIS AND
RENUNCIATION IN

KUHLMANN
THE WEST ?

Morrvns of both foreign and internal politics lay behind the fall of
Bethmann Hollweg and the Peace Resolution. One flactor was the
attempt by the Conservatives and Alldeutschento pin the Chancellor
down to extensive war aims, and also their opposition to the equal
franchise in Prussia and their fear that the Chancellor might give
way on the question of making parliament a force in the Reich;
another was the desire of the so-called majority parties to keep the
Social Democrats in the war by an apparent scaling down of war
aims, and to make an impression alike on Germany's allies, the neu-
trals and the enemy. The task of the new Chancellor and the new
men in authority under him was to restore internal solidarity without
basic changes in the monarchic-constitutional system.

Renewed rejection of the Austro-Hungarian desire for peace

Michaelis had no experience of foreign affairs, but the Vatican's
peace move at once brought him face to face with the problem of
possible peace conditions-in other words, he had to occupy himself
with the formulation of Germany's war aims as soon as he took office.
It was therelore natural for him to use his first official visit to Vienna,
on August r, for a conversation with Germany's ally on the situation
in general and on possible peace conditions in particular.

The detailed minutes of this conference surprise the reader by the
frank and serious tone in which the new Chancellor spoke of the
general situation of the Central Powers. Michaelis began by saying
that he 'could not say with absolute certainty' whether Germany
would be able to hold out through a fourth year of war. On this point
he was thus clearly no more optimistic than his predecessor had been

immediately before his fall, but Michaelis, like Bethmann Hollweg,
drew no positive deductions from his correct appreciation ofthe flacts.

In theory he approved the Austrians' urgent desire to get Peace before
a fourth winter of war, and thought that it would be wrong to reject
any possibility of peace 'on account of questions of extensions of
power'. In practice, however, he wanted to treat his conversation
with the Austrian statesmen as provisional only, saying that he
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could not reach complete clarity on the situation until he had spoken
to 'the other competent authorities', i.e., the OHL. The mentality of
the military being what it was, it could, however, be taken for granted
that they would oppose any renunciation of 'extensions of power'
simply for the sake of peace.

At this meeting there recurred the three great complexes of ques-
tions which had been debated between Vienna and Berlin in the
meetings of March to May, rgr T: the possibilities of a separate peace
with France, the Polish problem (in particular the question of the
Polish Legions), and Balkan questions. It was especially significant
that von Stumm of the Foreign Ministry thought an understanding
with France quite possible. Thereupon Czernin, who did not believe
a general peace possible at that moment, proposed officially that
Germany should induce the French to make peace by meeting them
over Alsace-Lorraine. To compensate Germany for her territorial
sacrifices in the west, Czernin offered complete disintiressement in
Poland and the cession of Galicia to the new Poland. Since the Ger-
mans, no less than Czernin, referred to the great difficulties which
they were having in Poland, the idea of giving Poland her indepen-
dence momentarily broke surface, but even so Michaelis expressly
insisted that Poland would have to take her place in a belt of buffer
states against Russia. In practice Czernin very soon gave up the
idea ofan independent Poland, because his offer had been designed
only as a tactical means of prising France out of the Entente. With a
Polish settlement achieved through a separate understanding with
France, Czernin thought that the Central Powers would have won
the war and would have a free hand in Poland even if nominally
independent. Czernin's views certainly accorded exactly with Ger-
many's Polish policy, which was far from intending to allow the
Poles to dispose freely of their national destinies.

The monolithic continuity of Germany's Eastern policy after
August, rgr4 was again clearly revealed in Vienna in this context.
Stumm, whose relations with the Secretary of State, Zimmermann,
were very similar to those of Zimmermann with Jagow, stated with
special emphasis that a solution of the Polish question was only one
part of what Germany was working for, which was 'the disintegra-
tion of the Russian Empire'. The detachment of the Ukraine from
Russia, vaguely considered in rgr4, was now beginning to take
definite shape in Germany's plans. Stumm told the conference that
the Foreign Ministry was in touch with the Ukrainians; but to win
them over it was necessary to satisfy their claims on Chelm and East
Galicia. This, he said, was possible only if the Danubian Monarchy
would cede East Galicia to Poland, from which, he added, not with-
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out Machiavellianism, it could then at once be taken away again and
given to the Ukraine. Czernin, like his predecessors, treated Ger-
many's Ukrainian plans with reserve. His attitude was obviously
governed by the fatal dilemma into which polyglot Austria-Hungary
had been plunged by the development of the new historical forces

which were becoming so potent since both America and the new
Russia had officially sponsored the'right of national self-determina-
tion'. Czernin expressly emphasised how impossible it was 'to pro-
pound and recognise the right of national self-determination within
the framework of the Monarchy'. The restoration of Galicia to a
re-born independent Poland could have been justified in conserva-
tive political thought as deference to the historic principle, but the
detachment of the Ukraine from the Russian Empire, with the in-
evitable and immediate effects on the Ruthenes of East Galicia,
would have been a further step towards the recognition of the right
to self-determination.

On closer examination the Balkan question too was found to be
closely bound up with the possibilities of peace with France. Czernin
maintained quite consistently the attitude which he had adopted
since the previous March, that if Austria lost Galicia, with its bread,
grains and oil, she must receive compensation in Rumania. He
accordingly insisted on the division ofspheres ofinfluence agreed at
Kreuznach in May-Poland for Germany, Rumania for Austria-
Hungary-and asked for support for the movement in Rumania
which favoured its attachment to the Central Powers, or rather to
Austria-Hungary. The Germans agreed but went a step further when
Stumm demanded 'that united Poland' (i.e., Congress Poland and
Galicia) 'and Rumania should be attached to the bloc of the Central
Powers'. This demand revealed Germany's grandiose aim of creating
avast Raum dominated by Germany's economic and military power-
the aim which Bethmann Hollweg had had in mind in his Mittel-
europa programme of September, IgI4, and which reappeared in
the'Principles'which Kiihlmann extracted from Czernin on October
22, tgt7.r

Czernin at once saw the implications of the German demand. He
tried to maintain Austria-Hungary's equal status in the alliance and
her complete independence against Germany's ill-disguised claim
for domination. Germany's proposal, he said, could be realised only
if the Monarchy and Germany concluded a new Treaty of Alliance-
'in which case, if each of the two contracting parties attached its
allotted country to itself militarily and politically, those lands would
eo ipsobe participants in our Treaty of Alliance'. The negotiations in

I See below, p. $7 tr.
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Vienna ended at this stage of the discussions, which in appearance
left everything open, but in reality made the final order in Mittel-
europa after the hoped-for victory dependent exclusively on how
much vitality and political determination each of the two partners
could show in dealing with the other.

The Austrians and Germans lvere to meet again in Berlin on
August 14 to continue and expand their discussions. Before this
happened, the Chancellor met Hindenburg and Ludendorff on
August 9-as he had told the Austrians-for the second purely Ger-
man Kreuznach conference. Although the results of this conference
have long been known, the student of the continuity of Germany's
war aims policy will find a closer analysis of them profitable, since
nearly all those war aims which Germany had set herself since
August, I9r4 re-emerged at this point.r

Germany's Eastern war aims had previously been confined to
Courland, Lithuania and Poland. In Kreuznach, however, they
were quite formally extended in two directions: to the Ukraine in
the south-east and to Livonia, Estonia and Finland in the north-east.
German policy had included the detachment of the Ukraine from
Russia as one of its aims as early as August, r9r4, and in May, rgrT
the Emperor again described the Ukraine as a German war aim;
both Stumm and Michaelis had taken up the same plans in Vienna
on August r. Now, on August 9, the political leaders and the OHL
expressly agreed to exploit the separatist movement in the Ukraine
'for tacit, friendly adherence to ourselves'. A secret conference of
Prussian ministers, held in Berlin on April zr, rgr7, had described
Estonia and Livonia as districts to be detached from Russia and
settled with German colonists-another old established claim. Now
the political leaders and ttre OHL agreed in Kreuznach to co-
ordinate their propaganda actilities, which had hitherto been con-
ducted separately, among the Baltic peoples. The same decision was
reached for Finland. The Chancellor and the OHL agreed 'that the
Duchy of Finland and the Grand Principality of Lithuania must be
attached closely to Germany' ; they only left the 'form of the associa-
tion' undefined for the present.

The conference occupied itself in detail with Alsace-Lorraine: the
Chancellor and the OHL alike felt that any division of the Reichs-
land was militarily disadvantageous. The OHL thought that the
'best solution' would be to attach it to Prussia. If, however, it was
made a German federal state, as suggested by the Reichstag
Majority parties, the OHL could accept this solution, given the early
enactment of far-reaching political and economic measures calculated

r The'results'ap. Volkmann, op. cit., p. zo4.
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to ensure its integration in the Reich; in particular, the railways
must be attached to the Prusso-Hessian railway system. All these

measures, like those in Poland, Lithuania, Courland and Belgium,
were meant to serve the single Purpose of 'assuring intact the military
supremacy of the king of Prussia' and putting an end to previous

palticularist institutions. Alsace-Lorraine was thus treated as an

object of war aims policy.
In respect of Belgium the OHL repeated the demands already

presented to Bethmann Hollweg on April z3: Belgium must rema-in

in German hands as a'special state'. Should, however, Germany be

unable to insist on this or to 'chain' Belgium to Germany in this way,

'then, for the sake of the industrial atea of Aachen, we must at least

have Li6ge with a glacis north of it'.
The incorporation of Luxemburg as a German federal state was

to be achieved as 'inconspicuously' as possible by attaching the

Luxemburg railway system to the Prusso-Hessian' Longwy-Briey-
for the sake of which the leaders of Germany's heavy industry were

ready, as Michaelis was told on August zg in a special audience, 
-to

carry on the war 'another ten years'-was described as economically
'indispensable' to Germany. The OHL did, however, adapt itself
to the new and more elastic philosophy of the day by agreeing to a

provisional arrangement which could be based on private legal

commitments without the express incorporation of the area in Ger-

many.
On the Polish question the Chancellor and the generals-agr^eed

that the Austrians must at last be openly ejected from Poland before

the end of the war. Vienna must evacuate the Austrian zone of occu-

pation and accept the appointment of a German Regent (Duke

Albrecht of Wiirttemberg). Should the Poles oppose attachment to

Germany, the Germans *e.e willing to have a fourth partition o^f

Poland, as Michaelis had already hinted in Vienna. In this case-ill
that is, Germany's military, political and economic control over

Poland were not assured-the Germans proposed to cut off a con-

siderably larger Polish Frontier Srip, viz., 'the whole Narew line'
reaching almost to Warsaw, and to regard the cession of Rumania to

Austria-Hungary as null and void.
The structure of the second Kreuznach war aims Programme was

crowned by a survey over an extended Mitteleuropa: the continu-
ance of the Quadruple Alliance-Germany, Austria-Hungary,
Bulgaria and Turkey-after the war was to be assured by economic

anJmilitary agreements and, if possible, a great Central European

economic uiliat.e stretching from the North Sea and the Baltic to

the Red Sea.
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Of decisive importance for Germany's negative attitude on the

question of peace was the inconspicuous sentence: 'We are not at the
moment interested in Austria renouncing (all of) Galicia.' Czernin,s
offer to this effect had been meant as a counterpart to a concession
by Germany in Alsace-Lorraine-'a piece of Alsace-Lorraine'. If
German policy no longer attached any value to Austria's sacrifice in
Galicia, it relieved itself of the necessity of meeting its ally's wishes
by renouncing parts of Alsace-Lorraine in order to make possible an
agreement with France, such as even the Foreign Ministry had
envisaged. The second Kreuznach conference was thus entirely con-
sistent in refusing the cession ofany considerable areas to France.

The natural sequel to the refusal of any concession in Alsace-
Lorraine was the failure of the Austro-German conference in Berlin
of August 14, tgt7. The OFIL had again expressly communicated to
the participants at this conference the principles agreed with the
Chancellor. These participants, besides Michaelis and Czernin, were
Hohenlohe, Helfferich and some others, including, for the first time,
the new Secretary of State, Kiihlmann, formerly minister in The
Hague and ambassador in Constantinople.

Immediately on his appointment Kiihlmann had set out his.
foreign political ideas 'shortly but precisely, in a memorandum to
Michaelis.l The central idea was that, Germany's military, naval
and internal situation being what it was, Kiihlmann,s immediate
task must be to obtain peace as early as possible. He agreed with the
widespread opinion that Germany's most important enemy, Eng-
land, would realise that peace talks would be profitable for herseilf
'before the beginning of winter'. But, unlike the OHL and the naval
sta$ he thought it quite our of the question that Britain, or the
Allies as a whole (including America), could be ,forced to their
knees' by military or naval operations. He did, however, think a
settlement possible if Germany would meet Britain's real aims, as
distinct from propagandist catchwords. He thought these to be:

(i) Maintenance of France as an effective ally and independent Great
Power.
Maintenance of Belgium as an independent state.
Preventing Germany from establishing herself on the Belgian coast.

He thought that the key position occupied by Belgium i4 British
political thought went back to historic-political traditions which held
it to be axiomatic that no great power should be allowed to establish
itself on the continental coast opposite England. The seizure by
_ r Cf. Ktihlmann's evidence before the Parliamentary Committee of Enquiry,
Series 7, Vol. II, p.6o.

(ii)
(iii)
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Germany of the Belgian coast, or the inclusion in Germany's peace
conditions of effective restrictions on the freedom of action of the
Belgian state, would make a compromise peace with England im-
possible. Ktihlmann's philosophy was thus decidedly one of with-
drawal in the west and security in the east and overseas, something
on the lines advocated by Friedrich Meinecke and Hans Delbriick.
He thought it possible to obtain the Congo state and therewith a

continuous German African colonial empire, which Britain had
declared to be compatible with her interests before the outbreak of
war. Strong pressure should be applied to obtain what was militarily
necessary in Belgium, such as the acquisition of Li6ge. He wanted to
open the peace negotiations by making very far-reaching claims in
rispect of Belgium and then buy Britain's goodwill by retreating.

In the interests of a settlement with France, he rejected any parti-
tion of Alsace-Lorraine for the benefit of the federal states and de-
manded the continuation of the policy of autonomy initiated by
Bethmann Hollweg in the IgIz constitution. He recognised the
importance of the Briey deposis for Germany's industry and arma-
ments, but thought annexation impossible if Germany wanted peace

before the autumn. The inclusion of Luxemburg in the Reich was

'imaginable'. In the east he would not go beyond the Frontier Strip
and its continuation in Courland, with perhaps some enlargement of
Upper Silesia. He would not even insist strongly on the kingdom of
Poland, as proclaimed, but rather sound the ground for an arrange-
ment between Germany and Russia on which a new relationship
between the two states could be built up.

The new Secretary of State had thus expressed himself on all the
chief questions of foreign policy, largely indeed in a sense which
contradicted Germany's policy since I914. But whether his ideas

could be put into effect depended primarily on the internal Power
position, on whether Kiihlmann could overcome the resistance of
ihe Empero., the OHL and the navy, his own Foreign Ministry,
industry, and the parties ofthe right; he also had to hold his ground
against the Prussian departmental ministers and the military and

"irrili.o 
heads of the occupied territories and, above all, against the

Chancellor himself, who had already laid down his own foreign
political line in agreement with the OHL.

Kiihlmann's appointment was made on August 7, and. a week

later, on August r+,war aims and questions of peace were discussed

with the Ausfiians at the second Kreuznach conference in Berlin.
Czernin hoped that the conference would bring agreement on the

deal proposea Uy ni* on August t, whereby seParate peace with
Franie and victory for the Central Powers were to be achieved by
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Austria renouncing Galicia, and Germany, Alsace-Lorraine. Ki.ihl-
mann insisted that it would depend on the internal situation whether
such a step proved necessary, Helfferich emphasised that the situa-
tion in Germany was not as bad as in Austria. The hardening of the
German attitude can be explained by the more optimistic view of the
military situation which the German statesmen were now taking.
Helfferich prophesied that the effects of submarine warfare would
soon 'force the British statesmen to accept a peace of the sort that
we want'.

Helfferich, Bethmann Hollweg's chief adviser after Jagow and
Zimmermann, who was not a bureaucrat but the representative of
economic thought and planning among the leaders of the Reich and
occupied a variety of leading positions, personified in interesting
fashion the continuity of Germany's war aims policy. Now, as in the
previous May, he allied himself with the sailors and was largely
successful in nipping Kiihlmann's diplomatic plans in the bud.
Michaelis, a product of the higher ministerial bureaucracy, agreed
with Helfferich's general view of the situation in Germany: her
internal conditions were not yet so bad as to force her to accept a
'premature' peace. There was no objective justification whatever for
ceding Alsace-Lorraine. The discussion therefore centred on Ru-
mania and Poland. The cession of Galicia to Poland and the attach-
ment of Poland to Germany would be 'no equivalent for renuncia-
tion by the Reich ofAlsace-Lorraine'. If Germany gave up Rumania.
she would have to be paid for it by the immediate cession to herself
of the Government-General of Lublin, which the German generals
had so long demanded.

The conversation then reached an unprecedently dramatic tense-
ness. Czernin had defended his hint that Austria might conclude a
separate peace by maintaining excitedly that Austria had not been
the sole author of the war.r Thereupon Kilhlmann rejected any
possibility whatever of peace with France on the basis of territorial
concessions in Alsace-Lorraine. Instead he brought Britain back into
the foreground as the 'centre of the coalition'. When Czernin replied
by asking, 'What are your conditions ?' the Chancellor only repeated
the latest Kreuznach agreements with the OHL-a proof of the im-
portance and official character of the Kreuznach results. When
Michaelis made the reservation-as Bethmann Hollweg had done in
April, and even the OHL only five days earlier-that the Belgian
war aim could only be achieved after Britain had been defeated,
Czernin was provoked to the sharp retort r 'You are playing aa banque,

I Because Germany had insisted on a strong ultimatum to Serbia. See above
Pp.9I-2.
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you are waiting for the submarine warfare.' Hohenlohe sprang to his
help, saying: 'We cannot carry on war d outrance.'The Germans
evaded this unexpected attack with Helfferich protesting, no less

unexpectedly, that Germany wanted the status quo.

Helfferich's sudden retreat on the stalus quo, which the Germans
had rejected again and again for three long years, was, however, only
a tactical manoeuvre. The only point which was seriously meant was
that the Germans were not prepared to grant any cessions worth
mentioning, except perhaps a few frontier villages in Alsace-Lorraine.
Czernin, however, at once took the Germans at their word and told
them plainly that Austria would immediately grasp any possibility
of peace on the basis of the status quo. The dramatic character of the
clash, in which the Germans again, as in May, most strongly resisted
their ally's pressure for peace on this basis, is enhanced by the sum-
marised version of the verbal exchanges in the official minutes:

Czernin: We are talking at cross purposes; in a few months Austria
is done fior.

Von Kiihlmarut: Concessions in Alsace-Lorraine excluded. Then war alone.
Czernin: Suppose : Entente makes peace offer on the status quo antei

you say fight on. We say end.Then casusfoederfu drops.

Before this ultimate threat from their ally, the Germans beat
another retreat. Kthlmann now suddenly announced that the con-
versation of August 9 with the OHL, which the Chancellor had just
described officially as containing Germany's official peace terms,
had only been 'maxims of the Supreme Command'-a tactical at-
tempt to depreciate the importance of the Kreuznach agreements.
Helfferich immediately sprang to his help, enlarging for a second
time on the status quo. Czernin at once responded gratefully and tried
to pin the Germans down to this basis for peace. Unfortunately
Michaelis, inexperienced as he was in diplomacy, had no ear for the
tactical refinements of the resourceful Helfferich and the experienced
diplomat Kiihlmann. He contradicted Helfferich quite openly and
stated plainly that Germany could not accept the restoration of the
status quo, although he did hint that the OHL's war aims in the west
were unattainable. Helfferich, however, did not let the Chancellor's
objections discourage him, and coined a new formula for disguising
Germany's war aims: the status quo as a'general basis'. When Czer-
nin insisted on the absolute status quo, the Germans gave some indica-
tions of how they understood Helfferich's 'general basis'. Michaelis
thought that Germany could accept it only 'if Courland and Lithu-
ania adhered voluntarily'. Helfferich backed a similar suggestion
about Belgium with a reference to the Flemish movement, so that
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even Czernin allowed Germany the'attachment' (sc. of Belgium),
'which appeared to be voluntary'. The German statesmen's ideas on
war aims and peace, so vividly reproduced in the minutes, were,
although veiled in diplomatic language, identical with those of the
Emperor and the OHL. The Crown Prince, however, whom Czernin
visited after the meeting, shared the Austrians' serious view of the
situation of the Danubian Monarchy and thought it impossible to
deny the necessity of an early peace.r The Emperor on the other hand,
in an answer personally drafted for him by Ludendorff, justified his
own and his government's policy by painting a more optimistic
picture of the general situation, both in Austria-Hungary and in
Germany. He was particularly sanguine on the question of 'man-
power and horses'which the Crown Prince had thought to be critical,
saying that this justified 'complete confidence in the prospective
further development of the situation'. 'Should our enemies . . . pro-
pose to resume the struggle next spring with American help, we shall
be equal even to this.' None the less, he wrote, his own earnest wish
was always for peace-though only a peace such as 'would ensure the
position of the Reich in the world'. What Germany must do was to
hold out 'ten minutes longer' than the enemy; otherwise she could
not count on an'honourable' peace,

Two days later, in an effort to smooth down the tension which had
arisen so violently in Berlin, Michaelis, while yet maintaining Ger-
many's war aims, handed Czernin a written aide-mimoire describing
Germany's policy, as it then stood.z He said that Germany could not
come forward with another peace offer of her own, and reverted to
the idea of separate peace treaties with Russia or France. In view of
this possibility, he defined what the Germans meant by Helfferich's
phrase 'the status quo as a general basis'. He did protest (referring to
his Reichstag speech ofJuly r9) that Germany 'was not aiming at
any violent shift of power-relationships after the war'. This, however,
would not exclude the possibility 'of bringing about by negotiation
close economic and military connections between Germany and
economic areas previously in enemy possession, even without the
alteration of the present frontiers of the Reich; this would mean

r The Crown Prince's letter to the Emperor was dated August IB, rgI7. The
Emperor replied on August 25:'Given a monthly requirement of about 16o,ooo
men (for wastage and new formations) we shall still have about lgo,ooo men on
hand at the end oj r9r7; this fi-gure, it.is..true, includes the^t8.9g3l.a_ss . . . but_the
position is improving every week, especially as the wastage of the field army inJuly
was considerably below the monthly average. For replacements after January,
rgr8 we have, first, former casualties reporting back (about go,ooo a month) and
persons combed out from rejects, ofwhom there were onJuly 15 r,oe6,387 in all.
. . . The position in respect ofhorses is, however, serious.'

2 Printed ap. Georg Michaelis, Filr Staat und Volk (Ber|rin, I 9zz), p. 333.
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Courland, Lithuania and Poland'. Michaelis wanted to apply this
system, which basically was simply the masked extension of Ger-
many's power in east and west, even to Belgium and Longwy-Briey.
From this vaguely formulated welter of aspirations there emerges
very clearly what was perhaps Germany's most concrete war aim,
the Polish Frontier Strip. Michaelis openly threatened to fall back on
this if Austria-Hungary continued to refuse to vacate her military
government in Lublin and hand it over to the German occupational
authorities without waiting for the end of hostilities. He further
threatened, if Austria continued obstinate, to hand back Congress
Poland to Russia. Germany would then annex the Polish frontier
districts necessary for her strategic security, while Austria-Hungary
came away empty handed in Poland.

This letter has long been known, but the real significance of its
apparent modification of Germany's war aims only becomes clear
when it is read in connection with the earlier negotiations in Bingen
onJuly 3r, in Vienna on August r, in Kreuznach on August 9, and
in Berlin on August l4 and 15. The new wording, adopted out of
tactical necessity, towards an ally which was now not willing to fight
for more than the status quo, nominally altered Germany's old war
aims from direct annexation to indirect domination of spheres of
influence through economic and military treaties, but in substance
yielded nothing essential.

The hint of negotiations between Vienna and Paris constituted
only a part of the wrangle which went on between Germany and
Austria-Hungary over the question of peace. In spite of the failure
of the Sixtus mission in May, rgr7, the line between Vienna and
Paris was working again so well by the end of August that Painlev6,
the French Minister of War who had become Prime Minister on
September 12, said that he was ready to meet Czernin in Switzer-
land. Czernin wanted to meet him, but Kiihlmann prevented the
meeting, allegedly because the negotiating parties might not be of
equal status, but in reality because he thought it 'might gravely
endanger Germany's most vital interests . . . if we left the mediation
of peace to Austria . . . our interest is so great that polite and
moderate, but . . . unambiguous language is called for, even should
this provoke annoyance'. Ktihlmann was willing to accept Austria's
mediation (if at all) only if it was limited to bringing tggether
negotiators from the two camps, including Germans, on neutral
ground. Germany's real motive for refusing mediation even by her
own ally was concern for her war aims, for the Foreign Ministry
feared that the Austrians might be too yielding, especially 'over the
purely German sphere of interests, Belgium, North France and
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Alsace-Lorraine'. Although Czernin had rejected what Painlev6 put
forward as a basis of negotiation as a 'bad joke', he nevertheless

announced his readiness to enter into conversations. His counter-
proposals tried to safeguard the interest of his own state, but at-
tempted also loyally to represent those of Germany.

The Foreign Ministry had been notified on August t 3 of Czernin's
intention of making contact with Painlevd in Switzerland, and only
two days later Kiihlmann had hurried to Vienna to insist on Ger-
many's reservations. At this interview Czernin begged Kiihlmann,
as Austria had so often begged Germany, at least to give France an
'outline' of what Germany was demanding on the most important
point, Belgium. I(iihlmann, however, refused to define more closely
the German government's views'as already made known' on August
r and 14; he would not go beyond accePtance of 'the status quo asa
general basis'. Nevertheless he was successful, for nothing more came

at this time of a meeting between Czernin and Painlev6, or someone

else of equal standing. On the other hand, when Czernin returned
the visit in Berlin on September 6, he obviously succeeded in getting
the German statesmen to adopt something of his proposals about
Belgium, as may be inferred from the negotiations on Belgium which
now opened in connection with the Vatican's peace move.1

Gerrnan war aims and the Pope's peace moves

The tug-of-war between Vienna and Berlin, whether over a

separate peace in east or west, or over a general peace, was hidden
from the public eye, since the negotiations were carried on in strict
secrecy. We can thus understand the agitation of the German public,
already excited over Bethmann Hollweg's f;all and the Peace Resolu-
tion, when it learnt of another peace move, especially as in this case

political power-questions and controversies were complicated by a
deep-rooted religious mistrust. We refer to Pope Benedict XV's
p.rt. rrro',r. in August and September, r9I7. Although the origin
and course of this move have been cleared up in extraordinary
detail by historians, the decisive role of Germany's war aims in the
rebuffto Austria-Hungary, the last Catholic great Power and author
ofthe suggestion, has not been clearly recognised and evaluated.

The preliminaries to the Pope's action, combined with the
possibility of separate negotiations with Belgium in r9I6, and also

the negotiations with Wilson, had shown the German government
I Here, again, the literature is immense. The following works 

-may.be 
mentioned:

Ki.ihlmann,-.Erinurungen (Heidelberg, r94B), pp. 475 ff.; Michaelis,- op. cit..' pp.

337 ff.; F.-Meinecke, r(r;lilmann und-die 
-pdpslliihz 

Fricidensaktion, SB. der Pr.-4k. dcr

Witt., Pnl. Hist. Klassc, rgz8, pp. 3 ff.; Epstein, Erzberger; Mayer, New Diplomacy'
Further material in the furcllcn zur Geschichte dcs Parlamentarismus.
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clearly the central position of Belgium in international politics.
Pacelli, the Papal Nuncio in Munich, had had a preliminary meeting
with the Emperor on June 29, follorved by visits to Bethmann Holl-
weg and then Michaelis, and the conversations opened in earnest in
the middle of August. The Belgian question remained the starting-
point for any move towards general peace. On August r Benedict XV
had issued an earnest appeal for peace in an Encyclical addressed to
the heads of the belligerent states. It was handed to them on August
I5, the second day of the German-Austro-Hungarian conference in
Berlin. Like Wilson and the Stockholm Socialists, the Pope called for
a negotiated reduction of national armaments and an international
court of arbitration. Proposals of immediate bearing on a possible
ending of the war were that all parties should renounce reparations
and should evacuate occupied territories, including colonies. The
Pope made express mention of the Balkan, Armenian and above all
the Polish questions, which he said should be treated in a spirit of
equity and justice; he was plainly advocating the restoration of
Poland. This was already calculated to cause displeasure in German
circles, which could not but harden when the Pope described cessions

by Austria to Italy and Alsace-Lorraine as 'disputable questions' on
which he asked for 'conciliatory mutual concessions'. Nevertheless
Czernin and Michaelis agreed in Berlin on the I5th to accept his
offer of mediation.

On the same day the Cardinal Secretary of State, Gasparri, con-
veyed the wish of the Holy Father that Germany should return a

'simple answer' in the sense that the government of the Reich was
prepared to accept the Vatican's proposal 'as a basis for further dis-
cussions'. Stronger pressure still came in a letter sent by Pacelli in
August to von Bergen in the Foreign Ministry, which painted in very
strong colours the danger which Germany would incur ifshe publicly
rejected the Pope's initiative, while conversely the Central Powers
would necessarily gain in moral prestige if the Entente rejected it;
and he asked for the text of Germany's reply to be communicated to
him in confidence, to enable the Vatican to suggest amendments if
it thought fit.

On August rg the German government conveyed to Vienna the
outlines of its answer, which could also serve as a basis for a peace
conference. This draft, which the Austrians approved on August zz,
indicates Germany's war aims under Michaelis. They differ little
from those of Bethmann Hollweg. With respect to the Pope's pro-
posals, the note asked for the'freedom ofthe seas', to be realised'by
the establishment of real guarantees'; it agreed to a limitation of
armaments 'subject to consideration of the special situation of each
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state' and to a court of arbitration. For herself, Germany asked for
the restoration of her colonies and in addition, 'a colonial empire
commensurate with the importance of her economic interests'I
further, a 'territorial compromise' (meaning Longwy-Briey) was to
be reached in the west by way of separate negotiations between
Germany and France. Germany applied to Belgium the same prin-
ciple of treating each question separately, admitting 'the restoration of
the Belgian state, subject to safeguards for the security of Germany',
but stipulating that the attendant economic questions should be
clarified in separate negotiations between the German and Belgian
governments. Belgium could not be evacuated until England had
'withdrawn from the Continent'.The paragraph on'economic peace'
concealed the lurking shape of Mitteleuropa. In the east Germany
declared herselfready to recognise the newly created state ofPoland,
and to champion the rights of the other national units, naming the
Ukraine, Finland, the Baltic provinces, the Flemish Netherlands,
Ireland, Egypt and Persia (cf. the instructions given to the German
Majority Socialists for Stockholm). Further, Germany agreed that,
'provided the interests of her allies are safeguarded', the future of
Serbia, Rumania and Montenegro should be decided in a way con-
ducive to European peace.

Austria-Hungary raised no objections to these general principles.
Only for Belgium did Czernin ask for an express assurance that no
change in the existing frontiers was intended, in order to disclaim
clearly any suspicion of annexations-a proposal which Germany,
however, did not accept. Czernin's further wish that the German
government, like the Austrian, should confine itself to describing the
Pope's suggestions as 'a suitable basis for the initiation of peace
negotiations' had already been adopted by Michaelis as the German
government's standpoint when he spoke to the Federal Council's
Foreign Affairs Committee on August 20. He said that the German
government would reply to the note in terms of 'general sympathy',
but without entering more closely into the allies' war aims. He em-
phasised that on this point he was in complete agreement with the
OHL. The government accordingly took the Pope's move as offering
'a basis for an understanding' and on August 24 returned both to
Pacelli's letter and to the note answers which were, as the Pope had
wished, 'simple' and avoided detail, stating that'the basis of a peace
honourable for all parties'should be'guarantees ofthe real freedom
and general use of the seas and limitation of armarnents through
definite rules and subject to certain safeguards', and accepting the
principle ofarbitration. Without reverting to the problem ofBelgium
(which Bergen had mentioned in his first draft) the government said
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that it saw in the Pope's train of thought 'a suitable basis for the pre-
paration ofan approach to future peace'.

Only after this had been done was the Reichstag, in the form of the
constitutional innovation of the 'Committee of Seven', formally
consulted on the answer-a step thought to be necessary in view ofthe
internal political situation after the Peace Resolution. The meeting,
which took place on August 2B,r was attended by six members of the
Federal Council in addition to the seven parliamentary deputies.
Kiihlmann, Helfferich and Wallrat Under-Secretary of State in the
Reich Interior Office, represented the government. While Ebert and
Erzberger thought some mention of Belgium necessary, Westarp and
Stresemann opposed it sharply, and the diplomats of the Federal
Council supported them unreservedly; The meeting ended by adopt-
ing Scheidemann's and Fehrenbach's proposal and cast its remarks
in idealistic and general terms.

On August 2t, meanwhile, the British government had informed
the Cardinal Secretary of State, through its representative at the
Vatican, that it thought'any attempt to produce agreement between
the belligerents useless' in the absence of 'a definite declaration by the
Central Powers on their war aims, in particular on their intention
to restore the full independence of Belgium and to make good the
damage done to her'. Pacelli passed this answer to Michaelis on
August 3o in a personal letter and asked Germany in the name of the
Cardinal Secretary of State: (i) to issue a definite declaration on the
intentions of the imperial government in respect of the 'full indepen-
dence of Belgium'and reparation for war damage, and (ii) 'also to
state definitely what were the guarantees required by Germany for
political, economic and military independence'. Thus the Holy See's

public peace move was now accompanied by other, confidential
soundings of the German government.

The government recognised that Britain might be putting out
serious peace feelers, but did not feel certain that, if the desired
declaration were given, Britain would open (separate) peace negotia-
tions on a basis acceptable to Germany in other respects. Kiihlmann
therefore suggested, and Michaelis agreed, that the British govern-
ment should first be sounded through a neutral diplomat. In order
to secure for itself the necessary freedom of action and to establish
general principles for answering both to the Pope's public peace
move and the secret Pacelli note, the government thought it neces-

sary to get a decision from the Emperor in a Crown Council. This
should be attended by the OHL and the navy, who could then not
raise later objections. After this course had been decided, Ktihlmann

L See llrsaelun des dculschen lusammcnbruches, IV ser., Vol. II, p. 38o.
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succeeded at the second and last session of the Committee of Seven,
on September Io, in persuading Ebert and Scheidemann to drop
their demand for a declaration on Belgium and to agree to include
in the answer to the Pope-as they had themselves proposed-a
reference to the Peace Resolution (which Michaelis had reserved the
right to interpret himself) and to collaboration between the govern-
ment and parliament in drafting the note. Erzberger had already
been converted to the government's tactics. Incidentally, Kiihlmann
gave the deputies only a very vague intimation of Pacelli's request
for a definite declaration on Belgium; he even left Scheidemann (to
whom he had personally given a hint of his intention of sounding the
British government through a neutral) under the belief that the Holy
See had agreed and did not expect Germany's reply to mention
Belgium. This was the exact contrary of the truth, although we may
credit Kiihlmann with the subjectively honest wish to prevent his
diplomatic game, for which he was working with the 'pledges
theory' (i.e., the use ofan occupied country as a bargaining counter),
from being spoilt by a public declaration of renunciation over Bel-
gium.

Much has been written by historians on the episode, but in fact
the significance of the government's victory, won over a hesitant
opposition reduced at the last to a single party, and obscured into the
bargain by the emphasis on the tactical elements in the situation,
was only secondary; for the substance of its answer had been decided
before the first meeting of the Committee of Seven, not to mention
the second. The Reichstag had no influence on the shaping of the
government's decisions.

A separate peace with Britain:
the Bellevue Crown Council of Septernber rr, rgrT

The political leaders of Germany regarded the British communica-
tion to the Pope, as transmitted to Pacelli-of which, however, only
Ktihlmann, the Chancellor and the Emperor were informed-as a
serious peace feeler, but they wished to answer it, not through the
Pope but in their own way. The efforts to bring about political
agreement between the leaders of the Reich were therefore directed
rather towards planning the projected diplomatic step than towards
answering the Pope (this answer, though bound up with the Belgian
question, now retreated into the background). Before the Crown
Council Michaelis visited the western front, where he found full
agreement on concessions on the Belgian question in various quarters,
including both the Prussian and the Bavarian Crown Princes.
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Further, Michaelis called together his Secretaries of State on
September 8 to explain to them in detail that he was willing to work
foi'an honourable peace' and did not Propose to prolong the war for
the sake of individual and not absolutely essential aims, such as

possession of the coast of Flanders as hitherto demanded by the navy.

Recognising that peace with Britain would depend on the Belgian
question, he strongly emphasised his approval of 'the restoration ol
the territorial integrity of Belgium with far-reaching respect for its
sovereignty'. A promise to this effect, however-and this he said
equally clearly and decidedly-could not be given unconditionally,
but must depend on 'partly military, partly economic guarantees'
which would have to be achieved through private German-Belgian
negotiationsl for he was, he said, convinced that the Belgians them-
selves 'would see the best guarantee of a bright future in a close

relationship with Germany'. All Present agreed except the Secretary
of State for the Navy, von Capelle.

Kiihlmann had already composed two memoranda, dated resPec-

tively August zr and September 3, setting out his belief that peace

with Britain could be achieved if Germany was conciliatory on the
Belgian question. Information received from The Hague, even before
Pacelli's communication, had led Kiihlmann to believe that Lloyd
George wanted to end the war at any price. Even demands for
Alsace-Lorraine would not prevent Britain from concluding peace.

There must, however, be soundings, which need in no way bind
German policy, to make certain whether a German declaration on
Belgium would lead to the immediate initiation ofpeace negotiations.
He rejected only the far-reaching war aims of the navy, which
amounted in practice to the annexation and military subjection of
the whole of Belgium. We learn from his memoranda that the navy
was asking, not only for a semi-circular zone +5 kilometres deep

behind the towns of Ostend, Zeebriigge and Bruges, which were to
be German bases (i.e., all West Flanders and much of East Flanders),
but also a corridor running diagonally through Belgium and includ-
ing Brussels as well as Li6ge. Kthlmann rejected this corridor, which
would have been l8o kilometres long and would have cut Belgium in
two and would have been quite indefensible, and he likewise rejected
the demand for strong German garrisons in all important Belgian
towns. Like Michaelis, he thought Germany's interests would be

sufficiently safeguarded by establishing close economic links with
Belgium.

In preparation for the meeting of Secretaries of State and for the

Crown Council to be held in advance of the anticipated private
negotiations with Belgium Helfferich had ah'eady obtained certain
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detailed proposals from von der Lancken, the Head of the Political
Section of the Government-General in Brussels. These were elab-
orated by the Reich Interior Office into 'Notes for a Peace Treaty
with Belgium' and then personally re-written by Helfferich himself
as his proposed basis for the Belgian discussions. Helfferich, too, now
renounced annexations, in whole or in partl Belgium was to retain
her sovereignty, but only on condition that Germany's interests,
military, economic and international, were safeguarded; for other-
wise Belgium would infallibly 'drift into complete dependence on
our enemies'. Belgium was to be divided into two autonomous states,
in a personal union under one king; she might conclude treaties only
if she first submitted them to all signatory powers. The economic
guarantees were very precise. The economic relationship between
Flanders-Wallonia and Germany was to be so close as to make
Belgium regard her own interests, pragmatically, as identical with
those of Germany. This relationship was to be effected primarily by
including Belgium in the German Customs Association for twenty to
twenty-five years; Belgium was also to adopt Germany's tarifflegisla-
tion, certain German taxes, Germany's legislation on monopolies,
and her social and workers' protective legislation. If possible she was
to be attached to the German-Austrian Economic Alliance. There
was also to be a currency union and Belgium was to renounce the
Latin Currency Convention. Agreements were to be concluded on
the railways and waterways under which Belgium would cede her
rights to a mixed economic company in which German influence
would predominate. Similar arrangements were to be made for the
port of Antwerp, and for the protection of all German undertakings
existing in Belgium before the war or founded during it. Helfferich
thought that the question of a war indemnity could be solved by the
cession of the rich coal supplies of the Campine, the exploitation of
which, in conjunction with the minette ores of Longwy-Briey, was
of the greatest importance for the economic development of Ger-
many. They were, however, to constitute only a part of the war
indemnity, which was to made up out of contributions from the
Belgian state and Belgian private companies.

These 'safeguards' and 'guarantees' again followed Bethmann
Hollweg's middle line between annexation and freedom, but they
were strongly influenced by the Reich and Prussian departmental
ministries and by the civilian administration of the Government-
General. These 'guarantees' figured three times in the subsequent
answer to Pacelli, and were not 'relics of annexationism' but the
expression of political intentions which were believed to be prac-
ticable.
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The OHL set out their demands in memoranda which gave a
minimum and maximum programme. The minimum demand was

the annexation of Li6ge and the Meuse line, to protect the Rhine-
land-Westphalian coal basin. The OHL agreed with Helfferich in
seeing Germany's interest best secured by close economic links be-

tween the two countries and by an administrative partition. On
military grounds, however, they added further demands: control of
Belgium's war industry, dismantling of the fortresses, and occupation
of the country until the military, economic and ransport terms of the
peace had been fulfilled. There should be a customs union, joint
h.rragem.ttt of the public transPort system, joint administration of
the ports, a currency union and identical trade, industrial and social
legiJlation. These demands comprised the OHL's minimum demands
foi a 'release of Belgium'. The maximum demands envisaged a

permanent annexation of the coast of Flanders in order to constitute
i permanent threat to Britain and to strengthen Germany's Power
position.

On this point the OHL was most strongly supported by the sailors,

led by the naval staff. Holtzendorff, in this respect a faithful disciple-

of Grand Admiral Tirpitz, declared it to be a conditio sine qua non of
peace with England, the very pre-condition of Germany's existence

even as an economic world Power'
The different parties concerned had now defined their positions.

It remained to get from the Emperor a decision binding on them all.
The Emperor's feelings and views were nearer to those of the navy
and the military, but on September 9 Michaelis, by representing to

him the prospect of an early conclusion of peace with Britain-which
was explcted to follow in three or four weeks-persuaded him to
renounce the coast of Flanders and to agree to a conciliatory step

designed to ensure the success of Helfferich's programme.r It is true^

thaiWilhelm afterwards relapsed, probably under the influence of
the navy, and demanded at least an equivalent, in the form of over-

seas bases, for the renunciation of the coast. Nevertheless, in the

Crown Council he left Michaelis 'a free hand'.
At the Crown Council2 the Chancellor began by assuming that

serious peace feelers would be coming from England, elicited, as

Kiihlminn put it, by the fear of America becoming too powerful
in the future; this appreciation had confirmed Kiihlmann in his con-
viction that the'key to the political situation' and thus to peace lay
not with France-of which he had said as lately as September 3 that

I Michaelis, op, cit., pp. 344 tr
2 The official minutes have not been preserved. See Michaelis, op. cit., PP' 3+9

ff.; Helfferich, Wcltkrieg, p.485;and Kiihlmann, op. cit., pp.48r ff.
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'a sea of hatred separates us from France'-but with Britain; for
Britain was not fighting for Alsace-Lorraine but for her own war
aims which were the freedom of the coast of Flanders and the libera-
tion of Belgium. Such being the situation as they saw it, Michaelis,
supported by Ktihlmann, asked for authorisation to announce /e car
chiant that Germany was prepared to consent 'to the restoration of

the territorial integrity and sovereignty of Belgium', and further'to
discover through discreet reliable channels what were the Western
Powers' minimum demands in respect of Belgium . . . and whether a
declaration on the future development of affairs in Belgium, to be
given, at first, discreetly by government to government, but in bind-
ing form, would lead to the opening of peace negotiations'.

The complete renunciation ofannexations was opposed by Luden-
dorfr speaking also for Hindenburg. He insisted on the annexation,
both in east and in west, of a'glacis'for the protection of the indus-
trial areas near the frontiers; as regards Belgium, this meant the
annexation of Li6ge. He too hoped that very close economic asso-
ciation would lead to political union. Although he thought that
complete security could be achieved only through the military dom-
ination of the whole of Belgium-his maximum programme-never-
theless for the sake of peace, if it was certain and of nature to prove
lasting, he was willing to abandon it and to renounce the coast of
Flanders. He was, however, all the more obstinate in insisting on his
minimum programme. As Capelle accepted the OHL's view,
Holtzendorffwas left isolated in a vain defence of Germany's perma-
nent occupation ofthe coast ofFlanders.

To the Emperor, who had to take the decision, Britain's feelers
seemed to confirm his policy; he saw in them the effect of submarine
warfare. 'Now England was coming'l she'was throwing in her hand'.
Even more decidedly than Kiihlmann, he discerned the effects of
Russia's collapse and fear of American supremacy. He regarded
Britain's peace move as the 'great success', precisely because Britain
might act as 'a wedge to split the other Powers'. He too, he said,
turning to the soldiers, had, like Falkenhayn, thought of annexing
the whole of Belgium,r and he had never been blind to the strategic
importance of the Flanders coast; but the coast could not be held
without annexing the whole. For these reasons, and in view of the
possibilities of peace, he said in brief 'that Belgium could be'restored,
and King Albert might return to the Belgian throne'. The restora-
tion of Belgium must not, however, be unconditional; it must be

I Mtiller, op. cit., p. r37, On a visit to Flanders on October zo, I9I5, the
Emperor said, in a conversation with Valentini:'I shan't give this up again, I
swear to you,'
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made conditional on 'definite economic and military safeguards' to
be worked out in bilateral negotiation. Finally Emperor, statesmen
and (although only reluctantly) the OHL agreed that the Chan-
cellor should be empowered to act in the sense of his two proPosals.

II, however, peace on this basis had not been reached with the
western powers by the end of the year, the Emperor reserved his

right to reconsider the Belgian question.
Kiihlmann's freedom of action was thus doubly restricted: on the

one hand, he could not make any declaration on Belgium without
having received Britain's previous consent to immediate Peace nego-
tiations; on the other, the declaration could not be unconditional,
but must contain hidden reservations. Kiihlmann had won an
apparent victory, but the particular interests had got their way.

No minutes had been taken of the Council, and the next day the
Chancellor tried, for safety's sake, to pin down the Emperor, the
OHL and the naval staff. First he drew up an account of the meeting
and got the Emperor to initial his own words; then he sent letters of
thanks to Holtzendorff and Hindenburg. In his letter to the OHL
Michaelis made another attempt to get round their demand for the
annexation of Li6ge: if the Belgians fulfilled all Germany's demands
for close economic association, then military safeguards, including
the annexation of Li6ge, could presumably be given up. Hindenburg,
however, objected immediately and most decidedly, saying that the
close economic association could not be forced through without pres-

sure, viz., without permanent possession of Li6ge. Ludendorffmade
his reluctant renunciation of the Flanders coast the occasion to put
in world-embracing demands for compensation, which looked very
grandiose but were entirely in the tradition of Germany's official war
aims: Russia and South America must be secured as markets, a

colonial empire acquired in Africa, and naval bases for its defence.

If it was no longer possible to use Flanders as a means of pressure on
Britain, Holland must be brought in for this purpose 'especially
since its colonial territories will be guaranteed by an alliance between
us andJaPan'.

That Michaelis himself entertained absolutely positive war aims
appears most clearly from his letter to Hindenburg,l in which he

implored Hindenburg (as he implored Holtzendorff in respect of
'your officers and the influential men who are your associates or sup-
porters') to support him against the pan-German annexationists.

They must be told . . . what we are getting: in the west, intact frontiers
and an assured prospect ofexploitation ofthe raw materials in the occupied
areas, favourable economic and technical conditions on the railways and

r Meinecke, op. cit., p. to.
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waterways, privileged positions in the Port of Antwerp, influence over the
pro-German Flemish population, our neighbours made to pay for the heavy
damage inflicted by them on us, elimination of British influence on the coast
of Flanders and north France, and the demand for the restoration of our
colonies, perhaps as part of an exchange. On top of this comes any increase
in power and influence, in political, economic and military respects gained
by us in the east.

In the east Michaelis envisaged not only the cession of the Polish
Frontier Strip, to which he, as a Prussian, attached particular value,
but also Courland, Lithuania, Poland and now Rumania also, and
as the Vienna conference of August r had shown, he already had an
eye on Finland and the Ukraine when Russia should collapse.

After the Crown Council the feelers for immediate conversations
with Britain and the negotiations with the Vatican on the public
answer to the Pope's peace move went on in parallel. As instructed
by the Crown Council, Kiihlmann immediately pursued officially
the secret soundings which had bee.r initiated by the Spanish minis-
ter in Brussels, the Marquis de Villalobar, a personal friend of his
from earlier days when both had been stationed in London and a
man who had been highly respected both by the British government
and the Court. Villalobar, however, sent Kiihlmann's message-a
modified version of the decisions of the Crown Council-to the Span-
ish minister at The Hague by wireless. The message was intercepted
by both the Germans and the French, who at once took counter-
measures, so that this line was cut. Another attempt was made
through the Spanish Foreign Minister, who was in touch with the
British ambassador in Madrid. This attempt failed to produce the
assurance required by Germany that Britain was ready to open
immediate negotiations, but it did elicit a message that the British
government was prepared to receive any communication from the
German government relating to peace, 'which they would then dis-
cuss with their allies'. This, however, was an offer of which Ktihl-
mann was prevented from taking advantage, both by the conditions
laid down by the Crown Council and by his own maxim ofnot giving
up the 'pledge'of Belgium without return.

For the sake of this slender thread, and on the basis moreover of a
false assessment of Britain's position and attitude -whether attributed
to submarine warfare, to Russia or to America does not matter-
Kiihlmann thought himself in a position to reject the Pope's offer,
and he gave it no more than a vague answer which ran quite con-
trary to the Holy See's intentions.r The Holy See had emphasised

r See Ktihlmann's evidence before the Committee of Enquiry, IJntcrsuchung-
sausschuss, 4th series, Vol. VII, p. 97.
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strongly the moral effect which a public declaration on the unre-
stricted restoration of Belgium would have on world public opinion,
including America and those circles in Britain which were anxious
for peace (Labour,Liberals,the circle round Lansdowne,even Lloyd
George himself). But Kiihlmann thought he could do without this.
How far the preference for the more diplomatic and secret coume
over the revolutionary and public one was due to indecision on the
part of Michaelis and his Secretary of State, how far the insistence on
the Belgian war aim was determined by renewed pressure from the
OHL and the navy, or the z,is momenli of Germany's own policy since
September, I9t4, how far super-diplomatic refinement defeated its
own object in spite of an honest desire to achieve peace through a
renunciation of Belgium-all this is hard to judge definitely. One
factor, however, was undoubtedly the limitation of Kiihlmann's own
personality. A jurist and diplomat of the old school, he was not cap-
able of carrying on revolutionary diplomacy appropriate to the age
of Wilson and Lenin, and he could not bring himself to toss the catch-
word of 'unconditional restoration of Belgium' to the masses of the
Entente peoples and so provoke a popular crusade for peace. But the
personal factor was only subsidiary. The objective factors were
decisive. Ki.ihlmann was indeed formally bound by the decision of
the Crown Council forbidding him to renounce Belgium without
counter-services, but the resolution itselfexpressed the essence ofthe
power relationships of Germany; it marked the extreme limit of the
possibilities of an understanding, for a public renunciation of
Belgium would certainly have resulted in the fall of the Secretary of
State, if not of the Chancellor.

Kiihlmann accordingly retained the general wording of the first
answer to the Pope, which omitted mention of Belgium, and in spite
of urgent warnings from the Cardinal Secretary of State, who had,
as agreed, been given the test of the note and now sent two tele-
grams (of September tB and zo) warning him that the attempted
mediation would f;ail unless the wording of the note was altered, and
urging postponement of the communication and publication of it, he
insisted on handing over the note unaltered on September zo and
publishing it without delay on September zJ. Two days later came
the definite answer to Pacelli's letter of August 3I. It said that Ger-
many 'was not yet in the position to make a definite statement on the
intentions of the imperial government in respect to Belgium and the
guarantees required by us'. The guarantees described as 'inescap-
able' (the word figured three times in the document) again conveyed
unmistakably those German war aims which made a public declara-
tion on Belgium such as the Vatican had wanted impossible. All that
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the German government offered was that a declaration on Belgium
might be given 'at a not very distant date' and 'after certain pre-
conditions had been cleared up', meaning, after Britain had prom-
ised to open peace negotiations in reply to Villalobar's soundings.
This, however, never happened, since the soundings via Spain broke
down on October 6. Therewith the partial renunciation of Belgium,
laboriously extracted at the Crown Council, became null and void
again and the men and forces of the harder line regained the upper
hand.

Confidence in Germany's military leaders and faith in her power
and in the invincibility of her armies, provided only the unity of the
home front could be preserved, remained the dominant feeling at
least in public opinion, outweighing the wish for a peace of under-
standirrg. This feeling was expressed and at the same time fostered by
the manifesto (which Michaelis said 'touched him pleasurably')
issued by Hindenburg on his Toth birthday in tones of Germanic-
Christian sentiment, with the two warnings: 'Think not on the
Prussian franchise ! doubt not in the realisation of the war aims !'

'With God's help our German strength has withstood the tremen-
dous attack ofour enemies, because we were one, because each gave
his all gladly. So it must stay to the end. "Now thank we all our
God" on the bloody battle-field ! Take no thought for what is to be
after the war ! This only brings despondency into our ranks and
strengthens the hopes of the enemy. Trust that Germany will achieve
what she needs to stand there safe for all time, trust that the German
oak will be given air and light for its free growth ! Muscles tensed,
nerves steeled, eyes front! We see before us the aim: Germany hon-
oured, free and great ! God will be with us to the end !'
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THE RE.SHAPING OF WAR AIMS POLICY
MAINTENANCE OF EASTERN AIMS

Tna Bellevue Crown Council took place under pressure from a new
War Aims Majority, which was then forming. In the course of the
next few months this body, in co-operation with the OHL and civil-
ian leaders, succeeded in emasculating the offers of the Peace Reso-
lution, which had been taken abroad as evidence of Germany's
readiness to reach an understanding.

Against a peace of renunciation and dernocratisation:
the reconstitution of the War Airns Majority

The national committee of the Zentrum party met in Frankfurt-
am-Main onJuly 2g-+, tgr7, only a few days after the accePtance by
the Reichstag of the Peace Resolution. The party opPosition pro-
tested most vigorously against the parliamentary party's change of
front on war aims, and it was only with difficulty that Erzberger
succeeded in repelling the attacks by reading out Czernin's secret
reports on the economic collapse of Austria-Hungary. The com-
mittee finally agreed to a resolution which accepted 'a peace of
understanding and compromise', but only on condition that it 'safe-
guarded the political security and further economic development of
Germany.'r The idea of a peace of understanding had thus been
largely modified in its most important respect. The Zentrum party
was not behind its parliamentary rePresentatives.

After the Peace Resolution had accomplished two of its three real
purposes-enabling the Majority Socialists to continue to justify to
their followers their consent to the war credits, and preventing
Austria-Hungary from leaving the war-the Zentrum deputies
quickly returned to their old line, partly under the influence of the
improved military situation, partly under pressure from the right
wing of their own party. The Bavarian-Christian Peasant Union, for
example, at its twelfth war session on September Iz, adopted a reso-
lution pledging it to fight'against attempts at democratisation which
are a danger to the federal structure of the Reich, and against a

r On the negotiations, see Epstein, Erzberger, pp. zo6 ff., and Karl Bachem,
Vorgeschichtc, Gcichiehtc und Politik der dcukelun (cntrumsparlci, Vol. 9 (Cologne, tg3e),
PP.$7 tr.
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peace which submits us like slaves to the yoke of King Dollar of
America', and to reject most decisively any kind of peace of renunci-
ation. Erzberger, addressing a meeting in Ulm on September 23 on
his party's aims, said: 'We are renouncing nothing whatever that is
necessary to Germany's greatness, Germany's development, Ger-
many's freedom in the world.'l The Zentrum rejected co-operation
with the Fatherland party (Vaterlandspartei) and the idea of a 'peace
of victory', but dissociated itself no less decidedly from Social Demo-
cracy's 'peace of renunciation'. When, finally, a member of the right
wing of the party- Count Hertling-came to occupy the highest posi-
tion in the state, Erzberger's influence declined still further. In
January, rgrS a large proportion of the party wanted to repudiate
theJuly Resolution altogether.2 The path had been smoothed for the
acceptance by the Zentrum of the Eastern Peace Treaties, and it was
symptomatic that Grober, not Erzberger, was picked to speak for the
party on that occasion.

Similar voices were heard among the second of the three Majority
parties, the Progressive People's Party,3

There were also violent dissensions among the National Liberals,
some of whose parliamentary representatives had originally intended
to vote for the Peace Resolution. A section of the party, especially
the 'Old National Liberals', thought that the counter-declaration
produced by their parliamentary representatives had not dissociated
them sharply enough from the Peace Resolution. In view of this dis-
satisfaction, the Central Committee of the party met on September
23, rgr7. Stresemann tried to forestall attacks by adopting a strong,
confident tone, very different from his despondent one of the summer.
Speaking of the Pope's note, he said explicitly that besides her
official answer to the Vatican, Germany was carrying on separate
negotiations through the neutral powers, and that in these negotia-
tions the question of war aims was being discussed in detail; and he
declared:'IJnless all appearances deceive, the foundations of Ger-
many's position in the world are being laid at this moment.' With
Austria's re-occupation of Galicia and the Bukovina in the latest
offensive, Russia's offers of a separate peace to Austria had lost their
attractiveness, and Austria was again standing firmly by Germany's
side; Germany, too, was in occupation of wide areas of enemy terri-
tory, 'so that,'said Stresemann, 'with these great pledges in our hand
we shall be able, when peace negotiations begin, to extract whatever
is to be extracted by virtue of the brilliant situation in which we are'.

1 Wacker, Haltung der (entrumspartci, p. 38.
2 Westarp, op. cit., II, p. 566.
3 Volkmann, Annexionsfragen, pp. I37 f.
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Stresemann was critical of all political moves which did not show
a strong determination to secure Germany's aims 'in view of the
brilliant situation'. Speaking of Germany's Polish policy, he feared
that the proclamation of Poland's independence might lead to the
real loss of that country. On Belgium, he was strongly against Ger-
many declaring herself disinterested without absolute guarantees of
her interests. He warmly advocated 'a quite close political associa-
tion' between Germany and Courland and the occupied parts of
Livonia, 'because these old nurseries of German greatness and Ger-
man genius . . . would be driven straight into the arms of the Rus-
sian hangman, were we to surrender them again'.

This speech, with its complete return to the old arrogance of r9r5,
was nevertheless followed by a long and acrimonious discussion,
which ended in the committee repudiating the declaration ofJuly rg
by roo votes to 8. The committee regarded the Peace Declaration as

seriously endangering the future development of Germany. . . . Germany's
future security cannot rest only on treaties between peoples; it must be
based on German power and strength. IJnless we extend our power in east

and west and assure our world-political positions overseas, and unless we get
adequate war teparations, we should have no security against future threats
to our existence and should be set back for decades, politically and econo-
mically. The military situation gives us the assurance that Germany's
frontiers will receive the necessary improved protection and that the political
and economic future of Germany will be secured.

The committee also found fault with the line adopted by its parlia-
mentary representatives on internal policy; it had thus repudiated
their policy completely.

Stresemann was nevertheless able to secure his own re-election, by
acclamation, to the Deputy Presidency of the party. Under his
leadership the party's parliamentary rePresentatives now backed
far-reaching demands, to derive from a peace of victory, as vig-
orously as in the first years of the war.

But the most important internal political reaction produced by the
Peace Resolution and the attempt to moderate Germany's war aims
was the foundation of the Fatherland Partyl as a focus for all advo-
cates of extreme war aims. This party had originally been conceived
by Tirpitz and Dietrich Schiifer as a 'movement' standing above the
parties, and had at once been joined by a number of politicians from
all parties of the right. It had quickly expanded into an ultra-
nationalist mass organisation with a membership which inJuly, r9I8
topped r,25o,ooo-considerably more than the r,ooo,ooo which was

1 Karl Wortmann, Die Kriegszizle der Vatcrlandsparlzi (HallelSaale, 19z6)
contains valuable material.
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the highest figure reached by the Social Democrats (in r9l4). Be-
sides its prize, the party enjoyed especial weight through the high
positions occupied by its leading members in Germany's political,
economic and social life, and was thus the most powerful organisa-
tion representing the political bourgeoisie of Germany during the
First World War. The leaders of Germany's material and intellec-
tual life were clearly more firmly convinced than ever that only a
victorious and profitable conclusion of the war could secure their
political and social order against pressure from below: even a 'drawn'
peace on the basis of the status quo would shatter their internal posi-
tion.

The Fatherland Party embodied the mass protest of the German
bourgeoisie against any yielding over war aims, especially to the
west, and against any invasion by Western democracy of the tradi-
tional structure of the Prusso-German form of state; for democracy
threatened the greatness of Germany. The Peace Resolution, and
even more fear that the German government and liberal circles were
prepared to accept a 'peace of renunciation' with Britain, had sound-
ed the alarm throughout all nationalist circles in Germany. But the
special feature of this party's policy was its attempt to raise Ger-
many's economic and military claims on to the plane of a funda-
mental opposition of world philosophies which must-and was in-
tended to-make a peace of understanding between Britain and
Germany impossible. Tirpitz announced this categorically at the
party's founding meeting on September 2, tgrT:

The war has developed into a life and death struggle between two world
philosophies: the German and the Anglo-American. The question today is
whether we can hold our own against Anglo-Americanism or whether we
must sink down and become mere manure for others lViilkerdiingerl.. . . The
colossal struggle which Germany is now waging is therefore not one for
Germany alone; what is really at issue is the liberty of the continent of
Europe and its peoples against the all-devouring tyranny of Anglo-Ameri-
canism. Germany is fighting for a great deal, and therefore I would cry out
to every corner of our Fatherland : 'Germany, awake ! Thine hour of destiny
has arrived.'r

The slogan of an irreconcilable conflict of world philosophies was
taken up by the Emperor in the summer of rgrB. Tirpitz was the man
who, with Wilhelm II and the admiral's intellectual mouthpiece,
Dietrich Schiifer, had since the turn of the century introduced the
new style of mass agitation for the promotion of Germany's power,
conducted by influencing the press, founding associations and col-
lecting funds. In the autumn of rgrT he was able, with Ludendorff's

! Hans Resch, Grossadmiral Alfred uon TirpitT (Stuttgart, n.d.), p. Bz,
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surreptitious support, to draw on the rich experience ofhis agitation
for a navy before the war and for unrestricted submarine warfare
during it and, unhampered by the restrictions of public olf ce, to
make himself a national figure as never before. By combining the
aims of the right with the techniques of mass propaganda which had
hitherto been thought the prerogative of the left, Tirpitz and the
Fatherland Party went beyond the old monarchic-constitutional
Prusso-Germany; their professedly supra-party .movement, was a
step towards the anti-parliamentary, dictatorial, one-party state.

Since the stronghold of the Fatherland Party was in ihe prusso-
Conservative Protestantism of north Germany, it is understandable
that the Pope's move, occurring when it did, helped to inflame
nationalist feeling still further. As early as r g r 2 Hans Delbriick, in a
polemic against the equal franchise, had maintained that the threat-
ened majority of Socialists and Catholics both in the Reich and
Prussia would inevitably destroy the Prussian-Protestant character
of the German state.r The same feelings now led large numbers of
Conservative-minded German Protestants to attack sharply the alli-
ance between the Zentrum and the Social Democrats which they
regarded as already a political reality. The quartercentenary cele-
brations of the Reformation in October, r9r72 provided a wi:lcome
occasion for mobilising the immemorial resentments and deep-rooted
anti-Catholic emotions of the German Protestant bourgeoisie against
the Pope's peace move and against the key position in Germany,s in-
ternal politics held by the Zentrum under Erzberger. In these
months preachers and teachers went further than ever before in their
invocation of Martin Luther, as symbol of Germany against Western
democracy in the cause of monarchist Prussia-Germany with its but-
tresses in the army and the bureaucracy. The Emperor himself felt
that he had a mission to support the Protestant imperial crown
against rivals at home and abroad, not least against the House of
Habsburg-Parma. He saw this own special plans of extending the
power of Prussia north-eastward endangered by conspiracy between
Rome and Habsburg-Parma in Catholic Poland and Lithuania.
Thus in the course of the controversy over the dynastic question in
Lithuania, he wrote after a visit by Erzberger to that country in the
summeroflgrS:

The ultra-bigoted House of Parma, in league with its fanatical father-
confessors, hates the Protestant House of Hohenzollern; its standpoint is one

. 1 Annelise Thimme, Hans Delb*k als Krit*er der wilhclminischcn.Epoclru (Dtissel-
dor[ r955), p.38.

I See Gottfried Mehnert, Eoangclischc Kirche und Politik, tgtT-rgr9 (Diisseldorf,
1959), pp.43 ff. and 48 ff.
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of mediaeval obscurantism. It is working for a confessional encirclement of
Germany under the hated House of Hohenzollern. Under the leadership of
Vienna, arrd allird widn it, Italy-won by the restoration of Trentino and the

Tirol-France, Poland, Lithuania to the sea are to be united! Hence Poland's
independence, and the resumption of the Austro'Polrsft solution which had been

dropped in Homburg. Hence an independent Lithuania :ur,der Cathol. Prince;
hence the resistance to our incorporation of the Baltic Proaince.r inc. Liv. and

Estonia, which are to be attached to Lithuania and Catholicised, to cut us off
from the sea. The deputy Erzberger has criminall2 [elsewhere he calls him a
'traitor and scoundrel', even a 'poisoner of wells'] personally assisted these

plans, against the interests of Germany and the German Emperor; hence his
jorrrney of agitation to Lithuania' He has beer^ consciousl2 serving Rome,
Parma and Habsburg against Hohenzollern; a scoundrelly traitor, who must
be rendered harmless. The whole unsavoury Parma-Rome-Habsburg cam-

paign ofagitation is represented, inspired and directed by the Jesuit General
-Couit 

Ledochowski and Prelate Strltdmont in Rome. Erzberger is now the

personal enemlt of M2 Howe, Anyone who zses him or associates with him is just

such anotherl And will be treated as such!
With all this going on, the Catholics ask us to repeal the Jesuit Law !!! !

The House of Parma, under the aegis of Rome, makes anything of the sort
impossible. 

W.

Rurnania, Poland and MitteleuroPa
in the autumn of rgrT

While Germany's will to conquer and annex was thus being
fanned to new vigour by the Fatherland Party in the autumn of
IgI7, the war aims policy of her leaders was also becoming more
active again. This turn was the result of very heavy pressure from the
OHL under Ludendorff, who obviously hoped to make up for the tem-
porary and conditional withdrawal in the west by a thrust forward
in the east. At this stage Poland and Rumania joined Lithuania and

the Baltic provinces as central objectives of Germany's war aims
policy.

In September Germany's intention of drawing Rumania more
closely under her own authority was published to the world by a
journey undertaken by the Emperor through the conquered country.
The sight of the rich country, its leagues of wheat and maize fields
and thi great officials with their refineries, inflamed Wilhelm's ex-

citable imagination. In an extensive report on his impressions he

expressed . itrong wish to maintain Germany's dominating position
in Rumania by exchanging it against Poland. With Rumania or-
ganised by her, Germany, he thought, would have unrestricted ac-

iess to the Black Sea and also a Powerful means of exerting Pressure
if tension should ever arise between her and Austria-Hungary.
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. However, the very thought of abahdoning the treasured'prize of
Poland to Germany's ally immediately evoked the strongest oppo-
sition from the OHL, which was supported in this instance by Ger-
man public opinion. A great Conference of State was called in
Kreuznach for October 7, and here an attempt was to be made to
resolve the differences between the OHL and the government oc-
casioned by the Emperor's suggestion.

Ktihlmann began with a survey of German-Russian relations in
the past, and like his predecessors, Jagow and Zimmermann, said
that he anticipated in future an 'aggressive Russia', the more so

since Poland, Lithuania and Courland would produce new points
of friction. It was 'not practicable today' to restore Poland to Russia.
Its incorporation in Germany would, however, be difficult, in view
of the Poles' reluctance, and he therefore made a plea for the Austro-
Polish solution, the dangers of which he thought would be neutra-
lised by Germany's 'penetration of Austria'-a phrase behind which
lurked the great plan for a Mitteleuropa which he had inherited
from Bethmann Hollweg. The moment was propitious for exacting a
high price for the Austro-Polish solution: Austria's consent to a mili-
tary convention (which would have political repercussions) and to a
customs union. If Rumania were taken in exchange, Germany would
get primarily economic gains, 'Austria disinteresting herself com-
pletely'. Ludendorff opposed both the Russian and the Austro-
Polish solution. Kiihlmann's proposal would make Poland an equal
partner in a trialist monarchy, a development which would render
both the military convention and the customs union valueless. Hin-
denburg supported him and, with his specifically Prussian prejudice
against Austria, went even further than Ludendorffin his mistrust of
Austria. 'There was a danger of the Hohenzollerns becoming vassals
of the Habsburgs.' Like Falkenhayn before him, he reckoned with
the possibility of a war against a reinforced Austria. He also agreed
that further wars with Russia were probable. 'Racial hatred is the
reason for the antagonism between Russia and ourselves.' He there-
fore judged the Polish question exclusively from the angle of Ger-
many's need for a'deployment area'in the east; political considera-
tions did not bother him. He rejected even Kiihlmann's idea of a
customs union with Austria, maintaining that German capital could
be better employed in Belgium, Bulgaria and Rumania. On the
other hand Count Roedern, Secretary of State in the Reich Treasury
Office, supported Kiihlmann; he thought that the dangerous fea-
tures of the Austro-Polish solution would be eliminated by the crea-
tion of 'a great commercial-political bloc in Central Europe'.

Thus the OHL clung to the Prusso-military solution, while the
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diplomats were thinking in terms of a future central European eco-
nomic bloc. Michaelis tried to bridge the difference by saying that
the aim of German policy was'the closest relationship with Austria',
for 'the power in Central Europe must be ours', 'combined if pos-
sible with friendship with Russia'. He wanted the military conven-
tion imposed on Austria, while Ludendorffwanted both that instru-
ment and the customs union to be given her 'as an act of grace' after
Austria had pledged herself 'to stick to us to her last breath'-when
exhaustion would finally force her to beg for it, thus making it un-
necessary to give her Poland now. Should, however, the Austro-
Polish solution be unavoidable-if the politicians thought that
Poland must be given to Austria in return for getting Rumania-
then Germany should still make whatever conditions were required
by the OHL on military grounds.

The Chancellor asked the OHL to define these conditions. 'Ihey
fell into two groups. The first related to the safeguarding of German
interests, territorial, economic, transport and military, in Poland
itself. If these had been fulfilled, the Austrians would have been left
with only a shadow of authority in a Congress Poland substantially
diminished by the Frontier Strip. The second group comprised con-
cessions and obligations to be undertaken by Austria-Hungary in the
interest of the further extension of Germany's power-position outside
Poland. The most drastic of these was undoubtedly the demand for
the cession of Austrian Silesia, in order to give Germany direct com-
munication by rail with Hungary (and via Hungary, with Rumania)
this transfer would also have cut off Galicia from the other lands of
Cis-Leithania. Rumania herself was to be nominally 'independent',
but politically and economically at Germany's disposal. The OHL
further demanded the enlargement of Rumania by three districts of
Bessarabia, and Vienna's complete support for Germany over the
Dobruja. Germany must have an Adriatic base at Valona or Cat-
taro. Austria should renounce any claim to compensation for the
control acquired by Germany over the Serbian and Bulgarian rail-
ways and the Orient line, Austria was to support Germany's claims
in the colonial field, Lithuania and Courland, and 'leave Germany
the sole voice in the settlement of all Western questions [Belgium]'.
The list of guarantees and obligations reached its climax in point zo,
which pledged Austria-Hungary to continue the war. The struggle
between Berlin and Vienna for an early peace now entered on a new
phase, in which Germany absolutely forced Austria to remain in the
war'until Germany's war aims have been achieved'.

The discussions lasted many hours. The next day Michaelis re-
ported to the Emperor. At the conference he had tried to mediate,
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but now he took the generals' Iine completely. He told the Emperor
that their guarantees 'should be demanded of Austria most vig-
orously and to their full extent, and Austria made to accept them', and
he submitted the list of twenty-four points only slightly modified. He
warned the Emperor not to offer Charles the Austro-Polish solution
before he was assured of the 'return services', adopting undiminished
even the strongest demand-'recognition of our interest in Belgium
and the colonies and holding out to the end at our side'-which com-
mitted Austria also to Germany's war aims in the west.

As Germany's will to power reached its culminating point on the
eve of the Russian October revolution, a divergence of method again
became apparent between Kiihlmann on the one side and Luden-
dorffand Hindenburg on the other. The generals continued to stand
for the traditional hard power-policy of the most extensive annexa-
tions possible as the way to assure Germany's domination in Europe.
They were thinking in terms of the next war and, like Falkenhayn,
saw not only the enemies of the day, but also Austria-Hungary as a
potential enemy of the future.r Kiihlmann, on the other hand, was
thinking in terms of Bethmann Hollweg's Mitteleuropa. His ideas
were in every respect larger than those of his military counterparts -
larger in terms boih of space and time-but he was also more liberal,
or at least more adaptable, in his methods. He did not want his wider
vision of German power in Europe, as assured through 'Mittel-
europa', to be spoiled by insistence on the last inch ofdirect annexa-
tions, as demanded so obstinately by the soldiers. He hoped to over-
bid the OHL with a'grand ready-made programme', which would
do as much for Germany as theirs, and he got the Austrians' consent
in advance after weeks of conversations with Hohenlohe, who ad-
vised Czernin to accept on the grounds that the plan provided the
only possibility of regenerating Austria and enabling her later to re-
sume an independent policy.

While the OHL's intentions had been made unmistakably ap-
parent by their twenty-four points of October 7, Kiihlmann's
method of procedure emerged clearly from certain so-called 'non-
binding principles' agreed between him and Czernin on October zz
in pursuance of the Emperor's instructions of the preceding month.
These 'principles' constituted the first step towards what is known as

the'reversal'of the Kreuznach agreement. Germany now agreed to
the purely formal association of Poland with Austria-Hungary

I The view expressed by Ludendorffwas:'We do not want to make Austria
strong, Poland will bring war with Austria'; and by Hindenburg, on the same
occasion: 'The alliance with Austria must remain, but the conflict with Austria is
bound to come.'
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through a personal union, but exacted numerous concessions in
return: dominion over Rumania to be transferred to Germany
(subject to safeguards, to be negotiated later, in favour of Austro-
Hungarian interests), Poland to be linked to Germany through close
economic and military ties, and the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy as
a whole to be bound to the German Reich by a twentyyears'offensive
and defensive alliance and by treaties establishing close military and
economic links between the two states. To banish any doubts that
Poland was to be attached firmly, if only indirectly, to the German
Reich, point 3 stated expressly:'The I(ingdom of Poland is to be
attached to the German Reich in military and financial and eco-
nomic respects, as is Austria-Hungary.'To this was added'autonomy'
for Courland and Lithuania, which were also to be'closely attached
to the German Reich'.

Beyond the purely formal cession of Poland to Austria-Hungary,
Kiihlmann made only the single concession that, as agreed at the
Crown Council of September r l, he would meet the Austrians over
Belgium. Since, however, he phrased even this concession only in a
negative form which bound Germany only to a solution 'which con-
stituted no impediment to peace', German diplomacy still retained a
free hand, even in the west, the more so since Germany continued to
reserve to herself the right to conduct direct separate negotiations
with King Albert, and the Emperor never made the reassuring pro-
nouncement on Belgium which Kiihlmann had promised.

These 'principles' amounted to capitulation by Austria before
Germany's claim to domination, disguised under the mask of Mittel-
europa, and we may therefore ask what induced Czernin to sign
them, 'non-binding' as they were. His strong€st motive was assuredly
the hope of achieving peace before the end of the year by getting
Germany to renounce Belgium in one form or another. The Arxtrians
clung to this hope up to the middle of December and were appalled
when a violent attack by Tirpitz against the surrender of Belgium
met with practically no disapproval from German public opinion.
The prestige which would result from the Austro-Polish solution must
also have counted heavily with Czernin, who expected from it a
diminution of the internal tensions within the Danubian Monarchy.
The decisive consideration for him seerns, however, to have been
another. The war had greatly weakened the Monarchy, and he
hoped that the economic unification of Mitteleuropa would be of
much help to her in her economic reconstruction after the war. He
was fully aware that Germany's economic and financial help would
have to be paid for by closer association with the stronger party. But
like Hohrnlohe in Berlin, he hoped that after the Monarchy had re-
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covered economically, with Germany's help, she would be able to re-
cover equality of status with her ally;for, as he argued in February,
r9r8, Germany would be'the best-hated state in the world'after
the war, and would thus be forced to look to Austria as her only ally.
In other words he meant to use the Central European alliance to en-

able Austria to recover, to become once more an independent great
power and so perhaps be able to cut loose again from Germany. He
accepted the risk that the Germans might try, as Count Tisza in par-
ticulir feared, to use Austria as a stePping-stone towards their ob-
jectives in the east, which had in fact been exactly the intention of the
Foreign Ministry underJagow and remained so under Zimmermann
and Kiihlmann.

The war airns conferences
on the eve of the October revolution

After the Czernin-Ktihlmann conversations of October 22 Czer-
nin had announced his intention of coming to Berlin on November 5
to settle finally the procedure for putting the Austro-Polish solution
into effect. Michaelis had consequently arranged for conferences on

war aims to be held on October 29-30. Owing to the criSis over the

Chancellorship these meetings had to be postponed to November z-
3, when they were followed by a Crown Council on November 5,
immediately before the meeting with the Austrians.

When the conferences opened, a new man had been Chancellor
since November I. The fall of Michaelis was due to considerations of
internal policy, and chiefly to his reactionary attitude towards fran-
chise reform in Prussia.r This attitude had brought down on him the

wrath of the Majority parties, who had always been reserved to-
wards him, and on October e4 the three parties and the National
Liberals had made joint representations against him to the Emper-
or.2 Wilhelm II had hoped-following a suggestion from Michaelis
himself-that it might be possible to appoint the Bavarian Prime
Minister and ex-President of the Zentrum, Count Hertling, to be

Chancellor of the Reich, to separate that office from that of Prussian

Prime Minister, and to retain Michaelis in the latter capacity; but he

had had to drop this plan because Hertling, prompted by Erzberger,
refused to take the one office without the other.

The activity of the parliamentarians in these days was astounding,
their search for a suitable man for Chancellor almost tortured.

r Michaelis, op. cit., pp. 365 ff.
2 The letter to the Emperor was drafted in the inter-Party Committee; see Parla-

menlaiselur [Jntcrsuchungsiusschass, I, pp.253 ff.; also Michaelis, op' cit., P.368;
Helfferich, op. cit., pp. 5o5 f.
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Biilow, Kiihlmann, Rantzau and Solf were suggested in turn. In the
end the Emperor made his own choice, but by raising the slogan of
more authority for parliament the politicians managed to force Hert-
ling to hold consultations with them on his programme and on his
choice of new assistants, in respect of which he had constitutionally
a free hand. Finally they secured the appointment of two parlia-
mentary politicians as deputies: Friedberg, the leader of the National
Liberals, as Vice-President of the Prussian Ministry of State, speci-
ally in charge of the question of franchise reform, and Payer, the
South German Progressive, as Vice-Chancellor, replacing Helfferich.
Payer's office was no longer tied to that of Secretary of State in the
Reich Interior Office, and his position was essentially that of liaison
officer with the Reichstag. Friedberg too, unlike his predecessor, wzls
not given a department.

The appointment of Hertling and his two'adjutants'was hailed-
and reprobated-as the first step towards 'parliamentarising, the
government of Germany, and the main object of appointing parlia-
mentary politicians was in fact to lend the government a certain
'tinge of democracy' to impress opinion in Europe and America;r it
did not affect in any way the determination of policy in the Reich.
And if this was true even of internal policy, where the Conservatives'
opposition prevented a solution of the franchise problem in Prussia
until the collapse of the Empire in November, r9r8, it was even
more true of foreign policy. Germany's war aims underwent no im-
portant change: they survived undiminished, even heightened by
the collapse of Russia. Furthermore, the 'democratic' element was
balanced by the creation of counter-weights which were far more
effective than they: the Reich Supply Office was taken over on
November 20 by a collaborator of Helfferich, Baron von Stein, pre-
viously head of the Department of War Economy in the Reich In-
terior Office and a sympathiser of Ludendorff; and on November 9,
when Helfferich ceased to be Vice-Chancellor, he was made head of
a special office in charge of preparations for the peace negotiations,
which played a very Iarge part in the safeguarding of Germany,s
economic interests in the Eastern Treaties.

Hertling put Helfferich, who remained Vice-Chancellor for an-
other fortnight during the change of Chancellors, in charge both of
the internal German and of the German-Austro-Hungarian con-
ferences. These discirssions therefore marked no change in the con-
tinuity of German policy, especially since Kiihlmann remained Sec-
retary of State in the Foreign Ministry, and-to the great annoyance
of the parliamentary politicians-Hindenburg and Ludendoiff at-

r See also Kiihlmann, Erinnerungen, pp, 5r r ff.
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tended both the conferences of November e-3 and the Crown Coun-
cil in Berlin. The agenda comprised every aspect of war aims: first
colonies and then bases, freedom of trade, evacuation by Britain of
such occupied territory as Calais, Egypt and Mesopotamia, Ger-
many's war aims against France, and the war aims in the east from
Persia through Rumania and Poland to Lithuania and Courland.

The two most delicate problems were, as before, Belgium and
Poland. Accepting the conditional renunciation of Belgium to which
the Crown Council of September I r had agreed, these meetings also
discussed what safeguards could be obtained which would leave Bel-
gium safely in Germany's hands without formal infringement of her
sovereignty or direct annexations. On the Polish question the Chan-
cellor and his assistants took over the OHL's Twenty-Four Point
Programme of October 7 complete as a basis of discussion. The aim
of both the civilians and the OHL was to retain for Germany as much
influence as possible over Poland even after formally accepting the
Austro-Polish solution, and they agreed that Poland's connection
with Austria must be 'as loose as possible, preferably in the form of a
simple personal union, without constitutional links'. As regards the
western frontiers of the new state, they agreed to insist on the Fron-
tier Strip, whatever Poland's international orientation. The only
differences between them were over the dimensions of the frontier
changes to be effected, and over the question ofdeporting the Polish
andJewish populations from the areas to be annexed. On the Polish-
Lithuanian frontier, the OHL adhered to its old proposal of Decem-
ber 23, r9r6 of extending Lithuania, which was to be autonomous
but dependent on Germany, southward as far as Brest-Litovsk in-
clusive, so as to include in it two districts of Vilno and Grodno. The
civilians also adopted completely the other points of the programme
of October 7, including the clause binding Austria to remain in the
war. fn this respect the wording of October was now made more pre-
cise: 'Austria-Hungary must pledge herself to carry on the war until
Germany's war aims have been attained.'

The most important difference between civilians and soldiers was,
once again, the plan to establish a Mitteleuropa including Austria-
Hungary enlarged by Poland. Ludendorff again rejected this plan
and it was the problem round which most argument centred when
the German-Austrian discussions opened.

November 5 was devoted chiefly to discussion of questions of eco-
nomic policy raised by a Central European union. On November 6
came the military problems, especially the 'safeguards' for Ger-
many's eastern frontier. The central question was the Frontier Strip,
or more accurately, its dimensions. The Germans asked for nearly
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one-third of Congress Poland under the heading of 'frontier rectifi-
cations'; Czernin and his advisers objected that this would amount
to a fourth partition of Poland, which would be so resented by the
Poles of the Monarchy and of Congress Poland itself as to make it
quite unacceptable. Czernin's own wish was to see Galicia united
with Congress Poland under Vienna-if only to get the Poles out of
the Austrian half of the Monarchy; he therefore told the Germans
that either a German-Polish solution, or the big territorial cessions
which they were demanding, would fatally obstruct both the con-
clusion of an alliance with Germany and the realisation of the Mittel-
europa plan. The Galician Poles' wish for unification with their
fellow-countrymen in Poland would be a permanent apple of discord
between Germany and Austria. This move brought Ludendorff on
to the stage with a vigorous defence of Prusso-German interests. FIe
in his turrl feared that if the Austro-Polish solution were adopted, the
Poles would develop aspirations towards Danzig, Posen and Vilno,
inevitably bringing the Polish crown into sharp conflict with Prusso-
Germany. Far-away Rumania, he went on, was no equivalent to the
increase of power which the incorporation of Poland would bring to
the Danubian Monarchy. The price which the Germans finally de-
manded of their allies for the Austro-Polish solution consisted of the
twenty years' offensive and defensive alliance, the complete customs
union, the military convention (in other words, the Mitteleuropa
plan), Rumania, a free hand on the Baltic, the Frontier Strip in
Poland, and thirteen points which comprised all the essentials of the
OHL's twenty-four points. Kiihlmann's policy thus joined hands
with that of Ludendorff and Michaelis, in the hope that the wider
framework would compensate for the harshness of the territorial and
economic provisionsl the formal grant of the Austro-Polish solution
had to be bought by this long list of 'guarantees', and the prospect of
a Mitteleuropa (the details of which still remained to be settled)
could make it little more tolerable for the Austrians.

No real agreement could be reached. The question of the partition
of Poland stood between the allies; and as Czernin gave notice on
November 26, this meant that no decisions could be taken on Ru-
mania, on the plans for Mitteleuropa, or even on the great joint eco-
nomic conference which it had been proposed to hold at the end of
the year.

These were the days immediately preceding the outbreak of the
October revolution in Russia, and the historian must note at this
veryjuncture the birth in Germany of a great new wave ofself-confi-
dence and self-assertiveness, directed towards the conquest of a wider
sphere of domination in east and west. 'Mitteleuropa' was still the
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basis on which Germany's claims to domination in Europe were to
rest. With the inclusion of Bulgaria and Turkey, Mitteleuropa with
its adjuncts under German or Austro-Ilungarian domination would
have stretched from Antwerp via Hamburg, Vienna, Sofia and Con-
stantinople to Baghdad; if it also proved possible to detach Finland
from Russia, a German Mitteleuropa would extend from the North
Cape to the Persian Gulf.
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THE OBJECTS OF WAR AIMS POLICY, II
BETWEEN ANNEXATION AND SELF-DETERMINATION

Wrrn the Russian revolution and America's entry into the war, and
with the idea of national self-determination invading the world from
east and west, Germany's war aims policy, if it was to retain its old
plans, had to find new forms of domination different from those of
annexation or economic exploitation carried out without regard to
national claims. It is within this world-historical framework that we
must view the change-over from a pure policy of annexation in Bel-
gium, Poland, Lithuania and Courland to the more elastic methods
of 'association' through which Germany tried to turn the new prin-
ciple of self-determination into a channel for the indirect exercise of
her domination without renouncing her old aims.

Belgiurn: Flernish policy and the Council
of Flanders

InJanuary, I9r7 Warburg, concerned over the future of Germany
and the consequences of the United States' entry into the war, had
written to Zimmermann, urging once more, most earnestly, that
Germany should make an unambiguous declaration on Belgian inde-
pendence, as the only possible chance left of avoiding a breach with
America if unrestricted submarine warfare were initiated. Instead,
Bethmann Hollweg had tried to re-activate his Flemish policy.r
When the decision in favour of unrestricted submarine warfare had
been taken and the breach with America seemed imminent, he
thought the time had come to play the Flemish card openly, ob-
viously in the hope of impressing President Wilson as Warburg had
suggested. Fortunately for him, the 'activist' Flemish leaders, the
'cadre' in the towns, were ready for action, since they wished to pre-
sent themselves as an organised movement at the peace negotiations
which were expected to follow the German peace offer of December
Iz, tgI6. The Governor-General thought the move premature, but
accepted Bethmann Hollweg's decision.

On February 4, rgt 7 some zoo Flemish leaders met in Brussels

- _'_9r Germany's_ Flemish policy, see (besides the archives) J. pirenne and
M. Vautier, La ligklation et I'administration allcmandes en Belgique (Paiis, New Haven,
r 925).
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under the patronage of the Governor-General and formed the so-

called Council of Flanders,l which issued its first manifesto on the
same day. This document declared the aims of the movement to be
administrative partition and cultural autonomy for the Flemish and
Walloon parts of the Belgian state. The Council was composed of
representatives of all three Flemish groups: zg from the Young Flan-
ders group, r3 from the Catholic Free Flamands and 8 Autonomists.
The more radical element was thus in the majority; the two first-
named groups determined the 'official' aims of the Flemish move-
ment in a measure quite disproportionate to their real influence in
the country or to the numbers of their followers. Furthermore, the
'Council' was under the permanent supervision of the German oc-
cupying authorities. An official of the German civilian administration
sat in at its weekly meeting's. It had very little administrative ex-
perience, and all proposals coming from it were first considered by a
so-called Inner Committee, composed of plenipotentiaries of the
Council and twice ns many representatives of the civilian administra-
tion and the Political Department of the Government-General.z The
Council of Flanders was thus a typical product of Bethmann Holl-
weg's policy: not to dominate Belgium by force, but to work through
the native pro-German elements, leaving the reins slack but seeing
to it that while the right of self-determination was exercised in ap-
pearance, German authority in fact remained unimpaired.

Only four days later, Bethmann Hollweg asked the Emperor to
receive a delegation of the Flemish. He said that Germany's policy
had met with considerable success.

A suhstantial strengthening ofthe Flemish national spirit, which Governor-
General Freiherr von Bissing has been working systematically for more than
two years to bring about, seems to me to constitute, politically, the best real
guarantee for the future development of our relationship with Belgium.

The Emperor was delighted and asked for 'most extensiae' support
for the Flemish independence movement, although care must be
taken that 'the development of their national forces . . . proceed in
close economic and spiritual association with ourselves'. He at once

appreciated the propagandist value of such a demonstration of 'the
Flemish people', and wanted the reception by the Chancellor to take
place 'in good time, before the coming spring offensive'. Germany
should'point to the development: Polish university and Polish state;
Flemish university and Flemish independence' and thus reduce ad

1 See also Rudiger (A. Wullus), Flamenpolitih, Supr4me espoir allemand de
domination en Belgique, zcd. ed. (Brussels, rgzr), pp. r7 ff.

r On the Inner Committee, sec lzs Archiws du Coucil de Flaadre, lublii,cs lu la
Ligu Natiorulc pou l'Unitl Bclgc, n.d', p. XXIX'
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absurdum the Allies' phrase of 'the liberation of the small peoples'.
The Emperor thought that the reception could be made more im-
portant still: 'Flemish propaganda' must prove a counter to Allied
propaganda, especially in the Allied countries, and it would invest
policy with the nimbus of a cultural mission. He was so enthusiastic
that he at once sketched out a summary programme for the Flemish-
including, of course, firm military and political obligations-which
he hoped that they would accept:

Military:
r. Flanders independent, convention relating to military.
z. Flanders coast (lease or servitudes).
3, Antwgrp (Port company, lease).

4. Inducement for Flemish to stop fighting in Belgian army; possibly
Flemish Legion under German command, as in Poland, for frontier
defence.

Political:
I. Flemish separated from Walloons.
e. Flemish associated with Dutch, thus embroiling latter with Belgians,
g. Walloons nipped between Flemish and us.

Wilhelm even believed that if this programme, which was only a
variant on Bethmann Hollweg's and Bissing's, was carried out, one
reason for Britain's carrying on the war would cease to be operative,
and that 'we should thereby be meeting Wilson's wishes on the prin-
ciple of nationality', i.e., that with Germany figuring as the new
champion of that principle, the United States would no longer need
to enter the war against her.

The deputation's address at the audience showed that the radicals
of the Young Flanders group, although less numerous in the country
than the Autonomists, were predominant in the delegation. They
not only asked that all measures taken by the occupying power
during the occupation should be recognised and guaranteed when
peace was concluded; they also said that the only right way of giving
Flanders independence was 'to grant Flanders self-administration
and self-government'-not the Autonomists' programme of auton-
omy for Flanders and Wallonia and union of the two areas under one
crown. They went further still: independence should be conferred as

quickly as possible, before the end of the occupation, for only with
German help could 'the domination of Latin fwelschl capital and
Latin culture be broken', the 'administrative separation', which
should begin with partition of the Ministry of Arts and Sciences,
must be carried through as quickly as possible, 'completely, by
making all official bodies bi-partite and delimiting all administrative
units to correspond with the linguistic frontier'. The ethnic motif
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was strongly emphasised throughout, especially in the eloquent con-
cluding sentences:

Only . . , Germany's intervention can save the existence and national
future of the Flemish people. At the same time Germany will thereby be

safeguarding her own most intimate and supreme interests and fulfilling her
supreme world-historical mission by saving from destruction this advanced
outpost of Germanism represented by the Flemish of the Western March.

Bethmann Hollweg promised to meet the request for administra-
tive separation, but ignored the demand for self-government. He told
the speakers:'The German Reich will do everything, at the peace
negotiations and after them, calculated to further and assure the free
development of the Flemish people.'

Although this answer was deliberately framed in very general
terms, and was accordingly received with disappointment by the
delegation, yet it did contain a 'moral obligation'r and Germany
was now publicly committed. All the further developments pro-
ceeded according to the programme as fixed: on March z I the ad-
ministrative separation between Flanders and Wallonia was carried
out-von Bissing's last important act as Governor-General, for he
died a few weeks later (on April tB).

Four days after receiving the deputation, Bethmann Hollweg
made an attempt-not least with the object of breaking down von
Bissing's opposition-to enlist Hindenburg's agreement and support
for his new policy.2 He gave his reasons for the forthcoming admini-
strative division, which was intended to give Flanders more inde-
pendence, and emphasised the importance of Germarry's interests in
Belgium. He was indeed well aware that the fate of Belgium must
depend in the last instance on the fortunes of Germany's armsl but
whatever the result achieved, he argued:

A Belgium whose internal organisation is divided, one in which the
Flemish majority is emancipated from the domination of the pro-French
Walloon minority, will be a much more convenient instrument of Germany's
interests than a Belgian state as at present constituted.

Hindenburg replied that he would, of course, loyally support the
Chancellor in the policy which the Emperor had approved; yet on
the insistence of Ludendorfl the imperial Treasury and the Ministry
of War, he pressed for a big contribution from Belgium to the costs
of the war. He wrote that after the promises which had been made to
the Flemish it was no longer possible to maintain his earlier objective

I Volkmann, op. cit., p. ro5.
2 This letter, and Hindenburg's reply, are published in Lcs Archiucs, pp. xxiv,

469tr.,478.
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of making Belgium more anxious for peace by so exploiting her that
the government in Le Havre would be forced to sue for peace. Never-
theless Belgium must still be weakened economically more than the
war was weakening Germany, for only so could she be kept depen-
dent on Germany.

As soon as Bissing's successor, Baron von Falkenhausen, took
over, Bethmann Hollweg confronted him with a long memorandum
by von der Lancken, the head of the Political Department in the
Government-General, on 'Considerations relating to policy in Bel-
gium'. Dated only one day after the I(reuznach war aims conference,
it read like a sort of commentary on Kreuznach. Although Lancken
recommended (besides the continuance of the existing policy on the
church and Flemish questions) a certain relaxation of 'economic ex-
ploitation' and of the exercise of martial law in the interests of Ger-
man political objectives, none the less the political purpose behind
his remarks was uncompromisingly directed towards the'furtherance
qf German2's world power position' .r

The eventual establishment of German domination over Belgium, up to
the sea, to ... exploit its favourable geographical situation and natural
wealth and the industry of its inhabitants would [he wrote] edge out Eng-
land and France and now America too, who will make the Belgian question
the corner-stone of their policies.

Although Lancken's proposed solution masked its real aim, the
policy which he advocated was exactly Bethmann Hollweg's own.

To this end, he went on, a solution must be found which enables the
Entente Powers, especially England, which allegedly entered the war
because of Belgium, to make peace, and which appears tolerable to the
Belgian people itsell, which sets especial store by the outward appearance

[sic] ofindependence.

Bethmann Hollweg's address to the deputation had given enor-
mous fresh encouragement to the annexationists, especially to
Dietrich Schiifer's 'Independent Committee'. In the same month
two associations were founded, which combined in September, I g r 7
in a'German-Flemish Association', exactly parallel to the German-
Ukrainian, German-Georgian, German-Lithuanian and other simi-
lar propagandist associations. Its chairman was von Reichenau,
sometime minister in Stockholm, the strongly pan-German President
of the 'Association for Germans Abroad' (Vereinfiir das Deutschtum im
Ausland), whom readers will remember as a fiery Anglophobe in
August, rg14. Other members of the Association included Falken-

1 Author's italics.
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hausen, Tirpitz, Kupp, Count zu Reventlow and Schiifer-the
moving spirits of the later Fatherland Party-and the Conservatives
Wangenheim and Westarp.

The October revolution also had its effects on the Flemish move-
ment, although it had there no social revolutionary accompaniments.
Uneasy lest the Flemish might ask for too much real political power
and that the politicians give it them (a quite unfounded fear), Luden-
dorff sent a bellicose letter to Ktihlmann as early as November 29,
r9r 7 protesting against the allegedly over-conciliatory attitude of the
Government-General in Brussels towards the Flemish. This latter
must not be given more than'an advisory voice'in public affairs;
this was the first principle of Germany's 'policy of autonomy'. Final-
ly, the Flemish should be told 'honestly, that we are following Ger-
man aims, that we do not want to incorporatq them, but do want to
protect them. Then they will accept our leadership trustfully'. The
civilians' answer was again composed by Lancken. He admitted that
there were signs of too wide-spread activism and too vigorous re-
cruiting among the Flemish and that, unlike the Poles, the Flemish
were beginning to build their own administration from the bottom
upwards, but he too was consistently against giving them more than
'an advisory voice in national affairs', and had consequently regu-
larly rejected the 'Young Flamands" attempts to achieve indepen-
dence. This national conflict in Belgium 'was being pressed into the
service of German aims, also in connection with the natural eco-
nomic aims'; Flemish nationalism, reinforced by the economic de-
pendence of Antwerp in particular on the Rhine, guaranteed success

for the 'officially approved' policy of von Bissing and Falkenhausen.
Their main object was to use the conflict between Flemish and Wal-
loons and between the Flemish movement and the Belgian state to
extricate Belgium from the influence of the western powers, 'and in
the last instance to destroy the central authority of the state alto-
gether'. He assured Ludendorff that :

The Flemish with whom we Germans have entered into at all close touch
have never been left in doubt that the Flemish policy of the German govern-
ment is primarily governed by German2'sr interests, and that their aspirations
can therefore only be considered in so far as they do not conflict with legiti-
mate German interests.

This policy was, however, meeting with great difficulties, because
'Germanic racial feeling among the masses had been considerably
weakened by political and religious influences.' Furthermore, the
Flemish, 'with their pronouncedly democratic mentality', were

I Author's italics.
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ill-adapted to becoming'simply objects in the hand . . . of a policy
serving exclusively foreign objectives'.

On December zz, only ten days after these words had been writ-
ten, the Council of Flanders proclaimed the independence of Flan-
ders and, confidently expecting early negotiations for a general peace
dissolved itselfin order to secure confirmation of its mandate through
new elections. The German government was greatly taken aback by
this step, and only allowed the Council's proclamation to be issued
after the weaker word 'autonomy' had been substituted for 'inde-
pendence'. OnJanuary 20, I9IB the Flemish then really proclaimed
their 'autonomy', but at once got into renewed difficulties with the
German occupying power, because the Six Point Programme of the
ner,r, Council of Flandersl asked not only for its own legislature,
executive and judiciary, but also for its own diplomatic representa-
tion abroad. The Government-General vetoed the publication of the
proclamation; Germany proposed to keep the future of Belgium in
her own hands.

Before their spring offensive opened, the Germans approached
King Albert once again, half-threatening, half-imploring, with a last
offer of a separate agreement with Germany on Germany's terms.
Their revived interest in making a deal with the king was due Partly
to the political relief which a separate peace with Belgium would
have brought them, and partly, beyond doubt, to economic con-
siderations. For experience had shown meanwhile that the partition
of Belgium was not such a simple matter, and that it was a two-edged
sword which was bound in the last resort to injure certain German
economic interests very severely. Consequently in the spring of r9I8
the German government was still working for 'administrative separa-
tion', but was also aiming at keeping the economic unity of Flan-
ders and Wallonia intact. It is noteworthy that its plans envisaged
giving Flanders and Wallonia not only a common monarch, but also
a common Ministry of Economics. The problem of Belgium's final
shape was thus still entirely open in the summer of rgr8.

Poland: an eastern outpost: Regency Council,
Military Convention and econornic Raurn

As early as the summer of 1916 the German government had,
under the direction of Helfferich who had just been appointed Sec-
retary of State for the Interior, addressed itself to the question of a
constitution for Poland to be framed by Germany, and by the middle

1 See the notes on the sessions of the Council on December 24, tgtT and
January rz, I9IB, in lzs Archiues, pp. gI ff.; also the account in A. W. Willemsen,
Het Vlaams Nationalisme, rgr4-rglo (Groningen, rgrr8, pp. zg ff.).
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of August very detailed discussions were going on in Warsaw on
drafts of a military convention, a customs treaty and agreements on
railways and inland waterways, and on posts and telegraphs. In the
course of these preparations von Kries, head of the administration in
the Government-General, worked out a 'draft fundamental law for
the kingdom of Poland'. On November 15, ten days after the procla-
mation of the kingdom by the two Empires on November 5, and six

days after the issue (against Austria's wish) of the appeal for recruits
for a Polish volunteer army, Bethmann Hollweg sent Kries's draft to
the ministries for their comments. Kries had assumed that the consti-
tution would be enacted 'as a gift from the Central Powers, who had
liberated the country from Russian domination, but without any
decisive collaboration from the Polish people'. As he explained in his

foreword, his draft

avoids as far as possible emphasising too strongly in the constitution . . . the de

facto relationship of dependence in which the new state will stand towards the
German Reich in the exercise of certain essential prerogatives of sovereignty.

He preferred to reserve these provisions'for thc inter-state lreatie$ with
the German Rcich which willform part of the constitution'.The conception
and shape of independent' Poland's future dependence were thus
entirely parallel with the similar objects and procedure followed in
Lithuania and the Baltic provinces.

Kries wished to secure Germany's influence through a constitu-
tional structure which left the leadership firmly in the hands of con-
servative elements. It is true that he advised against introducing the
Prussian franchise for the Lower Houses (Landbotenkammer); he

thought that a House of Deputies elected on the demobratic'Reich-
stag franchise' would be sufficiently balanced by a 'senate' on the
model of the Prussian Herrenhaus, containing hereditary representa-
tives of twenty families of Polish magnates and a strong contingent
of the sklachla or lesser nobility; and he also hoped that the peasants,

once 'dissociated from the subversive influence of Russia', would
vote Conservative, especially as they would have learnt collaboration
with the landed proprietors in the local .lfrais councils.

Besides this constitutional structure, which was designed to orient
Poland towards Prussia-Germany, Kries envisaged Poland and Ger-
many bound together by 'the economic unity which we desire, and
must establish'.

In shaping the future economic relationship between the kingdom of
Poland and the German Reich we must be clear that a close economic tie is
the only sure chain by which this people, whose nature, race and sympathies

are alien to the German people, can be permanently attached to Germany'
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The structural adaptation of the Polish economy which would

necessarily follow the establishment of a customs union between
Poland and Germany would bring ruin to the 'hot-house growth' of
Russo-Polish industry; on the other hand, it would bring unpre-
cedented prosperity to Polish agriculture, thus creating'a far greater
measure of unity between Germany and Poland'. Consequently, not
even the smallest internal tariffs could be allowed to exist between
Germany and Poland, because then the new Polish state would 'take
energetic measures to develop and protect its industry'. Poland
would, without any obviously dictatorial measures, be turned into a
producer of raw materials for the German industry of the future, and
her political destinies would become inseparably linked with those
of Germany, At the same time a customs union raised, in Poland as
in Belgium, Austria-Hungary and the north-east, difficult questions
of organisation, for the Poles would have to be assured in advance of
an equal footing in the tariffparliament. Even if there are only r2.5
million Poles,r Kries thought that a system like that introduced be-
tween Germany and Luxemburg impossible; his solution was to let
'Polish tariffdeputies' attend the Reichstag and the Federal Council
when questions of 'Polish tariffs'were to be discussed; this provision
would have the further great advantage that every Pole wishing to
play a part in public life would have to learn German.

Helfferich approved Kries's suggestions, but wished that they had
included drafts of the inter-state treaties. Suggestions for meeting
this demand comprised the bulk of the ministries' commentaries,
the most important of which were those of von Loebell, whose minis-
try was responsible for Polish policy. Von Loebell was flatly opposed
to giving the Poles any representation, even if only as 'tariffdeputies';
partly to avoid strengthening the Poles as a party, and partly to de-
prive the Reichstag or the Prussian Landtag of any chance to meddle
in Polish policy. He strongly stressed Germany's claim to have Po-
land permanently attached to the Reich, rejected any connection
between it and Austria-Hungary, and demanded the creation of a
German-minded administration and uninterrupted prosecution of
Prussia's Polish policy. He thought that the safeguards for Germany's
influence in Poland should consist partly in obligations to be laid
down in the 'foundation charter' (which should also delimit the
frontiers and was to be 'imposed on the Poles unilaterally and bind-

1 According to Kries, the future Poland would have about rz| million inhabi-
tants, of whom roughly ro million would be Poles, z million Jews, and 6oo,ooo
Germans. These figures inclu4e the populations of Byalistok and its surroundings
(government of Grodno) and Chelm, both of which districts Kries expects to 5e
included in Poland. Suwalki is to be detached from Poland and included in
Lithuania.
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ingly for all time') and partly in obligations to be settled by inter-
national treaty for Iimited periods. Germany must have the right to
occupy the key places in Poland, and a right of inspection in time of
peace and of supreme command in war. If possible, she should con-
clude with Poland a'customs union''for all time', but only on con-
dition that there were no 'tariff deputies' in the Reichstag or the
Prussian parliament. If this last provision could not be avoided,
Germany's interests should be secured through a thirty years' com-
mercial and tariff treaty. Contractual provision must be made for the
free entry of seasonal workers (z8o,ooo Poles came to Germany in
r9r3).

The association would be sufficiently safeguarded by making
Poland a hereditary monarchy with an order of succession deter-
mined by Germany (only a German or an Austrian prince could
occupy the throne), fior Poland was not to be denationalised-as
Bethmann Hollweg said, the Poles were to be allowed 'to enjoy their
national life to the full'.

Besides these long memoranda there were others from various de-
partments, which differed only in nuances; thus the Reichsbank
asked for a currency union and the establishment of branches of its
own in Poland. In general, there was broad agreement on what
amounted to a confirmation of Germany's Polish policy, the Austro-
Polish solution notwithstanding. This was the more essential as it was
becoming plain that the hopes of recruiting a volunteer army had
been entirely misplacedl neither the clergy nor the pro-German
aristocrats supported the plan, and the Poles were insisting ever
more strongly on their own independent national institutions.

The German government could not go on for ever resisting these
wishes. It hoped that the Poles would be satisfied with the appoint-
ment of a Provisional Polish Council of State, a kind of advisory body
which was to have only very limited powers, while its composition was
manipulated to consist of conservative and pro-German elements;
and Ludendorff anticipated that this institution would also help
to provide the soldiers which his own appeal had failed to produce.r

The outbreak of the February revolution in Russia and the issue
by the Russians of a manifesto promising the Poles an independent
state including West Galicia and the Polish parts of Prussia-it was to
be required to conclude a military union with Russia-put the Polish
Council in a difficult position. Eventually, on April r3, it announced
that it accepted the Proclamation of November 5 and refused to
fight against the Central Powers. On Beseler's advice the administra-
tion of education and justice was handed over to the Council on the

r Conze, op. cit., pp.23g ff.and z4g ff.
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same day.l But its powers were too limited to satisfy it, and the next

stage was-largely 
-owing 

to the rivalry between Germany and Aus-

tria-Hungarylslow in following, while the Russian revolution
stirred uf further excitement. On May r, two days before Poland's

national day, the Council of State called for the appointment of a
gor.rrr-..rt and a regent (the Archduke- Karl Stefan was sug-

[ested) who should appoint a cabinet and-then convoke a Polish

f,arlament; only if thesi conditions were fulfilled would the Council

te able to work with the Central Powers. Its demands were not ac-

cepted, and it accordingly suspended all activities on May 15, thus

^.ki.rg clear to the whole world the fiasco of the Central Powers'
Polishlolicy. A wave of anti-German feeling swePt over the,country;
the Wirsaw students struck at the beginning of May with the conse-

quence that the university was closed on-June ez. Although the

winds of democracy and socialism blowing from Russia were forcing

the church and the conservative aristocracy to declare for co-opera-

tion with monarchist, aristocratic Germany, German policy had not
succeeded in getting broad popular suPport.

Meanwhile the Kreurnach agreement of May r7-I8 had assigned

Poland to Germany in exchange for the surrender of Rumania to

Austria.2 Four weeks later the secret so-called 'Monarchs' Agree-

ment' revealed the hard core of Germany's aims. While the adminis-

trative partition between Warsaw and Lublin was retained, Austria-
Hungaiy conceded to Germany control over the entire future army
of Po-iand, which was to come under German leadership for organis-

sation and training and to continue under German command after
the end of the war, irrespective of how Poland's international status

was settled. The compromise formula of the 'Beseler-Kuk oath'3 was

accepted as the oath of loyalty to be administered to the Polish

army.
It was the army policy that produced the great d6bicle at the be-

ginning ofJuly. Pilsudski and the representatives of the left had pro-
tested and-resigned from the Provisional Council of State, but the
rest of the Council had, onJrly 3, accepted the Beseler-Kuk oath;
but nearly two-thirds of the Polish troops raised in the meantime re-

fused to take it. At the same session the Council adopted two drafts

of a provisional constitution, and these were discussed between Ger-

marand Austrian representatives in Warsaw onJuly 28-30. It was

decided to set up a Council of Regency, which should exercise the

I Id.,pp.z79f. 2 Seeabove,Pp. 353ff.
3 The oath of the Polish troops was to be taken to 'the future king of Poland', the

two Emperors not being named. Kuk was the military Governor-General of Lublin,
the centie ofthe Austro-Hungarian zone ofPoland.
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functions ofthe Head of State of the future Monarchy'without preju-
dice to the international position of the Occupying Powers'; under
this council there was to be a new Council of State, which should not
be purely advisory but should exercise certain legislative and execu-

tive functions and thus constitute a sort ofgovernment.
This 'further step towards the creation of a Polish state' was an-

nounced on September rz in a proclamation by the two Emperors;
'a Polish King, wearer of the venerable and glorious Crown of the
Piasts andJagellons' was to work together with'a popular representa-
tion built up on democratic principles'. The rights of the new Polish
government were strictly limited. The legislative functions exercised

by the Council of Regency-a triumvirate which was not appointed
until October z7-with the assistance of the Council of State were to
extend at first only to those matters which had already been trans-
ferred to the Provisional Council of State, and the Governors-Gener-
al retained a veto. The occupying powers had the deciding voice in
the choice both of the members of the Council of Regency and of
the Prime Minister and Council of State.

Meanwhile the Reich Interior Office and the Prussian Ministries
had been pursuing their plans for taking over the Polish railways
without regard to these highJevel constitutional dispositions. The
OHL's Twenty-Four Point Programme of October 7 included this
railway plan together with a demand that German capital should be
given a preponderant share in the expansion ofheavy industry in the
Kreise of Sosnowice, Kielce and Radom, the first of which lay in
Polish Upper Silesia and the two others in Congress Poland. The
Programme also repeated the supply of seasonal labour, the potash
monopoly, and shipping on the Vistula. Breitenbach suggested the
formation of a great railway joint-stock company with predominant-
ly German capital and with the Reich owning such a holding and
occupying such a position as would enable Germany to exercise per-
manint and effective control over the Polish transport system and
thus over the whole Polish economy, without any formal transfer of
the ownership of the railways to Prussia or the Reich.l

At the end of IgrT and the beginningof IgrB all the ministries and
the civilian administration of the Government-General were further
engaged in setting out Poland's obligations in the form of a state

treaty with an Austro-Poland, should it emerge. Much attention was
again devoted to the Frontier Strip and the deportation from it of its

I Breitenbach calculated that the German Reich would be able to acquire for
iself about 7o per cent of the share capital of the compaly. The 'lan of incorporat-
ing the railwayi in the Prusso-Hessian system'could unfortunately not be realised,
sirice the mistake had been made of promising the Poles independence without lay-
ing down conditions in advance'.
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Poles. The inter-German discussions on the conditions to be laid
down by Germany in the event of the Austro-Polish solution showed
plainly that the departmental ministries, the Reichsbank and also
Beseler were opposed to that solution, and were trying to work
against it by proposing extremely far-reaching 'safeguards'; only
Ktihlmann, Helfferich, and the Emperor sincerely approvedof the
exchange of Poland for Rumania.

The struggle over the dimensions of the Frontier Strip and the safe-
guards for German interests in Poland reached a climax in Berlin in
January, IgI8. There were heated debates, and the Government-
General sent in a series of memoranda, recapitulating its aims and
demands: Poland must 'look towards both Central Powers', as envis-
aged in the Proclamation of November 5, but Germany, as the eco-
nomica]ly stronger partner, must hold the dominant position. Since
the establishment of the currency union was no longer guaranteed,
it was essential that German trade and German industry in Poland
be promoted by favourable customs and railway tariffs, by most
favoured nation treatment, by complete freedom to practise trades
and acquire real property, by protection for German patents and de-
signs, by the introduction of the metric system of weights and meas-
ures and, as in Belgium, of German social legislation. All claims and
concessions for exploiting or prospecting for mines acquired under
the occupation must be registered in the 'objective public law' of the
new state. Even without customs association or customs union,
Poland, even if attached politically to Austria-Hungary, was Ger-
many's economic hinterland and indirectly dependent on the Reich;
moreover, 'the most important deposits in Poland, as so far known
. are situated almost exclusively in the Frontier Strip, and the
Strip will exist in the event either of an Austro-Polish or a Polish-
Polish solution'.

These memoranda demanded securities not only for the export of
raw materials but also for 'the export of workers from Poland' for
German agriculture and industry. Finally, the Government-General,
like Loebell, opposed the idea of minority protection and advocated
colonising the Frontier Strip with Germans 'as completely as pos-
sible'. We need not therefore be surprised that the Emperor Charles
told the Emperor lVilhelm in February, rgrS that 'under certain
circumstances' he thought Poland hardly worth having.

The foundations of the new 'autonorny' policy
in the North-East

In the first half of the war the north-east-Lithuania and the Baltic
provinces-had been the field par excellcnce of Germany's annexa-
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tionist dreams. Since then, however, the Russian revolution and the
proclamation of the right of national self-determination, America's
entry into the war and the ideals proclaimed by President Wilson,
had introduced into world politics a new element which the rulers of
Germany had to take into account.

It was difficult enough in any case to reconcile two such mutually
exclusive principles as peace without annexations and national self-
determination on the one hand, and annexations on the other. The
problem was made twice as difficult by the world's obvious mistrust
of Germany's agressive intentions. The German government there-
fore tried to mask Germany's eastern war aims by developing more
elastic methods. This was done by using the new catch-word of
'autonomy'which was now applied to the north-eastern territories.r

But little would be left of any'autonomy'for Courland and Lithu-
ania when it was combined with economic dependence on Germany
and large-scale settlement of German colonists from the interior of
Russia.2 It was in this sense that the Chancellor expounded his new
programme of 'autonomy'for these two areas on May 3, rgr7, in an
address to the leaders of the parties of the centre from the National
Liberals to the Progressives (thus excluding the Conservatives and
the Social Democrats). Four days later, on }r.duy 7, he issued his
famous'touching-up' instructions for German representatives taking
part in any negotiations for a separate peace with democratic Russia,
which envisaged allowing Courland and Lithuania internal adminis-
trative autonomy, combined with military, political and economic
association with Germany. Major-General Hoffmann, Chief of
Staff, Oberosl, outlined his ideas-which he was later to realise at
Brest-Litovsk in collaboration with Ki.ihlmann-on May 3r; they
agreed exactly with Bethmann Hollweg's'touching-up' policy:

One can, he wrote, imagine a formula whereby Germany renounces
annexations, while Russia defers to the principle of the liberty of small
nations by releasing the lands now occupied by us from her body politic, for
Germany to regulate their future political form.

Gossler, the head of the civilian administration of Courland under
Oberost, only accepted the Chancellor's policy of autonomy under
strong protest. On July ro-four days before Bethmann Hollweg's
fall-he sent him a memorandum on a future constitution for Cour-
land, saying that he ought to have'announced clearly in advance
that Germany regarded Courland and Lithuania as permanent ac-
quisitions'. Then (before the February revolution) even the Social

r See above, p. 348.r Seeabove,p.375.
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Democrats would have raised no objections. Now, however, Ger-
many would have to make do with the'makeshift solution' of a loose

association, 'consented to by the peoples concerned'. The best course

would have been to annex Courland and Lithuania as Prussian pro-
vinces; they could then have been Germanised later-although he

thought that it would be harder to Germanise the Lithuanians than
the ietts of Courland. The two lands should therefore be kept sepa-

rate even after the establishment of the personal union with Prussia,

and be administered by two local governors with the widest possible

legislative and executive powers. For Courland he suggested a Diet
on the Estates basis-thus consisting almost entirely of Baltic Ger-

mans-to meet every two years with the right of considering and ap-

proving legislation and confirming the appointment (which was to
L. -uJ. by the Emperor) of the head of the administration. These

suggestions were a particularly plain embodiment of the policy of
annexation masked under the formula of autonomy.

Meanwhile, as decided on April z t, a further conference had been

arranged in Bingen to regulate in detail future procedure in Lithu-
ania and Courland. Ludendorffhad had a detailed Preparatory pro-
gramme for this meeting drawn up on July zr, and Zimmermann-
f,ad accepted it in principle onJuly 25. The ideas of the Secretary of
State difiered from those of the general only marginally: whereas

Ludendorffwanted Germany to proclaim publicly and immediately
the personal union of Lithuania with Prussia, Zimmermann thought
thaf it would be better for a native council to ask for Lithuania to be

taken under the protection of the Reich'
The ground having thus been cleared, the Bingen Conference,

which riet a fortnighi after the fall of Bethmann Hollweg and the
peace Resolution, aihieved agreement between the civilians and the

OHL on 'procedure' in Lithuania and Courland. Its decisions were

fully in line with Bethmann Hollweg's whole policy' The two ad-

ministrative chiefs, Gossler in Courland and Prince zu Ysenburg in
Lithuania, should have'Trustee Councils' (Vertrauensrdte) convoked,
the Lithuanian to be 'purely Lithuanian', but that in Courland to
have a German majority. No further details were settled in respect of
Lithuania where, according to Ysenburg, it would be very difficult
to arrange for such a Council, but the composition of the Courland
Council was laid down exactly. The 'Trustee Councils' were to be

turned into ,Provincial councils" again by the military administra-
tion. As a return for this concession the new representatives were im-
mediately to beg for 'the protection and shelter of His Majesty and

the mighiy German Empire'I the Lithuanians and the Letts of Cour-
land wouid thus have recognised Germany's proposed dispositions'
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The military and the diplomats agreed even on the wording of the
addresses to be made by the administrative chiefs to the 'Trustee
Councils' and of the replies which the latter were to make to the rep-
resentatives of the occupying powers, so that no hitch should occur
in the ceremonial of the 'Inauguration of the States'. There was,

of course, no suggestion of modern constitutionalism, still less of
parliamentary life of the Western democratic type, for the
Councillors (how they were to be chosen was, incidentally, left en-
tirely open) were only to enjoy the right of commenting on legisla-
tion; even taxation they might not aPProve. German was to be
the languageof command in the army, and also, in Courland, of the
administration.

The policy of Bingen reappeared on the eve of the Russian armi-
stice. On November 4 a conference on Courland and Lithuania met
under the chairmanship of Helfferich, then still Vice-Chancellor;
present were Kiihlmann, the heads of the departmental ministries,
representatives of the OHL and Oberost, and the Governor-General
of Warsaw. All present agreed that it would be possible to Germanise
Courland by settling Germans in it, introducing German as official
language, and integrating it with the Reich, while Lithuania could
be 'led to Deutschtum' by meeting the Lithuanians' wishes over the
frontier (i.e., giving Vilno to Lithuania rather than Poland) and set-

tling German colonists in thinly populated districts. Hoffmann and
Ludendorff, however, were against conciliation: 'if we threaten the
Lithuanians that they will be partitioned unless they are attached to
Germany', they would opt for Germany soon enough. Hoffmann
thought that a friendly settlement between Poles and Lithuanians,
as advocated by Beseler, would be a misfortune for Germany: 'the
Lithuanians must be our allies in the struggle against the Poles'1 and
Hindenburg concurred with the laconic and unambiguous remark:
'the policy of diaide et impera is the one for these dubious elements'.

This meeting actually laid down the exact forms under which the
two countries were to be attached to the Reich: they were to be

duchies, linked with the Reich by a personal union, not a part of
Germany in international law, 'but linked with the German Reich
by international treaties' [especially foreign affairs, army, navy, cus-

toms union as with Luxemburg] guaranteed under imposed consti-
tutions'which reproduce the essential parts of the treaties'. Helfferich
emphasised that it was necessary to have these treaties ready before
any possible conclusion of peace, so as to create a 'fait accompli'.

It would be pointless, said a memorandum of November z9 (the
day on which the Chancellor announced his acceptance of the right
of self-determination as the basis of the peace negotiations) to set up
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Courland and Lithuania 'as buffer states between Germany and
Russia with autonomy for the Letts, Estonians and Lithuanians', be-
cause they would not be strong enough 'to constitute a secure future
barrier against Russian expansive ambitions'. Courland and Lithu-
ania, 'and if possible, Livonia and Estonia', were only valuable if
'brought and permanently kept in a relationship of complete depen-
dence on the Reich, militarily, politically and economically'.

Courland, Livonia, Estonia: the contribution
of the Baltic Gerrnans

The Bingen decisions could only be realised if Germany had at her
disposal in the countries in question persons on whom she could de-
pend as reliable instruments. This condition was fulfilled in Cour-
Iand by the Baltic German landowning aristocracy and 'educated'
bourgeoisie, which since the occupation of the country by German
troops and, in particular since the outbreak of the Russian revolu-
tion, had themselves followed a policy consonant with the interests
of the German Reich. Although the Baltic Germans numbered only
about 7 per cent ofthe populations ofthe Baltic provinces, the great
majority being Letts or Estonians, the 'capitulations' concluded by
their ancestors when the countries passed under Russian rule two
centuries earlier had enabled them to retain their own class privi-
leges and to rule the provinces with little interference from the Rus-
sians almost up to the outbreak of the First World War.

The German government was egged on by the Baltic dmigrds in
Germany, who had succeeded in the course of the war in acquiring
a direct influence over German policy.r There was also much pres-
sure from public opinion. In March, rgrT the historian, Friedrich
Meinecke, the National Liberal, Eugen Schiffer, and the industria-
list, Friedrich von Siemens, collected 2o,ooo signatures for a mass
petition, which said: 'The lands belong to us. The soul of the people
revolts against abandoning the Germans of the Baltic Provinces.'

The Chancellor, who was again occupied with ideas of a separate
peace, said that the petition must not be published and that the
moment was unpropitious for a move on Livonia and Estonia, but
he expressed clear agreement in principle with the aims of the peti-
tion. The demands should for the present be confined to Courland;
'but that is very essential, and my decided wish is for the detachment
of Courland. . . .' The Baltic Germans' own organisation was rein-
forced in May, rgrT by the 'German-Baltic Society', an association

r See Lewerenz, Ballikum, pp. r67 ff. The'Ostland Company, Ltd.'had the task
ofpreparing the way for the incorporation ofthe Baltic coast by collecting statistical
and other material. Its founder and moving spirit was Adalbert Volck, an advocate
from Dortmund.
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brought into being chiefly on German initiative. The prime mover
was von Schwerin, who was in close touch with the 'Baltic Council'.
The presidency was assumed by Duke John Albert of Mecklenburg
who was also President of the German Colonial Association, and
from September 2, rgrT onwarde Honorary Chairman of the
Fatherland Party.

In March, rgr T the Knights' Estate of Courland sent an address to
the German government declaring themselves ready to undertake
any sacrifice in the war, and their efforts were recognised officially in
August when Baron Manteuffel-Zoege was appointed their repre-
sentative. In the following autumn, after the Bingen conference, they
formed a representative body (which was intended to be merely pro-
visional). On September r8 the old Diet, the 'Knights and Lands-
men of Courland' which constitutionally had ceased to exist in the
previous spring, met for a single session and resolved, again in accord-
ance with the Bingen decisions, to form an enlarged representative
body of eighty deputies, among whom Germans would form the
majority. Three days later this body met in the throne room of the
ducal castle at Mitau, Gossler also being present.r It acoepted
aerbalim, unanimously and by acclamation, the address prepared
for it in Bingen.

'As the representatives delegated by the population of Courland,'
they announced, 'we beg for the protection and shelter of His
Majesty and the mighty German Reich. We entrust our destinies
confidently to the hands of His Majesty and the German military
administration appointed by him.' The meeting further asked that a
National Council composed of representatives of all vocational and
national classes should be allowed to collaborate in the preparation
of the future constitution.

This motion was accepted on September 22, ar.d elections were
thereupon held for a National Council which was 'to consider, under
the guidance of the head of the military administration, the funda-
mental rights of the future state and the principles of its future ad-
ministrative and economic institutions in the light of the historical
development of Courland'. The Council was composed of twenty
members, again elected unanimously and by acclamation by the en-
larged Provincial Assembly. This, again, was obviously a well-
thought-out political manoeuvre, the fruit of collaboration between
the German military administration and the local Baltic Germans,
concerned on the one hand with keeping up the appearance of

I This body was composed ofzT representatives ofthe large landed proprietors,
4 of the Knights, 5 of the clergy, r 7 of the towns and e7 of the peas:rnts. It also
drafted a Bill for the cession ofone-third ofthe large estates.
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popular representation and on the other with limiting the influence
of the Latvian element and satisfying the most important provision
laid down at Bingen-that the majority of the Advisory Council must
consist of Germans.

Conditions were different in Livonia and Estonia in that these
areas were at first still under Russian rule; Riga was not occupied by
German troops until the beginning of September, rgr7,r the islands
until the middle of October, and the rest of the country until the end
of February, r9r8. The Russian provisional government, soon after
taking over power, had met the desire of the Lettish and Estonian
nationalists for autonomy by replacing the Russian governor by
native commissioners.2 On April zz it had divided the district on
national lines: instead of Estonia and Livonia and the islands of
Oesel there were now the districts of Estonia and LaMa, each with
a Government Council to be elected on a general franchise-which
would, of course, have deprived the German section of the popu-
lation of all its political influence. On June 22, rgtT the Knights'
Estates were deprived of their political rights, and the local adminis-
tration was transferred to the Government Councils.s

To counter their loss of political influence, and presumably also in
the hope that military developments would be favourable to them,
the Germans in Estonia and Livonia had formed their Trustee
Councils in March, r9r7 for the protection of their interests. The
Livonian Council wanted Livonia to be incorporated in the Reich
as a province of Prussia. The Letts and Estonians were to be com-
pletely Germanised. The Council wanted neither sovereignty nor its
own army; instead it wanted a custorns, currency, postal and rail-
way union with Germany.

A slightly different line was taken in Estonia, where a similar
Trustee Council took the view that Courland, Livonia and Estonia
constituted a single unit and asked for an autonomous association
with the German Reich.

Besides the local councils on the spot, individual persons from
these districts had been working in Berlin since r9r6 for adhesion to
the Reich.a This unofficial but very influential agitation reached its

I When this occurred, the Emperor wrote: 'With God's help, Riga is ours! To
Him be the praise and the glory ! A splendid proof of the efficiency and the steel-
hard will to victory ofour splendid troops! Forward with God!'

I See Reinhard Wittram, Geschichte der Ostseelande Liuland, Estland, Kuland, t tBo-
rgr8 (Munich/Berlin, 1945), pp. zrz f.

s Lewerenz, op. cit., p. I79.

' A. v. Tobien, Die Lialiindische Ritterschalt in ihrem Verhiiltnis zunt, Zarismus
und nusischen Nationalisnrus, Vol. I (Riga, rg2b), pp. zz4 f. This contains many
details of the activities of the Livland deputy, Heinrich von Stryk and the pleni-
potentiary of the Livonian Knights, Alfred, Baron Schilling.
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climax after the October revolution of 19r 7 and in the spring of r9r8.
On November 6, r9r7 a deputation from the Knights in the occu-
pied parts of Livonia waited on Hindenburg and Ludendorffwith a
petitionr asking for Livonia and Estonia to be taken under the pro-
tection of the Prussian crown or under the military administration of
an imperial viceroy. This development was accelerated by the Bol-
shevisation of the two lands. On November z4 all Estates were
abolished, the whole nobility expropriated and Soviet committees
put in place of the Estonian and Latvian administrative offices. Ex-
cesses by the revolutionary troops added to the distress among the
Baltic Germans, so that on December 4 the Knights of Livonia
again begged the OHL to send German troops into the country.
Even before the first conversation with the OHL on November 6
Ludendorff2 had reported that they wanted to extend the protected
zone as far as the Narva, but Germany had to respect the principle
of 'the right ofself-determination'; the decision to secede from Russia
must therefore proceed from an expression of the wishes of wide
circles of the population. This advice sounds like an echo of the
Bingen decisions. It was followed: the Baltic Germans collected sig-
natures among the non-German populations for the decisive reso-
lutions of the Livonian Nobles'Assemblage of November 3o and the
Estonian Committee of Knights on December 14. On December z4
the Municipal Council of Rigaasked for the protectionof the German
Reich, and many similar petitions came from cultural and communal
German organisations in Riga and the occupied parts of Livonia.s
On December 30 an Extraordinary Diet of Livonia resolved to
secede from Russia.a

The events in Livonia and Estonia produced intensified agitation
among the Baltic Germans in the Reich. On February 5 the Knights
of Livonia and Estonia addressed an urgent appeals to the German
Emperor, Hindenburg and the king of Saxony, begging for the help
of the Reich. While the German-Soviet arguments were going on in
Brest-Litovsk, the Crown Council of Homburgo decided on Febru-
ary r 3 to arrange for regular calls for help from Livonia and Estonia,
so that German troops could be sent in. This was done on February
r8 and by February 25 the occupation was complete.

r Lewerenz, op. cit., p. I87.
t Tobien, op. cit., pp. zz6 f.
3 See M. Martna, Estlotd, dit Estzn und die cslnische Frage (Olten, rgrg)., pp. ro9 ff.
r Von Stryk handed the declaration of independence to the Soviet Chargd

d'Affaires in Stockholm onJan\ary 27.
6 Tobien, op. cit., pp. gzr f.
6 See below, pp. 5oI ff.
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Lithuania: the Taryba's
contest with the Gerrnan authoritiesr

The problem of reconciling Germany's war aims in Lithuania and
Courland with the principle of national self-determination was made
more difficult by the treatment which the Lithuanians and Letts had
received from the German military regime since 19r5. They had not
been at all hostile to the German troops when the latter first entered
their homes, but the ruthless exploitation of the country in the in-
terests of German operations, the harsh treatment of the population
by both civilian and military occupying authorities, and the meas-
ures of Germanisation introduced in connection with the annexa-
tion programme, inevitably produced increasing embitterment and
hostility among the Lithuanian and Lettish populations.

This hostility was fed by the agitation of the Russians and of the
dmigr6 Lithuanian committees in the west (Sweden, Switzerland
and the U.S.A.), which made the Germans' task in Lithuania ever
more difficult. As early as November, IgI5 the Foreign Ministry, at
the suggestion of Romberg in Bern, had therefore successfully ap-
proached a certain Gabrys (Garlava), editor of the Lausanne Pro

Lithuania and one of the most influential Lithuanian publicists in
Switzerland, and with the help of a German-Lithuanian captain
named Steputat, had taken him and his paper into the service of
Germany under a formal contract. In the course of their propaganda
for liberation from Tsarism they had also secured Lithuanian signa-
tures for an appeal from the 'League of non-Russian Peoples' orga-
nised by them in April, IgI6-although Ludendorffdenturred out of
fear of prejudicing the policy ofstraight annexation. On May z, rgtT
Ludendorffhad accordingly issued political principles for the north-
eastern territories, to the effect that everything possible should be
done to win over the Lithuanians to Germany, while the White
Russians were to be reconciled with them. The Lithuanians were
therefore not to be Germanised. Meanwhile, however, world de-
velopments had outstripped these attempts to clear the path for the
annexation of Lithuania by administrative manipulations in a patri-
archal spirit. The Russian provisional government, in which the
Lithuanians were represented by an Under-Secretary of State in the
person of their former deputy in the Duma, Ytchas, had held out
the prospect of autonomy within the framework of a federalised

r An authoritative account, with many documents, of Germanv's policy towards
Lithuania, is given by Paul K-limas, Der Werdegang des litauischen Slaates oon tgr5 bis
zur Bildung Er proaisoriscfun Regierung in Nottember, r9r8 (Berlin' I9I9)' See also
B. Colliander, Dic Bezichungen zwischen Litauenund Deutsehlandudhrendder Okkupation
t)on rgr5bis tgrB (Abo, r935,diss.).
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and the American Lithuanians, who had sent a deputation to peters-
burg, had approved these proposals.

For months Bethmann Holl*eg had believed it possibre to alrav
the disappointment and mistrustln Lithuaniu Uy t.-po.lri"S ;..1nouncements. This, however, was only one side of iris poti"cy of
'touching up'. In May, 1917, when it became clear that'r,rrlgt,
annexation of Lithuania was no ronger practicabre under the alteied
world conditions, he found himseftompelled to announce trr. .p-pointment-vaguely promised many times before_of an .adviser,
(Beirat) for Lithuania, attached to Oberost. Contrary, however, to his
ins_tructions, Oberost, when making.the appointment the "."i a"y
(M"_y :1), gave its holder only theiitle of iconsultan 

t, (Vertrauensrati.
The Germans looked for support for their policy to the.or,r.r,,r._

tive-country clergyr and the r*Lll peasa.rt, *io followed their read,
to the exclusion of the urban intelligentsia ."d ,h. ;;.k;;;,'.,;i;
leant.pronouncedly towards democritic Russia. The government
was, however, well aware that a referendum would shdw an over-
whelming m_aj91ity against attachment to Germany. This they could
not risk. Yet Lithuania was essential to them, as the territo.i"iu.iJg.
to Courland, Livonia and Estonia. Other ways of winning it o"., friJ
therefore to be devised. This was the purposi of the Bing"en decisions
ofJuly 3r, rgr7.

_ .Pursuing those principles, the representatives of Germany in
Lithuania opened negotiations with the leaders of the Lithuu.rir.r-
Clerical National Party, with whom they had held many rro.r_"o*_
mittal conversations on the future of Lithuania since August, ,916.
they were, however, forced to realise that even this c&serva"tive
group, which Was the one most likely to agree to co_operate with
Germany, refused association with her, feariig'that connection with
Germany would mean that in place of the Rirssifiers and poronisers
we should get the German colonisers and Germanisers, who would
be even worse'.

At the end ofJuly, rgrT the Lithuanians of Vilna managed to
secure permission from the occupying authorities to set up 

"" "o*-mittee to organise the convocation of a Lithuania., .orrfa...r"..
l. staugaitis, A. Smetona and J. schaulis were erected officers of
this body.2 since the military authorities had forbidden all elections,

1 one object for which.the G_ermans worked hard was to get a Lithuanian bishooappointed to the see of vilna. The Foreign Minisrypressia'c. v"ii"",iif ir;;;Ith9 tlqn occupant of the see, Bishop-von cler {.,ipp, to anorher aloii... Tt"Administrator, Michalkiewicz, was not available for'the see, as he was earmarkedfor that of Minsk. The new see was to rre enlargetl totake in tte aio."." of ieinvand the archdiocese of Warsaw. The disctrssiofrs draggecl on i;d;9;g.- "- ""J"/

' Klimas, op. cit., doc. No. XIII.
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the meeting resolved ,to settle on the candidates by private conver-

sations, or larger meetings'.
Even befori the committee met, the Lithuanians had been told by

the military authorities 'that independent Lithuania must get in
touch with Germany on the basis of a militaryt conaention, a customs-

union, and co-owrurship of the strategic railwa\s'.r The Germans invited
the Lithuanians to choose: eitherthey might opt for Germany, with
close association with the Reich, in which case Germany would sup-

port the unification of Lithuania as far as the chain of lakes east of
Vil.ro, independent of Russia, or, if they refused, the country w9u-ld

be paititioned between Germany and Russia, the area west-of the

line named. being simply annexed. This was the policy which Ger-

many afterwards tried to put into effect.
The Lithuanians did nbt reject Germany's conditions a priori, but

they asked for much larger political powers for the projected Nation-

al council and the replacement of Ysenburg whom they de-tested

as the embodiment ofihe harsh German occupying regime. Obcrost

feared that when the Lithuanians got a representative body of their
own, they would proclaim their complete independence instead. of
the assoiiation with Germany, and proposed that the position

should be consolidated before the National Council was constituted.

The government disagreed. Its aims was the same as that of Oberost:
,to cf,ain Lithuania to us so closely that whether the end of the war

finds it an independent state or an annexe of Germany,. it- must itself

seek rapprochement with or incorporation in us'1 but it hoped that
this resuit could be achieved by replacing Ysenburg, introducing a
,milder, regime and giving the Lithuanians economic and cultural
support. Tle conference organised by the Preparatory -committee*.i i" Vilno from Septem6er I8 to cz and elected a Lithuanian
Taryba (National Council)'2 Twenty T'ithuanians were nominated

at the session, and provision was made for co-opting representatives

of the minorities.- The Lithuanians asked for sanction for this
,national representative body, drawn from all classes of the popula-

tion', and on September 23 a proclamation issued by Ysenburg in
the name of niila-Ma.shil Piince Leopold of Bavaria, General
Officer Commanding in the East (Oberost), convoked a 'National
council for Lithuania' under the control of the military administra-

tion.3 The candidates put forward by the conference were nominated

members. The Tarybi was recognised by the 6migr6 Lithuanians in

Stockholm in Octoter and by those in Switzerland in November as

I Ibid.
2 Id., p. xiv and doc. XIV.
3 Id', XVII and XVIII.
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the supreme organ of state of the Lithuanian nation,l bui their in-
terpretation of its status was different from that of the Germans, who
regarded the National Council as a mere consultative body, neither
a repository ofsovereignty nor a government.

The formation of the National Council concluded a chapter in the
political negotiations with the Lithuanians. Thereafter Germany
exercised her influence chiefly through the administration. The Ger-
mans tried to divert the national aspirations of the Lithuanians, and
particularly the activities of the National Council, to the non-politi-
cal fields of school, language, church, welfare institutions and com-
munal activities. The Foreign Ministry's new representative on the
administration, von Maltzan, promised on October 3 'to oppose
benevolently but firmly' all attempts to engage in wider political
activities. The Lithuanians proved, however, much more stubborn
in the defence of their national interests than the Germans had ex-
pected. At the end of October the Taryba and the occupying au-
thorities came into open conflict over the language question.2 The
Lithuanians objected to the introduction of German as the language
of proceedings in the Taryba and to the appointment of a German
official as its President, and sent a protest to the Majority parties of
the Reichstag against the stubborn attitude of the German authori-
ties on the question of obligatory instruction in German in the pri-
mary schools.s The OHL made a paper concession. A new head of
the administration was appointed in the person of Under-Secretary
of State von Falkenhausen, who was, incidentally, a Prussian of the
strictest type;a but under him was a purely military administration,
which by agreement between the government and the OHL 'was
to remain for years under G.O.C. Ost'. Falkenhausen was not
even allowed to correspond directly with the Chancellor on current
administrative questions: all correspondence had to go through
Oberost.

The parliamentarians, led by Erzberger, nevertheless succeeded
in helping the Lithuanians to get the detested Ysenburg removed. On
November z9 Ludendorff had met Smetona, Kairys and Schaulys
in Berlin, and had again threatened them with the partition of
Lithuania, although this time he gave somewhat different reasons: in
view of the forthcoming negotiations with the Russians the Germans
must have the Lithuanians' declaration of adhesion to Germany in

r Id., xxl.
r Id., xlx.
3 The Central Committee for the civilian administration in Lithuania and

Courland began work on October e8, tgt 7.
. Lewerenz, op. cit., pp. zo6 ff,
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their hands, or they would not be able to defend Lithuania's inter-
ests at Brest-Litovsk, and might possibly even find themselves forced
to agree with the Russians over their heads. Smetona and Schaulys
gave in for the moment and promised to accept the OHL's draft of
this declaration, with the substance of which they 'agreed in prin-
ciple'. On the same day, however, the new Chancellor, in his opening
speech to the Reichstag, announced that he accepted the right of
self-determination for the countries formerly subject to the Tsar,
and said that he expected 'that they would express themselves in
whatever form corresponds to their conditions and the direction
of their cultures'. This declaration had certainly been forced out
of Hertling by pressure from the Reichstag majority. The Lithu-
anians at once sent him a telegram of thanks with a request for an
audience.

The Chancellor received them in the Foreign Ministry on Decem-
ber r in the presence of the Under-Secretaries of State Radowitz and
von dem Bussche and of Nadolny.l The Lithuanians then promised
to ask the Taryba to proclaim an independent Lithuanian state in
perpetual 'close alliance' with Germany in the form of a military,
customs, currenc) and transport union.lt is true-and this was to prove de-
cisive later-that the Lithuanians reversed the order ofthe steps to be
taken when constituting the independent Lithuanian state' The Ger-
mans had asked for the declaration first, after which they would con-
cede formal independence; the Lithuanians insisted that they must
first proclaim thcir independence and receive an assurance from
Germany that she would recognise the new state not later than the
conclusion of peace. The OHL, however, wanted to avoid any dec-
laration on Lithuania, and Hindenburg consequently objected to it
on the old grounds; particularly he objected to a military convention,
'since the Lithuanians will be doing their service in German regi-
ments for many years'.

On December 6 and 7 a big Conference of State between the
civilians and the OHL decided to make the Lithuanians accept retro-
spectively a much shorter version of the Protocol of December r,
which entirely disregarded their wishes and complaints. At the same
time it was agreed to embark on an immediate confidential exchange
of views with the Federal governments 'on the personal union be-
tween Lithuania and Courland and the Prussian Crown'. In view of
the difficult political situation and of the imminence of the Brest-
Litovsk negotiations, the Lithuanians had to do as the Germans

1 On this occasion the Lithuanians again presented a list ofgrievances and sug-
gested that unless they were remedied. it would be impossible to get the Taryba to
accept the Declaration.
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wished or risk seeing their country Partitioned. On December I I the
Taryba accordingly produced a declarationl proclaiming

(i) an independent Lithuanian state with Vilno as its capital
(ii) an alliance between this state and the German Reich, to be realised

chiefly by a military, transport, customs and currency union.

The German leaders had attained their object of an 'independent'
and 'free' Lithuania in close association with GermanY, and at Brest-
Litovsk they in fact invoked these dictated 'declarations of indepen-
dence' by their Lithuanian and Courland nominees as justification
for detaching those countries from Russia and reserving their future
disposition to themselves.

When, on the resumption of the Brest-Litovsk negotiations, the
Russians asked for a second notification of Lithuania's Declaration of
Independence, the Taryba resolved onJanuary B, rgrB to repeat the
first half of the declaration of December I I without essential altera-
tion,2 but said that it could not repeat the second part on Lithuania's
relations with Germany, without the consent of a democratically
elected constituent assembly. The Germans very naturally objected,
and the next day the Taryba agreed to send the Russian government
a notification of the first half of their declaration only, but it made
this offer conditional on receiving a number of binding assurances:

(i) The national administration to be transferred to the Taryba within a

reasonable period.
(ii) The German occupying forces to be withdrawn and a Lithuanian

militia formed.
(iii) Recognition by the German Reich of the independent Lithuanian state'3

The German representatives insisted that the Lithuanians should
be forced to notify Russia of their declaration; their message made
no reference to the Lithuanian conditions. The only concession

finally made by the Germans-to convoke a constituent assembly-
was of little value; it was only a tactical move to facilitate the nego-
tiations with the Russians, and the Germans were determined in ad-
vance that it should be no more.

On February t 6, however, the Taryba adopted a new declarationa
disavowing the contractual relationship with Germany. This led to
a conflict with the military authorities. The censorship vetoed publi-
cation of the declaration.s

r Klimas, op. cit., No. XXIX and p. xviii' The declaration had no percept-
ible effect (see Colliander, op. cit., p. I 50).

2 Klimas, No. XXXII, p. xix; Colliander, pp. r59 f'
3 Klimas,No.XXXIII,p.xxi. { Id.,xxif.,XXXVIII.
s Only a few papers were able to print the Declaration (Klimas, XXI; Colli-

ander,p. r65).
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A Conference of State met in Berlin on February 20, two days
after the resumption of the German advance, under the presidency
of Vice-Chancellor Payer to consider the altered situation in Lithu-
ania. There was much indignation at the behaviour of the Lithu-
anians; Payer talked of 'Lithuanian boorishness'. The civilians and
the military were agreed that the declaration would have to be
revoked. All speakers agreed in principle with Radowitz's definition
of Germany's aims in the east as keeping 'on our frontiers countries
which are bound to us and offer good security'.

Certain differences, which were however of minor importance
compared with the basic agreement, arose over the forms which the
monarchs were to take. Two alternative solutions were discussed; a
real and personal union of Lithuania and Courland with Prussia, or
the establishment of two duchies under dynasties of their own from
German princely houses. General von Bartenwerffer, who was repre-
senting the OHL, von Radowitz of the Imperial Chancellery, and
the heads of the military administration in both Lithuania and Cour-
land were strongly for the Prussian solution, but others argued that
the Federal states might object. Payer disliked the idea of the per-
sonal union as bearing too close a resemblance to annexation. The
Reichstag had been allowed to send 'representatives' of the 'demo-
cratic' parties to the meeting, and they signified the agreement of the
Reichstag majority with the government's policy on the ground that
'they, too' (sc., the parties) wanted no republics in Lithuania and
Courland. Those sections of the Reichstag which were 'against con-
quests' had, however, some objections to too obvious an association.
Payer thought the essential was 'to establish the link'. Von dem
Bussche agreed; he thought it better to leave the question open and
said laconically: 'We can chain these countries to ourselves, even
without a personal union.'

Once the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk had been signed on March 3, the
velvet glove was no longer necessary. The changed atmosphere can
be whiffed in a minute sent by Nadolny to the Chancellor on March
B. 'We shall,' he argued, 'still be there even after we have recognised
their independence and we shall be able to decide policy far more
freely than in Germany itself, because there will be no constitutional
deadweights.'r

The majority of the Taryba being anti-German, Nadolny thought
it unusable for the present as an instrument of German policy, but it
should still be required to pronounce the revocation ofthe declara-

r As a counter to the danger of Polonisation, Nadolny proposes solution of the
problem of the see of Vilno in the Lithuanian sense, and immediate initiation of an
anti-Polish land policy by buying up Polish-owned estates, on the model of the
Prussian Ostmark policy in the Polish provinces of Prussia.
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tion of February r 6 and to re-affirm that of December r r, on which
earlier basis the independence of Lithuania could then be recog-
nrsed. Then the Taryba would have to dissolve itself. There would
follow a transitional period of indefinite length, without popular
representation, and Nadolny suggested the following principles to
govern Germany's policy in Lithuania during this stage:

Meanwhile, a Lithuanian government of about seven departments should
be set up, to carry through the organisation of the country with German
help and under German guidance. It will be possible to find seven reasonable

[ !] Lithuanians to form a government.

As the last touch to his policy of the 'slack rein', Nadolny proposed
replacing the military regime at an early date by a civilian adminis-
tration unconnected with the OHL. His reasons were purely politi-
cal:

Until we change the present system, which the Lithuanian independents
regard as simply a fagade for the benefit of foreign countries and left-wing
deputies in the Reichstag, and which exploits the country as booty of war at
the conqueror's will, we cannot achieve any of the results which we want;
we shall only make the country, which at 6rst welcomed us with great
sympathy, increasingly antagonistic to us.

The one important result of Nadolny's recommendations for a re-
laxation of the German occupying regime was the appointment of
Count Keyserlingkl-who had called for the annexation and Ger-
manisation of Lithuania and Courland in October, r9r4, when
Regierungspriisident of K<inigsberg-to the post of 'commissioner for
the handling of Lithuanian, Courlandish and other Eastern ques-
tions, with the exception of Poland', directly responsible to the Chan-
cellor. But constitutional objections by the ministries against this
new post and strong opposition from the OHL drove Keyserlingk to
resign it only six weeks later.

Nadolny's notes were taken as the basis for a further discussion
between the civilian authorities and the OHL on March Io and I I
on'the political situation in Lithuania and the Baltic provinces'. The
basis of German policy was again defined in the following two sen-
tences:

Germany must retain the real power in these areas by bringing them
under her sovereignty. The degree of limitation of the sovereignty of the
Eastern States will be determined by the treaties of alliance to be concluded
in due course, the initiative for which must come from the individual states.

r The civilian government of Germany tried to use the Commissioner's office to
put through its policy against that of the OHL. After Keyserlingk's resignation the
ofrEce was placed under the Reich Interior Office, and on October 7 Baron von
Falkenhausen was appointed Commissioner, while retaining his previous post of
head of the civilian administration of Oberost.
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The political situation being so unflavourable for them, the Lithu-
anians were forced to make further concessions. It was only on con-
dition that the Taryba should unambiguously endorse the declara-
tion of December r r that the Chancellor consented to receive a
deputation conveying its Declaration of Independence. At first the
Taryba refused to go back on its declaration of February,l but the
imminence of the ratification of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk forced
it to take a quick decision. As the Entente lvas uninterested in the
Lithuanian question, regarding Lithuania as a part of Russia,2 the
Taryba had no choice but to accept the Germans' demands if it
wanted a Lithuanian state to be created by the end of the war. On
March zo it empowered Staugaitis, Dr. Jurgis Schaulys and Dr.
Jonas Vileischis to notify Berlin of the Declaration of Independence
as resolved on February r 6 and to ask Berlin to recognise the Lithu-
anian state; at the same time, however, it adhered to the declaration
of December r r in respect of the definition of Lithuania's relation-
ship with the German Reich.s On this basis the Emperor signed a
'Charter of Recognition of the Independence of Lithuania', but with
an important amendment. The conditions of December t t were in-
cluded in the Charter as conditions for Germany's recognition of the
Lithuanian state-i,e., no treaties with Germany, no Lithuania.a

The recognition made no change in conditions in Lithuania. In
spite of busy and obstinate endeavours the Taryba was given no
opportunity to negotiate on a real Lithuanian government. The mili-
tary administration continued to use the country for Germany's pur-
poses and retained sole disposition over the country of Lithuania,
whose own inhabitants had in practice no voice in their own desti-
nies.

r Klimas, No. XXXVIII and pp. xxii f.
2 Colliander, p. r75.
3 Klimas, No. XXXIX.
{ The left and the Zentrum supported the Lithuanians in their endeavours to

obtain recognition, thinking that this would be an antidote to ill-effects of Brest-
Litovsk on world opinion of Germany's world policy. When the Treaty of Brest was
given its second reading in the Reichstag on March 22, tgtT (the third reading was
taken on the same day), the Majority parties submitted a resolution to the Reich-
stag, expressing the hope that when the Treaty was through, 'the agreement with
the German Reich desired by the present popular representatives (of Poland,
Lithuania and Courland) be concluded as speedily as possible'.
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THE PEACE OF BREST.LITOVSK
THE FIRST REALISATION OF GERMAN WAR AIMS

LrNrN's victory over Kerensky on November 6 and 7, rgIT could
not but seem to the German government to be the crown of their
military and political campaign against Russia since the autumn of
r9r4. At last the Russian colossus had collapsed under the pincer
movement of military pressure and the social revolution fostered by
Germany through the Bolsheviks and the revolt of the nationalities.
The Bolsheviks, who had come to power in Russia with the slogan of
'Peace and Bread', promptly fulfilled Germany's expectations of a
speedy peace. The very day after seizing Power in Petersburg they
issued the famous 'Message to All', the appeal of the Congress of
Soviets to peoples and governments to conclude a general peace

without annexations or reparations and with full respect for the
peoples' right of self-determination. r

Frorn a general Peace to a seParate Peace
The German government was the first to react to this invitation

to initiate negotiations for a general peace. It did so because mes-

sages from Stockholm had made Ki.ihlmann doubt whether the new
government would be able to maintain itself longer than a few weeks.2

This situation induced the German government to continue its pre-
vious policy ofsupporting the Bolshevik regime, especially with finan-
cial means,s in order to find a partner with which to conclude peace

in the east, since according to reports from German 'informants'4
Lenin'needed Germany's support to carry out his programme'. Re-
ports, said these informants, that Germany intended to choose this
moment to detach Poland and Lithuania from Russia'had weakened
confidence in the policy of the German government'. It was there-
fore necessary for the German government to identify itself publicly

r General works on this question include von Rauch, GcsehihE dts bokclu-
uistisclun Russland, pp. Io4 ff.;-William Henry Chambetlin, Tlu Russian Reuolution,

rgr7-rg2r (New York, i954), Vol. I, pp' 389 ff.;John W. Wheeler-Bennett,
Brcit-Litousk, The Foryotkn Pcaca (London, I93B).

2 Zemao, Gcrmany and tlu Russian Rcaolution, p. 73.

' Id., P. 75'{ Id., pp. 79 f.
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with the war aims of the majority parties. The Foreign Ministry at
once replied that'the Imperial Government took its stand, as before,
on the Reichstag resolution in respect of war aims'l-thus, given the
nature of the resolution and the interpretation given it by Michaelis,
renouncing no war aims.

The same basic idea was contained in a memorandum which
Czernin had addressed to Hertling even before hearing the 'Message
to All'.2 Czernin assumed that Lenin would start by asking for a
general peace without annexations or reparations, as a move to-
wards the conclusion of a separate peace with the Central Powers if,
as he expected, the Western Powers refused to make peace on this
basis but the Central Powers agreed. The Central Powers should
therefore accept this formula as the only way of entering into con-
versation with the Russians. The Bolsheviks' acceptance of the right
of selGdetermination for the non-Russian peoples in Russia woulil
make it possible to decide the future of Courland, Livonia and Fin-
land at the peace negotiatiors. Hertling expressly approved these
considerations.

Kerensky's attempt to recover power and the revolt of the Kadets
delayed the consolidation of the Soviets' authority. It was therefore
not until November zo that the declaration of November B was hand-
ed to the ambassadors of the powers allied with Russia. When,
however, the Allied powers refused to recognise the Soviet govern-
ment or to follow up the peace move, Trotsky, as People's Commissar
for Foreign Affairs, wirelessed direct to the German Supreme Com-
mand proposing the conclusion of an armistice for the purpose of
reaching 'a democratic peace without annexations or reparations'.
Hoffmann brought the message to Ludendorff,s who decided to
accept it, and on Novembet 27 it was agreed to open official armis-
tice negotiations on December z. These led first to a suspension of
hostilities, and on December I5 to the conclusion of an armistice, at
first running only tillJanua\ r4, r9rB. An armistice had meanwhile
been concluded on the Rumanian front on December 8. On Novem-
ber 3o Trotsky had informed the Allied ambassadors of the impend-
ing armistices but again they had not answered.

The opening of these negotiations, as a step towards a separate
peace with Bolshevik Russia, was the first success for German tactics.

The Bolsheviks were understandably nervous at the prospect of
I Id., pp. 75 ff.

' Von Rauch, op. cit., p. ro4.
8 See Max Hoffmann, Dic Aufzeichnungen des Generalmajors M,H., ed. Friedrich

Nowak (Berlin, tg29), Vol. I, pp. rB4 f.; id., Der Krieg dzr aersdumbn Gchgenluitrn
(Munich, r9z4), p. r89.
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having to face the Central Powers alone, and receive from them con-
ditions which might well be so humiliating as to endanger their politi-
cal position, which was still very precarious. Immediately on seizing
power they had sent a message to the Germans via Stockholm that if
Germany's conditions were too severe they would be overthrown by
a bourgeois reaction which would try to restore the front against
Germany withJapanese help. The new rulers in Petersburg were in a
dilemma: on the one hand, they had come to power with the slogan
of peace, and they therefore needed an immediate end to hostilities,
if only for reasons of internal policy. On the other hand, they could
not accept peace at any price, for fear of strengthening the right-
wing Social Revolutionaries and the Mensheviks, or creating a threat
of bourgeois-monarchist reaction, Moreover, they lacked authority
within their own frontiers, for the soldiers were flooding back in ever-
increasing numbers from the front, in order to be at home when the
promised division of the land took place. The Soviets' policy at Brest-
Litovsk is therefore to be understood primarily as an attempt to steer
between the Scylla of extreme and humiliating German conditions
and the Charybdis of a split in their own party and a counter-revo-
lution.

The German government saw the Bolsheviks' dilemma and de-
cided to exploit it ruthlessly, in order not only to secure the compre-
hensive solution in the east for which it had so long been working, but
also, by concluding a separate peace with Russia, to decide the issue
in the west and thus achieve the whole of their war aims. When
Ludendorffgave his consent to an armistice on November 27, he had
just decided,r under the impact of the news of the Russian revolution,
to seek a military decision in the west by a great offensive in the
coming March, into which he would be able to throw all the forces
released from the east. The Emperor had agreed. Hence Lrrdendorff
was pressing for the speedy conclusion of peace in the east, although
he was not prepared to renounce Germany's war aims there.

Hertling too recognised the unique chance of peace in the east.
Conformably with the considerations submitted to him by Czernin
and Kiihlmann on November lo and 13, and with his promise to the
German 'informants', he had told the Reichstag on November zg

-his first speech to that body-that he hoped for peace and was ac-
cepting the Russian offer, and he expressed the hope 'that we shall
return to a good-neighbourly relationship especially in the economic
field. . . . As for the lands previously subjected to the Tsarist sceptre,
Poland, Courland, Lithuania, we respect the right of their peoples to

1 See on this Dar Wcltkrbg, from the Reich Archives, Vol. r 3, pp. 33t f. and g4z ;
id., Bundesarchia (1956), Vol. I4, pp. 53 ff.
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self-determination.' This declaration, which Kiihlmann himself des-
cribedl as the sub-structure for the whole negotiations, was the bridge
to the peace without annexations or reparations demanded by the
Russians and also a tactical method of nevertheless detaching the
border states to Germany's advantage.

The Emperor was aiming higher still. On the same November z9
he proposed to Kiihlmann that, should peace negotiations with
Russia come within a reasonable time, he should try to 'enter into a
sort of relationship of alliance or friendship with Russia'. Kiihlmann
was unwilling to go so far, for Germany, he said, was strong enough
to wait. Von Bergen, who was the organiser of the Foreign Ministry's
policy of revolution and Kiihlmann's closest adviser (greatly es-

teemed by him as 'the most gifted man, politically, here' and con-
sulted over all important political decisions), drafted the answer to
the Emperor. It expressed in most striking form the continuity of
German policy since the autumn of lgI4.

The splitting of the Entente and the formation thereafter of new political
combinations agreeable to us is the most important diplomatic war aim.
Rusia seemed the weakest link in the enemy chain; the task was therefore
gradually to loosen and, if possible, detach her. This was the purpose of the
destructive work carried on by us behind the front in Russia, primarily
encouragement of separatist tendencies and support of the Bolsheviks.

These are the same considerations as were adduced by Bethmann
Hollweg in November, I9t4 and August, IgI5 to explain Germany's
attempts to conclude a separate peace and to promote revolution in
Russia. Only the chances in favour of a peace in the east were much
greater now: the Bolsheviks, Ktihlmann thought, 'need peace to es-

tablish their own position'. And in close agreement with Czernin's
reasoning, he went on: 'we have every interest in using their term of
office, which perhaps will only be short, to reach an armistice, and
then, if possible, a peace also'.

By December 3 the Germans had at least a prospect of a separate
armistice. The task of Germany's and Austria-Hungary's diplomats
was now to evoive out of it the separate peace which was their sole
objective. The Germans were well aware-Kiihlmann himself said so

later2-that it would be very difficult, even for a revolutionary
government which had repudiated all tradition, to break an alliance
under the eyes of the whole world and its own peoPle, and immedi-
ately to conclude a separate peace. It was therefore advisable to meet
this government half-way by the d6tour of a general peace-taking
precautions that such a peace did not ensue.

r Addressing the representatives ofthe parties in the Reichstag,January r, Igr8.
, Ibid.
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Internal preparctions: the definition of political airns,
econornic interests, peace with therUkraine

The shape which Germany wanted the peace to take was decided
in detail in a series of preparatory conferences between the Germans
themselves. The principal problem governing the German-Russian
conversations in Brest-Litovsk was whether Germany would be able
to achieve and justify her old war aims in Lithuania, Courland and
Poland, in spite of its public acceptance of a peace without annexa-
tions and of the right to self-determination. The German govern-
ment was now able to reap the fruits of the policy of 'autonomy'
initiated in Berlin and Bingen on April zr and July 3r, rgr7.
Ktihlmann, as he admitted in his recollections as late as rg48,r was
determined from the first 'to use the right of national self-deter-
mination to undermine the point of peace without annexations'.
He went on:

My plan was to entangle Trotsky in a purely academic discussion on the
right of national self-determination and the possibility of applying it in
practice, and to get for ourselves through the right ofnational self-deter-
mination whatever territorial concessions we absolutely needed.

When the negotiations opened in Brest-Litovsk on December zz,
the tactical basis for the German delegation was afforded by the dec-
larations produced in the course of the preceding weeks, under more
or less strong German pressure, by the newly constituted National
Councils in Courland, Lithuania and Poland, and parts of Estonia
and Livonia (Riga and the Islands). Kiihlmann had defended these
declarations as 'genuine expressions of popular opinion' against
attacks by the Social Democrats and the U.S.P.D.2 The Russians,
although they did not know that the declarations had been arranged
in Bingen on July 3r, refused to recognise the composition of the
National Councils as representative of the will of the peoples, and
insisted that new elections be held on a general franchise-a demand
which the Germans were bound to refuse, knowing as they did that
the overwhelming majority of the populations would have declared
for complete independence and for a democratic republican form of
state.

Kiihlmann himself was thus well aware that the basis of his argu-
ments was a purely tactical device for detaching these countries from
Russia without mobilising the public opinion of the whole world
against Germany and destroying her internal unity. He was less con-
cerned with repelling Bolshevism as such, than with preventing the

r Ki.ihlmann, Erinncrangen, pp. 523 f.
2 At a session of the Inter-Party Committee.
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creation of a pro-Western belt in east-central Europe (the system

which in fact came into being later, although then in the form of a
cordon sanitaire against Bolshevism). Looking on things as he did from
a Prusso-German angle, Kiihlmann also saw the possibility that
Austria might defect to the West, and needed to keep her under con-
trol no less firmly than the nascent border states from Finland to the
Ukraine.

The first internal conference between civilians and OHL to Pre-
pare for Brest-Litovsk was held on December 6-7, t9t7. Some time
was spent on the situations in Lithuania and the lJkraine, but the
principal subject discussed was the instructions to be given to General
Hoffmann, who was to be in charge of the armistice negotiations. He
was given two main orders. First, he was 'to put a strong demand to
Russia to evacuate Livonia and Estonia', without, however, Ietting
the negotiations break down on that point; the same was to apply to

Finland. Secondly, should the Entente contrary to expectation,
offer a general armistice, thereby endangering the separate peace'

the offer was to be accepted only subject to the condition that sub-
marine warfare was to go on.

Finally, Brest-Litovsk was designated as the aenue fot the negotia-
tions.

After the conference Ludendorff gave Hoffmann his detailed in-
structions, which agreed with his own 'principles' of the previous

April and May, and were in reality purely annexationist, although
clothed in other forms to make them appear compatible with the
principle of peace without annexations which the German govern-
ment had accepted as the basis for negotiations out of consideration
for Austria-Hungary, the internal position in Germany itself, and
world opinion. Their substance was:

(i) Non-interference in Russian affairs'
(ii) No war indemnity in cash. Attachment of Lithuania and Courland,

including Riga and the islands, to Germany, 'since we need more land
to support our people'.

(iii) Far-reaching 'respect for the national claims' of the Lithuanians'
(iv) Independence ofPoland, in close connection with the Central Powers.

(v) Respect for the principle of national self-determination: Russia to evacu-
ate Finland, Livonia, Estonia, Moldavia, East Galicia and Armenia.

(vi) Economic help in the reconstruction of Russia and the closest economic
relations between Russia and Germany; after this perhaps an alliance
with Russia (as proposed by the Emperor at the end of November).

The OHL brought these instructions to the Crown Council which
was held at Kreuznach on December l8r to settle finally what Ger-

r Volkmani, op. cit., pp. eI5 ff.; Wheeler-Bennett, op. cit., pp. ro7 ff.
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many was to demand at Brest-Litovsk. The most remarkable feature
of this conference was the way in which confidence in coming victory
again, as in the Kreuznach programmes of the preceding April-May
and August, welded Germany's western and eastern war aims into a
complete unity. Thus the conditional renunciation of Belgium re-
solved at the Crown Council of September r r was modified on the
Emperor's insistence, on the ground that its pre-condition-,peace
before winter'-had not been fulfilled. And this background ofrvestern
war aims must always be kept in mind when we consider Germany,s
pursuit of her eastern aims during the following months.

These constituted, of course, the main point on the agenda on
December r8. For Lithuania and Courland the Emperor thought
personal union with Prussia-Germany the only possibility. He
agreed with the OHL that the military administration should be
maintained for a period after the war and only gradually replaced by
a civilian one. The non-German peoples -.rrt b. ruled''with a slaci<
rein'. Again in agreement with Ludendorff, he wanted the antago-
nism between Lithuania and Poland intensified and he therefore
suggested getting the Vatican to appoint Lithuanians to the Lithu-
anian diocese, and re-delimiting them, as soon as possible. In respect
of Poland, for which the Austro-Polish solution was still officially in
force, the Emperor thought Austria's proposals for the frontiers un-
acceptable and demanded that Germany insist on 'complete security
for our frontiers' (even against an Austrian Poland).

After Germany's claims on Lithuania and Courland and in Po-
land, the main point discussed that day was how to extend Ger-
many's 'sphere of influence' to Livonia and Estonia, a point strongly
pressed by the OHL, as its instructions to Hoffrnann for the armis-
tice negotiations will have shown. Hertling and Ktihlmann, on the
other hand, had political qualms in view of Germany's future rela-
tions with Russia. Hindenburg produced military arguments in
favour of the demand-he wanted room to manoeuvre his left wing in
a future war-and favoured attaching Estonia and Livonia with Riga
and the islands to Prussia-Germany by means of a personal union.
The Emperor advised diverting Russia's ambition to reach the open
sea to the Persian Gulf. He recommended-and this decision, which
went part of the way to meet the OHL, was accepted-'waiting for
the Estonians and Livonians to come to us', but agreed with Luden-
dorff that they must be given the possibility to express their own
wishes.

The next day Ki-ihlmann reported on the state of preparations
to the Central Committee of the Reichstag. The day after that,
December zo, immediately before leaving for the negotiations in
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Brest-Litovsk which were to start on the zznd, he explained Ger-
many's programme to the party leaders of the Reichstag in-terms
which sfiowid that he envisaged the disintegration of the old Russia

into more or less autonomous formations, of which the three lying
within Germany's sphere of rule had already been recognised as in-
dependent by Gerrnany, while the others (among which Finland had

already declared its independence in July, while the Ukraine had

become autonomous in July and was about to declare itself inde-
pendent) would be recognised as soon as Russia set the example'

Germany's peace conditions were: r. Free right of self-determination for
poland, Litiuaiia and Courland. The Russian Government already knew that
the representatives ofthe peoples in those countries had seceded from Russia.

Germany would recognise the secession of Finland, the ukrainc, the caucasus

and Sibeiia, only if the Russian Government did so also. e' Resumption of
regular trading relations, the old Commercial Treaty to be prolonged

initially for thrie years. 3. Repeal of all war legislation, 4. Mutual exchange

of prisoners of war. 5. Mutual renunciation of war indemnities'l

Once again we see that ideological motives played no Part in Ger-

-un ,.^Jrring, or only a very secondary one. For the attainment of
her'security programme' Germany cared little whether she had to

deal with the Tsar or with Kerensky, with Lenin or with a counter-

revolutionary government; the essential was that whoever was in
power in Russia at the time should accePt peace o-n 

-Germany's
ierms. This 'security programme' could, however (as Kiihlmann ex-

plained in his report io the Cenral Committee of the Reichstag and

again in his big speech to the same audience in January), only be

fritpfut to Germany's policy of destruction and revolution in Russia

if that Russia crumbled into a multiplicity of weak little states need-

ing German protection and a weakened Rump Russia.

th" P.,xriun Ministry of State agreed to this programme on De-

cember 2I, the day before the negotiations in Brest-Litovsk opened'

When it became clear that a separate peace in the east was pos-

sible, the question of a central office for preparing the peace-which
had been discussed before-became urgent. Helfferich, who had

offered his resignation as Vice-Chancellor on November g-he had

already handed over his duties as Secretary of State in the Reich In-
terior bffice to Wallraf on October I3-now gave way to the pres-

sure of the Chancellor and the Emperor and accepted the post of
head of a special office, directly subordinated to the Chancellor in a
fashion nof exactly defined by the constitution,z and with the task of

r Author's italics.

' See also Helfferich, op. cit., pp. 533 ff.
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collaborating with the Prussian ministries and Reich offices con-
cerned in co-ordinating the wishes advanced by business circles as a
basis for the negotiations with Russia. The military authorities, the
army and navy, immediately elbowed their way in, and the OHL
succeeded in getting a regular representative oftheir own appointed
to Helfferich's office to look after'war-economic necessities'.

The immediate object of the military was, as Ludendorff wrote to
Helfferich, to safeguard 'the interests of the operations against the
Western Powers'-in other words, Germany's supply of armaments.
They did this by pressing for rubber, cotton, asbestos, copper, nickel,
tin, ores of every kind, and particularly for sufficient supplies of
petrol. But besides this legitimate interest, they were always alert to
create for Germany a strong power position for the future. For ex-
ample, since Galicia if attached to Poland, might drop out as a
source of oil, and since the production of petrol from lignite at home
was still in its first stages, the navy demanded safeguards for the im-
portation of Rumanian and Russian petrol by sea from Poti and
Batum across the Black Sea to Constanta and up the Danube to
Germany. Consequently Germany must try to secure a firm hold on
Constanta. Again, the Secretary of State of the Reich Naval Office
explained that it was 'necessary' for Germany to receive a substan-
tial war indemnity because she could not otherwise finance her naval
construction programme for the next war. Both Capelle and Luden-
dorffwanted Russian prisoners of war to be employed in armaments
factories during the war, and Ludendorff went still further and
wanted Germany to have a permanent right to recruit voluntary
labour in Russia.

But the strongest pressure came from German industry itself. The
Verein Deutscher Eisen-und Stahlindustrieller set out what the iron in-
dustry wanted from a peace with Russia in a letter to Hindenburg,
of which, characteristically, they sent Helfferich only a copy. Heavy
industry's chief interest was to secure the import of high-grade
Ukrainian iron ores and of Caucasian and Ukrainian manganese
ores which it needed for steel production. Very large quantities were
involved-up to Ig14 50 per cent of the world production of manga-
nese had come from Russia, which had supplied three-quarters of
Germany's total requirements of this ore. As the rest of the manga-
nese ores imported by the German steel industry came from Brazil
and India, and as these countries would, as the letter said, 'be sub-
ject to the raw materials control of our Anglo-Saxon enemies in the
future world economic struggle'-in consequence of the Paris eco-
nomic conferences-the German iron and steel industry was particu-
larly interested in securing its imports from the nearer source of
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Russia. Every precaution should be taken to see that the export of
iron and manganese ores was not impeded by transport or customs
barriers, and Germany must receive preferential treatment in every
respect for all imports and exports from Russia. Germans must be
guaranteed complete freedom to establish and carry on economic
activities in Russia; in particular they must be allowed entire free-
dom to acquire and work mines formerly owned by the Russian state.
The two heavy industrial associations of west and east Germany de-
manded quite nakedly measures to hinder the economic exploitation
of Russia by other foreign countries, so that Russia should be con-
verted into a supplier of raw materials, dependent on Germany. A
very strong demand was made for the cancellation of all American
and Anglo-French separate agreements with Russia; another de-
mand was for free immigration of labour from the Russian industrial
districts.

The Deutscher Handelstag declared that Poland, Finland and the
Baltic provinces should first be annexed, and that thereafter Rump
Russia be 'made an object of exploitation by the imposition of ap-
propriate economic agreements'.

The Thyssen concern, which had long been engaged in the pro-
duction of manganese as part-owner of the Chiaturi manganese
mines in the Caucasus, expressed the same wishes to Helfferich on
December I4 in even greater detail. Thyssen mentioned especially
the high-grade ores of Krivoi Rog, whose iron content of 68 per cent
made them particularly suitable for the production of steel. The im-
port ofores from Russia was the more important because the Swedish
export had been limited by the Swedish government and that of
Spain lvas on the decline. Similar considerations applied to the Cau-
casus: here the chief demand was for the opening of the port of Poti,
the grant of concessions, and facilities to expand and modernise that
port. As always, special interest was shown in the railways and their
tariffs on the lines leading to the ports of Nicolaev, Cherson and Poti.
It was these concrete economic interests which inspired Germany's
efforts in r9r8 to dominate the Ukraine and Georgia.

The railway problem was considered separately at a conference
of all ministries and the OHL which met on December 22 in the
Reich Interior Office under the presidency of Helfferich (who had
previously brought the Reich Economic Office and the Reich Treas-
ury into agreement). The conference considered what provisions
should be introduced into the seParate peace with Russia for taking
over the railways in the border states to be ceded by her. Among
other points, it was decided to introduce the German gauge on these

Iines, a proposal followed shortly afterwards by the new independent
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Ukraine. It was further decided to claim for Germany all state pro-
perties in Courland, Lithuania and Poland, including the forest of
Bialowiece.

Innumerable representations from heavy and light industry and
from commerce produced a demand from Helfferich to the Secre-

tary of State for Foreign Affairs, dated January z, 1918, that the
peace treaty with Russia should contain provisions which not only
ensured to Germany Russia's sources of raw materials, but also com-
pletely eliminated Anglo-American competition and left the Russian
market open without restriction to German capital.

Brest-Litovsk also offered an opportunity to realise an objective
for which German policy had been preparing since the spring of r 9 I 6 :

to impose Germany's economic interests by renewing her commercial
treaty with Rusia, an instrument which the Russians had regarded
as most disadvantageous in its I894 form and still more so in the even
less favourable version of rgo4.

The efforts to re-negotiate the Russian commercial treaty, which
could not under the most favourable conditions have fulfilled such

far-reaching demands as were being made by German heavy indus-
try, explain Germany's Ukrainian policy. Renewal of the lgo4
treaty, which was based on the most favoured nation principle,
would have ensured for Germany the chief Russian market of Rump
Russia; but the demands of the heavy industry in particular would
hardly have been satisfied by that treaty, but only by separate agree'
ments with the Ukraine. When the Bolsheviks resisted Germany's
demands more stubbornly than had been expected this became one

of the leading threads in Germany's eastern policy. The different
national grouPs which were breaking away from the Russian Em'
pire were to be isolated from one another, each was to be linked
directly with Germany, and the whole 'Ostraum', its political and
economic unity smashed beyond repair, was to be made into a
'Hinterland' for GermanY.

After the spring of I9I7, when the movement for autonomy set in
in Russia, the agitation which Germany had been carrying on among

the Ukrainians since t9l4 became more vigorous' Still more did
Germany exploit the confusion of the Russian revolution to press

with vigour her own interests in the Ukraine. When the Lvov govern-

ment fell and Kerensky took over on July t2, tgt7, the Ukraine
claimed the right of self-determination, and after long argument this
was conceded on July 16 by the Foreign Minister Tereschenko and

the Minister of the Interior Tzeretelli.l This concession cleared the
! See John S. Reshetar, lr., The Ukrainian Reuolution, rgrT-rg2o (Princeton,

r9g (??) ),p.65.
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field for German policy. The first 'IJniversal' had still pronounced
decidely against separation from Great Russia, but its successor pro-
claimed the autonomy of the Ukraine and thereafter its Rada (Coun-
cil) was the supreme authority of the democratic Republic of the
Ukraine.

The separate peace signed with the Ukraine in Brest-Litovsk on
February 9, rgrB can no longer be considered solely or chiefly as a
'bread peace', important as that factor was for Austria-Hungary.
For Germany the decisive considerations were expounded to the
Chancellor by General von Bartenwerfferl as early as October 25,
tgr7, a fortnight before the October revolution. Bartenwerffer, who
was then Head of the Political Department of the OHL, drew the
Chancellor's attention to the central importance of the Ukraine for
the economy of Russia. From it, he explained, came one-third of
Russia's agricultural production and 7o per cent of her coal and
ores. The loss of this area, with its rich supplies, would thus be a de-
cisive blow to Russia. Bartenwerffer, however, was not satisfied with
proposing that the Ukraine should be detached from Russia and
dominated by Germany. The domination of the lJkraine was for
him by no means only a worthwhile object in itself; it was also an
important piece of German world policy. He set out in precise form
the innermost motives of a Ukrainian policy which was afterwards
followed by Kiihlmann after discussions with Hertling and the Em-
peror: to curb the Poles by exploiting the antagonism between them
and the Ukrainians; to thrust Russia back from the Black Sea and
the Straits, and finally to separate Russia from the Balkan peoples
and so secure Germany's road from Berlin to Baghdad.

What Bartenwerffer was recommending had been widely dis-
cussed in Germany for years past.2 As early as August, l9r4 Beth-
mann Hollweg had put down the detachment of the Ukraine from
Russia as a German war aim, and in August, IgIT von Stumm had
reported from Vienna that the German government was in close and
constant touch with the Ukrainians.s This continuity in Germany's
civilian policy explains how the OHL came to insist so strongly on
direct separate negotiations with the Ukraine. It is therefore no acci-
dent that a separate peace with the Ukraine was being considered
very seriously only a few days after heavy industry announced its
demands in southern Russia to the OHL and the government, i.e.,

r See the author's article, Dcutsclu Kriegsziele, Reuolutionierung und Separalfrieden im
O s tcn, r g t 4- r g r 8, His torische /citschrift, No. r 88/2, p. 287 and n. I.

2 See tfans Beyer, Die Mittelmtichte und die Ukraine, tgrB, Jahrbiicher fiir Geschichtc
Ostcuropas, r956, Beiheft z, pp. zo ff., especially p. e3 with n. zg.

3 Cf. Czernin, Im Weltkrizge,p, gz7.
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in the first days of the Brest negotiations. The German plans were
greatly facilitated by Austria's wish to get peace with Russia at al-
most any price. Czernin himself suggested a separate peace with the
Ukraine as a tactical method of putting pressure on the Russians.
The Ukraine had created the pre-conditions when on Christmas Eve
its Rada had produced a note'to All'of its own in favour of the prin-
ciple of peace without annexations-its purpose, of course, being to
emphasise its own independence in view of the armistice concluded
between the Central Powers and Russia on December 15, and to
carry on an absolutely independent policy pending the formation of
an all-Russian Federal State.l The Central Powers immediately-
on December z6-invited the Ukrainian government to take part in
the peace negotiations at Brest-Litovsk. The Ukrainian delegation
arrived on January r, r9r8. As early as December e7 Ludendorff
had been pressing that, when the delegation arrived, the negotiations
with it should be carried to a conclusion with all speed; and he
wanted the bilingual district of Cholm to be assigned to the new
Ukrainian statez without regard to the wishes either of the Poles or
the Austrians (Czernin was in favour of peace with the Ukraine but
had at first assumed that Cholm would go to Poland). Ludendorff's
motives, like Bartenwerffer's, seem to have been partly to secure the
road to the east, partly to gain a source of raw materials, to weaken
Russia and to 'bottle up' Poland by extending the Ukraine to the
north-west and a German-dominated Lithuania to the south-east;
the idea of a bridge between the German-dominated Baltic and a
Ukraine allied with Germany is obviously the same as that put for-
ward by Class in his memorandum of December, r9r4.

The great rnisunderstanding: the first phase
of negotiation

Elaborately prepared and attended by high hopes, the peace
negotiations began in Brest-Litovsk on December 27. The choice of
aenue itself was not without symbolic importance. The negotiations
reached their first climax with the submission by the Russians of a
six point prograrnme and the joint answer of the delegates of the Four
Powers returned on December z5 by Czernin.s The six points which,
were read out by Joffe, the leader of the Russian delegation, followed

I Reshetar, op. cit., p. ro3.
! The government of Cholm had been established only in rgrz-r3, when it was

detached from Congress Poland. The Orthodox Bishopric of Lu5lin had been
established in r9o5, being a suffragan of Warsaw until rgrz. See Fr. Heyer, Dri;
orthodoxc Kirclu in dcr U krailu t g r 7 bis r g 45 (Cologne, r 953), p. I z.

__8 Whegl_er-Bennett, op. cit., pp. r77 ff. On the reply of the Central Powers,
Wsulvn,IIrp. Iz5.
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the Soviet peace declaration of November 8. They may be sum-
marised as follows:

(i) No annexations by force. Speedy withdrawal of troops from occupied

territories.
(ii) Complete restoration of their political independence to the peoples

which had lost it during the war.
(iii) National groups inside existing states to be allowed to decide freely by

reGrendum whether to attach themselves to another nation or to form
independent states.

(iv) Assurance of the rights of national minorities.
(v) No war indemnities.
(vi) Application of points (i)-(iv) to colonies.

Czernin's answer, which had been drafted by the German dele-
gation, went through the motions of agreeing comPletely in principle,
but suggested such modifications to each of the six Points as com-
pletely to alter their sense.

(i) Evacuation ofoccupied territories to be Ieft to be regulated at the peace

settlement.
(ii) Point z said only that it was not the intention of the Allied Powers to

deprive hitherto independent peoples of their independence.
(iii) The status of national groups within a state was a matter for metro-

politan, not international, regulation (this reservation nullified the

principle and was made in view of the multi-ethnic character of Austria-
Hungary and Prussian Poland).

(iv) Minority protection was recognised only in so far as it seemed practi-
cally enforceable.

(v) The regulation of the costs of war was made conditional on the Allies'
participation in the negotiations.

(vi) The restoration of Germany's colonies was demanded.

These modifications permitted the attainment of all Germany's

war aims. With the consent of her allies Germany could on these

terms have concluded what Ki.ihlmann, speaking to the Inter-Party
Committee, had called 'a completely honourable peace and one

completely satisfactory to our vital interests'. But this wzrs not all: by
theii general reservation the Germans, while appearing to pave the

way towards a general peace, had left themselves a free hand by
making the basis (renunciation of annexations and reparations) con-

ditional on the consent of all belligerents, 'without exception and

without any reservation', within a definite period which was fixed at
ten days, that is, by January 4. While making certain of their own
aims through the foimula ofselGdetermination the Germans dropped
the same formula like a bomb into the empires and colonial Posses-
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sions of their enemirs. The reference to the countries often named in
this connection, Ireland, Egypt, India, Morocco, etc., was meant to
make it impossible in advance for the Entente powers to join in the
negotiations.

At the Russians' request, the negotiations were carried on in pub-
lic; the world was thus able to follow speech and counter-speech
through the press. The Russian declaration and Czernin's reply,
which was taken as an acceptance of it, produced a shock in German
public opinion. In the course of years of discussion and agitation the
German War Aims Movement had laid down concrete, firmly de-
fined aims. The majority of the people expected German diplomacy
to use the victories in the east to bring home the fruits of Germany's
victory swiftly and amply. But these negotiations seemed to be sacri-
ficing the realisation of Germany's war aims in the east now, and her
war aims in the west in the future. A press review of the Ministry of
War reported that only the Independent Socialists were satisfied; a
storm of indignation was sweeping through almost all the other
papers and parties. So it was too in the OHL. Ludendorff called
onHoffrnann to explain how this was possible; Hindenburg saw in
what was being done betrayal of the Kreuznach agreements of De-
cember tB.

The deep consternation of German public opinion and the Ger-
man military was matched in the Russian delegation by optimistic
illusions that the Central Powers had renounced the principle of an-
nexations;Joffe had telegraphed in this sense immediately to Peters-
burg. The day after Czernin's declaration, that is, on December 26,
Hoffmann, in agreement with Kiihlmann, explained to the Russians
that they were deceiving themselves, for they were obviously giving
the words 'renunciation of annexations imposed by force' a different
interpretation from that given them by the Central Powers, who
understood them as allowing the voluntary secession ofcertain areas
from Russia, to wit, Poland, Lithuania and Courland (and from that
point onwards, also Livonia and Estonia). Hoffmann reported that
Joffe was absolutely stunned by this revelation, and burst into pro-
tests, while Kamenev raged and Pokrovsky asked in tears: 'How can
you talk ofa peace ofunderstanding when vou are tearing away nearly
rB districts from Russia?'r The thin veil of appearances had been
wrenched brutally aside. After this unofficial 'explanation' by the
general, Kiihlmann stated his bases for the preliminary peace when
the commission met the next day, December 27. Here the tactics and
aims of Germany's procedure were shown in a nutshell. The Rus-
sians were required to accept as expressions of the popular will the

1 Hoffmann, Vcrsdumb Gchgenhcittn, pp, zot f.
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artificial demonstrations from Poland, Lithuania, Courland, and
parts of Estonia and Livonia. When the Russians asked for confir-
mation of these 'declarations of secession' Kiihlmann referred their
request to a special committee, thereby rejecting de facto any general
and free referendum. Germany's political and military representa-
tives were in full agreement; the harmony was not troubled for one
instant (as Kiihlmann himself said on January r when reporting
back to the parliamentary leaders). The Russian delegation left
Brest-Litovsk to obtain further instructions and was to be away for
ten days. As Helfferich put it, from that moment onwardJoffe was a
political corpse.

Nevertheless the Germans, and also the Western Powers, took
Joffe's threat to break offnegotiations so seriously that they reckoned
with the possibility that the Russians might not return to Brest-
Litovsk after the ten days' interval. Germany's insistence on war
aims so far-reaching that even a regime as weak as that of Lenin and
Trotsky refused them would have necessitated the resumption of the
war in the east. But Czernin's instructions, and the critical condition
of the Monarchy, made it absolutely essential to avoid the resump-
tion of war, and he therefore threatened the German delegation that
he would conclude a separate peace with Russia. It is characteristic
of General Hoffrnann's extreme anti-Austrian bias that he answered
this threat with the laconic remark that he found the idea 'brilliant'
since it would allow him to withdraw twenty-five divisions from the
Austrian front and throw them against Russia.l Kiihlmann took
Czernin's move no less coolly, but was glad to use the threat as a
lever against the OHL and its extreme pressure-it was especially
furious at the ten days' delay-and secure for himself the support of
the Chancellor and the favour of the Emperor.

Both parties used the pause in the negotiations to clarify their posi-
tions. Kiihlmann addressed the representatives of the political par-
ties on New Year's Day, and it was all he could do to defend himself
against the criticisms of the right and the no less vigorous attacks
from the left, who saw a regrettable discrepancy between the dec-
Iarations of the z5th ald the z7th. He hoped to be able to get over the
difficulties with the Russians by concluding separate treaties 'with
more or less autonomous bodies' (of the old Russia) especially with
'by far the largest and most important of them, the Ukraine'. By men-
tioning the Ukraine as'a lever' Ki.ihlmann revealed to the parlia-
mentary leaders the latest device by which Czernin was trying to
force through peace in the face of the policy of the German Foreign
Ministry and the OHL. When Stresemann reproached him with

r Id., p. eoz.
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laxity in the defence of Germany's economic interests, he retorted by
appealing to the larger aim of Mitteleurope:

We must leave ourselves the possibility of according special treatment,
including special economic treatment, to those states which are territorially
contiguous with us and closely bound to us by historic and other links. We
must leave ourselves the possibility of reaching a special relationship with
Austria now, when we are dealing with Russia.

The same day a conference of the economic ministries, under the
chairmanship of von Stumm of the Foreign Ministry, submitted the
results to date of the economic negotiations in Brest-Litovsk to un-
sparing criticism. Kthlmann had not found it too difficult to talk the
parliamentarians over, as the sessions of the Reichstag on January 3
and 4 were to showl butJohannes, who was leading the German
commercial delegation, was sharply attacked by Helfferich, Baron
von Stein and their collaborators, who described the Russians' con-
sent to the'negative most f;avoured nation principle' (which the trade
delegation had extracted and which Johannes had thought a good
achievement) as a'last refuge', something to which Germany should
have consented only as a last resort. Stein wanted the Russian cus-
toms frontier pushed back and Rump Russia (called Great Russia)
isolated. Johannes, driven into a corner, had to promise

to obtain a formula which allowed the inclusion of Belgium, Lithuania, etc.
among the countries to be given preGrential treatment. When the Russians
talked of 'seceding states' they had been thinking chiefly of Finland; in the
cases of Poland, Lithuania, etc., the principal point in his view was that we
should dominate these states economically. In this case it had been made
impossible for them to enter into a close economic relationship with Russia
. . . all representatives of all Departments invited supported this wish.

The OHL, for its part, had made its position clear in a speech by
Ludendorffof the same date to the Committee of the Federal Coun-
cil, which raised no objections of principle. Starting with the mili-
tary position, which he said was better than ever, Ludendorff an-
nounced that Germany had now no longer any military need of
Austria-Hungary, while Bulgaria's help was unimportant and Tur-
key was a burden. As in Kreuznach on December IB, he linked Ger-
many's war aims in west and east: secure frontiers, colonies and
naval bases, annexations of Li6ge, partition of Belgium between
Flemish and Walloons for the protection of German industry in the
west. He saw the east as a deployment area against Russia; in the kin-
dred Polish question he stood uncompromisingly for the German-
Polish solution.
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The Crown Council ofJanuary zr has attracted more attention
than its due owing to afaux pas by the Emperor. The central point
under discussion was the question of the Polish Frontier Strip which,
if the Austro-Polish solution was retained, had to be settled, not be-
tween Germany and Russia, but between Germany and Austria.
fuked to choose between the OHL's far-reaching line, which would
have included between two and three million Poles in Prussia, and a
more modest line put forward by Hoffmann, which confined itself to
direct strategic needs, the Emperor, against Kiihlmann's advice,
chose a line between the two.2 Hindenburg and Ludendorffregarded
this independent decision by the monarch as an insult to their per-
sons and positions and expressed their displeasure openly, challeng-
ing the imperial prerogative. Although the Emperor promised to
reconsider the question and asked for their views, they made the in-
cident the occasion to threaten to resign.

In the exchange of letters which followed between the OHL, the
Emperor and the Chancellor,3 the point of decisive importance on the
war aims was Hertling's communication to Hindenburg that the ten
days' grace had expired without the Western Powers joining the peace
negotiations. Germany was thus 'now entirely free in respect of the
Western Powers and in no way bound any more (equally not to the
Russians) by those proposals'. Hindenburg again referred to
the Crown Council of December t B, stating most decidedly that Ger-
many's aim was 'to beat the Western Powers . . . and thus ensure
ourselves that political and economic position in the world which we
need'. He prayed that the diplomats would not again throw away
the fruits of victory after the heavy offensive in the west ordered for
the coming March.

But that Ktihlmann's ideas, at least as regards the east, were no
less 'imperialist'-perhaps, indeed, even more spacious-is shown
by his notes on eastern policy sent to Hindenburg with Hertling's
letter:

For the rest, high as I rate the military value of the acquisition of certain
protective frontier strips, I can in no way agree that the whole of German
policy ought to be thrown out of course for the sake of a small plus or minus
to these strips. Our relationship with Austria-Hungary is the pivot of Ger-
many's whole policy. As regards Russia, we have to solve the extraordinarily

I Wheeler-Bennett, op. cit., pp. r 3o f. ; for Ludendorff's statement in the Federal
Council, Ursaclun,II, pp. r3o f.

I Description and map in Geiss, Grenzstreifen, pp. t3t f .
t Ursachtn, II, pp. r3r ff.; cf. also Ki.ihlmann, op. cit., pp.527 ff. and 534 ff.

'The chief thing,' said Hertling, 'is that the ten days' grace has expired, and no
answer to the Russian invitation has come from the Western Powers,'
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difficult task of establishing a good economic and political relationship with
the new Russia, in order to keep our rear militarily completely free, while at
the same time detaching huge areas from the present Russia and building
up those districts into effective bulwarks on our frontier.l

Such an aim, he admitted, could doubtless be achieved through
annexations, on the basis of victory. But in view of Germany's inter-
nal conditions and of her intention of return to a friendly relation-
ship with the new Russia, open annexation appeared imprdcticable.
'We were therefore faced with the task of reaching our aim without
annexing these areas.' Kiihlmann pursued this policy, with the sup-
port of Chancellor and Emperor, tenaciously and ingeniously
throughout the negotiations of the following weeks, hoping that the
weakness of Bolshevik Russia would enable him to achieve his
aim.

In Russia itself the short period of confident expectation had been
followed by the cold shower of December e5. Lenin replaced Joffe as
head of the delegation by the People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs,
Trotsky, who thereafter fought with extreme tenacity to gain time
and put off the final decision in the hope of help from world revolu-
tion and from the Allies, especially America. The world has becomc
familiar with Trotsky's efforts to establish contact with the Allies and
America through unofficial agents, the Briton Bruce-Lockhart and
the American Robins of the Red Cross Mission in Petersburg, after
the ambassadors of the Western Powers still left there had failed to
help.2 Although the governments felt strong repugnance towards the
Soviet regime, which they were refusing to recognise, so that true co-
operation was impossible, yet Trotsky's expectations helped to en-
courage him in his delaying tactics. Furthermore, these efforts in-
spired Wilson with the idea, suggested among others by Mr. Sisson
(then representing Creel, the Head of the American War Propa-
ganda in Petersburg), of competing with Lenin's peace declaration
by a public announcement of America's war aims. He hoped that
this would have an effect on the liberals of the west who had begun
to doubt the idealism of those aims after the Russians had published
the secret treaties with the Allies, on the Russians themselves (above
all), whose will to resist he hoped to strengthen, and finally on the
Germans whom he hoped to split arrd whose war will he hoped to
weaken. The result was the f;amous Fourteen Points, announced on

January 8, while Wilson was still under the impression that the
r Kiihlmann, op. cit., pp. 54o f.
2 Kennan, op, cit., especially cc. c and 5 ; also the author's article, Das Verhalnis

der U.S.A. zu Russland, Hislorische <citsefui|'t, No. 185/2, pp. 3oo ff., especially
309 ff.
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Russians were not going to return to Brest-Litovsk. They included
an amende honorable to the Bolshevik leaders (although Wilson refused
to recognise them as a government) and to the democracy-thirsty
Russian people -which he viewed through the spectacles of an Ameri-
can Professor of Politics rather than as they really were-but above
all they called for the immediate evacuation by the Germans of the
occupied areas of Russia. Wilson's speech, copies of which Sisson had
distributed by the hundred thousand in Russia and on the German
eastern front, made little impression on the Germans at the time. It
was only when their backs were to the wall in October that they
seized on it for salvation against the war aims of the Entente.

The continuity of Eastern war airns policy:
the second and third phases of negotiation

On January B the Russians returned to Brest-Litovsk, to the relief
of the Germans and the consternation of the Allies. Trotsky, who now
led the delegation, put up stiffer resistance to Germany's conditions.
The Russians refused to accept Germany's demands. Although the
Bolsheviks were, as the Germans very well knew, anxious to conclude
an early peace, if only for reasons of internal policy, they were still not
yet prepared to accept a dictated peace which threatened Russia
with losses so heavy as to endanger their political existence no less

than would the resumption of the war. In this dilemma the Russians
used the publicity of the negotiations to appeal to the world. Trotsky
tried to heighten popular longing for peace by propaganda over the
heads of governments and to bring about the hoped-fior world revo-
lution, which would enable him to conclude peace with proletarian
governments. Had the right of self-determination been honoured, as

the Russians demanded, Germany would undoubtedly have lost
Lithuania and the Baltic provinces. As this right was interpreted
differently by the Russians and the Germans, Germany being less

interested in the peoples than in securing her aims by a purely nomi-
nal appeal to that right, the negotiations could make no progress.
Kiihlmann ended by saying that the votes in Lithuania and Cour-
land might be taken again provided the troops remained in the
country, but the Russians rejected his offer on the grounds that a
second vote of the kind would, if conducted under German condi-
tions, have produced the same result as the first.

The negotiations had thus reached deadlock. The Russians did
not give up their resistance to the German conditions; on the con-
trary, they made the strongest efforts to carry their revolutionary
propaganda into the ranks of the army of the east. The Germans,
from similar internal, foreign and military considerations, insisted
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on their demands as victors. In order to end the talking match,
General Hoffmann, in agreement with Kiihlmann, produced the
legendary and symbolic'Thump of the Fist'ofJanuary r8.1 He laid
a map before the Russians. On it was drawn the Iine marking the
territory which they had to evacuate if they were not prepared to
risk resuming hostilities with Germany. This line offered nothing
new in substance, for all the territories marked were those which
Germany had required the Russians to evacuate as early as Decem-
ber 28, rgrT-although the future of Livonia and Estonia in Ger-
many's war aims had become much more definite in the meantime,
for whereas on December z8 this evacuation had only been hinted at,
Hoffmann now openly demanded it of Trotsky. Trotsky, like Joffe
before him, said that he must first return with his delegation to con-
sult with his party. Germany's war aims had again interrupted the
Brest-Litovsk negotiations.

The crisis at Brest-Litovsk was followed by crises both in Russia
and in the Central Powers. The crucial hour of the Soviets'political
existence had come:2 the choice between maintaining the revolution
in mutilated Rump Russia or defending Greater Russia was no longer
to be postponed. Lenin had realised that the hour of world revolution
wurs not yet particularly near and that the hopes reposed in the pro-
Ietariat of Central Europe would not be fulfilled. His path was clear
to him: to save the revolution by all possible means, even if this
meant accepting a dictated peace. On the other hand Trotsky, and
above all Bukharin, and with them the overwhelming majority of the
Central Committee, thought that acceptance of such a peace would
cause the collapse of the revolution, and they wanted resistance. The
voting took place onJanuary z r. Only Sverdlov, Sokolnikov, Smilga,
Stalin and not more than ten others voted for Lenin, whereas forty-
eight voted for Trotsky and Bukharin. It was only with the greatest
difficulty that Lenin succeeded in persuading the meeting to accept
his view of the need for a'breathing space' to consolidate the Soviet
Republic. The next day the Central Committee agreed on Trotsky's
middle line of 'neither war nor peace'. Both Bukharin's proposal to
resume the war at a,ny cost, and Lenin's to accept the peace, were
rejected. The real decision was postponed, but the crisis was sur-
mounted in appearance; hopes were again reposed in world revolu-
tion. Trotsky went back to Brest-Litovsk.

Meanwhile Kiihlmann and Czernin had been in Berlin and Vienna
respectively. The Secretary of State had again been heavily attacked
from the right and the left. On January z3 he again addressed

r Wheeler-Bennett, op. cit., p. r 73; Hoffmann, II, p. zog.
2 Wheeler-Bennett, op, cit., pp. r83 ff.
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the party leaders in the Chancellor's palace in an attempt to
explain the position, soothe excited feelings, and emphasise his agree-
ment with the OHL. Again he defended the tactics of the 'right of
self-determination'. 'When,' he said, 'we met the Russians at Brest-
Litovsk, the only point on the agenda was the conclusion of a general
peace . . . but what we needed was to find a bridge which the Rus-
sians were willing to cross, which would lead us to a separate peace.'
Self-determination, no less than the Polish proclamation, he went on,
'was one of the planks of the platform which the Chancellor had
announced as principles of his policy'.

The Secretary of State's speech was much more than a mere re-
port. It was a profession of faith in the traditions and continuity of
Germany's war aims policy, 'the principles of which had been
established very long since'. He said that the idea of not asking
any gains from Russia

was not possible without a fundamental transformation and scaling down of
Germany's whole Eastern policy as followed since the beginning of this war
by the responsible authorities in the German Reich; such a scaling down
does not fall within the bounds of what is politically possible. The idea of
attaching Poland, Courland and Lithuania closely to Germany, in accord-
ance with their own wishes, was not his invention or creation. The funda-
mental determination of the policy which I now . . . have the honour to
represent. . . goes back at least to the spring of rgI7, when Herr von Beth-
mann Hollweg was Chancellor.

This detailed answer had been elicited by the sharpness of the
attacks. War Aims had become a 'mirror' whose political implica-
tions were meeting as at a focal point. Our previous investigations
have traced the course of German policy through the war. The politi-
cal leaders of Germany had steadfastly followed the line laid down in
September, lgr4 without great deviations or abrupt changes, al-
though they were ofcourse influenced by the internal situation and
by conditions abroad and had adapted their line on points ofdetail
to the current situation. Undeterred by crises and failures, they had
pursued the aim of expanding Germany's power and hegemony in
Europe by all means at their disposal.

Inside the Central Powers the internal political effects of the re-
newed impasse in the negotiations were considerable. Ih Austria-
Hungary a general strike took place at once, with its centre in
Vienna, and helped to produce a similar series ofstrikes in Germany.
Although the great strike ofJanuary z8-February I, IgIS was trig-
gered off by the difficulties in the supply situation and the internal
political situation (the delay in dealing with the Prussian franchise),
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its real political motives stemmed from Germany's attitude at Brest-
Litovsk. Although these strikes had no effect on the policy of the
German government, they had big effects in Austria, whose eco-
nomic and moral forces seemed to be at their end and which was now
pressing vehemently for any possible peace.

Here we must take a brief backward glance. The differences be-
tween Germany and Austria had appeared during the first phase of
the negotiations. The first crisis, and one which put a heavy strain
on the alliance, was occasioned by Austria's threat to conclude a
separate peace with Russia and to regard herself as released from the
conditions of November, rgr7. At the end of the year the imperial
court and the government in Vienna were being subjected to con-
stantly increasing pressure from the nationalities. In Hungary and
among the workers in the big towns of Cis-Leithania, all of whom
attributed the difficulties and threatened failure at Brest-Litovsk to
Germany's hard conditions, resentment manifested itself inJanuary,
tgrS in mass strikes and major demonstrations, sometimes of an
openly anti-German character. In Budapest, for example, the Ger-
man consulate was assaulted on January 8. The German ambassa-
dor in Vienna, Count Wedel, reported again 'that public opinion in
Austria and Hungary refuses to go on with the war for the sake of
German conquests'.

In view of this tension the German government thought it neces-
sary to send the German military representative at the Austro-Hun-
garian Army General Headquarters, General von Cramon, on
January 5 with a personal message from Wilhelm II to the Emperor
Charles, in the hope of countering the Austrians' growing desire for
peace. The Emperor Charles, however, told Cramon that after so
many protestations of desire for peace, he found it difficult to get his
peoples to understand 'that they might perhaps have to go on fight-
ing simply in order that Germany should receive Lithuania and
Courland as prizes of victory'. Cramon offered the Austrians Mon-
tenegro, Serbia and Albania as compensation for Germany's gain in
Courland and Lithuania, but the Emperor expressly rejected the
offer, saying that he 'only' wanted a settlement of the Polish question
in the Austrian sense.

But here too things had taken an unfortunate turn for Austria in
connection with the peace with the Ukraine. The report on the
course of the negotiations and the crisis in Brest-Litovsk made by
Czernin to a Crown Council in Vienna on January 22 referred to
this turn. The Ukraine, he said, was, with German encouragement,
demanding the inclusion of Chelm and East Galicia in its new state, or
at least the creation of an independent Austrian province of Galicia
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and Bukovina, which involved the partition of Galicia.l Czernin
supported the partition, and the Crown Council agreed to it, for the
sake ofa separate peace and in spite ofthe gravest fears ofits conse-
quences for the future of the Monarchy. But the supply situation in
Austria was catastrophic. There were only reserves of bread grains
for two more months, and there was no other way of getting at the
stocks in the Ukraine with which it was hoped to surmount the crisis.
This concession to the Ukraine, as the Ministers agreed, would em-
bitter all Poles against the Monarchy and make the Austro-Polish
solution no longer worth having.

Czernin's closest adviser, Gratz, of the section for commercial
policy in the Austrian Foreign Ministry, had already come to the

conclusion that the Austro-Polish solution was no longer feasible even

apart from the Ukrainian question, since Germany would dominate
Pbhnd as her own hinterland by throttling Polish industry and
making herself co-owner of the Polish railways and state proPerties,
not to speak of the enormous territories which she was slicing off
Congress Poland. The Emperor, however, still left the decision on
the Polish question open, in spite of the twofold difficulties from the
I-lkraine and Germany.

Armed with these instructions, Czernin returned to Brest-Litovsk
on January zB, determined to get peace with the Ukraine as fast as

possible. Meanwhile, Trotsky had brought to Brest-Litovsk the rep-
iesentatives of the Kharkhov district of the Bolshevik Ukraine, and
furthermore Kiev had been taken by the Red army on January e9

and the Rada had been put to flight, so that Trotsky was no longer
prepared to accept the Rada's delegates as representing their coun-
iry. ett that Kiihlmann and Czernin, both of whom had (although
for different reasons) received instructions to play the Ukrainian
card, could do was to confront the two delegations with one another,
embroil them irreconcilably, and get the Rada to conclude peace

quickly. This was the outcome of the transitional phase of January
z8-February 7.

On January 5 a long-announced conference was held in the hope
of reconciling the differences between Germany and Austria. This
showed once more that Germany's war aims were the real bone of
contention between the two allies. The kernel of the discussions,

which took place under the shadow of the recent mass strikes, was

Czernin's demand for a plain definition of the Dual Monarchy's
obligations under the treaty of r879. Czernin invoked the so-called

r Czernin wrote in his diary onJanuary eI, tgr8:'It looks as though the-Ger-^
mans had long since made up their minds on this wretched business' (the cession of
Cholm and Eist Galicia) (op' cit., pp. 3e7 f').
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'Vienna Document' of March 27, tgr7, in which he and Bethmann
Hollweg had outlined a minimum and a maximum programme, to
maintain that Austria was not bound 'to go on fighting for Ger-
many's lust of conquest' beyond the status quo, As in August, IgI7,
he raised the question whether Austria-Hungary was bound to go on
fighting if the Entente offered the Central Powers peace on the basis
of the status quo, and Germany rejected it. On this occasion, as pre-
viously, Helfferich evaded this precise question and contented him-
self with a vague reference to Germany's need to secure her future-
above all, to have a certain supply of raw materials for an economy
of sixty million persons. Ludendorff, on the other hand, said openly
that Germany had always followed both economic and territorial
war aims, and announced frankly:

A peace which only assured the territorial status quo would mean that we
had lost the war. Such a peace in the east has never been considered. In the
west things are not yet clear. If, however, we keep the old frontiers there, we
shall be worse situated militarily after the war than before it.

Neither Hertling nor Kiihlmann nor Helfferich dissociated him-
self from Ludendorff, and when Hohenlohe expressed 'surprise' that
Alsace-Lorraine was now not 'the only obstacle to peace', but that
German annexationist ambitions had suddenly emerged as obstacles
to peace, Ktihlmann thought it a sufficient answer to refer to the
London Protocol on the Entente's war aims, recently published by
the Bolshevik government, as justifying Germany's own 'active war
aims'. He thought that the way to keep Austria in the war would be
'to give Austria-Hungary too positive war aims and thus make it
possible for her to agree to active German war aims' beyond the
obligations of I879. Nevertheless, Hertling relegated Austria-Hun-
gary's one 'positive' war aim, the Austro-Polish solution, to the dis-
tant future by laying down Germany's conditions for such a solution
in words which justified Gratz's suspicions. Austria-Hungary had just
consented to the partition of Galicia, and Czernin had conceded
Chelm to the Ukrainians without further reference back to the
Crown Council;l yet now Germany confronted the Austrians with
territorial and economic conditions which made Poland, like Ru-
mania before it, seem to the Austrians no more than 'a squeezed
Iemon'. The breach between the allies widened.

Czernin warned the Germans flatly that they were ruining the
Mitteleuropa plan with their insistence on Poland, and he threatened

I Id., p. 326.'I shall take responsibility for the question of Chelm. I cannot and
will not watch hundreds of thousands of human beings starve, while there is still a
possibility ofhelp, in order to retain the Poles' sympathies for us.'
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to dissolve the alliance between Germany and Austria-Hungary
after the war.

The only point on which the allies agreed was the tactical one: to
utilise the conflict which h'ad emerged between Petersburg and Kiev
to make a separate peace with the Ukraine as fast as possible, with
the twofold aim of securing their own supplies and putting pressure
on the Bolsheviks.

The discussions between the delegations were resumed on Febru-
ary 6. In spite of the Bolsheviks' opposition, the chief point was the
speedy conclusion ofa separate peace with the lJkraine, regardless of
the impotence of the Rada, which had proclaimed the complete
independence of the Ukraine on January 22. A treaty ofpeace be-
tween the four Central Powers and the Ukraine was in fact signed on
February 9.1 Its peculiarity lies in the fact that it was quite con-
sciously concluded with a government which at the moment of signa-
ture was unable to exercise any authority over its country, its rule,
as Trotsky said sarcastically, not extending beyond its own rooms in
Brest-Litovsk. The result for the Germans was that the numerous
advantages which they had secured on paper could be realised only
if they conquered the country and reinstated in Kiev the govern-
ment with which they had signed the treaty. The treaty was thus a
sort of distraint order issued by the Germans for their own benefit, and
they did not hesitate to take immediate steps to secure their interests.

The line of Germany's Eastern policy described and defended be-
ficre the party leaders onJanuary z3 had thus reached its logical con-
clusion, As Wedel, writing from Vienna on February Io, recom-
mended, Germany was staking all on the disintegration of Russia.

As regards Russia, he wrote, there are, after all, only two possibilities.
Either an Imperialist Russia will come back, or Russia will disintegrate. In
the former case Russia will be our enemy, for she will want to recover the
ice-free ports of Courland, and quite apart from this, an Imperialist Russia
will always be pushing forward again towards the Balkans and . . . Austria-
Hungary. An Imperialist Russia could perhaps make friends with Germany,
if we do not rob her of her coast, but never with Mitteleuropa. In my
opinion, we must therefore stake everything on the other card, the disin-
tegration of Russia, which would be helped by thrusting her back from the
Baltic. If the Ukraine, the Baltic provinces, Finland, etc. really fall away
from Russia permanently, which seems to me still very uncertain, especially
as regards the Ukraine, then what is left of Russia is simply a Great Siberia.
If Ru*sia is reborn, our descendants will probably have to fight a second
Punic War against another Anglo-Russian Coalition; then the further east-
ward our power extends, the better for us,

1 For the text of the treaty, see G. F. de Martens, Nouaeau Recwil Giniral dc
Traitis,Ser.III, Vol. X, pp. 752 f. and 76e f.
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CONTINUITY OF EASTERN WAR AIMS POLIC\'
On February 9 the Russians found Hoffmann demanding of thern

both their Black Sea coast and their Baltic coast (they were asked to
evacuate Livonia and Estonia). Since resistance was impossible,
Trotsky, to avoid submitting to these dictated terms, issued next day
his famous declaration, 'No war, no peace!', and left Brest-Litovsk
with his delegation. The negotiations had been broken off for the
fourth time on account of Germany's demands.

The German negotiators were at first taken completely aback by
Trotsky's unexpected change of front, but very soon they saw how
greatly he had played into their hands. The armistice on the eastern
front expired on February r 7 and could not be renewed if the Rus-
sians were not in Brest-Litovsk. The Germans seized the chance to
carry on the war and to put the blame for it on the Russians. The
resumption of hostilities would allow them to occupy the Ukraine,
Livonia and Estonia, so that the Russians' bargaining position
would have grown much worse before peace was finally concluded.
As early as February 5, at the Austro-German negotiations in Berlin,
Ludendorffhad announced that he was taking military action against
the Bolsheviks if they remained recalcitrant over the German condi-
tions; the Emperor minuted the record with the characteristic addi-
tion: 'Have already given the order in advance !'r In preparation the
eighth army corps, which was stationed in the Baltic provinces, had
received insructions on February 3 to hold itselfready to advance on
Reval. The military, who were long since tired of the negotiations in
Brest-Litovsk and of Bolshevik obstinacy, were now solely concerned
to find the best political excuse for resuming the campaign, especially
as there were signs of a strong democratic movement in Estonia and
Latvia which was clearly hoping to achieve independence, and in par-
ticular independence of Germany, and eliminate the German Baltic
element. Germany's intentions in the north-east would then no longer
have been realisable. A quick way had to be found of making these
provinces seek association with Germany. This was the purpose of
the Homburg Crown Council of February r3.

The Hornburg Crown Council of February 13, r9r8,
and the resurnption of the advance in the east

This Council was held under the presidency of the Emperor, who
was, however, absent most of the day, The others present were Hert-
Iing, Payer and Kiihlmann from the political side and Hindenburg,

r The Emperor's marginalia on Hertling's report to him on the conference of
February 5 ran: 'I have already ordered him to do this.'Then: 'Estonia and Fin-
land must be oecupied. The Bolsheviki and British must get out, quick! The line
Narwa-Pleskau-Dtinaburg must be occupied !'
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Ludendorff and Holtzendorff from the military. Both groups as-
sumed that Russia had already fallen into three parts, that Germany
was at peace with the Ukraine and Finland,l but still at war with
Great Russia. The military, headed by Ludendorff, called for im-
mediate action and an advance on Petersburg, whereupon the Bol-
sheviks would be overthrown and a new Russian government set up
to conclude peace on Germany's terms. They also wanted the imme-
diate occupation of the Ukraine, Estonia and Livonia.

The civilians did not object on principle to military action; their
hesitations were purely political and practical. Kiihlmann doubted
whether even the capture of Petersburg would suffice to bring about
the fall of the Bolsheviks. On the contrary, he feared that the entry of
the German army into Petersburg would only awaken Russian
nationalism and strengthen the revolution. He further maintained
the doubts expressed by him in the previous December on the advisa-
bility of taking over Livonia and Estonia, which would, he thought,
greatly endanger future relations between Germany and Russia; the
Russians he thought, would never endure a 'German bolt' shutting
them offfrom the Baltic. Von Payer said that the resumption of the
war in the east would produce 'paralysing horror' among the Ger-
man people, and that the Reichstag too would make difficulties.
This warning, however, only had the effect of rousing all the Em-
peror's resentment against parliament. He indulged in violent abuse
of the Reichstag and threatened that if it interfered in the conduct
of the war it would 'suffer for it'; the German Reichstag was no Con-
vention. Like the soldiers, he wanted the Bolsheviks overthrown as
fast as possible; he saw Germany as having a sort of police duty to
perform in the east, especially since otherwise the British and Ameri-
cans would gain in influence there, and a Russia organised by the
Anglo-Saxons would constitute a permanent and great danger for
Germany.

The cardinal question had, however, still not been settled: what
political reason could be given for the advance? The Emperor him-
self found the way out. His formula was: 'Not a ne\l'war, assistance.'
His calculation ran as follows : to stimulate the bourgeoisie of Peters-
burg into counter-revolution against the Bolsheviks, German troops
must occupy Livonia and Estonia. This move, however, must be
justified by appeals to Germany from those countries, which must
ask for'help against bandits'. The same applied to Finland and the
Ukraine. Germany's military intervention would then acquire the
character of a 'police operation' in the interest of humanity against
the Bolshevik danger, and not the character ofa war.

1 Germany had recognised that Svinhufvud government on January 6, t g I B.
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The Chancellor, who was reluctant on political grounds to take on
himself the 'odium' of an 'annexationist procedure" welcomed the
Emperor's suggestion: 'We must have appeals for help, then things
can be discussed'-whereupon Wilhelm interrupted: 'We must find
some window-dressing.' Hindenburg fixed the date: 'Appeal must

be here by the I8th.'Ludendorffthen read out a ready-made tele-

gram from Riga, and asked: 'Is that enough?'. It was not enough
for the Chancellor; he wanted more 'appeals' llom Finland and the
Ukraine to cover himself better against the Reichstag. The Crown
Council agreed to regard the armistice as expiring on February r7,
according to timetable, to start the military advance on the l8th,
and to order 'appeals for help' from the areas to be occupied so that
the military operation could be explained as one of liberation.

These measures were carried out exactly up to February IB, so

that the occupation of the Ukraine, Livonia and Estonia was able to
begin. Contemporary German propaganda, and German historians,
have seen in the resumed advance an anti-Bolshevik campaign of
liberation, undertaken largely to protect the Baltic Germans. It is

true that Baltic German nobles in unoccupied Livonia and Estonia
were in difficulties, and their appeals for help were certainly not arti-
ficial. The general social revolution in Russia was threatening their
positions no less than those of the Russian nobles, for now, as in r9o5,
ihe Estonian and Latvian peasants thought the moment a good one

to get rid of the German ruling class. Besides, the Livonian and

Estonian Knights and Estates had already, on December 3c, rgrT
and January 27, tgr9 respectively, declared their separation from
Russia under pressure from the Reich and particularly from the
German army.l

There was fairly widespread sympathy in Germany, due partly to
the influence of the many Baltic Germans in the Reich, with the
difficulties of this classz-the feeling of aiilkisch solidarity with the
Germans outside the Reich was one of the products of this first World
War. Emotional factors did not, however, weigh very heavily in de-

termining the resumption of the German advance on February IB.

Greatly as the German press of those days dramatised the difficulties
of the Baltic Germans by publishing their 'appeals for help', for the
leaders of Germany anything that happened in the Baltic provinces
was only an excuse for finally achieving their aims in the east by re-
suming the military advance. Their real train of thought is vividly
summed up in a note by Ludendorfffor the Homburg meeting:3

1 The text of the declaration is reproduced by Tobien, op. cit', II, pp' 3z I f.
2 See Lewerenz, Baltikum, pp. 243 ff.
3 Ludendorff, Urkunden, p. 472.
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Ifwe act, we strengthen our position against the Entente, confirm peace

with the Ukraine, achieve peace with Rumania, confirm our position in
Lithuania and Courland, improve our military situation by the occupation
of Dtinaburg and parts of the Baltic, perhaps deal a death blow to the
Bolsheviks, thereby improve our position at home and our relations with the
better classes in Russia, and can liberate strong forces in the east and throw
our whole military and moral force into the great blow which His Majesty
has now ordered in the west.

The advance began on the rBth. As the Russians put up practically
no resistance, it became, as General Hoffrnann described it,l a mili-
tary excursion by rail and car, and went offaccording to plan. After
only one day the Russian government announced its readiness to
sign peace on the basis of Germany's terms of February g (i.e.,
recognition of Ukrainian independence, cession of Courland, Es-
tonia and Lithuania).2 If the rulers of Germany had really only
wanted to put military pressure on the recalcitrant Russians to force
them into peace, they could now have broken offthe advance again.
This, however, was not what was done, In the north-east the Ger-
man troops continued their advance until they had occupied the
whole of Livonia and Estonia up to the Diinaburg-Narva-Lake
Peipus line in order to ensure a 'free' vote under the protection of
German'forces of order'.3

The position in the Ukraine was rather more complicated. Here
it was hoped to reinstate the government which had been expelled by
the Bolsheviks. The German advance, in which the Austrians joined
under extremely heavy pressure from Germany, encountered local
resistance from Red Guards and the Czech Legion, and thus led to
the immobilisation of strong German forces, amounting finally to
some thirty divisions.

Germany did not, however, content herself with detaching the
Ukraine from Russia, but made the Ukrainians pay further for her
'help' (the military operations). On February rg the representative
of the Foreign Ministry, who had remained behind in Brest-Litovsk,
recommended that Germany should insist on further economic privi-
leges in return for her help and suggested the rich ore-fields of the
Ukraine, for which German heavy industry had put in demands
two months earlier. He further drew attention to the possibility of
dominating the future Ukrainian grain trade by the construction
of silos and control of the shipping on the Ukrainian inland water-

r Hoffmann, Aufzeichnungen, p. r87 (entryofFebruary zz, lgrB).
e Wheeler-Bennett, op. cit., p. l38.
3 See Hoffmann's notes, op. cit., pp. 186 f.: 'In any case every day's delay [in

answeringlfrotsky's offer] is- something gained for us. He [Trotsky] seems to be-in
the devil ofa hurry; we aren't.'
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ways. The farms of the German colonists in the Ukraine must be
protected.

The Prussian Minister of War, von Stein, duly asked for all this as

the price for Germany's 'military help' to the Ukraine, and beyond
this, 'German participation in the Ukrainian railways, to give Ger-
many a decisive influence over economic conditions in the Ukraine
and ensure that the products of the country be made fully available
for the economy of Germany'. Additions to this effect should be made
to the existing treaties. A conference held on March 5 under the
presidency of Helfferich and attended by the Secretary of State in
the Reich Economic Office, Baron von Stein, settled the detailed
financial and economic demands to be made of the Ukraine. Helf-
ferich himself summarised them as 'Germany's programme for the
Ukraine'. Their execution was left partly to the German occupation
forces in the Ukraine, partly to the mixed economic committees to be
set up under the peace treaty. The result ofthe advance of February r 8

was thus not only to bring the Russians back to the negotiating table,
but also to reveal still further German aims reaching beyond'Russia"

The Peace Treaty and its ratification
The expectations which the Germans had reposed in their'railway

advance' were fulfilled as regards Russia. The Central Committee of
the Party and the Central Executive Committee of the Soviet Con-
gress held their decisive debate on the German ultimatum of Febru-
ary 2 r on the night of February 23-24. There was the greatest excite-
ment and bitterness, and everyone expected the Germans to advance
on Petersburg. Lenin argued that it was necessary to accePt the harsh
dictated peace for the sake of the world revolution and its chief-and
at the time only-base, the Soviet Republic. He won acceptance of
his view, although by the narrow majority of I16 votes against 85

with z6 abstentions. The German Reichstag was told of the stiffened
terms of the ultimatum only on February 26, when Hertling com-
municated them and said that he entirely agreed with the use of mili-
tary force as a decisive weapon to bring about peace. A day later
Erzberger welcomed the peace and described its conditions as con-
formable with the Peace Resolution, while Stresemann, for the
National Liberals, said that what had secured peace had been not
Trotsky, not the Peace Resolution, not the answer to the Pope, but
Germany's unbroken military prowess.

Both sides were represented at the signing of the treaty on March 3

by minor figures only, the Germans and Austrians because Kiihl-
mann and Czernin had already left for Bucharest for the negotia-
tions with Rumania, the Russians because Trotsky opposed signing
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up to the last minute. The Russians declared that the terms were
'dictated to them' and signed under protest. They ratified them,
as provided, on March r8-again only after difficult internal
arguments-at a general Soviet Congress which had been called to
Moscow for the purpose. Lenin got the ratification through by his
argument of a breathing space, while Trotsky hoped up to the last
moment for help from America.t

In Germany the Reichstag debates on the Brest-Litovsk treaty
were less violent, the points raised being in general ones of procedure
and not of substance. The debate on ratification took place on
March zz. The Conservatives and National Liberals approved the
treaty in principle, but criticised it as not going far enough, but the
decision lay with the centre parties, i.e., the Peace Resolution
majority. The Zentrum and Progressives succeeded in reconciling
the selfrdetermination clause in the treaty with the principles of the
Peace Resolution, since it only forbade 'annexations imposed by
force'. Apart from minor reservations, both parties accepted the
treaty completely.

The spokesmen of the Majority Socialists began with a purely for-
mal criticism of the way in which the treaty had been concluded,
especially of the fact that the Reichstag had not been given a voice
in it. They then expressed disagreement with large parts of its sub-
stance, especially with Germany's action in securing the immediate
separation of Poland, Lithuania and Courland, without first guaran-
teeing an honest exercise of the right of self-determination on a
broad democratic basis. They also criticised the 'annexationist
mentality' prevailing at Brest-Litovsk as having thrown away the
chance of securing for Germany an economic hinterland reaching to
Vladivostok. In spite, however, of all these objections, the Social
Democrats did not vote against the treaty, but abstained on the
grounds that it had after all brought peace in the east.

Only the Independent Socialists voted against both treaties, on the
grounds that both constituted breaches of the solemn assurance of
August 4 that the war was a defensive one, and would presumably
have deep effects on how world opinion judged Gerrnany. Their
leader, Hugo Haase, further called attention to the remarkable con-
tradiction between Germany's advance into Livonia, Estonia and
the Ukraine, in order to liberate those countries from Bolshevik
'bandits', and the German government's simultaneous conclusion of
an important treaty with the same Bolshevik government, which had
been allowed to accredit a diplomatic representative to the German
government.

r Kennan, op. cit., ch. r.
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The contents of the treaties are familiar, and could ih any case be

deduced from our account of Germany's policy and of the negotia-
tions. The economic clauses did not constitute a formal renewal of the
commercial treaty of Igo4, but in effect went beyond it. Otherwise,
the central point was the cession by Russia of Poland, Lithuania and

Courland. Erre., more galling for the Russians perhaps was their
forced consent to the separate peace with the Ukraine, which in
practice amounted to ceding the Ukraine. Livonia and Estonia still
remained parts of Russia on paper, but were to be occupied by Ger-
man 'poliCe forces . . . until security should be guaranteed and order
restorid there through those countries'own organisations'-in other
words, until those countries also should have been drawn into Ger-
many's power sphere with the help of the Baltic Germans. The final
separation from Russia was effected at the end of August, t9t8
under supplementary treaties, at a time when Russia's position had
been made even weaker by the internal and foreign difficulties of the
Bolshevik regime.

The Peace of Brest-Litovsk is undoubtedly one of the most im-
portant political events in which Germany herself took a direct and
active part between the outbreak and the end of the war. Judgments
on the'forgotten peace' range between condemnation of it as a peace

of force, as foreign critics saw it at the time, and the ebullient praise
given to it by Wilhelm II as one of the'greatest successes of world
history, whose significance only our grandchildren will truly ap-
preciate'. The broadest circles of German public opinion agreed
with the Emperor, and German Protestantism, or at least one of its
leading organs, saw in the triumph of Germany's sword over Russia

a sort of divine judgment in favour of Germany's cause in general
Here is what the Allgemeine Eaangelisch-Lutherische Kirchen4itung
wrote:

Peace without annexations or indemnities ! So men resolve. The slogan
was coined by Germany's enemies when Germany's sword grew too heavy
for them. The wolves wanted to escape unpunished for having ranged
abroad, spilt German blood, ravaged German prosperity and inflicted
wounds which will be long in healing' What was to remain was to be an

impoverished, diminished Reich on which anyone thereafter could wreak
his will . . . but here, too, God willed otherwise. He made Russia's masters

drink of the cup of madness, so that they fell like robbers on their own peoples,

until the latter at last called for German help. And out of the same cup
drank the Russian negotiators, rvho fooled all the world and at last thought
up the master stroke of breaking off the negotiations. That was God's hour.
Germany's armies pressed on, took city after city, land after land, every-
where greeted as liberators. And Russia, who wanted to give no indem-
nities, was forced at the last minute to yield up uncountable booty: 8oo
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locomotives, 8,ooo railway trucks with every kind of treasure and supply;
God knew that we needed it. And we also needed guns and muni-
tions for the last blow against the enemy in the west. God knew that too. So
He freely gave us, since God is rich, z,6oo guns, 5,ooo machine guns, two
million shells for the artillery, rifles, aircraft, Iorries, and innumerable other
things. . . . England and France had paid for it and made it, Germany
received it. Only when Russia had given all that up, was she allowed and
indeed compelled to make peace. Thus it was decided by God, a true Peace
of God, contrary to everything that men had planned and wanted. What-
ever may happen to the liberated border states, Russia will never get them
back, and the protection and support which they seek they will find in
Germany.r

A later generation may look on such a paragraph as a piece of
hysteria and an abuse ofreligion. It cannot, however, be denied that
it reflects what was in the spring of r 9l B the feeling of a great major-
ity of the politically dominant classes of Germany-and it is only
they who matter when we consider Germany's policy in the war.

After rgrg the Allies often retorted to German criticisms of the
Treaty of Versailles by pointing to the ruthless severity of the Peace
of Brest-Litovsk. By that time German public opinion had come to
regard the treaty more soberly. In view of Germany's political situ-
ation new judgments were almost always apologias, and they have
coloured German historiography up to the present day. One of the
most important participants on the German side, General Hoff-
mann, has, for example, replied to all critics of the treaty in his
memoirs, which appeared in rg2g, by pointing out that the Allies
technically annulled the German-Russian Treaty at Versailles, but
used the situation created by Germany as the basis for their re-or-
ganisation of eastern Europe when they set up the ring of states nick-
named the cordon sanitair€.z

It is also often pointed out that the Brest-Litovsk Treaty did not
take away a single square yard of ethnically Russian territory, so that
they cannot be held up as examples of German annexationism.
Kiihlmann used this argument as early asJanuary 23, rgr8, when
pleading the case for the treaty before the Central Committee of the
Reichstag, and we still hear it today. In each case the argument is
seductive because it is, technically, absolutely correct. III however,
we are to reach a correct and just appreciation of the whole problem
of Brest-Litovsk, we need to relate later events as they emerged after
the collapse of Germany in November, rgrB with Germany's actual
aims. Then what we have said, and what innumerable documents
in the German archives confirm, can leave no doubt that Germany's

1 Gottfried Mehnert, Eaangclisclu Kirche und Politik, pp. 64 f.
2 Hoffman, Versiiumte Gelcgenhciten,p. zt6.
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aim was not to confer independence and national liberty on Poland,
Lithuania, Courland, Livonia, Estonia and the lJkraine, but on the
contrary to fetter them closely to the German Reich and to Mittel-
europa by treaties which were only nominally international and by
personal unions, economic and customs unions, and military con-
ventions. 'Germany as the power of order in East-Central Europe'
regarded the separation from Russia of all these countries, and also
of Finland and later of Georgia, only as a means of thrusting Russia
back and extending Germany's sphere of power far eastward.

Furthermore, German policy towards Russia did not even stay
within the limits marked out at Brest-Litovsk. In the summer of rgrB
it reached out far beyond these limits, as far as the Caucasus. In a
message to the Hetman of the Don Cossacks Wilhelm II elaborated
a regular plan of dividing Russia, after Poland, the Baltic provinces
and the Caucasus had been detached from her, into four indepen-
dent states: the Ukraine, the South-Eastern League (the anti-Bol-
shevik district between the Ukraine and the Caspian), Central
Russia, and Siberia.l

The Treaty of Brest-Litovsk brought no real peace in the east.
Strong German forces had to be left in the east to maintain the situ-
ation created at Brest-Litovsk and afterwards, and these could not
be used for the decisive battles in the west. But politically the most
serious consequence of Brest-Litovsk was its effect on the western
allies, and in particular on the attitude and feelings of President
Wilson.2 He had already been disappointed by Hertling's rejection
ofhis Fourteen Points, and he saw in the Peace ofBrest-Litovsk proof
that there was in Germany no opposition to a policy based purely on
power and sellinterest. What disappointed him most was the atti-
tude of the German Majority Socialists, for he had thought to see in
them a liberal oppositional party and the kernel of a democratic
Germany. Now they had, as he saw it, submitted to the policy of
'autocracy' by abstaining on the vote.3 It was only after this episode
that he dropped all hesitation and mobilised every resource to help
the Allies defeat monarchic-military Germany.

I Wheeler-Bennett, op. cit., pp. 326 f.
2 Id., pp.366,968.
3 SeeJohn L. Snell, 'Wilson's Peace Program and German SocialismJanuary-

March rgIB', Mississippi Vallq Histarical Ratbw,Yol.38, r95r, No. z, pp. r97-2r4.
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THE ELABORATION OF MITTELEUROPA
THE PEACE TREATIES WITH FINLAND

AND RUMANIA-POLAND AND MITTELEUROPA

Wrrrr-r the Brest.Litovsk negotiations were going on, Germany was
also working to extend her sphere of interest still further eastward by
other peace settlements. Finland was brought into line in the north-
east, and Rumania in the south-east. This outward thrust brought
Germany into conflict with her allies, especially in the Balkans. Al-
though Kiihlmann managed to reconcile Germany's interests with
those ofher allies in the Peace ofBucharest, the eastern peace treat-
ies again brought up the Polish question in an acute form and pro-
duced an open conflict between Germany and Austria-Hungary.
Germany's great Eastern Idea, which went far beyond Brest-Litovsk,
prevented the completion of Mitteleuropa which, in the last phase,
was dropped by Germany in favour of absolute domination of the
Ostraum-a goal as old as the Mitteleuropa idea itself.

Finland as the corner-stone of the north:
the Treaty of Berlin and intervention

The situation of Finland had been changed by the outbreak of the
Russian February revolution, but although urged to do so by the
Foreign Ministry, Finland was not yet prepared to break with Russia

openly and proclaim herself a fully sovereign state. The develop-
ments which followed the July crisis in Russia were no better calcu-
lated to encourage Germany's hopes of an independent Finland
leaning on Germany.r Only when Svinhufvud was made President2
did a man arrive whose programme was complete independence for
Finland. On December 6 the Diet proclaimed Finland an indepen-
dent republic, and it was recognised on January 4 by Soviet Russia
after personal negotiations between Svinhufvud and Lenin, and
after strong pressure had been applied by Germany. Sweden,
France and Germany followed suit.

1 A useful general work on the history of Finland under Russian rule is M. G.
Schybergson,'Politische Geschichte Finlands, rgog-lgrg' (Gotha-Stuttgart, I925)'
in Ge schiihte dcr europiiischen Slaalen,l. Abt., No' 4r, pp. 4r o ff'

2 E. Riiikkonen, Suinhdaud baut Finland, Abenteucr einer Staatsgrilndung (Munich,
r933), pp.4o ff
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The position in Finland itself was exceedingly uncertain, for the

Russian troops, although formally recalled by the Sovietsr and in
many cases half disbanded, had not left Finland. The semi-indepen-
dent Red Russian units worked together with the Socialists after the
October elections, which the latter refused to recognise. At the same
time the Socialists began raising Workers' Guards, and tried after
the middle of November to organise a general strike. The peasants
and bourgeoisie of the more agrarian northern provinces replied by
forming their own defence formations. The conflict between Whites
and Reds reached the dimensions of civil war inJanuary and Febru-
ary.

At the end of January, rgr8 Helsinki fell into the hands of the
Reds.z Four ministers of the bourgeois government retired to Vaasa,
where they set up a rump government and organised a self-defence
corps, and Svinhufvud appointed von Mannerheim, a former Rus-
sian cavalry general, to command the White troops. Although the
final aims of the two men were identical, they differed sharply on
methods; Mannerheim was very insistent that Finland must secure
her unification with her own forces, without foreign intervention, to
save her from falling later into dependence on another country, in
particular Germany. He did, however, agree to buy arms, which
were solely needed, from Germany, and to ask for the repatriation of
the'Prussian' Finnish chasseur battalion, which had been incorpor-
ated into the German army in r916 and sent to the Courland front.

After Sweden had refused to intervene actively in favour of the
bourgeois government, Svinhufvud appealed to the Germans. In
August, I9I7 there had been conversations in Stockholm-continu-
ations of contacts established in I9r4-between bourgeois Finland
and the Political Department of the German general staff, and the
Germans had promised to send arms. The Finnish partner to these
negotiations, Edvard Hjelt, Vice-Chancellor of the Finnish Uni-
versity and a Councillor of State, became the organiser-in-chief and
moving spirit behind the co-operation between Germany and Fin-
land. On November 26, rgtT he told Ludendorffin Kreuznach that
the aim of the bourgeois Finns was to create an independent state,
closely associated with Germany: 'Finland would form the northern-
most link in the chain of states forming a wall in Europe against the
east.'3 Ludendorff still hesitated to intervene, on tactical grounds,

r During the Brest-Litovsk negotiations Germany had forced Russia, not only to
recognise the independence of Finland, but also to order the withdrawal of all
Russian troops stationed there.

2 Schybergson, op. cit., p. 4e3 ; also C. Jay Smith, op. cit., pp. 55 ff.
3 Schybergson, op. cit., pp.456 ff.
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owing to the armistice and the hopes of peace with Russia. On
January 3o, rgrS the Foreign Ministry gave its final consent,r and
the Finnish battalion was released from the German army and trans-
ferred to the Finnish bourgeois, where it played an important role in
Mannerheim's army. Hjelt was made Finland's official representa-
tive in Berlin and was given special instructions to arrange for Ger-
man military 'assistance'. It was, however, only when the Brest
negotiations were broken offon February Io and I I by Trotsky's for-
mula of 'no war, no peace', that the OHL decided to occupy Fin-
land, as well as Livonia-Estonia, as a means of applying pressure.
The Homburg Crown Council of February r3 decided to order'ap-
peals for help', and on the next day Hjelt appeared in person in Bad
Kreuznach with an official memorandum asking very urgently for
armed intervention by Germany in the Finnish civil war. On Febru-
ary 2r Ludendorff told him that Germany had finally decided to
intervene. As in the Ukraine, the German government had thus
pledged itself to a government which was master of only a small part
of its own country. As in the lJkraine, it demanded the conclusion of
a peace treaty and a commercial treaty before undertaking any mili-
tary operations.

The three treaties (for a secret treaty was added to their number)g
were signed on March 7 and approved on March ro by Svinhufvud,
who had come to Berlin. The provisions of these instruments formed,
as in the cases of Rumania, the Ukraine and Russia, the basis for the
absorption of Finland into Germany's political and economic sphere
of influence. These treaties were accepted in Germany (where they
were ratified on June 3) without opposition, except for a little criti-
cism in the Reichstag. The political treaty covered the conclusion of
peace, the recognition of Finland's independence, renunciation of
costs of the war, and the regulation of questions of private legal re-
lationships and finance. Its other chief provisiou was an under-
taking by Finland to cede no territory to a third power and to
conclude no alliancewith a foreign powerwithout Germany's permis-
sion. Even more important for the future relationship between Ger-
many and Finland were the provisions of the commercial and secret
treaties. The former provided that each party conceded national
treatment in respect of trade and economic enterprise to persons and
trading corporations of the other, a provision which, in view of the

r See Joose Olavi Hannula, Finlqnd's War of Independence (London, 1939),
pp. t6g ff.; Carl Gustav von Mannerheim, Thc Memoirs of Marshal Mannerheim
(New York, t 954), pp. r 59 ff. ; Ri.idiger von der Goltz , Ak politischer Gerural im Osten
tgrS und rgrg (Leipzig, r936), pp. z7 f.;Jay Smith, op. cit., p. 6r.

2 On the treaty seeJay Smith, op. cit., pp. 6r ff ; Schybergson, op. cit., pp. 46r ff.
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great difference between the commercial and economic potentials of
Germany and Finland, would have left the latter .., op.., field to
G91m3n enterprise and capital. Furthermore, this treaty, like that
with Rumania which was being negotiated at the same ii*., pro-
vided for commercial advantages which were not equal bui'un_
favourable to the country which would be producinf chiefly raw
materials. Finland bound herself to admit ali German goods duty_
free, whileGermany reserved herself the right to tax Finriish imporis
on entry. This arrangement would undoubtedly have turned Fin_
land into a market for Germany's industries, exactly like poland.

To the economic protective belt was added a military one, for
under the secret supplementary treaty Finland pledged herself not
to allow any foreign power to establish bases on 6er tirritory during
or after the war, but to allow Germany the right to establish naval
bases (opposite a German-dominated Reval) und u t.l.g.uph station
at Torneo (Tornio). she further promised to pay ror itt deliveries
of material of war during the civil war by offeiing her exports only
to Germany or to states approved by Germany.

The northern corner-stone had been laid on March 7, at least
contractually. As in the Ukraine, however, the plans had to be made
in-to reality by military help, and that not only within the framework
of the frontiers of the old Grand Duchy of Finland, but-if only in
view of the military necessity of a Murmansk front-within Greater
Finland, inclusive of Karelia, in order to cut Russia off completely
from the ice-free North Sea and thrust her frontiers back to tire line
before Peter the Great's conquests.

when the central Powers won their great successes on the eastern
front in the summer of r 9 r 5, the Finnish revolutionaries in Berrin had
thought the moment ripe to ask for independence for a Greater Fin_
Iand, including eastern Karelia, to form a link in the ,chain of states,
allied with Germany from the White Sea across Lake Onega to the
Black Sea- They repeated this request in May, 19r6. Germai,ry, how_
ever, at this time still refused to commit herselll although jalmari
Castr6n, who had been in touch with Bethmann Hollwegls Larly as
I9r4 and was to become a senator in the Svinhufvud gover.r-..ri i.,
Igr7, wrote to Hindenburg and the government proposing that
Germany should take Petersburg by troops sent thiough Fiiland,
thereby striking Great Russia in a vital spot. To dispel Girman hesi-
tations, he suggested at the same time offering the throne of Finland
to a Prussian prince and concluding an alliance between Finrand and
Prussia. These men, who w-ere among those governing the destinies
of the young state in r 9 r 7, conceived of Finland, including Russian
Karelia, as the 'northern bridge' to the Arctic Ocean, as coistituting
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at once a .link, with the northern waters and an economic partner

and corner-stone of the monarchic-constitutional Mitteleuropa. In
Karelia itself the pre-conditions for its attachment to Finland had

been created years before by the awakening, with the help of ch-urch

and school, of a national movement appealing to the right of self-

determination. These feelings were voiced in Soanarkom (the Karelian
assemblage) on Decernbet 3t, tgt7.

In spitJ, iro*"rr"r, of Ludendorff's consent, and in spite of the sig-

nature of the commercial and economic treaty, the German govern-

ment still thought the political situation not yet ripe for military
intervention. After many previous discussions, another meetlng oI

the military and political leaders of the Reich-only Kiihlmann was

absent, in'Buchaiest-was held on March 12, the Emperor being

p..r"rri, to consider 'the proposed enterprise in Finland', with all its

lomplications. Hertling, in particular, wanted the move postponed

if poisible, a little longer-at least until March I7-so zrs not to en-

d-rge. the ratification by the Soviets of the freshly concluded Peace

of Brest-Litovsk. He was also uneasy about the possible effects inside

Germany of an indefinite extension of the theatre of war in the north
on top oithe advance in the IJkraine, and thought thejuncture psy-

chologicalty very unfavourable for intervention in Finland, since the

peopli would. see in it another resumption of the war' The strongest

,rgr*..rt advanced was that the ratification of the Peace of Brest-

Liiovsk by the Soviets would impose on them a lega-l obligation.to
evacuate irinh.rd, 'and if they do not do that, we are free', especially

since action against .bands oimarauders' did not mean resumption
of hostilities a[ainst Russia. Holtzendorff thought that-the campaign
in Finland did not amount to a military expedition, but an opera-

tion similar to that which had been followed in Livonia and Estonia.

The Emperor summed uPl

Position is this: Finns have been robbed by Bolshevik government.

Government twice overthrown. Finns asking for help. sweden refuses'

Therefore ask me. I have consented (Bolsheviks must be killed, because

revolutionary). Military reasons: threai from Russia, Mannerheim has said

he is ready also to go to Petersburg and take Ingermanland'

The Emperor thought it was Germany's duty 'to play- the p-91'9:-

man in the Ukraine, Livonia, Estonia, Lithuania and Finland" He

was certainly influenced by dynastic considerations-by the hop-e that
the feeling in favour of a'monarchy which, as he emphasised,-had

arisen spo'ntaneously in Finland, would develop and might there

(and noihere else) ieally form a'dam against Bolshevism"

The despatch oi the expedition was delayed, not only by internal
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and international complications, but also by ice in the Gulf of Both-
nia. A force of about I5,ooo men under von der Goltz crossed the
gulf at the end of March and the beginning of April and at once
opened an attack from the south in support of Mannerheim's offen-
sive, which achieved its biggest success when it took Tampere on
April 25. By the middle of May the Finnish White army and the
Germans, who were acting under Mannerheim's command, had
defeated the Red forces, taking about 8o,ooo prisoners and elimi-
nating the Socialists as a political llactor. Finland had now to con-
sider the future form of her state, the choice lying between a bour-
geois-democratic republic which would have been tantamount to an
orientation towards the democratic West, or a monarchy of strongly
conservative character which menta close relations with the consti-
tutional monarchy of Prusso-Germany. By choosing a 'regent', Fin-
land indicated her preference for Germany. A strong party in the
country came out in favour of a monarchy, and the leaders of
the Reich began haggling over candidates. Both the Emperor and the
OHL wanted one of Wilhelm's sons, perhaps Prince Oscar; but in
view of the question of compensation within Germany for the Feder-
al princes and of world public opinion, a German Protestant prince
was finally proposed: the German Emperor's 'brother-in-law',
Prince Friedrich Karl of Hessen, who had already been suggested
for the throne of Rumania. The Finnish Diet elected him king on
October 9, r9r8, but the issue of the war led him to renounce the
throne.

No less important than the dynastic connection and the economic
link was a plan to organise a Finnish army on the German model,
with the help of the German troops left in Finland, and to conclude
a military convention with Finland (as with Estonia-Livonia-Cour-
land, Lithuania, Poland, Rumania and Bulgaria) as a northern bul-
wark against Russia. Ludendorffwas thus able to talk of 'the infinite
importance to us of the Ukraine and Finland, the corner-stone of the
East, with their incalculable wealth'-a view completely endorsed by
Kiihlmann.

The Treaty of Bucharest:
the Balkan balance and econornic colonialisrn

An armistice had been concluded with Rumania on December 9,
r 9 r 7, following that with Russia, and since then German policy had
been directed towards consolidating through a peace treaty the
dominating position in Rumania conceded to Germany under the
revised Kreuznach agreements. First, however, the Germans had to
find a government ready to negotiate with them, and neither King
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Ferdinand nor the existing Prime Minister, Bratianu, who were the
two men responsible for Rumania's entry into the war, answered
their purposes. The Central Powers eventually succeeded in coming
to terms with the leaders of the pro-German Conservative Party who
had remained in Bucharest, the octogenarian Carp, Marghiloman,
Arion and Stere, who hoped to save the integrity of the country by
replacing the dynasty by a German prince, Friedrich Karl of Hesse
or Prince Oscar, who was to conclude peace after a brief regency.
But Carp's hopes were dashed the moment he stated his terms: he
asked for a guarantee that the northern Dobruja with Constantza
should remain with Rumania if the armies at the front issued a de-
claration deposing King Ferdinand and his government. Germany
was not prepared to give such a promise. On the one hand, she was
bound by obligations towards her ally, Bulgaria, and on the other,
she was following the Emperor's instructions not to let the disposal
of the Dobruja and Constantza pass out of her own hands premature-
ly or definitively before the Balkan question, with its problems of
Bulgaro-Turkish, Turkish-Transcaucasian and Bulgaro-Rumanian
relations, had been settled. Although left isolated by the Ukrainian
peace, the Rumanians resisted the severe territorial and, as it soon
appeared, no less heavy economic demands of Germany and her
allies most obstinately, and it was not until three months later that
they 'bowed to force' and agreed to sign a preliminary peace. After
even longer delays, a government was formed under Marghiloman,
and it again fought hard until peace was at last signed at the be-
ginning of May.

Since the Emperor's visit of September, rgrT German interest, en-
couraged by the relevant business groups and by the General Officer
Commanding, Mackensen, had begun to turn away from Poland
towards the oilfields and granaries of Rumania. Wilhelm II was pre-
pared to meet Austria over Poland if she made a generous announce-
ment of disinterest in Rumania, and at the Crown Council of
January z he had accordingly proposed asking for a less extensive
Frontier Strip. The OHL, which still inclined towards a Great Bulga-
rian solution, opposed this concentration on Rumania by continuing
to insist on a wide Frontier Strip in Poland, while at the same time
demanding for Germany Rumanian oil and wheat and territorial
possession of Constantza and the railway line from Cernavoda.

The Emperor poured out his wrath against the generals in a flood
of violent marginal comments. With great determination he demand-
ed a Rumanian solution in which the country was to figure as a sort
of crown colony or dominion under a German prince. The issue was
decided by the Chancellor and the Foreign Ministry. The civilians'
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policy was still that of Bethmann Hollweg; the Rumanian problem
was a function of Mitteleuropa. Austria-Hungary and Bulgaria must
be satisfied without imposing crippling territorial cessions on Ru-
mania, while Germany, as mistress of Constanta and the real power
in Rumania, must be in a position to hold the balance between the
Balkan states-not only Rumania and Bulgaria, but also Greece and
Turkey-and to ensure her own preponderant influence, ifnecessary
(since it seemed even harder here than at Brest-Litovsk to reconcile
all interests) by playing offher other allies against each other.

Bulgaria was asking for the whole Dobruja. The southern or 'Bul-
garian'part of it had been promised her in the treaty of r9r5, but
she also clung very stubbornly to her demand for the northern part,
thereby holding up the conclusion of peace, especially since she re-.
fused to restore to Turkey, as compensation for her own gain, the
Maritsa Bend received by her in r9r5. Turkey tried to link the Dob-
ruja question with the recovery of West Thracian areas along the
Maritsa and with gains in the Caucasus-Georgia, Armenia and
Azerbaijan, thereby at once pressing her allies to go beyond the
terms of Brest-Litovsk and impinging immediately on Germany's
proposed sphere of influence in the Caucasus. The conflict was made
more acute by Turkey's claim to influence over the other Islamic
areas of Russia. The Turks were thus asking for much more, in
Europe and in the Caucasus, than their agreements with Germany
had promised them. The German government had the greatest
difficulty in getting Turkey to consent in the Peace of Bucharest to
the Dobruja solution, even to the condominium.

Another difficulty was caused by the claim of Austria-Hungary to
Wallachia, or at least to frontier rectifications which would have
carried her frontier south of the Transylvanian passes. Given so
much disunity between the Central Powers on what form the future
of Rumania was to take, it is not surprising that the negotiations ran
into a dead end onJanuary Zr,Igr8. Although Kiihlmann believed
that Bulgaria's strategic position as key to the east and her economic
potentialities predestined her to be the leading Balkan power after
the war and the most desirable ally for Germany, without whose
alliance Germany's eastern policy 'would lack any firm basis', yet
the government was reluctant to'sacrifice'Rumania to Bulgaria; its
solution was to give the northern Dobruja to the one and the south-
ern to the other, and to keep the port and railway for Germany her-
self. Germany and Austria had settled the question of Rumania in
the preceding October by allowing Germany the ruling voice in
Rumania in return for her consent to the Austro-Polish solution.
From mid-February, rgIS onwards, however, Germany began again
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to call in question the Austro-Polish solution, though without giving
up Rumania in return.l Now, the Rumanian question, like the
Polish, was treated as a preliminary to Mitteleurope. Only thus
could the territorial gains which Austria would get at the expense of
Rumania-on top of Poland-be balanced out. 'This natural differ-
entiation,' thought Hertling, 'can only be partially balanced out if
Austria disinterests herself contractually in a Rumania attached to
us politically, militarily and economically.'

But beyond this, Rumania, like Poland was to be directly linked
with the German Reich by economic and military treaties.

The substance of Germany's dominating position-and here Em-
peror, Chancellor, Secretary of State, Minister of War, OHL, Mack-
ensen's General Headquarters, the economic departments and the
economic interests behind them were completely at one-was to be
secured through German participation in the economy of Rumania
so extensive that even Austria-Hungary was to be allowed only a few
advantages in the shape of a share in Rumanian exports. Since
Rumania's geographical situation made it impossible to extend Ger-
man rule over her directly-as with the Ukraine and later with the
new states carved out of south-eastern Russia-a modern form of
vassaldom was devised which, by concentrating almost exclusively
on economic connections (however differently viewed by different
groups of interests), was something quite new in politics, distinct
both from traditional annexationism and from the policies pursued
in Poland and Belgium. The overriding principle of German policy
was, as Kiihlmann put it when conducting the negotiations in
Bucharest, 'not to let Rumania wither away as a colony of the Cen-
tral Powers' but to make it permanently'efficient'.

The moulding of Germany's economic-political plans took place
at a series of internal German conferences between the beginning of
February and the beginning of April. At these conferences Ger-
many's economic aims in Rumania were settled on the basis ofjoint
memoranda submitted by the Foreign Ministry and the OHL. The
principle underlying these decisions was that Germany must 'enjoy
the leadership and the preponderant influence in the economic field',
assure herself of 'Rumania's surplus products', and make Rumania

I This latest turn can already be sensed in Wilhelm II's comments on a telegram
sent to him on February 16 by the Emperor Charles, advising less severity in the
conditions to be imposed on Rumania. On this Wilhelm notes: 'If H.M. wants
good-neighbourly relations with Rumania, let him renounce his own frontier recti-
fications in the Carpathians at her expense ! Rumania long ago privately offered, or
rather, promised us the oil. H.M.'s request is simply monstrous. I refuse to fulfil
it. . . , He is frightened of the Poles, chucks away the Austro-Polish solution, and
decides to put us out of Rumania.'
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financially dependent on her. The original drafs prepared for th9
first great co.tfe.et".t of state on February I5 and 16, which still
envisaged protecting German interests by more traditional methods,
providid for the transfer of Rumanian state lands-above all, those

Lontaining oil deposits-to a 'Central European Oil CompanYl, co1-

trolled by Germin capital, to which were to be transferred also the
mining royalties formerly enjoyed by the Rumanian state and its
unlimited right of expropriation. All sales, exploitation and de--

liveries *e..1o be in the hands of a trading monopoly, the capital of
which was again to be mainly German, to ensure that Germany's
requirementsshould, as far as possible, be covered from Rumanian
oil. The OHL and the naval staff also wanted Constanta made into
an extra-territorial German base on the Black Sea, a canal (which
would have cost 95 million marks) constructed between Cernavoda
and Constanta to shorten the passage to the Black Sea, and owner-
ship of the Rumanian railways. These last demands were regarded
by the civilians chiefly as a means of putting pressure on Austria-
Fir.rgury; retreat from a maximum programme would make it
easiei for them to get their demands in Poland, especially control
over the railways; but as regards the economic demands in Rumania,
the old aims were in substance consistently retained.

The Emperor Charles wrote a personal letter to Wilhelm II pro-
testing agiinst these exaggerated economic demands as likely to
prove fatal to the much desired peace with Rumania, since no state

could be expected to renounce 'its most important economic assets

. . . on which the possibilities of its economic development depend'
without resorting to a desperate appeal to arms. Wilhelm II said that
'His Majesty's request was absolutely unprecedented', refused it, and

said that if the peace negotiations did break down, it would be as

much on accou.rl of Austria-Hungary's territorial claims in the Car-
pathians as of Germany's demands. The delegation left Berlin with-
out having much modified its programme or its aims.

The conferences of February 18 and 20, over which Helfferich
presided, were held to check over once more 'the principles laid
down by the Chief of the General Staff . . . on the basis of the pro-
posals oithe military adminisration in Rttmania and of the drafts of
ihe Foreign Office' in order 'to secure to ourselves as far as possihle

the maximum political and economic profit from Rumania'. Helf-
ferich expressly laid down that there could be no departure from the
substanci of the aims previously laid down; only different forms

could be chosen. The 'different form' suggested by Helfferich was,

first, that new conditions should be substituted for the transfer of
ownership and the unlimited appropriation of the royalties, namely:
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(i) the long-term leases of state lands as already introduced by the
military administration, and (ii) the enemy oil companies liquidated
by it should be transferred to the 'Central European Oil Company,,
and (iii) all agreements concluded during the war between America,
England and France, conceding them rights to oilfields, should be
cancelled. Second, and still more important, a trading monopoly
was to be established which would prevent the sale of oil to a third
party. As Germany would both control and own most of the capital
both of this monopoly and of the producing company, she would be
able to supervise all sales of Rumanian oil, and also to control sales
and deliveries of crude oil or its products, including refinement and
distribution by pipe-line, rail or sea. The Rumanian state was to have
a 20 per cent share in the crude oil company, while the remaining
8o per cent was to be left to Germany and Austria-Hungary in the
proportions of 7o:3o. This last provision was criticised very strongly
in Germany as not sufficiently safeguarding Germany's interests, al-
though it would in fact, while leaving Rumania a figment of sover-
eignty, have given Germany control over Rumania's economy and
the lion's share of her oil production. Germany's real domination was
disguised as 'return for our help in reconstructing Rumania's econ-
omy', as Count Roedern, Secretary of State in the Reich Treasury,
put it. The machinery was modelled on that of the German oil com-
pany in Rumania before the war, the Steaua Romana (owned by the
Deutsche Bank).

The hold which Germany sought to establish on Rumania's agri-
cultural production was very similar. The so-called 'economic agree-
ment', which was worked out in the course of the same discussions,
laid down that the whole surplus of the harvest of r9r8 and rgrg and
of the following seven years, was to go to Germany and Austria-
Hungary. Rumania was to be required to issue a prohibition on ex-
ports, which was not to be lifted unless Germany's and Austria-
Hungary's needs had been completely satisfied. The final aim was to
include Rumania in the Central European Customs Union. Mean-
while, Germany demanded the conclusion of a direct military con-
vention with herself, which would make Rumania a part of the de-
fensive belt against Russia.

The Rumanian government in Jassy accepted both the economic
and the military conditions as bases for peace negotiations, and even
consented to the cession of the southern Dobruja and to Austria-
Hungary's frontier demands, but it refused to agree to Bulgaria,s
larger demand (which Germany, although reluctantly, and Austria-
Hungary were now endorsing) for the whole of the Dobruja. This
delayed considerably the conclusion ofthe negotiations; on the other
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hand, the Dobruja question was the real lever by which Kiihlmann
and the German government could put pressure on Bulgaria.

As early as February zB-even before theJassy government had
accepted the German ultimatum-the OHL had laid down the terms
which Germany was to ask from Bulgaria in return for conceding
her claim to the northern Dobruja. The list included the regular de-

mands for Constanta, the Constanta-Cernavoda line and control
of the Danube, with the right to construct the canal from Constanta
to Cernavoda, and various additional conditions relating to Bulgaria
alone. Bulgaria promised to conclude a military convention immedi-
ately; she renounced any share in'booty of war'from Rumania or in
any possible economic profit from her I and she promised to meet her
war debt by borrowing on the German market. Other conditions
echoed Germany's Polish policy. The enemy-owned mines, most of
which lay in the newly acquired territories of Serbian Macedonia,
were to be expropriated; in particular, the Bor mines and the rail-
ways of this area (which ran down to Salonika) were to be trans-
ferred to German ownership. In the Dobruja Germany retained 'for
the transition period' the rights hitherto exercised by her authorities
along the lines ofcommunication, particularly in respect of raw mate-
rials, exploitation of mines, industrial and agricultural enterprises,

fisheries, and the use of local railways. Germany had thus secured a

considerable influence over Greater Bulgaria to add to what she en-
joyed in Poland, the Ukraine, Rumania and Austria-Hungary.

When the negotiations with Rumania reached another deadlock
over the Dobruja question, Kiihlmann tried to break it by putting
his demands in the form of an ultimatum. Presented on February 27,

it was repeated on March r. It led to another crisis between the allies,

since the Emperor Charles said that he would not reopen hostilities
against Ruminia for the sake of the demands contained in the ul-
timatum. The crisis, however, passed, for the Rumanians, whose

military situation had been rendered exceedingly precarious by the
opening of the German advance into the Ukraine and the big 'with-
drawals' of Russian troops, submitted on March z and signed the
preliminary peace of Buftea on March 5. The wranglings of the Ger-
mans with each other and with their allies went on the whole of
March; there was moreover no one in Bucharest officially entitled to
negotiate. It was only on March 2I that the new Prime Minister,
Marghiloman, at last appeared and the peace negotiations proper
could be opened in Bucharest. The peace was initialled on the z6th,
subject to the reservation that the final form of the economic condi-
tions was still to be established. The treaty was signed in Bucharest on
M^y 7 . The important provisions are, however, not those of the main
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treaty, but those contained in its five annexes on oil, economics,
shipping, finance and law respectively. The Secretary of State in the
Reich Economic Office, Baron von Stein, said afterwards that the
central purpose 'of ensuring Germany's influence over the produc-
tion and export of oil' had been completely achieved, as also had
been the substance of all her other aims-not, however, the territorial
possession of Constanta but a free port with control of the railways
and the Danube, and not the mining royalties but the trade mono-
poly.

Private interests, however, were less well satisfied with the treaty.
They regarded the commercial monopoly as a threat to the realisa-
tion of their own plans, which they had expounded in numerous
memoranda purporting to satisfy both the state and private enter-
prise. These objections were supported by Helfferich, who in all the
preliminary negotiations had pressed very strongly for a solution
based on private enterprise, and by some of the ministries.

The way in which the economic negotiations with Rumania are being
carried on is evoking very strong criticism here from Helfferich and the
Ministries, and also from the big private interests. The Deutsche Bank is
grumbling, Stinnes raging, Ballin up in arms. All these are people who get
listened to. ..,

On the same day on which this warning u,as sent to Kiihlmann,
Ludendorff followed it up by saying that it was impossible to con-
clude a political treaty without first securing the economic demands
in respect of oil, wheat and finance; it was precisely in the interest
of those demands that he had left his troops in the country, so that
they could apply the necessary pressure.

Led by Ludendorff, the extremist wing of the War Aims Majority
began to criticise the diplomats, especially Kiihlmann, sharply for
weakness, saying that the power position attained by Germany in
Bucharest was far too modest in view of Germany's victories and by
comparison with what she could have achieved. The treaty,like that
of Brest-Litovsk before it, contributed largely to Ktihlmann's fall.
The Emperor, under the influence of Ludendorff and private inter-
ests, already wanted to drop him, and he was again only saved by
Hertling in the interest of the wider objective of Mitteleuropa. Hert-
ling sent the Emperor a letter (drafted personally by his Under-
Secretary, von Radowitz), defending the policy of his Secretary of
State against the numerous and envenomed attacks upon him. He
denied strongly that Germany had failed to achieve anything
'which was in her economic or political interest' and insisted that the
real aim of his policy was not to concentrate on a single objective,
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but to hold together, now and after the war, the coalition of the Cen-
tral Powers, the corner-stone of which was Germany's relations with
Austria-Hungary.

If these relations were clouded, the value of our alliance with Bulgaria
and Turkey and all advantages achieved in Rumania would become illusory.
The strengthening and firm establishment of the alliance on the basis of
common interests would, on the other hand, create a Cmtral Europan bht
of a strength neaer )et witnessed in thz hisnr2 of the uorM.r

'The only protection for Germany, east or west, in the new war
which must follow the Central Powers' present victory could, he
went on, come from'the new bloc now coming into being', to which
Holland and the Scandinavian states would probably first attach
themselves, in their own economic interests. Russia could be elimi-
nated as an enemy in the immediate future, but only if a modus

uiamdi with her present rulers could be found; this depended on
'practical handling' of the problem of the border states.

Hertling said that Kiihlmann's special merit was to have come
back both from Brest and from Bucharest with Germany's relation-
ship with her allies untroubled-and that was the essential condition
for the larger Central European solution. His dismissal would mean
the collapse of the present system, which had succeeded so far in
holding together the people and its representatives. Even in the
Reichstag there was an unmistakable swing 'away from the resolu-
tion (sc. of July, r9r7) on no annexations or indemnities'; in this
way the government had been able'with the help of parliament, to
keep alive in the people faith in its intention of reaching a peace
honourable to Germany'.

The Reichstag later accepted the Peace of Bucharest without
serious objections.

Austria-Hungary, Poland and Mitteleuropa
Immediately the Treaty of Bucharest was signed, Ludendorff re-

voked the consent given by him at the end of I9I7 to the Austro-
Polish solution on the grounds that the treaty had not given Germany
the position in Rumania promised her in October, and that she was
therefore no longer bound. The old German demands, which would
have made Poland a satellite of Germany irrespective of her political
status, reappeared undiminished, supported by the OHL, the Prus-
sian ministries, and private interests, As Germany also wanted to
make Austria-Hungary as a whole dependent on hersell, Poland was
not only a war aim, but also the key to Germany's hegemony in
Europe.

r Author's italics.
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But the two most important political factors in Germany, the OHL
and the civilian government, had different ideas on how to achieve
that hegemony. Thus in spite of the decision of the Crown Council of
January z, r9r8, the OHL opposed a military convention with Aus-
ria-Hungary on emotional anti-Habsburg grounds; while the civi-
lians advocated it as the way to chain Austria-Hungary to Germany.
The OHL insisted strongly on its demand for a big Frontier Strip,
and thereby so prejudiced the Austro-Polish solution that Austria-
Hungary wns prepared to give up both Poland and Mitteleuropa.
That, however, Ktihlmann and Hertling wanted by all means to pre-
vent.

The military and political plans for the east now came into head-
on collision. Czernin complained to Ktihlmann that 'his persistent
efforts to create closer unity between Germany and Austria' were
being thwarted by the German military's obstinacy, and Kiihlmann
implored the Chancellor to get the generals to yield.

If we succeed in bringing about the economic and military attachment to
Austria which, given at all skilful leadership, must also greatlyincrease our
influence over the foreign policy of the Habsburg Monarchy, I see in this
an enormous and permanent gain for the cause of Deutsehtum in the world.

The success of this policy, which Ktihlmann called 'an absolute
necessity' in Germany;s interest, must not be thwarted by the mili-
tary-technical narrow-mindedness of the Prussian generals with
their excessive demands in the Frontier Strip.

Kiihlmann also accused the generals of having no programme of
their own. Nevertheless, they were not prepared to give up their
aims for the sake of the political Mitteleuropa idea. Their aim was,
by securing the centres of raw materials and industry near Ger-
many's frontiers, to bring not only Poland and Austria-Hungary,
but also France and Belgium into dependence on Germany and
keep them weak, under German domination, but without Mittel-
europa. As regards the east, this idea emerged clearly in conversa-
tions between the AOK and the OHL on where the German-Polish
frontier was to run in Upper Silesia. The Germans demanded the
whole coalfield of Dombrowa under the pretext of ensuring supplies
for the Silesian industrial districts. The Chief of the Austro-Hun-
garian General Staff, Baron Arz, at once saw what was Germany's
real purpose: 'What Germany is trying to do is, by getting possession
of the coalfields of Dombrowa, to accentuate our dependence on her
and make Poland, which will then have no coal mines at all, depen-
dent also.'

The first clash between Germany and Austria-Flungary was
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followed on February 5 by another and still grimmer one, when
Czernin's hope that by yielding over Chelm he would get Poland
undiminished by a Frontier Strip was not fulfilled; on the contrary,
the Prussian policy represented by the Ministry of State and the de-
partmental ministries, in alliance with the OHL, began to prevail
over Hertling-Kiihlmann line. On top of this, the Ukrainian peace
had drawn down on Czernin, who was the chief Austrian supporter
of the Mitteleuropa idea, the implacable hatred of all Poles inside
and outside the Monarchy. On February zB the Poles vented their
wrath in the Austrian Herrenhaus, 'raging' over the loss of Chelm
and saying that Czernin had betrayed Austria-Hungary to 'German
imperialism' and sacrificed Austria in order that Germany 'should
make herself mistress of the lands from Riga to Constantinople'.l
Czernin's position was shaken; the support which he enjoyed from
the extremists of the right, the champions of 'Austria's place in the
world', was barely enough to defend him against the Poles. The situ-
ation in Austria-Hungary after the treaty with the Ukraine was thus
deeply divided; the 'Bread Peace' produced only a meagre return.
The Emperor's longing for peace was diametrically opposed to his
Foreign Minister's hopes of victory, and Austria's annexationists
were by no means pleased rvith the peace treaties.

Under the impact of unbridled Polish reactions and of the inter-
nal difficulties of the Monarchy, the Emperor Charles visited the
German Emperor in Homburg on February 22 to express disin-
tiressement in the Austro-Polish solution and-at least if Wilhelm II
understood him aright-to consent to the so-called 'candidates'
solution' which, given the latest change of feeling amon€i the Poles,
would certainly have resulted in the election of the German candi-
date. He asked only for certain safeguards for Austria-Hungary's
interests. Wilhelm II, however, set forth Germany's conditions for
any solution of the Polish question in their full magnitude: he must
conclude a military convention with the king of Poland and reserve
to himself the right to inspect the country's military installations and
a certain measure of influence over the organisation and training of
the Polish army. He attached no less weight to the economic safe-
guards, in the form of a guaranteed German influence over the
Polish railways, roads and waterways. Wilhelm felt himself already
victor in the east, and wholly confident of victory in the west, and
when Charles pressed for a 'quick' peace, he replied that he was
firmly resolved to achieve a 'good' peace, for which Germany could
carry on the war for another two or three years. When Charles agreed

1 The Poles in the Reichsrat had talked of 'German imperialism, Germany's
attempts to build a bridge to the East.'
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to the 'candidates' solution', Wilhelm II in his turn dropped the
Austro-Polish solution, to which he had hitherto been faithful, and
his Chancellor followed him. Only Kiihlmann continued to advo-
cate it as the only way, as he saw it, of realising the Mitteleuropa plan
with Austria-Hungary.

The Polish question was discussed again in Ki.ihlmann's absence
(he was in Bucharest) at a Crown Council on March I3, and a middle
line was found which diverged only a little from the Emperor's
wishes and included in essentials all demands evolved since tgt5.
Beseler, who had hurried in from Warsaw, gave a reappraisal of the
Polish situation after the Brest peace. Militarily Poland 'jutted out
like a wedge' into the belt of German-dominated Russian border
states from Finland to the Ukraine, and must therefore be kept de-
pendent on Germany. Politically Poland was of key importance for
Germany from every point of view, not only the military, and to
prune its frontiers too severely would produce lasting discontent and
turn it into 'the focal point of all intrigues of enemy Powers against
Germany'. Although, therefore, the two parties could not 'negotiate
as equals', the'state treaty' must'be uP to a point voluntary'. This
was relatively easy, because the Poles, whose leading class consisted
of landed magnates, were frightened of Bolshevism and had them-
selves recently approached Germany, and had offered her a military
convention and a commercial treaty. Germany, said Beseler, should
use the might of her army to 'establish the Polish state on firm foun-
dations'and give it the frontiers, already fixed by the Brest treaties,
which'encircle it south and north'.

The Russian danger has been banished for a Iong time to come. We have
decades before us in which to build in the ex-Russian border states an
advanced frontier bastion for the defence of our country. Behind this must
lie a second defensive sector. That I see on the Vistula.

Beseler (who was strongly criticised as too pro-Polish, not only by
the OHL but also by the Prussian ministries) thought that this
meant 'that we must have the Bobr-Narew line, up to about Ostro-
lenka'. He did indeed plead that the iron and coal mines on the
Upper Silesian frontier, which the OHL wanted to include in the
Frontier Strip, should be left to Poland, since German industry was
in any case guaranteed the use of them. The conditio sine qua noz of his
proposals was, however, that Germany must be complete master of
Poland's army and communications; this was the only condition
on which she could renounce large annexations. Not one word was

said on this occasion in favour of Kthlmann'sAustro-Polish solution;
the meeting agreed in principle to Beseler's Prussion-Little Poland
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proposals, and left the Secretary of State completely isolated. The
idea of a Mitteleuropa via the Austro-Polish solution was dead. Ger-
many tried to separate the two aims and to achieve the former with-
out herself making concessions. On top of this, Czernin resigned on
April 14, leaving Kiihlmann without a partner in the other camp
on either Poland or Mitteleuropa. Czernin's fall had only been a
question of time since the Ukrainian treaty and the Poles' reaction
to it, but it was precipitated and made inevitable by his unfortunate
intervention in the Sixtus affair and his speech against the Czechs.
Further, his resignation and the publication of the Sixtus letter,l
with its reference to France's Just claims' on Alsace-Lorraine, com-
promised the Emperor Charles' position towards Germany no less

severely.
Germany's reaction was immediate. Kiihlmann now accepted the

view of the OHL and the Prussian Ministry of State that the mo-
ment had arrived to impose Mitteleuropa and clear up the Polish
question in accordance with Germany's wishes and without con-
sidering Austria. 'According to the historic course of events, a long-
term alliance, economic association and military agreement would
represent Austria's returns for German counter-concessions on the
Polish question.'

The publication of the Sixtus letter had, however, altered the
situation considerably to Germany's advantage, and it would thus
now be possible to secure the threefold alliance even without coun-
ter-concessions in Poland. Kiihlmann indeed thought that Austria
would be forced 'to link her further destinies demonstratively with
those of the German Reich' through these agreements, in order to
dispel the doubts raised by the letter about her loyalty to the German
alliance.

Most careful advance arrangements were made for Charles' 'pil-
grimage to Canossa' (he was expected in Spa on May rz). Hertling,
Payer,Roedern, the two Steins, Stumm, Bussche and Radowitz held
a number of conferences, Kiihlmann, Bergen, Wedel, Ludendorff
and Hindenburg being called in in the later stages, which defined in
what could now be called definitive form Germany's aims towards
Austria-Hungary and Poland. The 'hard line' won: Austria-Hun-
gary, Poland and Mitteleuropa were to be treated separately, and

each objective reached separately on its own merits. Austria-Hun-
gary-still more Poland-was to be bound by threefold treaties, the
object being 'to dominate Austria-Hungary economically, like
Poland and Russia'. The Emperor, like Kiihlmann, called for 'an
alliance which shall be as long-term as possible, and conspicuous to

r See Lorenz, Kaiser Karl, p. t5g.
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the world'. Baron von Stein, however, who was the stiffest repre-
sentative of Germany's economic interests, regarded a long-term
alliance as only one aim of German policy; he (and with him the
OHL) thought it even more important that Austria-Hungary should
leave Germany an entirely free hand, economically, in Poland and
allow her to conclude a customs union with Poland, leaving open
the question of the possible adherence to it of Austria-Hungary.
Thus the Kiihlmann-Czernin agreement was dropped in favour of a
central Europe as conceived by Ludendorff, von Stein, Helfferich
and Roedern. There were differences of nuance, according to the
more or less strictly Prussian mentality of each, but all agreed in re-
jecting the Austro-Polish solution in favour of one which on the one
hand showed Germany to be the complete master, and on the other
made Poland into a German hinterland in which Austria-Hungary
had nothing to say. The results of the first conference formed the
basis of the discussions at all the others; the general line of policy
thus laid down was not thereafter substantially modified.

The conference of May ro put the economic alliance first among
the obligations to be imposed on Austria-Hungary; that of the r r th,
at which the OHL participated, dealt chiefly with the political side.
'All competent organs' again agreed on the necessity of a political
alliance, a military treaty and a customs union. Hertling, it is true,
now thought that it would be a tactical error to ask Charles, who was
ready to accept the three treaties, at the same time to renounce
Poland, Austria's single war aim.

This was how things stood on May tz (five days after the Peace of
Bucharest), when Charles arrived in Spa, accompanied by Czernin's
successor, Burian. The discussions lasted many days, and Burian,
whose appointment had not been welcomed in Germany, succeeded
in forcing the Germans to agree reluctantly to make the validity of
the Mitteleuropa treaties dependent on a prior settlement of the
Polish question. The agreements concluded between Germany and
Austria-Hungary were thus only provisional. The Germans, however,
paid little attention to this qualification; as early as May 16 they
were describing the Austro-Polish solution as 'done with', and ex-
ploiting the signature of 'Mitteleuropa' as 'a step of world-historical
importance'. Germany's Austro-lfungarian policy was 'settled' by
(i) a long-term, close political alliance, (ii) a military treary, (iii) a
customs and economic alliance, with the ultimate purpose of bring-
ing about completely duty-free traffic between the contracting
powers. Economic details were to be considered further in special
committees, and it was hoped that the Polish question would be
solved easily at the beginning ofJune, when Burian came back.
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When Burian did come back, on June rz, Germany's western
offensive seemed on the verge of bringing her victory, and her self-
assurance was even greater than in May. This increased confidence
found expression when the Polish question was debated again on
May 3o at a conference in the Imperial Chancellery. As in the pre-
vious conferences of that month, eastern and western aims were
treated exactly alike; the eastern march was to be matched by a
western, both screening Germany's industry, both serving as de-
ployment areas in another war, both colonised with Germans.
Poland and Belgium figured equally as satellites of Germany. Bel-
gium was to be restored as an independent state, tied economically
to Germany and partitioned administratively between Flemish and
Walloons-as Poland, by means of the 'candidates' solution', was
to be'closely attached to the Central Powers, Germany enjoying
preference'.

While Kiihlmann for reasons of policy still wanted Austria-Hun-
gary treatedproforma as a partner and thought it necessary to get her
consent to the transference of the Polish railways to Germany, Roe-
dern brushed this aside almost contemptuously, arguing: 'Without
Prussia-Germany the railway question is entirely insoluble. Poland
is starving. . , , Coal, railways our best weapon. . . . We are creating
something permanent there, so that we can use that too as a lever to
squeeze Austria.' Roedern's was no isolated voice; Stein supported
him most vigorously: 'We need Poland, we must be the masters
there.' The commercial policy of the Foreign Ministry was 'impos-
sible'f it contents itself with preferential duties, while we need cus-
toms union or commercial treaty'. The Chancellor agreed with
Roedern and Stein. He looked beyond Poland, even beyond Ru-
mania, and found full assurance that Germany would be able to hold
out in the anticipated economic war with the Western Powers only
with the economic domination of Russia. 'Russia must become our
economic domain'; it is 'an ineluctable necessity that we should
dominate the Russian market'. Therefore no internal tariffs with
Poland !

Germany's aims emerged even more nakedly in the discussion
sver what was to be done with Poland during the transitional period
which all departments agreed must intervene before Mitteleuropa
was fully established. Roedern, Wallraf and the Chancellor agreed
that the regulation of the Polish question during this period must be
one favourable to Germany. If it took zo-25 years to bring the cus-
toms union with Austria-Hungary into effect, Poland must not slip
out of German hands during this interval ; so 'Austria-Hungary must
get out of Poland'. Ki.ihlmann's arguments on the other side failed
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to convince; he wanted to create a relationship between Germany
and Austria-Hungary like thar of Britain and her dominions, but
Hertling, Roedern, Wallraf, Stein and their supporters were entirely
unconvinced. His objection that the Russian market could not be
dominated by German industry without massive state help was
practically disregarded. His argument that the way to prevent both
Austria-Hungary and Poland from shutting themselves off from
Germany by tariff barriers was to establish close connections with
the two countries together met with opposition which he was unable
to overcome even by pointing to the secret agreement with Rumania,
under which that country had pledged itself to enter the customs
union. Stein produced economic arguments to counter the political:
the economic structures of Germany and Austria-Hungary were so

different that to link them together without first making sure of
Poland would be an 'economic fetter on Germany'. He proposed to
try to get a provisional customs union with Austria-Hungary in
which Austria and Germany would be on the same footing ais-d-ais
Poland. This was generally approved, because the gainer by this
situation could only be the economically stronger party, Germany.

During Burian's two-day visit he quickly agreed with Hertling
and Kiihlmann on the outlines of a new treaty of alliance. The Polish
question, however, was in no way solved. Burian surprised the Ger-
mans by the obstinacy with which he clung to the Austro-Polish
solution, and that with a territorially unmutilated Congress Poland.
The alliance again threatened to founder on war aims. Burian said
that unless Germany agreed to the Austro-Polish solution, not only
could he not discuss Mitteleuropa any further, except purely aca-
demically, but Austria must in that case also keep her hands free for
the future (i.e., to change allies). In spite of this threat, Hertling and
Kiihlmann flatly rejected Austria's proposals, declaring themselves
bound by the Emperor's instructions. The negotiations were broken
off, leaving the two positions irreconcilably opposed. This was ap-
parent from the instructions prepared by the Reich Economic Office
in preparation for the negotiations with Austria on the customs union
which were to take place in Salzburg. Stein's basic thesis was that
Germany, Austria-Hungary and Poland were 'to constitute a uni-
tary economic territory' with complete customs unification, unifica-
tion of financial, currency and banking legislation and mutual assi-
milation of their transport systems, in which Germany was to control
the Polish railways and the possibility of a German-Polish currency
union was left open, while a Polish-Austro-Hungarian union was
expressly ruled out. Domination of Poland, which Stein regarded
entirely in the light of a transit area leading to Great Russia, the
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Ukraine and the Caucasus, was a more vital aim than MitteleuroPa.
Radowitz, it is true, rejected these instructions as unacceptable from
the point of foreign policy, but nevertheless Germany's policy re-

mained basically that of Stein up to the middle of r9r8.
Another great war aims conference, at the beginning ofJuly, t9tB,

showed this plainly. Here, once aga,n, Germany's war aims were dis-
cussed, under the presidency of the Emperor, in a spirit of full self-

assurance. Again the leaders of Germany confirmed their decisions
of May and June, this time without a dissenting voice, since Kiihl-
mann's place as Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs had since been

taken by Hintze:

(i) The personal union between Poland and Austria was rejectedl
(ii) The Poles were to be allowed to nominate a (German) candidate;
(iii) Poland, being the most important transit area to the east, must be

economically dominated by Germany; therefore Germany must:
(iv) possess a dominating influence over its railways.
(v) Military conventions;
(vi) Cession of Frontier Strips to be determined by.purely military con-

siderations.

With these six demands, which Hertling proposed should be pre-
sented to Austria-Hungary 'in almost the form of an ultimatum', the
Chancellor hoped to eliminate the differences between Germany
and the Dual Monarchy. His proposal was agreed by all. Ludendorff,
however, thought it necessary to sketch once again the standpoint of
the OHL-no concessions to Austria-Hungary, no retreat over the
Frontier Strip, a Poland economically dependent on Germany, a

Poland saddled with part of the war bill; then (Poland) 'is so de-

pendent on us that it must seek to attach itself to us' and will ask for
a military convention.

The result of this basic agreement on the German-Polish solution
and on its economic-political conditions was that the only question
left for the Germans to discuss between themselves was the delimi-
tation of the Frontier Strip.

In the voluminous memorandum on this question, submitted on

Jrly 5, the OHL went far beyond their demands of February rB,

1918. In particular, they now demanded the inclusion of the towns
of Karlish and Konin, in order to secure a new connection by rail,
and also by canal, via Mlava and Augustovo, which would facilitate
the deployment of troops in a future war and also provide a close con-
nection between the Silesian industries and coalfields and the 'Ger-
man North-East'of East Prussia and Lithuania. The proposed fron-
tier followed in general the old Bobr-Narev-Warthe line, taking in
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the Polish-Upper Silesian coalfield. The OHL also again reverted to
the idea of expelling the Polish and Jewish populations, expressly
recalling the plans bruited by Bethmann Hollweg, Wahnschaffe,
Schwerin and Ganse at the conference of July r3, rgr5.r During
these weeks the OHL had arranged for a new flood of memoranda
from east German civil servants, communal authorities and business
circles, all opposing any renunciation, and could now claim that its
demands accorded with those of 'the authoritative quarters and the
best experts on our East', that the 'battle for the soil' against the
Poles made the deportations necessary, if Germany's eastern pro-
vinces were not 'to perish in the Slav masses'. This ethnic argument
could not be disregarded, for Beseler's policy of 'enlightened des-
potism' (which had also been supported at the last by Ktihlmann)
was recognised, very realistically, to be fruitless.

The Polish question, especially the population transfers which the
political leaders now no longer favoured, was discussed at several
inter-ministerial conferences in the middle ofJuly and the beginning
of August. In view of the insolubility of the Fofsh question the del
cision was taken on August 9 (the morrow of the black day on the
western front) to go back to the old line of a military convention and
a political and economic alliance.

Meanwhile, the 'ultimatum' framed on July z had been presented
in Vienna, and Burian had accepted the conditions as a basis for dis-
cussion, but with so many reservations as to make it clear that he
was not prepared to accept Germany's demands but was only play-
ing for time.2 The situation having changed in the west, the Emperor
Charles reappeared in Spa in the hope of initiating a peace move by
the Central Powers and at the same time solving the Polish question,
but the Germans had blocked any possibility of reviving the Austro-
Polish solution. On August 13, the day before Charles' arrival,
Hintze had told two Polish spokesmen, Count Ronikier and Prince
Janusz Radziwill, that they could choose between two alternatives:
adhesion to Germany and a small Frontier Strip, or adhesion to
Austria and big Frontier Strips.a And on August 27 he repeated,
now officially, the threat that if Poland chose Austria-Hungary she
would lose the Hindenburg Strip, including the Sosnowice coalfields.
Thus the military crisis had in no way bridged the gulf between Ger-
many and Austrial on the contrary, Germany was now pressing for-
cibly for afait accompli in Poland before the military situation forced
her to ask for a general armistice and peace. At the end ofAugust the

r Cf. the Bernhard-Wegener plan (above, p. r72).
2 Conze, op. cit., pp.37r f.
8 Id., p.372.
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situation became so critical that even Ludendorff pressed for a final
settlement of the Polish question. on August 3r he submitted to
Hintze-at the latter's request-his 'programme I5r an understanding
with Poland':1 an alliance, with military, railway and economic con_
ventions, duty-free transit for German goods, Pohnd to take over
part of Germany's war debts, and the bridgeheads of Lomsha,
Ostrolenka and Ossowiec.

Germany's aims in Poland were formulated once more, by Hintze
to Burian, on September 5, rgr8, only threeweeks before the collapse:

(i) Frontier rectifications-parts of polish upper silesia in the Kreis of
Bendzin, and in front of Thorn, Lomsha and Ossowiec, in return for
which Poland should get compensation in cholm and white Ruthenia
(which Count Ronikier had asked of Hintze on August cg).

(ii) A military convention on the model of the prusso-Bavarian military
alliance of rB7o.

(iii) Poland to come into the Central European custonB union, and
(iv) Foundation of a railway company under predominanily German

influence.

. Once agalnt at the end of September, the mutually irreconcilable
intentions of the allies clashed, when Burian produced another plan
for an Austro-Polish solution, worked out down to the last deLit.z
Never before had Austria defined her demands so exactly; it was
probably only-the hope of holding together the centrifugal'eiements
of the Dual Monarchy by offering them a major war alm, that led
him now to take this step. Germany refused shaiply, but by this stage
no real'solution'of the Polish problem was any longer possible.

- Tlir brought with it the collapse of the Mitteleuropa plan which
had been so closely knit up with the Polish question. If had really
become a secondary issue, for on the one hand Burian believed thai
the only way of saving the existence of the Monarchy was through
the Austro-Polish solution (with an intact Congress poland), whi-le
on the other Germany needed Poland not so muih as a cornei-stone
of Mitteleuropa but rather as a necessary bridge and link with
Russia, the Ukraine and the south-east, areas on the complete domi-
nation of which Germany's will had been fully concentiated in the
months after Brest-Litovsk. The resignation of Czernin, and still
more that of Kiihlmann, mark the end of Mitteleuropa both for
Austria-Hungary and for the German Reich. Thereaftei borh states
tried to follow an'autarky policy'of their own-the one out of
consciousness of weakness, the other in an illusion of strength.

r Id., p.374; Geiss, Grmzstrcifn,p, t46.t Conze, op. cit,rp, 377.
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THE ELABORATION OF THE OSTRAUM

THE UKRAINE, THE CRIMEA,
THE DON TRANSCAUCASIA

THr Ukraine had first figured as a German war aim within the

framework of Germany's policy of promoting revolution, a policy

resumed with vigour in August, I9I7.1 On February B, tgIB peace

had been 
"orr"li,d.d 

in Biest-Litovsk with a government which

neither enjoyed any authority in the Ukraine nor possessed the

.rr.r.rr, fori. t. popular suppori to ...ol'er it-' Only two days after the

Homburg Crown'Councii Lf Febrrrary r3 had decided to solve the

impasse ieached at Brest-Litovsk by'appe-als for help' to Germany,

o.r. ,.."h appeal reached Berlin from the fallen Rada government.s

The ,rescue ixpedition' se t out on February r B. Kiev was occupied on

March r. For ihe sake of appearances the OHL allowed the Ukrain-
ian units which had been raised in Germany from among Russian

prisoners of war of Ukrainian origin to take part in this operation.

The rnilitary foundation of the Gerrnan Power position
in the Ukraine

But the capture of Kiev and the return of the Rada by no means

meant the end of the campaign. A Bolshevik-Ukrainian counter-

government was still in Kharkhov, and enjoyed much sympathy

I*ong the workers and small peasants. The Rada could not pos-

sibly e"xtend its control over the Ukraine east of Kiev without Ger-

-.r, ,,rpport. On March r5 further '-appeals for help' (announced

by Hoffiann as early as February z6) came in, begging Germany

for further help in liberating the districts of Kharkov, Ekaterinoslav,

Tauris, Poltava and Cherson.s These brought Germany-so far

unaided by her allies-to the Black Sea coast and the Donetz

basin.
Austria hesitated long before joining in the 'police operations' in

the Ukraine. It was only after the Rada had made concessions to

1 Seeabove,pP. 136ff.
2 See above, p. 5oo.
! Ludendorff, Kriegserinnerungen, P. 453.
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Poland over the frontiers of Chelm that she sent some small forces,
which however she did not, as the German Emperor asked, place
under German command. The Austrians' chief goal was Odessa.
As Austria's aspirations revealed themselves, they were followed by
the Germans with extreme mistrust, and it was only reluctantly that
Germany allowed Austria, whose supply situation was worse than
her own, to take what steps she could to squeeze all possible sup-
plies of bread grains and other commodities out of the areas occupied
by her troops. These activities were very damaging to Germany's
policy which was quite the opposite. Germany regarded the Ukraine,
like Belgium, as a valuable source of raw materials, and also as a
political counter to be used against Russia and the Balkans; she
therefore wanted to follow a long-term policy. The result was quar-
rels and tension which was only slightly relieved in June by conces-
sions by Generals Arz and Krauss, the Austrian Commander-in-
Chief and the General Commanding Austria's Eastern Army.

Thus military-tactical and political purposes led Germany to ans-
wering the second appeal by continuing her advance beyond Kiev
and Kharkov-in the north to the railway junction of Byelgorod,
half-way to Kursk in the district of that name (which no longer.be-
longed to the Ukraine), and in the east through the iron and coal
fields on the Donetz, which were occupied, and across the Ukrainian
frontier almost to the main southern railway line joining Moscow
with Voronezh and Rostov.l The capture of Rostov, after hard
fighting with Russian Bolshevik forces, cut the chief line of communi-
cations between Great Russia and the Caucasus, and furthermore
brought the chief port on the Don under German control. Austrian
troops had by now occupied Odessa, and German units now entered
the Crimea, thus thwarting attempts by the Ukrainian Rada to at-
tach to itself this area which, like Rostov and the Donetz basin, be-
longed technically to Great Russia. The occupation of Sebastopol
not only established Germany in another Black Sea port, but brought
Moscow's second great southward line of communications, through
Kursk to Sebastopol, under German control as far as its terminal
point. And the extension of the German zone of occupation also
meant the expansion of the now re-established Ukraine, by the in-
clusion in it of areas regarded by Germany as a necessary military
glacis. Great Russia was thus cut off from the Black Sea and from

r See also Groener, Leberccrinncrungcn (Giittingen, r957), p. 3g5. Groener praises
the Austrians'policy as'practical' . . . 'whereas we went on doing the egg-dance
round the "government", . , . One must admit that if we wanted to make a long-
term policy in the Ukraine, the German method was the right one.' On the differ-
ences between Germany and Austria-Hungary, see Diz dcutsche Okkupation in dcr
U kr aiw, Ge luimdokumcnla (Strassburg, r 957), pp. r 78- r 9 r .
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the valuable corn lands of the Kuban area and from the Caucasus.l
Disregarding repeated protests from the Moscow government,
which looked on the occupation of Cherson, the Crimea, etc. as a
violation of the treaty of Brest-Litovsk, the Foreign Ministry and the
satellite government of the Rada settled the frontiers of the Ukraine.
The Ukraine, the Foreign Ministry informed Moscow, consisted of
the nine districts of Volhynia, Podolia, Cherson, Tauris (excluding
the Crimea, for the occupation of which another pretext had to be
found in the shape of the right of self-determination), Kiev, Poltava,
Chernigov, Ekaterinoslav and Kharkov. The OHL went further
still; it wanted these frontiers regarded as only 'provisional', and in
particular it pressed forward at Taganrog beyond Rostov into the
Don and Kuban areas, in order to secure and consolidate a bridge
to the Caucasus, a region in which German policy was at the same
time pursuing further objectives.

Iron, coal and wheat:
Gerrnan policy to the fall of the Socialists

Germany's plans, however, encountered unexpected difficulties.
The more she pressed for concrete profits out of the Peace Treaty,
the less suitable an instrument did the Rada government prove for
her purposes. It failed to raise an army deserving the name12 it failed
to organise an administration which commanded respect and au-
thority in the country;3 it could not produce the promised supplies,
nor keep prices from rising. Conditions were chaotic. Withal, while
possessing no real power, the Ukraine government was highly re-
calcitrant and unsubmissive towards the Germans.

The present Ukrainian government, wrote Colin Ross, an officer sent
down by the British Foreign Office to report on the situation, is nothing else
than a club ofspeculative political adventurers who are engaged in doing
wonderful business with the support of 'German bayonets'.

Feeling in the country was still pro-German, the hope of 'pro-
curing goods in unlimited quantities'still alive, and realisation that
the country had now been linked with 'Central European shortages'
had not yet dawned. But when the disappointments arrived, feeling
would change. For the moment, the 'club' would continue to accept
Germany's orders, if reluctantly; but if permanent collaboration

r The provisional eastern and northern frontier, as proposed by the Ukrainian
Minister ol War, ran from Taganrog south of the government of Voronezh to
Bobrov (5o miles south-east of Voronezh), thence Kursk-Rylsk-northern bound-
ary of the government of Chernigov-Shlobin-Lake Vygonovskoye.

2 The total force consisted of z,ooo men, in 'theatrical costumes', with no mili-
tary value. Their commander was Petlura.

3 Groener, op. cit., pp. 39r f.
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lvith the Ukraine was to be achieved, 'peaceful penetration by Ger-
man forces' of the government, the army and the whole country was
essential.

Germany had already initiated this 'peaceful penetration' by
sending Field-Marshal von Eichhorn and Lieutenant-General Groe-
ner,l the former to command the Kiev Army Group with the latter,
who had previously been employed to organise the Office of War
Economy and to head the railways in the field, as his Chief of Staff.
With the two soldiers came an 'ambassador', Mumm von Schwar-
zenstein, the son of a family of industrialists and a man with much
experience of the east. Besides these official representatives of Ger-
many's interests there were others, including a very active group of
long-term planners from the Reich Economic Office under a direc-
tor of Krupps, Wiedfeldt, released for the purpose. This 'economic
office', which was specially established to organise the economic
penetration of the Ukraine, became very active. With the backing of
the German occupation force of eighteen divisions (over 3oo,ooo
men with the Austrians) Wiedfeldt and his equally alert col-
laborator, Melchior, of the Max Warburg bank in Ffamburg, suc-
ceeded in preparing the ground for a supplementary treaty
which would have laid the Ukrainian market completely open to
Germany.

As the troops advanced in the south-east, the economic plans in
the Ukraine began to take concrete shape in the course of countless
conversations. The new possibilities were discussed as early as Feb-
ruary r g, and agreement was reached in principle that the situation
would offer 'ample possibilities . . . for agreements which might be
of extreme value for our domestic industry and for the national food
supply'.

South Russia, wrote Helfferich in a survey ol future prospects, will be a
much more important market for German industry than the north, which
has been economically much weakened by the loss of its grain producing
areas, and should in future be relatively unimportant, compared with the
IJkraine, as a consumer.

It was, however, necessary to seal the Ukraine offfrom the north
and reorientate it to the west partly, according to Helfferich, through
control of its railways (which were to be linked with the central
European network and have their tariffs adjusted) and partly by
indirect control of the mines through German-dominated iron and
coal monopolies. These plans were strongly supporte d by von Stein,
the Prussian Minister of War, who further wanted a treaty ensuring

r Id., P'395.
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for Germany the Ukraine's whole export surplus of cereals 'for a
number of years'. After the railways the Foreign Ministry began to
interest itself chiefly in the problem of the indirect domination of the
IJkraine's raw materials. Thyssen (of the Deutscher ffaisar works) and
Kirdorf (of the Gelsenkirchener Bergwerkgeselkchaft) had been interested
in Krivoi Rog before the war. Forms of organisation previously
worked out in Belgium and Poland were taken over and amalga-
mated with the Rada's own plans for a state monopoly of mineral
deposits, concessions for coastal and river shipping (the latter on the
Dnieper), and licences to construct new railways and to construct
and operate grain elevators on the American system.

On March 5 there were further conversations between the depart-
ments and Helfferich, and the interests and wishes thitherto dis-
closed were co-ordinated. The financial claims for the'expedition'
in the Ukraine were distinguished sharply from the economic de-
mands, which were to be put into a supplement to the peace treaty
rvith the Ukraine and, in Helfferich's words, worked out 'in free col-
laboration' with the Ukraine. Germany now adopted as the aim of
her economic policy what before had been only the demand of an
occasional individual: in spite of the difficulties of the supply situa-
tion in Germany, the Ukraine was to be sealed off from Great
Russia, and also from any third power, and its economic system was
to be geared to that of Germany and its exports directed to her. AII
concerned-Helfferich, von Stein, their colleagues in other ministries,
also the OHL-agreed that the first way of ensuring 'the unimpeded
export, not only ofbread grains but iron ore . . . and manganese ore'
was to alter the gauge of the railways to the west European and to
assimilate tariffs. For safety, Germany should ask for the port of
Nikolaev, on the Don, so that the export of the mineral ores would
be possible under any conditions.l

The foundations of a new Ukrainian policy had thus been laid-
barely two days after the signature of the Peace of Brest-Litovsk.

A fortnight later von Stein sent Kthlmann a memorandum con-
taining even more ambitious plans: capital connections with Ger-
many were to be used to prevent a customs union between the
Ukraine and Rump Russia. The main point, for him, was to seal off
the Ukraine; if this were not done, 'that part of the old Russia which
is economically most considerable and most important for Germany's
supply of raw materials is lost, treaties or no treaties'. The peace

r Ludendorff's proposals to Hertling are characteristic: since Germany would be
obliged to employ 'methods not consonant with the dignity ol the highest repre-
sentative of the German Reich' in getting in the bread grains and raw materials,
the economic work should be left to an'independent' commission, which should be
under the orders of the G,O.C, the German troops in the Ukraine.
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treaty between the Ukraine and Russia must therefore be concluded
as early as possible, and under German supervision. In the draft the
'IJkraine' was laying territorial claim to 'not only a considerable
part of the Black Earth Belt but also the important ironfield of Kri-
voi Rog, the industrial disrict of Kharkov, the coalfield of the
Donetz basin and the tobacco plantations of the Kuban'.

She was asking also for one-third of the annual production of all
Russia's most important raw materials: gold, silver, platinum,
copper and naphtha; of these products, Stein proposed, Germany
must keep a quota for herself, including up to 90 per cent of the
platinum. Similarly, the trade in timber, cotton and manufactured
goods which would normally be carried on with Russia must be

stopped by customs barriers.
Collaboration between the Germans and the 'kiddies' in their

'Ministerial baby-carriages', as Groener put it,l grew more and more
difficult as the new treaties neared completion. While the Foreign
Ministry wanted to go on working with the Rada, as did Ludendorff,
out of anti-Polish sentiment, the German delegation in the Ukraine
came increasingly to favour collaboration with the big landlords
(who had been expropriated under the Rada's agrarian legislation)
and rich peasants, and the installation of a government resting on
these elements. Berlin, however, thought it impossible to establish an
open military dictatorship within the framework of a German
Government-General of the Ukraine, for it thought it essential to
preserve the fiction of an independent government, particularly
since Germany had concluded with the Ukraine a peace treaty
which was the legal basis of its separation from Russia' When the
supplementary treaty of April e5, with its twenty annexes regulating
the collection of the harvest through a state monopoly assisted by a
German purchasing company, had been initialled and signed, the
system and personnel of the Rada lost their value for Germany. It
had to be overthrown and the country reorganised.2

At the end of April, after a considerable search, Groener found the
right man in the person of General Skoropadsky, a former Tsarist
Guards officer of an old family of Ukrainian nobility; the part of
chorus in the 'revolution' he assigned to a group of landlords, most
of them of only local importance.

On April z3 Ludendorff himself made the decisive move.3 He
hoped, as he told Groener, that 'powerful pressure' would succeed in
overcoming the stoppage of deliveries and the obstinacy of the Rada.

I Groener, op. cit., p. 399.
2 Beyer, op. cit., p.35.
3 Groener, op. cit., p. 3gB.
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The issue was forced when the Rada objected strongly to an order
by Eichorn introducing compulsory labour in the fields-the first
open infringement of the government's sovereignty-and by the ab-
duction of a bank director named Dobry, who had been working
with the German Economic Commission.l Wilhelm II personally
laid down conditions required of a new government:

Recognition of the Peace of Brest, dissolution of the Rada, new elections
only when order had been completely restored, formation of a Ukrainian
army by agreement with the German Command, recognition of the
German-Austrian courts martial for military offences, local committees,
etc. to be dissolved and a regular administration put in, adoption of the
Central Powers' legislation on compulsory deliveries, abolition of all limita-
tions on free trade with Germany, the agrarian question to be solved by
restoring the right of property, land distribution with compensation . . .

retention of the large agricultural enterprises . . . conclusion of a military
convention and a long-term economic agreement . . . which places surpluses
of foodstuffs and raw materials at our disposal.

Skoropadsky accepted these conditions with a few reservations.2
On April z8 the Rada was surrounded and summoned to yield.

The members of the government were arrested and the legislaturd
dissolved. The next day an assemblage of great landlords, meeting
in a circus, again under military 'protection', proclaimed Skoro-
padsky }letman of the Ukraine. Two days later again, Skoropadsky
produced a list of ministers which had been agreed with the Ger-
mans,

Thus, under the transparent disguise of an internal Ukrainian
counter-revolution, Germany had set aside the parliamentary social-
ist regime in the Ukraine and put in a government which had even
less roots in the people than the Rada, but being, unlike the other,
quasi-monarchic, was better fitted to cover the fact that Germany
had now entered on a second phase of her Ukrainian policy, in
which her purpose was to make the Ukraine a relatively stable state,
orderly and peaceful in its internal conditions and completely de-
pendent on Germany. The complaints voiced in the Reichstag
against the crude behaviour of the military and the violation of a
parliament's immunity did not alter by a hair's breadth the policy
actually followed by Germany.

r Dobry was Director of the Russian Bank for Foreign Trade and financial
specialist of the Ukraine, who was working with the German members of the
Economic Commission on the preparation of the economic treaty. He appears to
have been trying to get the industrialists and 'banking circles' to combine, in order
to form a new ministry. The German delegates seem to have had no objections to
this.

2 Groener, op. cit., p. 3gg.
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The Skoropadsky era:
the achievernent of airns in the Ukraine

The change of government effected, the economic penetration of
the Ukraine set in apace. In the few months allowed them by fate
Wiedfeldt and Melchior, who were the two chief brains of the Ger-
man delegation in the Ukraine, and Freiherr von Stein laid the foun-
dations for the economic domination of the country. Wiedfeldt in par-
ticular opposed most strongly any participation by the military. He
wanted the relationship of the Ukraine to Germany to be modelled
on that of the British dominions with the mother country-absolute
primacy of the civil arm with dependent natives filling honorific
positions. The military was to remain in the background as far as
possible and to confine itself exclusively to police duties.

The activities of the Reich were deployed especially in three major
fields: agrarian reform, railways and banks, and iron ores and coal.

As early as April Germany's attitude towards the Rada's policy of
nationalisation had undergone a change. The delegation had de-
manded compensation for expropriated landlords. The Rada, whose
position in the country was based solely on land distribution without
compensation, refused. The Germans contacted the so-called All-
Ukrainian Farmers' Congress and achieved their object on April zg.1
The Congress not only demanded the liquidation of the Socialist
Land Committee and the revision of all distribution, but after the
fall of the Rada (which it welcomed) called for the election of a new
legislature on a class franchise modelled directly on the Prussian.
Germany, however, wished to prevent the restoration of over-large
estates by creating'a conservative class of prosperous peasants'. A
State Agricultural Bank was to afford financial support to this new
class, and a number of further larvs was issued to round offwhat was
called 'the re-enactment of Stolypin's land reform'. On July r5 agra-
rian committees were set up with the further purpose of creatine a
class interested in defending the independence of the Ukraine against
Russia and against the small peasants and the landless elements in
the population. At the same time Ludendorff's maxim that 'the
Russian must still be made to feel the knout' was honoured by the
enactment of laws on compulsory work on the land and forced
labour in other fields, with the severest penalties against strikes and
sabotage.2 Therewith Germany achieved her immediate aim of
changing the socialist structure of Ukrainian agriculture into one
designed to deliver to Germany the harvests of the Black Earth Belt.

As early as April rB Wiedfeldt proposed the formation of a
'z Id., pp. r 75 f.
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German-Ukrainian iron ore company on the Belgian model, to which
Germany, with her foundries, would contribute most of the finished
and half-finished products and the IJkraine, with its mines, more of
the raw materials. The production of manganese was to be controlled
through an analogous company. Here again the still small voice of
German heavy industry was heard, as in Belgium. Carl Duisburg,
Director-General of I.G.-Farben, Germany's biggest chemical con-
cern, suggested forming an'industrial and land company' to exploit
the potentialities of Ukrainian industry through the channels of pri-
vatC enterprise; this was meant as a way of circumventing the state

monopoliei which the Reich Economic Office was devising for the
east as well as the west. The participants in the company were to be
the biggest and financially strongest representatives of Germany's
heavyind electrical industries, the men who had headed Germany's
industrial expansion before the war: heavy industry wns represented

by the Deutich-Luxemburgische Bergwerks- und Hiittenaktienge-
sellschaft, the Fried. Krupp A.G., the Gelsenkirchener Bergwerks-
A.G., the Gutehoffnungshiitte of Oberhausen and the Phoenix A.G.,
the electrical industry by the two biggest firms in it, the A.E.G.
and Siemens; the mining industry by the Harpener Bergbau A.G.
and the Zeche Rheinpreussen; the chemical industry by I.G.-
Farben; and the circle was completed by the Hapag and the Inter-
nationale Bohrgesellschaft in Erkelenz.

The fears of ihe private industrialists were not without foundation
for the Reich Economic Office and the Economic Office for the
Ukraine were already thinking that the best way of utilising the eco-

nomic potential of the Ukraine would be through the foundation of
an iron ore syndicate under the joint control of the Ukrainian state

and the Reich. Stein, Wiedfeldt, Melchior, Mumm and Groener

were for liquidating the industrial and mining companies which had

previously been enlirely or mainly owned by Entente capital and
iransferring state monopolies and mining rights to this new, German-
controlled honopoly. As, however, in the agrarian question, Ger-
many's efforts hboured under great difficulties, including internal
insecurity often approximating to civil war, strikes and sabotage;

Germany's own sfiortage of capital; opposition from the Austrians;
and widespread mistrust among the population, enhanced by Ger-

many's open support ofreactionary elements.
In the-long iun everything would depend on whether Germany

could solve tfie problem of the railways. On May z-thedate of the
switch in Germany's Ukrainian policy-wiedfeldt asked Berlin what
were the governrnent's fundamental intentions. If it meant to make

the Ukraine a German'colony', complete control over the railways
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was essential. The policy afterwards followed by Wiedfeldt shows

what the government's aims were. He and Melchior regulated the
question of the railways, and the closely linked question of the banks,
in a way calculated to make the Ukraine Germany's most valuable
source of materials and trading partner. The gauge was to be altered
and new lines built westward and southward to give the Ukraine a
transport system with its centre inside the country itself. Millions
were voted for these purposes. Here, too, the form was to be that of a
private company, in which the German Reich was the biggest share-
holder. The crucial question was finance. On May r I Melchior
asked the Reich Treasury for 'a single, comprehensive railway loan
for the Ukraine', arguing that it would give Germany, once and for
all, a 'powerful economic strategic position' which would 'assure her
a lasting influence over the railway network of the Ukraine"

The Treasury was unenthusiastic, Roedern thinking conditions
in the Ukraine too uncertain. On the other hand von dem Bussche-
Haddenhausen, the head of the Foreign Ministry's section on com-
mercial policy, supported Melchior in a long memorandum which
put his objectives in the general pattern of Germany's Eastern policy.
The railway question was for him the real political means of securing
Germany's influence far beyond the border states, not only in the
European parts of the disintegrating Tsarist Empire-Finland, the
IJkraine, the Caucasus and Rump Russia-but also in its Asiatic
parts, Siberia and central Asia. This policy required not only loans,
but also help in construction, delivery of materials and administra-
tive and technical control; and Bussche proposed that the contrac-
tual and practical foundations for all this should be laid by creating
suitable organisations and staffing them with the necessary personnel.
While the railways had not been mentioned in the Brest negotiations,
the question must be included in the new treaties to be concluded
with the Ukraine and the Caucasian states in such fashion that in all
these states, and everywhere in the east, 'whatever form the German
participation took, it must be made clear to the world, the state in
question being only a figurehead'. He realised that the German eco-
nomy was at that moment strained to the limit by the war effort, so

that it would be difficult to raise the required capital, material,
managerial personnel and labour, but the question was one of 'pro-
ductive investment', an enterprise 'of quite outstanding economic,
political and strategic importance', so that 'every effort must be
made to supply the means of achieving it'.

Germany's aims in the east were set forth even more specifically
and crudely in another memorandum by Bussche, dated June I4,r

t Ursaclun, II, pp, eoa f,
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which also contained the political instructions for Mumm. Bussche
wrote that the fundamental principle of Germany's Ukrainian policy
was 'to press all pro-Russian, federalist tendencies', the perpetuation
of the dismemberment of the Rrssian empire being the only means of
preventing its recovery uN a great power and of keeping both the
Bolshevi}s and Skoropadsky under control. For Germany's further
aims: 'Russia's transport system, industry and entire economy must
come into our hands. We must succeed in exploiting the east for our-
selves. There is where we draw the interest on our war loans.'

Private interests made their voices heard in the railway question,
as over the mines. The Disconto-Gesellschaft planned to secure a
long-term influence over the Ukrainian transport system through a
German-Ukrainian railway syndicate, in which its pre-war interests
were revived. Salomonssohn, uncle of the Solmssen who represented
the Disconto-Gesellschaft's oil interests in Rumania, succeeded in
getting the support of other big banks for this plan and interesting
the government in it. On May z8 Melchior and Wiedfeldt jointly
advised that the railway interests should be financed, or at least the
necessary loans arranged, through private channels. This could be
done either through the old Russlandsyndikat-Mendelssohn,
Bleichrcider, Berliner Handelsgesellschaft and Disconto-Gesellschaft-
or through a new group of underwriters, which should include the
Deutsche Bank and Dresdner Bank, besides Max Warburg and the
Disconto-Gesellschaft. A German-Ukrainian study group was set
up, which produced plans for new lines from the Donetz via Krivoi
Rog to Poland and Germany, and from Kiev to Odessa, thus giving
further shape to the policy of the Foreign Ministry and the Econo-
mic Office of dissociating the Ukrainian network from that of Rump
Russia. More and more of these private and statr plans emerged
during the summer, and even in October and November, in close
connection with the still more extensive planning being carried out
at the same time for the economic penetration of Russia.

The Germans took a similar interest in the Balck Sea ports along
Russia's southern coast. As early as March 28, rgr8, when she had
not yet occupied nearly all Russia's Black Sea ports, Germany had
made an agreement with Austria-Hungary partitioning their spheres
of interest; Austria was to get Mariopol, and Germany Nikolaev on
the Bug, the nearby Cherson on the Dnieper (which were indispen-
sable for the export of the Krivoi Rog iron), Sebastopol, Taganrog
on the Azov, Rostov on the Don and Novorossisk on the south coast
of the Kuban district-these last being well outside 'rUkrainian' terri-
tory. The reason given by the OHL for occupying Novorossisk,
which they did only six months later, was that they had to seize two
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Russian ships of war which had taken refuge there, but the move
shows most clearly that the IJkraine itself had become only a bridge,
a bridge to the northern Caucasus; the occupation of Rostov only
makes this the plainer, for it cut Russia off both from the sea and
from the Caucasus.

The Economic Office in Kiev was the headquarters for Germany's
economic domination of the Ukraine. Created by Wiedfeldt to act
as a sort of corporative commercial attachd for all economic plan-
ning, it was something quite new in German economic policy. It
guaranteed Germany a permanent influence over the whole eco-
nomic system, over the Ukraine's customs, tariffs, loans, foreign
trading-in short, over its entire economic policy-and enabled her
not only to observe, but also to intervene actively, for example, in the
foundation of banks and the establishment of economic centres, in-
formation services and port installations. The threads from the
Foreign Ministry, the Reich Economic Office and Treasury, the
Ministry of War, the Department of War Materials, the Prussian
Ministry of Public Works (railways, roads, inland waterways) and
the Reichsbank all converged at this centre. Divided into fourteen
departments, it was in a position to control the entire economic
potential of the Ukraine, both directly and indirectly.

Skoropadsky had by now signed a new supplementary treaty, the
counterpart of those planned for Poland, Lithuania and Courland,
under which the Ukraine had agreed to Germany's military and
economic demands, which were linked together by a political cover-
ing agreement. Thus in spite of the political uncertainty, the Ukraine
seemed securely established as the 'corner-stone' of the south. But
even this acquisition depended on the decision in the west.

Crirnea, Don and Kuban: a colony for Gerrnan settlers?
A bridge to central Asia and India

In the Crimea a Tatar Republic had been proclaimed in the
winter of r9r 7-IB but had been overthrown by Bolshevik forces in the
early spring of rgr8. When the German troops entered the Ukraine
and advanced to the Black Sea coast, the intervention of the Russian
fleet in the fighting round Cherson provided Germany with an ex-
cuse to occupy the Crimea, and in particular Sebastopol-Luden-
dorff called it 'smoking out the pirates' nest in Sebastopol'-and
securing for herself the supplies and outlets of the Crimea. This
operation involved Germany in fresh disputes, partly with Russia
which rightly regarded this attack on a non-IJkrainian area as a
a breach of Brest-Litovsk, and partly with Turkey who herself as-
pired to found a Turkish colony in the Crimea. Although Germany
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would have preferred (in view of Russia's case) to leave the occupa-
tion of the Crimea to non-German troops, she could not let either
Ukrainians or Turks share in the operation, as either country would
have used the excuse to 'claim' the Crimea for itself. At the end of
March, moreover, the Crim Tatars had appealed to Turkey for help,
and Enver Pasha had promised to send a division, or at least a regi-
ment and officers to the Crimea. Germany opposed this move: she

was not even prepared to allow Moslem troops who were ex-Russian
subjects-a force of Volga Tatars from Kazan whom the former
Russian General Sulkiewicz had collected on the Rumanian frontier
-to take part in the Crimean opertions. As Bussche put it, she must
see to it that after the Ukraine had been created, 'a branch of the
Russian Soviet government did not set itself up on our southern
frontier, and the Crimea remain Great Russian'. Kiihlmann ex-
pressed'himself with equal reserve to Turkey: even should she take
part in the military operations 'she was not to use this as a pretext for
political demands-against us'. After Germany had occupied the
Crimea, a decision on its political future became still more urgent.
The Tatar parliament had reconstituted itself and applied directly to
Germany with demonstrations and petitions. As, however, only r3'5
per cent of the r,5oo,ooo inhabitants of the Crimea were Moham-
medans, it was clear that a Tatar republic could not maintain itself
there except as a Turkish satellite. This the German government did
not wish, and it tried to enlarge the basis of the regime in the Crimea
by including in it Ukrainians and Germans. Germany meant first to
secure her own economic interests and those of the local Germans;
later, the Crimea might perhaps be given to the Ukraine, but only,
as Kiihlmann put it (in a letter to Hertling), 'as reward for good be-
havior and fulfilment of their obligations'.

On May 30 the Tatar parliament dissolved itself. A coalition
government was formed, in which there were now only two Tatars:
Sulkiewicz, who later became its head, and Djafer Seidamet, the
Foreign Minister, who was now the only man to keep up the contact
with Turkey, mistrustfully watched by the Germans. The Foreign
Ministry had thus attained its immediate aim here also, although
consideration for the Soviets and the treaty prevented it from for-
mally recognising the government which was in practice dependent
on the German army. There were already many eastern delegations
in Berlin: Georgians, Armenians, Prince Tundutofffrom the Kal-
muls of south-eastern Russia, and Osman Tokumbetrl Vice-Presi-
dent of the Military Council of Russian Mohammedans. These were
joined in August by a delegation from the Crimean government in

1 Groener, op. cit., p.4oe.
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which the leading role was taken by a Russian landed magnate,
Count Tadistchev.

The Crimean problem was complicated by the private policy
followed by Ludendorff, who first wanted the Crimea made into a
German colony and then, when even he thought a German colony
would be too isolated, wanted a German-dominated state of Crimea-
Tauris to be attached to the Ukraine in a relationship similar to that
of Bavaria to Prussia. In this state all the colonists of German stock
were to be assembled from the whole of Russia-Volhynia, the Volga,
the Caucasus, Siberia, etc.-and it might possibly be enlarged to in-
clude the three Bessarabian circles of Bender, Akkerrnann and
Ismael, unless their German colonists were moved too. The colonisa-
tion specialists von Lindequist (a retired Secretary of State of the
Reich Colonial Office) and Winkler (a Protestant clergyman and
spokesman for the Black Sea Germans) propagated these ideas
among the German colonists, with the support of the OHL and with
such success as to produce among them an excited belief that the
areas inhabited by them in the Ukraine and the Crimea were going
to be'attached to the German Reich' with colonial status. This de-
velopment disquieted Mumm, who wrote to Kiihlmann and Hert-
ling warning them that 'with all understanding for the ethnic point
of view', the idea of a Crimean colony was 'incompatible with our
policy of an independent Ukraine in southern Russia, detached from
Great Russia and friendly to ourselves'. The Ukraine was already
deeply disquieted by what was going on, and if the colony was es-
tablished, it would inevitably 'be driven back into the arms of Great
Russia'.

Hertling and Kiihlmann agreed with Mumm. Ludendorff modi-
fied his plans after a meeting with Lindequist, but still insisted on the
essentials: if there could be no colony, then at least he hoped 'so to
strengthen the German element in southern Russia' by collecting the
colonists in one area as to make possible the establishment of a
'polity' of Crim-Tauris, attached to the Ukraine, yet 'under pre-
dominantly German influence'. The movement into the Ukraine
and the repatriation into the Reich and its'newl2 acquired tercitories'-
'Lorraine, the Polish Frontier Strip, Lithuania, the Baltic'-should
be organised and supervised by the state. Besides the Russian Ger-
mans-in so far as these were not concentrated in the state of Crim-
Tauris-he wanted the overseas Germans brought back to Germany.
One of Ludendorff's motives was to get colonists for the new areas
which Germany was to acquire, but he was still more interested in
securing replacements for the manpower of his army. He wanted
recognition of German citizenship for the colonists, and the admis-
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sion of some 8o,ooo Mennonites, made conditional on 'service with
the armed forces'.

Against these plans Bussche maintained the Foreign Ministry's
policy of first keeping a free hand and later 'trying to get the Crimea
gradually passed to the Ukraine'. The Foreign Ministry's policy
was, however, no less far-reaching in substance than Ludendorff's,
as Kiihlmann himself made clear. 'What must guide us,' he said,
'must not be sentiment, but Germany's interests'; and those inter-
ests would be endangered by the establishment of a German colony
in Crim-Tauris. Whether the Ukraine survived or not made no
difference; neither independent Ukraine nor Russia could tolerate
such a state. It would also be intolerable to Turkey, to whom Ger-
many had just refused permission to found a Turkish colony in the
Crimea. Germany could protect the colonists only through such
influence as she could exercise in Russia and her successor states, and
the German colonists could serve Germany's interests best 'if they
can remain scattered over all Russia working everywhere as political
and economic factors in our f;avour'. As to the'preservation of their
national character' and 'maintenance of their Germandom', Ger-
many must create guarantees in the different parts of the old Russia
and be strong enough to see them observed.

Even more important than the Crimea, which in spite of the sup-
plementary treaties remained defaclo in Germany's hands, were un-
doubtedly the districts of the Ukraine, the Don and the Kuban.r
Germany had cut Russia off from her Black Sea ports and from the
Caucasus, partly by direct occupation ofcertain areas and partly by
establishing relations with the Don Cossack Republic, under a cer-
tain Hetman Krassnov. The Don Cossacks, who were concentrated
in the area of Novocherkassk, east of Rostov, were supplied by the
OHL with arms and considerable sums of money.2 The Foreign
Ministry was not formally informed of this activity and was thus able
to deny to the Soviet ambassador that it had recognised, de facto and
was supporting a pronouncedly anti-Soviet state. Germany thought
it necessary to give this support, not least in order to prevent the
Entente from gaining influence over these anti-Soviet groups, as it
had over Siberian, and setting up a new front against Germany with
the 'Czechoslovaks'. The OHL, however, for a time had great hopes
of forging these 'states' into a 'Federation of the South-East',

_ ' T]l" frontier proposed by Ludendorff ran from Bataisk (south of Rostov)-
Don-Donetz-Kalitva (on the Upper Don), Valuiki (railway junction on the lines
from Kharkov to Voronezh and Saratov).

2 Ludendorffsent r5 million roubles and arms to the Don Cossacks under the
fta-ma1 Krassnov, with whom General Alexeyev was staying. Mumm described
Ludendorffas'chasing after the phantom ofan anti-Slav bloc in the south-east'.
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extending from the Crimea and the Ukraine to the Caucasus' Thc
Reich Economic Office and the departmental ministries had even

more extensive plans for exploiting the Don and Kuban areas

economically as German satellites, and for reaching beyond them
to Transcaucasia.

The Austrians saw very clearly what the Germans were aiming at.
Arz wrote in June, r 9 I8 :

The Germans pursued a definite economic aim in the Ukraine. They
want . . . to keep permanently in their own hands the surest road to Meso-
potamia and Arabia, to Baku and Persia, which the advance into the
Ukraine has played into their hands. To this end the Germans . . . mean to
keep the Crimea under one form or another . . . as a protectorate, a colony,
or in some other form.

To make full use of this road the Germans needed also ownership
or control of the main railway crossing it, and-since it was impossible
to supply that railway with coal from Germany-possession of the
chief mines of the Don basin. They would incidentally use the
Ukraine as their granary, selling their manufactured products to
the Ukraine in return. Arz actually wrote-and he said expressly that
he was quoting Groener-that 'so long as England cuts Germany
off from the west, Germany's chief interests must lead her to India
via the Ukraine and the Crimea'.

These observations are confirmed by a report by thc Reich In-
terior Office which discussed the possibilities of air traffic in the
south-east and suggested Odessa as a nodal point for Germany's
future traffic to the Caucasus and to the Balkans, Egypt and Con-
stantinople either via the Danubian Monarchy or via Poland and the
Ukraine.

South Russia was thus becoming the bridge to Georgia, central
Asia and India.

Gerrnany and Turkey:
the struggle for control ofthe Caucasus

Transcaucasia had been an object of Germany's policy of pro-
moting revolution since the beginning of the war.l Germany had
found a suitable instrument for her policy in the Georgian Commit-
tee, founded by 6migrds in Berlin. Prince Machabelli, Tseretelli
and the brothers Leo and George Kereselidce were lavishly sub-
sidised. Nevertheless, in spite ofsupplies ofmoney and arms, the revo-
lution and proclamation of solidarity with the Central Powers did
not materialise, because, contrary to the hopes of the 6migr6s, what
the mass of the population, both nationalists and Menshevik Social-

r Seeabove,pp.r34ff.
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ists, hoped for from the fall of the Tsarist regime was nothing more
than federal status for Transcaucasia within a Russian republic.

When the March revolution came, the administration of the
country was taken over by a 'Special Transcaucasian Committee'
composed of the Caucasian members of the Duma, which however
did not break off connections with Petersburg, especially since the
Russian front remained intact in the Caucasus up to October. Chen-
kelli, the leading personality among the Georgian Mensheviks, suc-
ceeded in introducing the Menshevik programme in Georgia; in
Armenia and Mohammedan Azerbaijan, on the other hand, the
landlords, clergy and bureaucracy were able to maintain their old
positions in the state. The first attempts to bring into being a unified
and uniform Transcaucasia had thus broken down at the outset.
Even the October revolution failed to bring about a radical breach
with Russia. The connection became less intimate, but only the
small Bolshevik Party of Georgia recognised the Lenin-Trotsky
government; a new 'Transcaucasian Commissariat' was established
and took over the administration, but 'only pending the convocation
of the All-Russian Constituent Assembly'. It was only when the
Caucasus front collapsed and the constituent assembly was dissolved
onJanuary I9, rgIB that Chenkelli, who had refused to send a peace
delegation to Brest-Litovsk, found himself driven into an indepen-
dent policy, which he hoped to conduct in co-operation with the
Ukraine and the'League of the South-East' of the Don.

Meanwhile, however, all Transcaucasia had become an object of
both Turkish and German war aims. What Turkey wanted was to
isolate Transcaucasia through a separate peace treaty, if necessary
imposed by force of arms, whereas Germany's aim was to prevent
the establishment of a Turkish sphere of influence, so as 'not to allow
access to Central Asia and Persia to lie exclusively in Turkish hands'.
Pan-Turanian ideas and Enver's plans clashed with Germany's
political and economic purposes. The situation was complicated by
internal differences between civilians and military in Germany; the
OHL supported Turkey's ambitions with the intention of building
up a front in Persia, while the Foreign Ministry was strongly op-
posed to any Turkish expansion, both on account of the complica-
tions with Russia and in view of Germany's interests in the Caucasus.

When Chenkelli showed no signs of agreeing to Germany's wishes,
Germany took advantage of the presence at Brest-Litovsk of the
Turkish Minister of War, Talaat Pasha, to arange a meeting between
him and Machabelli in Warsaw. Machabelli, whose programme was
really that of the Germans, asked Turkey to respect the integrity of
Georgia, and Talaat Pasha agreed, promising not to occupy either
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Batum or Adzhara and not to intervene in Transcaucasia's internal
affairs. This promise, however, was only an empty one, as became
apparent when Talaat on the one hand refused to initial the minutes
of the Warsaw meeting, and on the other Germany began to give
Machabelli active support and openly to disavow Turkey's aims.
On February 12 the Turks broke the armistice and began an ad-
vance to'liberate'and'protect the Mohammedan populations of the
frontier districts'. The differences between Germany and Turkey
became acute, Rather than let the negotiations in Bucharest break
down over the Dobruja and Maritsa questions, Germany was pre-
pared to allow the three provinces of I(ars, Ardahan and Batum (its
southern half, not including the harbour) to be 'placed at Turkey's
disposal', but rejected uncompromisingly all Turkey's further pro-
posals, to advance north-eastward from Trebizond and Erzerum
and eventually annex Achalzich and Achalkali (on the main Baku-
Batum line not far from Tiflis) north of the'rB7B'frontier.

Before the war, wrote the Foreign Ministry in a memorandum on German
policy towards Turkey and in the Caucasus, we went to great pains, against
Russia's resistance, to clear ourselves a path to Persia across Transcaucasia,
and we have spent millions on creating a pro-German Caucasian state to
give us a bridge to Central Asia,

All this work would be labour lost if the Turks took Transcaucasia;
the immediate aim must therefore be to create a Georgia dependent
on Germany and an independent Transcaucasia. Should, however,
political considerations make it unavoidable to allow Turkey some
degree of influence over Transcaucasia, this concession must be
subject to conditions, of which the first was unlimited access for Ger-
many to the economic systems of the Caucasian states. There must
be an independent Georgian state to include the port of Batum; a
free port for Germany in Batum, German law in all trading centres,
German administration of all railways, especially the main lines be-
tween Batum and Baku and between Tiflis and Djulfa, a monopoly
of railway construction, a regulation of the oil question similar to
that in Rumania, and duty-free transit. This programme would
have left the districts falling to Turkey as completely in the hands of
German interests as those becoming nominally independent.

When the Turks began their advance, the Georgians, who hoped
to succeed in retaining Kars, Ardahan and Batum, asked for another
armistice and opened peace negotiations, which took place in
Trebizond.r While these were proceeding, the Turks succeeded in

1 See on this Joseph Pomiankowski, Der (usammenbruch des ottomanischcn Reichcs
(Ziirich, Leipzig, Vienna, rge8), pp. 362 ff.
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winning Azerbaijan to their side, thus isolating the Georgians and
Armenians. The Georgians, who had previously rejected Macha-
belli's policy, now accepted it, and appealed publicly to Germany to
mediate and guarantee a settlement between Turkey and Caucasia.
On March 25 the Sejm in Tiflis confirmed this turn of policy and
invested Chenkelli with extraordinary plenipotentiary powers to
conduct the peace negotiations. Turkey insisted on recognition ofthe
Brest-Litovsk peace; Chenkelli submitted but the Sejm did not. In
a short campaign (March z5-April r5) Turkey occupied the stra-
tegic key-points south of the Caucasus. Chenkelli, who had been
anxious to avoid war and was now working with another'friend of
Germany', Ramishvilli, was given dictatorial powers. He formed a
new government on April zz; on the same day the formation of the
democratic-federal Transcaucasian Republic of Georgia, Armenia
and Azerbaijan was proclaimed.

Meanwhile, however, the Turks' new advance had alarmed the
Germans; it was plain that the Protocol of Warsaw provided no de-
fence against Turkey's ambitions. On April rB Helfferich asked
Kiihlmann for a definitive statement of Germany's attitude in the
Caucasus. He drew attention to Germany's great interests in the
manganese deposits of Chiaturi and to the possibility of further finds
of copper and oil, and polemicised on strategic grounds against the
policy of the OHL and its representative on the Turkish general staff,
Seckt, of leaving Caucasia to Turkey. This policy, he said, would de-
prive Germany of any possibility of influencing the economic de-
velopment of Caucasia. The possession of the Batum-Baku line,
which Seekt seemed prepared to cede to the Turks, was decisive for
the fate of Transcaucasia. Its ores, oil, cotton, wool-all raw ma-
terials needed by the German factories-would simply fall into Tur-
key's lap. This memorandum was reinforced by another, long report
by a doctor called Dieckmann who had been a prisoner of war in
Russia. Dieckmann wrote that the Georgians were strongly pro-
German. There were 6o,ooo Germans near Tiflis, on whom a Ger-
man policy could be built up. The cutting of Caucasia's lifeJine
from Baku to Batum was the surest way, not only to 'block the road
to rich cotton-lands like Turkmenia and northern Persia', but also
to damage the export of oil and mineral ores. Helfferich asked Ktihl-
mann to convoke a big inter-departmental conference to discuss the
whole problem of Transcaucasia, and this was arranged for April zz;
but before it met, the Foreign Ministry sent instructions to the Ger-
man ambassador in Constantinople to call attention to Germany's
interest in Batum as an export port for oil and mineral ores. 'There
are,' it wrote, 'political and economic reasons for not wishing the
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Turks to establish themselves permanently in Batum and on the
routes leading to the Transcaucasian oil and mineral fields, and to
Central Asia and Persia.'

The conference was held on April zz, the day of the proclamation
of independence of the Federated Transcaucasian Republic. All
ministries were represented, and it was agreed that the Foreign
Ministry should use every means to secure the speedy recognition of
the Transcaucasian Republic, not only by the Central Powers, but
also by Rump Russia. The conference also accepted Helfferich's
economic policy. The interrupted Trebizond negotiations were being
re-opened in Batum, and the conference decided that a representa-
tive of the OHL should be sent there as an observer, who was to try to
get Batum, the line thence to Baku, and with it Georgia, Armenia
and Azerbaijan drawn into the German sphere of influence, with-
out offending the Turks. Contact was to be made with the nerv
Georgian government through representatives of the Georgian dele-
gation in Berlin; it was hoped to secure a dominating influence over
the railway by accepting it as security for a loan, for which the
Georgians had asked.

On April z6 von dem Bussche drew up a long memorandum for
the Emperor, outlining the principles of German policy in the Cau-
casus. Once again the continuity of Germany's war aims since I9I4
is striking. Germany, wrote von dem Bussche, had since the begin-
ning of the war done everything in her power to bring into being in
the area between Russia, Persia and Turkey-the gate to central
Asia-a state favourable to herself, comprising the Georgians, the
Tatars and the mountain peoples of the northern Caucasus; the
leading role in this state was to go to the Georgians, who were in the
closest touch with Germany. A tripartite federal state of Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan had now in fact been formed, while the
mountaineers of the north had formed their own state in Vladi-
kavkaz and would attach themselves to the federation which had
come into being between the Caucasus and the Don. Von dem
Bussche sharply criticised the attempt made by the Turks in Trebi-
zond to extend their own authority to the whole Caucasus, or at
least the southern half of it up to Baku. In any case, he said, Batum,
lvhose population was Georgian and Christian and which was the
port of Georgia, must be kept out of Turkish hands. Friendly rela-
tions must be established with the Transcaucasian state, 'which
must be brought as far as possible under our economic and political
influence'. The cause of Georgia was the cause of Germany. 'And
what applies to Batum, applies to the whole hinterland of Trans-
caucasia.'
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On April 29 the Bavarian von Lossow, of the general stafl was

empowered to conclude the preliminaries of a Peace between the
German Reich and the government of Transcaucasia. This meant
that the OHL, too, had dropped its earlier standpoint, for von Los-
sow's views were the exact opposite of Seekt's He was an uncompro-
mising advocate of German supremacy in the Caucasus and was pre-
pared to oppose Turkey's plans flatly.

When the peace negotiations re-opened in Batum on May II,
Germany's position was difficult. Turkey was now asking for the
r8z8 frontier, while Chenkelli stood for the integrity of Transcau-
casia. The Germans had hopedl that if they made the concession of
not concluding a treaty of alliance with the Transcaucasian Repub-
lic, Turkey would consent to a compromise peace which allowed her
annexations on the Brest basis and left Germany the economic domi-
nation over Transcaucasia, Batum being internationalised. They
asked Turkey to consent to the transfer of the ownership of the rail-
way and port of Batum to a private German-Turkish-Transcau-
casian company. The exploitation of Transcaucasia's sub-surface
resources was to go to a state monopoly in which Germany and
Transcaucasia would share equally. Mining companies owned by
Entente capital were, as in the Ukraine, to be liquidated. Turkey
did not accept these proposals; she was deeply offended by Ger-
many's intervention in the Caucasus and was not to be pacified
by Germany's offer to let her occupy the Alexandropol-Djulfa
line.

It was necessary to reach a decision quickly. The Turks refused to
let themselves be diverted towards Baghdad and Teheran-as
Ludendorff had hoped, when the subject was discussed at Spa on
May rr-but resumed their advance on the I5th and occupied the
Alexandropol-Djulfa line, thus establishing themselves in'the heart
of Armenia'. Chenkelli was now entirely dependent on Germany's
help. On the r5th von Lossow intervened in the negotiations,
threatening to leave Batum if the German government accepted
Turkey's demands in disregard of all his warnings; for this, he said,
would be tantamount to 'totally abandoning the Caucasus and
handing it over to the Turks lock, stock and barrel'. Ludendorff
supported him entirely. A peace on the Brest basis had now become
impossible. Turkey's and Germany's aims were mutually exclusive,
and as Turkey's pan-Islamic propaganda had succeeded in drawing
Azerbaidjan largely into her camp, nothing remained for Germany
but to give up the larger aim and at least keep a local foothold in

I G. Jiischke,'Der Turanismus der Jungtiirken', in Die lVelt d'es Islant,Yol.
23, No. r/2, p. 3r r.
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Georgia- This she secured when Chenkelli told Lossow on May r5
that

under certain circumstances Georgia would apply to the German govern-
ment for incorporation in the German Reich, either as a federal state under
a German prince, or in a relationship like that of a British dominion under a
German viceroy.

If, however, Germany was more interested in the continuance of
the federation, she must intervene with Turkey immediately and
emphatically. He assumed that Armenia would follow the example
of Georgia, and that even the Tatars 'would try to achieve union
with Germany'. Thus the wider solution could still be salvaged, even
if the Federal Transcaucasian Republic had disintegrated. Lossow
was for trying this possibility, as was the Emperor (very strongly) ;
Kiihlmann agreed on the undesirability of letting Turkey have
Transcaucasia and thought that the best solution might be to con-
clude peace and an alliance quickly, and then to recognise Georgia.
Germany could then negotiate separately with Georgia and would
thns not lose}:rer point d'appui in the Caucasus.

Meanwhile, Lossow had already, as instructed, opened separate
negotiations with Haidar Bammatofl president of the North Cau-
casian delegation. Although both the German government and the
German embassy in Constantinople had qualms about the legality
of the proposal, Lossow recommended recognising North Caucasia
as an independent state and thus creating afait accompli before any-
body had had a chance to protest. He argued that if Germany
wanted to secure North Caucasia's enormous wealth of oil, minerals
and cereals, she must take advantage of the elemental urge of the
pent-up forces in the area. Under no circumstances must North
Caucasia be allowed to re-unite with Russia, in spite of the open
frontier to the north and in spite of the loss to Rump Russia which
would be far heavier for Russia than the loss of Transcaucasia. In
spite of the mountain frontier, the two slopes of the Caucasus were,
economically, mutually dependent.

As political means of securing this end, Lossow proposed that a
'politically skilful general', and, if possible, two divisions, should be
sent to Novorossisk and Tuapse. The one way of ensuring the con-
tinued existence of the North Caucasian state was, he said-and
Bammatoff expressly agreed with him-to attach it closely to the
German state, not by an ordinary alliance, but by a close union:
'unity of government on the highest level, of foreign policy, of cur-
rency, customs area, arrny and navy'.

We could attach to ourselves a rich economic area with great resources of
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oil, minerals and raw materials which otherwise can be obtained only from
overseru countries. All this with secure communications with Germany
across the Black Sea. It is clear that attachment of the Caucasian state to
the German Reich, in one form or another, would provide a complete
solution for all the difficulties which have arisen during the war over
Turkey's, Austria's and Bulgaria's participation. Here is a great, rich land
for the taking, an opportunity which might not recur for hundreds of years.
The question is vast, the time for decision short.

Lossow's private policy shows most vividly how Germany's power
claims were expanding.

Georgia a Gerrnan protectorat€!
understanding with Turkey and Russia

Under the impact of the Turkish advance, the Tatar and Ar-
menian provinces proclaimed their secession from the federation on
May zz. The next day Georgia proclaimed its independence and
asked Germany to take the country under its protection. Armenia
had appealed to Lossow on the zoth for help 'in its desperate situa-
tion'. When on the e3rd Turkey resumed her northward advance,
without issuing an ultimatum, the Armenians repeated their
'promise' 'to remain eternally true to Germany' and begged the
Emperor to extend them defence and formal protection.

The northern Caucasus, threatened by a Bolshevik offensive, also
asked to join Germany. Lossow begged for at least a weak division
and some men-of-war to protect Germany's interests and Germany's
prestige. There were, however, no military forces available, so that
Germany had no other resource than that of political intervention.
Hertling protested against Turkey's advance in very strong and
sharp language; Ludendorff agreeing, he informed Turkey that he
disapproved of her military procedure, announced that Germany had
recognised Georgia defacto and said that she was keeping a complete-
ly free hand with respect to all further developments in the Caucasus.
Ludendorff further demanded that the operations be brought to a
halt.

The Batum negotiations had, however, broken down, Lossow
decided to go to Berlin and force a decision on the future of the
Caucasian states. He left for Poti, taking with him Chenkelli, as the
plenipotentiary representative of Georgia, an Armenian similarly
accredited, and Prince Tundutofl representing the Kalmuks. Before
reaching Constanta he wirelessed that he had concluded a series of
treaties with the Georgian government on the basis of the Brest
treaty; these'would bring Georgia's railways and ports, her natural
resources and her raw materials and her shipping entirely under
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German influence and introduce the German currency as the official
medium of exchange'. Germany's special envoy to Tiflis, von Wesen-
donck, who was returning to Berlin by the same boat, agreed with
Lossow's estimate of the situation' He too thought that Berlin's in-
structions for Batum had been calculated to eliminate Turkey and

give Germany a firm foothold in the east, and would have enabled

f,er to develop political activities in Persia, central Asia and the
Russian lands bitween the Ukraine and the Urals, Domination of
the Caucasus should have been the keystone of Germany's Asiatic
policy. With Baku had been lost 'the second largest naphtha field in
the world', with the Mugan stePpe 'limitless cotton plantations,
capable of great development', and finally, the numerous German

coionists setiled in the Tatar steppes had also been lost. He ended his

report:

What Germany has lost in Caucasia in the last few weeks . . ' can be

built up again from the base of Georgia (which has been saved from the

'wreck) tt d G..*ury's predominance in these politically and economically
important districts can yet be re-established in spite of all difficulties'

During this period Berlin's mounting difficulties with Turkey and

the grave warnings which she was receiving from Bernstorff, her nelv

amblssador in Constantinople, had been leading her to treat the

question of Georgia and Transylvania increasingly from the-angle of
Ge.ma.ry's relations with Turkey and Russia, and to link Georgia's

aims wit-h the questions of Livonia and Estonia, and of the Dobruja,
much more closely than her representatives in Batum had done'

This attitude changed rvhen Lossow and Wesendonck arrived in
Berlin on June 3. A conference was immediately convoked in the

Imperial Chancellery, and Lossow was again able to paint a con-

,ri.rci.,g picture of the enormous economic value of the Caucasus and

to stigmatise Turkey's policy as 'imperialism' directed against Ger-

many and the settlement with her as 'second-rate'. Kiihlmann,
without discussing Lossow's preliminary treaties in detail, accepted

his main thesis and defined Germany's new political tactics' She

must steer between 'the Scylla of a breach with Russia and the

Charybdis of a breach with Turkey', and her first task must be to
secure Great Russia's consent to the secession of Georgia' Lossow

himself suggested the basis for a compromise with Turkey: the

Mohammedan and Tatar lands should be left to Turkey'at least in
political and religious respects', while Georgia and Armenia, as

bhristi.., countries, must come under German protection, 'but we

must insist everywhere on economic participation''
The next clay, June .4, there was an even larger conference in the
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Foreign Ministry, at which the OHL was represented by Barten_
werffer, the Reich Economic Office by Stein, Flach and others, the
Foreign Ministry by Ktihlmann, Rosenberg, Goppert and Wesen_
donck; also present was Colonel Kress von Kressenitein, who was to
go to Georgia. Tactics having been unanimously agreed the day be_
fore, the discussions were chiefly concerned wittithe preliminary
agreements concluded at Poti between Lossow, Chenkelli and Rami-
shvilli- Referring to the treaty of Brest-Litovsk, Kiihlmann repeated
Hertling's sharp disapproval of Turkey for having concluded . ,.p._
rate peace with Caucasia. He said that Germany no longer regarded
herself as bound unconditionally by her promise to Turk-ey. A"ny fur_
ther advance by the Turks towards Baku must be prevented in the
interests of Germany's relations with Russia. He recommended using
a velvet glove in dealing with rurkey but trying to induce Russil
to give up Georgia; the other political formations in the Caucasus
were still so nebulous that it was unnecessary to give them de facto
recognition. The recognition of Georgia was not, however, depen-
dent on Russia's consent. 'We have expressly refrained from accept-
ing the thesis that the consent of the metropolitan country is neces-
sary for the secession of a border state., The recognition would be
granted 'when the situation allows it, even should Russia protest,.
Kiihlmann therebyidentified himselfwith Germany's pan-ciucasian
aspirations, on the assumption of course that a favourable decision
would be reached in the east and that Germany would then no
longer need to take into account the still precarioui nature ofher re-
lationships with Russia and Turkey.

How essentially Germany regarded the limitation of her field of
interest to Georgia as merely temporary is again shown by a long
memorandum which Bussche thought it wise to draw up in view of
reports from Bernstorff on plans for a confederation for a so-called
North Caucasian Republic.

Now that the Transcaucasian Federation has broken up, wrote Bussche,
the idea of partitioning Transcaucasia into a Georgian-Armenian and a
Tatar half is certainly our only hope of saving at least something. It is, how-
ever, only really valuable for us to establish ourselves in Georgia ind Armenia
ifwe still keep in view the plan ofre-uniting alt rranscaucasia in the future
and, if possible, attaching the mountain peoples to it.

Only 'in a federal Transcaucasian state tnder German influence
[italics in the original] would it be possible to acquire complete
influence over the economic resources of the country: manganese
and iron ore, oil, cotton plantations, wool and agriculiural priducts
of every kind-paper agreements do not guarantei vital interests'.
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This document indicated clearly the position of the Foreign Minis-

try. Germany was not giving up her Eastern policy; o3 tfe contrary'

the Reich Economic office strongly criticised the preliminary treaty

for only making sure of 5o per c€nt of the prospecting for manganese,

althouih 75 per cent oflhi licenses were already in private German

hands]a view which Ludendorffendorsed onJune 28. As an ad hoc

measure it was decided to send out Kress von Kressenstein'

The Emperor himselll who received Lossow's rePort in the royal

train, was ,quite carried away' by his plans and agreed emphatically

*i,fr frir propos.lt that Georgia ;should be-attached to the Reich in
orr" forrn o. .nother' and an army raised there' His Majesty recom-

mended treating the caucasian question in such fashion as 'to leave

all possibilities Jpen' and emphasised at the same time'how imp9r1-

.rriit *o"ta be, politically ind economically, if y9 succeeded in

getting Transcauc-asia under our influence . . ' as a bridge to Central

ioi.."a a threat to England's position in India''
On June B the OH1 announced its agreement with the aims

settled at the conferences. It ordered Turkey, in the name of the

Supreme War Command, to withdraw her trooPs from the Caucasus

1-.ri".pa the three provinces given to Turkey under the Brest treaty)

i"a t" concentrati her forceJon the Mesopotamian front'TheOHL's
sudden activity went further still; without waiting for Kress's reports.

Ludendorffpiessed for recognition of Georgia and the speedy.con-

clusion of a peace treaty in Berlin. As in Finland, so in Georgia he

*u.rt.a to supplement dermany's own weak forces by raising.a.local

army and thin take the Georgian state under Germany's official pro-

i."iil", thereby 'making sure of the raw materials of the Caucasian

areas'. The OHL had aiready begun delimiting the recruiting areas

in the Caucasus, sent a detachmenl of its air force to Poti, and pressed

for exact delimitation of the areas occupied by Turkey'
In further negotiations, which were meant to result in the recogni-

tion and reorgaiisation of the Georgian state and the establishment

of its relatiois with Germany, the policy of the Foreign Ministry
emerged ever more plainly as'representing the kernel of Germany's

polic| towards the future of the Caucasus: Georgia, as a state,

*^ to be kept as nearly intact as possible and attached to Germany

through a military convention and economic alliances' The eco-

nomic" treaty was to be reinforced by three other agreements-' A
group of interested enterprises headed by the Disconto-Gesellschaft

io"ta create a Georgian currency and at the same time raise the

necessary loan, while a manganese export company would assure

Germany's ore supplies and finally a railway comf)any-would guaran-

tee the ixtra transport and shipment in Poti. The financial agree-
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ment would itself be buttressed by securities giving Germany prefer-
ential rights of participation in Georgia's railways, telegraphs,
telephones and wireless stations, so bringing the country's entire
communications under German control.

Even the set-back on the western front inJuly, r9r8 hardly weak-
ened Germany's determination to expand, for the shortage of oil had
made possession of the Baku oilfields 'an ever more vital question', as

Ludendorff said. The struggle for the occupation of Baku again
caused a diversion of councils. The Foreign Ministry's view was
governed, not only by consideration of the effects in Russia, but above
all by the situation in the northern Caucasus. But if Turkey con-
tinued her advance towards Daghestan, there was a danger that she
might establish herself there and oust Germany from the position
which she was trying so hard to establish. In view of such possibili-
ties, Bernstorff warned Berlin not to overdo its Georgian and Ar-
menian policy; in his view, Lossow had already gone too far in
Batum. He advised Bussche to confine his demands exclusively to
economic safeguards and to refrain from any political activity such
as would offend Turkey. 'This,' he wrote, 'is really a typical case of
what Bismarck called playing Pericles outside the political sphere
which God had assigned to us!'Germany should confine herself to
mediating between Turkey and Russia and secure her economic
interests by impartial action. But these words were drowned in the
chorus, now increasingly reinforced by private interested sections of
German industry, which was clamouring for complete domination
ofthe Caucasus zone.

Baku was taken not by the Turks, but by the British. Germany
needed the oil imperatively. Ludendorff therefore demanded on
August r8 that Russia should be asked to agree to the expulsion of
the British by German and Turkish troops, and to the occupation of
Baku. 'During' the occupation Germany would have to be in con-
trol, and also in charge of the oil-wells and transport. The ownership
would remain Russian, and Russia would get a share of the oil. On
September ro, after the conclusion of the supplementary treaties
with Russia, Ludendorff issued orders for the attack on Baku, to be
carried out if possible with German troops only. Baku was in fact
occupied with the help of some Russian units and a cavalry brigade
newly brought up from the Ukraine. On September z3 Ludendorff
asked for specialists to be sent at once to get production going again.
But the end was already at hand. On September 3o Bulgaria con-
cluded an armistice, Germany was no longer able to use the Baku
oil.

Before this, however, the idea of a Bulgaro-Turkish deal over the
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Dobruja and the Caucasus had come up once more. Bulgaria was in
haste to create a fait accompli and told Germanyl that, if the Turks
would renounce their rights in the Dobruja and all claims in Thrace,
she rvould put her signature to any agreement concluded by Ger-
many with Turkey over the Caucasus question. Germany had this
card in her hand rvhen Talaat Pasha arrived in Berlin at the end of
September.

When the negotiations began, Turkey at first expressed strong
displeasure at Germany's supplementary teaty with Russia, because
it recognised the independence of Germany's protectorate rvithotrt
mentioning Armenia and Azerbaijan. After difficult negotiations a
secret treaty was concluded with Talaat Pasha. Turkey declared that
she recognised the three republics of Azerbaijan, Armenia and
Georgia. Germany recognised only Georgia but would establish de

facto relations with the other two by sending consular representatives
to them. Should Turkey's recognition of the three states result in
complications between her and Russia, Germany would do every-
thing in her power to avert a conflict and would even try to bring
about an understanding between Russia and Turkey. Turkey pro-
mised to withdraw her troops from Armenia and Azerbaijan forth-
with.

Thus after her reverses in the west at the end of the war Germany
was trying to reach agreement with both Russia (Bernstorff, for
example, thought that this would help her to secure a good peace)
and Turkey by moderating her own aims and granting advantages
to the other party. In both cases, however, she held f,ast to the core of
her position: Georgia, whose legal status was now assured, and
Estonia and Livonia, in the supplementary treaty with Russia con-
cluded at the same time. The Don country and the Caucasus outside
Georgia were abandoned, but not the essential war aims.

r Koluchev. the Bulgarian minister in Constantinople, came to Berlin to deliver
this message,
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GERMANY BETWEEN WHITES AND REDS
POLICY TOWARDS RUMP RUSSIA

hl Brest-Litovsk Germany had succeeded in implementing her great
border states programme of August, t9t4, and thereafter she l-rad
carried on her policy of 'crumbling' the Russian Empire in Karelia,
the Ukraine, the Crimea, the Don, the Kuban, and the Caucasus,
causing it to disintegrate from Finland to the Black Sea, from Lap-
land to Baku. Her remaining problem in the east-and it became
more urgent u,ith the development of her South-eastern policy-rvas
lvhat ltas to happen to what was left of Russia.

The great plan for the econornic penetration of Russia
So dynamic was Germany's aims policy in the east, that after the

early summer of tgI8, she was both pushing forward beyond the
Ukraine to Transcaucasia and at the same time trying to draw what
was left of Russia, now generally called 'Great Russia', into her
power sphere. Preventing the formation of a new second front in
Russia against the Central Powers was only a surface consideration.
Germany's deeper intention was to hold Rump Russia, u,hether it
was red or white, under her own lasting control. The aims of political
domination and economic penetration are so closely interwoven in
Germany's Russian policy that it is difficult to say definitely which
really came first.

The treaty of Brest-Litovsk provided for supplementary agree-
ments under which the economic and financial relations between
Germany and Russia were to be regulated in greater detail. After
diplomatic relations had been re-established, the negotiations on
these supplementary treaties began in Berlin in the middle of May,
with Kiihlmann presiding.l They dragged on for more than three
months and the treaties were only signed at the end of August by
Kiihlmann's successor, Admiral von Hintze.

When the discussion on these agreements was beginning the
leaders of Germany's heavy industry met in the Stahlhof at Diissel-
dorf at the invitation of the Director of Krupps, Dr. Bruhn, 'to

r For the negotiations on the supplcmentary treaties, see thc docurnentation
published by H. W. Gatzke in Vicrtcljahresheftefitr /eitgcschihre, r955, No. r, pp.
6ztr
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consider how the business with Russia, the Ukraine, the Balkans and
the so-called border peoples should be handled'. Although Germany's
economic interests had been given very full consideration in the fteat-
ies of Brest-Litovsk and Bucharest, Germany's heavy industry had
been criticising these treaties as early as April and May as insufficient
to guarantee it lasting protection. The wishes expressed in December,
rgrT for a peace treaty with Russia were now heard again, with in-
creased urgency and insistence. The fifteen gentlemen present repre-
sented Germany's twelve most important iron and steel companies.
They were: Thyssen (Thyssen & Co. and Gewerkschaft Deutscher
I(aiser), Stinnes (Deutsch-Luxemburgische Bergwerks-A.G.), Kir-
dorf (Gelsenkirchener Bergwerks-A.G.), Hugenberg and Bruhn
(Krupp), Reusch (Gutehoffnungshiitte A.G.), Kl<ickner (Lothringer
Hiittenverein Aumetz-Friede), Rdchling (Rochlingsche Eisen- und
Stahlwerke), Fahrenhorst and Poensgen (Ph<inix A.G.), Nothmann
(Oberschlesische Eisenbahn-Bedarfs-A.G.), Ohly (Vereinigte Ko-
nigs- und Laurahiitte A. G.), Gerwin (Stahlwerksverband) and
Hasslacher (Rheinische Stahlwerke).

There were two aspects of the general development which dis-
quieted these gentlemen. They were afraid that after the war Ger-
many would be squeezed right out of the world market. They hoped
to make good the loss of overseas markets by 'conquest of the con-
tinental market', meaning in particular Russia, the ex-Russian terri-
tories and the Balkans, where local industries were little developed
so that there was a big demand for industrial imports. But they had
received alarming reports from Russia and were afraid that the
Western Powers might even squeeze them out of that country,
which they regarded as Germany's natural future market.

On May 16 they recommended two counter-measures to forestall
Anglo-American competition: that Germany's exports to Russia
should be financed by large-scale credits in which all the big private
banls and the Reich should participate; and that an attempt should
be made to bring the chief transport undertakings in the east-i.e., the
railways and inland waterways of the whole former Russian Empire
and the Balkans-under German control. They thought that this
would require the sum of two billion marks, which however would be
beyond the capacity ofindustry and the banks. They therefore ap-
pealed to the state for help, asking it to mobilise the widest popular
support for a public loan to raise the necessary sum for the 'econo-
mic opening up of the eastern regions.' Apart from getting the loan
issued on good terms, heavy industry was concerned 'to anchor
Germany's influence securely in the management of the state or pri-
vate transport enterprises in question'I only thus would it be possible
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'to secure the interest and amortisation of the loans and to ensure
that_the big contracts were placed in Germany'. It would, however,
not be possible, in spite of all economic guarantees, to invest such
large sums- of capital without 'assuring Germany's lasting predom-
inance in the east'.

They therefore demanded 'that the political position of the Ger-
man Reich in the eastern territories should be anchored in the most
effective manner, in any case far more extensively than the peace
treaties appeared to date to provide'. They were not, however, satis-
fied with laying down these general principles; they also put foiward
detailed demands: 'permanent military occupation by Germany and
her allies of European routes to the north of Russia,, viz., the Mur-
mansk coast, the islands off the Gulf of Riga, and the Aaland and
Finnish islands; and they also drew attention to ,the enormous im-
portance for Germany's iron and steel industry of the Swedish ore-
fields'-here, too, Germany must get ahead of Biitain.

On May 25, rgr8 Bruhn, who was acting as spokesman for Ger-
man heavy industry, suggested intimate consultations between a few
representatives of heavy industry, the big banks, the departmental
ministries concerned and the OHL. On June I he submiited a pro-
posal for the creation, with official help, of a syndicate for the ico-
nomic penetration of Russia and the Ukraine. On June 4 the con-
ference was held in the Reich Economic Office undei the presidency
of Freiherr von stein. Representatives of the Diskontogesellschaft
and of the Max Warburg Haus appeared for the banks, and of
Krupp, the Phoenix Iron Works and the Stinnes concern for indus-
try. The conference duly resolved on 'the early foundation of a sort
of syndicate'. This was to be a purely private enterprise, and indus-
try and the banks were prepared to contribute 5o million marks each
to its initial capital. The remaining r,goo milli,ons were to be raised
either by public subscription or by direct subsidy out of Reich funds,
the Reichstag being consulted as little as possible.

The syndicate was to be provided with two separate daughter
companies, one each for the Ukraine and for Greit Russia, *hi.h
were to control the transport systems of both countries, to afford
financial 'support' to industries in each, and to co-ordinate supplies
of raw material, production and sales. The confererr". ugr.ii to
approach wider circles in the worlds of banking, shipping:and in_
dustry,-so that the syndicate should have as broad a basis as-possible.

Besides this state-guaranteed private initiative, von stein pioduced
a plan for attaching an 'economic staff'to the German mission in
Moscow. w1h the purpose of co-ordinating Germany,s economic
activity in Russia and providing her economic policy with a secure
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and influential basis. This 'staff'was to be organised on exactly the

same lines as the'Economic Office'in the Ukraine'
It was this collaboration-after certain inter-departmental diffi-

culties had been smoothed out-between the Foreign Ministry the

Reich Economic Office, the Imperial Treasury and the Ministry of
War that created the real pre-ionditions for the conclusion of the

supplementary treaties. Only by means of this 'staff'would Germany

U. 
"Ut. 

to keip Russia to the fulfilment of the treaty' The man- ap-

pointed as its head, List, had worked for years in Russia and had long

occupied a Ieading position in the bank of Schroder & Co'; he was

thus iamiliar with thi Russian capital market. Characteristically, the

expansion and status of this commission formed the chief theme of the

cuirent diplomatic negotiations betrveen Germany and the Russian

embassy.
Germany's haste to establish this economic staff was due to the

imminence of the conclusion of the supplementary treaty and the

promise of big contracts and bigger concessions. The syndicate was

very quickly 6unded, partly with the object of putting in-the claims

of fri.rate..rt.rp.ire as quickly as possib-le, partly to put through the

Prusso-Bavarian claim for a monopoly. Von Rieppel, Director of the

M.A.N. and an Imperial Councillor of the Bavarian crown, was put

in charge of it. It never produced any effective results, since the mili-
tu.y .oilupr. of Germany came only a few weeks after its establish-

ment.

Gerrnan policy in Russia between Revolution
and Restoration

The success of all plans for the economic penetration and domina-

tion of Russia depended, however, on the restoration of more or less

stable relations between the German Reich and Russia. Theoreti-

cally the German government could bring this about in either of two

ways: either it might achieve such an absolute domination in the

.rri u, to reduce Rump Russia to the status of a German satellite, or

their internal and foreign difficulties might bring the two states to-

gether approximately on the equal footing-accepted by-Germany in

ih. rrr-.t.. of r9rB. The negotiations in Berlin preceding the con-

clusion of the sulplementary treaties to the Peace of Brest-Litovsk

are to be understood in the light of this situation'
The peace of Brest-Lito*t hud shaken the position of the Soviet

government in three ways: it had turned the differences between

Lenin and Trotsky within the Bolshevik Party into an open crisis; it
had led the Left Social Democrats to leave the government coalition;

and it had evoked increased activity among all opposition grouPs,
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old and new, in collaboration with the Entente. since the dissolution
of the Constituent Assembly in January, r g r 8, Monarchists, Liberals,
Mensheviks and Right Social Revolutionaries had seen no possibility
of overthrowing the Bolsheviks except by civil war. As 

-all 
these

groups passionately rejected the Peace of Brest-Litovsk and were
prepared if necessary to resume hostilities against Germany, their
interests agreed with those of the Entente, which wanted to bring
Russia back into the war. For this reason, if none other, the Alliei
were intervening in the political chaos in Russia in a variety of ways:
by military intervention in Mu.rmansk and Archangel, and later in
Baku and Vladivostok (where tirey were helped by t[e japanese and
later the Americans), by financial support to all anti-Bolshevik
forces in Russia, and finally through agents such as Lockhart, Sadoul
and Sisson.r But their most active allies in Russia in the summer of
rgrB were the Left Social Revolutionaries who, after their breach
with the Bolsheviks, began an open campaign of terror in two direc-
tions: attempts on the lives of Bolshevik leaders (Lenin and others)
and of leading representatives of Germany in Russia, with the idea
of provoking the Germans to sharp reprisals against the Bolsheviks
and so destroying the political association between Lenin and Ger_
many. The assassinations of the German ambassador in Moseow,
Count Mirbach, on July 6 and of Field-Marshal von Eichorn in
Kiev on July z9 very nearly brought success to these plans. The as-
sassination of Mirbach caused the German go,o..rr*.rrt for the first
time to reconsider its whole policy towards Russia. It was well in_
formed of the exceedingly precarious situation of the Bolshevik re-
gime, and in the summer of rglS was expecting its fall almost daily.
In this situation some members of the government regarded colla-
boration with the Bolsheviks with very mixed feelings, as a policy to
be justified only by military necessity. The leadei-of thii line of
thought were the Emperor, Prince Henry, Ludendorff and Helf-
ferich. They thought that the moment had arrived to overthrow the
Bolsheviks in Russia and ,replace them by a monarchist-bourgeois
government, with which they hoped to bring about an understind_
ing between Germany and Russia by modifying the terms of Brest_
Litovsk.2

The Emperor was naturally personally averse from the tacit alliance
with a world revolutionary such as Lenin, and he was also subject
to psychological pressure from white Russian 6migris, Baltic baions
and emissaries of the Cossack republics, all of whom pressed him
to dissociate himself from the Bolsheviks in order to cleir Germany

I On Lockhart and Sisson, see Kennan, op. cit.
2 See Helfferich, Der Weltkrbg,pp. 65o ff.
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of the suspicion that she was making common cause with the

murderers Lf th. Tru.. Similar pressure came from the bourgeoisie,

who found further collaborations with the Bolsheviks objectionable
on grounds ofinternal politics, not least on account ofits effects on

the'German workers and the morale of the army. They wanted Ger-

many to act as the advance guard of Europe and the West against

Bolshevism, a 'power of ordei' in the East, and in virtue thereof to

force the W.rt.i., Powers to admit her claim to a position of supre-

macy in the East. Some such ideas had been voiced as early as the

Bad'Homburg conference of February r3, r9I8,r when the decision

had been take"n in favour of the military advance in the east. But they

also accorded with the proposals of Colonel von F{aeften who, in

January and again in July,-I9I8, proposed, with Ludendorff's full
"rpprolrul, that 

"Germany 
should undertake a propagandist offensive

foithe political preparation of her military offensive in the west'

The itrongesi representatives of the anti-Bolshevik school among

the Germanleaders were Ludendorff himsell who was in close con-

tact with leading industrialists and with the head of the catholic
clergy in Germany, the Cardinal-Archbishop of Cologne, von Hart-

^.ri.r, 
and Helffeiich. Helfferich had been appointed ambassador in

Moscow inJuly, I9IB to succeed the 'Bolshevised' (as the Emperor

called him)t CouniMirbach. He was perhaps the most vigorous and

consistent advocate among leading Germans of an immediate re-

vision of German policy towards the Bolshevik regime. He therefore

spent his few days in l\dor"o* largely in a permanent wrangle with
tire new Secretary of State of the Foreign Ministry, Admiral von

Hintze, to influente German policy in the direction which he wished

it to take. As early as August r he urged taking advanta_ge of the

Bolsheviks' inner weaknesi to overthrow them at once, for in hi"

view it needed only a touch to do this. He summarised his considera-

tions and recommendations as follows:

It is impossible for us to go on waiting any more' All we should gain would

be that we should be involved in the Bolsheviks' fall, and that the new Rus-

sia.r regi*e . . . and public opinion would be most heavily prejudiced against

us as the Bolsheviks' friends and protectors.s

The immediate occasion of Helfferich's proposal for action was an

appeal for help addressed by Chicherin to the German embassy on

August l. Chicherin proposed that German and Russian troops

r See above, p' 5or ff'
2 In a marginal note on a report from Mirbach to the Chancellor'
3 The Emperor's marginal comment ran:'of course! I told Kiihlmann so a

month ago.'
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should advance in'twofold co-operation' on the Murmansk railway
and the Don district, which would have brought extraordinary relief
to the Bolshevik regime, both at home and abroad. Chicherin, it is
true, wanted the co-operation to be disguised (a plan considered at
times by Ludendorff), probably mainly in view of the internal politi-
cal situation in Russia.

Helfferich forwarded the proposal to Berlin but recommended
that only a show should be made of accepting it; troops should be
assembled, but then used not to support the Bolshevik regime, but to
overthrow it. Then Germany should 'hasten to rid herself of that
connection with the Bolsheviks which is discrediting us in the eyes of
all elements which will count in the future Russia' and build a bridge
to the anti-Bolshevik forces. To this end, Germany should collabo-
rate with all opponents of the Bolsheviks, including the Latvian
regiments, which should be turned against Lenin. This plan, ht:
thought, could be realised in three steps. First, Germany should dis-
sociate herself demonstratively from the Bolsheviks by moving the
German legation from Moscow to some point near the German front
line. Secondly, he recommended a 'modification of the Peace of
Brest', beginning with the minimum demand made by all Russian
groups for revision of Germany's Ukrainian policy, i.e., restoration
of the Ukraine to Russia. Thirdly, he advocated 'effective military
support' by Germany for the counter-revolutionary forces; this
would 'substantially improve our position uis-d-ais the new regime
and ensure the success ofa blow against the Bolsheviks'.

Ludendorff's attitude towards Chicherin's request and Helfferich's
recommendations was not clear cut. On August 4 he said that a
German army could not accept 'a military alliance and close part-
nership in arms with the Bolsheviks', but thought that an operation
might be carried out against the British in East Karelia on condition
that the Finns co-operated and that the Germans were able to use
the Murmansk railway from Petersburg. He even wrote that 'the
occupation of Petersburg is politically of supreme importance', but
admitted the practical difficulties, since it would then be necessary
to feed the entire population of that great city. As regards the Don,
he was prepared to order Oberost to concentrate as large a force as

possible at Rostov against the White Russian general Alexeyev, and
also along the line from Rostov to Voronezh, although the use of this
line must be completely denied to the Red troops. If the Bolsheviks
wanted to advance against Alexeyev, their best route was from the
south-east, via Tsaritzin (now Volgagrad) and Astrakhan. He did
not want to attack the 'Whites' himself, but to let them be put under
pressure from the Reds. And he saw it, the Russians, White and Red,
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should be allowed to weaken one another, so that whichever won
should be the more dependent on Germany.

If Ludendorff's first remarks were still somewhat impenetrable,
two days later he revealed with absolute clarity the political inten-
tions behind his planned military advance. Telegraphing to Hintze
on August 6, he described the six or seven divisions which he was in
a position to supply for military operations in the north, with several
more in the south, as the power with which Germany could install a
new government in Russia 'which had the people behind it'. The
Emperor expressed himself in similar terms about the same time.

Against these tactical deviations born of ideological scruples,
Hintze in August, I g I8 was advocating with all his power an Eastern
policy true to the line pursued since r914. For him, as he put it to the
party leaders on August 2r, the immediate aim, until peace were
concluded, must be 'to prevent or at least delay the re-constitution
of a front in the east'. He held no less firmly to what had been the
great ultimate object since rg14, the weakening of Russia as a pre-
condition for Germany's supremacy in the east. For him the basis was
there in the Peace of Brest-Litovsk. To all political objections to this
treaty he replied coolly by stating its great advantage. 'It is there.'
Nothing would therefore induce him to abandon this basis, and in his
view the fall of the Bolsheviks would have been the first step towards
it. On these grounds he rejected categorically any idea that Germany
should overthrow the Bolshevik regime; he preferred to retain it
as an instrument of his policy of disintegrating and exploiting Russia.

Unlike Helfferich and Ludendorff, ftintre did noithink ihe posi-
tion of the Bolshevik regime particularly critical, since so far neither
the Russian villages nor the Red guards had risen against it. For this
reason he did not share Ludendorff's belief that the Bolshevik govern-
ment could be overthrown and an anti-Bolshevik government set up
with the help of a few German divisions. This would only be possible

-and Ludendorffhimself had made the reservation quite correctly-
if the new regime'had the people behind it'. Hintze put his finger on
the weak spot in Ludendorff's argument by retorting that a govern-
ment which had the people behind it would not need military sup-
port from Germany. But if it had no broad popular basis, a German
intervention in favour of the Whites would need far more divisions
than were actually available in the east. There was in Russia only
one single group which wanted German intervention for its own
sake-some of the monarchists, who wanted the Russian autocracy
restored. They could not maintain themselves against the people
without the help of German bayonets. Hintze was not on principle
opposed to such a policy, but felt himself bound to reject it in prac-
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tice, for the simple reason given by himself: 'We have not got the
necessary bayonets.' This applied even more to an attack on Alexe-
yev, who was in the pay of the Entente, so that a victory by him over
the Bolsheviks would be tantamount in practice to re-establishing
the eastern front.

If, however, this eventuality was to be avoided, Hintze thought
that Germany must not commit herself to a war of indefinite dura-
tion against the Bolsheviks, which was the logical conclusion of what
Ludendorff and Helfferich were asking. She must also try, so far as

she could, to make it impossible for the Whites to seize power in
Russia.'social Revolutionaries, Kadets, Octobrists, Monarchists,
Cossacks, gendarmes, officials and Tsarist hangers-on'-all had in-
scribed on their banners:'War against Germany, overthrow of the
Brest-Litovsk Peace.' Hintze went so far as to treat the Whites as

enemies even where, as in Alexeyev's Cossack republic-they had
already established themselves as power factors. His reasoning was
simple: 'Alexeyev is a pillar of the Entente. If we make war on him,
we are making war on the Entente. I am not worried if the Bolsheviks
are fighting against him too, although I should like to avoid having
our troops march together with Bolshevik troops.'

Hintze himself was far from 'hanging round the Bolsheviks' neck'
as Helfferich insinuated; he was not even fundamentally well dis-
posed towards them. He was the Emperor's Secretary of State, and
his only criterion for the Bolshevik regime was how far it could be
used to strengthen and uphold Germany's power position in the
East. He was never blind to the possibility of its fall, and always
wanted Germany's policy to be ready for this eventuality. He put
his political calculations clearly in the following passage:

It is policy to use the Bolsheviks so long as there is still something to be got
out of them. If they fall we can quietly watch the chaos which will probably
ensue, until we think resistance has been so I'ar weakened that we could
create order without great sacrifices. If chaos does not ensue, but another
party comes to power, at once we must intervene under the slogan of no
war with Russia or with the Russian people, no conquests, but order and
protection of the weak against the treatment by our enemies.

It would thus only be if the fall of the Bolsheviks was followed, not by
renewed chaos, but by a new stable order, which would of course be
directed against Germany, that German troops would again have to
intervene openly in the interrral politics of Russia, this time claiming
to represent a factor of order against the Western Powers. Unless and
until the Bolsheviks fell, the Germans should remain neutral, which
would in the last instance mean that they were giving the Bolshevik
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system decisive support in its crisis. The primacy of Germany's war
aims in Hintze's philosophy, which was free of any ideological trim-
mings, was put by him in such forceful and convincing terms that it
is best to quote him iz extunso. After sketching the principles to be
followed by German policy if and when the Bolshevik regime fell,
he went on:

Meanwhile, we have no reason to wish or to bring about a quick end of
Bolshevism. The Bolsheviks are very evil and antipathetic people; that did
not prevent us from imposing the peace ofBrest-Litovsk on them and, after
that, taking away from them successive slices ofland and their inhabitants.
We have got out of them what we could, and our drive for victory demands
that we should go on doing so, so long as they are in power.

Whether we like working with them or not is irrelevant, so long as it is
useful. History proves that to introduce feelings into politics is an expensive
luxury. In our position it would be irresponsible to allow ourselves such a
luxury. A man who works with the Bolsheviks as the men defacta in power
and then sighs over the nastiness of the company, is harmlessl but to refuse
to benefit from working with the Bolsheviks out of reluctance to incur the
odium of having to do with Bolsheviks-that is dangerous. Politics have
always been utilitarian, and will be so for a long time to come. . . . What, then,
do we want in the East? The military paralysis of Russia. The Bolsheviks
are producing this better and more thoroughly than any other Russian
party could do, without our giving a man or a mark for it. We cannot ask
them or any other Russians to love us for squeezing their country dry. Let us
therefore content ourselves with Russia's impotence.

The next paragraph shows that Berlin's mind was concentrated
on using the Peace of Brest as an instrument for realising Germany's
war aims in the east, over and above this general weakening of Rus-
sia.

The Bolsheviks are the only Russian party which has got into conflict with
the Entente. This became clearer every day. Our duty is to foster this cor:.-
flict, and recently we have had the opportunity. The Bolsheviks are the only
champions in Russia of the Brest peace. His Excellency Helfferich admits
that co-operation with other parties is possible only on condition that the
Brest peace is modified; above all, the Ukraine would have to be restored to
Great Russia. Now we are told of much more far-reaching demands: the
restoration of Russia within the frontiers quo ante bellum. Are we, then, to
give up the fruits of four years' battles and triumphs merely to rid ourselves
belatedly of the odium of having exploited the Bolsheviks ? For that is what
we are doing: we are not working with them, we are exploiting them. That
is good politics, and policy.

Hintze concluded his reflections, which Germany's later official
policy embodied, with a provocative rhetorical question to Luden-
dorffthe general-whose victories in the east had laid the foundations
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of Germany's power position-and to Ludendorff the politician of
Deutschtum and, Raum-who wanted to preserve and extend the fruits
ofthose victories:

Is the Supreme Army Command prepared, and does it think it would be
profitable and practicable, to begin now on a revision of the Brest Treaty
which would end in our giving up the Baltic, Lithuania and the Ukraine ?

Not to speak of the Crimea, Tauris and the Donetz basin, which of course
would be asked for back at once? [Poland is not even mentioned.]

The Secretary of State answered his own question by invoking the
pragmatic and the legal arguments for his view that the basis of
Brest-Litovsk must under all circumstances be preserved. 'The Brest
Treaty,' he said, 'bears the signature of our most gracious sovereign,
it has been concluded by us and our allies together, it separates Aus-
tria from Russia by creating the Ukraine [sic]; it has been submitted
to the Reichstag.

This retort by Hintze to Ludendorff's and Helfferich's new policy is
a key document for the understanding of Germany's Eastern policy in
IgrB. It is as historically important for Germany's war aims policy in
rgr8 as Bethmann Hollweg's September programme of r9r4. The
memorandum represented at once the highwater mark and crown of
German policy in its efforts to realise its f;ar-flung war aims in the
east, a purpose for which the revolutionisation of Russia and the sup-
port ofthe revolutionary system proved indispensable. The policy of
revolutionising and decomposing Russia, as initiated by Bethmann
Hollweg in August, I9r4, had in the course of the war developed its
own ,lri momenti, which became increasingly operative. For all the
deviations a continuous line runs from Bethmann Hollweg and Zim-
mermann via Kiihlmann to Hintze, reaching its highest point, if only
in the radicalism of the words used, in the middle of r9rB.

Almost all the men who for four years had kept steadily in view
the aim of expanding Germany's power through war were, it seems,
so impressed by Hintze's logic that they shelved their ideological
scruples and returned to the old line. Ludendorff, who had already
begun to waver, signified his agreement with the Secretary of State
and ordered German troops to advance outside Petersburg, now
with the unambiguous purpose of supporting the Bolsheviks. He was
prepared to allow troops to be sent against the British on the Mur-
mansk coast without overthrowing the Soviet regime. He too thought
revision of the Treaty of Brest out of the question.

The Emperor had backed Helfferich completely in the first days
of August, probably in part under the shattering impression of the
murder of the Tsar's family. Now, after Hintze's decided interven-
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tion, he again agreed that Germany should put her money ort Lenin,
at least for the time. Helfferich was not convinced by Hintze, but he
resigned himself. He left Moscow and returned to Germany in the
hope of renewing there the struggle for a change of policy.r

The supplerrrentary treaties of August 28, r9r8:
cornprornise without renunciation of control

Hintze's victory in the struggle over Germany's future relationship
with the young Soviet state had far-reaching consequences. Once
Berlin had decided not to overthrow the Bolshevik government, the
German government was necessarily interested in binding the Soviet
government to Germany still more closely and inescapably than
ever. The way was now clear for the conclusion of the supplementary
reaties for which the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk had provided. As will
be remembered, the negotiations had been begun in Berlin at the end
of May under Kiihlmann.z The initiative for resuming them had
come from Russia.s The difficult position of the regime, surrounded
by enemies within and without, the catastrophic supply position in
the big towns, and also the wish to revive foreign trade, had made the
Russians anxious for agreements which would make it possible for
them to obtain at least a part of the Ukrainian harvest, put a stop to
the Germans' advance, and turn against the Whites. But the Ger-
mans, too, were not unwilling to negotiate. Germany saw herself
threatened by the Entente's landing on the Murmansk coast. Fur-
thermore, neither in May nor in June had a decision been achieved
on the western front.

The negotiations, however, dragged on, and were interrupted by
Kiihlmann's fall. At that time different forces and views in Germany
were still struggling for mastery, and in June and July the influence
of the OHL, the Emperor and Helfferich, all of whom wanted the
Bolsheviks overthrown, was still uppermost. At the great war aims
conference at Spa onJuly 2, I9IB,a Ludendorffwas still full of confi-
dence in Germany's power and in the approach of victory, and pro-
duced his programme of German expansion as the surest basis for
establishing Germany's influence-without regard to White or Red-
in Russia and its successor states. The task of German policy, he said,
must be to support the Don and Kuban Cossacks and to extend the
frontier of Estonia and Livonia and incorporate them in Germany,
thus getting additional land for settlement. Reval should be made,

r Helfferich, op. cit., pp. 665 ff.
2 Gatzke, op. cit., pp. 7I f.
3 Id., p. 7o.
n Id., pp.84 ff.; also Ursachen, II, pp. zo6 ff.
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not indeed into a naval base like I(iel and Wilhelmshaven-Libau
was that-but into a submarine base. Ludendorff's attitude on the
Ukraine was ambivalent: he saw that the Ukrainian government
was dependent on Germany's military power and he envisaged the
possibility of its return to Great Russia, but in reply to Hertling, who
wanted the Bolsheviks supported in order to keep Brest-Litovsk in-
tact, he maintained his own view, saying that any Russian govern-
ment could be forced to accept the treaty by the baits of the Ukraine
and Crimea-leaving open the question whether Russia could not be
reorganised from the south. He hoped for especially good 'soldier
material'from Georgia;'our western front needs men'.

The Emperor agreed with Ludendorff and endorsed his warning
against concluding the treaties with the Russians at the expense of
the Kuban Cossacks. He again spoke up for the Ataman of the Don
Cossacks, who had sent the duke of Leuchtenberg to Berlin to con-
clude an agreement. The Emperor wanted to make Tiflis, the capi-
tal of Georgia, the centre of anti-Soviet agitation. ThisJuly Council
took no decision between White and Red.

Fearing further secessions from Rump Russia and a counter-revo-
lution supported by Germany, the Russians not only offered an eco-
nomic agreement-they would be able to get more cereals out of the
Ukraine than the Germans had yet succeeded in doing-but also
hinted that they would regard these agreements only as the first step
towards a more intimate relationship between Soviet Russia and
Germany, perhaps even an alliance.l The fate of the supplementary
treaties was decided by the fact that Stresemann, who was taking
part in the German-Russian negotiations,2 changed his line early
and became an advocate of agreement.

Up to the end of June, he had still been completely in favour
of what he called 'a long-term, lasting policy of alliance with mon-
archic forces', a policy (just like Helfferich's) of 'restoring an OId
Russian, federally organised constitutional monarchy in alliance
with ourselves', and he had submitted his views to the Chancellor in
a long memorandum on the day before the preliminary cdnference
ofSpa. But he had changed these views, which had probably been
influenced by his conversations with Milyukov in Kiev, after talking
to Joffe and Krassin, who succeeded in persuading him that the
position of the Soviets was not so hopeless, that their radical social-
ism was only a practical socialism analogous to Germany's war eco-
nomy, and that if they got'some measure' of peace and security, they
would be able to deliver arms, would recognise Brest-Litovsk and

r Gatzke, op. cit., pp. 77 ff.

'? Id., pp. 79 ff.
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would-perforce-work for an alliance with Germany as no other
Russian party would do. In any case, afterJuly 7 Stresemann was of
all the German negotiators the most eloquent supporter of agree-
ment with the Soviet. He supported Hintze against Ludendorffand
Helfferich and threw his whole weight into the scale in favour of a
settlement with Great Russia, which should also secure Germany's
economic interests.

The minutes ofJuly 7 show very clearly both the precarious situ-
ation of the Soviets and the aims of German policy.lJoffe and Kras-
sin were again offering economic inducements in the hope of finding
the basis for a common policy. At the same time they assured the
Germans that, unfavourable as the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk was for
them, they meant, and indeed would be obliged, to abide by it, for it
had meanwhile become a sort of protection for them and they were
fighting to preserve it since Germany and Turkey were threatening
increasingly to cut Russia off from her 'life lines' by their 'policy of
expansion'. Their chief point, however, was that Germany must give
up the Don and Kuban districts, for then Russia would be able to
deliver cereals, oil, manganese, iron and cotton, The demarcation
lines in the south of Russia had been repeatedly altered, 'so that no
one really knew what would be left of Russia'; however much Herr
von Kiihlmann denied that the Reich had recognised the Republic
of the Don as an independent state, the German troops entering it
would yet'recognise a Russian there as ruler' (i.e., recognise Krass-
nov as Ataman). The purpose was obviously to cut Russia offfrom
the cereals of the Ukraine, the coal of the Don and the ores of the
Caucasus. 'These continuous losses of territory and the prohibition of
trade between those countries and Russia' had evoked 'immeasur-
able embitterment' among the Russian people against Germany, far
greater than the Tsarist government had ever succeeded in rousing
with its propaganda. 'Russia . . . had to look on while one piece of
land after the other was torn from her, now by Germany, now by
Turkey, like rags being torn off a body. . . .'Meanwhile, although
Germany had big forces tied down there, she had not been able to
produce order and secure the hoped for imports.

Stresemann recognised in the Soviet overtures a possibility of
achieving a fieaty based on Brest which would 'place Russia's eco-
nomic resources at our disposal so amply as to render us impregnable'.
He had numerous conversations with the Chancellor and the sol-

diers, in which he represented these factors as the central political
argument for German consent to negotiating the supplementary
treaties with the Soviets: peace in the east at the exPense of the Don

1 Ibid.
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and Kuban, and perhaps also the Ukraine, concentration in the
west-and, as a result, imports of cereals and raw materials safe-
guarded.

In the middle ofJuly-when German forces in east and west were
strained to the utmost pitch-the commercial specialist of the Ger-
man committee, Litwin, replied to a Russian draft of an economic
supplementary treaty with demands which showed a certain readi-
ness to make allowances for Russia's difficulties, but in no way re-
nounced Germany's economic aims.l Henceforward Russia was to be
treated like Rumania and Georgia.z Litwin met some of Russia's
wishes by agreeing to secure Russia's supplies of cereals, coal, iron
and oil, and promising that Germany should not advance further.
Most important of all, the line of communication between northern
Russia and the Kuban and Caucasus should be restored by the re-
turn of the railway line through Byelgorod and Rostov to Vladikav-
kas (the terminal point of the Georgian army road which command-
ed the main crossing of the Caucasus) and Baku. In return, Russia
should pledge herself to deliver a percentage, to be fixed, of the
cereals and raw materials derived from the Caucasus and Kuban.
Litwin wanted to reserve 50 per cent of production for Germany and
also to have the practical execution ofthe obligations contracted on
the spot by a mixed commission. The same commission was also to
decide what Germany was to deliver in return for the raw materials,
a device which would have enabled the Germans to secure the com-
plementary raw materials which they needed for their own economy
and at the same time make certain of a market for their industrial
products without troubling themselves further over the problematic
Cossack republics of the Don and Kuban. They would thus in prac-
tice have largely shifted the economic orientation of this area towards
themselves and away from Great (northern) Russia without putting
up a customs barrier on its northern frontier. The formula proposed
by Litwin-that Russia must give Germany the first offer of 'all its
surplus raw materials and cereals'- shows even more plainly that
Russia, like Rumania, was to be forced into the position of a supplier
of raw materials for Germany.

Heavy as these conditions were, the Russians accepted them as a

basis for negotiation in the belief that the restoration of the Don and
of the railway line would bring about a change of feeling in Russia
which, as they gave the Germans to understand, would enable them
to conclude an alliance with Gerrnany. Krassin went even further in
his promises, the propagandist nature of which became obvious when

1 Id., pp. 83 ff. ; also Ursaclun,Il, pp. zI5 f.
2 Cf. Stern, op. cit., Vol, IV/3, p. t387.
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he undertook to offer armed resistance to any anti-German enter-
prise on Russian territory. These extensive promises were, however,
made with the intention of altering Ludendorff's mood and persuad-
ing him to evacuate Rostov, without which Russia would be cut
off from the Donetz as completely as from the Kuban and the nor-
thern Caucasus.

In spite of the reversal in the west which began with the Allied and
American counter-offensive at Villers-Cotter€ts on July r8, and in
spite of the results of the negotiations with the Soviets, the OHL still
stood its ground and insisted that the treaty should at least compel
Germany to evacuate Rostov onfu if the military situation permitted.
On August 8 Stresemann, acting through Colonel Bauer, tried to
persuade the OHL to yield in view of events in Livonia and Estonia,
but in vain, nor did his plea for 'an understanding with Russia' meet
with any better success. He wrote that:

If our enemies see that we are collaborating with Russia, they will give
up the hope of conquering us economically, as they must long since have
despaired of conquering us in the field [this was written on August B, the
Black Day on the Western Front] and we shall be strong enough to resist any
assault.l

While, however, the arguments of Stresemann and Hintze, of the
lawyers in the Foreign Ministry and the business men in Berlin,
failed to move the OHL, the developments on the western front after
the middle of August at last forced them to give way. These develop-
ments created the necessary conditions for the conclusion of the sup-
plementary treaties, and they were signed in Berlin on August 27.

Germany ratified them at once, without submitting them to the
consideration of the full Reichstag. The reason given by Payer for this
step is most characteristic: 'If we delayed acceptance of the treaties,
there would be a danger of the present Russian government falling.'
For that reason, this democrat was even against convoking the Cen-
tral Committee of the Reichstag; he himself agreed without reserva-
tion to the 'favourable' treaties. So did Grciber for the Zentrum:
'We will accept the new treaties as we accepted the Treaty of Brest.'
Westarp for the Conservatives and Stresemann for the National
Liberals expressed themselves in the same sense. Only Ebert raised
objections on the part of the Majority Socialists, who had originally
asked for the treaties to be submitted to the plenary Reichstag; he
pointed out that on the one hand the treaties represented the icon-
tinuation of a false policy', and on the other, that the 6,ooo million
roubles being asked of the Russians were nothing but an 'indem-

r Gatzke,op. cit.. pp. rgz ff.; also Ursachen,II, p. zr6.
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nity'. Germany was thus not making the promised ''peace without
annexations and indemnities'. The voice of the Majority Socialists
did not, however, affect the decision - still less did the opposition of
the U.S.P.D.

The supplementary treaties consisted of a political and an eco-

nomic part, supplemented by a secret exchange of notes. Livonia and
Estonia, which had been occupied by German police forces ever
since Brest-Litovsk, now ceased altogether to be Russian. Russia
recognised the independence of Georgia and agreed to pay 6,ooo
million roubles in fine gold, currency and kind. She also promised to
deliver one-third of the Baku oil in return for its surrender by the
Turks.

Germany's counter-concessions were laid down in article 4, des-

cribed by Joffe as the only acceptable article in the whole treaty. In it
Germany promised not to advance beyond the frontiers laid down
in Brest-Litovsk and in the supplementary treaty, i.e., in no way
further to assist the abstraction of more states from Rump Russia. She

further promised to evacuate the territory occupied by her beyond
the new demarcation line (essentially, that is, White Russia and the
Black Sea districts).

The secret exchange of notes confirmed the Soviet obligation to
drive out the Entente troops, if necessary with the help of Finnish
and German troops. The economic treaty set out the obligations de-
fined in the preliminary treaty, with Litwin's additions. Germany
had assured her influence. The Russians had come to the negotia-
tions hoping that the treaty would lead them out of their isolation
and that they would find a certain supPort in Germany, even though
they thought a regular treaty still impossible in vierv of the strong
anti-German feelings of the Russian people. For the sake of this
greater end Joffe was prepared to make extensive concessions: com-
plete renunciation of Livonia and Estonia, and delivery of big quotas
of iron and managanese ore, oil and cereals. All the greater was the
Russians' disappointment over the results and over Germany's policy
during the negotiations. They felt the treaty to be'the most humili-
ating'yet required of Russia, far worse than'the peace of humiliation
of Brest-Litovsk'. Germany, so Joffe and Krassin complained, 'had
cut the body of Russia into two parts and now wanted it to function
like a normal body'. The provisions of the economic treaty were

tantamount to'the complete paralysis of Russia's economic life', and
the demand for 6,ooo millions was 'absolutely monstrous'.Their bitter-
ness vented itself in a warning that Germany 'would certainly raise

the whole Russian people against her', and that their own govern-
ment would probably reject it. Should, however, the Bolsheviks fall,
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all three Russian representatives prophesied 'that a solid and uni-
tary Great Russia, which would again include the Ukraine, would
at once be there, confronting Germany'.

This severe judgment by the Russian negotiators in August, lgr8
agreed exactly with the analysis of Germany's Russian policy made
by leading Germans, both critics and defenders ofit. Lucius, who was
one of the critics, had warned his government strongly at the be-
ginning of May, r9r8 not to cross the Brest-Litovsk frontiers, in parti-
cular not to allow Finland to extend beyond its historic frontiers by
expanding into Karelia. He gave economic considerations for this
advice, pointing to 'the enormous Russian market on which our in-
dustries are already waiting greedily'. He therefore thought good
relations with an economically effective Russia important. His idea
was what he called 'real peace with Russia'. The Emperor retorted
(in a marginal note) with his racialist axiom that peace 'is com-
pletely impossible between Slavs and Germans' but:

The gentleman is mad! That is a policy of fear! My view is absolutely
different. Peace with Russia can only be maintained by fear of us. The
Slavs will always hate us and remain our enemies! They are only frightened
of a man and they only respect him if he hits them hard! S. [see] Japan! So
it will be with us, too ! The Entente, if it wants, and if my diplomacy is too
stupid, can always do what it likes in Russia-it has driven it into war; but
our preponderance in the German area is necessary to keep Russia away
from our eastern frontier once and for all; no peace with Russia, however
favourable, will give us that!

When the discussions on the eastern orientation were going on, .

Kiihlmann had already put into words Germany's interests in keep-
ing Russia from consolidating herself:

The territorial losses which Russia is suffering, especially in being cut off
from the Baltic and the Black Sea, would force any future, better consoli-
dated, regime to carry on an imperialist policy and to call for war for the
recovery of the lost territories.

Count lVedel had expressed the same view even before the con-
clusion of the Treaty of Brest: 'Either an imperialist Russia will come
back, or Russia will disintegrate.' At that time he had expressed his
preference for the collapse in extraordinarily sharp and radical
terms: 'the further our power is pushed eastward, the better for us'.
Hintze, too, had just defended this policy of 'chaos': 'If chaos does
not come about . . . we must march in. . , .' When meeting the party
leaders on August 2I to discuss the supplementary treaties, Hintze
again represented the continuity of that border states policy which
Ebert had ventured to criticise as 'the continuation of a false policy'.
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Any other party in Russia would reject Brest and the supplementary
treaties; 'it is therefore not our intention and duty . . . to appear in
Russia as schoolmasters', but to wait: if the Bolsheviks fall, 'then
there will be chaos in Russia . . . then we shall have a free hand in-
deed . . . to put through a border states policy in our own interest'.
The political head of the Foreign Ministry took exactly the same
view as Ludendorffofthe role ofthe border states in a second war-
another instance of the continuity of Germany's war aims:'We want
to strengthen the power of resistance of the border peoples as much
as we can, for the war with the resurrected Russian colossus which
may, after all, come one day sooner or later.' At the same time he
turned on Helfferich, who even after his return from Moscow was
preaching his policy of counter-revolution in Russia and a peace of
understanding.r Helfferich's objects were, indeed, identical with
those of the German government; he too wanted 'the establishment
one day of a good political and economic relationship with Russia,
which is of quite special importance for us in view of the probability
that antagonism between Germany and the Anglo-Saxons will last
beyond the conclusion of peace'. He only took a different view from
Hintze, Stresemann, Kriege and their followers, of what were the
decisive forces in Russia. 'People have talked to me,' retorted Hintze
scornfully, 'of the Monarchists as possible vehicles of a counter-
revolution'1 'they are officers without an army, the Kadets do not go
out into the street. . . .' 'Some people have also proposed presenting
Russia with the lJkraine' (Helfferich had even thought of Livonia
and Estonia, but the secession of those territories was the one condi-
tion on which the Emperor and the OHL had given up their policy
towards the Cossacks, the Monarchists, restoration and expansion).
'Why?' asked Hintze. 'We can get good relations without making a
present like that!' His justification of Germany's claim to domination
was all of a piece with this 'psychological warfare'1 four weeks before
Germany's military capitulation he announced to the representa-
tives of the major parties in the Reichstag:

In the view of the OHL the military situation gives no cause for depres-
sion. There is no reason to doubt in victory. Only if we doubt whether we
shall conquer, are we conquered. In the OHL's view we can justifiably hope
for a military position which will allow us to attain a peace agreeable
to us,

Grciber, speaking for the Zentrum, warned against a premature
peace-now, after the reverses in the west-and was again reassured

I Ursaehcn, II, pp. ze6 ff.
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by l{intze that by 'peace' 'he naturally meant only a peace agree-
able and satisf,actory to us'. He entirely disregarded Ebert's objec-
tions. 'We are told,' he dared to go on, 'that more and more Ameri-
cans are coming over and people believe that the military strength of
the enemy is thus constantly increasing and our own diminishing.'
These warnings and the military situation did not prevent the party
leaders from again endorsing the border states policy. The ring was
closed. Bethmann Hollweg's plans of August, Igr4 had found their
consistent fulfilment in Brest-Litovsk and its supplementary treaties.

The position reached in the east in the summer of lgrS seemed to
the Germans both then and later to be so favourable as to enable
them either to keep what remained of Russia in anarchy and lasting
impotence, or, as Ludendorff hoped, to reorganise it in Germany's
interest. But the Pax Germanica proved no lasting order of peace, not
only because the Germans were not able to achieve a military deci-
sion in their favour in the west, but also because Germany's new
order in eastern Europe mutilated Rump Russia too drastically and
negated the historic reality of the Russian Empire. Germany could
not allow the peoples of the east to recover in any respect, for they
would then try again to overthrow in a second war the intolerable
hegemony which Germany had established at Brest-Litovsk, Bucha-
rest and Berlin.
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THE VISION OF WORLD POWER
oBJECTMS OF WAR ArMS POLTCY, rrr

TnE concentration of Germany's political interest on the domina-
tion of the east-Finland, the Baltic, Lithuania, Poland, Rump
Russia, the Ukraine, the Caucasus and the Balkans-since the spring
of IgI7, and in particular since the collapse of Russia, provided cer-
tain fears that she was going to renounce her aims in the west, over-
seas and in the Far East. As the documents show most amply, these
fears were entirely without foundation. The victory and the peace
treaties in the east were, as the Emperor himself saw, the pre-con-
ditions for a victorious peace in the west. Further, the colonial pro-
gramme, both in regard to central Africa and to bases, had remained
unchanged.r

Germany's pre-war Asiatic policy remained equally unchanged
throughout the war. Since Turkey was meant to be the terminal
point of the Berlin-Baghdad line in the future Mitteleuropa system
and the bridge to the Persian Gull, Afghanistan and India, and was
at the same time to be economically and militarily allied with Ger-
many and Austria-Hungary, the German government needed to
turn the war time alliance into an equally assured peace-time one.

Turkey: outpost against Britain.
Oil and soldiers

Germany's aims in Turkey were fixed for the first time during the
war in the summer of 19r5, when she was expecting a separate peace
in the east after her successful eastern offensive.2

Her object being on the one hand to keep the Turks in the war
against Britain and France even after Russia had dropped out of the
Entente front, and on the other, to secure and if possible extend,
even before the conclusion of peace,'the economic political position
in the area of the Baghdad raihvay'. Germany concentrated her
efforts on three objectives: the Mesopotamian oilfields, shipping

1 See above, pp. 357 tr
2 A memorandum by Lohmann, forwarded to the Chancellor in February, r g r4,

had asserted: 'Ifpeace, justice, order and security are established under European
control, the purchasing power of this country will so rise that it will become the
best market for German trade and German industrv.'
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concessions on the Euphrates and Tigris, and concessions in the cop-
per mines of Arghana. These objects were at that time in the hands
of Entente capital, and Turkey, uncertain what her capital position
would be after the war, had refrained from liquidating them. The
concessions were to be transferred to the Baghdad Railway Company
(which was controlled by the Deutsche Bank), Turkey being allowed
a certain participation, in order to facilitate the liquidation and
smooth the way for further concessions.

The financial burden ofthe war had exhausted Turkey, and she
was only able to carry it with the help of big German loans; by r9I7
she had borrowed no less than 3,ooo million marks. She was thus
heavily in debt to Germany, and the German politicians were de-
termined to take advantage of this situation to achieve their aims,
which would have guaranteed an alliance with Turkey of indefinite
duration. The Turks hoped that their debt would be carried over or
reduced, if not entirely remitted, but for this the Germans demanded
securities -'real compensation'. I

Kiihlmann, who at that time was still ambassador in Constanti-
nople,z pressed the Foreign Ministry to appoint a study grouP to
value British and French assets in Turkey. He argued that the only
way to secure Germany's loans, and simultaneously to establish her
in an unchallenged position in Turkey and prevent the Turks from
entering into trading and financial relations after the war with all
the European great powers, was to insist strongly on the Turkish
government liquidating these assets. 'The existence,' he wrote, 'of
a big German financial claim on Turkey is an arm which (used
cautiously but firmly) can prove very useful in the reshaping of our
later relationship.' Berlin agreed with this policy. The armament
of Turkey, in which Germany herself was very strongly interested,
would, as the Foreign Ministry saw it, 'if placed on a sound com-
mercial basis', offer new opportunities for German industry, and the
loans themselves, if Turkey offered 'reliable securities' for their in-
terest and amortisation, would open up prospects for increasing
Germany's influence. Zimmermann thought that these 'securities'
could be found in 'the systematic grant of concessions for the de-
velopment of communications, trade, agriculture and industry.
German capital, German machinery and German engineers could
be brought in everywhere.' Turkish companies should, however
figure on paper as the concessionaires.

r This difference between the interests of the two partners existed long before the
warl it was particularly apparent in Germany's policy on the Baghdad Railway;
seeabove, pp. zr and 46-7.

2 He occupied this post from September, rgr6 to August, rgt 7.
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Von Stumm, the Under-Secretary of State, emphasised that no

time must be lost if the objects were to be acquired and the political
hold on Turkey made secure before the conclusion of peace.

Germany's aims in Turkey were defined a little more exactly at a
conference held on April 7, I9I7 between representatives of the
Foreign Ministry, the Imperial Treasury, the Imperial Office of the
Interior, the Ministry of War, and the Prussian Ministry for Trade
and Industry. The meeting resolved unanimously 'that measures
should be taken immediately to secure for Germany the economic
exploitation of Turkey in peacetime'. The first step should be the
appointment of a 'study group' in which all war enterprises con-
cerned, and also the Deutsche Bank (which had particularly long
experience of Turkish conditions), should be represented. The ob-
jects with which this 'study group' was to be concerned were the
following:

(i) The hard coal deposits of Heraklea,r which should be secured by liqui-
dating the French company and transferring the concession to Germany;

(ii) The Turkish copper mines of Arghana Maden, which were owned by
the Turkish state, should be transferred to Germany;

(iii) The iron and zinc deposits of Berlia and Bulgar to be brought under
German.control partly by liquidating the French company, partly by
transferring Turkish rights to Germany;

(iv) The Baghdad railway's claims on the oil of Upper Mesopotamia and
Mosul must be realised under all circumstances, as must the safeguard-
ing of transport to the Persian Gulf by the acquisition of the majority of
shares in the shipping companies of the Euphrates, the Tigris and the
Shatt-el-Arab;

(v) The phosphate deposits on the Hejjas line and at Es-salt must also be

transferred to Germany, as must the asphalt deposits in the Yamuk
Valley and at Ladikiye;

(vi) Complete possession of Turkey's ore supplies to be achieved by the
liquidation of the Borax Company, which would give Germany the
borazite deposits at Panderma and the transfers of the Turkish conces-
sions for the manganese ore deposits in the Vilayet of Bursa would give
Germany the means of refining the steel.

In rgr7, however, political and military aims were added to the
economic. Besides her economic alliance, Turkey was also to be
bound to Germany by a military convention which should make her,
as the Chancellor himself put it, 'a strong pillar of our policy'. Ger-
many, he said, needed a virile Turkey, 'so long as we maintain our
present policy in the Orient'. For that reason he asked colleagues

r The coal deposits of Heraklea had been discovered by Professor Fr-ech, o{
Breslau, who in r9r4 had asked, with the support of the Foreign Ministry, for con-
cessions for the exploitation of them.
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how the Ottoman Empire was to be revitalised into a 'great' and
'strong state'-'if we do not do this, the Entente will erect a barrier
against our eastward path on its [Turkey's'l ruins'. When Germany
was at the height of her self-confidence in r9r8, and Turkey asked
her for another war loan, the conditions formulated by Ludendorff
were: expropriation of enemy property; mining concessions, especi-
ally for chromium ore; concessions in the Mesopotamian oilfields,
preferential deliveries of Turkish wool, vegetable oils, hides and
skins; in the case of railway construction preference to be given to
German firms in all contracts, concessions, etc.

The reverses in the west, even the Black Day of August 8, brought
no break in Germany's Turkish policy. The aims remained the
same: economic penetration, military and political links with Ger-
many. Another conference was held on August 9 between representa-
tives of the Foreign Ministry, the Reich Economic Office, the Con-
stantinople embassy, the Reich Naval Office, the Ministry of War
and the Ministry for Trade and Industry, and these resolved unani-
mously that'the Mesopotamian oil-wells must in any event come
rvithin Germany's sphere of influence'-because the Rumanian oil
secured by the treaty of Bucharest ('the acquisition of which is fore-
seen in the Bucharest peace') would not suffice for Germany's needs.

Gerrnany as a Colonial Power:
Mittelafrikb and bases

Both in the spring of rgIT after the opening of unrestricted sub-
marine warf;are and its first successes, and in the spring of r9r8 after
the conclusion of the eastern peace treaties and the first successes of
the offensive in the west, it looked as though the war would soon end
in victory and the realisation of Germany's war aims. Her colonial
war aims,l in particular, were re-formulated both in rgrT and r9r8.
The business interests, the OHL and above all the civilian authori-
ties-in this case the Reich Colonial Office-alike hoped to be able to
realise all their ambitions, at the expense of both Britain and France,
and expressed them accordingly.

On December 23, in the middle of the preparations for Brest-
Litovsk and simultaneously with those for the western offensive,
Ludendorffsent the government the OHL's colonial programme:
'A great African colonial empire running through Africa from
coast to coast, with naval bases on the coasts of the Atlantic and
Indians oceans.'

Solf wrote to the Foreign Ministry on January 30, rgr8 that he

I For the colonial aims of IgI4, see above, pp. roz ffand rog ff
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was'pleased'that the Chief of the General Staffof the army in the
field 'recognised the need for an African colonial empire with naval
bases on the coasts of the Indian and Atlantic oceans', adding:'I
have long been advocating the creation of this colonial empire.' Solf
had been in charge of Germany's colonial programme during the
war and like Ludendorffhe thought it necessary to concentrate Ger-
many's aims on Africa in order to ensure the supply of tropical agri-
cultural products-'fruit, coffee, etc., oilseeds, rubber, hides, skins,
wool, hardwoods' and the exploitation of the Katanga district with
its rich deposits of copper and other metals. He did not, however,
support Ludendorff's suggestion that Germany should renounce her
possessions in the South Seas (the OHL would have kept only
Samoa, for its phosphates), because he feared that this would in-
volve 'a severe blow to Germany's prestige in an important Part of
the globe'. He was therefore emphatic that both the South Seas and
Africa should be taken as vital war aims of Germany's.

The German Colonial Association also approached Solf again in
the spring of rgr8 through Johann Albrecht; since, it said, the de-
cisive victory in the west now seemed to be imminent, it wanted to
set down anew'what seems to be necessary for the rational expansion
ofour future CentralAfrican colonial empire'. Solf received thisdocu-
ment too with agreement and 'great satisfaction', and said that his
most important tasks would be 'to influence public opinion in a sense

favourable to our colonial plans and to keep alive and strong in all
circles the idea of a mighty German colonial empire'. 'Since the be-

ginning of the war [author's italics] I have been advocating strongly
that we should acquire colonial possessions of economic, political
and military value on the greatest possible scale.' What were these
acquisitions demanded by Johann Albrecht and described by Solf
as having been'in every case' 'carefully discussed' in the Reich Colo-
nial Office and there 'assigned their appropriate urgency value'?
In the west the Colonial Association asked for'the productive lands
of the Senegal and Niger basins, and thence southward to the sea',
territories which had long been under cultivation and whose sur-
pluses 'would make it possible to cover the expensive long-term
operations of opening up the Congo basin and Angola without
subsidies from the Reich'. Then Germany was to take over the Cape
Verde Islands, Princip6 and Sio Thom6 with Senegambia, the ac-
quisition of whose 'industrious peoples' Solf announced publicly
as an aim. In the east German East Africa was to be enlarged by
British Northern Rhodesia and Portuguese Northern Mozam-
bique, to link it up with South-West Africa and Angola; in the north
Uganda and Kenya were to be attached to German East Africa, 'so
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as to provide a common frontier with Egypt'. The Comoro Islands
and Madagascar were to provide bases for German trade; similarly
Djibuti at the mouth of the Red Sea, 'as a counter-weight to Aden'.
Germany would thus acquire a Central African colonial empire
comprising the Congo, Angola, Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland,
Northern Mozambique, German East Africa (Tanganyika), Kenya,
Uganda, and German South-West.

How little these ambitions of tgrS differed from earlier ones will
appear from a glance at Johann Albrecht's first programme, put
forward in September, tgr4 and received with approval by Solf and
also by Zimmermann; in that version the northern frontier of Ger-
man Central Africa was to run south of latitude zoo-but north of the
Niger and Senegal and of Lake Chad to the Sudanese frontier,
thence to Kismayo on the Indian Ocean, leaving the whole of Ugan-
da and Kenya with Germany. The proposed southern frontier was
to run south of the Orange River and south of the Zambezi to Beira.
In r 9 r B the southern frontier was retracted to the line of those rivers ;
in West Africa territory was sought only in the big river bends ('the
business of satisfying the Saharan nomads' was left to France) ; the
northern frontier of Central Africa was extended to latitude 5o-to
include the Ubangi, but the Central African core and its heart,
Katanga, were not given up. Both the Colonial Association and the
Colonial Office proposed to safeguard the main eastern line of com-
munications, the Suez Canal, by taking over the Anglo-French
majority holding ofits shares.

The following letter, written to Solf by an industrialist on March
27, rgtg, was by no means untypical:

In all human expectation our troops will be occupying the French channel
ports in the next few weeks and will, it is to be hoped, stay there for ever.
Therewith the final hour of England's world power and England's world
empire will have struck. In the course of centuries North America and
Australia were Anglicised, South America Latinised. The time is at hand
when Germany will be granted the power to Germanise virgin Africa.

Although cultural considerations influenced the idealists and the
need of tropical products played a part in the Central African pic-
ture, yet for Germany, as an industrial power, the real aim of the
new German Central African colonial empire was to secure the raw
materials of Katanga. On January 12, IglT-three days after the
decision to begin unrestricted submarine warfare-the Imperial
Commissioner for the banks in Belgium, Lumm (formerly a director
of the Reichsbank), proposed that Germany should safeguard her
claim to the ore-fields of the Congo by acquiring a controlling in-
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terest in the (Jnion Minihe du Haut-Katanga, preferably by invoking
the 'reprisals legislation' enacted by Germany as occupying Power
to take over a majority of the shares in the company. This would
create afait accompli which would ensure Germany at least a share,
with Belgium and Britain, in the exploitation of the ore-fields, in
spite of any counter-moves by the Union Miniire (the property and
ownership of the capital were not under German control). This sug-
gestion was considered departmentally in lgI7, and in the spring of
rgIB-characteristically-both the Foreign Ministry and the Reich
Economic Office gave their consent to the liquidation of the Union
Miniire. On May ro the Secretary of State of the Reich Colonial
Office concurred.

Private initiative also worked hand in hand with state policy in
taking over the Katanga mines-the Otavi Mining Company had
registered a claim to the copper mines even before the war. OnJune
I9, rgIB representatives ofthe Reich and ofa group ofentrepreneurs
agreed on the aims and procedure to be followed towards the Union
Miniire. It was agreed in principle that the Union should be liqui-
dated and the British and Belgian shares transferred into German
hands, but the liquidation itself was to be postponed long enough to
prevent counter-moves by Britain and Belgium, though executed
soon enough 'to create afait accompli before the opening of the peace
negotiations'. Finally, the banks, especially the Disconto-Bank, in-
sisted that the Reich must guarantee the enterprise, and that the
Union must continue to enjoy the privilege of exemption from stamp
duty. The state was also to guarantee the North Rhodesian and
Benguele Railways, and would thus be standing surety for production
and profit. The guarantee of the Benguele Railway, the use of which
Solf had wanted to see assured to Germany as early as rgt6, shows
that the inclusion of Katanga among Germany's war aims dated
from that year and not only from lgI 7-18.

Central Africa was to be equipped with a system of naval bases,
trading and coaling stations. On Solf's proposal the ministries busied
themselves in the spring and summer of rgrS with deciding where
these should lie. OnJuly 4, rgIS the Chief of the Naval Staffsent the
following minute to the Secretaries of State in the Foreign Ministry
and the Reich Naval Office and to the OHL:

The main war aim of our naval warfare seerrs to me to be that we should
be able in the future so to threaten England's sea approaches in the Atlantic
and the Mediterranean that she shall be forced to keep the peace. This is
possible only through the acquisition of island bases and the command of the
West African coast, if possible from Cap Blanco (north of latitude zo" on the
southern frontier of the Spanish Sahara) to German South-West Africa.
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Admiral (retired) von Crapow and the big shipping companies

collaborated in a most detailed study of the climatic, naval, military
and economic qualifications of possible bases on the West Coast.
From the military point of view Dakar was the first choice; it was
highly developed, ready for immediate use, and its port had work-
shops and docks; it would however, be indefensible without a suffi-
cient hinterland. The next best port for both military and trading
purposes was Bathurst in British Gambia; it was Solf 's own first choice.
About on a par with Bathurst came Bissao on the Rio Grande in
Portuguese Guinea, a little further south, and then Bolama, also in
Portuguese Guinea. Both were protected by a defensive screen of
islands, but Bissao was capable of more economic expansion and was
preferable from the technical naval point or view. Conakry, the capi-
tal of Guinea, was carefully considered but rejected on technical mili-
tary grounds, as was the mouth of the Congo; here the only place
considered was Gabun (Libreville) in the Gulf of Guinea, with an ex-
cellent harbour, not far from the mouth of the Congo, which it could
command. The two favourites to emerge in the middle of the sum-
mer were Dakar for its technical equipment and installations, and
Bathurst for its natural advantages; the strategic situation of both
was excellent. This concentration on the Atlantic coast and islands
(the Cape Verde Islands were considered as bases) did not, however,
mean that Germany was not also thinking of places further afield in
the Indian ocean (R6union) and even the Pacific. Northern Borneo,
for example, was considered, partly for its iron; private interests, in
the shape of the New Guinea Plantation Company, also made strong
representations in favour ofkeeping the colony.

Even had the government been prepared, for reasons of high
policy, to renounce Kiaochow as the price for a rapprochement with
Japan, it was by no means ready to give up'the huge economic area
of China with nearly 4oo million inhabitants of advanced purchasing
power' for the sake of a 'little developed' Central Africa, however
large; it asked for the continuance of the international status of
Shanghai and Canton and the transfer to itself of the Belgian and
French concessions in Tientsin and Hankow.

Although neither the bases programme nor the Central Africa
programme was achieved by the war, they illustrate the global as-
pects of Germany's claim to become and maintain herself as a world
Power.

It is true that the colonial questions did not figure largely in the
discussions on Germany's war aims; it was generally assumed that if
Germany won the war they would practically realise themselves.
The foreground of these discussions was occupied by European ques-
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tions which were regarded as the foundation for any overseas policy.
This order of importance was clearly expressed in a marginal note
by an official in the Reich Interior Office to one of the numerous
'insatiable' representations received by it: 'Far more important than
any colonial policy is a determined and extensive Germanisation of
the new glacis to be acquired in east and west. Any money and man-
power not needed there may be employed in colonies.'

The European glacis were Longwy-Briey in the west and the
Polish frontier strips, Lithuania and the Baltic in the east.

Longwy-Briey: the Reichts rnineral charnber
The minette field of Longwy-Briey in French Lorraine continued

to constitute Germany's most important war aim in the west, and
that to which government, OHL and private interests adhered most
obstinately. In December, tgr7, andJanuary, rgrB, Longwy-Briey
was again the subject of memoranda submitted by the Verein deutscher

Eisen- und Stahlindustrieller and the Verein deutscher Eisenhiittenleute. As
in lgr5, the representatives of German heavy industry called for 'the
incorporation ofthe ore-fields ofFrench Lorraine in the territory of
the German Reich'. The minette of Longwy-Briey was ranked with
the 'Bessemer red ores of Krivoi Rog' (so essential for Upper Silesia),
the manganese ore of Chiaturi and the magnetic iron ore of Nicopol.
The acquisition of Longwy-Briey was demanded as 'an absolutely
vital necessity for the future development of the German iron and
steel industry in Germany'.

In the spring of r9r8, when they were expecting early victory in
the west, the Imperial and Prussian Ministries themselves again took
a particularly active interest in the question of Longwy-Briey. Baron
von Stein, Secretary of State of the Reich Economic Office, told
Ludendorffand Sydow, the Prussian Minister for Trade and Indus-
try, that it was'vital for Germany to secure a sufficient part of these
ores'. Even favourable long-term contracts would not, in his view,
suffice to assure Germany's 'part' and influence. 'Even the best-
devised agreement is still only paper.' Stein wanted a company or-
ganised before the peace negotiations opened to take over the mines,
six-sevenths of which were French-owned. Both Ludendorff and
Sydow agreed that the ownership of the mines must be assured I the
only way of doing this permanently was to incorporate the area in
the Reich. Sydow thought that if this was done, it would be particu-
larly necessary to make certain that the expropriation applied also to
the land, buildings, furnaces, rolling mills, etc. connected with the
mines. To make sure that no French proprietor was left with a share
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in the mines taken over, inventories must be compiled of all objects
with data of their value and owners. Sydow said still more forcefully
that there were two possible ways of taking over ownership: com-
pulsory liquidation before the conclusion of peace, or transfer to the
Reich under the peace treaty. He was strongly in favour of the former
course, partly in order to create aifait accompli before peace negotia-
tions and partly in order to enable Prussia-not the Reich and not
private enterprise-to take over the administration of the mines.
Stein agreed with Sydow's proposals, especially with 'the expropria-
tion of all foreign titles to the mines and concessions'; he also agreed
that Longwy-Briey should be put under state administration as

'national property', and not be given to private persons. 'The deci-
sion, however, whether the administration shall be Prussian or Im-
perial depends on whether the Briey basin becomes Prussian or
Reichsland.' In any case, no more foundries were to be built in the
basin; in the future only mining must be carried on there. On Au-
gust r2 Stein asked Ludendorffto set foot on the necessary prepara-
tions for the expropriations.

Although agreeing in principle, the Foreign Ministry thought that
liquidation could be effected only in conjunction with the incorpora-
tion of the area. It thought immediate liquidation, as advocated by
Sydow, Stein and Ludendorff, dangerous on grounds both offoreign
and domestic policy, since it would be regarded as a sign of impend-
ing annexation. It therefore asked for further consideration in corn-
mittee. On August r 7 Ludendorff invited the departments to meet
on September r 7, clearly hoping that by that time the military
situation would have improved, but on September r5 he found him-
self forced to postpone the conference again. Not until October I5
did Stein announce that any further preparations for the incorpora-
tion of Longwy-Briey and the expropriation of the mines and found-
ries'had been rendered otiose by recent developments in the political
situation'.

Longwy-Briey was, however, also the key-stone of the proposed
commercial treaty with France. If the basin was to be ceded, Ger-
many was according nothing more than most favoured nation treat-
ment, but if it was left with France, conditions were to be imposed
which guaranteed to Germany at least one-third of her supplies of
ore from France. Stein further wanted a preferential treaty allowing
Germany to 'lay hands on' France's Thomas meal and slag, silk,
vegetable oils, wool, bauxite, phosphates, chromium and nickel.
France's industry would then have stagnated and the country
would have sunk into the position of a supplier of raw materials to
Germany.
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Belgiurn: the vassal in the west
In r918 the customs union was still the most important war aim

in Belgium. It was defined ever more closely in innumerable inter-
departmental conferences and memoranda. Through it and other
economic agreements (currency, tariff and transport unions) the
German political leaders hoped to enlarge Germany 'by a land
blessed agriculturally and industrially' and to'increase her weight in
commercial neqotiations'. Economic penetration was to be the basis

for'drawing Belgium into the German power sphere'. When Belgium
had signed a military convention and customs union' linked her
tariffs and transport systerns with Germany's, had adopted the
Reich's legislation on monopolies, social legislation and indirect
taxation, had left the Latin currency union and adopted the mark,
she would have become a tributary state, Germany's vassal in the
west, without Germany having to proceed to direct annexation. Up
toJuly and August, IgrS preparations were being carried on for a
peace treaty on the basis of 'two separate states, Flanders and Wal-
lonia', each with its own parliament, linked by one crown and one

Ministry of Economics. It was only in October, and then only reluc-
tantly, that the departments retreated from their more extreme de-
mands, but even then they still demanded a preferential economic
position in Belgium.

As in Poland and the Ukraine, the most important objective in
this connection was the integration of Belgium's communications-
'the life-lines of the Belgian economy'-with those of Germany. The
leading and most active mover in this policy was von Breitenbach.
In the summer of rgIB Breitenbach u,as pressing for a number of
agreements 'based on our experience in the east': the establishment
of a joint Belgian-German railway board, a tariffagreement and the
linking of Belgium's inland waterways with those of Germany, with
the twin objects of influencing Belgium's economic potential and
getting the lines to the port of Antwerp completely under German
control. Breitenbach's plans were supported by the Governor-Gener-
al, by von Stein and Helfferich, and also by the governments of the
south German states, Bavaria, Baden, Wtrttemberg and Hesse, the
Chambers of Commerce of Frankfurt, Mannheim, etc. and the Han-
seatic towns of Hamburg and Bremen.

As early asJanuary, r9I8 the Department for Trade and Industry
in the Government-General worked out'principles for handling the
question of the port of Antwerp'. These principles were communi-
cated to the federal governments, the Imperial and Prussian Ministries
and business organisations. They contained the usual demands, and
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also asked for complete equality of treatment for German and Bel-
gian subjects in all questions of trade, industry and shipping as a
basis for a German-Belgian economic treaty-a demand which Stein
adopted in June in his draft of a definitive treaty, and advised Helf-
ferich to accept. But the nub of the 'principles' was a complete blue-
print of a Port Authority for Antwerp. This authority was to have an
initial capital of two million francs. The German government was to
be allotted 6o per cent of the shares at par and an option on a similar
proportion in any future increases of capital. Forty per cent of the
shares would go to the city of Antwerp. Three-fifths of the Directors
and Commissioners (inspectors) must by statute be German nation-
als. The German government was also empowered to nominate a
Special Commission and a Vice-Commissioner. The authority was
exclusively responsible for the administration of the port, in which
the Belgian state had no voice.

The federal states agreed to the proposals; Hesse went even fur-
ther and wanted the port annexed to the Reich (as the German
government itself had proposed in r9r4, rgr5 and 1916). At the
Governor-General's wish, a great conference was convoked for late
July or early August, to be attended by representatives of the Reich
and the Prussian Ministries, interested Chambers of Commerce (par-
ticularly those ofsouth-west Germany) and the industrial associations
of Brussels and Antwerp. Only the deterioration in the military situ-
ation led Breitenbach to limit the inspection of the port installations
to a smaller number of visitors-a big assemblage of notables would
have betrayed the intentions of the German Reich too clearly.

On August 3 a preliminary conference of all Reich and Prussian
authorities interested was held in the Reich Interior Office. The
meeting again strongly endorsed the idea of the Port Authority, the
detailed statutes of which were already before it, and discussed and
adopted an agreement for taking over the port.

Military plans, too, were being discussed up to the very end of the
war. The OHL, although forced tb retreat from its more advanced
positions, still clung to the possibility of local annexations, including
at least Li6ge. Similarly, the navy was still asking for the annexation
of the Flanders coast in the early summer of r9r8.r The OHL was
also much concerned with the questions of raising a new army for
Belgium, and of the duration of the occupation. On May 252 repre-
sentatives of the OHL and the Government-General (the Foreign
Ministry and the Imperial Chancellery were not invited) decided

r Rtrdiger, op. cit., pp. 143 fi. (the dernand was rnarle by Scheer's sr.lccessor,
Holtzendorff).

2 Id., p. 168.
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that the occupying fiorce must comprise at least eight divisions, and
the occupation last ten years. Belgium herself was not to be allowed
an army, but only a police force. Later, a Belgian army should be
trained in German garrisons under German supervision; it was to be
employed exclusively on the frontier against France. These precau-
tions were meant to consolidate the proposed administrative parti-
tion of Belgium into Flanders and Wallonia, and also Germany's
economic objectives.

The Flemish policy too was prosecuted with energy, if in the face
of mounting difficulties. On December 22, rgrT the Council of Flan-
ders had resolved to proclaim the autonomy of Flanders.r Internal
differences at once broke out between the Young Flamands, who
wanted an'independent' Flemish state, and the Unionists, who were
still asking for two autonomous but united states of Flanders and
Wallonia. The Young Flamands were in the majority in the Council,
but the German Government was reluctant to endorse a proclama-
tion embodying the wishes of the radical group, which did not ac-
cord with Germany's own ideas. It was only under pressure from
Ludendorff, who thought that publication of the declaration would
split the Belgian army, that the government agreed to publication on

January rg without, however, recognising the autonomy of an inde-
pendent Flanders.

In March a second Council of Flanders was constituted on the
basis of 'elections' held in January and February, a steP on which
Wallraf in particular had insisted in order to give the Flemish move-
ment an appearance of legality.2 The elections were, however, no
free expression of opinion; this second Council was'elected by accla-
mation' by a series of mass meetings, at which 5o,ooo signatures were
collected. It pressed for independence and political autonomy, in-
cluding its own legislature, administration and judicature, but the
German government ignored these demands as completely as it had
ignored the appeal of the first Council to the German people to
abolish the 'artificial creation' of Belgium.3

The decisions of the war aims conference in Spaa make it abun-
dantly clear that Germany's Flemish policy was only a political de-
vice to establish Germany's economic, political and military domi-
nation over Belgium.

Belgium, it was said, must remain under German influence, to prevent it
from ever coming under Franco-English influence and being used by our
enemies as a deployment area. To this end the separation of Flanders and

I See above, p. 45o.
2 Archiacs du Conscil dc Flandre, pp. 50 ff.
s Riidiger, op. cit., pp.6 f. ' Volkmann, op. cit., pp. zz3 f'
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BELGIUM: THE VASSAL IN THE WEST

Wallonia into two separate states, united only by a personal union and
economic agreements, is to be encouraged. Belgium will be brought into a
very close relationship with Germany through a customs union, joint railway
system, etc. For the present, there must be no Belgian army.

Germany ensures herselfa long occupation, gradually reduced, so that the
last areas to be evacuated are the Flemish coast and Li6ge. Complete evacua-
tion depends on Belgium's attaching herself to us very closely. In particular,
there must be completely reliable guarantees of the defence of the coast
through Flanders.

These decisions formed the basis of Hertling's famous declaration
on Belgium to the Central Committee of the Reichstag on July r r
when, like Bethmann Hollweg and Michaelis, he gave a solemn as-
surance that Germany did not intend 'to take permanent possession
of Belgium', but only to keep it as a 'pledge' for future peace nego-
tiations, i.e., Belgium would be restored only after Germany's
'guarantees' had been assured. Hertling was also pursuing the old
political tactics of seeking a separate peace between Germany and
Belgium; he repeated that 'close relations with Belgium in the eco-
nomic field' would be in Belgium's own interest, for which reason
Germany was trying to reach a direct understanding with her on the
political issues. This speech, which left all questions relating to.Bel-
gium open, was applauded by the Zentrum, the Progressives, the
Conservatives and the National Liberals, so that the government's
hands remained completely free.

The Flemish activist groups and the Council of Flanders were
disappointed by this speech. The Flemish movement and Germany's
policy were not mentioned at all; indeed Hertling had talked of 're-
instating Belgium'. Tension between the Council of Flanders and the
German government became so acute that on July e5 the Governor-
General forbade the Council to meet until further notice. The Chan-
cellor, however, had been carrying on detailed negotiations both
with the Young Flamands and the Unionists.l At the end of July
Hertling told the president of the second Council of Flanders, Pro-
fessor Deweese, and the leader of the unionists, Oboussier, that al-
though he had not expressly said so to the Reichstag, his attitude to-
wards the Flemish was exactly the same as Bethmann Hollweg's. A
few days later, on August 3, Hertling again defined his attitude to
the president of the first Council of Flanders, Tack, and De Decker,
entirely accepting the unionist programme of two states under one
sovereignty. The Flemish put forward far-reaching requests for the
appointment of a constitutional committee and a provisional govern-
ment and the transfer of the administration of the towns to the

r Archives, pp. LV ff.
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Young Flamands, but Hertling evaded them by his promise to create
two states. He had further conversations with the Unionist leaders,
when the question of changing the communal councils into Flemish
bodies-but without new elections-was again discussed, but the turn
in the military situation soon made these discussions purely aca-
demic.

The Baltic and Lithuania:
Conventions and Personal Union with Prussia or Germany

The original annexationist purposes of German policy survived in
purest form in the attempts to 'attach' Lithuania, Courland, Livonia
and Estonia. On March 8, 19IB, five days after the signature of the
Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, the Courland 'National Council', in which
the Baltic Germans possessed an absolute majority, met under the
presidency of Baron Rahden-N{ayhoff and resolved to beg the Ger-
man Emperor and king of Prussia to accept the dual crown of Cour-
land for himself and his heirs. It further expressed the wish that the
three Baltic provinces, of which Livonia and Estonia still belonged
technically to Russia, might be united in a single state with a com-
mon constitution and administration and be attached permanently
to the German Reich. Thirdly, it suggested the conclusion of a mili-
tary convention and conventions on customs, weights and measures,
and the transport systems.

On March I5 a delegation from the Council carried this resolu-
tion to Hertling, who announced Germany's recognition of the inde-
pendence of Courland in the name of the Emperor. He left the ques-
tion of a personal union with Prussia open, He treated the question
of the unification of the three provinces with reserve, on foreign
political grounds.

The official recognition of the independence of Courland was pro-
nounced by the Emperor on March 29.1 At the same time he said
that the German Reich was ready 'to conclude with Courland such
treaties as would ensure a close economic and military connection
between the two countries'.

Events followed a different course in Estonia and Livonia, which
had been occupied by German 'police units' since the Peace of
Brest-Litovsk. The Chancellor, the OHL and the Reichstag all held
held different views on the futures of these two countries. Ludendorff
took his own line, contrary to Ktihlmann's wishes and warnings. In
obedience to his initiative, and following exact instructions laid down
by him, an Estonian National Assembly met in Reval on April g and
a Livonian in Riga on April I o. Both announced their secession from

1 See Lewerenz, Baltikumrp, t79.
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Russia and then met in Riga on April rz to constitute the 'United
National Council of Livonia, Estonia, Riga and Oesel.' The new
bodies were so composed as to ensure the Baltic Germans the abso-
lute majority, exactly as had been arranged at Bingen onJuly 3I,
rgr7.r On April rz the'United Council'duly resolved to beg the
Emperor'to keep Livonia and Estonia permanently under German
military protection'; it furthermore endorsed the wish already ex-
pressed by Courland that the whole Baltic coast should be formed
into 'a unitary and undivided monarchist, constitutional state
with a unitary constitution and administration, and be attached to
the German Reich through a personal union under the king of
Prussia.'

Finally, it asked for the conclusion of 'conventions' between this
new state and the German Reich.

Ludendorff now pressed the Chancellor to receive at the earliest
possible date the deputation for which he had arranged from the
United National Council. There was disagreement among the civi-
lian leaders whether Germany should inform the delegation that she
recognised the independence of Livonia and Estonia unasked and
immediately, as she had done with Courland. The Chancellor
thought that this step would be politically correct, but possibly not
opportune, and he was therefore rather inclined only to promise the
delegation support for their requests, in particular for military pro-
tection. Payer had warned him that the Reichstag felt that con-
sideration for both German and world opinion, and also the need to
preserve good-neighbourly relations with Russia, forbade recogni-
tion of the independence of these countries on such a basis. For re-
cent moves had revived the mistrust of the left about official policy
in the north-east. Two Estonians, Karl Menning and Martna, repre-
senting the democratically elected government which had been for-
cibly ousted by the Germans on their entry into Reval on February
24, had entered protests against the conduct of the German military
administration and against the United Council convoked by them
and its resolutions. They denied the Council any competence to
speak for the country and protested both against the disbandment of
the Estonian troops and the liquidation by the Germans of the organs
of self-government.

The majority parties were not, however, opposed on principle to
the policy of the OHL (which Hertling had himself adopted). The
point was to gain time; as Payer told the Chancellor, characteristi-

r Marna, op. cit., pp. ro3 f. Of the 58 members of the Council,34 were Baltic
Germans, r3 Estonians, and rr Letts. The non-Germans had been carefully hand
picked.
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cally, if the government moved slowly Grciber's party 'would not
utter a squeak'.

After consulting the departments and talking to representatives of
the parties, the Chancellor told the OHL on April 20 that, 'to avoid
the difficulties which might be expected to result from immzdiate
recognition of Estonia and Livonia', he proposed in his answer to
adhere strictly to the text of the United Council's address. When
therefore he received the deputation on April 2I, he spoke of inde-
pendence for the whole Baltic as prospective and repeated once again
that the German Reich was prepared to afford it military protection.l

While the question of recognition was thus for a time postponed,
the question of the form under which the Baltic and Lithuania were
later to be attached to the Reich now became the subject of lively
arg"ument between the different German authorities.

On May 14, after Germany's second successful offensive in the
west, a meeting of commissioners was held in the Reich Interior
Office to consider 'the future constitutional relationships between
the German Reich on the one hand and Courland and Lithuania on
the other'. The conference had before it the so-called Oberost draft,
which had been composed by Professor Bredt, an authority on politi-
cal science. It began by remarking that a simple contractual obliga-
tion was insufficient, since it could be denounced; the association
must take the form of a real or personal union. How far the German
Reich could take into consideration the wishes of the various nation-
alities must remain an open question. The contractual guarantees
(the so-called conventions) should not, however, be so far-reaching
as to take from the countries their 'independent character'; they
should retain their internal self-administration, while in respect of
foreign policy the predominance of the German Reich, which must
represent the border states at both the diplomatic and the consular
levels, must be absolute.

The most important economic provision of the draft was that the
German Reich should form'a single customs area' with the Duchy
of Courland and the Grand Principality of Lithuania, whose finan-
cial and transport systems should be closely attached to the German.2
The Prussian Minister of the Interior wanted the administration also
to be transferred to Prussia, but this was not accepted, chiefly owing
to the objections of Gossler, the head of the Courland administra-

r Von Stryck and von Bevern tried to get Joffe to recognise the secession of
Livonia and Estonia, butJofle refused to do so before the conclusion of the supple-
mentary treaties.

, The two countries were also to be required to pay 7 million marks towards the
cost of the war, but as this sum would have exceeded their capacities, the state
dornains and forests were to be pledged to the Reich.
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tion, that nothing at all would have been left of Bethmann Hollweg,s
promised 'autonomy' if the countries became simply Prussian pro-
vrnces.

Elucidatory provisions attached to the draft by General Hoffrnann
were too tame for Ludendorff,l who produced annexes which dealt
with the economic and transport systems of the countries entirely
from the angle of a possible new war. He wanted the treaty of alli-
ance extended immediately to Estonia and Livonia.

In transmitting the decisions of the conference to the Chancellor
the Secretary of 

-Strte 
for the Interior advised 'consideratio., of thJ

further possibility of attaching Livonia and Estonia to the Reich,. In
order to elucidate the problems raised by the association, first of
Courland, then of the whole Baltic area, with the Reich, and to get
round as far as possible the competence of the Federal Council as
representative of the federal states, the Chancellor had two Opinioru
drawn up in the summer of rgr8 which examined in detail the ques-
tion of the relationship between Courland and Prussia. The firit of
these stressed the necessity of consulting the Reichsrat and the Feder-
al Council, while the second approached the problem from the
political rather than the legal angle and pointed out that the Em-
peror-King must be covered by the consent of his responsible ad-
visers, viz., the Imperial Chancellor and the Prussian Ministry of
State.

The second document formed the basis for further consultations
in the Prussian Ministry of State on July r z. The Minister of the In-
terior said that the first step must be to consult the Prussian Diet; the
next must be to set up a central constitutional authority in Cour-
land itself, with which a treaty could be concluded. The existing
'National Council'could be regarded as representing the people, bui
not constituting a sovereign body; sovereignty must therefore be
assumed by the king himself by a proclamation. The king, qaa duke
of Courland, would then have to conclude the treatiei with the
Reich, i.e., with himself qua Emperot Similarly, he would have to
impose a constitution, which would then have to be confirmed by the
national body. Similar views were expressed by Spahn, the prussian
Minister ofJustice. Both Spahn and the Minister of Finance, Hergt,
wanted the whole Baltic area attached to Prussia, but under a real
and not a personal union, in order that the area might later be
turned into a Prussian province.

Thus Prussia remained true to herself to the last hour: the new
state was not to rest on the basis of popular sovereignty, but on an

1 The annexes included 'measures to be taken to prevent emigration of the
Jers',
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authority created from above by the hereditary monarchy, only
slightly iestricted, within bounds chosen by itself, by a constitution
imposed at its discretion.

A similar authoritarian solution was under consideration for

Lithuania, but the deliberations were overtaken by events' Lithu-
ania,s relationship to Prussia-Germany was still completely unclari-
fied, since neithei the constitutional question nor the question of the

conventions had been brought any nearer to solution, although on
March 23 the Emperor had officially notified the Taryba of his recog-
nition of"Lithr..rii', independence.l Erzberger, who had been work--
ing on a'solution' of the Lithuanian question since the beginning of
Afril, IgI8, now intervened.2 Thanks to his endeavours the Taryba,
o.r ;r.,. 4, secretly elected to the throne the duke of Urach of the

Catholic foiirttemberg line (under the name of Mindaugas II) -and
secured his consent. At the same time Erzberger spoke in the Reich-
stag advocating that Lithuania should have its own government'
ThIs suggestion was officially rejected by Falkenhausen. On July I t,
after Klf,lmann had resigned and when there were consequent fears-

of a military dictatorship, the Taryba constituted itself a'council of
State', viz., a governing body on the Polish model, proclaimed Li+-u-
ania a constitutional Monarchy and, offered the crown to the duke

of Urach. This was a move designed to exclude any possibility of a
personal union with Prussia or Saxony. The news had a shattering
effect in Germany. The Chancellor rejected the election and had a

declaration printed in the N.A./' onJuly 2I to the effect that the

recognition ofLithuania's independence had been conditional upon

the frior conclusion of the conventions necessary to safeguard Ger-
many's interests. 'As things stood', however, this condition had not

been fulfilled.s Almost the entire German press condemned the

Lithuanians' move.
The controversies which followed led on August r to the division

of the former military administration of Obetosl. Courland, with
Riga, the Islands of Oesel, Moon and Dagoe, the rest of Livonia, and

Eslonia, were grouPed in a 'Military Administration of the Baltic
Lands', under the Eighth Army. Lithuania, including Augustovo,

Suwalki and the military forestry adminisration of Bialowidza,

Byalistok and Grodno, was converted into a'Military Government
oi Lithuania' with headquarters in Vilno' The central adminisra-

1 See above, p. 472.
2 Colliander, op. cit., pp' rgz f.
B Klimas, op. iit., p. r5z. For the Taryba's_ Declaration and the Council of

St.t.tl.ti.i.i6 H.rtiiig, i6la., pp. t44-7. On the reaction of the press, see Colli-
ander, pp. r97 f.
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tion of Oberost was liquidated and Under-Secretary of State von
Falkenhausen, who had previously been attached to it, was taken
into the Reich Ministry of the Interior as 'Reich Commissioner for
the Baltic Areas and Lithuania'. The result of this reshuffie was that
Prusso-German policy concentrated on the Baltic, while Lithuania
was given a special position; interest in that country gradually came-

to bi confined to its position as an anti-Polish factor in the belt of
border states.

Further discussions between the Prussian ministries produced a
long report by the Ministry of State-one more testimony to Prnssia's

obrtinat. determination to expand-'On the attachment of Courland,
Livonia, Estonia and Lithuania.' The sequence of technical inde-
pendence followed by alliance could not be followed in all four

iountries. The report recommended recognising the independence

of Estonia and Livonia, and strongly advised 'announcing a simul-
taneous and identical settlement of the political future of all three
Baltic countries'. If this result were to be delayed until the conclusion
ofgeneral peace, at least an irrevocablefait accompli must be created
in Courland and Riga. The Emperor annotated the word 'delayed'
in the margin:'Must not be! This must be settled first' This is no

business whatever of the Americans.'
The Ministry of State was against attaching the countries to the

Reich and strongly advocated a personal union with Prussia, which
would better secure the 'indispensable economic unity' between the
border states and the Reich'. The Emperor too was flatly against
personal union with the Reich. 'No! That would be a second Alsace-
Lorraine.' Nor should the Reichstag intervene in what was a part of
the royal prerogative.

His Majesty deigned to remark that He did not want to object further to
the Reichstag being officially consulted on personal union between Prussia

and the new Baltic state, but expected that when this was done, the fact
that it was not constitutionally competent should be strongly stressed. His
Majesty did not want to curtail in any way the rights of the Reichstag, but
was particularly insistent that the rights of the Crown must be equally
respected.

These were the views of Wilhelm ll quaking of Prussia, and of the
Prussian Ministry of State, but they were strongly opposed by von
Hintze, now representing the Reich as Kiihlmann's successor, and
also by Falkenhausen.

r. The German Reich, wrote Hintze on September I8, has in its proclama-
tions rejected annexatiorut, but the proposed solution amounts to that.
z. Viceroys in these countries would cause difficulties. 3. The differences
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between natural, economic and social conditions in Prussia and the border
states make it impoosible to rule them on the same principles. 4. Like the
Ministry of State, he dislikes the idea of a Sa:<on dynasty for Lithuania,
because of the Poles. 5. Personal union with Prussia would lead to big
parliamentary diffi culties.

Hintze accordingly begged the Emperor to reconsider the ques-
tion ofa personal union.

The last discussion of Baltic problems was held in Hertling's
Chancellery on September 20. Hertling too rejected the 'Prussian'
treaties. The Foreign Ministry produced new drafts for the alliance
with Courland, including the financial and legal appendices. Under
these, Courland was to retain its formal independence, but decisions
on war and peace were to rest with the Reich, and German interests
must be considered when important foreign treaties were concluded
and in economic relations with foreign countries. Von dem Bussche
thought that'in practice, German influence is secured everywhere'.

The interest of German public opinion in the 'German Baltic'
reached another peak before the war ended-on the glorious occa-
sion, hailed in Germany with extreme enthusiasm, of the re-opening
of theUniversityof Dorpaton September r5, Igr8.1 This idea of re-
founding a German university on old German colonial territory as
an eastern outpost of German culture was a result of a systematic
cultural policy which was put into effect step by step as the German
troops advanced along the Baltic.

As early as IgI3 a large number of idealistic and patriotic German
savants from the Reich had met in a so-called summer university in
Riga with the intention of promoting a 'movement of world philo-
sophy' which should 'save from cultural isolation this part of the
German people which politically is separated from us'. The partici-
pants included such men as Adolf von Harnack, Ernst Troeltsch
and L. von Schroeder from Vienna.

When Riga was taken in September, r g r 7 lecture courses by Ger-
man professors were instituted'as desired and resolved by the High
Command of the Army' (the suggestion had come from Max Sering,
the author of the memoranda on which the colonisation policy was
based). In the spring of rgIB they were extended to Dorpat and
Reval. The leading figures of academic Germany took part: Max
Sering (on 'The Meaning of the World War'), Reinhold Seeberg
(on 'The German spirit and the cultural significance of Protestant-
ism'), Dietrich Schiifer ('The historical role of the Baltic countries'),
Erich Marls ('Goethe and Bismarck, intellectual and political

I Roderich von Engelhardt, Die Dwtsclu Uniltersitdt Dorpat in ihrcr geishsgcschicht
liclun Bcdcutnttg (Munich, r 9$), pp. 535 ff and 524 ff.
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Germany'), Georg Kerschensteiner, Hans Driesch, Eduard Meyer,
Alois Riehl, Ulrich von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, and many
others.

At the end of March, r9r8 Professor Karl Dehio was instructed by
General von Estorff, then commanding the Eighth Army, to produce
a memorandum on Dorpat University. He submitted it on April z.
The Prussian Minister of Education, Schmidt-Ott, provided the
funds. A teaching staff of sixty-three was collected, partly by releas-
ing serving soldiers. Dehio was chosen to be the first rector. As
curator Wilhelm II personally appointed Theodor Schiemann, the
man who, with Johannes Haller, had worked most closely to bring
about the attachment of Livonia and Estonia to Prussia.

All lectures were to be in German, although the students of the old
university, ofwhom there had been about a thousand in r9r5, had
consisted of Germans, Estonians and Letts in about equal numbers.
This was a political move of the first importance, for it showed once
again that at the end of the war and in conditions entirely different
from those of rgr4 the same policy of Germanisation was being
followed. The consequent protests, from both enemy and neutral
countries, were so sharp that Wilhelm II himself could not disregard
them. German, and especially academic, public opinion, had wel-
comed the decision as an expression of the nation's confidence in
itself and its mission. The rector of the university of Frankfurt-am-
Main, for example, Professor A. Bethe, sent a message to the teachers
and students in Dorpat: 'The teaching shall be German again, the
language shall be and remain German, for the weal of the land, the
weal of the Reich.'

Although the Germans were pinning high hopes on the Baltic as
late as September, in Lithuania their cause continued to stagnate.
After the Taryba's resolutions of July r r had yielded no fruit, the
Lithuanian 'Council of State' continued to press for recognition of
its new position as representing Lithuania. On September 14 Hert-
ling repeated that recognition of the Council of State still depended
on the conclusion of the conventions with Germany; in the absence
of these the Taryba had no competence beyond what was assigned
to it in the autumn of r9r7. The Council of State was at last recog-
nised on October 20 by the new Chancellor, Prince Max of Baden,
who said that he was leaving it to the Taryba to form a government,
and that Germany would not intervene either in the matter of the
constitution or in that of the frontiers. These last words were a veiled
threat that Germany would leave Vilna to the mercy of the Poles.l

r For instance: Polish self-defence-organisations had been organised in Vilna,
with the agreement of the German authorities.
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The Council of State adopted a provisional constitution on October
28, and on November z it revoked the election of the duke of lJrach,
thereby-contentious as this candidature had been-breaking a link
with Germany. On November 5 Voldemaras, who had been elected
Prime Minister, formed his cabinet, the new independent state was

constituted, and the war aim so long pursued by Germany fell from
her grasp.

Germany did not give up her ambitions so quickly in the Baltic
provinces, especially Courland. On October 6 Ludendorff agreed
with the Secretary of State for the Interior and the Minister of War
that all communications on important questions of principle between
those two offices and the military administrations of the Baltic lands
and Lithuania should pass through the OHL-so tenaciously did the
military regime oppose any attempt by the 'civilian' government to
assert itself.

Not until October I5 did Payer open negotiations to replace the '

military administration by a civilian one. The military administra-
tion set up in the autumn of rgI5 was terminated on November 3 by
a cabinet decree signed by the Emperor 'on the appointment of
civilian administrations on the Baltic and in Lithuania'.

But Germany had by no means given up her Baltic plans. The
Emperor had recognised the independence of Estonia and Livonia
on September 22, but on November 7, two days before the revolu-
tion, a Council of Regency for Courland, Livonia and Estonia,
elected by the National Councils,l was established to bring into being
a unitary state comprising all these lands, and on November I I ihis
Council established a Baltic militia.

Meanwhile, however, revolution had broken out in Berlin and,
encouraged by it, a provisional Estonian government had been
formed, to which the German occupying authorities handed over
their functions on the Izth. As this government was sympathetic to
the Bolsheviks, Germany could exercise no influence over it. The
prospects seemed different in the republic of Latvia, which had been
proclaimed within its ethnographic frontiers on November 28, with
the peasant leader K. Ulmanis as Prime Minister. Here the German
Right-wing Social Democrat August Winnig,z who had been ap-
pointed Plenipotentiary General for the Baltic four days before and
had been given over seven million gold marks in cash with which
to operate, was still in a position to do something to promote one of
Germany's oldest war aims, her colonisation plans-though now only

r Reinhard Wittram, 'Zur Geschichte des Winters rgr8-r9', in Baltisclu Landc,
ed. A. Brackmann and others (Leipzig, t939), Vol. IV, No' I, p. 20.

2 August Winnig, Am Ausgang dcr deutsclun Ostpolitik (Berlin, r9z I ), pp. 36 ff.
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in collaboration with the Latvian democracy, which itself was being
threatened by Bolshevik forces. On November z9 Winnig concluded
a treaty with the Ulmanis governmentr under which the latter pro-
mised to grant Latvian citizenship to any German soldier who did
four weeks' military service for the country. Winnig described this
treaty as his crowning achievement for Germany; later he invoked
it to claim that all the German soldiers were entitled to colonise land
in Latvia.

Thus the plans evolved between I9I5 and r9I8 by Schwerin,
Sering, Ludendorff and Gossler survived even after Germany's de-
feat in the west and helped to project the idea of a German colonists'
land in the north-east into the Weimar period, which inherited an
anti-Bolshevik, anti-democratic nationalism, untainted by any feel-
ing of defeat, from the German 'Free Corps', the men of the Baltictm
who had set themselves up on the Baltic and were recalled thence to
Germany under pressure from the Entente.

Irnperiurn Gerrnanicurn
A survey of Germany's aims at the beginning and in the middle of

IgtB, when German self-confidence was at its peak in the expecta-
tion of early victory, discloses a picture of an imperiurn of grandiose
dimensions. In the west: Belgium, Luxemburg, Longwy-Briey
linked with Germany on such terms as to make possible the ad-
herence of France and Holland and to isolate Britain and force her
to recognise Germany's position; in the east: Courland, Livonia,
Estonia and Lithuania, from Reval to Riga and Vilno, the Polish
Frontier Strip and Rump Poland all closely fettered to Germany; in
the south-east: Austria-Hungary clamped into Germany as a corner-
stone, then Rumania and Bulgaria, and beyond them the Ottoman
Empire as an object of Germany's Asiatic policy. Command of the
eastern Mediterranean was to compel the adherence of Greece and
secure the route through Suez, while the domination of the Black
Sea guaranteed the economic mastery of the Ukraine, the Crimea
and Georgia, and the command of the Baltic compelled Sweden and
Finland, with their riches, to take the German side. On top of all this
was the position of at least economic hegemony in Rump Russia.

The counterpart overseas of this European extended basis-Mit-
teleuropa surrounded by a ring ofvassal states-was to be the central
African colonial empire safeguarded by naval bases and linked with
the Near East through the Sudan and Suez. With this economic and
political power in Africa, reinforced by the command of the strategic
and technical key-points on the route to South America to expand

I Id., pp. 83 f.
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and consolidate the strong economic interests already established
there before the war, Germany was to make herself a colonial and
economic power of world status. Yet concentration on the African
empire implied no withdrawal from the eastern hemisphere. Ger-
many was maintaining her interests in Samoa and New Guinea and
trying to initiate in China a more elastic policy, confined purely to
the safeguarding of her economic interests. Above all, she hoped that
by ceding Kiaochow to Japan she would be able to renew her old
connections with that country against both Russia and the Anglo-
Saxon powers.

Germany's political and economic imperium would have represent-
ed a concentration of force far surpassing Bismarck's empire in re-
sources and human material. The old industrial areas of the Ruhr
and Luxemburg, the Saar, German Lorraine, Saxony and Upper
Silesia were to be reinforced by French Lorraine, Belgium, Poland
and Bohemia. For her supply of ore, besides her own production and
the assured imports from Sweden, she could have drawn on the ores
of Austria, Poland, Longwy-Briey, the IJkraine, the Caucasus, Tur-
key and Katanga. To the oil of Galicia was added that of Rumania,
the Caucasus and Mesopotamia, to her own agricultural production
that of the Balkans and the north-east, to her previous imports from
her old colonies in Africa, the abundant produce of central Africa;
markets previously contested would be replaced by near-monopoly
in Georgia, Turkey, Russia, the Ukraine, the Balkans, the north-
east, the north and the west. The weight of the German Reich in
matters of commercial policy would unquestionably have put Ger-
many in an impregnable position of world-economic power. The
economic agreements were, moreover, to be safeguarded by military
treaties.

Military conventions with Finland, the Baltic states, Lithuania,
Poland, the Ukraine, Georgia, Turkey, Bulgaria, Rumania and
Austria-Hungary, and in a negative sense also with Belgium, had
been planned, and most of them at least initialled. Through these
economic, political and military links Germany would have created
a European bloc which would have put her on a level with the three
world powers of America, Britain and -if she could still be counted-
Russia, and have given her a rank far above that ofany European
power of the old days.

The realisation of this world-wide aim depended on victory in the
west, where the fresh and unexhausted power of America had come
to the assistance of the British, French and Belgian armies.
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IN EXPECTATION OF FINAL VICTORY
CLIMAX OF POWER AND REVERSE,

AND THE CONTINUITY OF WAR AIMS

IN the spring of I9r8 Germany had in appearance reached the
zenith ofher power. The political changes from Finland to the Black
Sea revealed the outlines of the German New Order in Eastern
Europe. They were at once an end in themselves and a means to
bring the war in the west to a favourable conclusion by eliminating
the Allies' second front on the Arctic coast and by the economic
mobilisation of the eastern territories now dominated by Germany.

The decision in favour of a western offensive
and psychological warfare

At the beginning of rgr8 the Germans had two possible ways of
assuring the mighty German imperium in the east: either 'retreat
eastward' and defence in the west, or an offensive in the west. In the
former case, the east would have become Germany's real war aim
and she would have had to seek an accommodation with the Western
Powers. Such an accommodation could not, however, have been

achieved without an explicit renunciation of Belgium, for which
Germany was not ready at the beginning of I9r8. She therefore em-
barked on the second road of realising her war aims in the west also

by a military decision; and in view of the imminent intervention of
the Americans this victory could not be achieved through the defen-
sive, but only by an offensive.

The decisions to attack in the west had been taken at the end of
r9I7. First, in October, IgI7,r Lieutenant-Colonel Wetzell, Chief of
the Operational Department of the general staff, had drawn up a
report, on the basis of which Hindenburg, the Chiefs of Staffs of the
two army groups, the German Crown Prince, Crown Prince Rup-
precht of Bavaria, and Generals Count Schulenberg and von Kuhl,
meeting at Mons on November II, I9I7, only three weeks after
Lenin's victory in Petersburg, had decided to force a decision in the
west in the following spring by a major offensive in France.2 After

I Llrsaclun,Il, p. z3B. See also Der Wcltkrbg,Yol. XIII, pp' 33o ff.

' Der Weltkrieg, Vol. XIV, pp. 53 ff.
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this military decision, the political decision in favour of the offensive
was taken at the Crown Council of December rB, three days after the
entry into force of the armistice in the east, when the leaders of the
Reich concurred with the demands of industry in again promoting
Germany's hegemony in Belgium to the status of official Reich
policy and revoked the conditional renunciation of Belgium pro-
nounced on September r r, rgr7.r

At the Crown Council of Bellevue onJanuary e, r9r8, when the
ten days' grace of Brest-Litovsk had yet to expire, Ludendorff re-
ferred to the 'blow in the west' for which peace in the east was a
necessity,2 and in the course of the famous correspondence between
the Emperor, the OHL, and the Imperial Chancellor, Hertlings
wrote to Hindenburg on January 7 expressing his pleasure at the
coming offensive:

If, then, with God's gracious help, the proposed new offensive should,
thanks to Your Excellency's tried leadership and the heroism and deter-
mination of our soldiers, lead to the decisive success for which we hope, we
shall be in a position to lay down such conditions for peace with the Western
Powers as are required b.2 the sectrity o;f ourifrontiers, our economic interests, and our
international position aJter the war.

After the war in the east had ended in victory for the Central
Powers, confidence in victory in leading circles in Germany naturally
again ran very high. Von Griinau, the representative of the Foreign
Ministry at General Headquarters., wrote that they were counting
there on 'shattering the enemy'. At about the same time the Em-
perora who, according to Admiral von Miiller's diary, was'on top of
the world', laid down the lines for the political aims of the coming
western offensive in one of his famous marginal notes:

The victory of the Germans over Russia was the pre-condition for the
revolution, which was the pre-condition for Lenin, who was the pre-condi-
tion for Brest ! The same applies in the west ! First victory in the west and
collapse of the Entente, then we shall make conditions which they have to
accept! And they will be framed purely in accordance with our interests.

Here Wilhelm II summarised with almost classic brevity the suc-
cesive stages of Germany's war aims policy and their mutual inter-
dependence. Moreover, the general political ideas prevailing at the
beginning of rgr8 were entirely in the tradition of Germany's war
aims policy. Bethmann Hollweg's idea of a separate peace in the east

r See above, pp. 424-b.
2 Ludendorft .Eriluurungen, p, 438.
3 Schwertfeger, op. cit., pp. lz8 f. (author's italics).
{ Miiller, op. cit., p. 342.
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had included the intention, after concluding peace with Russia, of
'so beating France to her knees by force of arms that she must accept
any peace we desire'. Then Germany would be able to go on and
impose her will similarly on Britain. Even if Germany's continental
aims in the west had become more limited and somewhat more
moderate in form, the great aim of destroying Britain's world power
position was in essentials intact, On January 7, I9IB, another im-
perial minute in which, as in May, r g r 7, Wilhelm wanted Britain to
surrender Gibraltar, Malta and Egypt, shows how German policy
remained shot through with anglophobia. The idea of detach-
ing Egypt revived the old plan of August, rgr4 of dealing the
British world empire mortal blows in Egypt and in France. The
war aims outlined in earlier programmes seemed to have come
within Germany's grasp subject only to a victorious offensive in the
west.

But Germany's reserves of power had become so exhausted after
nearly four years of war that before the great attack opened Hinden-
burg himself admitted frankly to intimates that he could not guaran-
tee that the spring offensive would bring final victory over the West-
ern Powers in France.l It was therefore natural to think in terms of
giving the military offensive some psychological preparation and
support by means of a political offensive, a'peace offensive'.

Two initiatives, one an intervention by the Liberals Naumann,
Jiickh and Bosch with Ludendorff, the other a memorandum by
Colonel von Haeften, both strongly advocated preparing the way for
the military operations by a politico-psychological offensive.z The
Liberals, speaking for numerous men of their mind, strongly urged
an unambiguous peace move by the German government, combined
with a declaration of renunciation of Belgium; for in that case, they
said,

Mitteleuropa would have been created and welded together-we should
have attained a position of economic, military and political equality among
the World Powers and therewith a war aim which we can put to our credit
independently ofany changes offrontiers in east or west.

They also thought that such an offer would isolate the Allies, there-
by revealing its tactical aspect: if the war went on, Germany would
place the full guilt on the Allies (who would then only be fighting for
Alsace-Lorraine) and Germany would then be able to bear the
terrible sacrifice of a fourth year of war, and especially of an

1 See Hindenburg, Aus tncincm ltbcn (Leipzig, Igzo), pp. z9B f.; also Dcr Wclt-
krieg,XlY,p.67.

' Ursaclun,Il, pp. 145 ff ; Ludendorff's answer, ibid., p. e5o.
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offensive in the west. Germany's own position would also be greatly
strengthened among the foreign neutrals, as would the peace parties
in the Entente countries, and this would be a powerful support for
the military offensive if that operation proved unavoidable.

Ludendorff snubbed his Liberal visitors sharply, principally, one
must suppose, because they had said that a limitation of Germany's
war aims in the west was indispensable to the success of the political
offensive. He had no objection to their idea of preparing the offen-
sive in the west psychologically by assertions of Germany's willing-
ness for peace, for at the same time he had given complete approval
to Haeften's long memorandum of January, r9rB, which promised
the same effects from the psychological campaign, without however
touching Germany's aims. Haeften was a soldier. He regarded the
offensive as a thing settled, and it did not occur to him to moderate,
still less give up, Germany's war aims in the west in favour of a
compromise peace, as the Liberals were now proposing, in order to
avoid the ultima ralio of the bloody western offensive. His aim was
'to defeat England in the field and at the same time to let the effects
of this defeat develop into a collapse of the English war machine at
home'.

He did indeed calculate that after a few more months of expensive
war the peace party in Britain would in any case 'automatically'get
its way against Lloyd George, but by that time the victory of the
British peace party would no longer be ofinterest to Germany. 'Then
it [the peace party] will only help us to get peace. We, however,
need a policy which first helps us to win the war.'

In other words Haeften was not interested in a 'common' (ordinar)
peace-to adapt a well-known saying of Moltke's-but only in a peace
on Germany's terms. Britain's early collapse was the pre-condition
for the realisation of Germany's war aims, and to bring it about
Haeften proposed suggesting to the people of Britain, through public
declarations by German statesmen and suitable influencing of the
press, that the blame for the continuance of the war lay exclusively
with the Allies and their 'imperialist' war aims. By contrast the Ger-
man people's readiness for peace was to be emphasised, in order to
turn the mass of waverers in Britain and the pro-peace opposition
against Lloyd George's government. The discontent of the British
people, combined with the blows of Germany's offensive, must lead
to a 'psychological catastrophe'I Lloyd George would fall, peace be
imposed; the full fruits of Germany's military offensive could then be
harvested in a peace framed as Germany wished it.

Ludendorff passed on these proposals to the Chancellor. Hert-
ling's two speeches ofJanuary z4and February 25, rgrS may there-
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fore be regarded in the light of Haeften's 'political offensive'; indeed
they must be so regarded, for both accorded absolutely with his
ideas, sometimes even aerbatim.

\fiilson's Fourteen Points,
Lloyd George's speech and the Gerrnan reply

OnJanuary B, rgrB, the day on which Hertling had agreed'with
joy' to the Emperor's order to prepare for the offensive in the west.
President Wilson announced his famous Fourteen Points. This was
the third important utterance made at this time by the West on the
question of peace. First the French Foreign Minister, Pichon, had
publicly rejected the Brest-Litovsk summons. Then Lloyd George
had dwelt in detail on the question of peace in a public speech on the
Entente's war aims. Wilson, like Lloyd George, assumed that the
Central Powers' negotiations with the Russians at Brest-Litovsk had
broken down and that the Russians would consequently re-enter the
war. This being so, Wilson's address, while also containing general
and ideological aspects which conjured up the vision of a final peace-
ful order after the war, had a direct tactical purpose-as also had
Lloyd George's speech, seeking as it did in its practical phraseology
to use the right of self-determination to establish a lasting peace-
ful order in Europe without depriving Germany of her great
power status or dismembering Austria-Hungary, and above all
without allowing America to intervene in Europe and depose
Britain from her old role of preserver of the European balance of
power.

The general principles in the Fourteen Points, such as the freedom
of the seas, elimination of all trade barriers, general limitation of
armaments and adjustment of all colonial claims, would have
worked out not unfavourably for Germany and would probably have
hit Britain and France harder. Their decisive importance for Ger-
man policy (and particularly for the war aims hitherto pursued by
her) lay in Wilson's territorial conditions, to which Germany would
have had to submit if she accepted the Fourteen Points. Points 6 to 8
called for the evacuation by Germany of all occupied territory in
Russia, Belgium and France. Further, 'the wrong done to France by
Prussia in r87r in respect of Alsace-Lorraine must be made good'.
Finally, there was to be an independent Poland, including 'all dis-
tricts inhabited by indisputably Polish populations', which would
have forced Germany to renounce at least the province of Posen and
Austrian Galicia. Wilson's pronouncements on the political future of
Poland and Alsace-Lorraine were even clearer than those of Lloyd
George, who had only gone through the motions of identifying
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himself with France's claim and had asked only for a'reconsideration
of the great injustice of r 87 I '.

Had Germany accepted the Fourteen Points as the basis for a
future peace, the effects would have been twofold. On the one hand,
Germany would have been obliged to renounce all her war aims and
therewith her aspirations to hegemony in Europe and to world
power rank; she might also have had to accept territorial losses in
both east and west. Secondly, her position as a European great power
would have been assured her by the retention'of her indisputably
German territories, since the Fourteen Points excluded all the more
extensive British and French aspirations of an economic or territorial
nature. Finally, Germany would have had a chance to recover her
colonies in whole or part.

Thus the German statesmen were again faced with a decision of
principle, like that which had confronted them in the autumn of
r916 during the controversy over unrestricted submarine warfare.
At that time Germany's last military trump had lain in the unre-
stricted employment of her submarines; now, at the beginning of
rgr8, her last card was the gamble of a final offensive in the west, on
which, however, was staked at the same time the existence of the
Reich itself. The general military situation, as compared with the
autumn of rgr6, had improved in one respect by the Russian with-
drawal from the war, but had deteriorated with the American entry
into it. Germany's terms for a negotiated peace had meanwhile risen
since the earlier date. In view, however, of the balance of forces in
Germany, of the powerful agricultural and industrial associations
organised in the Fatherland Party, the extensive public propaganda
by the Alldeutschen for the western war aims, and the excitement over
the allegedly 'weakly' handling of the negotiations in Brest-Litovsk,
any government which accepted the Fourteen Points and abandoned
Germany's previous aims in east and west-not to speak of Alsace-
Lorraine and Posen-without previous military defeat would at once
have been overthrown. Renunciation of Germany's aims and ac-
ceptance of Wilson's programme would have been possible only after
a radical reshaping of power relationships within Germany, i.e.,
after the overthrow of the Monarchy and of the existing social order.
But the forces of resistance in Germany were still too strong and the
forces of revolutionary change too weak, as the outcome of the major
strike at the end ofJanuary, rgIB had proved most convincingly.

There is therefore nothing surprising in the answer which Hertling
gave to Wilson and Lloyd George onJanuary z4 in the Central Com-
mittee of the Reichstag.r That answer was a categorical refusal, only

I Id., II, pp. I45 ff.
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slightly tempered by acceptance of those of Wilson's general points
which contained something favourable for Germany, although Hert-
ling admitted that in their last speeches the Anglo-Saxon statesmen
had abstained from polemics against 'Prussian militarism' and
'Hohenzollern autocricy'. But even while accepting the general
principles, Hertling contrived to turn them against Britain. He made
'freedom of the seas'depend on Britain renouncing Gibraltar, Malta,
Aden, Hong Kong, the Falkland Islands and other bases.

Hertling rejected decidedly any intervention by Wilson in the
question of the future of the territories occupied by Germany. In
respect to the east, he appealed to the ten days'grace period ofBrest-
Litovsk, which the Allies had allowed to pass unutilised. 'Conse-
quently,' he said, 'we are dealing here [in the east] with questions
which concern only Russia and the four allied Powers.' True to Ger-
many's autonomy policy, he operated with the formula of the 'self-
determination' of the border peoples of Russia, saying that Germany
hoped thereby 'to achieve good relations both with these peoples and
with the rest of Russia'- the familiar paraphrase for Germany's war
aims in the east: 'the restoration of orderly conditions which guaran-
tee the peace and prosperity ofthe country'.

When he turned to the west-to Point 7-Hertling again confined
himself to insisting in the familiar words, 'that at no time during the
war has the forcible annexation of Belgium constituted a point in
Germany's political programme', and he said the same of French
territory. He flatly rejected any cession of German territory in east or
west, while saying that the governments in Vienna and Constan-
tinople would answer any questions of frontiers or autonomy con-
cerning Austria-Hungary and Turkey. He gave, however, a formal
guarantee to the Ottoman Empire, because by raising the question
of the Straits and through other utterances which threatened the
territorial integrity of Turkey, Lloyd George had touched on 'what
were also important vital interests of the German Reich'.

The exchanges between the enemy statesmen on a possible peace
went on during February. On the rrth of that month Wilson de-
veloped his 'Four Principles' for peace in a speech to the Senate-
again after a period of stagnation in the Brest-Litovsk negotiations
and coming immediately after Trotsky's declaration of 'No war, no
peace'. The Four Principles repeated the Fourteen Points in even
more general form. The Chancellor answered in the Reichstag on
February z5.r He again described the President's message as'a small
step towards a mutual rapprochement'; but while accepting Wilson's

r Id., pp. 376 ff.; Hertling's answer, ibid., p. r7o. On March 8, r9r8 Hertling
again insisted that he accepted Wilson's Points.
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general principles in theory, he returned in his concrete proposals to
the old line of German policy. He accepted the new Poland, saying
that it had the Central Powers to thank for its re-birth, but at the
same time he made the first public revelation of the German govern-
ment's intention to ask Poland for territorial cessions, although he
added reassuringly 'that . . . in regulating the frontier question Ger-
many . . . would only ask for what was indispensable on military
grounds'-the long established current formula used among Ger-
mans to describe the Polish Frontier Strip. He gave slight, but un-
mistakable, hints, in a much sharper tone than he had used on
January 24, of Germany's intention to make Poland, the border
states and Russia herselt indirectly dependent on Germany in the
economic field. There was even a hint at the purpose of Germany's
Ukrainian policy, the 'sealing off'of Poland.

In respect of Belgium, the Chancellor again chose a negative way
of describing Germany's war aims. It had never been Germany's
intention 'to make the Belgian state a part of the German Reich'.
Germany must, however, ensure, as she had already said in her an-
swer to the Papal peace note, th:tt Belgium did not become 'the ob-
ject or field of deployment of hostile intrigues'. An international
guarantee of Belgium's independence was not enough for Germany.
Hertling asked the Belgian government in Le Havre to make pro-
posals for the future of its country of a nature to meet Germany's
wishes for a guarantee-again recognisably the old policy of a sepa-
rate peace.

For the rest, the Chancellor's speech had been born chiefly of the
need to justify the resumption of the war in the east before the Reich-
stag and world public opinion. Hertling thought to prove the defen-
sive character of Germany's military operations 'even when she ad-
vances aggressively' by appealing to the 'calls for help' from the
Ukraine, Livonia and Estonia, which had imposed on Germany a
moral obligation to intervene. The operations in the east were'rescue
operations undertaken in the name of humanity'.

In thus stressing the defensive theme, the Chancellor proceeded
to the psychological preparation for the western offensive, now im-
minent. To this end he threw back in the Entente's teeth their re-
proach of imperialism'. He accused them of having followed 'aims
of conquest' since the beginning of the war: that they had been
fighting for Alsace-Lorraine, the South Tyrol and Istria, and for the
German colonies, and to detach Palestine, Syria and Arabia from
Turkey. The Chancellor's speech was delivered eloquently and was
impressive, because he showed that he understood the historic im-
portance ofthe hour.
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'rhe world, he said, is now f;acing its supreme and most fatefur decision.

Either the enemy will decide to make peace-it knows the conditions on
which we would be prepared to enter on negotiations-or it thinks 6t to
carry on the criminal lunacy of a war of conquest. In that case our splendid
troops will fight on under their brilliant leaders.

Hertling's answer returned the initiative to the Allies, without
departing from the basis of Germany's war aims policy or making
any such concrete and reasonable offer on Belgium as the Allies hai
been hoping for for months. Although he said that Germany's con_
ditions were known to the enemy, it is not clear to what he was re-
ferring. The context suggests that he may have been speaking of
Germany's peace offer of December lz, 1916, but that ?offer, lad
been framed in such vague and general terms that it held out nothing
which could be taken up by the other side. Germany,s declaration tL
the neutralsofJanuary ro, rgr7, after the Entente had rejected her
peace offer, had similarly described her aims only in negaiive terms
and without clear-cut conditionsl and the same was true of all her
official statements on her war aims, either in connection with the
Pope's peace move or the negotiations for separate peace. Nor could
what Hertling said in .his speech of February z5 - oi in that ofJanu-
ary z4-b9 interpreted as reasonable peace conditions. Althoulh, as
always, his demands were framed negatively, they still comirised
safegu_ards against Britain for Germany's poiition in Belgium (i.e.,
something more than Belgian neutrality) I German dominition over
Poland and the annexation of the Polish Frontier strip; recognition
of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk with the consequent iecognition of
German domination over the Ukraine as far as the Donetiand Ros-
tov, the Caucasus and Finland, and of the dependent status of Rump
Russia; the attachment of Lithuania and Courland-and also of
Livonia and Estonia, although this was not explicitly stated-to the

l.i"-h. under the pretext of national self-detirminition, manipu-
lated_ in_one way or another; German domination over Rumania,
which Hertling said Germany wanted to gain as a ,friend, after con-
cluding peace. Hertling's silence on the future of the areas of France
under German occupation was still more significant, and was the
more calculated to awaken the mistrust of the Entente because the
German press was repeatedly calling for the annexation of French
territory, at least Longwy-Briey. And at this time the German
government was clinging to this aim with especial and extreme tena-
city.r Germany's demand that the classic bilance of power between
the European great powers should be replaced by a world power

I See above, pp. 5gr ff.
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system composed of herself, Britain, America and Russia was irre-
concilable with the aims of the Allies, not to speak of the position

of Austria-Hungary and Turkey whose territorial integrity Germany

wished to see maintained.

\{estern offensive, Peace through victory,
the War Airns Majority and the fall of Kiihlrnann

On March z r sixty-two divisions launched the long-awaited great

offensive in the west. The initial successes gained by Germany's

shock troops seemed once again to open up brilliant prosp^ects for

Germany's future power position in the world and for the German

system ui ho*. ani abroad. Admiral von Miiller has a vivid entry

in his diaryt on the reactions produced at Imperial Headquarters by

the first reports from the front. As usual when real or alleged Ger-

man victories were reported, spirits bubbled up and no one contra-

dicted the Emperor when he said: 'If a British parliamentarian

comes to sue foi peace, he must first kneel before the imperial stan-

dard, for this is a victory of monarchy over democracy''
Wilhelm II was reverting to the much quoted 'ideas of r9r4' on

the fundamental contrast 6etween Germany's political philosophy

and that of the West, which he developed to an ever higher pitch

during the last year ofthe war. Speaking onJune r5, I9l8-thejunc-
ture ihen the extension of Germany's power in the east and her

claim to power in general reached their all-time high-at a banq.uet

given at be.re.ul fieadquarters to celebrate the thirty years' jubilee

3i hi. ,.ig.r, he said thai 'this war is a struggle between- tworarorld

philosopiies'. As reported by the Austrian ambassador, Prince

iioh..rl,oh., he described the aileged alternatives before the world as

follows:

Either the Prusso-German-Teutonic world philosophy-justice, freedom,

honour, morals-persists in honour, or the Anglo-Saxon-which means suc-

."-ti"s to the riorship of the golden calf. In this struggle one or the other

philosop-"hy must go under. We are fighting for the victory of the German

philosophy.

But behind the imperial wish to dictate peace in the west stood the

very realistic interests of influential groups which were again raising

their voices loudly now that final victory seemed in sight, and bom-

barding the government and the oHL with innumerable memo-

randa. 
-It 

is no coincidence that wilhelm II chose this very moment to

adopt as his own, in greatly exaggerated form, the Fatherland Party's

r Miiller, op. cit., p. 366 (entry dated March z6' IgrB)'
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old thesis of the struggle between world philosophies, for that party's
agitation in favour of annexations now reached what was perhaps its
peak.l At the same time the rejection of franchise reform in the
Prussian Lower House-its opponents increased during the year-
was an impressive affirmation of the German system. The 'bourgeois'
parties in the Diet took their cue from Ludendorff, who 'attached no
value whatever to equal franchise in Prussia'. Colonel Bauer ol'
Ludendorff's staff told R<ichling-the confidence is symptomatic of
the relationship between the OHL and heavy industry-that it was
'a stinking lie' to say that the generals had wanted the franchise re-
form accelerated. 'The Social Democrats would not stop fighting
until everything was democratised', so that the idea that the intro-
duction of the reform would appease and consolidate the home front
was as fallacious as the hope of Drews, the Prussian Minister of the
Interior, that the Social Democrats would in return give the govern-
ment a free hand over war aims. Strikes-as the last one had shown-
would neither unsettle the front nor seriously delay the movement of
supplies, and the field censorship reported that the demand for equal
franchise was not strong at the front.

The government's policy was generally accepted, both in the Prus-
sian Chamber of Deputies and in the Reichstag, except by the Social
Democrats. The appointment to the Vice-Chancellorship of the
'representative' of the parties, Payer, who began by appealing'to all
forces in the Reich to rally together', was acclaimed by Trimborn,
amid applause, as a new token of the advent of a parliamentarianism
adapted to 'the German genius'. But this uniform acceptance of Ger-
many's political system was not the only conspicuous endorsement of
Wilhelm II's thesis; the registered demands of the Alldeutschen,the
National Liberals and the leading representatives of west German
industry show the elemental energy with which forces in Germany
were pressing in the spring of I9r8 for the expansion of German
power. Once again Thyssen, Vrigler, Stinnes, the Verein Deutscher
Eisen- und Stahlindustrieller, the Metallarbeiteraerband of the Christian
trade unions, the Wehraerein and numerous other individuals and
organisationsz demanded to be heard, and called for the annexation
of Longwy-Briey and for political, military and economic 'safe-
guards'in Belgium.

There was yet another way in which Germany's determination to
expand and assure her power position in the west manifested itself in
these weeks. At the Chancellor's big conference of May 3o, rgrS von

r See on this, Kruck, Alldeukcfur Vcrband, pp. IIB f.; Gatzke, Driue lo thc Wcst,

P.263.
2 Gatzke, op. cit.. p. 264,
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Stein, the Secretary of State of the Reich Economic Office, ad-
dressed himself to the 'Westmark Associatiorf (Landgeselkchaft West-
mark),'which was following in the west a policy of colonisation like
that in ttre Ostmark'. This association, which had Schwerin for its
president and was supported by the 'old colonising men', Kupp,
Hugenberg and 'Bernhard of Poland', had, at the request of the
Foreign Ministry, been working with heavy industry, especially
Krupp, on the expropriation of French property in Alsace-Lorraine
as land for'military colonies'. All the preliminary work had been
carried out by the Reich, especially by Stein's predecessor, Schwan-
der, and now Stein too supported the association's work with the
agreement of the Chancellor, Payer, Wallrai Roedern and Kiihl-
mann, although the chief figures in it werc Alldeutscha. As Stein said,

'it would be pointless to disguise the fact that we prefer reliable Ger-
mans to Frenchmen'.

At the end ofJuly Ki.ihlmann, who had been hated by the whole
war aims movement since Brest-Litovsk for the alleged weakness of
his conduct of the negotiations there, was forced to beat a retreat
before the new tide of annexationism which had been rising through-
out the spring and summer. After the disappointing outcome of the
western offensive, he told the Reichstag that he accepted flaeften's
'propaganda campaign'.

The house was debating the vote for the Foreign Ministry, and he
treated it to 'a broad survey of the government's whole policy'. He
again described the purpose of the eastern treaties, in the usual
veiled terms I then, turning to the possibilities of peace, he referred
to the Pope's note and described Germany's positive aim in the
words: 'mutatis mutandis. . . we want to live in the world . . . secure,
free, strong and independent within the frontiers drawn for us by
history, we want to own overseas possessions . . . coulmetuurate with
our position'. He made, however, the famous admission that the
war would no longer be won for Germany by pure\ military de-
cisions. The OHL and with it the whole war aims movement took
this statement as open defeatism. Ki.ihlmann's'cautious' preparation
of German public opinion 'for the possibility of our having to con-
tent ourselves with a so-called peace of understanding' was incom-
patible with the political line and the aims of the classes who held
power in Germany.

To cushion the shock effect of his words on the German people,
Kiihlmann answered the spokesmen of the bourgeois parties in the
Reichstag immediately and very sharply. The moment that he had
'spoken very openly of the question of peace', with an openness
which, as the Berlin press reported, 'we are not accustomed to get
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WESTERN OFFENSIVE, PEACE THROUGH VICTORY
from the government', the old War Aims Majority of the l9r4-r7
Reichstag which, after the intermezzo of the Peace Resolution, had
begun to re-form under the influence ofBrest-Litovsk, recovered its
complete unity. Grdber, for the Zentrum, answered Kiihlmann's
realistic acceptance of facts with an affirmation of faith in Ger-
many's victory: 'Since our peace offers have met only with scorn . . .
the German sword will have to enforce peace in the west also.' Wes-
tarp, for the Conservatives, sharply rejected Kiihlmann's thoughts
of a compromise: 'Germany must find security, and security re-
quires that the coast of Belgium and Flanders must be brought under
German influence. . . . Negotiations must be enforced by our victory,
and that victory will be won.' Stresemann, in the name of the Nation-
al Liberals, also repudiated Kiihlmann's ideas categorically: 'The
effect of the speech has been absolutely shattering. . . . Never had we
less cause than now to doubt in Germany's victory. When victory
has been achieved, we must use it to secure the real safeguards which
we need.'

This spontaneous repudiation of Kiihlmann by the old War Aims
Majority was the Imperial Reichstag's last great expression of its
political will, before the admission of military defeat at the beginning
of October, rgrB changed the internal political situation.

The next day Kiihlmann was also disavowed by the OHL and his
fall became inevitable.l The soldiers resorted to the unusual device
ofa press conference, at which they attacked the Secretary ofState
for Foreign Affairs sharply and befiore all the world. On June e5 an
organised campaign began against him on a wide front. It was not
checked by a feeble attempt by Hertling to defend him in the Reich-
stag, nor did his own attempt, also made in the Reichstag, to weaken
the effect of his earlier word allay the excitement, since it did not
strike the expected note of robust confidence in victory. From that
moment on Ki.ihlmann was, as Helfferich put it,2 'only a political
corpse'.

The great Spa Conference, July e-3, r9r8
Two important conferences took place in the'pause' between the

fourth German offensive in the west, which was broken off on June
14, and the last, which was to open onJuly I5 and enforce the final
decision in favour of Germany by carrying her arms over the Marne.
On July r the OHL and the Ministry of War discussed with the
Chancellor how to introduce a total war-production economy and

r See Ktihlmann's Erinncrungen,pp. ST2 ff. and Mtiller, op. cit., pp. 3BB f. For the
Spa conversations between the OHL and the Chancellor, Ursaclun, ll, pp. z7z f.
and Miiller, op. cit., pp. 387 ff.

I Helfferich, Der Welthicg,p.63r.
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enlist all possible forces by 'bringing in more women', 'tieing workers
to their jobs', limiting consumption, etc. Germany's war aims were
once more discussed exhaustively at Spa on July z and 3.1 When the
conference took place, there was an interregnum at the Foreign
Ministry. Ktihlmann was already out of things, for the OHL and the
Chancellor had taken a joint decision on his 'case' the day before,
and although his successor had not yet been appointed, he did not
attend this last great conference of the leaders of Germany on her
war aims.2

In the east, Germany's programme seemed fulfilled at last. Her
eastern frontier was 'satisfied', 'the Austro-Polish solution dead', the
border states allied with Germany, Russia isolated and economically
'opened up'. As in the east, so also in the west aims had remained
fundamentally unaltered. Although direct annexations had been re-
duced to Longwy-Briey and Luxemburg, Germany had kept to her
aim of establishing her supremacy in Belgium through a customs
union, amalgamation of the railway systems, Flemish policy, etc. If
Belgium was closely enough linked with Germany, the German
leaders thought that they could entrust her with the defence of the
Flanders coast against Britain, although even so the country was to
be occupied by German troops for many years I when the occupation
was gradually reduced, the military would possibly not insist on addi-
tional 'small annexations up to Li6ge' to make a bridge to Flanders.
If the pgogramme of veiled domination over Belgium could not be
achieved in the peace, both the Emperor and Ludendorffwanted to
fall back on direct annexations. The military justified their un-
bending attitude over Belgium by the need to afford absolute pro-
tection to the Rhineland-Westphalian industrial district against
attack from Britain. The statement of these alternatives also ans-
wered Hertling's question whether Germany was prepared to pro-
Iong the war for the sake of dominating Belgium, if Britain refused
to conclude a general peace on such terms. As before, so on July 3,
rgr8, the supreme leaders of Germany were prepared to carry on the
war to enforce Germany's aims in the west.

The importance of the Spa conference with its consistent re-state-
ment of Germany's aims is enhanced by the rank of its participants.
The Emperor presided. He had brought with him his three Heads of
Cabinet and his Adjutant-General, Colonel-General von Plessen.

r See above, pp. 532 ff.

' Miiller, op. cit., p.393 (entrydatedJuly r5, rgIB); also Ktihlmann, op. cit.,
p. 572. Ktihlmann, indeed, writes that only Hertling had been initiated into the
secret. Both he and Mtiller say that the speech had been shown in advance to the
Emperor and the Chancellor. If this is so, these two men had gone back on to
the old line of war aims policy.
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THE GREAT SPA CONFERENCE, JULY 2-3, I9I8
The others present were the Chancellor, the man who alone was for-
mally responsible for Reich policy, with his lJnder-Secretary in the
Imperial Chancellery, von Radowitz, and Minister von Rosenberg
to represent the Foreign Ministry; the Foreign Ministry's and the
Chancellery's liaison officers with the OHL, Freiherr von Lersner
and Count Limburg-stirum; the Prussian Minister of War, von
Stein; the Secretary of State of the Reich Naval Office, von Capelle,
and Vice-Admiral Hebbinghaus; and a strong delegation from the
OHL, including Bartenwerffer, Oldershausen and Winterfeldt, be-
sides Ludendorff and Hindenburg themselves.

The conference met in a mood of full confidence in victory-the
one man who had dared to depart ever so little from the general line
had just been got rid of. Without any doubt Spa expressed far-reach-
ing agreement between Emperor, civilians and military in respect of
the aims of expanding Germany's power. Moreover, the ideas and
aims of the leaders reflected exactly the ambitions and political
philosophy of the overwhelming majority of the German people.
It was not Bethmann Hollweg or Kiihlmann, with their ideas of pos'
sible compromise, who represented the will of the German people,
but the forces which forced them to go.

Kiihlmann's resignation, which was accepted by the Emperor in
spite of objections from Hertling and Payer 'that there might be
grave internal consequences', removed the last man with a voice in
the formation of German policy who hesitated to impose the ap-
proved war aims by force. This lends additional importance to the
fact that his successor, whose appointment was announced onJuly 8,

was Rear-Admiral von Hintze, for Hintze was regarded, both in
political circles in Berlin and abroad, as speaking with the voice of
the Alldeutschen.He was certainly cast for the role of carrying out the
Spa programme after the anticipated victory in the west and 'stamp-
ing sure victory with the seal of a victor's peace'. The Reichstag had
worked with the OHL to compass the fall of Kiihlmann, and there
could be no question of objections to the appointment of Hintze from
the War Aims Majority. Hertling took Hintze, who had been militarl'
attach6 in Petersburg before the war and minister in Christiania dur-
ing it, with him to Berlin in order to assure the Reichstag that there
would be no change in the direction of foreign policy. On July t3
he was able to report to the Emperor that 'the Kiihlmann crisis was
peacefully over in Berlin'.r The same day the Reichstag confirmed its
approval of the political and military leadership of the Reich-or its
own political impotence-by approving war credits to the tune of

1 Schwertfeger, op. cit., p. 2o7 ; note on the Chancellor's report to the Emperor,
ibid., p. 347.
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I3,ooo million marks. Only the Independent Socialists voted against
this, the twelfth, appropriation which brought the total ofwar credits
to I3g,ooo million marks. Elbert explained his party's vote by saying:
'As the enemy refuses a peace honourable to all parties, we will once
again approve the means to achieve peace.' This declaration was
received with great applause, contrasting with the booing which
greeted Geyer, the spokesman of the Independent Socialists, when
he said: 'This time again we shall vote against the war credits. The
war has never been one of defence . . . in the west too Germany is
seeking a peace ofconquest and violence.'

After voting the credits the Reichstag went into recess until the
end of October and excercised no perceptible influence over the fur-
ther development of the political situation in Germany.

Two days before the re-opening of the long prepared German offen-
sive on the Marne was surely the most unpromising moment im-
aginable for new peace feelers. This is the only possible explana-
tion for the Emperor's repeated rejection, onJuly 14, r9r8, of a last
opportunity for undefeated Germany to enter into peace negotia-
tions. Since the spring Kiihlmann had been working pertinaciously
to make contact with America through Daniel McCormick, the
tractor manufacturer, and with Britain, through Hatzfeld, the Ger-
man minister at The Hague-in each case, characteristically, with a
view to a separate peace, i.e., primarily in order to split the Allies.
OnJuly 14, the day before the offensive was due to open, McCor-
mick sent a message that President Wilson was ready to conclude
peace and wanted to know what Germany's conditions were. Wil-
helm II, however, refused to give them, asking instead what were
America's conditions.l With the long cherished goal of defeating
Britain and establishing Germany's hegemony in Europe now,
he thought, within his grasp, the Supreme War Lord was not pre-
pared to consider the possibility of a peace of understanding. The
next morning, at r a.m., he entered his car, bound for the observa-
tion post whence he would watch B,ooo German guns open the bar-
rage and the inf;antry go over the top on each side ofRheims at 4 a.m.

The turn of the tide in the west, the Black Day
and war airns (second Spa Conference)

The offensive ofJuly 15 was a complete failure. The enemy was
prepared for it, and it 'hiled almost before it started'. After only z4
hours the German command had to give up the hope that it would
decide the war in Germany's favour, and when on July r8 a flank

r Miiller, op. cit., p. 393 (entry datedJuly r4, rgrB).
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attack by Americans and French from the forest of Cotterets fiorced
two German armies to retreat behind the Marne to the Vesle posi-
tions, the strategic initiative passed definitively to the Allies. Luden-
dorffwrote:

The attempt to make the Entente peoples ready for peace by defeating
them before the arrival of the American reinforcements had failed. The
impetus of the army had been insufficient to deal the enemy a decisive blow
. . . I realised clearly that this made our general situation very serious.r

The OHL had only the 'impetus' of the German soldiers to set
against the enemy's superiority in material and of man-power re-
serves. The abrupt reversal of fortune was the more surprising to
Germany's leaders because just before launching his last offensive,
Ludendorffhad answered'with a definite "yes"'2 Hintze's'formal and
categorical question whether he was certain of defeating the enemy
finall1'and decisively in the present offensive'. Ludendorff's con-
fidence on the eve ofJuly t5 is confirmed by a later remark of the
Emperor's, who on September 2, when the war was lost, wrote bitter-
Iy of the OHL:

The campaign is lost. Now our troops have been running back without a
stop sinceJuly I8. The fact is, we are exhausted. I cannot understand what
they have been doing at Avesnes [the G.H.Q,]. When the offensive was
opened on the Marne onJuly r5, I was assured that the French had only
I divisions left in reserve, and the British perhaps 13. Instead ofthis, the
enemy assembles a crowd of divisions in the forest of Cotterdts, unnoticed by
us, attacks our right flank and forces us to retreat. Since then we have received
blow after blow. Our armies can simply do no more.3

The attack of July I8 was in fact only the prelude to a general
Allied offensive on all fronts-and yet even after it the OHL had
'planned further counter-attacks' and had shown themselves 'very
confident' to the Chancellor; they had made Radowitz instruct
Payer'to work hard to raise spirits at home . . . the opposite of Erz-
berger's recipe'.{

We get a clear picture of how the general judged the situation from
the long report drawn up by A. Niemann, a general staffofficer not
attached to the OHL.5 The importance of this report is enhanced by
the reaction to it ofLudendorffand Colonel Bauer, and by the fact

1 Ludendorfl Kricgscrinncrungen, p. 545.
2 Schwertfeger, op. cit., p. 387.
8 Mtiller, op. cit., p.4o6.

' Schwertfeger, op. cit., p. zr3.
5 Id., pp. zr5 ff.
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that the Emperor sent for its author. Niemann argued, like Kiihl-
mann, that if Germany's armed force 'is not sufficient to break the
enemy's r,r,ill radically', then success in the field 'can no longer be
used as a means of enforcing political compulsion, but only as a
means of pressure'I in spite of 'the intellectual and moral superiority
of our command', the fact remained 'that in the last instance the war
will be decided by the dwindling of the national forces and the grow'
ing shortages of material'. Germany should therefore open nego'
tiations 'while we are still superior in the field', thus using military
power as the means to bring pressure to decide 'the future political
picture of the world'.

Niemann saw this picture in these terms: 'construction of an eco-
nomic Raum taking in the neutralsl link with Japan; compromise
with Britain; creation of a "colonial belt" in Africa to include the
Congo and Nigeria; and final regulation of the question of associated
territories in east and west.'

Niemann suggested, and (as on the question ofJapan and trade
relations) Bauer and Ludendorff agreed with him, 'that Britain be
told that we are seeking our future . . . not on the water, but on land.
We must create the pre-conditions for Germany's position as a World
Power by a grandiose continental policy'. This position could be
achieved 'by expanding our power position in Asia Minor, which
leads to the vital nerve of the British Empire'. Bauer, however, did
not care for Turkey, 'where there is nothing to be got'. 'Our aims,'
he said-and here we see again how methodically the New Order in
the east was being planned-'must rather be the economic exploita-
tion of the Ukraine, Caucasia, Great Russia, Turkestan.' That is

where the partners for Mitteleuropa were to be found. Niemann,
still thinking of a compromise with Britain as the price for Germany's
position in Europe, proposed to reduce the 'colonial belt' by drop-
ping Morocco, which would go to France, and East and South-West
Africa, which would go to Britain. Bauer agreed, but would not give
up East Africa. Niemann regarded Wilson's idea of a League of
Nations as offering the best possibility of opening conversations, al-
though'not with any idea of realising this Utopia'. Bauer, however,
rejected this idea, which might involve 'giving up Alsace-Lorraine,
restoring Poland and letting large parts of Austria-Hungary become
independent'; the'only correct solution for Poland is a new parti-
tion'. Both Bauer and Ludendorfffully supported Niemann's recom-
mendation for stronger, centrally directed press and propaganda
activities to consolidate public opinion.

Niemann was promptly summoned to Avesnes (on August 3) and
appointed the nerv liaison officer between the OHL and the Em-
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peror, in the hope of restoring Wilhelm's confidence in his generals,
which had wavered in the critical days of late July and early August.
But when Ludendorffsaid that he hoped to be able to go over again
to the offensive, in spite of the previous shortage of reinforcements,
Niemann saw how little he could achieve in his position. Both the
Emperor and the Chancellor were still optimistic of victory, and
agreed with Ludendorffwhen he wrote as late as August 6: 'During
the world war, so far I have had to withdraw my troops five times,
only to beat the enemy in the end after all. Why should I not bring
this off a sixth time?' But this time he could not do it. The Allied
offensive rolled on. There came the Black Day of August 8 and then,
in the autumn, Bulgaria, Turkey and Austria-Hungiry collapsed in
turn and the military defeat of Germany was sealed.

The German leaders were very slow to draw conclusions from the
situation which developed after the Black Day. The new military
position and its effects on domestic morale were the subject of another
Conference of Statel held at Spa on August r4 under the Emperor,s
presidency. Here for the first time the leaders of Germany admitted
that they must seek peace as soon as might be: 'we have reached the
limits of our endurance.' In their analysis of the situation, neverthe-
less, they involved themselves in almost incomprehensible contradic-
tions. At this conference the political and military leaders of the
Reich were once more assembled: besides the Emperor, there were
the Crown Prince, Hertling, Helfferich, Stein, von Berg (head of the
Civil Cabinet), von Plessen, Freiherr von Marschall, Hindenburg,
Ludendorff and Haeften. The proceedings were indeed ovei-
shadowed by the grave military crisis, which Hindenburg did not
attempt to conceal from Hintze, but the Emperor, the OHL and the
Chancellor were still confident and determined to hold out. When
Ludendorff told Hintze that the German command had set itself the
{n1 'of gradually paral2sing the enemy's will to fight by a strategic
defensive', Hintze thought this implied'solely'a change of strategy;
for the military objective, the breaking of the enemy's will to fight,
remained unchanged. Hintze stated that Germany's allies were com-
pletely exhausted and that her own increasing weakness was be-
coming obvious in view of the steadily growing stream of American
reinforcements; but the OHL replied that 'the aim was the same
and could be achieved', and this view reassured the Chancellor and
most of those present; only Hintze was, as he said, ,deeply impressed

,t Ursaclun,II, pp. z8o ff.; Schwertfeger, op. cit., pp.g86 ff On the whole com-
plex ol questions see also the Amtliehc urkundcn zur vorpeschi-chtc dcs waffcrutill-
standcs, r g t 8, issued by the Foreign Ministry and the Reicli Interior Office (Berlin,
r 924), pp. 3 fl.
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by the gravity of the situation' as revealed by Ludendorff's orevious

'separaie communication'. Thus judgments of the military situation
wavered between recognition of defeat and confidence in ultimate
victory, and the results ofthe conference were correspondingly con-

tradiciory. Hintze was 'authorised to initiate peace feelers through
diplomatic channels', but the value of this concession was reduced
by two essential reservations. The feelers were to be put out through
Spain and Holland, and both the Emperor and the Chancellor
wanted this done only when'a suitable moment'arrived, the Chan-
cellor expressly understanding this to mean 'after our next successes

in the wist'. Nor did Hertling, who himself passed no judgment on
the military situation, give Hintze the support for which the latter
asked in respect of a peace move. The Emperor called in the same

breath for piace feelers, a propaganda committee 'to raise the morale
of the German people', and unification of the administrative appa-

ratusl but, as Schwertfeger wrote,r 'these words did not contain any
clear order to the responsible political leaders to take immediate
steps for peace'. Germany's war aims carried great weight even at
thii confelence; when Hintze raised the questions of Belgium and
Poland, the OHL referred him to the minutes of the earlier Spa con-
ference, and the civilians did not object. Hintze was the only doubter,
and Ludendorff in reply expressed most strongly the OHL's convic-
tion 'that it would be able to break the enemy's will to fight and

force him to accept peace'. As the conference went on, the Secretary

of State found himself increasingly isolated; neither Hertling nor
Helfferich nor von Stein supported his views, and the adoption by
Hindenburg at the end of the conference of Hertling's slogan of a-

'western suicess' shows once more a unanimity on the question of
war aims which, in view of the military situation, can only be called
astounding. Hindenburg declared that'we shall be able to make a

stand on French soil and thus in the end to impose our will on the

enemy'-the will which had expressed itself at Spa on July z and

August r4.
Ar gi.rlr" said later in his account of these days, the OHL 'could

not be induced to retreat from the war aims previously agreed'.2 Any
'diplomatic threads', as Hertling called them, were thus doubly
handicapped: first by the war aims, which had to be achieved under
all circumstances, and secondly, by the reservation regarding the

'suitable moment' which never arrived' In September the instruc-
tions on this point were modified still further: diplomatic action was

to be taken when the retreat halted. Hintze had already sent out
r Schwertfeger, op. cit., p. ez9.

' Id.,pp.386ff.
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offers of a lepa-rate peace to the U.S.A. on August r5,r but he could
never feel that he had the support of the real po*e. 6f th.r tate, nor
of the Reichstag-whose representatives in thi session of the central
committee-of August 2 r were'instructed' by him, characteristically,
in ngo-st optimistic tones and insisted e*p.essiy that the peace must be
'satisfactory and agreeable to us', a demand to which- Hintze twice
gave his full assent.

The optimism which marked the close of the spa conference was
totally unjustified. Nevertheless it strongly influenied the conduct of
German diplomacyin theweeks that foll,owed. The Emperor charles,
count Burian and colonel-General von Arz arrived in Spa on the
same day,2 and from that day on the German leaders were engaged
for weeks in difficult wranglings with their Austrian allies, who"wJnt-
ed an immediate and direct appeal to all belligerents and were not
to be put off with vague references to a ,suiLble moment,. If on
Augult r4 the Germans-were still clinging to the illusion that they
would be able to make the enemy accept p..ce on Germany,s terrns
by means of a strategic defensive in the wist, their attitude was due
in part.to the-exaggerated hopes pinned on a large-scale propaganda
c.ampa-ign. 

-The Emperor favoured a big operation with t*o 6bi.._
tives.: 'weakening the enemy's confidence-in victory, abroad, ind
'raising the confidence of the German people' at horne. His idea was
that there should be a 'Propaganda-Committee,, in which well_
known private individuals, as well as statesmen, should deliver fiery
speeches on lines to be laid down by the Foreign Ministry. ThL
Chancellor was able to tell him that an ,ample pr:ogramme, of ,uch
measures already existed and was being carried out. Hertling was
clearly thinking of Colonel von Haeften,s .political offensivi3 on
which the government was pinning great hopis. InJuly, r917, ii will
be remembered, Erzberger had proposed sitting 

"p 
; ;"; oi,spiri_

tual food office', and the government was now tiying, in exactly the
same. spirit, to replace through propagandar what wai lacking in real
political and military strength. Haeften and Deutelmoser, hei'd of the
press section in the Foreign JVlinistry, began by composing a
'convincing proof of our invincibility' and a-pictuie of th. ,po'iiti-
cal, economic and military conditions' which would follow defe.t,
but they were not able to 

-make good the shortage of real weight.
The military balance was already tilted too heavily in favour of"the
Allies.

I Id., p. e35.
2 Id., p. e34.
t Ursachcn, II, pp.263 ff.; Schwertfeger, op. cit., p.356.
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'The reserves [of the Central Powers] are running out'; this was

stated flatly at tlie session of the Ministry of State on September 3'1

Hertling's refusal to take any initiative towards P,ta":, his. fixed

optimisir, reflecting that of Spa, were in crass contradiction with the

tJt"rt *ititrry d.feit (of the previous day) and with the attitudes of
the prussian ministers von Stlin, von Waldow and von Breitenbach,

the Ministers of War, Agriculture and Public Works, none of whom

was able to satisfy the dimand for more reserves or for the mobilisa-

tion of all forces, as agreed between the chancellor and Ludendorff
on August r. Niverth]eless, when Austria. pressed for an immediate

peaces"tep-.weareabsolutelyfinished'.-itwasrefused.Flintzewas
]till unabie to give Burian any information-on Germany's war aims-
the German government was still'not clear' on this point of its policy;

nor is this sirprising, for on September B Hintze had actually re'

turned to Berlin fr-om Generai Headquarters confirmed in the

ofinio., that there was no reason for anxietyl he had met there with

'only confidence'.
Iiwas only on September ro that the oHL consented to'arrange

a conversation' wit}r.a neutral power-less to Put pressure on the poli-

ticians than to prevent an Auitrian dimarche. It is thus comprehen-

sible that the publication of the Austrian peace note on september

i! ,".*" like iightning out of a clear-sky'. AII Hintze's efforts-and

ifi.y *... supp"orted by the Chancellor, the departments and the

Ofil-*..e now airectld towards reinforcing the Austrian dimarche

by Dutch mediation2 in the hope ofsalvaging the western programme

*ni"r, rr. had drawn up on september z on the basis of an exchange

of views between payei and tle oHL on August 27: territorial in-

tegrity of the Reich, freedom of rade (i'e', no economic war), new

,"!"titio", for ma.itime traffic, renunciation of annexations and

irri.-"iti., (on the eastern pattern), complete restitution of Bel-

girr*, o' the:assumption' thai no other state was to be better placed

[otititutty, militarily or economically, and the possibility of Belgo-

b..rrrt, nlgotiations for a separate p-eace' No word about the east'

co*p.o*ii in the west and- strengthening of commitments in the

east had become the aims which Germany was hoping to achieve by

her'defensive strategY'.

Maintenance of eastern airns and cornprornise in the west3

the PolicY of SePternber, r9r8

As early as June, r 9 r B the Germ,an government had prepared fall-

back posiiioni ftorn which to justify to the peoples and governments

1 Schwertfeger, op' cit., PP. z4z ff.
I Id., pp. 245 f.
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THE POLICY OF SEPTEMBER, l9l8
of the west Germany's claim to retain the 'east', should she find her-
self forced to renounce her war aims in the west. Early in that month
Haeftenl had described the line to be followed in addressing the
west in the following eloquent words:

The aim of our eastern policy is not to tramPle on the border states but to
secure their freedom and order.

Defence ofthe oppressed peoples ofeastern Europe against the destructive
lorces of Bolshevism, safeguarding of the great moral and economic values

which have been partly destroyed in eastern Europe and are partly lying
fallow. Germany's right and good-neighbourly duty to create order and
freedom here in the name of EuroPe,

Surprisingly, the signal to go over to the new line of anti-Bol-
shevism as justification for the preservation of Germany's Power
position in the east came from those who had been the strongest
advocates of annexationist policy in both west and east' i.e., heavy in-
dustry.

On August z3 and z6 Stinnes conferred with Albert Ballin in
Hamburg on the political situation.z The two men thought the mili-
tary posiiion so serious that the Emperor ought to be advised of the
.re"..iity of immediately appointing a new Chancellor and conclud-
ing an early peace, so that even if the war was liquidated in the

*ot, .t Ieast the order in the east could be saved from the wreckage.
Stinnes suggested that Ballin, Duisburg, Krupp and he himself
should approach ihe Emperor jointlv, but Ballin, who knew the
Emperor;s mentality intimately, thought that this would not be the

besi method. With the agreement of the OHL he therefore Person-
ally undertook the 'painful mission'. Ballin found the Emperor at
Schloss Wilhelmshohe, near Kassel, on September 5 'again very
badly misinformed'.3 The presence of the ultra-conservative Head
of the Civil Cabinet, von Berg, however, prevented the free ex-

change of opinions for which he had hoped. He was only able to ur-ge

on thi Emperor the necessity of peace which, he argued, was to be

obtained, not through England, but through the 'idealist' Wilson,
who was not seeking any territorial advantages in Europe' The Em-
peror, whose attitude had not changed since the August corrference

at Spa, agreed in principle, but said that he thought that the peace

rno*ri .orld wait ten days until the retreat to the Hindenburg line
had been completed; then his plan of using the Queen of Holland
to mediate should be tried. Since Ballin had been unable to speak

out all that was in his heart owing to continuous interruptions by
I Ursaclun,Il, pp. 263 ff.

' Id., pp. z9o f. (from Ballin's notes ofAugust a5-26, rgIB).

" Id., p. egr (Ballin's notes on his last interview with the Emperor).
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von Berg 'as soon as he got a little freer', when he got back to Berlin
he left notes on what he had originally meant to say to the Emperor
with Admiral von Miiller, the Head of the Naval Cabinet.r This
memorandum, which gives a singularly clear picture of the prin-
ciples governing Germany's policy in the autumn of r9r8, contains
the following proposals bearing on war aims:

(i) Peace in the west through Wilson, using the areas occupied in France
and Belgium as pledges;

(ii) Democratisation of the Reich before the negotiations begin, under the
characteristic name of 'modernisation';

(iii) Formation of a front against Bolshevism.

What Haeften in June had described quite generally under the
formula of 'safeguarding economic values in the east for Europe,,
Ballin defined as the common interest of all European economic and
financial circles in safeguarding the vast investments and inexhaust-
ible natural resources of Russia against destruction by the Bolshevik
revolution.

About the same time, Governor-General von Beseler2 had re-
formulated his policy to fit the new line. The Poles were to be won
over for an interpretation of the right of self-determination in the
'German-Central European' sense-in other words, Poland was to be
made a bulwark of the West against Bolshevism.

This new anti-Bolshevik line in essence only expressed Germany,s
effort to find a moral justification for retaining her power position
in the east in the event of defeat in the west. Payer, speaking at a
public meeting in Stuttgart, summarised the internal considerations
governing this move, and formulated them as a part of the psycho-
logical offensive for home and foreign consumption. This speech,
which, like Hintze's war aims programme, was based on a written
exchange of views with the OHL of August 27, represents one of the
last great expressions of that will to power which animated Germany
to the very end. Payer spoke ofthe general franchise and ofa'peace
ofunderstanding'. In his references to domestic affairs his own liberal
views found expression in clear advocacy ofan early introduction of
the general franchise, but what he said on foreign politics agreed
exactly with official government policy. It is noteworthy that Payer
himself still dismissed the possibility of a 'general military defeat, not
to speak of a military collapse' and he fostered illusions about Ger-
many's superiority as based, above all, on her power position in the
east, which would more than compensate for the present reverses in

1 Mi.iller, op. cit., pp,4o7 ff.
2 Conze, op. cit., pp. 968 f.
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the west:'Eastward the world lies open before us again. The occu-
pied territories of Rumania and great parts of the former Russia
have been opened up to supply us.'Payer thought popular Partici-
pation at the conclusion of peace the best guarantee that the peace
would result in the status gzo, without conquests by either side. He
made one small exception: he thought a return to the status quo

possible everywhere 'except only in our east'. Germany must not
again withdraw her protection from the border peoples, from Finland
to the Ukraine, who had, as he maintained, cut free from Russia of
their own initiative, and no one could force her to do so. He there-
fore sharply forbade the Western Powers to intervene in any way
in the regulation of power relationships in the East.

Ifthese states [i.e., the border states], he said, have reached agreement
with us, as the nearest interested party and their natural partner . . . that is
a question in which . . . we cannot allow anyone to interfere, any more than
we propose to submit the treaties concluded by us with the Ukraine, Russia
and Rumania to the Entente for their gracious approval or amendment.
We have peace in the east and shall go on having it, whether our western
enemies like it or not.

For all his verbal acceptance of the status quo in the West, Payer
did not content himself with claiming domination for Germany in
the East. Even now he wanted far-reaching security for Germany's
interests in Belgium. Although he was willing to evacuate that coun-
try, like Hintze he immediately qualified this concession with an
allusion to Germany's Flemish policy, by which he hoped to secure
Germany's influence over Belgium even after the peace. Peace

should if possible be concluded through seParate negotiations, espe-

cially as the concurrent economic interests of Belgium and Ger-
many would bring the two countries together.

Payer was criticised by the left for speaking so strongly in the face
of the steady deterioration of the general position of the Central
Powers. This did not prevent him from rejecting all criticism when
he spoke to the Central Committee-which had been convoked to
give retrospective approval to the supplementary treaties of Brest-
on September 24, and defending more vigorously than ever those
treaties and the order established by them. Once again he rejected
any intervention by the western allies in the east European settle-

ment. Hintze, following him, also emphasised that he was making
the Peace of Brest-Litovsk and the supplementary treaties the basis

of his eastern policy. He again expressly described Poland as the
'corner-stone of our policy in the south-east'. A few days earlier, on
September I9, Hintze had for the first time officially informed Count
Ronikier, the diplomatic representative of the Polish provisional
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government, of Germany's claim to the Polish Frontier Strip along
the Warthe-Narew line, and on September z4 Prince Hatzfeld, Ger-
many's representative in Warsaw, made the same demand in the
course of negotiations on the Polish question between Germany and
Austria.

September also saw negotiations between Germany and the
Ukraine for a new economic agreementr which was concluded on
September Io (four days after Wilhelm II had received Hetman
Skoropadsky in audience) and gave the Central Powers big economic
advantages. Similarly, preparations were going on during that month
to link the Baltic provinces and Lithuania closely with Germany.
These and other events show that Payer's and Hintze's words con-
tinued to reflect the deter-nination of Germany's leaders at least to
save the great gains in the east from the wreckage of Germany's de-
feat, and that Germany was trying to use her'defensive strategy' to
reach a political settlement with the West. Stresemann (who had
taken a decisive part in bringing the supplementary treaties into
being) expressed himself in the same sense. 'Our policy,' he said,
'aims at retaining what we have achieved in the East, since it is
doubtful whether we can realise our Western war aims.' And refer-
ring to peace, which he thought 'nearest when the smell of powder is
strongest', he said: 'In such a peace we should have to maintain our
eastern position, while we must bury our former hopes in the west.
Perhaps in the future Germany's whole face will turn rather more to
theeast....'

On September e7 the Central Committee gave its consent to the
supplementary treaties. On September z8 Bulgaria collapsed. On
September eg Hindenburg and Ludendorff brought their Emperor
the terrible message that a request for an armistice and peace must
go out to President Wilson, and they emphasised that this must be
done'at once, as early as at all possible'; yet even now they did not
think of 'giving up the east'. Wilhelm II's reaction was expressed in
his succinct remark to his Court: 'The war has ended-quite differ-
ently, indeed, from how we expected.'2 He did not reproach his sol-
diers, but he did reproach the civilians most vigorously: 'Our poli-
ticians have failed us miserably.' The legend of the stab in the back
was born.

tModernisationt frorn above and rnobilisation of Gerrnany's
last forces: Gerrnany in October, r9r8

When the OHL asked the German government to issue an im-
mediate request for an armistice, Germany had to give up the struggle.

r Geiss, Grenzslreifcn,p. r47. ! Mi.iller, op. cit., p,4zr.
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There could be no more serious talk of German war aims. From
this point on, Germany could think herself lucky if she succeeded at
least in saving her position as a European great Power and emerged
from inevitable defeat without too much damage. When the men
responsible for the supreme political decisions in Germany met at
Spa on September 29 for the last major conference before the request
for an armistice,r Hintze sketched the political line which Germany
would have to follow during the remaining weeks of fighting if she

were 'to escape a peace at arry price . . . with territorial cessions'.
She should, he said, 'concentrate all the nation's forces for a final
defensive struggle by means either of a dictatorship or of democrati-
sation, 'revolution from above'. The Emperor and the generals re-
jected dictatorship, which it would need a victory to impose, and
decided in favour of 'channelling democratisation', as proposed by
Hintze. It was hoped that this mobilisation of the nation's last forces
would lead to an armistice and a peace on the basis of Wilson's pro-
posals, and on that day Hintze was still hoping to be able to effect the
necessary dimarche'when the moment arrived'. The Emperor, the
OHL and the civilians were all agreed on 'revolution from above'
and the Wilsonian basis. Even then, however, Hindenburg still
hoped for the annexation of Longwy-Briey.

From this moment onward all Germany's efforts to obtain peace
were concentrated on the U.S.A. The new government of Prince
Max of Baden (who protested vainly against such a premature step)
accordingly sent Wilson two notesz on October 3, asking him 'to
undertake the conclusion of peace' and to mediate an immediate ar-
mistice, and announced Germany's readiness to conclude Peace on
the basis of the Fourteen Points.

At the same time 'democratisation' was pushed forward. The vic-
tory of parliamentary and democratic institutions in imperial Ger-
many was not, however, the result of a revolutionary upsurge from
below, such as had given the Western democracies their inherent
strength, but the fruit of a 'revolution from above' consciously
planned to take the wind out of the sails of the 'revolution from be-
low' and at the same time to reach a favourable bargaining position
ais-d-ais the Western Powers. What followed revealed the real pur-
pose of the 'modernisation' of the Reich, as first proposed confiden-
tially by Ballin, and then publicly advocated by Payer, and supported
by Hintze in the hour of imminent defeat as the means of concen-
trating all the nation's forces. The first fruit of this 'modernisation
by order'of the political structure of Germany was the appointment

L lJrsarlun, II, 3 r9 f. ; also Schwertfeger, op. cit., pp. z6o ff.

' Schwertfeger, op. cit., pp. 3o5 ff.; Ursachen, II, pp. 378 L
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of the liberal south German Prince Max of Baden to succeed Hert-
ling, who resigned on September 30, as Chancellor in what proved to
be the last imperial government. At the same time the entry of im-
portant party leaders such as Erzberger and Stresemann into the
cabinet gave it a parliamentary character for the first time in Ger-
man history.

On October z7 the Reichstag agreed to the constitutional changes
introduced by the government under pressure from Wilson, thus
sanctioning the new development which was to make parliament
thereafter the repository ofsovereignty-too late, however, to avert
the revolution which broke out none the less owing to the slowness of
the peace negotiations and the fear that the war would not end.

The defeat of the revolution by the alliance struck between Ebert,
the leader of the Maiority Socialists, and Hindenburg, who remained
at the head of the army even after the abdication of the Emperor,
would, it was hoped, commend the young republic to the Western
Powers as an advance guard against Bolshevism and so produce
milder peace terms. The role of the Ebert government as a factor of
stability in the heart of Europe induced the Allies to allow Germany
to keep her troops in the east on guard against red revolution until
replaced by Allied forces. This concession by the Allies fostered an
illusion among many Germans that Germany's power position in the
east could still be saved. The severity of the actual peace terms of the
Treaty of Versailles, announced in the early summer of rgrg, con-
sequently produced a violent and nation-wide reaction. Since, how-
ever, the idea of resuming the war against the Allies, which had often
figured in the plans of the OHL, had ceased to be practical politics,
a bare majority of the National Assembly sacrificed and ratified the
treaty which, although it imposed territorial losses and heavy finan-
cial and economic burdens, yet left Germany a great power in the
centre ofEurope.

Germany overtaxed herself in the First World War as the result of
an obstinate underestimate of the strength of others and over-esti-
mate of her own. This permanent misconception of realities forms a
'continuity of error'which goes back far into the world policy of the
reign of Wilhelm II. The best witness is Bethmann Hollweg himself
who, speaking before the Central Committee of the Reichstag at the
beginning of October, lgr6, said that this misjudgment of the rest of
the world had been a permanent element in German policy before
and after lgr4.

Since war began, he said, we have not escaped the danger ofunderesti-
mating the strength of our enemies. We inherited this mistake from the years
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of peace. Our people had developed so amazingly in the last twenty years
that wide circles succumbed to the temptation of over-estimating our enor-
mous forces in relation to those of the rest of the world.r

But even after the defeat of rgrB, many Germans, and especially
those who had played leading parts in political and economic life up
to tgr8, preserved in the two following decades a political and his-
torical image of themselves which was coloured by illusions. Because
the German army on the western front had held to the last hour an
unbroken defensive front outside the frontiers of the Reich, and had
marched home in order, these people failed to understand that Ger-
many had been defeated. Thus the idea took root and spread that
the cause of the collapse of Germany was not her own policy or ex-
haustion in the face of an enemy army made stronger than her own
by active American intervention, but a 'stab in the back' behind the
front. The accusation was first levelled against the parliamentary
government of Prince Max of Baden, then against the socialist par-
ties and the November revolution, and finally against the Weimar
democracy which had been forced to accept the 'dictated Treaty of
Versailles' owing to 'treachery at home'. This view did not originate
in, or become the faith of millions as the result of, the statements
made by Hindenburg and Ludendorff to the committee of enquiry
of the National Assembly in November, l9r9 which attributed the
collapse to an alleged'stab in the back'. It had been propagated by
the OHL and the press in contact with it since l9 r 7, and more par-
ticularly since November, rgr8. The Euangelische Kirchenzeitung, for
example, wrote on October zo-before the November revolution:
'Collapse behind the front-not collapse of our heroic front. That is
the shattering phenomenon of these last days. . . . The home has not
held out.'

And a week later the same paper described the actions of Prince
Max's government as an 'organised betrayal of the Reich' and the
day ofits appointment as 'the Fatherland's blackest hour'.

This false interpretation of defeat was accompanied by another
popular illusion: that Germany had been the victim of an organised
assault and that her war had been exclusively one ofjustifiable self-
defence. On this assumption contemporaries and later historians
either denied the existence of Germany's war aims altogether, or
interpreted them as safeguards against a new assault. It came to be
believed that the failure at home had prevented this defensive orga-
nisation of Germany's power position, and so people were prevenied
from seeing that in reality Germany had followed for four years aims

r See above, p. gz.
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the realisation of which would not only have destroyed for ever the

European balance of power, but which would have also infringed the
liberties of peoples who were either previously independent or had

won theirindependence during the upheavals. Above all, in the years

of impotence and humiliation imposed, as the nation felt it, by Ver-
sailles the two illusions of the stab in the back and the purely de-
fensive war nurtured a running sore of resentment against the order
of rglg and a faith that Germany would again rise to the rank of a
world power.
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Germany's Aims in
the First World War

By FRITZ FISCHER

Professor Fischer's great work is possibly the most important book of any sort,
probably the most important historical book, certainly the most controversial
^book, td"o-e out of i."-.ny since the war. It has alieady forced the revision
of widely held views of Germany's responsibility for beginning and continuing
World War I, and of supposed divergence of aim between business and the
military on one side and labor and intellectuals on the other.

"An outstanding contribution to our understanding of German policy during
the First Worlil War. Its wealth of documeotation from previously unused
archives (as well as'its startling interpretations) make much of the earlier
literature obsol,ete. . . . Fischer's new revelations make his book an important
book; what makes it great,however, is his use of his new materials to develop
in a scholarly fashion the general thesis, hitherto more fashionalle amo_n-g jour-
nalists than'historians, thit German policy deliberately aimed at worlddom-
ination in 1914-1918.'; -Khus Epstei.,, World Politics

"A New and cpntroversial view of the roots of World War I that will add
insight to the rise of Adolf Hitler." - John Toland

"This book has gone far toward destrolng an important myth about German
history to which many have clung in the face of the Nazi experience. . . . It is

relevant far beyond ihat period with which it deals and that nation whose
particular war aims it analyzes.f'

George L. Mosse, University of Wisconsin , in The New York Times

"No one who has read hofessor Fischer's book can possibly believe that the
First World War - or the Second World War for that matter - was fought in
vain. The world which Germanyt war aims envisaged was a nighbnare world
in which no other people had a right to an independent life. It is because it
brings home this unpl6asant fact that Fischer's book is so important. When
we see what we have escaped, it may perhaps seem less difficult to confront
our own world, for all its imperfections."

- Geoffrey Barraclough
University of California ir.The Nea lork Reoiew of Books

Fritz Fischer is Professor of History at the University of Hamburg. He has
lectured widely in the United States and, in 1965, was Mernber of the School
of Historical Studies at the Institute for Advanced Studies in Princeton. He is
aiso the author of. lYorW Power o.
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